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TECHNOLOGY 2001 - SYMPOSIA PROCEEDINGS 
Presented December 3-5, $991 
San Jose, California 
TECHNOLOGY 200has  the second national technology transfer conference and 
exposition. Held at the San Jose Convention Center December 3-5, 1991, 
TECHNOLOGY 2001 built upon the foundation laid by last year's initial conference in 
Washington, D.C., the mission being to transfer advanced technologies developed by 
the Federal government, its contractors, and other high-tech organizations to U.S. 
industries for their use in developing new or improved products and processes. 
TECHNOLOGY 2001 was sponsored by the National Aeronautics and Space 
Administration (NASA), NASA Tech Briefs magazine, and the Technology Utilization 
Foundation, with the participation of the following Federal agencies: 
Department of Agriculture Department of Commerce 
Department of Defense Department of Energy 
Department of Health and Human Services Department of the Interior 
Department of Transportation Department of Veteran Affairs 
Environmental Protection Agency National Science Foundation 
In addition to an exhibit showcasing the products and technologies available for sale 
or license from over 200 exhibitors, this year's conference featured 30 concurrent 
technical sessions in which 120 papers were presented, agency workshops, industry 
briefings, and the annual Intelligent Processing Equipment (IPE) Conference held 
concurrently with TECHNOLOGY 2001. 
We are pleased to provide the proceedings from the 30 concurrent sessions. This 
year's program featured symposia on Advanced Manufacturing, Artificial Intelligence, 
Biotechnology, Computer Graphics and Simulation, Communications, Data and 
Information Management, Electronics, Electro-Optics, Environmental Technology, Life 
Sciences, Materials Science, Medical Advances, Robotics, Software Engineering, and 
Test and Measurement. 
The proceedings have been published in two volumes. Volume One contains the first 
60 papers presented (in order), while Volume Two contains the last 60 papers 
presented (again, in order). Proceedings from the IPE Conference Symposia are 
published under separate cover. 
This is Volume Two. Again, the papers appear in the order in which they were 
presented at TECHNOLOGY 2001. For information regarding additional copies, please 
contact: 
THE TECHNOLOGY UTlLllZATlON FOUNDATION 
41 East 42nd Street, #921 
Mew York, NY 10019 
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ABSTRACT 
Composites are generally defined as two or more individual materials, which, when combined into a single 
material system results in improved physical and/or mechanical properties. The fteedom of choice of the starting 
components for composites allows the generation of materials that can be specifically tailored to meet a variety of 
applications. Advanced composites are described as a combination of high strength fibers and high performance 
polymer matrix materials. These advanced materials are required to permit future aircraft and spacecraft to perform in 
extended environments. Advanced composite precursor materials, processes for conversion of these materials to 
structures, and selected applications for composites sare reviewed. 
INTRODUCTION 
The idea of combining two or more materials to form a single composite material system which has 
desirable physical and mechanical properties has been around for centuries. Tools, weapons, houses, ornaments etc. 
were constructed of combinations of naturally occurring materials. From these primitive origins composites have 
evolved into very sophisticated materials which utilize fiber reinforced polymer matrices which are routinely used to 
fabricate high performance aircraft and spacecraft, automobiles, sporting goods, medical appliances, construction 
products, and a host of other items. The widespread use of advanced composites is attributable to the ability to 
design material systems which possess unique properties that satisfy the requirement to perform in specific 
environments. Desirable characteristics of advanced composites include high strength, lightweight, corrosion 
resistance, long fatigue life, damage tolerance, and manufacturing economy. 
Advanced composites have two generally recognized precursors: high strength fibers and high performance 
polymer matrix binding materials. The most common high strength fibers for advanced composites are kevlar, 
graphite and fiberglass whereas the polymer matrices are normally polyester, epoxy or polyimides. The specific 
requirements of the application for advanced composites dictates the selection of the fiberlmatrix combination. After 
the fiber and matrix are selected they are combined into a single system referred to as prepreg. The prepreg is then 
assembled into the appropriate shape and thickness and subjected to processing which converts the prepreg to a 
finished part. This review will include currently available fibem and matrices, processing methodology and selected 
applications for composites. 
ADVANCED COMPOSITES 
Fiber Materia 
Continuous or long staple high strength, low density, small diameter filaments are generally considered the 
predominant reinforcement for advanced composite materials. Graphite, kevlar, and fiberglass are the most widely 
utilized fiber systems for these materials. Selected properties for these fibers are shown in Figure 1. 
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FIGURE 1. FIBER PROPERTIES 
The tensile strength and tensile modulus of graphite, kevlar and fiberglass fibers vary depending on the 
chemical composition of the starting materials, processing conditions, and heat treatment during and after fiber 
formation. Each of these filament types are generally stronger and lighter than conventional metals such as carbon 
stccl and aluminum. The modulus or stiffness of the same fibers is about half that of steels and about double 
aluminum. Along with the desirable tensile properties of graphite, kevlar, and fiberglass the weight per unit volume 
for these fiber systems is substantially lower than steel and aluminum. This combination of high strength and low 
density is very attractive from a structural efficiency point of view. 
Matrix Materials 
In order to take advantage of the desirable properties of high performance fibers it is necessary to stabilize 
the individual filaments with matrix materials. Selection of matrix materials is usually made based on the ease of 
fabrication, cost, and end-use temperature of the structure to be manufactured. Matrix materials for advanced 
composites can be metallic or non-metallic. In the aerospace industry organic matrix materials are utilized in the 
fabrication of a wide variety of structural components for commercial and military aircraft and spacecraft. Polyester 
and epoxy resin matrix materials are utilized for applications that require retention of strength for moderate periods of 
time at exposure temperatures under 350°F (see Figure 2). Polyimide resins can be used for applications at 
temperatures up to 550°F. Although, not used in large quantities, selected metals such as aluminum can be used in 
applications where strength retention at temperatures up to 700°F is a requirement. 
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FIGURE 2. MATRIX MATERIALS 
Composite Material -Fabrication 
Advanced composite materials are generated by combining reinforcing fibers with matrix materials with one 
of a wide variety of techniques to make composite prepreg. The selection of the method to create composite prepreg 
is based on many factors including: the ability to place polymers in solution, the viscosity of the polymer, melt- 
flow characteristics, fiber forming limitations, resin chemoviscosity, economy, and solvent extraction. The most 
widely utilized procedures for producing composite prepreg are shown in Figure 3. 
COMPOSITE FABKICATION METHOD FF.ATURES 
Solution Coating 
Hot Melt 
RTM and RIM 
Intermingled Filaments 
Powder 
Matrix resin dissolved in solvent. Solvent removal can 
be difficult. 
Widely used for epoxy prepregs. Industry standard 
prepreg method. 
Used to infiltrate preforms. Voids and incomplete wet 
out are concerns. 
Matrix resin in filament form combined with 
reinforcement fibers. 
Solvent free; Potential for economical, large volume 
production. 
slurry Can use non-organic carrier materials. 
SITE FABRICATION TECHNIQUES 
ADVANCED COMPOSITE PROCESSING PROCEDURES 
of advanced composite 
resinlfiber combination 
Autoclaves are widely used to fabricate complex advanced composite structures. Autoclaves are pressure 
vessels which range in size from very small to over 100 feet in length. Pressures up to 1,000 psi and temperatures 
up to 1 , W F  can be generated in properly designed autoclaves, but for the fabrication of typical aircraft and 
SP structures pressure and temperature in the range of 100 psi and 350°F, respectively, are routinely 
employed. After the composite is assembled for fabrication of a particular structure, the lay-up is placed in 
a vacuum bag and inserted in the autoclave (see Figure 4). The vacuum line inside the autoclave is connected to the 
bag containing the composite p a  Appropriate heat and pressure are applied to the part to effect complete 
consolidation and cure. The part is cooled down and removed from the bag. Autoclaves can be utilized to process a 
wide range of material systems including polyesters, epoxies, polyimides, bismaleimides, and others. In the 
aerospace industry structural parts ranging in size from a few inches to over 50 feet long are routinely processed in 
autoclaves. 
Hydraulically actuated heated platen presses are routinely used to fabricate flat composite laminates (see 
Figure 5). Very high pressures (>5,000 psi) and high temperatures can be applied with this equipment to cure 
composite laminates. Heated presses are frequently used to fabricate mechanical test samples including tensile, 
flexure and short beam laminates. Computer controlled ramp temperature and pressure functions allow precise cure 
cycles to be maintained for proper laminate fabrication. Hydraulic presses can be equipped with vacuum chambers, 
cooling manifolds, and displacement monitors to assist in the processing of various composite parts. 
Silicone rubber expands rapidly when heat is applied. This characteristic combined with its' excellent high 
temperature properties permit the fabrication of complex composite parts with economical tooling systems (see 
Figure 6). Silicone rubber material is first mixed and poured into a cavity which contains the master pattern of the 
part to be fabricated. The ~ b b e r  is allowed to chemically cure and the master for the part is removed. The 
composite material is then laid up with the proper fiber orientation and overall thickness. This assembly is then 
inserted into the cavity in the cured silicone rubber tool. The cast rubber block with the composite lay-up inside is 
placed in a pressure containment box and the entire assembly is up in the oven. As the heat is introduced into 
the rubber it expands, which in turn applies pressure to the composite part. The tempemure of the oven is increased 
until the cure temperature for the composite material is reached. If the tool is properly designed the pressure can be 
accurately conbolled at the cure temperature. After the appropriate time at temperature, the entire assembly is cooled 
down which causes the rubber to shrink away from the fully c d  part. The finished composite part is then 
removed. An example of a composite airfoil fabricated in this manner is shown in Figure 7. 
Resin Transfer Molding (RTM) is a process in which low viscosity resin is pumped into dry fiber preforms 
contained in a tooling cavity. The individual layers of the dry fiber material is usually in cloth form which is cut 
and assembled into the desired shape and thickness. This prefcxm is i into a tooling cavity which has the final 
shape of the structural part. Resin is pumped into the preform with a tion of vacuum and pressure until the 
preform is fully . This assembly is then heated up to cure the matrix resin. The fully cured structural part 
is then removed from the tool. This process has the potential for being cost effective and for producing very large 
complex structures. 
Themd expansion molding takes advantage of the "memory" chat-acaeristic of high temperature closed cell 
foam (see Figure 8). Polyamide foam softening point and compressed to a thickness on the order 
of 75 percent of its' original room tern . The compressed foam is then cwled down in the deflected 
state under pressure and removed fro ite pregreg is laid up over the compressed foam surface and 
is inserted into the tooling cavity for the desired shape. Upon reheating, the foam expands which moves the 
against the tool surface. Once the final cure temperature is reached the foam exerts sufficient 
pressure to consolidate the composite prepreg. The assembly is held at these conditions until the composite is fully 
c u d  
Rwtion Injection Molding ( R w  is used to fabricate a wide variety of large self-suppmhg moldings for 
automotive and aircraft sbructm (see Figure 9). Polyurethane precursor materids are routinely employed for the 
fabricatim of RIM parts. Automobile dashes, bumpem, removable hardtop, and splash aprons are made by this 
technique. Poly resin and hardener are mixed and pumped under pressure (up to 20,000 psi) into the tool 
cavity after which it begins to rapidly foam and fill the cavity. The chemical reaction and cure time for this material 
system and process is on the order of 10 seconds, which makes this a very fast production process. Several million 
items are fabricated on an annual basis by this method. 
In each of the aforementioned processes the polymer materials undergo either a chemical or physical change 
which renders the composite prepreg material a finished structural part. For thermoset resin matrix composite 
materials the prepreg is converted to a rigid structure after a polymer chemical reaction which can be initiated by the 
application of heat, radiation, catalysts, or other initiators. A typical cure cycle for epoxy materials is shown in 
Figure 10. Thermoplastic matrix materials are "cured" or converted to finished products by the physical shaping of 
the starting composite under heat and pressure. These ma tem have the capability to be reshaped in a follow-up 
processing cycle, therefore thermofonning is considered reversible fabrication pracess. 
CONCLUSIONS 
Advanced composite materials are being utilized to fabricate a wide variety of structmx requiring high 
perf0 ce in specific environments. Applications for these materials are limited only by the imagination of designing engineers due to the versatility afforded by the vast array of combinations of fibers and resins available. 
The growth of this industry exceeds the growth of most industries in the USA. Applications for advanced composite 
materials range from tennis rackets to space shuttle components. The need for lightweight, high performance 
structures will continue to grow in all major manufacturing sectors. This is driven largely by increasing demands for 
conservation of resources and reduction of life cycle costs for consumable products. This growth pattern is expected 
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ABSTRACT 
Resin transfer molding (RTM) is a promising method for cost-effective fabrication of high-strength, low-weight 
composite structures from textile preforms. In this process, dry fibers are placed in a mold, resin is introduced 
either by vacuum infusion or pressure, and the part is cured. RTM has been used in many industries, including 
automotive, recreation, and aerospace. Each of the industries has different requirements of material strength, 
weight, reliability, environmental resistance, cost, and production rate. These requirements drive the selection of 
fibers and resin, fiber volume fractions, fiber orientations, mold design, and processing equipment. NASA Langley 
is sponsoring research to apply RTM to primary aircraft structures such as wings and fuselages, which require high 
strength and stiffness at low density, and are produced in relatively small quantities. However, there is a 
continuing need to reduce the cost of fabricating advanced composite structures. 
This paper discusses the material requirements of various industries, methods of orienting and distributing fibers, 
mold configurations, and processing parameters. Processing and material parameters such as resin viscosity, 
preform compaction and permcability, and tool dcsign concepts are discussed. Experimental methods to measure 
preform compaction and permeability are presented. Analytical methods that predict resin infiltration and cure are 
discussed. Mechanical properties and potential applications of sclected textile material forms are also mentioned. 
INTRODUCTION 
Resin transfer molding (RTM) is a mcthod of combining dry fibrous preforms with matrix resins in a mold to 
yield structural components. It has been used for making products over the last few decades in several industries. 
Parts are made with this process that often require little or no machining. The important relationships between end 
user (customer) requirements and componcnt design and fabrication are depicted schematically in figure 1. There are 
significant differcnces in constitucnt rnatcrials and process parameters, depending on factors shown in figure 1. 
Overall selection of constituent materials is driven by the customer's performance needs, production volume, and 
cost sensitivity. Specific performance critcria are then defined and the design engineer can bracket the material 
seleclions. The type of fiber, its volumc fraction, and orientation are selected by considerations of strength, 
stiffness, weight, and cost. Selection of resin is guided by service environment, lifetime requirements, reliability, 
and cost of the final part. The process cngincer specifies temperature and pressure cycles and the equipment used to 
control thcm in order to produce repeatable parts within the allowable material processing windows. This paper 
discusses aterial and process selection for RTM, and analytical methods that help ensure cost-effective product 
development and production. 
MATERIAL AND PROCESS SELECTXON 
Composite materials offer a wide range of material properties. This is illustrated in figure 2, which shows 
approximate specific strengths and stiffnesses of fiber composites and metals [I]. In comparison with composite 
materials, typical engineering metals have very narrow strength and stiffness ranges. Fiber composites have a 
considerably greater envelope in both strength and stiffness. Because of large differences in properties for fibers and 
resins, properties of composites can vary by a factor of 10 or more. 
Composites allow tailoring of properties to the directions of applied loads, as shown in figure 3 [2,3]. For a beam 
requiring stiffness in only one direction, a unidirectional graphite fiber reinforcement would be the stiffest and 
lightest. Skin panels of typical automotive or aerospace vehicles usually require uniform properties in all 
directions, so a multi-angle graphite laminate or a randomly oriented chopped glass composition should be 
considered. Aircraft wing skins are made of multidirectional graphite laminates, whereas automotive exterior panels 
use chopped glass molding compounds. Chopped glass is less structurally efficient, but less expensive than 
continuous graphite fiber reinforced composites because of lower fiber cost and simpler fiber deposition method. 
The environmental performance of composite materials is strongly influenced by the nature of the resin. As shown 
in figure 4, polyester resin composites can lose 50 percent of their room temperature strength at 250°F. Epoxy 
resins can lose this same amount by 300°F, and bismaleimide resins by about 450°F [2,3]. 
The weak link in a laminated composite is the interface between layers. Impacts from dropped tools or other items 
can cause delamination. Damage resistance of a composite is influenced by both fiber and resin selection. Figure 5 
shows how strength retention after impact is increased by knitting and stitching the layers of reinforcement together 
and by using a toughened resin [4,5]. In general, higher performance resins are more expensive and more difficult 
to process. 
Cost Issues 
Figure 6 shows the cost trends of currently used composite materials. Metals and low fiber volume glass 
composites used in the automotive industry are under $2 a pound [2]. There is a much broader range of high- 
performance fiber and resin costs, typically over $20 a pound for aerospace applications. Depending on stiffness 
and toughness requirements, the fiber or the resin may be the more expensive constituent. Cost is also process 
dependent: for RTM processing, the reinforcement and the resin are procured as separate components, which 
generally is the lowest cost form. For autoclave processing from prepreg tape, these constituents must first be 
combined by a prepregger prior to procurement by the part fabricator, adding another processing step and cost. 
More critical structures require greater control of fiber content and orientation, which adds cost. 
Selection of processing methods to arrive at a given composition and orientation is guided by the cost of equipment 
and the volume of parts to be produced. Several thousand units of a given automobile frame are made yearly, 
whereas aircraft production may be as few as one hundred over several years. In automobile companies, production 
is based on market projections, whereas large aircraft manufacturers typically build only what is ordered. Trends of 
equipment cost amortized over production volume are shown in figure 7. Automotive composites manufacturers 
must invest in sufficient production capacity to meet assembly line rates. Aircraft companies, having lower 
production rates, require a lower investment. However, limited production volume can still cause high amortized 
unit costs. 
Comuosite Processing: Variations 
For a given fiber content and orientation, many processes are available to fabricate the part. Originally, composites 
were mostly made by hand, laying down sheets of material or spraying chopped fibers on a mold. The laydown and 
spraying processes have been automated for greater control and efficiency. Continuous methods such as winding 
over a mandrel or pulling through a die are used. These methods place limits on the fiber orientation, especially if 
through-thickness reinforcement is desired. NASA is putting emphasis on textile methods to orient large quantities 
of fiber by rapid, automated processes. These methods include weaving and braiding of net shape structural 
elements with through-thickness fibers, as shown in figure 8. 
An important cost factor in composite fabrication is how the matrix resin is introduced. One way is to apply resin 
before storing the raw material on a roll, as in prepreg. In order to prevent the resin from curing on the roll, it 
must be refrigerated. In pultrusion and filament winding, resin may be applied just before contact with the forming 
surface. Some resins are so viscous that fiber distortion or air entrapment are difficult to eliminate. With prepregs, 
it is impractical to introduce through-thickness fibers for damage tolerance, whereas RTM methods can allow 
processing for a wider variety of reinforcements and resins. 
In usual RTM practice, dry fibers are oriented in a mold and resin is introduced from a reservoir. The reservoir may 
be in intimate contact with the perform or located several feet away in a heated tank connected by a heated hose to 
the mold. Resin flow direction can be through the thickness or in the plane of the preform. The type of mold 
depends on the compaction needed to obtain the final fiber volume fraction and on temperature requirements of the 
resin. Examples of these variations follow. 
Figure 9 shows a patented process in which flow into the mold occurs in three steps: from one inlet to a 
lengthwise conduit, then laterally across the surface area, then through the thickness of the preform [61. A single- 
sided hard mold is used, with the other side consisting of layers of porous materials and a vacuum bag. Figure 10 
shows a similar through-the-thickness flow in the preform, but the reservoir consists of a solid film of resin placed 
in the mold. The resin melts and flows into the preform under heat and pressure. The compaction pressure is also 
the resin infiltration pressure. Figure 11 shows the same process as figure 10 applied to a typical aircraft wing skin 
with stiffening members attached to the skin [7]. Heat and pressure are applied with an autoclave. 
Figure 12 is a typical pressure injection mold with an external reservoir. The preform compaction pressure is 
applied independently of resin injection pressure. Figure 13 is a patented version of an in-plane pressure injection 
process for forming hollow parts. The inside surface is defined by a pressurized bladder [8]. 
Mathematical Process Models 
Process parameters for a specific part have historically been based on experience. Mold design, heating method, 
flow path, and time/temperature/pressure cycles were determined by past experience and "build and break" trials. 
NASA Langley has been sponsoring research on reducing the need for a trialand-error approach by applying a 
science-based understanding of the process. Success of the science-based approach depends on accurate data for the 
preform and resin processing behavior, and on mathematical models of the process. 
The flow of resins through fiber performs can be modeled in a similar manner as the flow of a fluid through any 
porous media. Darcy's Law states that the flow rate (Q) is directly proportional to the pressure gradient AP/X, area 
(A), and permeability (K); and inversely proportional to viscosity (p): 
The permeability of a preform is dependent on the fiber size, weave geometry, packing density, and direction of 
flow. The viscosity of the resin is dependent on its entire timeltemperatwe history. These parameters can be 
measured and modeled in order to predict flow rate and pressure for any t y p  of preform and any cure cycle. 
Currently, the preform and resin manufacturers do not supply the data needed to successfully model the RTlW 
process. NASA Langley is supporting development of material characterization methods and process models. 
Reform Compaction and PermeabiliQ 
Preform compaction behavior, needed for input into process models, is measured in a fixture where a known 
compaction pressure is applied to a sample and the thickness is measured, figure 14. Fiber volume fraction is 
directly proportional to thickness but is indirectly related to compaction pressure. As shown in the figure, 
preforms in an ambient, uncompacted state range from 30 to 52 percent fiber volume. Vacuum bag pressure (14.7 
psia) shifts this range to 35 to 55 percent. For automotive and recreational products, these values may be 
acceptable. However, high-performance aerospace components require high stiffness to weight ratios. Material 
selection is driven towards graphite composites of 60 percent fiber volume, which require 30 to 130 psi for proper 
compaction. 
Permeability information for a preform is determined by compacting a sample of the material to a known fiber 
volume and pumping a fluid of known viscosity, figure 15. Flow rate and pressure drop are recorded and 
permeability is calculated using equation (1). This test is done at varying fiber volumes and in the three primary 
preform directions. Permeability has been found to vary by a factor of 109 when measured along and across a fiber 
bundle. Resin can flow much easier along a bundle than across it. In addition, as shown in figure 15, 
permeability can vary by a factor of 100,000 between a glass mat at 25 percent fiber volume and woven graphite at 
70 percent fiber volume [9, 10, 111. 
Resin Viscositv Behavior 
Resin viscosity can vary by several orders of magnitude, depending on its chemistry, aging history, and 
temperature. Figure 16 shows viscosity khavior for three different epoxies (Hercules 3501-6, British Petroleum 
E905L, and 3M PR500), each at two sele;k$ temperatures.l In general, higher processing temperatures reduce the 
initial viscosity but cause the viscosity to inhgase at a faster rate as cure progresses. For small parts or high 
permeability preforms, a higher temperature will allow quick wet out. However, with large parts or low 
permeability preforms, the resin may gel prior to full impregnation if the mold is designed for in-plane flow. 
Success may be achieved with a through-thickness flow path. 
Figure 17 shows an example of the processing window for a hot melt epoxy. This material melts as the mold 
heats up, reaches a minimum viscosity, then reacts and thickens. All of the flow into the preform must occur 
before the viscosity starts to increase. 
Versatilitv of Textile Equipment 
It is possible to produce preforms for both the automotive and aerospace industries using a common textile 
machine. For example, the braider shown in figure 18 can produce preforms for automobile bodies or for jet 
engine inlets. To successfully complete the process development cycle, both industries would benefit from a 
mathematical model of the RTM process to aid in mold design and process control. 
RTM Com~uter Model 
Under a NASA grant, Virginia Polytechnic Institute and State University has been developing the computerized 
model of the RTM process shown schematically in figure 19. Currently, the model simulates only one- 
dimensional flow occuring in a through-thickness process. The user selects mold design and process parameters, 
and the program calculates the variation in compaction, permeability, heat transfer, cure kinetics, and resin flow 
with time. The program calls on subroutines for specific preform and resin characteristics. With sufficient data, 
the program accurately models the behavior of the preform and resin inside the mold up to final cure of the part. 
The model is being extended to include two- and three- dimensional flow conditions. Computing requirements for 
the model are also shown in figure 19. Model predictions have been verified for several one-dimensional cases by 
fabricating panels in instrumented molds. 
lThe use of trademarks of names of manufacturers in this paper does not constitute an official endorsement, eithcr 
expressed or implied, of such products or manufacturers by the National Aeronautics and Space Administration. 
RTM Flow Sensing and Control 
The College of William and Mary has developed a sensor system under a NASA grant to monitor resin parameters 
during composite processing. Termed Frequency-Dependent Electromagnetic Sensors (FDEMS), a single sensor 
can monitor the degree of wet out, viscosity, and cure state of a resin. Several sensors can be placed in an RTM 
mold to monitor many locations at once. An additional benefit of such a monitoring system is that sensor output 
can be used to control the process in real time, based on actual resin parameters, as opposed to indirect parameters 
such as mold surface temperature. This system can be used during process development or in production to control 
mold temperature, as shown in figure 20. 
CONCLUSIONS 
Composite materials offer the designer a wider range of properties and higher performance than metals. However, 
raw material and processing costs of composites are a banier to their greater utilization in industry. The key to 
greater acceptance of composites lies in process innovations that result in a cost-effective product. 
RTM processing allows fabrication of composite materials into components of complex shape with any desired 
fiber orientation and all but the most viscous resins. However, mold designs and process parameters can vary 
tremendously. Analytical tools are needed to identify the key variables leading to a cost-effective product and 
process. NASA's efforts in science-based understanding of RTM can guide mold design and process development 
and help control process variables in production. The same approach can be useful in an industrial environment, 
ranging from the automotive body panel made from chopped glass and polyester resin in an in-plane mold at room 
temperature, to an aircraft wing skin made of woven, stitched graphite and hot melt epoxy in a through-thickness 
process. In conjunction with near- net shape textile preforms, RTM shows great promise to be a cost-effective 
process for producing high-quality composite structures. 
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A LOW COST METHOD OF TESTING COMPRESSION-AFTER-IMPACT 
STRENGTH OF COMPOSITE LAMINATES 
Alan T. Nettles 
NASA Marshall Space Flight Center 
Polymers and Composites Branch (EH33) 
MSFC, AL 35812 
ABSTRACT 
A method has been devised to test the compression strength of composite laminate specimens that are much 
thinner and wider than other tests require. The specimen can be up to 7.62 cm (3 in.) wide and as thin as 1.02 mm 
(.04 in.). The best features of the Illinois Institute of Technology Research Institute (IITRI) fixture are combined 
with an anti-buckling jig developed and used at the University of Dayton Research Institute to obtain a method of 
compression testing thin, wide test coupons on any 20 kip (or larger) loading frame. Up to 83% less composite 
material is needed for the test coupons compared to the most commonly used compression-after-impact (CAI) tests, 
which call for 48 ply thick (- 6.12 mm) test coupons. Another advantage of the new method is that composite 
coupons of the exact lay-up and thickness of production parts can be tested for CAI strength, thus yielding more 
meaningful results. This new method was used to compression test 8 and 16 ply laminates of T3001934 
carbon/epoxy. These results were compared to those obtained using ASTM standard D 3410-87 (Celanese 
compression test). CAI testing was performed on IM6/3501-6, IM7lSP500 and IM7FT900. The new test method 
and associated fixture work well and will be a valuable asset to MSFC's composite materials damage tolerance 
Pr'Wam. 
INTRODUCTION 
Since the most critical damage tolerance feature of structural composite materials is their ability to carry a 
compressive load after damage, a simple, inexpensive method of testing this characteristic needs to be established. 
The two most commonly used methods, the Boeing and NASA CAI tests, both call for the use of 48 ply thick 
specimens. There are four big disadvantages to using such a thick specimen. 1) Most CAI testing is on new and 
experimental materials which are either expensive, in limited supply, or both. It would save time and money if less 
material were needed. 2) Foreign object impact characteristics are much different on a 48 ply specimen than on 16 or 
8 ply specimens, regardless of boundary conditions. Since most functional parts are commonly in the vicinity of 16 
plies in thickness, it would yield more meaningful data to test the actual lay-up sequence that the final product calls 
for. 3) A large amount of load is needed to cause failure in the Boeing and NASA 48 ply specimens. A much 
smaller, less expensive load frame can be used if 16 ply (or less) laminates are used. 4) Approximately 334 J (244 ft- 
lbs) of elastic energy can be stored in the 48 ply test specimens, (all of which is released upon specimen rupture), 
whereas the 16 ply specimens will only store about one-fourth as much energy, making for a safer test. 
In order for impact damage to be accurately characterized by CAI testing, a long, wide gage length is needed 
to entirely contain the impact damage. This requirement, coupled with the desire to test specimens much thinner than 
48 plies calls for a method to prevent global buckling of the compression specimen. Ryder and Black (1) wrote on 
compression testing large gage length specimens in 1977. They used a face-supporting fixture based on ASTM 
Standard Test for Compressive Properties of Rigid Plastics (D 695-69). This fixture made contact with the entire 
gage length surface of 140 mm (5.5 in.) long, 22.2 mm (374 in.) wide, 16 ply specimens, tabbed and shear-loaded 
at one end and end-loaded at the other. Clark and Lisagor (2) introduced a face-supported fixture in 1981 that tested 
specimens as thin as 8 plies and up to 50 mm (2 in.) wide and 152 mm (6 in.) long. These specimens were tabbed at 
each end and tested in a hydraulic grip system. The anti-buckling jig was made up of inner and outer platens on each 
side of the specimen. The Boeing Open Hole Compression Test Standard (BSS 7260) is also a face-supporting 
compression test fixture (end-loaded). 
Sjoblom and Hwang (3) of the University of Dayton Research Institute introduced a very simple method of 
supporting the gage length of a thin, wide compression test coupon in order to prevent global buckling of the 
specimen. This technique utilized two metal plates that would sandwich the test specimen along all but 1.9 mrn 
(.075 in.) of the gage length. These plates were secured with just enough pressure to prevent the plates from freely 
moving on the specimen. In order to accommodate CAI specimens, holes were machined into the center of the plates 
to allow room for the protruding damage zone. A MTS hydraulic grip system was used to secure the specimens for 
compression loading. Since availability to hydraulic grips may be limited, Marshall Space Flight Center has 
developed a CM fixture that can be used on any loading frame of 90 kN (20,000 Ibs) capacity or larger. Thk fixture 
is a modified IITRP test apparatus that can acco specimens up to 76.2 mm (3 in.) wide. A face support system 
much like that used by Sjoblom and Hwang is used to prevent global buckling of the p i m e n .  
TEST FIXTURE 
A dfawing of the test fixture labeling its components is show in Figure 1. A phomgraph of ohe loaded test 
fixture and a view of the clamping wedges and load-alignment black is presented in and 
6 contain detailed drawings of the components of the test fixture. The entire fixture 
(except for the anti-buckling faceplates) and measures a~ppmximately 28 cm (1 1 in.) in height when loaded with a 
specimen. The University of Dayton Research Institute's faceplate design was mMied by increasing the cutout area 
to accommodate the damage zone which was often too large. A rectangular shape of 5.11 X 2.5 cm (2 X 1 in.) was 
utilized since the damage zone tended to protrude out lengthwise to the fibers in the outer ply. Thus all testing must 
be performed with the outer plies in the 0' direction (vertically). Like the Celanese fixture, the modified IITaI fixture 
was fitted with an outer sleeve to aid in proper alignment of the fixture and also to act as a protective shield should 
the fixture four alignment rods were used between the upper and lower lad-alignment blocks instead 
of two, as ture. The entire fixture weighs in at a hefty 34 kg (74 is set up in the Iw(Bj,ng 
frame by s er needs to be lifted as one unit. All moving parts are to allow smooth 
movement. The anti-buckling faceplates were bolted onto the gage length of the specimen with just enough pressure 
so the faceplates would not move freely on the specimen. The inner surfaces of the faceplates were sprayed with a 
Teflon coating before each test to assure that fiction between the specimen and faceplate would nor be a factor. The 
faceplates were machined from 16.8 mm (.66 in) thick aluminum to prevent any bending like that reported by Clark 
and Lisagor (2). 
SPECIMEN PREPARATION 
The specimen dimensions were kept the same as those used by Sjoblom and Hwang (3) and are given in 
Figure 7. The fiberglass end tabs were processed so one side would contain a crisscross pattern to allow the wedge 
grips to better "bite" into the specimen. This was achieved by using a Teflon coated, woven fiberglass cloth as a peel 
ply on one of the sides. The other side was smooth to aid in the adhesion of the glasdepoxy tabs to the 
carbon/epoxy specimen. It is important to note that no adhesive should run out from under the glass tabs and onto 
the gage length of the specimen since the faceplates must fit properly into this region. This can be accomplished by 
using flashbreaker tape or a similar non-stick substance at the area were the glass tabs edges meet the carbodepoxy, 
or by using just the right amount of adhesive between the glass tabs and the specimen so no excess is produced. At 
MSFC it was found that a 19 mm (.75 in) wide strip of Cyanamid's FA4 300 film adhesive, placed at the top edge of 
the glass tabs would produce acceptable specimens (see Figure 7.). 
IMPACT TESTING 
A Dynatup 8200 instrumeilted drop weight apparatus was used in this study to inflict impact damage on the 
carbon/epoxy specimens. The falling crosshead was outfitted with a 1.27 cm (SO in.) diameter tup and had a 
1.77 kg (3.9 lbs). The specim at their geometric centers and held fast by a pneumatic clamping 
device over a 6.35 cm (2.5 in. st about my specimen support and impact device can be used, as 
long as the damage zone is not so large as to cover the entire specimen wid&. 
TEST RESULTS 
Since it has been that the stiffness of the specimen fa'ce supporting jig can be a 
(2,3), a series of compress were performed on 16 ply, undamaged laminates of T3WD34 nt 
thicknesses of aluminum faceplates, and a 6.1 mm (.24 in.) thick stainless steel faceplate. The thinnest aluminum 
faceplate was 6.1 mm (.% in.) thick and gave an average breaking stress of 310 MPa (45,000 P.S.I.). The next 
aluminum faceplate tested was 16.8 mm (.66 in.) in thickness and gave an average breaking stress of 482 MPa 
(70,000 P.S.I.). The thickest aluminum plate measured 25.4 mm (1.0 in.) and also gave a breaking stress of 482 
m a  (70,000 P.S.I.). The steel faceplate gave a value of 455 MPa (66,000 P.S.I.) Thus it was concluded that the 
16.8mm (.66 in.) aluminum faceplates were robust enough deflect significmtly enough to affect the outcome 
of the tests and were utilized for the remainder of the test 
Compression tests were canied out on undamaged specimens of 16 ply (O,45,90, -45)~2 T300D34 
carbon/epoxy utilizing ASTIM Test S D3410 (Celanese compression) and the new fixture presented in this 
paper. A total of 26 Celanese tests and 16 tests with the new fixture were performed. The average compression 
breaking stress for the Celanese test specimens was 434 IMPa (63,000 P.S.I.) with a standard deviation of 55 M a  
(8,000 P.S.I.). The new fixture gave an average compression breaking stress of 482 MPa (70,000 P.S.I.) with a 
standard deviation of 41 MPa (6,000 P.S.I.). Although the values are close (within 11 %), previous studies (2) have 
shown that a face-supported compression test specimen yields values slightly lower than a short gage length test. 
However, this study utilized very robust faceplates which ensured no out of plane stresses in the specimen. The low 
standard deviation seen with the new fixture suggests that the friction between the faceplates and the specimen is 
negligible since the torque on the bolts in the faceplates was a very arbitrary value that was not measured with any 
instruments. In addition, some tests were performed without any Teflon lubricant on the faceplates and values were 
obtained which were not significantly different than when the Teflon was used. Edge views of broken specimens 
from each type of test are presented in Figure 8. These breaks are typical of specimens that have undergone extensive 
interlaminar failure between dissimilar oriented plies, (see references 1.2). 
Compression-after-impact tests were performed on three different materials, IM613501-6, a standard early 
generation carbonlepoxy system and two new toughened systems, IM71SP500 and IM71F3900. A 16 ply quasi- 
isotropic layup configuration was used, (0, +45,90, -45)~2. A large range of impact energies was used to better 
understand and compare the materials. As expected, the two new, toughened systems could carry much more load at a 
given impact energy level than the old generation IM613501-6. A plot of impact energy versus residual strength is 
given in Figure 9. Figure 10. normalizes this data by laminate thickness. 
A total of six undamaged and two impact damaged 8 ply quasi-isotropic specimens of T3001934 were tested 
in the new fixture. The average undamaged strength was 407 MPa (59,000 P.S.I.), much lower than the 16 ply 
specimen's average value of 482 MPa (70,000 P.S.I.). The impact damaged specimens, hit with 1.2 3 (.88 ft-lbs) of 
incident impact energy, failed at 282 MPa (41,000 P.S.I.) and 276 MPa (40,000 P.S.I.). Sixteen ply quasi-isotropic 
specimens impacted at 1.2 and 2.4 3 (.88 and 1.76 ft-lbs) had CAI strengths of 447 and 319 MPa (65,000 and 46,000 
P.S.I.) respectively. While the residual strength of impact damaged 8 ply specimens are difficult to compare with 
thicker specimens,mostly due to the different damage mechanisms involved during impact, the fixture does cause 
failure of the 8 ply specimens at the impact damage zone. Undamaged 8 ply coupons gave values significantly lower 
than the 16 ply specimens. Thus 8 ply specimens that have been damaged severely enough to cause a drop in 
strength can be tested with the new fixture, but it is not recommended to test for virgin strength. 
CHARACTERHSTI(CS OF THE NEW FIXTURE 
evolved, some methods to better test the compression coupons were discovered. 
As mentioned earlier in this paper, the tabs to be bonded to the test coupon needed to be applied so that no 
flashing of adhesive would occur in the gage length of the specimen so as to not interfere with the anti-buckling 
faceplates. It was found that on occasion the wedge grips would not "bite" into the tabs and would simply slide 
down. This problem was solve by "roughening" the outer surface of the fiberglass tabs during processing by using a 
Teflon coated, woven glass fabric as a peel ply on one side of the glasslepoxy laminate to be used for tab material. In 
rare instances, one of the tabs would debond from the specimen. This was usually the result of the adhesive material 
between the carbnlepoxy specimen and the tabs not being fully cured (as indicated by color of the adhesive). If a tab 
does debond it can be picked up on the load curve as a sudden, but not large drop in force. If this occurs the test 
should be stopped immediately and the specimen checked since extreme uneven loading would occur, possibly 
damaging the fixture. In this study a tab debond occmed and the test was not stopped and the result was four bent 
pins between the clamping wedges. Fortunately these were easily ~ p l a c d .  
Althwgh it was determined that friction between the faceplates and specimen was negligible, a Teflon spay 
was applied to the faceplates prior to testing and wiped clean after the test had been performed to assure no catching 
of the wimem by the faceplate. Teflon tape was aied but was found to be too easily damaged, thus the use of 
spray. The four bolts and nuts that secured the faceplates to the specimen were fiiger tightened in a crisscross pattern 
with great care being taken to ensure that the faceplates were completely flat against the surface of the carbonfepoxy 
specimen. Calipers were u d  to make sure that there was an even gap between the two faceplates around their 
perimeters. The faceplates were mounted on the specimen before loading into the fixture. 
The most important aspect of loading the specimen into the fixture is to make certain that the specimen's 
length is perpendicular to toe loading platens. This is not very difficult since the diamond pattern on the wedge grips 
is the same width of the specimen. Thus if the tabs are in contact with the ond pattern without any overhang, 
the specimen is assured of proper alignment In addlition, if the specimens were tabbed and machined properly, any 
tab should be parallel to the clamping wedge that grips i t  
The p i m e n ,  with faceplate, is then loaded into the bottom clamping wedge and load-alignment block 
which have previously been set on the bottom loading platen on the test frame. The four alignment rods are then 
placed in the bottom bad-alignment block. The next step is to place the upper clamping wedges on the specimen and 
allow them to rest on the top surface of the faceplates. The upper load-alignment block is then placed on the four 
alignment rods and allowed to slide down over the clamping wedges. The wedges are then lifted slightly as is the 
loading block until the grips are at the point desired on the tabs. A little pressure pushing the clamping wedges up 
into the load-alignment block will lock the upper load alignment block in place. The outer sleeve is then placed over 
the entire fixture and the top loading platen is brought down to the top surface of the upper load-alignment block. 
Testing is now ready to begin. 
All moving parts are cleaned and regreased after 6-8 tests have been performed. The fiture is carefully 
d for any galling or pitting of the metal parts. The most critical area of the fixture is the mating of the 
tapered surface of the clamping wedges to the inner tapered surface of the load-alignment block. These surfaces must 
always be clean and well greased. 
The CAI fixture presented in this paper has been used successfully at MSFC for damage tolerance testing of 
composite materials. The device allows a small (20 kip) load frame to be utilized, thus saving time and cost by not 
having to test outside the Polymehs and Composites Branch. In addition, much less material is needed to fabricate a 
CAI test specimen which also saves time and money. Furthermore, more specimens can be fabricated thus allowing 
a larger range of impact energies to be tested. 
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A simple, inexpensive, yet accurate method for measuring the dynamic complex modulus of elasticity is 
described. Using a "free-five" bar selectively excited in three independent vibrational modes, the shear modulus is 
obtained by measuring the frequency of the torsional resonant mode and the Young's modulus is determined from 
measurement of either the longitudinal or flexural mode. The damping properties are obtained by measuring the 
quality factor (Q) for each mode. The Q is inversely proportional to the loss tangent (tan 6). The vkoelastic 
behavior of the sample can be obtained by tracking a particular resonant mode (and thus a partic* modulus) using a 
phase-locked-loop (PLL) and by changing the temperature of the sample. The change in the damping properties is 
obtained by measuring the in-phase amplitude of the PLL which is proportional to the Q of the material. The real 
and imaginary parts or, in general, the complex modulus can be obtained continuously as a function of parameters 
such as temperature, pressure, or humidity. For homogeneous and isotropic samples only two independent moduli 
are needed in order to characterize the complete set of elastic constants, thus, values can be obtained for the dynamic 
Poisson's ratio, bulk modulus, Lam6 constants, etc. 
The accurate measurement of the elastic constants of materials and their dependence on temperature, static 
pressure and other ambient parameters is important in many fields of science and engineering research as well as in 
product design and quality control. The elastic modulus relates the strains to the applied stresses, so its value and its 
temperature dependence are important design parameters. Manufacturer's specifications for elastic constants of 
castable polymers and epoxies usually are determined by static techniques, if at all, and rarely contain more than one 
modulus. The data also varies widely depending upon sample preparation and cure temperature, and never contain 
information about the temperature dependance of the moduli or their dynamic properties. Since it is the dynamic 
modulus which is needed for engineering applications involving noise, shock, vibration, transducer design, and 
acoustics, it is important that the dynamic properties are available to the designer. 
Due to the number of variations in the preparation and large numbers of epoxies and polymers that are available 
from manufacturers, it is desirable to have a convenient technique for measuring the moduli of material samples. In 
the following sections a technique for measuring the dynamic properties of materials is described which is 
convenient, accurate, precise, and economical. The method relies on the measurement of the frequencies of the 
longitudinal, flexural, and torsional resonant modes of a single rod shaped sample using the same two transducers to 
excite and detect all three modes. 
The fact that the technique is resonant insures high signal-to-noise ratio while the fundamental measurement 
being a frequency means that one can obtain extremely high precision with inexpensive instrumentation (i.e. a 
frequency counter). The technique can be used with both insulating or conducting samples which are not 
ferromagnetic. An additional attractive feature of this technique is the fact that in addition to the shear modulus, the 
Young's modulus can be measured independently using either or both the longitudinal and flexural modes. 
The technique for measurement of the torsional mode is a refinement of one developed first by Barone and 
Giacomini [I] to study the modes of vibration of bars having variable cross-section. A similar arrangement was used 
later by Leonard [2] to disprove the existence of the "Fitzgerald Effect" [3-51 by measuring the attenuation of 
torsional waves in TeflonTM. The technique was modified by Professor Isadore Rudnick at UCLA in order to excite 
and detect the flexural and longitudinal modes in addition to the torsional mode while still using the same transducer. 
He them incarporated the fiee-free bar technique as a teaching laboratory experiment in an upper level undergraduate 
acoustics class at UCLA. The technique has been extended to measure the complex modulus in a manner similar to 
that used by Barmatz, et. al.[6], by measuring the quality factor, Q, or free decay time. We have also included a 
phase-locked-loop which allows the continuous tracking of the moduli and loss tangent as a function of an external 
variable such as temperature [7-91. 
WZEASUWEMIEPaT TECHNIQUE 
Modes of a Bar: A Rod of Circular Cross-Section 
A uniform, bar-shaped sample of a homogeneous, isotropic solid having a circular cross-section of diameter, d, 
and length, L, will propagate three independent waves (torsional, flexural, and longitudinal) provided the wavelength 
of vibration, A, is much greater than the bar diameter. The vibrational modes will exhibit characteristic resonances 
at particular frequencies which depend upon the dimensions of the sample, the density, and the elastic modulus. Of 
course, the resonant frequency will depend on the boundary conditions imposed on the ends of the rod. The simplest 
and most reproducible boundary condition to impose on the ends of the rod is that of zero stress and zero moment 
(i.e. a free-free boundary condition). 
The torsional resonances of a bar having a free-free boundary condition are given by 
7
where G is the shear modulus; p is the mass density, and L is the length of the rod. The dynamic shear modulus of 
the bar material can then be easily expressed in terms of its density, length, and the ratio of the frequency of its n-th 
mode of vibration to its mode number, n as follows: 
This result, in general, is dependent on the cross-sectional shape of the rod. 
The longitudinal resonances of a bar having a free-free boundary condition are given by 
k = ~ p ;  n =  l , 2 , 3  ... , 
2L P (3) 
where E is the Young's modulus of the rod material. This result, in general, is also independent of the cross- 
sectional shape of the rod as long as the initial assumptions (h >> d << L, homogeneous, isotropic) are met. The 
dynamic Young's modulus of the bar can then be easily expressed in terms of its density, length, and the ratio of the 
frequency of the n-th mode of vibration to its mode number, n as follows: 
Unlike the torsional and longitudinal modes, the flexural waves of the bar obey a fourth-order differential 
equation and the flexural wave phase speed, CF, is dispersive. The application of free-free boundary condition for 
flexural vibrations leads to a series of modes, fFn, given by 
OL 
This result is accurate at low frequencies where the effects of rotary inertia and shear deformations associated with the 
flexure can be neglected. The flexural wave phase speed, cp can be expressed as 
CF = 1 ~ Z ~ K C L  . 
where K, the radius of gyration, is given by 
J 
Here S is the cross-sectional area of the rod and z is the distance of an element above the neutral axis in the direction 
of flexure. For a rod of circular cross-section K = 44. The Young's modulus of a bar in terms of its flexural 
resonances can be expressed as 
The redundancy provided by the fact that Young's modulus can be determined by the measurement of either the 
longitudinal or flexural modes provides a self-consistency check on the results and extends the frequency range over 
which the Young's modulus can be determined. This is a result of the flexural resonances occurring at frequencies 
which are typically an order-of-magnitude lower than the longitudinal resonances. 
In using the ideal free-free boundary condition, the theoretical predictions do not take into account the added mass 
of the transducers which are placed on the bar to excite and detect the characteristic bar motion. However, the added 
mass is generally a small effect, typically a few percent of the entire mass of the rod. Also, the additional mass 
loading can easily be accounted for by the introduction of an effective length, L,E, which provides a first-order 
correction if accuracy of greater than a few per cent is required. For the longitudinal and flexural modes, the 
additional mass loading of the transducers at the end of the bar has the same effect as lengthening the bar in the ratio 
of M : M + dM, where M is the mass of the "bare" rod and dM is the added mass of the transducer coils and their 
adhesive [10,7]. For die torsional mode, the effective correction is twice as large since the coils, mounted on the 
surface of the rod, make a proportionately greater contribution to the moment of inertia [7]. 
Selective Excitation and Detection of the Resonant Modes 
The simplicity, speed, and economy of the free-free resonance bar method of modulus measurement is due to the 
ability to selectively and strongly excite the three resonant modes independently using the same inexpensive 
transducers. An electrodynamic transduction scheme is used to detect and excite all three modes using a pair of 
continuous coils of wire attached to each end of the sample bar. The sample is placed in various orientations within 
the field of a permanent magnet in order to selectively excite a particular mode. A typical apparatus for making these 
measurements is pictured in Figure 1, which shows the two magnets into which the coils are placed and an 
adjustable support structure in the foreground. The electronic interface (driver and signal amplifiers) is shown in the 
background. 
+ .D 
The direction of the resulting differential Lorentz force, dF, produced on a segment of wire, dl, c q i n g  a current, 
+ 
I, in a static magnetic field, B, is given by 
+ * +  
@=Id1 x B. (9) 
It is the cleaver placement of the transducer wire coils, themselves attached to the bar, that allows for the excitation 
of one particular mode of vibration. Figure 2 illustrates the arrangement of the magnet and coil for excitation and 
transduction of the torsional modes. Here, the bar is placed with its axis at the center of the pole-piece faces which 
are aligned along the bar axis. The normal to the plane of coil is perpendicular to the magnetic field lines. 
Figure 1. A measurement apparatus [l  11 used to electrodynamically excite and detect the flexural, longitudinal, 
and torsional modes of a free-free bar for determination of the shear and Young's elastic moduli. 
Figure 2. Torsional mode coil orientation and frequency response. (a) Orientation of the coils in the gap of the 
magnet pole pieces used to excite and detect the torsional mode. The arrows indicate the direction of the 
electromagnetic torque on the coil for a particular phase of the alternating electric current. (b) Frequency response 
output (log amplitude vs. frequency) for the five lowest torsional modes displayed on a HP 3562A Dual Channel 
Dynamic Signal Analyzer for an epoxy sample E-CAST F-28. 
At the opposite end of the free-free bar, the receiver generates its "emf' as a result of the plane of the coil 
"rocking" back and forth in a region of strong, fairly uniform magnetic field. This change in angle modulates the 
flux through the coil since the projection of the area which the coil presents in the direction of the magnetic field is 
varying harmonically in time. Mathematically, we can express this induced voltage as 
v=-g[i. iw , (10) 
where dA is in an incremental area subtended by the wire loop. For a small segment of wire moving with velocity, 
+ -D 
u, in a magnetic field, S ,  the induced emf is given by 
-,+ * 
emf = B.1 x u (1 1) 
The flexural mode can be observed by rotating the bar by 90" and translating it up or down by a distance 
approximately equal to the diameter of the bar. This places one of the long coil sections near the top of the 
rectangular pole faces while the other section is above (or below) the pole face and hence in a position of weaker 
magnetic field. The difference in the two opposing forces (the gradient) causes the bar to flex. Likewise, the receiver 
coil is then raised and lowered through the field gradient inducing a change in the flux through the coil and generating 
an emf. 
For transduction of the longitudinal mode, the separation between the two magnet structures at either end of the 
bar is increased so that the strong region of magnetic field is concentrated primarily near the short section of coil 
which crosses the end of the bar along its diameter. The currents in the short section of the coil generate 
longitudinal forces on the end of the bar which excite the longitudinal resonance modes. Similarly, at the receiver, 
the coil is moved in and out of the strong field region by the wave-induced motion which generates the observed emf. 
mSCOELASmCITY AND CONTmUOUS TRAClBClVG OF THE STOMGE ANHP LOSS 
hl0Idmus 
Dvnamic (Storage) Modulus as a Function of Temperature 
The dynamic modulus of elasticity of materials is important to engineers and scientists. These properties depend 
dramatically on temperature and it is their temperature dependance that often becomes critically important. The 
resonant bar technique described in this paper can be used for tracking both the storage and loss components of either 
the complex dynamic shear or Young's modulus. The tracking of the storage modulus is accomplished by tracking a 
particular resonant mode with a phase-locked-loop (PLL). The PLL is used to keep the measurement system 
"closed and locked on resonance as the temperature of the sample is changed. If the modulus is a function of 
temperature, the resonance frequency of the bar will necessarily change. Figure 3 is a block diagram of the typical 
instrumentation used for such a automated tracking system. 
After identifying the modes of the bar at room temperature a particular mode is selected for automatic mcking as 
a function of temperature. One adjusts the voltage controlled oscillator (VCO) manually to resonance with the error 
signal feedback path open so that there is no error signal presented to the voltage control (feedback) input. The phase 
shifter is then adjusted so that there is zero output from the quadrature signal channel of the lock-in amplifier at the 
preliminary setup temperature. As the temperature is then changed, a shift in the resonance frequency of the bar 
occurs, and the lock-in amplifier registers a quadrature output voltage that is used as a feedback signal to adjust the 
VCO. The quadrature signal changes the frequency output of the VCO to the same frequency and phase of the new 
resonance of the bar. It is this VCO output frequency that is proportional to the square of the appropriate modulus. 
The resonance frequency can be read from a suitable "bus compatible" VCO or frequency counter and the temperature 
of the samples with a small thermistor attached to a "bus compatible" multimeter so that the entire set of 
temperature and frequency measurement data can be acquired, displayed, and analyzed by computer. A program which 
controls the acquisition, analysis, and display of the data using an HP 9836 computer is included as an appendix to 
Reference [I21 with rn6cations to track the loss modulus included in an appendix to Reference [9]. A sample data 
set for PR1592 is provided in Figure 4. 
Piguse 3. Block diagram of the phase-lock-loop used to automatically track the change in the resonance frequency 
(and thus modulus) of a particular mode as a function of tenlperature. The change in the loss tangent as a function of 
temperature can also be tracked by monitoring the in-phase output of the (lock-in) detector. 
The loss tangent is proportional to the ratio of the energy dissipated in a material to the energy stored in the 
material in a given cycle of applied stress. The loss tangent is also equal to the inverse of the quality Eactor, Q, for a 
particular vibrational resonance. The temperature dependance of the loss tangent is obtained by measuring the in- 
phase voltage from the lock-in analyzer. This is possible since the response (in-phase voltage measured by the lock- 
in) of the vibrating rod at resonance is proportional to the Q of the system. Thus, by locking into a resonance as 
explained in the previous section by using the quadrature signal output of the PLL as a feedback signal to a VCO, 
the system stays on resonance independent of the temperature. The in-phase voltage is then monitored as a function 
of changing temperature to yield the temperature dependance of the Q. The inverse of the in-phase voltage is 
proportional to the loss tangent. The measurement of Q introduces additional experimental complications since care 
must be taken to insure that losses through the suspension system used to support the &-free bar are not 
significant compared to those intrinsic to the sample material under study. Because the strain distribution is known 
for each mode, these suspension losses can usually be reduced to insignificant levels since the two support pints for 
the bar can be adjusted to occur arbitrarily close to velocity nodes. 
Mathematically, the relationship between loss tangent and in-phase voltage can be shown through the derivation 
that follows which is based on a lumped oscillator model. The mechanical impedance of the bar at resonance is equal 
to the resistance of the system (by dehition the reactance goes to zero at resonance) and can be expressed as 
E = R ,  
11 (12) 
where F is an applied force, R is the resistance, and u is the resulting velocity. The Q of the system can be 
expressed as 
where oo is the radian resonance frequency of the system, and m is the mass. Combiig these two equations we 
can express the Q as Q=uoom. 
F 
(14) 
Now turning our attention back to the bar, suppose we drive the bar at resonance with a constant amplitude 
force, the ratio of the Q to the resonance frequency and velocity product remains constant, and equal to 
Q ,m . 
--- 
WOO F (15) 
Recall that in the previous section the electrodynamic detection of the wire coil attached to the bar sample and 
suspended in the magnetic field, an emf was produced that is pmportional to the velocity of the end of the bar. 
Letting Vi, equal the in-phase component of the output voltage of the lock-in analyzer for a particular frequency and 
temperature, there is a constant of proportionality, A, that can be measured for the transduction scheme, 
. . 
Vin 0, 
Thus, as soon as this constant has been measured the loss tangent, tan 6, can then be determined as a function of the 
- 
change in temperature andlor frequency of the sample, 
t a n 6 = L = L  
Q AinV& 
The loss tangent can be measured directly at a particular frequency and by any conventional method 
such as the 3dB down frequency technique or by measuring the relaxation time constant in a free decay mode. After 
having obtained the loss tangent directly the technique described above can be use to track the relative change in the 
modulus as a function of some external parameter variation such as temperature. A typical plot of the loss tangent 
is provided in Figure 4b. It is conventional [13] to plot the modulus and loss tangent as a function of reduced 
frequency atf in order to obtain a master curve that illustrates the viscoelastic behavior of the material. Such a plot 
is provided in Figure 5. 
Figure 48. Plot of the shear modulus of PR1592, as a function of temperature and frequency. Data was obtained 
for the shear modulus by tracking the f i t  four torsional modes (separately) as the sample's temperature was changed. 
Only the fust mode is shown for the loss tangent. 
F b r e  4b. Plot of the loss tangent of PR1592, as a function of temperature and frequency. Data was obtained as 
the sample's temperature was changed for the fist torsional mode. 
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Figure 5. Master curve of loss tangent and storage shear modulus of PR1592 as a function of reduced frequency, 
atf, for a frequency shift parameter [13,14] log at = -12.9(T-283.15)/(107+T-283.15). 
Cornpallison to the "Transfer hpedance" Technique 
The advantages that this resonance bar technique has over the other conventional "transfer impedance" technique 
such as those discussed by Norris and Young [15] and Parsons, Yater, and Schloss [16] are briefly discussed here. 
The transfer impedance technique measures the amplitude and phase of the transfer function between typically two 
accelerometers mounted at either end of a vertically suspended rod-shaped sample which is driven from the upper end 
at fixed displacement by a shaker. One problem that this technique has is that the mass of the accelerometers is 
certainly not negligible as compared to the mass of the sample. What results is a difficult transcendental equation 
describing the motion of the bar. A computer is required to "invert" the frequency response information to account 
for this end-loading due to the accelerometer". In the Nonis version, a Newton-Ralphson technique is used for this 
inversion. In both methods, transverse vibrations tend to be an undesirable problem and most importantly neither 
version of the transfer impedance method can measure the shear modulus. Thus, complete characterization of even 
the simplest materials, having only two independent moduli, is not possible. Other disadvantages include the fact 
that the sample must be clamped or otherwise bonded to the shaker at one end and the accelerometer must also be 
attached at the other end. Also, the shaker table and accelerometer is orders of magnitude more costly than the 
electrodynamic coil-magnet technique described in this paper. 
Another important issue is reproducibility. The shaker table and accelerometer attachments can introduce gross 
ireproducibilities and misleading results due to the bonding and clamping of these fixtures. Since the cost of the 
accelerometers is not small, they are typically removed after each measurement. And, for accurate remeasurement 
one requires that the bonding be duplicated exactly. If one attempted to get a second independent moduli such as the 
shear modulus one would require, in addition to very accurate measurements, that the second (entirely different) 
apparatus would produce the same compensating error in order to obtain other elastic constants such as Poisson's 
ratio. 
The transducers cost pennies and weigh less a penny (typically a few grams each, including the adhesive). 
Because the transducer is so cheap, there is no reason to remove them from samples hence re-testing, even years 
later, can resolve small or slow changes which would be masked by the remounting more massive accelerometers. 
Both the Young's and shear moduli can be measured using the same apparatus and the same pair of transducers. The 
ability to excite and detect both the longitudinal and flexural modes provides a redundancy in the determination on the 
Young's modulus that checks the method for self-consistency and/or extends the frequency range over which the 
measurement is possible. In addition to the storage modulus, the loss tangent is also easily accessible with this 
resonant bar technique. 
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ABSTRACT 
Some of the greatest concerns in robotic designs have been the high center of gravity of the robot, the 
irregular or flat surface that the robot has to work on, the weight of the robot that has to handle heavy 
weights or use heavy forces and the ability of the robot to climb straight up in the air. This climbing 
crawling robot handles these problems well with magnets, suction cups or actuators. The cables give body to 
the robot and it performs very simiiar to a caterpillar. The computer program is simple and inexpensive as 
is the robot. One of the important features of this system is that the robots can work in pairs or triplets to 
handle jobs that would be extremely difficult for single robots. The light weight of the robot allows it to 
handle quite heavy weights. The number of feet give the robot many roots where a simple set of feet would 
give it trouble. 
Through the years it has been difficult for robots to maneuver because the robot has a high center of gravity 
and the precision of its accuracy depends upon the angular rotation and the necessity of the grippers to 
precisely mate with and grab a target. This concept was developed first as a method for climbing, stripping 
and painting towers that were many feet off the ground. 
An individual element is shown in Figure 1. It consists in two "U" structures held together by two circular 
cables. It is mounted on a magnet shown at the far left. The mounts for individual elements could be 
magnets, suction cups, grippers or wheels. The electronics are not shown but it will be discussed later. 
FORWARD MOTION 
The individual elements described in the introduction are attached by circular elements with a hole down the 
center to w r y  the air and the DC current. Eventually these elements will index left and right so that the 
robot can reach any structure in space with the proper orientation to move on. 
The forward motion is shown in Figure 2. Step 1 shows the actuators in neutral while the magnets are all 
firmly attached to the structure. In step 2 the Number 1 magnet is released while its actuators are extended. 
Then the number 1 magnet is firmly attached. In step 3 the No. 1 and number 3 magnets are held while the 
number 2 actuators are extended. The number 1 actuators are limber. The number 3 actuators are held. In 
Step 4 the no.1 and no. 2 magnets are held while the no. 2 actuators pull no 3 along. This is just one 
sequence of motions. There are many more. 
Figure 3 shows the robot going over an obstacle. This maneuver is accomplished by taking the first element 
and Wing it off the ground while the no. 2 element is held firm. Then the no 3 element lifts the no. 1 and 
no. 2 elements off the ground. This is continued until the first element goes over the obstacle. When the 
no. 3 and no. 4 elements go forward the number 1 elements has their actuators go into neutral. As it goes 
further the no. 1 element bends the other way until it strikes the structure. Then the forward part of the 
robot lifts the back parts over the obstacle. 
There are many other maneuvers not discussed here. such as a climbing turn and lift. These get more 
complex. The feature that makes all of these maneuvers perform so well is that all of the robot is not 
standing on two or three grippers to perform a function. 
This prototypes a standard off the shelf controlled which is generally used for the automated machine 
industry. The controller allows up to 16 outputs (onloff) and 8 inputs. A personal computer acts as a 
'dumb' terminal, communicating to the interface controller in Figure 4. The programmer sends programs to 
the controller from the personal computer via serial links. The interface controller then executes the 
programs by simply stepping through the instructions. The instructions consist of 'states' that the outputs can 
be in during each step of the program, and its duration. Since the prototype will have a given number of 
known states, it is a simple matter to organize these states into coherent programs which will allow the Cable 
Robot to walk forward, grasping with the electromagnets at the appropriate times, and extending or 
retracting the segments in turn. 





















Note: This would be a "213" step forward, since the actuators in the third module never extend. Other 
sequences would allow larger steps to be taken, but for demonstration purposes, this will serve. 
The prototype controller will allow the states to be changed as often as ten times a second, so that the above 
steps would take about a second. If we allowed the electromagnets to 'trade7 in one program step, then steps 
2b and 4a could be eliminated. This would allow the prototype to walk about 5 feet per minute. 
Additional prototpype experiments would include inclined walk programs and turning walk programs in 
which two of the four actuators in a module would be extended while the other two are retracted. This 
allows an angle to be developed in any of four planes in the module: up, down, right, or left. The actual 
angle developed depends on the stroke of the actuator and the construction ratios of the module cable joint. 
Connected to the computer outputs are circuits which convert the digital logic signals to coil drivers which 
actuate the miniature air valves for the cylinders. The same coil drivers will drive relays to turn on or off the 
electromagnets. The digital side is protected by opto-isolators, and the relays are protected by snubber 
circuits. 
The computer program in the prototype will have several demonstration modes: 
* Walk forward 
* Walk backward 
* Make right turn 
* Make left turn 
The modules can be outfitted with any one of a number of capabilities. Just a few are listed: 
Gripper actuation (as alternative to electromagnets) 
Vacuum cup (As alternative to electromagnets) 
Camera control (pan, tilt, focus, etc.) 
Sand blast 
Paint chipper 
Air blast cleaner 
Brush clean 
Vacuum cleaner head 
Paint (spray, roller, brush applicators) 
Sensor mount (metal detector, Distance measurement, etc.) 
Energy storage (battery, air cylinder) 
Radio communications 
Cable payout/retrieval 
The modules can be made to operate under water with appropriate sealing of the electronics and using water 
or hydraulic actuation fluids. Bellows type covers can be fitted to protect from paint spray or sand blast 
damage. 
Applications for this robot include: 
High tension wire tower (inspect, dye penetrant, weld, paint and repair) 
Drill rig inspection and repair 
Building air duct inspection/cleaning 
Overhead crane inspection 
Piping inspection (dry or wet) 
Hazardous waste container inspection and clean out 
Surveillance camera positioning 
Bridge girder inspection, repair and paint 
Radio tower inspection, repair and paint 
Ship's tanks inspection, repair and paint 
Boiler inspection, repair and paint or clean. 
Connected to the computer outputs are circuits which convert the digital logic signals to coil drivers which 
actuate the miniature air valves for the cylinders. The same coil drivers will drive relays to turn on or off the 
electromagnets. The digital side is protected by opto-isolators, and the relays are protected by snubber 
circuits. 
The computer program in the prototype will have several demonstration modes: 
r~ Walk forward 
* Walk backward 
* Make right turn 
* Make left turn 
The modules can be outfitted with any one of a number of capabilities. Just a few are listed: 
Gripper actuation (as alternative to electromagnets) 
Vacuum cup (As alternative to electromagnets) 
Camera control (pan, tilt, focus, etc.) 
Sand blast 
Paint chipper 
Air blast cleaner 
Brush clean 
Vacuum cleaner head 
Paint (spray, roller, brush applicators) 
Sensor mount (metal detector, Distance measurement, etc.) 
Energy storage (battery, air cylinder) 
Radio communications 
Cable payout/retrieval 
The modules can be made to operate under water with appropriate sealing of the electronics and using water 
or hydraulic actuation fluids. Bellows type covers can be fitted to protect from paint spray or sand blast 
damage. 
Applications for this robot include: 
High tension wire tower (inspect, dye penetrant, weld, 
Drill rig inspection and repair 
Building air duct inspection/cleaning 
Overhead crane inspection 
Piping inspection (dry or wet) 
Hazardous waste container inspection and clean out 
Surveillance camera positioning 
Bridge girder inspection, repair and paint 
Radio tower inspection, repair and paint 
Ship's tanks inspection, repair and paint 
Boiler inspection, repair and paint or clean. 
paint and repair) 
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ABSTRACT 
This paper describes the concept, design, and features of a ligl~tweight, high strength, modular robot ~~ianipulator 
being developed for space and commercial applications. The manipulator has seven fi~lly active degrees of freedom 
and is fi~lly operational in 1 G. Each of the seven joints incorporates a unique drivetrain design which provides zero 
backlash operation, is insensitive to wear, and is single fault-tolerant to motor or servo aniplifier failure. Feedback 
sensors provide position, velocity, torque, and motor winding temperature inforniation at each joint. This sensing 
system is also designed to be single fault-tolerant. The manipulator consists of five niodules (not including gripper). 
These niodules join via simple quick-disconnect couplings and self-niating colinectors which allow rapid asse~nblyl 
disascembly for reconfiguration, transport, or servicing. The nianipi~lator is a completely enclosed assembly, witli no 
exposed components or wires. Although the initial prototype will not be space qualified, the design is well-suited to 
meeting space qualification requirements. The control system provides dexteroi~s ~llotion by controlling the endpoint 
location and arnl pose simultaneously. There is access to the control system at ~liultiple functional task levels. 
Potential applications are discussed. 
INTRODUCTION 
Odetics Inc. is developing a new, high performance manipulator that will address new market opportunities space, 
defense, and commercial applications. Although these applications are e~i ibryon~c and ill-defined, cklrrent 
n~anipulators clearly lack the general performance capabilities these tasks will require. Rece~it research in space 
telerobotics has made dexterity, fault tolerance. and safety require~nents clearer [I-31. Vie general approacll guiding 
this design is to build an advanced manipulator which uses the best ideas froni existing des~gns and has new features 
required for advanced applications in both the space and coni~iiercial arenas. Sophisticated software and control 
algorithms have been developed concurrently with the nianipulator hardware, yielding an integrated systeni that is 
adaptable to niany applications. 
This applications class excludes most conventional industrial robots. In fact, there exists only a few co~nmercially 
available manipulators that are potentially suitable for applications in dynamic, unstn~ctured envirorunents such as 
space and hazardous material handling. Sonie of these ~~iachines are hydraulically powered, such as the manipulators 
1. This work was partially funded by NASA Snlall Business Innovation Research Contract NAS-1062 
produced by Schilling ~evelo~ment ' ,  Kraft ~elerobotics~. and Sarcos [4]. While hydraulic manipulators have very 
good strength, speed, and size characteristics, they require hydraulic power support hardware with its inherent size 
and weight penalty. There is the additional danger of flammable hydraulic fluid leakage. These detriments make 
hydraulic manipulators unsuitable for some applications, such as those in space. Perhaps the only commercially 
available electric manipulators similar to the Dexterous Manipulator are those produced by Robotics Research, Inc. 
[51. Some of the differences between the two manipulators are described in h s  paper. 
DESIGN OBJECTIVES 
New market applications will require autonomous and teleoperated manipulation in unstructured, dynamic 
environments. The capabilities of the manipulator system will ultimately determine the success or failure of these 
operations. As with most system developments, cost and development time requirements must balance performance 
and reliability goals. Since definitions of the tasks to be performed are still evolving, a reconfigurable system that 
could be easily adapted to various applications would be attractive. In particular, commercial applications could 
benefit from the reduced cost of reconfiguring the system for a new application, in contrast with developing special 
equipment, such as tooling, for each new use. The system should be configured to fit the job, not vice versa. 
These considerations led to the adoption of a modular manipulator archtecture. A set of self-contained manipulator 
modules with standard interfaces provides lower cost and minimizes development time of specialized systems. In 
addition, modularity allows easy transportation to a remote location, fast on-site assembly, and quick in-the-field 
repairs. Useful configurations are not limited to manipulators - self-contained actuator modules can be configured 
into other application-specific mechanisms with fewer or more degrees of freedom. 
Some specific mechanical design challenges arising from the modular architecture approach include: 
Mechanical and electrical module interfaces 
* Conlponent packaging and wire harness design 
Scalable actuator topologies. 
More general mechanical design and engineering goals include: 
Maximum payload to weight ratio and compact design 
* High dexterity 
Fault tolerant sensing and actuation 
Fully enclosed nlechanisms and wiring 
* Accurate joint torque sensing. 
Design issues specific to the control of a high perfornlance kinematically redundant manipulator include: 
Providing sensing for advanced control techmques 
Redundancy management, including singularity avoidance and configuration (pose) control 
Robustness and fault tolerance. 
1. Schilling Development, Davis, CA 
2. Kraft Telerobotics Inc., Overland Park, KS 
Table 1 summarizes the principal performance goals. 
Table 1 Manipulator Perfomamce Goals 
7 active degrees of freedom 
Another important design objective was to create a system that could operate terrestrially as well as in a microgravity 
environment. Previous space manipulators were not operational in 1 G and required special equipment for ground 
testing. Within the financial scope of this effort, the immediate objective was to develop a system that is a reasonable 
design evolution away from becoming a space-qualified machine. 
MANIPULATOR CONFIGURATION 
Figure 1 shows the Dexterous Manipulator. This kinematic arrangement of joint modules includes two shoulder 
modules (azimuth and elevation), an upper arm roll module, an elbow module, and a three joint wrist module. The 
upper arm roll module allows the plane formed by the upper arm and forearm to rotate, providing capability for 
manipulator configuration control. Each joint has a large range of motion, providing a large, dexterous workspace. 
The elbow (joint 4) offset allows the lower arm to fold up against the upper arm, providing excellent manipulator 
stowage. 
JOINT MODULES 
Many of the innovative and unique features of the Dexterous Manipulator are apparent in the joint module design. 
Each module contains motors, sensors, wiring, transmission elements, and structure. Each joint uses exactly the same 
drivetrain concept, scald according to that joint's torque requirements. Module interfaces consist of both positive 
mechanical connection and self-mating electrical connectors held together with simple clamping collars. There are no 
inter-module electrical connections that the user must make. This quick disconnect design allows the manipulator to 
be assembled or disassembled in approximately seven minutes. Table 2 shows the pertinent characteristics of each of 
the nlodule types. 
ACTUATORS AND TRANSMISSION 
All of the joints use brushless D.C. motors for actuation. The actuator transmissions use spur gear technology with 
special mesh geometries and materials to obtain high torque capability. The unique drivetrain design uses a parallel 
topology that eliminates all backlash without gear mesh adjustments. Figure 2 illustrates the basic concept. In each 
joint, two motors drive a common output member. Under normal operation, one motor acts as the "prime mover", 
Table 2 Module Performance Characteristics 
a. The two shoulder modules are identical. 
providing the driving torque, while the second motor provides a small bias torque in the opposite sense. The bias 
torque removes all backlash from the transmission. Backlash remains zero through continued operation and wear, 
with no special adjustments required. When large torque s are required, the biasing motor reverses and provides 
additional torque, at the expense of zero backlash operation. The design also provides single fault tolerance to motor 
or motor driver failures. A joint can continue to operate in a controlled manner (with reduced bandwidth) after such a 
failure. After the task at hand is completed, a fidly functional module can be swapped with the degraded one, whlch 
could in turn be repaired off-line. Each motor is also equipped with its own fail-safe brake so that the manipulator can 
be powered down in any configuration. 
SENSORS 
Each joint provides absolute joint position, derived joint velocity, and torque sensing for servo control, as well as 
motor winding temperature sensing for safety monitoring. 
The joint position sensing scheme uses two sensors for each joint. The current manipulator design uses a 
potentiometer and a brushless resolver. Both are geared to the joint output using precision anti-backlash gears. These 
devices operate in a "two-speed" mode, providing much higher resolution than can be obtained from either one 
individually. In addition, the dual sensing scheme provides recovery from single point failures. If the resolver fails. 
the potentiometer can provide joint position feedback, with reduced servo bandwidth to compensate for the reduced 
resolution. If the potentiometer fails, the joint can continue to operate normally until the next power cycle, when the 
absolute joint position must be determined. 
The output member of each joint includes special structures instrumented with strain gauges such that joint axis 
torque measurements can be obtained. The strain gauge signals are amplified using a full bridge amplifier circuit that 
resides within the joint module. The joint torque information can be used for advanced control techniques such as 
force reflection or joint torque servoing. 
The manipulator wire harness includes dedicated lines to support end effectors or sensors. A single D-connector at the 
toolpiate provides 40 wires. These lines originate in an electronics enclosure, where they can interface with end 
effector controllers or sensor processing electronics. 
CONTROL SYSTEM 
The manipulator is controlled by a hierarchical multiprocessor controller that uses advanced control algorithms for 
high level dexterous motion control and low level joint servo control. The control computer is VME bus-based. It 
uses three 680x0 family processors along with various data acquisition, memory, and communications devices. The 
embedded control, or "target" system is linked via Ethernet to a Sun workstation, which serves as the host computer 
for the graphical user interface. All of the system software is written in the C language and executes on the target 
system under the VxWorks real time operating system. As future generations of higher-performance hardware and 
new control techniques become available, this architecture simplifies the evolution process and lengthens the 
system's technological life. 
Manipulator control algorithms include an endpoint control algorithm for task space commands and redundancy 
resolution, and joint level servo algorithlns for tracking the high level commands. The endpoint control algorithm 
transforms workspace setpoints into joint angle colnmands while resolving the single redundant degree of freedom. 
The algorithnl provides a "position to position" solution for the joint angle commands, rather than a "rate to rate" 
pseudoinverse solution with its inherent drawbacks [6]. Options for using the redundancy include manipulator 
configuratibn optinlization, joint limit avoidance, and singularity avoidance. These criteria may be balanced against 
one another by setting simple numerical weights that are available through the user interface. Configuration 
optimization enables the user to specify the manipulator "pose" as well as its tool position and orientation. For 
example, the user could manipulate in a constrained area by com~nanding an "elbow down" pose when reaching 
under an obstacle, or by requiring that the "arm plane" (formed by the upper arm and forearm links) remain 
horizontal while reaching through a horizontal opening. By specifying the nlanipulator configuration in addition to 
the endpoint position, the manipulator motion has the "cyclicity" property - closed endpoint/configuration trajectories 
have corresponding closed joint space trajectories [6]. 
Joint level servo algorithms employ a combination of conventional linear control techniques along with advanced 
nonlinear methods. Feedback loop gains are parameterized by effective joint inertias, which helps to maintain 
constant joint servo bandwidth throughout the workspace. Additional feedforward terms compensate for gravity 
loading and manipulator inertia, reducing the required feedback loop bandwidth. 
The control system includes safety features to protect the nlanipulator from error conditions and hardware failures. A 
"watchdog" process constantly checks sensor signals, algorithm calculations, and computer hardware and stops 
manipulator motion if it detects any error conditions. The inherent fault tolerance of the actuator and sensor systems 
makes it unlikely that common types of hardware failures will leave the manipulator marooned. 
The graphical user interface enables the user to specify motion trajectories, set algorithm parameters, and determine 
the manipulator status. As the usel selects various operating modes, such as endpoint motion, single joint motion, or 
playback, different control panels are displayed. These panels enable the user to set motion parameters as well as start 
and stop the manipulator. For example, the user can define a trajectory using the current ~nanipulator position as the 
origin. Endpoint trajectories can be defined with respect to different coordinate frames, such as the base or toolplate 
frames. The user can command both new endpoint or joint trajectories, or replay trajectories stored in a file. The 
control system enables various algorithm parameters to be changed "on the fly" so that the redundancy resolution 
criteria and manipulator response characteristics can be modified in real time. 
One of the software design's most important features is the interface definition which simplifies modifications and 
extensions to the control system. Critical data, such as sensor values and motion commands, is accessible from shared 
memory via simple finction calls, greatly simplifying the process of adding new software modules which must use 
this data. While a con~mercial end user may not require such low level interaction with the control system, a 
researcher investigating advanced control algorithms would demand such access. The shared memory architecture 
provides thls access. In fact, the researcher could write modules of C code to implement his algorithms, making the 
appropriate function calls to access sensor data such as joint angles and rates, compile and link these modules with 
the rest of the control system software, and evaluate the results using the actual manipulator. As an example, bilateral 
teleoperator control with a force reflecting master controller could be added by writlng a software n~odule that simply 
makes the appropriate function calls to place master commands into the manipulator endpoint command menlory 
space. In the same way, endpoint forces could be calculated from the sensed joint torques and transmitted back to the 
master's computing node. 
Odetics has developed and continues to develop advanced control techniques, algorithms, and software for 
manipulators. In addition to the endpoint and configuration optimization algorithms developed with this manipulator, 
the conlpany has previously developed algorithnls for dual coordinated manipulator control with collision avoidance 
capability. Path planning and trajectory generation algorithnls are currently being developed for the Dexterous 
Manipulator. The path planning algorithms will find the shortest path around obstacles in the manipulator workspace 
to a goal position for the manipulator end effector. The trajectory generations algorithms use a potential field 
approach to guide the end effector along this path while simultaneously avoiding collisions between the end effector. 
the links of the manipulator, and obstacles in the manipulator workspace. The resulting trajectory can be converted to 
joint angle comnlands and input to the joint servo control algorithms. 
APPLICATIONS 
This nlanipulator is targeted to address applications which, in addition to,dexterity, require the strength and force 
control of a hydraulic nlanipulator, but for which hydraulic systems are impractical or impossible. A key member of 
this class is space manipulators. Many of the initial implementation's sizing and fault tolerance characteristics are 
chosen to be consistent with space applications. Some potential space applications include satellite servicing 
operations and truss assembly. A second member of t h s  class is handling of hazardous materials in unstructured 
terrestrial environments. The manipulator workspace and payload have been chosen sufficiently robust to support 
both single and dual arm applications. Specific applications in this area include site characterization, radioactive 
waste handling, and hazardous materials disposal. The nlanipulator is suitable for tasks such as dexterously 
positioning and pointing a sensor or handling and transporting cannisters weighing up to 50 pounds. 
As industry continues to shift towards a batch-oriented, flexible manufacturing paradigm. the ability to modify 
production equipment quickly and inexpensively will become increasingly important. As discussed earlier, the 
structure of this system's hardware and software are highly modular, and will support a wide range of applications 
that differ substantially from the present seven degree of freedom manipulator. The benefits of system fault tolerance, 
high precision, and high torque capability can be realized in applications with significantly fewer degrees of freedom, 
or conversely, in even more co~nplex kinematic configurations. For example, an automated manufacturing operation 
could require that a tool be pointed accurately under high load, perhaps in an environment with coolant spray or 
chips. An alternative to custom-designed "hard automation" could be a two nlodule pointing unit. This unit could 
readily provide the required motion control and load capability. with the added benefit of fault tolerance and very fast 
change-out if a failure occurs. 
COMPARISON TO ROBOTICS RESEARCH MANPUEATORS 
As ~nentioned in the introduction, the conlmercially available ~nanipillator closest in configuration and performance 
to the Dexterous Manipulator conles from the Robotics Research Corp. line of modular dexterous manipulators. The 
K/B-1207 model has a 47.25 inch reach, 20 Ib continuous duty payload. and 160 Ib. weight, compared to the 
Dexterous Manipulator's 55 inch reach. 23 Ib. continuous payload, and 150 Ib. weight. Similarities between the 
manipulators include electric actuation, joint torque sensing/control, and hierarchical control system implementation. 
There are also several important differences between the manipulators. 
Perhaps the most tangible difference between the systems is that the Robotics Research manipulators have been 
marketed as comnlercial products: units have been delivered and installed at various sites. The Dexterous 
Manipidator described in this paper is a prototype unit. There are important design and implementation differences as 
well: 
1. The ~llosr salient design difference is the Dexterous Manipulator's acti~ator topology that provides fault lolerant 
sensing and actuation, enhaicing the benefits gained fro111 modularity. In particular, faiilt tolerance would appear 
nlandatory in space and hazardous terrestrial applications where human intervention is extre~llely undesirable. 
2. The actuator reduction methods are different - the Robotics Research joint modules use harmonic drives, while the 
Dexterous Manipulator uses spur gears exclusively. This reduction niethod conlbined with the ~inique actuator to- 
pology provides zero backlash over the life of the mechanism, with no adjustments required. The reduction meth- 
od also provides somewhat higher forward and backdriving efficiency than harmonic drives. 
3. The Dexterous Manipulator module interfaces co~llpletely enclose and protect the ii~temal joint componei1ts. leav- 
ing only D connectors (which are mounted in the joint module flanges) exposed. There are no loose wires to con- 
nect during the inating process. These design features contribute to achieving "painless" modularity. 
4. The 7 degree of freed0111 manipulator configurations are somewhat different kinematically. I11 addition, with its 
6.5 inch diameter shoulder module and very snloolll exterior lines, the Dexterous Manipulator is extremely com- 
pact. 
5. The controller arcllitectiire and hardware are different - The Robotics Research co~ltroller uses both analog and 
digital control loops. The control conipiiter is Multibus based and uses Intel 80x86 processors. The Dexterous 
Manipulator controller uses all digital control loops. Its computer is VME bus based and uses Motorola 680x0 
processors. The co~lipletely digital implementation, VME hardware, and open architecture enhance the control 
system's adaptability and make it a partic~ilarly atlractive researcll tool. 
SUMMARY 
Odetics has developed a nlodular Dexteroils Manipulator Illat car1 be reconfigured for vario~~s tasks. The control 
systenl algoritl111ls and software have been developed conci~rrently, yielding an integrated systeol. Although not 
currently space qualified, the systelil design and perfonnance features ~ilnke it s~~itable for both space and terrestrial 
applications. Potential space applications include satellite servicing and refileling, space tniss asse~nbly, and Space 
I~xploration Initiative si~pport operations. Terrestrial applications for the 7 degree of freed0111 nlanipi~lator 
configuration include llazardoi~s ~ilaterial liandliilg in ~rnstnrtured environments, wllile reduced degree of freed0111 
configiirations could be usefi~l in sitiiations requiring Iligll torque, fault tolerant, and accurate motion colilponents for 
indus~rial processes. 
In addition to the ~~lanipulator, the collipally is currently developing co~llplen~e~~tary systems, si~cli as nlulti-fingered 
end effectors, a 7 degree of freedom exoskeleton Illaster co~ltroller, and advanced control techniques for path planning 
and collision avoidance. These conlponents can be integrated into complete systellis hat have the potential to greatly 
extend the capability envelop of robotic manipulators. 
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Time delays and limited sensory feedback of remote telerobotic systems tend to disorient teleoperators and 
dramatically decrease the operator's performance. To remove the effects of time delays, we have designed and 
developed key components of a prototype forward simulation subsystem, the Global-Local Environment Telerobotic 
Simulator (GLETS) that buffers the operator from the remote task. GLETS totally immerses an operator in a real- 
time, interactive, simulated, visually updated artificial environment of the remote elerobotic site. Using GLETS, 
the operator will, in effect, enter into a telerobotic virtual reality and can easily form a gestalt of the virtual "local 
site" that matches the operator's normal interactions with the remote site. In addition to use in space based 
telerobotics, GLETS, due to its extendable architeeme, can also be used in other teleoperational environments such 
as toxic material handling, construction and undersea exploration. 
INTRODUCTION 
To reduce the number of dangerous extravehicular activities required of asimnauts, NASA will need telerobotic and 
autonomous robotic systems [I], [2], [3]. These intelligent robotic systems will build structures in orbit. perform 
repetitive manufacturing tasks and conduct repair, resupply, and servicing. Since the costs, risks and the required 
logistical support for astronauts to accomplish these tasks are very high, the need exists to perform as many 
functions as possible autonomously under ground based supervisory control. Because autonomous robots are 
currently beyond the state-of- the-art, NASA must initially use telerobotic or shared telerobotic/autonomous systems 
employing human operators to direct remote robotic manipulators. A major problem with these systems, however, 
stem from the delays inherent in transmitting data (-6 sec) to and from the remote telerobotic site. Because of these 
delays, conventional teleoperation using instantaneous feedback is not possible. Instead, the teleoperator and the 
teleoperation must operate in a decoupled manner. Unfortunately, teleoperation with time delays causes enormous 
operator fatigue and, as a result, can cause a dramatic increase in the number of potentially dangetous operator errors 
[4]. To compensate for this, NASA's Jet Propulsion Lab (JPL) has developed concepts of shared control [5]  and 
"phantom" telerobotic systems [4]. The latter provide real-time visual feedback to an operator by predicting the 
motion of the remote telerobot and by graphically simulating the telerobotic motion and presenting this data in real- 
time as a response to the operator's inputs. The problem with this approach is that simulations can never perfectly 
account for the physics of the remote site, and, as a consequence, the simulator will eventually fail to accurately 
predict the state of the remote site. Therefore, a mechanism is required to continuously monitor the state of the 
remote site and feedback differences to allow the simulator to be operated in a closed loop. 
To simplify teleoperation, KMS has designed a Global-Local Environment Telerobotic Simulator, GLETS. The 
GLETS design (Fig. 1) eliminates the lag between operator input and visual feedback response by interposing a 
simulator between the operator and the remote site. GLETS: 
simulates a remote manipulator and its local environment, 
continually updates the simulated environment using remote visual sensors, 
manipulates the simulated environment with an easy-to-use, gesturally and voice controlled operator 
interface, which provides rich visual and audio cues that can be easily interpreted by the operator, 
uses CAD databases for the simulated robot environment and robot descriptions, 
provides a flexible object-oriented software architecture with underlying standard robotics algorithmic 
support, which results in software that is reusable, extensible, reliable, and portable. 
Remote Site 
Local Site 
FIG. 1. By inserting GLETS between the operator and the remote manipulator, the simulator can shield the operator 
from problems of delays in the manipulator, interpreting the sensory input from the manipulators environment, and 
maintaining a detailed mental model of the manipulator's environment 
OPERATOR INTERFACE 
The effectiveness of a telerobotic system as a tool depends largely on the way the system is interfaced with the 
operator [61. Due to the poor quality of telerobotic interfaces in the past, teleoperator training has been exuemely 
expensive, and attempts have been made to identify favorable operator characteristics for shorter training time and 
safer system performance [7]. 
Current telerobotic simulators suffer from similar problems and many interfaces, such as those of ROBCAD and 
DENEB, concentrate on CAD tools for building up robot workcells. Because one must interact with the simulated 
robot through a 2-D graphics screen, it is difficult to properly control the robot manipulator arm in its simulated 
three-dimensional environment. In addition, the flow of information and commands between the simulator and the 
operator are restricted by the current interface technologies of CRT terminals, keyboards, joysticks, and mice [8]. 
Users are required to structure and channel communication to fit the machine. The key to solving this problem is to 
make the interface to the simulator more "human-like" rather than requiring the operator to be more "machine-like." 
These problems can be eliminated, in a sense, by transporting the operator to the remote site so that the task can 
be accomplished and monitored handily. GLETS implements this concept by totally immersing an operator in a 
real-time, interactive, visually updated, simulated environment of the remote telerobotic site. Using GLETS the 
operator will, in effect, be able to interact with a telerobotic virtual reality and to form a gestalt of the virtual "local 
telerobotic site" that matches the operator's interactions with the actual remote site. These capabilities are provided 
in the following ways. 
D i s ~ l a ~  
Visually, GLETS portrays the telerobotic environment as a three-dimensional, shaded, color graphics world (Fig. 
2). The simulator provides stereo images by using polarized glasses that alternately block the left and right lens 
synchronized with a graphics display that portrays the simulated environment from two slightly different views. 
Shading, perspective, motion, and stereo are the strongest depth cues in the human visual system. By incorporating 
these cues. GLETS takes maximum advantage of the operator's visual system, thereby making the task of 
controlling the arm more natural to the operator, and providing a more realistic simulated environment. 
The graphics screen of GLETS can be divided into a number of windows. The windows display the views that 
would be seen by a set of "pseudo-cameras" (Fig. 3). Pseudocameras are attachable to any point within the 
simulated environment. For example. the operator can attach a pseudo- camera to the gripper of the manipulator to 
provide a continuous view of what would be seen by a gripper-held camera. Or, for a particularly difficult task such 
FIG. 2. GLETS output is in the form of 3-D stereoscopic, shaded surface graphics and synthesized speech. 
as gripping an object from behind, the operator could attach a pseudo-camera to the grip position on the object and 
use it to guide the gripper to the proper position. 
GLETS allows the feeling of depth, commonly referred to as "stereo disparity." to be changed. Disparity is the 
difference in view angle registered between two eyes. Therefore, in general, human stereo is useful only for objects 
that are in close proximity. GLETS allows this disparity to be controlled in order to allow distant objects within 
the simulated environment to have the same perception of depth as closer objects. 
GLETS provides multiple light sources (pseudo-lights) that can be positioned by the operator's hand and attached 
anywhere in space (Fig. 4). This permits elimination of shadows in critical areas. 
GLETS allows any object in the simulated environment to be made transparent in order to let internal or difficult- 
to-see objects be viewed. For example, if the operator is required to insert a bolt into a particular hole and it was 
FIG. 3. The GLETS interface permils thc opcntor to define and display multiple windows into the remote site 
FIG. 4. The GLETS interface allows the operator to define multiple light sources (at infinity or local) at arbitrary 
locations. 
not clear to the operator where the hole is located or how the hole is oriented, the entire object that contains the hole 
could be made transparent except for the inside surface of the hole in order to show the operator its position (Fig. 5). 
Another visual attribute associated with objects in the simulated environment is the "glow" attribute which may 
be used to show the operator grip locations on an object or other special locations. These points are identified with 
a special color. 
To test new control algorithms, GLETS provides on-screen information on the joint positions, velocities. 
accelerations, forces and torques (Fig. 6). 
FIG. 5. With GLETS the operator can turn any objects at the rcmote sitc uansparcnt in ordcr to obtain a better 
relational understanding of the objects in thc cnvironment. 
FIG. 6. The GLETS interface permits the operator to graphically view the physical parameters of robot motion. 
Finally, in addition to shaded surfaces, GLETS can display any or all objects as wirekames (Fig. 7). 
Computer-Linked Glove 
A computer-linked glove [9]  that allows the system to monitor the position, orientation and finger configuration 
of an operator's hand, permits the operator to use his hand to control the end effector. As the operator moves his 
hand, the system monitors the changes in position and orientation and passes these through reverse kinematics 
equations to determine the changes in the manipulator's joint angles necessary to match the hand position. The 
glove also permits the hand to be used as a "pick" device on virtual control panels, or. through the use of gestures, to 
provide complex instructions to the telerobotic simulator, such as grasp, release, insert, extract, open. or close. 
These complex instructions are implemented as a set of macros, or subprograms, that have been developed for 
FIG. 7. The GLETS interface permits h e  operator to display objects as wireframes with hidden-line removal or with 
labeled object axis. 
special applications. Macros are used for two reasons. First, to simplify an operator's interaction with the 
environment. For example, an operator only need position a telemanipulator in the approximate vicinity of a 
handle, and execute the "grasp" macro either through a verbal command (described in the next sub-section) or 
through a gesture and the preprogrammed macro will "take over" and go through the necessary steps to grasp the 
handle. More importantly, however, macros provide a form of shared control [S] in which the telerobot can be 
conaolled during free movement in the teleoperated mode, but must be conuolled in autonomous mode during 
contact operations. 
In addition to manipulating simulated objects, non-physical tasks, such as changing control parameters on a 
manipulator arm, are performed with object-like metaphors. To change a parameter. for example, the operator is 
provided with simulated slide bars and knobs that can be hand positioned using the glove. 
Speech Svnthesis and Voice Recormition 
To provide input of more abstract commands than can be input through gesturing, and to notify the operator of 
simulation status, the GLETS system employs a speech synthesizer and a voice recognition unit. Voice input and 
output have produced productive gains in graphical workstation environments [lo], [I l l ,  [12]. In GLETS, verbal 
commands are used to set up system states, execute macros and to receive status. This type of interface promotes 
easy, reliable control of the GLETS system. With little aaining an operator can quickly master the entire control of 
the system. 
VISUAL UPDATE 
Unless a robot simulator can maintain both a correct and current world model of its environment, it cannot 
function in a telerobotic application. To address this need, KMS has designed a software architecture and visual 
update subsystems that allow the simulator to interact with a remote vision system for update of the world model. 
The update capability, in a sense, closes the teleoperational control loop by providing sensory feedback that can be 
used to minimize the discrepancies between the simulated and actual telerobotic environment. Without feedback, an 
open loop simulation can not completely characterize the remote environment. Therefore, discrepancies would start 
to appear that would be difficult for an operator to cope with. In particular, contact forces are notoriously difficult to 
model. If these are unknown, as is generally the case, then, an object could potentially slip in a gripper at the 
remote site and this slippage would not be incorporated in the telerobotic simulation. As a consequence the object 
might later collide with other objects in the environment, or the object might not be positioned correctly by the 
manipulator when it was used in a later insertion operation. 
The visual update system serves two purposes: 
1. to determine the minor discrepancies between the real and simulated world environments, and to update the 
simulator when these discrepancies become too large to tolerate, 
2. to locate objects that are completely lost by the simulator. 
Melhods 
To perform the first function. the visual update system makes real-time range (distance) data and image data 
measurements of the telerobotic environment. This could be done, for example. using a full-field imagelrange 
camera (such as described in the following sub-section). The range and image data can then be compared to the 
simulated range and image data generated by GLETS. JPL has used a similar approach [4] with single image video 
data. 
In the same way that image data can be compared to simulated image data, range data can be compared to 
simulated range data, generated from the z-buffer data (used for hidden surface calculations) of the simulator, to 
determine discrepancies. Once a discrepancy is discovered, the visual update system determines the correct pose of an 
object using KMS developed vision algorithms, and uses this pose to relocate the object in the simulator. In 
GLETS we use an approach similar to JPL [4] to calibrate real and simulated imagelrange data. Specifically, points 
in the real environment (imaged by the range camera) and corresponding points in the simulated environment are 
hand selected. These are used to establish a mapping between the two environments. 
When real and simulated objects are "out of sync" or when objects are completely lost by the simulator, GLETS 
employs an algorithm [13] that uses range (3-D) and/or image (2-D) data to locate 3-D objects. We refer to this 
algorithm as the RISER (Recognition by Iterative Spring Energy Reduction) algorirhm. This robustness of this 
algorithm permits it to operate in cluttered environment, i.e.. does not require that objects be completely visible. 
In the range based RISER algorithm. 3-D model data representing objects that may appear in a scene, are matched 
to the range image of the scene. RISER requires that both the model and range data are represented as a collection of 
overlapping surface patches. Descriptors are then created by pairing up surface patches which are chosen from 
different regions of the surface. Descriptors of this type have a number of geometrical attributes, such as the angles 
between the normals at the center of each patch, the principle curvatures at each patch, etc., that allow them to be 
differentiated from each other. 
To obtain a match, RISER sets up a set of pseudo forces between similar model and range descriptors. In effect, 
this is like connecting a 6-dimensional spring (3 translational and 3 rotational dimensions) between the descriptors, 
with a spring constant proportional to the descriptor's similarity (Fig. 8). The spring attempts to pull the 
corresponding model and range descriptors into alignment. To obtain convergence to a correct solution, the 
algorithm employs a robust statistical approach of reweighting the spring constants. 
--based RISER 
The fist  step of the image-based RISER algorithm is to construct shape representations of all objects in the 
image. As in the range-based algorithm, shape representations consist of a set of spatially local shape primitives 
described by various geometric attributes. The algorithm then uses an initial estimate of the object's pose in 
conjunction with a 3-D model of the object to predict the appearance of the edge contours. The predicted edge 
contours' shapes are represented by shape primitives in the same manner as the observed edge contours, permitting 
the observed shape primitives to be directly compared to the predicted shape primitives. The algorithm then 
connects pseudo-springs between the detected primitives and the predicted primitives, and as in the range-based 
RISER algorithm, the model is then freed and allowed to relax to the equilibrium pose under the influence of the 
spring forces. 
The RISER pose determination approach has a number of advantages over conventional approaches. First. since 
it compares only pairs consisting of one imagelrange shape primitive and one predicted shape primitive, it avoids 
searching the exponentially large space of all possible image feature to model feature correspondences typical of 
many conventional approaches. Second, since RISER is comparing 2-D predicted contours to 2-D imagelrange 
contours, no assumptions about the nature of the surfaces of the objects are necessary. 
Viewing ~r?;lsfomrtim 
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FIG. 8. RISER'S advanced pose determination modules function, in effect, by connecting "springs" whose 
strengths are proportional to the similarity between features between primitives, a few of which are shown in (a). 
The model is then freed and allowed to relax into equilibrium, as in @). The spring constants are then readjusted and 
the process continued until no furlher improvements occur. 
To address the need for visual tracking sensors, KMS has designed two different cameras that use structured 
lighting to extract range data. The RTRT camera, a Real-time Three-dimensional Range Tracking Sensor combines 
a rugged optical design with state-of-the-art phase-shift moid interferomeuy [14]. The RTRT Camera generates 
moir6 images, that encode the range of objects in the field of view, at an instant in time. 
KMS is c w n t l y  developing the other camera type for a "View-Genera& Database" (VGD) project for NASA 
[15]. Our investigation into this problem has led KMS to a new type of structured lighting wherein phase shifted 
cosine patterns are projected using high-quality sinusoidal slides onto the surfaces of the scene using a CCD camera 
to image them. The phase values obtained by the CCD camera are used to triangulate the distance to a surface. We 
call this new technique Surface Reconsnuction by PHAse-shifted CosinEs (SURPHACE). 
Using either of these image/range camera designs or other systems that are currently being developed, the GLETS 
visual update system is able to bring in image and range data that can be directly compared to calibrated, simulated 
data to determine where discrepancies have occurred. 
REMOTE MANIPULATOR SIMULATION 
The GLETS design also addresses the completeness of the simulation for the manipulator and its environment. 
Full simulation includes graphical, geometric, kinematic, dynamic, and control simulations [171. Graphical 
simulation is concerned with simulating the appearance of the manipulator for human interpretation. Geometric 
simulation is concerned with determining the spatial relationships of the parts of the manipulator and, for example, 
determining if collisions have, or are about to, occur. Kinematic simulation is concerned with determining the joint 
positions. velocities, and accelerations necessary to yield desired manipulator trajectories. Dynamic simulation 
includes simulation of the torques and forces acting on the manipulator resulting from motions of the manipulator 
and any attached objects. Control simulation involves the determination of the proper torques, forces, and motor 
currents necessary to achieve a particular motion of the manipulator. 
In the GLETS object-oriented environment (described in the next section) graphical, geometric, kinematic, 
dynamic, and control attributes are associated with the robot arm links and actuators. For example, if  a new type of 
actuator motor were developed, the simulator could be quickly updated by developing a new subclass that would 
describe the object and would know how to model the dynamic and control behavior of the new motor. 
To provide a graphics description of the arm, GLETS inputs an ICES formatted file of the manipulator from a 
Robot Descriptor File (RDF). Manipulator links then render themselves to provide a ~hree-dimensional graphics 
mode. of the manipulator. 
For the kinematic description of the m, GLETS inputs data from the RDF, that contains the Denavit-Hartenburg 
kinematic parameters for the manipulator, the most common method of describing robot linkages. The ranges of 
the joint angles are also supplied, so that once the full kinematic and dynamic description of the robot is input, the 
robot is assembled and actuators will constrain themselves to move within the space of realizable joint positions. 
The dynamic description, also stored in the RDF, provides masses and inertias for all of the robot links as well as 
viscous friction coefficients for the joints. Using this data, GLETS is able to determine the forces and torques at 
any point on the manipulator. 
KALI 
The KALI subroutine library provides a flexible robot programming and control environment for coordinated 
multi-arm robots and has been used extensively by JPL [16]. Although KALI has been designed for coordinated 
motion of manipulators, the GLETS system will, a large fraction of the time, use the components of KALI that 
pertain to describing the kinematics and dynamics of individual manipulators. 
For example, for a given trajectory (defined by the operator using the computer-linked glove in the operator 
interface) of the end effector of h e  manipulator, KALI routines are used to solve the manipulator arm equations to 
determine the joint angle trajectories. Although the operator's motion may be somewhat erratic, trajectories are 
approximated appropriately so ha t  they consist of a sequence of straight line segments connected by smooth arcs. 
The acceleration is chosen to be zero when the manipulator is in the middle of a segment and a conslant non-zero 
value during the wansition between segments. Given the force and torque constraints of the manipulator, KALI 
subroutines are then used to limit the accelerations along the trajectory to values that will not violate these 
constraints. 
SOFTWARE ARCHITECTURE 
While the operator interface and the completeness of the simulation are critical to the success of the telerobotic 
simulator, also important is the simulator's flexibility and extendibility. An inflexible and unextendable simulator 
would quickly become obsolete as manipulator technology advances. Therefore maximum flexibility in the 
creation, updating, and customization of manipulator simulation models is important. Elements and parameters of 
existing models should be simple to change and update. The software architecture should include simple 
mechanisms for users to extend the simulator's software to handle wholly new manipulator designs as well as 
incorporating new kinematic, dynamic and control techniques. 
One way of dealing with these problems in the GLETS design is to is use object-oriented programming [18], 
[19], [20] in describing the telerobotic environment. By using an object-oriented design GLETS has a software 
architecture based on the objects in the telerobotic environment rather than on the functions that are performed. 
Functions tend to be more abstract and tied to a particular implementation. Objects, on the other hand, are more 
physical and provide a more meaningful metaphor for designing code. The GLETS system performs actions on 
certain objects within the defied environment, and can be used in a evolutionary implementation. The software 
used in simulating the telerobot can be viewed as an operational model of the worldin which the robot exists. 
GLETS is organized around representations of the objects in the telerobotic environment so that the software 
structure reflects the physical structure of the telerobotic environment. Complexity of the GLETS system is 
controlled by creating, combining, and manipulating software objects instantiated from a set of generic software 
classes to perform the specific tasks of the system. For example, an orbital replacement unit, ORU, class could be 
defined as shown in Fig. 9. 
CONCLUSION 
The GLETS system provides an operator with sensors, operator interface, and software-architecture that uniformly 
treats a simulated telerobotic environment as being populated with a set of physical objects that can be viewed, 
manipulated, and coded in a highly intuitive fashion. This capability greatly simplifies training and use of the 
GLETS system. 
FIG. 9. GLETS object oriented software architecture supports the use of base and derived classes, a technique that 
greatly simplifies adding new objects to h e  system, because much of the properties of a new class of object can be 
inherited from its base class. 
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The most obvious use of GLETS will be in monitoring the state of a remote telerobt in a telerobotic operational 
loop in which severe time delays are expected. Although such conditions occur more severely between ground and 
space, they also OGGW in such as undersepl exploration, toxic waste management, remote 
inspection in nuclear and biological environments, and supervision in multiple automated production units. The 
GUTS system, because object oriented design, could be easily used in these arears as well as maae generic 
applications such as ev new robotic algorithms as they evolve, facilitating robot configurations, mission 
planningJanalysis, contingency planning, and error analysis. 
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ABSTRACT 
Unlike the industrial robots in wide use around the world today, which generally perform various but limited 
repetitive tasks, a robot for space applications will be required to complete a variety of tasks in an uncertain, 
harsh environment. This fact presents unusual and highly difficult challenges to ensuring the safety of 
astronauts and keeping the equipment they depend on from becoming damaged. The application of system 
safety engineering to the design and development of the robot ensures that it will not become an instrument of 
harm or destruction to the space vehicle and its occupants. This paper describes the systematic approach being 
taken to control hazards that could result from introducing robotics technology in the space environment. 
First, this paper will discuss system safety management and engineering principles, techniques, and 
requirements as they relate to Shuttle payload design and operation in general. The concepts of hazard, hazard 
category, and hazard control, as defined by the Shuttle payload safety requirements, will be explained. 
Second, this paper will show how these general safety management and engineering principles are being 
implemented on an actual project. It will present an example of a hazard control system scheme for controlling 
one of the hazards identified for the Development Test Flight (DTF-1) of NASA's Flight Telerobotic Semicer, a 
teleoperated space robot. The paper will also discuss how these schemes can be applied to terrestrial robots as 
well. The same software monitoring and control approach will insure the safe operation of a slave manipulator 
under teleoperated or autonomous control in undersea, nuclear, or manufacturing applications where the 
manipulator is working in the vicinity of humans or critical hardware. 
SYSTEM SAFETY ENGINEERING CONCEPTS 
System safety is the overall management and engineering approach to the evaluation and reduction of risk in a 
system and its operation. In general, system safety activities include systematic identification of hazards, 
elimination of those hazards to the maximum extent possible, assessment of the residual risk inherent in the 
system or its operation, management review and acceptance of the risk, and documentation of the management 
decision and rationale in accepting the risk. In addition, some type of control for the hazards must be instituted. 
In order to analyze the safety of any system properly, the system safety engineer must have a thorough 
howledge of the system, subsystems, interfaces, functions, characteristics, intended use or operation, and the 
operational environment. It is therefore necessary for the system safety engineer to work closely with systems 
engineering, subsystem/component design engineering, mission operations, and support engineering personnel in 
developing a complete and accurate system description and operations scenario that can adequately support the 
identification of all potential hazards in the design and use of the system. Once an accurate system description 
is developed, the basic characteristics and functions of the system are defined, and preliminary operation 
scenarios are formulated, detailed hazard identification can begin. 
The system safety discipline has established standard analysis methods and techniques for identifying hazards 
and categorizing their potential severity, including Preliminary Hazard Analyses, SystedSubsystem Hazard 
Analyses, Operating Hazard Analyses, and Fault Tree Analyses. The analyses are prepared during system 
concept definition, design, and development in a cooperative and iterative process. The results can therefore 
more effectively support management personnel in making decisions and in accepting risks; system safety 
personnel in assessing risks and identifying hazards; systems/subsystem, operations, and system safety 
engineering personnel in developing designs and operating procedures that eliminate andlor reduce hazards; 
support services personnel in conducting activities, such as configuration management and test and verification; 
and quality assurance personnel in documenting and verifying requirements and design criteria compliance. 
SYSTEM SAFETY ENGNERING IMPLEMEWED FOR DTF-1 
The following paragraphs explain how system safety engineering was implemented for the @TF-1). This 
example is intended to illustrate the system safety engineering process. In general, all of the information 
presented in this paper was gathered from DTF-1 design and safety engineering documents. Some information 
has been simplified and other information is not presented so as to facilitate a clearer presentation of the 
process. 
System and Overation Description 
The DTF-1 consists of the aft flight deck (AFD) element and the payload bay (PLB) element connected by two 
communication networks or buses. The AFD element, referred to as the workstation, is made up of a 
handcontroller, handcontroller electronics, and a control display console and assembly, including computer 
displays and video displays from cameras mounted on the manipulator and on other locations in the PLB, and a 
keyboard. The handcontroller is a device that is used to relay the motion, displacement, or relocation of the 
operator's hand as inputs to the control system. The handcontroller electronics transform the inputs into 
command signals to be sent to the manipulator in the PLB. The computer displays are the available 
manipulator/system parameters, sensor data, and manipulator position measurements, such as joint position, 
end-effector position, velocities, forces and torques, temperatures, and computer control system health and 
status. The AFD elements are provided electrical power through the power control and distribution unit 
(PCDU). 
The PLB element, physically located in the Shuttle's cargo bay, includes the DTF-1 telerobot (TR), a TR 
control computer (TRCC), a TR redundant controller (TRRC), the power module and controller, and the 
payload controller (Figure 1). The TR consists of a telerobot body and a seven degree-of-freedom dexterous 
manipulator (Figure 2) with three computer controllers built into it--the shoulder controller, the upper arm 
controller, and the lower arm controller. These controllers, collectively referred to as joint controllers, provide 
joint position control loops and other control system functions. The TRCC provides the primary command and 
control function. The TRRC provides an independent safety checking and monitoring that includes collision 
avoidance and safety critical parameter monitoring. The power module and controller perform electrical power 
regulation and distribution control. The payload controller provides camera control, Shuttle-to-ground data 
downlink interface, and other support functions. Other PLB elements include an end-effector, a task panel, 
supporting structures, and other equipment. On the task panel are manipulation and articulation, partial 
disassembly, reassembly, removal, positioning, and reinstallation tasks. 
The workstation bus connects the handcontroller electronics and control display console with the TRCC, the 
TRRC, the power module controller, and the payload controller. The TR bus connects the TRCC and the 
TRRC with the joint controllers. 
As the operator at the AFD workstation positions and repositions the handcontroller, the handcontroller 
electronics transform the inputs into command signals that are sent to the TRCC. The TRCC then calculates the 
joint and end-effector motor commands needed to implement the commands; monitors manipulator position and 
velocity; and sends joint commands to the joint controllers. The joint controllers receive the commands, 
generate the needed joint motor currents, and monitor joint position and rotation against predefined limits. The 
joint position and torque sensors feed back data to the TRCC and the TRRC where the manipulator position and 
velocity are updated. This process is repeated continually throughout the teleoperation. 
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Figure 2. Manipulator 
System Safety Reauirements and Design Criteria Used 
System safety engineering for DTF-1 was implemented with the system safety requirements and design criteria 
established by NASA's National Space Transportation System (NSTS) Program and 
defined in the Safety Policy and Requirements for Payloads Using the Space Transportation System, NSTS 
1700.7B. 
All hazards that could be eliminated were eliminated. The remaining hazards were controlled through safety 
devices, warning devices, or special procedures. The basic method for minimizing or controlling hazards, as 
prescribed by NSTS 1700.7B, is a failure tolerant design. The hazard severity category (i.e., critical or 
catastrophic) determines the failure tolerance'design requirements. Critical hazards were controlled in a .single- 
failure manner and catastrophic hazards were controlled in a two-failure tolerant manner. 
Specific requirements and design criteria for subsystems, safety-related features, specific hazardous functions, 
and environmental compatibility were also included in NSTS 1700.7B to ensure the safety of the system design. 
They included structures, material compatibility, flammability, deployment and separation, contingency return 
and rapid safmg, and others. 
Hazard Identification 
The potential hazards related to teleoperation of a dexterous, seven degree-of-freedom manipulator in orbit 
include collision or impact and excessive force and torque generated by the manipulator. 
A catastrophic hazard could occur if the TR inadvertently collides into or otherwise impacts its surroundings 
during in-orbit operation. For example, if the motor and gear actuators generate excessive forces or torques at 
any of the seven TR joints or if excessive forces or torques are induced at the Cartesian level through the 
manipulator at the end-effector, then one or more of the manipulator joints may fracture or suffer other damage 
and the end-effector may generate excessive forces or torques on the task panel, surrounding structures, or 
equipment. Structural failure will cause the mission to be terminated. Also, it could severely compromise the 
ability to stow the manipulator safely and may create debris of sufficient size and mass to damage critical 
Shuttle equipment and prevent the Shuttle from returning home safely. 
Another catastrophic hazard could occur if the manipulator is improperly positioned or is moving too fast and 
violates the predefined workspace. This situation along with other failures, such as loss of control of the 
manipulator's movement, could prevent closing of the payload bay door and return of the Shuttle. 
Potential hazards for DTF-1, such as the ones just described, were controlled for with a two-failure tolerant 
hazard control system; i.e., three separate hazard control methods have been implemented. If two of the three 
methods fail, the third one will still control the hazard. The following paragraphs detail this system. 
Hazard Control System 
The hazard control system controls excessive forces or torques and prevents collision or impact through an 
integrated DTF-1 computer control, sensor, and feedback system. Forces and torques or position and velocity 
commands are limited, safety critical parameters are monitored, and redundant safety critical parameters are 
monitored. If safety limits are exceeded, electrical power is removed from the joint motors and the fail-safe 
brakes are engaged (Figure 3). This process is termed emergency shut down (ESD). 
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Force and torque commands are limited at the Cartesian level and at the joint level. Cartesian-level control 
limits the Cartesian position, velocity, and force at the manipulator and end-effector. Joint-level control 
prevents the motor and gear actuator assemblies from exceeding rated design torques. Joint-level control also 
provides a rapid response to joint "run away. " 
i - Jolnt Controller 
Electron~cs (Local) 
At the Cartesian level, hazard control is implemented as follows: 
1) The TRCC calculates forces and torques for the end-effector from joint command inputs. Then the 
"commanded" forces and torques are compared against predefined safety limits. If the limits are exceeded, the 
inputs are automatically scaled down to acceptable levels before being passed onto the joint controllers. 
! . Compares Torque Command 
2) Forces transmitted to the upper arm controller or to the lower arm controller by the force torque transducer 
(FTT) (located near the end-effector at the tool plate) are compared against predefined safety limits. If they are 
exceeded, an ESD is initiated. 
Current Sensor 
At the joint level, hazard control is implemented as follows: 
1) Current to the joint controllers is limited to that corresponding to the actuator-rated design torque. 
- From TRCC) (Analog Acqulsltlon Board! Agalnst Llmlts 
Generates Torque "Llmltlng" Current Monltors Current Inmates ESD If Llmlt Exceeded 
2) The current in the primary and the secondary current sensors is monitored and compared to predefined 
safety limits. If they are exceeded, an ESD is initiated. 
Collision and Impact Hazard Control 
Collision and impact hazards are limited at the Cartesian and joint levels by controlling the manipulator's 
position and rate of motion (velocity). Limits on manipulator travel distance restrict the manipulator's position 
to within the predefined workspace. Limits on velocity control the force with which the manipulator impacts its 
surroundings. Cartesian-level controls limit the manipulator's movement in free space (work space) and joint- 
level controls limit individual joint movement in joint-space. 
The distance at which the manipulator can be stopped is a function of the mass of the load the manipulator is 
carrying and the manipulator's velocity. The allowed velocity depends on the proximity of the manipulator to 
another object. Rate limits used in the servo algorithms are adjusted according to this distance. Violations of 
these limits require that the manipulator position commands be modified enough to slow its movement. 
The boundary management and touch control (BMTC) system is used to controI collision and impact hazards. 
This system sets imaginary (invisible) boundaries in and around the workspace, thus preventing unplanned 
contact which can result in collision and impact. Figure 4 shows how BMTC is implemented in the DTF-1's 
computer system. Figure 5 shows the functional scheme for BMTC. The four regions (X, A, B, and C) define 
the distance from geometric objects and are used to model each physical object. When the manipulator is in 
region C, normal free-space motion limits apply. In region B, the rate limits are reduced. At the outside of 
region A, a soft stop will occur unless or until the boundary is disabled. At the outside of region x, an ESD 
will occur unless the boundary is disabled. Region X and region A boundaries are disabled at the same time. 
A safety rate limit ESD can occur in regions A, B, or C if the operation rate limits are not applied. 
Hazard Control System Assessment 
Each safety feature of the DTF-1 hazard control system was analyzed at a system level to verify its 
effectiveness. This activity is important especially for a complicated system like the 
DTF-1 because failure tolerance is implemented only through the 
integration of all the safety features. A number of analyses were performed. However, only the fault tree 
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Fault tree analysis was adopted to evaluate hazard controls for excessive forceltorque and collision/impact 
hazards. This analysis was chosen because of its top down approach. Through the analysis, it can be 
determined what componentslfunctions must fail in order for a hazard to occur. If the results show that more 
than three components1functions must fail before a hazard can occur, then the implemented hazard control 
system is at least two failure tolerant. Figure 6 is a fault tree for the excessive forceltorque hazard. It specifies 
the componentslfunctions that directly contribute to the hazard. 
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TERRESTRIAL APPLICATIONS 
The DTF-1 hazard control system can be applied to any robotic and telerobotic system in which unplanned 
contact, impact, excessive forces and torques and manipulator motion control are of concern. It is applicable 
for terrestrial-based telerobotic and autonomous systems that must operate in varying environments, in c o n f d  
workspaces, and near safety critical or hazardous equipment, such as those used in nuclear power plants, in 
under the sea operations, or on the factory floor. 
In implementing the DTF-1 hazard control system, many of the design features common to all robotic systems, 
such as joint position sensors, forceltorque sensors, and control computers and software have been used. As 
good system safety engineering dictates, the safety features would need to be customized and modified to the 
specific system design and operation for which they will be implemented. Equipment or components not 
available in the robotic or telerobotic system would not need to be incorporated. 
CONCLUSION 
The implementation of system safety engineering for the DTF-1 has been an iterative process. The initial 
concept was evaluated against safety requirements, and the system's fault tolerance was determined. In each of 
the subsystem areas, all possible hazardous events were hypothesized and their controls were evaluated. For 
example, two hypothesized hazard cases for which the analysis was completed were the excessive forceltorque 
hazard and the collision/impact hazard. Once the possibility of these hazards actually occurring was confirmed, 
then designs and procedures were created to limit or prevent the hazardous commands from being generated. 
The experience of implementing system safety engineering on the DTF-1 indicates that designing safety into the 
system early in the process maximizes the safety of the design and minimizes impacts to design complexity, 
development cost, and scheduling. Systems engineers, subsystem/components designers, and system safety 
engineers are partners in creating an effective system safety scheme. Together, they will ensure that hazard 
control becomes integral to mission execution and a balance is achieved between a safe design and one that can 
accomplish maximum results. 
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Mathematical models of system components have long been utilized to allow simulators to predict system 
behavior to various stimuli. Recent efforts to monitor, diagnose and control real-time systems using component 
models have experienced similar success. NASA at the Kennedy Space Center is continuing the development of 
a tool for implementing real-time knowledge-based diagnostic and control systems called KATE (Knowledge-based 
Autonomous Test Engineer). KATE is a model-based reasoning shell designed to provide autonomous control, 
monitoring, fault detection and diagnostics for complex engineering systems by applying its reasoning techniques 
to an exchangeable quantitative model describing the structure and function of the various system components and 
their systemic behavior. 
INTRODUCTION 
Conventional approaches to developing and maintaining diagnostic and control process software result in 
a time-consuming and costly effort. Furthermore, the resulting software may be incomplete and unable to handle 
situations that were unforeseen when the software was written. Significant advantages are obtained by systematically 
representing and using knowledge of a physical system's structure and function to reason about its health and proper 
functioning, a technique referred to as "model-based reasoning". The Artificial Intelligence Section, Engineering 
Development Directorate, at the Kennedy Space Center, employs the concept of model-based reasoning in the 
development of real-time knowledge-based diagnostic and control systems for ground launch operations. The project 
resulting from these efforts is called KATE (Knowledge-based Autonomous Test Engineer). KATE is being 
designed as a generic, model-based expert system shell, incorporating the engineer's reasoning about control and 
diagnosis of complex engineering systems in the form of general software algorithms. KATE further embodies 
concepts of sensor-based and modeldriven monitoring and fault-location and performs control and redundancy 
management of process control systems through application of the generic algorithms to an exchangeable knowledge 
base, which describes the structure and function (i.e., mathematical model) of a specific domain. Refer to Figure 
1 for a pictorial representation of the KATE System. 
K A T E  SHELL 
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Figure 1. KATE Block Diagram 
NASA at the Kennedy Space Center, first developed LES (LOX Expert System) in 1983 to perform fault 
detection and isolation for the process control system which handles the loading of Liquid Oxygen into the external 
tank of the Space Shuttle. In 1985, LES grew into the more generic and robust model-based system, KATE. 
During fiscal year 1989, KATE was successfully demonstrated against a scale model of the Orbiter 
Modification and Refurbishment Facility's (OMRF) Environmental Control System (ECS). The OMRF ECS 
supplies conditioned air to four different compartments of the Orbiter while the Shuttle is being processed in the 
OMRF. The hardware model of the OMRF ECS contains a purge unit that supplies chilled air to four ducts which, 
in turn, supply air to the Orbiter. Each duct consists of a heater for maintaining a constant temperature and a 
motorized flow-control valve for controlling the flow rate. A failure panel has been added to allow for manual 
failing of various components during testing. An operator can request certain flow and temperature setpoints and 
KATE will respond by adjusting the valves and heater output to achieve the setpoints. KATE will also identify and 
respond to external inputs to the ECS, such as load changes. In addition to control, KATE monitors the system, 
identifying discrepant measurement values and assigning probable causes. In most cases, control of the system can 
continue, especially if the discrepancy is determined to be due to a measurement failure. 
In February of 1990 implementation of the KATE Generic Control System (GCS) prototype was 
successfully integrated into the Generic Checkout System. The Generic Checkout System is comprised of a network 
of UNIX-based equipment connected to a physical model of a Shuttle water tanking system, referred to as the Red 
Wagon. KATE-GCS performed control and diagnosis of fastfill, chilldown, and other processes related to filling 
the Red Wagon external tank. 
KATE KNOWLEDGE BASE 
The knowledge base contains all information specific to the domain, i.e. the electro-pneumatic system being 
modeled. Generic component definitions as well as application specific data - classes of components, component 
names, tolerances, output-functions, inputs, delays, ranges, any information relevant to system operation, is stored 
here. The knowledge base can be thought of as a blue print of the system. When connected to hardware, the 
KATE shell utilizes this blue print to establish a nominal, working system model. This internal model can then be 
referred to as KATE monitors system health to detect anomalies, diagnose and recover from failures. 
KATE'S knowledge base has been developed through a combination of component modeling and 
mathematical modeling. That is, the knowledge base not only describes the system architecture, but is also the 
repository for functional information. System structure, or connectivity of system components, is represented 
primarily using data structures called inputs and outputs (described below). This information is used by KATE 
to discern control paths from command to measurement and is vital to gathering valid suspects during diagnosis of 
and recovery from failures. Mathematical equations of component output functions are also computed and stored 
in the knowledge base. Output functions describe how a component should behave based on its inputs. By 
representing structural and functional information, the dynamics of system's structure as well as its function can be 
made use of to perform monitoring, control and diagnosis. The knowledge base is separate from the KATE shell 
and therefore exchangeable. Conceivably, the shell might be used to monitor and control several hardware systems 
by the simple exchange of knowledge bases. 
Knowled~e Representation 
The knowledge base is based on a hierarchy of components and is separated into 3 major levels: the top, 
mid, and instance level. System components are modeled from as high level a concept as a "thing" in the top 
level, down to specific individual line replaceable units, such as a bypass valve W i g  operated in the field, in the 
instance level. The top level of the knowledge base provides the framework, or building blocks, for system 
modeling. Here, broad concepts and classes of components are defined. The mid level houses generic definitions 
of system components - butterfly valves, transducers, relays, flow meters, schematic pages, level sensors, circuit 
breakers, and fuses to name a few. The instance level contains domain specific information, such as calibrations 
for system components that override mid level default parameters. For example, the mid level generic definition 
of a valve may contain default operating ranges for the valve. This default may be overridden in the instance level 
definition of an actual occurrence of a butterfly valve in the field of operation. Inheritance of frame informtion 
is accomplished via AH0 and AKO slots (described below) during interpretation at run-time. The use of component 
inheritance provides a means by which any component can be trace b8ckwards to its top level definition (or visa 
versa) and reduces the amount of information that must be stored in the knowledge base. 
This object-oriented approach to knowledge representation greatly increases the ease of adding or removing 
system components. Should it become necessary to do so, a component may be deleted or "discomected" from 
the knowledge base, connection points re-established, and the model is once again complete without the need for 
costly d i n g  that is necessary with conventional software design. 
Pseudo Obiects and External Influences 
In an electro-mechanical system there exist components that are not actual "physical" components, but 
rather, engineering concepts that manifest themselves during system operation. The effects of these "non-physicalw 
components are observable, and can be controlled and diagnosed if necessary. Early KATE developers found it 
useful to model these pseudo-objects, as they are called in the KATE knowledge base, for the proper functioning 
of the KATE shell software. In general, pseudo-objects represent information that has no corresponding sensor 
for measurement, but can be computed from other data. Examples of pseudo objects are pressures, temperatures, 
flow rates, and tank levels. 
Manual valves and orifices are examples of external influences. When all system components are 
functioning according to expectations, manual operation of an external influence component might explain 
anomalous system behavior. Pseudo-objects and external influence object definitions, like any other objects, utilize 
inheritance and are defined at all levels of the knowledge base in the same fashion as actual existing, line replaceable 
components. 
Knowledge Base Structure 
A frame representation language has been employed for data representation. Frames contain "slots" of 
information, and utilities have been constructed to allow for manipulation of these slots during knowledge base 
development. Slots in a frame may be thought of as records in a data structure. Each frame contains a description 
of the object and its connection to other objects. At the instance level a frame definition can be found for each 
hardware component or pseudo object in the system. This statement however, is not meant to mislead the reader; 
for certain types of components, other frame definitions may be necessary to complete the system model. 
KATE currently makes use of forty odd slots for modeling purposes. These slots contain information that 
applies to icon display, component location for camera tracking, or other information necessary for the KATE shell 
to effectively perform monitoring, control, and diagnosis. Selected knowledge base slots are described here for the 
reader's use in a later example of knowledge base construction. 
NOMENCLA - Text string denoting the frame's object name and description. 
A10 (An Instance Of) - Indicates the generic object type from which the component will inherit 
characteristics. For example, if A75064 is a pressure transducer, the AIO slot in A75064's instance level frame 
definition would read (aio PRESSURE-TRANSDUCER). 
AKO (An Kind Of) - Indicates the class type of the object. For example, the BKO slot in the mid level 
frame definition of PRESSURE-TRANSDUCER would read (ako TRANSDUCER). 
S - Inverse slot link to AKO. List of all frames in the knowledge base that represent a class of 
object. For example, the KINDS slot in the top level definition of TRANSDUCER would read (kinds PRESSURE- 
TRANSDUCER.. .). 
INSTANCES - Inverse slot link to AIO. List of all component names of a certain generic type existing 
in the field. For example, the INSTANCES slot in the generic component frame definition of PRESSURE- 
SDUCER would read (instances A75064 . . .). 
S - list of all frame names of the object's inputs. 
O m m S  - List of all frame names of the object's outputs. 
L - Indicates the Hardware Interface Module, card, and position number from which the 
-0s - Indicates a component's Hardware Interface Module and card number. 
-HPOSmBON - Indicates the position of the measurement or command on the polling card. 
SIC&-LOCATION - Text string denoting the components location in the field. 
To better illustrate the method used to construct KATE'S knowledge base from system schematics, a sample 
drawing, taken from an advanced electrical schematic is used (Figure 2). This drawing depicts a 3-way solenoid 
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valve, A'9m92, and its associated primary open command, GLOK411E. Instance level frame definitions for 
A7U92 and GLOKM11E are described (Figure 3), as well as the associated top and mid level frame definitions 
d. This example highlights the fact that there is not always a one-to-one correspondence of line 
mponent-to-instance level frame definition. W l e  Figure 2 shows only a valve and its open 
rder to completely model A7G92 and (EILOMMIIE, the instance level file would also have to 
include frame definitions for (GLOKMB1E's associated command measurement, command contact, and Hardware 
Interface Module card. (Note that top level object abstractions and the mid level generic component definition for 
a 3-way solenoid valve are not shown.) 
Process Monitoring 
Once the howledge base (model) accurately reflects a physical system's behavior, monitoring is relatively 
straightforward. Process monitoring can be broken down into two main software modules, the Measurement System 
and the Constraint System. During n o d  operation, the Measurement System continuously polls command and 
sensor measurements through a hardware interface. This system then places all measurements that have changed 
by a userdefined "significant amount" on a queue for examination by the Constraint System. 
The Constraint System processes any command or sensor measurement changes. If a command has 
changed, the new value is propagated through the model to generate expectation values for the system sensors. The 
sensor measurements placed on the queue by the Measurement System are then compared to the expectation values 
derived from the model. If all measurements are in agreement with the expected values, the assumption is made 
that the system is behaving properly, and monitoring continues. If, however, any sensor measurement differs from 
the expectation calculated using the model, it is assumed that the discrepancy is due to a physical system failure, 
and the Diagnoser is invoked to localize the fault. 
Diamosis 
Introduction 
The Diagnoser's task is to search for all possible failures within the system that can explain the current 
sensor readings. Reasoning from the sensor data, KATE uses a "violated expectations" approach to diagnosis which 
is a technique compatible with the intuitions of human diagnosticians. KATE currently assumes a single point of 
failure, however, the ability to diagnose to this point of failure is dependent upon the amount of sensor information 
available to KATE (i.e., the visibility into the system). 
Diarmostic Algorithm 
When the diagnoser is invoked due to a discrepancy, sufficient time is allotted for system stabilization. 
This time is given for the effects ef a possible system failure to reach all of the system measurements (sensors) so 
that they may be used to aid in the diagnostic process. After system stabilization has occurred, any other discrepant 
measurements are gathered. 
Initially, every component in the system which can be considered a potential "suspect" is placed on a 
suspect list. It is the diagnoser's task to reduce this list to a minimum number of suspects that can explain all 
current sensor information. These suspects are gathered using structural information found within the frames. 
Starting from the original discrepant measurement, all components that are structurally upstream from this sensor 
are considered suspect. The discrepant sensor is also placed on the list as a possibly faulty object. All other 
components are ignored (excluding structural faults like "bridges" or "short circuits" (2)) since objects not 
structurally upstream of this sensor cannot account for the discrepancy in its reading. 
Once the suspects have been determined, all sensors which can be affected by these suspects are gathered. 
These sensors are also known as sibling sensors, and are used to aid in the effort of determining a suspect's 
innocence. 
Further pruning of the suspect list is then attempted through the use of the functional information stored 
within the frames. Suspects which are of type "command" or "pseudo-object" are automatically cleared because 
it is assumed that these objects cannot fail. Furthermore, in the case that there exists more than one discrepant 
measurement, innocence can be established for the discrepant sensors based on the fact that a failed sensor cannot 
cause another sensor to fail (refer to detailed description below). 
A more sophisticated pruning method is then required to further localize the source of faulty system 
behavior. This method is based upon analysis-by-synthesis, a search for some fault that can explain what the 
sensors are showing, and has been labeled "The Full Consistency Algorithm" (3). 
In general, the Diagnoser uses a "generate and test" paradigm. The algorithm involves calculating ra 
hypothetical value for each suspect that would explain the discrepant measurement's value. In other words, the 
Diagnoser determines what state the suspect would have to be in to produce the discrepant measurement (generate). 
If the hypothetical state of the suspect consistent with the discrepant measurement cannot also account for the other 
system sensor readings (i.e., sibling sensors), then that suspect cannot be the cause of the failure and may be cleared 
from the suspect list (test). This hypothetical value is derived by performing symbolic inversion of the stored 
functional relationship between the discrepant measurement and the suspect. For further detail on the inversion 
process and a description of the inversion algorithm, refer to (4) and (5), respectively. 
Sensor Failure and Missing Data 
When the Diagnoser is invoked due to a discrepant sensor reading, KATE assembles a list of possible 
suspects. The discrepant sensor itself is also placed on this list as a plausible suspect. The sensor is processed just 
as any other suspect object in the system, and if its innocence cannot be proven, it is retained as a potential cause 
for its own discrepant reading. 
Sensors can, in fact, be easier to diagnose than other system objects. Validation of a sensor can, in single 
fault environments, become a quite trivial problem. If more than one sensor is discrepant, these sensors 
automatically clear one another from suspicion because no one sensor can explain another sensor's discrepant 
reading. The fact that KATE can diagnose a sensor failure just as any other system object and, in many situations, 
represent an especially easy case, distinguishes KATE'S model-driven approach from conventional software and 
traditional rule-based techniques (3). 
The ability to diagnose sensors has been of particular benefit since, historically, Shuttle launches have been 
threatened more by instrumentation problems than by actual system failures, and unfortunately, there did not exist 
a fast, reliable way to distinguish the two. The original goal of the KATE project was to provide a means to 
determine whether a system failure indicator in fact resulted from an actual hardware failure that might be critical 
to continued system operation or was merely a result of a defective instrument. 
Another advantage that a model-based approach offers over a conventional approach is that missing or 
degraded data due to a sensor failure is easily accommodated. Whereas most conventional approaches require 
pre-encoded actions for each combination of sensed data being present or absent, KATE does not require any special 
software to handle the many combinations of missinglavailable data. KATE simply refrains from using any sensor 
data that is no longer available. Sensor data is used by the Diagnoser in two ways: (1) it is compared to 
expectations generated by the model during normal operation to detect faulty behavior and (2) it is compared to 
expectations generated from fault hypotheses to confirm or disconfirm them. If the sensor data is no longer present, 
it is simply not compared with the expectations generated by the model. The diagnoses that follow may result in 
more suspects being retained than what would have been retained had the sensor information been available, but 
no suspect will wrongfully be cleared. In some sense, the missing sensor data is treated the same as if the sensor 
data had not existed in the first place (6). 
Control and Redundancv Management 
Conventional control techniques require that an engineer, who is familiar with the design of a specific 
system and is knowledgeable of the kind of devices that make up that system and how they may fail, hardcode the 
functionality and connectivity of the system. Programs must be written to specify which commands need to be 
issued to control a specific device and which measurements need to be checked to ensure the desired goal. The 
programmer obviously must try to foresee all possible failures that may affect control of that device and write 
subroutines to handle each case. 
In KATE, the system's functionality and connectivity is represented in the knowledge base and is easily 
and rapidly accessed by the systems thereof. This allows for the capability of low level control, based on a concept 
somewhat similar to that used to diagnose the cause of a failure in an engineering system. The Diagnoser infers 
which failed component(s) would cause a discrepant condition, whereas the Control System infers the required state 
of all controlling components and commands that would result in a newly desired state. This conceptual relationship 
resulted in the natural progression from LES to the KATE project. Using this technique, KATE is capable of 
accepting a high level, desired system god from the user, consisting of an object and a value to be obtained by the 
object. For instance, the user may want to open or close a discrete valve, change the state of a relay, open or close 
an analog valve by a certain percentage, or cause a measurement or indicator to read a certain value. KATE then 
and issues the appropriate low level co sary to rpccoxnplish the desired task. Furthermore, 
redundancy is automatically activated if required 
The Control System performs the task oal down into subgoals and their 
subgoals and so on, recursively, until control1 reached. A set of options for 
achieving the desired state of the object is the result of this process. For further details and examples, refer to (7). 
The Control System dynamically creates, selects and executes the control code. Since U T E  is continually 
monitoring the system, checks will automatically be made to ensure successful completion of the task. 
In addition, the user has the option of issuing powerful, high level commands, such that certain states of 
the system or specific devices are "maintained" or "controlled" by KATE. In the case that a required state of an 
object is affected by a failure, the Control System will automatically be invoked to search for an alternate means 
to maintain or control back to that requirement, and issue the necessary commands to do so. 
Control Advisories 
The main focus of KATE is the modeling and control of tanking systems in a launch environment. In light 
however, of the potential of costly damage to ground and flight hardware systems and the hazards surrounding the 
use of cryogenic fuel in tanking operations at the Kennedy Space Center, all involved - from KATE'S software 
system designers to launch system operators - are understandably concerned with using the KATE prototype for 
on-station control until the prototype has been rigorously tested and validated. Control advisories provide an 
alternative to autonomous control and offer a means by which to demonstrate KATE's control capability without 
risk to ground or flight hardware systems. Today, for demonstration purposes, control advisories are implemented 
as prerequisite, reactive, or conditional control logic that is initiated upon violation of system operating criteria. 
Under ideal conditions, initiating the Control Advisor would be as simple as making a menu selection to instruct 
the KATE shell to perform advisories rather than issue commands to control hardware components. Once selected, 
the Control Advisor would provide recommendations on control options to the operator based on operating 
procedures, system constraints, and knowledge of high-level goals for control of a system or subsystem. (8) 
KATE TOOLS UTILRIES 
Generic utilities, as well as a few application specific utilities, have been made available in the KATE 
system. Brief descriptions of the most commonly used tools and utilities follow. 
AmONOMOUS CAMERA CONTROL - Provides visual confirmation of component status in response to an 
operator request or diagnosis of a component failure. 
CONSISTENCY CHECKER - A knowledge base verification tool used in conjunction with the Tree Display 
(described below). Examines selected knowledge base slob for accuracy of information and reports any 
discrepancies found. 
EDLANATION FACILmY - Provides an explanation of the rationale used by KATE during diagnosis to indict 
or vindicate a component as a failure suspect. 
KATE =MOTE DATA T SFER UTILITY - Allows KATE to simulate real-time data acquisition using 
archived data. 
BLOT - Provides realtime line plots of component data for commands and measurements over time. Historical data 
plots may also be generated from archived data. 
READER - Provides the capability to enter high level goals in the form of procedural steps. KATE 
then executes each procedure by controlling the actual hardware or KATE's simulation of the hardware system. 
SC%%EIVBA'ITIC HITSmAY - An interactive display of system schematics taken from actual engineering documents. 
Reports current status of any component depicted on the page. 
ATOR - Allows for simulated operation of a hardware system using a software model of the system. 
SHNGEE mW FA - Analyzes the model and detects the "weak" points of a system, i.e. 
any component whose failure could cause loss of effective control of the system. 
E DESmA'U - Provides a graphical view of the system architecture from the viewpoint of a user selected 
component. Displays the component and iti connections to other components using the relational concepts of 
"upstream" (left side of the tree) and "downstream" (right side of the tree). 
Currently, the Artificial Intelligence Section is focusing on the following two major implementations of 
U T E :  Autonomous Launch Operations and Shuttle Liquid Oxygen Prototype. 
Autonomous Launch Ouerations (ALO) 
KATE is being developed under the U.S. Air Force's Advanced Launch Systems (ALS) Advanced 
Development Program (ADP) as a project entitled Autonomous Launch Operations (ALO). The objective of ALO 
is to demonstrate an autonomous launch control software system that performs real-time monitoring, fault detection, 
diagnosis and control from high-level operations requirements. It is part of an effort to reduce overall launch 
operations costs, by significantly decreasing process control software development and maintenance costs and by 
greatly reducing launch crew size, human error and fault recovery time. 
In order to demonstrate the above stated goals, two hardware models have been constructed as targets for 
prototyping the KATE software that is being extended in order to achieve the ALO objectives: A Water (H20) 
Tanking System model and an Liquid Nitrogen (LN2) Tanking System model. In addition, the existing 
Environmental Control System (ECS) model hardware is expected to be integrated with the tanking systems, creating 
a multiple-subsystem testbed, such that all three models can be used together to demonstrate a more launch-realistic 
environment with KATE software systems handling a variety of launch support subsystem models. 
As a first step in demonstrating the KATE software for the ALO project, the H20 Tanking System model 
is being used for real-time monitoring, fault detection, diagnosis and control of fluid tanking systems. As part of 
the H20 Tanking System demonstration objectives, KATE performs the following tanking sequences and operations 
through its control capabilities: Ullage pressurization, Transfer line chilldown (simulated), Main Engine chilldown 
(simulated), Slow fill, Fast fill, Topping, Replenish, Fill circuit drain and vehicle pressurization, Engine firing 
(simulated) and Drainback. During these H20 Tanking System operations/sequences KATE'S ability to perform 
numerous tasks is demonstrated. Phase 2 demonstrations are currently being performed against this H20 Tanking 
System hardware. As a future step, the KATE developers will be greatly challenged by the modeling issues and 
the required KATE software enhancements surrounding the controlling and health monitoring of cryogenic fluid 
systems when they move to the LET2 Tanking System model. 
Shuttle Liauid Oxvnen (LOW Prototv~e 
During a launch countdown, launch support personnel must not only monitor the health of the system and 
be ready to perform troubleshooting in a tense, time-critical situation, but they must also be ever aware of system 
constraints, operating procedures, and operating criteria. To aid in this process KATE is currently being applied 
to the Shuttle Liquid Oxygen (LOX) loading system. KATE-LOX is funded by the Office of Aeronautics and 
Space Technology. The ongoing objectives of this project are to incorporate technological advances in control, 
monitoring and diagnostics techniques to increase productivity and reduce operator error, as well as lower software 
development and maintenance cost in the shuttle ground operations environment. (9) 
Since April 1990, KATE-LOX has monitored fueling operations during 18 shuttle launch countdowns in 
an offline mode. Although the prototype is still under development, KATE-LOX has experienced success on several 
occasions by accurately diagnosing failures of LOX equipment during live tankings. When completed, the KATE- 
LOX prototype will perform monitoring and diagnosis of the Orbiter's external tank fueling operations, and will 
provide advice to operators on control options. 
The LOX Expert System (LES) mentioned previously, also modeled the LOX system but was implemented 
using a simplifid mode1 and a simplified concept of flow. UTE-LOX employs more sophisticated control and 
as well as a more complex model of the LOX hardware system that more accurately represents 
the effects and constraints involved in the flow of ra cryogen such as liquid oxygen. Also new utilities have also 
been designed to reflect the needs of firing room operators. 
Model validation and system testing are being accomplished by exercising the system against the Shuttle 
Ground Operations Simulator mode! of the Liquid Oxygen Loading System, online monitoring during live launch 
countdown loading operations and simulated loadings using the KATE Remote Data Transfer Utility. 
The LOX system contains approximately 515 LOX specific data points. Two-thirds of these sensor points 
have been modeled, the majority or which occur at the instance level. The LOX knowledge base currently contains 
1750 Erames and is expected the reach 2500 by knowledge base completion. (10) 
The development of KATE provides a means to avoid the creation and maintenance of large hard-coded 
programs to control and diagnose engineering system domains. Instead, knowledge bases are developed that 
describe the connections between internal application system components and how the outputs of each component 
depend upon its inputs (i.e., control relationships). Using this domain-specific model, KATE has the capability to 
intelligently control, monitor and diagnose faults for the particular application. The model produces control 
operations and expected values for the hardware system's measurements. Constraint checking is performed 
whenever P command or sensor value has changed. Upon detection of a discrepant sensor reading, the diagnoser 
is invoked. The model is additionally used to test diagnostic hypotheses generated as explanations for observed 
failures. Symbolic inversion of the dependency of a measurement upon each suspect component is used to calculate 
a hypothetical value for the suspect that could explain the discrepancy. Various consistency criteria are then used 
in an effort to eliminate all but one of the suspects - the culprit. This same inversion process is used for controlling 
objects by calculating input value@) for an object which will result in a desired output. In addition, KATE uses 
both its control and diagnosis capabilities in performing redundancy management when a request to maintain a high 
level system goal is disrupted by a system failure. The model is automatically updated as the engineering system 
is manipulated or degrades. All diagnostic and control decisions are made in real-time, taking into account failed 
objects, objects which are being maintained, and those objects which are already at their desired states. 
Furthermore, modeling a system in terms of its structure and function, allows for the diagnosis of sensor failures 
similar to that of other system components. This approach also allows for easy accommodation of missing sensor 
information, and KATE can continue monitoring, diagnosis and control in the presence of a sensor failure. The 
result is increased machine intelligence in the area of reasoning about a system's health and controlling the state of 
a hardware system. 
Uses for this type of system at the Kennedy Space Center include checkout of ground, payload, and launch 
support equipment, launch team training, and simulation of ground support and space station flight hardware 
systems for software component checkout. 
Significant work remains to be done on improving the complex and time-consuming process of model 
building. Several avenues for the development of a graphical knowledge base editor and an automatic knowledge 
generation tool are being pursued to alleviate this problem. Should automatic knowledge generation reach fruition, 
a significant portion of KATE 's knowledge base could be generated automatically from Computer Aided Drawing 
system schematics and design notes. 
Technical matters, such as modeling issues - particularly those relating to pseudo object detection and 
knowledge representation, improving diagnostic capability, and developing testing and validation methodologies 
continue to provide challenges. Increasing processing speed and preparing for integration with KSC launch 
processing systems are also concerns. To this end, porting to a conventional language and delivery platform is 
actively being pursued. 
The development of KATE and its associated concepts are ongoing. With each new application of KATE, 
software enhancements are made to enable KATE to become more generic and encompassing in its ability to handle 
a wider variety of and more complex engineering systems. 
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AB CT: 
The Advanced Computed Tomography Inspection System (ACTIS) was developed by the Marshall 
Space Flight Center (MSFC) to support in-house solid propulsion test programs. ACTIS represents a 
significant advance in state-of-the-art inspection systems. Its flexibility and superior technical performance 
have made ACTIS very popular, both within and outside the aerospace community. Through Technology 
Utilization efforts, ACTIS has been applied to inspection problems in commercial aerospace, lumber, 
automotive, and nuclear waste disposal industries. ACTIS has even been used to inspect items of 
historical interest. 
ACTIS has consistently produced valuable results, providing information which was unattainable 
through conventional inspection methods. Although many successes have already been demonstrated, the 
full potential of ACTIS has not yet been realized. It is currently being applied in the commercial 
aerospace industry by Boeing Aerospace Company. Smaller systems, based on ACTIS technology are 
becoming increasingly available. This technology has much to offer the small businesses and industry, 
especially in identifying design and process problems early in the product development cycle to prevent 
defects. Several options are available to businesses interested in pursuing this technology. 
Computed tomography (CT) is a nondestructive inspection method which provides a cross- 
sectional view of an object using penetrating x-rays. CT images are extremely useful for inspection of 
complex objects because they provide a visual representation of defects without the scatter and 
superpositioning problems commonly encountered in conventional x-ray inspection. 
In CT, the x-ray beam passes through the object under test and is absorbed to various degrees 
as it travels through. The nonabsorbed x-rays strike an array of electronic detectors. Each individual 
detector in the array is discrete. That is, each detector collects the transmitted x-rays along a sharply 
defined line of sight between it and the x-ray source. As the part location is systematically changed and 
the x-ray measurements are repeated at each new location, a data set consisting of several million 
individual line x-rays is compiled. With the help of a fast array-processing computer, this collection of 
line x-rays from different orientations is mathematically combined to reconstruct an image of the object 
cross-section at a particular height. 
t I 
figure I: CT uses a highly collimated x-ray fan beam, a linear array of digital detectors, and a fast 
aray-processing computer to produce a cross-sectional image of the object. 
Computed Tomography (CT) is becoming popular with researchers in the areas of composite 
materials and liquid and solid propulsion. CT provides a great deal of information in a digital format, 
which can be stored on a compact media, recalled quickly, and digitally enhanced to highlight details of 
interest. 
In contrast to other nondestructive evaluation techniques, CT places fewer restrictions on 
component configuration and material selection. Unfortunately, the design of a CT system is usually 
optimized for a known type of material or component size, to allow the manufacturer to produce a system 
which will perform satisfactorily for the required application at minimal cost. 
Eight years ago, Marshall Space Flight Center (MSFC) became increasingly involved with 
composite materials and solid propulsion research. CT was attractive because it provided meaningful 
quantitative data. In the early days, hospital CT systems were used to evaluate small samples. However, 
the need to evaluate subscale test and small flight items soon developed. A complete needs and 
requirements analysis revealed a need to evaluate components ranging from four inches to four feet in 
diameter and materials ranging from steel to rubber. Available CT systems were not flexible enough to 
meet these requirements, so the Advanced Computed Tomography Inspection System (ACTIS) was 
developed as a cooperative effort between MSFC and Bio-Imaging Research (BIR). 
Most x-ray CT systems consist of a single x-ray source, a linear array of approximately 125 
detectors, an array-processing computer, and peripheral devices. ACTIS system consists of four high- 
energy x-ray producing devices, an integrated array of 625 solid-state x-ray detectors, a 162 channel data 
acquisition system, mechanical gantry with 13 degrees of freedom and its control computer, a fast parallel 
image-processing computer, an integrating operator console, and peripheral devices. 
Typically, the performance of a CT system is determined by the following characteristics: 
@ Suitability for application 
@J Spatial resolution 
@ Contrast sensitivity 
@ Scan speed 
@ Ease of uselmaintenance 
Each of these performance characteristics affects cost. ACTIS provides superb technical 
performance at a competitive price. ACTIS is the most flexible CT system available. Its performance, 
in terms of spatial resolution, scan speed, and contrast sensitivity are exceptional. Its flexibility and 
technological merit have made ACTIS one of the most heavily-loaded industrial CT systems in the world. 
NASA applies ACTIS to investigate the behavior of new and exotic materials in the ballistic 
environment. Test motors, incorporating these new materials, are assembled and test-fired at MSFC. Pre- 
and post-fire CT analysis reveals how the structure of the material is altered by ballistic conditions. 
ACTIS is sensitive to changes in material density of about 0.05 percent, so it is sensitive to even slight 
changes in material structure. Typical scan times per slice range from seven minutes to thirty minutes, 
depending on the object size and opacity, and the required contrast sensitivity, and spatial resolution. 
Visualizing defect location is sometimes a problem with CT, since it is difficult for most laymen 
to think in terms of slices. ACTIS employs Multi-Planar Reconstruction (MPR) as a visualization tool 
for CT-located defects. In MPR, individual CT slices are digitally stacked and displayed from each of 
three perpendicular viewing angles. Visualizing defect location with MPR is typically quite easy for 
Figure 2: Simple Block Diagram of ACTIS 
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A number of special image-processing features are available with ACTIS. These features are 
available from the main control console and from a remote imaging workstation, which is interfaced to 
the ACTIS host computer. Special features include contrast adjustment, statistical image analysis features, 
relative density plots along a line through the image, zoom magnification, and shaded surface rendering 
based on a stacked set of CT images. 
- 320KeV Tube 
Although the cost of ACTIS is competitive with most large industrial CT scanners, CT in general 
is an expensive method of inspection due to long scan times, the need for semi-skilled operators, and the 
acquisition 1 maintenance cost of the equipment. In fact, CT is so expensive that in most cases, it makes 
little financial sense to use it for routine inspection. However, during the early stages of new product 
development, it provides information on design and process weaknesses which can save money in the long 
run. Recently, ACTIS significantly affected the development of an improved version of the Space Shuttle 
Main Engine (SSME) Turbopumps by spotting anomalies in the casting process during the early 
development phase of the program. These defects (slight imperfections in the internal walls) were 
impossible to detect with conventional inspection methods. Without ACTIS, the program may not have 
ever known they existed. Further, the program discovered rework of these defects was difficult and 
costly. As a result of continued CT analysis, minor changes made to the casting process eliminated these 
costly defects at the source. 
In addition to NASA 
programs, ACTIS has benefitted 
many military programs. It has 
been used to inspect thermal 
batteries for Air Force systems, 
artillery storage canisters for 
Army depots, and housings for 
Navy cruise missiles. Most of 
these agencies have special- 
purpose CT systems of their 
own. 
One of the most unique 
applications of ACTIS was the 
inspection of a 100-year-old time 
capsule for National Geographic 
magazine. The time capsule, 
commemorating the centennial of 
the inauguration of George 
Washington, had been sealed in 
1889. Before the box was 
opened, NASA had the 
opportunity to scan the contents 
with ACTIS. Originally, ACTIS 
was intended to identify how the 
box was assembled, and to offer Figure 3: ACTIS Mechanical Gantry with 13 degrees of freedom 
suggestions on how to open it accommodates objects ranging in diameter from 4" to 4' and 
without damaging the contents. weighing UP to 2000 pounds. 
ACTIS far exceeded our 
expectations, providing not only information about the construction of the box (wood sandwiched between 
two layers of tin), but details pictures of the contents. When scanning was complete, NASA had 
tentatively identified five medallions, the letters on a calendar, and several books. Our findings were later 
verified through image enhancement performed at Technical and Analytic Sciences Corporation. 
ACTIS was used to perform feasibility studies for applications of CT in the lumber industry. 
These studies revealed that CT provides useful information to the lumber mills, allowing them to grade 
lumber, optimize cutting plans to maximize yield, and cut costs by identifying scrap prior to finishing. 
ACTIS has been used by the U. S. Department of Energy to inspect barrels of stored nuclear 
waste. The system can identify free liquids trapped within the waste and structural flaws in the barrels 
themselves, two significant hazards in nuclear waste storage. Using ACTIS, scientists are able to identify 
barrels which present an unacceptable risk, and take preventative action. ACTIS was also used by the 
DOE to identify the contents of waste barrels. To test these capabilities of ACTIS, the DOE provided a 
55-gallon drum of simulated nuclear waste. In the barrel were several common objects: rubber o-rings, 
a pen, a filament, a comb, a lead-lined rubber glove, and others. ACTIS operated blind. That is, the 
operators were not told anything at all about the contents of the barrel. The tests produced some 
impressive results. ACTIS was able to image the face on a dime contained in the 55-gallon drum of 
waste. 
Var ious  au tomot ive  
manufacturers have explored the 
use of ACTIS in designing new 
products. The system has been 
used to inspect prototype steering 
wheels, engine blocks, gear boxes, 
and other structures for automotive 
applications. ACTIS has become an 
integral part of prototype 
development for some of these 
companies. American automotive 
manufacturers use CT data to 
evaluate performance of new 
designs and processes early in the 
development cycle to reduce the 
potential for defects in routine 
production. 
ACTIS systems are now 
sold as off-the-shelf items. 
Unfortunately, these systems are 
too expensive for most small 
businesses to afford. However, 
there are several alternatives for 
small businesses and industries Figure 4: Multi-planar Reconstruction of a Rocket Nozzle Exit 
interested in applying ACTIS Cone clearly represents the location of defects. 
technology. First, various CT 
system manufacturers can tailor a system for a specific need at substantially reduced cost. NASA recently 
purchased an ACTIS-I1 system, a much smaller and somewhat modified version of ACTIS, at about 5% 
of the cost of the original system. Interested businesses can often lease large industrial scanners for a 
few days at a time. Several large industrial scanners are available for lease. If the program is well- 
planned, this can be a cost-effective way to use ACTIS technology. Finally, if the object under test is 
small and portable, small businesses can buy CT services at a medical radiology laboratory. NASA did 
all its*early work with CT using a local hospital after-hours. For certain materials, the medical systems 
actually perform superior to industrial ones. 
CONCLUSIONS: 
ACTIS is a versatile inspection tool which has proven useful in addressing many of the problems 
associated with inspecting complex objects, not only in the government aerospace industry, but other 
industries as well. NASA has applied this technology to the problems of material science for propulsion 
systems. A variety of other industries have benefitted from ACTIS technology. ACTIS results are 
superior to conventional inspection techniques in flexibility, contrast sensitivity, spatial resolution, and 
visualization. CT inspection typically imposes fewer restrictions on the geometric and other physical 
features of the object under test. Although CT systems are quite expensive, the results they provide are 
useful, especially early in the development of new products, by allowing engineers to detect basic design 
flaws and process anomalies early enough to eliminate them. Small business can take advantage of ACTIS 
technology in a number of ways: buying a smaller system, leasing and industrial system, or buying time 
Rgure 5: UnedmceB image from time capsule. Note the faint letters spelling out "Stettiner-Laanbefi 
& Co." These letters turned out to be written on a calendar inside the capsule. 
on a medical system. Although ACTIS is not the answer to all inspection problems, it provides small 
business and industry with an excellent tool for building quality into its products. 
figuse 6: Image of time capsule lid. Utility of ACTIS for lumber industry was discovered here. Note 
the grain of the wood is visible, as well as separations between planks, and nail locations. 
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With increased demand for high resolution ultrasonic evaluation, computer-based systems or work 
stations become essential. In this project, the ultrasonic spectroscopy method of nondestructive evaluation 
(NDE) has been employed to develop a high resolution ultrasonic inspection system supported by modern signal 
processing, pattern recognition, and neural network technologies. The basic system which has been completed 
consists of a 386/20 MHz PC (IBM AT compatible), a pulser/receiver, a digital oscilloscope with serial and 
parallel communications to the computer, an immersion tank with motor control of X-Y axis movement, and the 
supporting software package, IUNDE for interactive ultrasonic evaluation. Although the hardware components 
are commercially available, the software development is entirely original. By integrating signal processing , 
pattern recognition, maximum entropy spectral analysis, and artificial neural network functions into the system, 
many NDE tasks can be performed. The high resolution graphics capability provides visualization of complex 
NDE problems. The Phase I11 efforts of this SBIR project involve intensive marketing of the software package 
and collaborative work with industrial sectors. 
INTRODUCTION 
This paper presents a low cost high resolution ultrasonic inspection system that provides extensive 
software suppoort to many nondestructive tesing tasks. Ultrasonic method of inspection is least costly but its 
capability can be limited because of hardware constraints. In any test and evaluation, a good set of 
measurements is most desirable. In practice the information available from the measurements is limited. Digital 
processing of the measurements offers the possibility to extract a lot more information from the data with the 
use of modern signal processing and related techniques. The design approach of the system developed is to rely 
entirely on the digital signal processing, pattern recognition and neural networks for defect characterization, 
detection and classification. Fig. 1 shows a block diagram of the system which consists of a Panametrics 5052UA 
pulser/receiver, a LeCroy 9400 digital oscilloscope, a National Instruments GPIB board, a Dell System 310 
computer with math co-processor, a Testech immersion tank with X-Y axis motor control unit, a line printer and 
a plotter. Fig. 2 is a photo showing the pulse echoes from a small lead ball in the immersion tank. The lower 
figure is a smoothed digital signal of the upper figure taken from the digital scope. There are many other 
commercial components which may serve the same NDE purpose. The idea is that only commercially available 
parts are used. The innovative element of the system is the extensive signal processing software support which 
will be described in the next section. 
The term "ultrasonic spectroscopy" was probably first usad by Otto R. Gericke of US Army Materials 
Technology Laboratory in early 60's, who found experimentally a strong correlation between the frequency 
spectrum of the pulse echoes and the geometries of the hidden defects. Although there were a number of 
subsequent efforts in the NDE community to use ultrasonic spectroscopy in other material testing problems, the 
success has been limited because of the lack of quantitative relationships between the defects and the frequency 
spectrum. However, the spectral domain methods are fundamental to modern signal processing, and by 
expanding ultrasonic spectroscopy to a larger class of spectrum based signal processing techniques, much more 
information about the defects can be extracted from the data. The word "high resuliton" refers to the cability 
to examine fine details of the signal and thus the defects. Such high resolution capability can only be offered 
by the software without added cost to the system. 
Currently the software package IUNDE is in Version 2.3 and contains three parts. 
Part 1. The signal processing package. 
Signal acquisition: acquire signal from a disk file (in ASCH format), acquire signal from STR"825 board, 
acquire signal from LcCroy 9400 digital scope. 
Power spectra: the fast Fourier transform (FFT), the Burg's maximum entropy spectrum analysis; the 
chirp-z transform; correlation; bicorrelation and bispectrum. 
Deconvolution by Wiener filtering, by spectral extrapolation and by least mean square error (LMSE) 
criterion. 
Special transforms: analytic signals, Hilbert transform, power cepstrum, discrete pseudo Wigner 
distribution (DSWD) and wavelet transform for time-frequency analysis. 
Preprocessing: mean removal, moving average, circular shift, zero-padding, and amplitude normalization. 
Graphic display using Graphic software version 5.0 for 1-D, 2-D, 3-D and multi-window displays. 
Feature extraction which extracts the following features: mean and maxima, peak correlation with 
reference, amplitude ratio, frequency ratio, moments of the spectrum, bandwidth and frequency of peak 
power, fractional power distribution in 8 bands. 
Automated defect classification using Nestor's NDS-100 Neural Network. 
Automated defect classification using back-propagation neural network. 
Part 2. The pattern analysis package 
In IUNDE, two different approaches to pattern recognition are available. The first approach is by using 
traditional statistical pattern recognition techniques with functions including the k-mean clustering, the 
nearest neighbor classification, Bayesian classification, Foley-Sammon transform, multiple Fisher's linear 
discriminant as well as nonlinear mapping. The second approach uses the neural network as described 
in Part 1. 
Part 3. The MESA (Maximum Entropy Spectral Analysis) package 
It includes four methods of spectral estimation: Burg, modified covariance, FFT and Broyden methods, 
with up to 40% data points allowed as input and up to 8000 output spectral points. 
REPORT OF THE PHASE I11 
The results of Phase I1 were presented in detail in the Final Report submitted to the Materials 
Technology Laboratory ( W L )  in December, 1990. Since then continued work has been done to improve the 
software package. Intensive marketing of the software package has been the major Phase 111 effort. Eleven US 
companies and five foreign companies representing four countries have installed the software package in their 
NDE systems. Collaborative work is performed with one company to adapt the package to NDE of composite 
materials. Much more effort is needed to seek for companies which are interested to fund the collaborative 
work. 
Technically speaking, the system with the software package has incorporated the best available signal 
processing, pattern recognition and neural network technologies in the ultrasonic NDE of materials. The use 
of modern signal processing and related techniques as reflected in the entire system design can offer the truly 
high resolution ultrasonic NDE capability much needed for many applications. Future NDE systems are likely 
to equip with many of such techniques. The rapid development in signal processing hardware (such as the DSP 
chips) and advances in computation capabilities will make such systems even most cost effective. There is no 
doubt that the trend in NDE industry is to make increased use of digital signal processing software and 
hardware. On the other hand, the market place has been slow to follow such trend. Also a good 
communication between the digital scope and the computer is not an easy problem. Other hardware designs 
have incorporated the the pulser/receiver and the high speed digitizer in the computer but the role of digital 
scope is not fully served with such arrangement. Continued software and hardware improvements are definitely 
needed to effectively utilize such a high resolution system in a variety of NDE tasks. 
I am most grateful to Dr. Otto R. Gericke of MTL (now retired) for his guidance and encouragements 
throughout most of this contract (Phases I & 11). I also would like to thank all members of MTL Nondestructive 
Evaluation Group for their encouragements and interests in this work. 
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hpedmw methd gelds forces larger than the two-degree-of-freedom method and is therefore conservative 
for q u f i c a ~ o n  p es (see Fig. 3 in M). For M2/M1 > 0.4, the source impedance method becomes 
unconserva~ve for q ~ ~ c a t i o n ,  a d the more exact calculation methods of [6 and 7] must be used. 
h edremal control approach, similar to that described in [4], can be used to automatidy 
hplement force biting. In the ememal approach, the shaker control system compares several 
measwement channels with appropriate reference spectra and adjusts the shaker drive until one channel is 
equal to the reference and the other channels are equal to or less than their references. When one c 
is force and the other is acceleration, the extremal dual control approach of Eq. 2 is automatically 
implemented. Unfortunately, most shaker controllers, including JPL's, currently provide for only one 
reference spectrum. 
Figure 3 shows the flow diagram which can be used to implement extremal dual control with existing 
test equipment. Channels 1 and 2 are redundant control accelerometers in the shake direction and channel 3 
is the force transducer signal. S1 and S2 are the control accelerometer charge amplifier sensitivities in 
volts/& Sf is the force transducer charge amplifier sensitivity in volts/lb, and S3 is the pseudo-accelerometer 
sensitivity in volts/g input to channel 3 of the controller. The one-third octave spectrum shaping filter gain 
settings are calculated from S3, Sf, and the acceleration As and Force Fs specifications as shown in Fig. 3. 
The effective source mass Ms can be measwed as a function of frequency with a modal impact 
hammer, if the mounting structure of the test item is available. Alternatively, the source mass can be 
determined from a finite element model of the mounting structure. Data must be obtained in each of three 
directions at each of the mounting points. The raw data will show peaks and valleys associated with anti- 
resonances and resonances. The effective mass is a smooth curve through the data. Foster's theorem says 
that the effective mass is a decreasing function of frequency [a]. If a finite element model is used, the 
effective mass is the sum of the modal masses of all modes with resonant frequencies at and above the 
frequency of interest. The total effective mass in each direction is calculated by summing the masses at each 
of the attachment points. 
TEST RESULTS 
A vibration retest of a spacecraft flight instrument, the Mars Observer Camera (MOC) was 
conducted using force limiting [9]. The MOC is a principal investigator supplied instrument being built by 
the California Institute of Technology Division of Planetary Sciences for Arizona State University. The 
MOC instrument is part of the JPE Mars Observer spacecraft configuration scheduled for launch in 1992. 
Figure 4 is a schematic of the MOC configured for a vertical axis vibration test. The MOC consists of an 
f/10 reflector telescope with approximately a 14"aperture and a graphite epoxy tube approximately 30% 
length. The camera also includes a wide angle lens assembly located along one side of the tube. 
The test f&ure consisted of a 2"thick, 18"diameter, 50 ib aluminum plate to which the MOC was 
attached at three mounting feet as shown in Figure 4. The input acceleration was controlled using the 
extreme of two control accelerometers mounted on this fvaure plate. Four triaxial piezoelectric force 
transducers (Kistler model 9057) were sandwiched between the fucture plate and a 2" ,ck 20' diameter 
shaker base plate which was attached to the shaker head. To enable the transmission of shear forces across 
the transducers in the lateral tests, the force transducers were preloaded axially to 8500 lb with a 112" 
through bolt torqued to 70 ft-lb. The outputs of the four force transducers in the test axis direction were 
summed to provide total lateral shear or vertical force. In the horizontal axis tests, the vertical direction 
outputs of the two transducers further from the shaker were summed and multiplied by two to estimate the 
total vertical moment force. The summed transducer output was attenuated by a charge amplifier to 
accommodate the high sensitivity force transducers. The output of the charge amplifier was sent to a one- 
third octave spectrum shaping network and the shaker controller for force limiting as described in Figure 3. 
The MOC vibration test was conducted in JPCs environmental test facility during the two day period 
January 19 and 20, 1991. After some initial difficulties setting up JPL's data acquisition system to record the 
force data and trouble shooting accelerometer channels, the tests went smoothly. The additional time 
associated with implementing the force limiting technique for the first time was saved by not having to 
calculate and implement manual notching. The fact that a complicated three-axis test was completed in two, 
admittedly long, days speaks to the efficiency of the technique. The MOC was well instrumented with 
accelerometers and the response data at critical locations was analyzed between runs before going to higher 
test levels. The MOC passed the test without any structural or performance degradation. 
Figure 5 shows the measured vertical force in the minus 18 dB vertical random vibration test without 
and with force limiting. Also shown is the force specification calculated from Eg. 3 by taking the fixture plus 
mounts (squared mass) times the acceleration specification and subtracting 18 dB. The force limiting 
reduced the force peak at 285 Hz by about 9 dB. However, some off-resonance response below 100 Hz is 
also reduced. Following the -18 dB run, some adjustments were made to the force specifications by changing 
the one-third octave filter gain settings; specifically, the non-resonant force limiting below 100 HZ was 
eliminated and the amount of force limiting at the first resonance at 285 Hz was increased. 
Figure 6 compares the control acceleration spectrum for the full level vertical random vibration test 
with the 0.2 Ga*2/Hz specification. The force limiting resulted in approximately a 15 dB notch at the 
fundamental resonance at 285 Hz. Notice that the 285 Hz notch is a gradual ramp down and a sharp step 
increase corresponding to the mirror image of the force excess of the specification in Fig. 5. This 
asymmetric notch shape is a characteristic of the force limiting approach. It is believed that this notch shape 
is more representative of flight than the symmetric notches typically used in manual notching to limit 
response acceleration to calculated limit loads. The notches at 400 and 630 Hz were put in by increasing the 
filter gain in these one-third octave bands after the -12 dB run in order to keep the acceleration responses at 
two critical locations under the limit load levels. Unfortunately, these resonances were masked by the large 
force required to move the 50 lb fwure, so that the notches are one-third octave wide instead of being 
narrower in width like the resonances. 
CONCLUSIONS 
Force limiting has been utilized successfully at JPL in three vibration tests of fight instruments, one 
of which was the MOC described herein. In each case, the test item received a softer ride than it would 
have in a conventional vibration test with only acceleration control. However, the author is convinced that 
each test was a realistic representation of the flight environment, plus some margin. Force limiting offers a 
rational means of eliminating the costs and schedule delays associated with both overdesign and overtesting 
in aerospace and automotive industries. 
Wide spread application of force limiting will require more experience and flight force data to develop 
generic force specifications. Techniques for predicting the overturning moments in lateral axis tests and for 
combining the effective masses at multiple mounting points are needed. Improved force gage mounting 
methods are needed to alleviate the disadvantages of having large test fwure mass between the force gages 
and the test item. Finally, new vibration test control systems need to incorporate the capability of specifying 
separate references for each control channel; a feature currently offered by only one major manufacturer. 
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DEVELOPMENT OF A ROTARY JOINT FLUID COUPLING 
FOR 
SPACE STATION FREEDOM 
JOHN A. COSTULIS 
NASA LANGEEY RESEARCH CENTER 
PIAMPTON, VA. 23665-5225 
ABSTRACT 
This paper describes the design and development of a rotary joint fluid coupling for Space Station Freedom. 
The function of this fluid coupling is to transfer a heat rejection fluid between stationary and rotating interfaces 
within the Space Station thermal bus system. The design of this coupling incorporates a modular type design to 
allow maximum flexibility, two types of seals (mechanical face seals and shaft lip seals) for redundancy, materials 
with excellent ammonia compatibility, and coatings that enhance seal wear resistance and increased protection against 
corrosion. This design has been thoroughly tested and has met al l  design requirements. Potential applications of 
this hardware include uses in gun turrets, coal slunies, farming equipment, and any other applications that require the 
low leakage transfer of fluids between stationary and rotating interfaces. 
INTRODUCTION 
The Space Station Freedom, as currently envisioned, will be gravity gradient stabilized and incorporate 
rotating solar arrays and thermal radiator panels. The rotation of the solar arrays and radiators, to track the sun and 
deep space respectively, will allow for a more efficient thermal and power system with a reduced overall size, 
weight, and cost. 
This rotation requirement calls for the development of structural, fluid, and electrical mechanisms to provide 
for the uansfer of loads, thermal fluids, and power across the rotating interfaces. As part of the Space Station 
Freedom advanced development effort, a R&D effort was begun at LaRC to generate a design of a rotary joint fluid 
coupling to transfer thermal fluids across a rotating interface within the Space Station Freedom thermal bus system. 
A e  objectives of this advanced development program were to demonstrate the feasibility of rotary joints and 
to evaluate the design concepts proposed for 360" continuous rotation. These objectives included the identification of 
manufacturing and assembly methods, identification of candidate materials with ammonia compatibility, selection of 
seals, determination of leakrates, determination of drive power requirements, and lifetime assessment From these 
objectives in conjunction with the performance requirements and the expected mission of the Space Station Freedom 
a set of design requirements were generated. These design requirements are as follows: 
360" rotation capability 
20 years of continuous rotation with little or no maintenance (100k revs.) 
.O1 RPM rotation rate 
Anhydrous Ammonia compatible 
Flowrates based on 300 KW thermal load 
Leakrate less than .018 scc/sec ( 454 glyr ) 
3 flow circuits ( gas and liquid passages = 1 flow circuit ) 
Less than 1.0 psi pressure drop per flow circuit 
Low drive torque 
Three single circuit conceptual designs for rotary fluid couplings were investigated. An engineering model 
for each concept was designed and fabricated. Testing of each unit was then conducted in an ammonia flow testing 
facility which simulated the Space Station Freedom thermal bus. Based upon the results of the testing, an 
engineering prototype unit or Life Test Article (LTA), (see figure 1). was designed, fabricated, and successfully 
tested. 
LTA ROTARY FLUID COUPLING DESIGN 
A modular, systems type approach was utilized in the LTA design to seal the flowing ammonia. 
Mechanical face seals served as primary seals to isolate the flowing ammonia from the secondary rotary shaft lip 
seals (see figure 2). To accommodate the modular approach to sealing the ammonia, the LTA exterior housing was 
designed as segmented units. Segmenting the housing of the LTA provided the capability for both portions of the 
mechanical face seals and rotary shaft lip seals to be installed into the housing segments before assembly onto the 
shaft. Flexibility to increase the number of circuits was obtained by just adding additional segments. The housing 
segments were machined out of 6051-T6 aluminum alloy, and were sulfuric acid anodized which provided protection 
from the corrosive environment. Vapor and liquid flow annular passages were machined into the exterior housing 
segments. These passages were sized to provided for a larger hydraulic diameter which in turn decreased the pressure 
drop of the LTA. In addition to these passages, leak ports were machined into the housing segments in order to 
measure the leahates of the primary and secondary seals. The outer two leak ports served as both leak ports and as 
scavenger ports to scavenge off any potential exterior leakage. The nonsegmented shaft which the exterior housing 
assemblies mount to was also machined out of 6061-T6 aluminum alloy. Vertical and horizontal flow passages 
were machined into the shaft The shaft was coated with a General Magnaplate HCR coating, an anodized and teflon 
impregnated coating, which provided a hard, smooth, and low coefficient of friction surface for the seals to wear 
against. The outer diameter of the shaft was 3.0 inches. This provided enough space to accommodate all vapor and 
liquid flow passages, and allow for the use of standard, commercially available seal types and sizes. 
The mechanical face seals incorporated 7 major elements (see figure 3). The metallic elements (spring, 
torque nut, and shell) were made of a 300 series stainless steel. The rotor (seal ring) was made of grade P8290 
carbon graphite. The stator (housing seal) were made of grade PS9242 reaction bonded silicon carbide. The rotor and 
stator were lapped to a flatness of 1-3 Helium light bands. The diaphragm and o-ring seal on the stator were both 
fabricated of ethylene propylene. 
Rotary shaft seals were used as secondary and backup seals in the LTA design. Ultrahigh Molecular Weight 
Polyethylene and 3 16 stainless steel were selected for the jacket and spring material of the rotary shaft seals (see 
figure 4). These seals provided redundant sealing capability for any leakage through the mechanical face seals. These 
seals also prevented the elastomeric components of the mechanical face seals from being exposed to the hard vacuum 
of a space environment. 
ROTARY FLUID COUPLING TESTING 
An ammonia flow test facility was designed and built to provide the range of flow and rotation rates required 
to simulate the Space Station Freedom thermal bus system. This system (see figure 5), was designed primarily to 
operate with liquid anhydrous ammonia. Flow rates from 0 to 2.65 gpm could be selected. A drive system provided 
rotation rates through the drive shaft from .O1 to 1.00 rpm, with an output torque of 492 ft-lbs available over the 
entire range. The operating temperature of the system could be controlled from -35°F to 905: using a separate 
temperature controlled liquid bath and heat exchanger. 
The LTA was installed and tested in the ammonia flow facility. The pressure within the test facility flow 
circuit was maintained between 114 psig and 126 psig. This was controlled by maintaining the system temperature 
between 70 - 75°F. The rotation rate of the LTA was set at 1.0 rpm for the majority of the testing. This rate was 
somewhat arbitrary; however, the objective was to accelerate the test without modifying the performance of the seals. 
To obtain data at actual Space Station Freedom rotation rates, the drive speed was occasionally lowered to .O1 rpm. 
The LTA life testing performance parameters that were measured from this testing are as follows: 
w Breakout torque 
'11 Running torque at .O1 & 1.0 RPM 
rn Row circuit pressure drops 
8 Primary seal leakage at .O1 & 1.0 RPM 
a Secondary seal leakage at .O1 & 1.0 RPM 
el Exterior coupling leakage at .01& 1.0 W M  
a Number of revolutions 
The breakout and running torques were measured by strain gages mounted on the input drive shaft to the 
LTA. The drive torque produced by the LTA at .O1 and 1.0 rpm was recorded on a strip chart throughout the life 
test. 
The pressure drop through the flow circuit of the LTA was measured by a differential pressure transducer 
mounted between the inlet and outlet flow ports of the coupling. The pressure drop through the coupling was 
monitored and recorded continuously in order to determine the effect of shaft flow port position vs housing flow port 
position. 
The primary and secondary seal leakages were measured by detecting the pH change in a controlled volume 
of a standard liquid after the liquid has combined with the ammonia that has leaked pasted the seals. Dry nitrogen gas 
was flowed through the primary and secondary seal leakports (see figure 6) in order to purge the ammonia into a tank 
containing the reference solution. The ammonia was then @sorbed into the solution and the pH change is noted for 
that given time period. This solution was then titrated back to the reference pH value with a known amount of acid. 
Knowing the amount and type of acid required to titrate the solution back to the reference pH value, and the duration 
of the data period the seal leakage was calculated. 
Exterior leakages from the end caps (Drive side and Loop side) of the LTA (see figure 6) were also derived in 
the same manner as the seal leakages. These leakages represent the leakage that would escape from the coupling or 
could be contained in some form of a scavenger system for on-orbit operations.. 
ANALYSIS OF TEST RESULTS 
The LTA initial breakout torque was approximately 44 ft-lbs. After the initial breakout, the torque dropped 
to a level of 25 ft-lbs. As the seals proceeded to seat, the drive torque steadily increased to a maximum of 52 ft-lbs 
at 10,000 revs. Once the seals were seated, the torque began to steadily drop to a running torque level of 36 ft-lbs. 
This running torque level was observed for the remainder of the test (200,000 revs.) . No significant change in drive 
torque was observed when the rotation rate was lowered to .O1 rpm. (see figure 7) 
The LTA end cap leakage was the amount of ammonia that leaked past the end seals on either side of the 
coupling. The drive end cap leakrates ranged from 8x10-3 to 1x10-3 scclsec at 1.0 rpm and 5x10-3 to 1x10-3 scclsec 
at .01 rprn. The LTA loop end cap leakrates were in the same range as the drive end side. 
The secondary seal port leakage was the amount of leakage that leaked past the secondary rotary shaft lip 
seals. The secondary seal leakage ranged from 4 x 10-2 to 1 x 10-3 scclsec. The primary seal port leakage was the 
amount of fluid that leaked past the primary mechanical face seals. The primary seal leakage ranged from 4 x 10-2 to 
1 x 10-2 scclsec. 
Pressure drop through the coupling was measured and recorded on the facility data acquisition systems. The 
data showed pressure drops from .35 to .50 psid. This variation in pressure drop depended on the orientation of the 
shaft flow port relative to the flow port in the exterior housing. The pressure drop was cyclical with each revolution 
of the shaft. 
CONCLUSION 
The LTA met all performance requirements for a 20 year equivalent life test (100,000 revolutions). This 
coupling was actually tested to twice the expected mission life (40 yrs. or 200,000 revs.). Primary seal leakrates for 
the coupling were in the 10-2 scclsec range and secondary seal 1 were in the 10-3 scclsec range. Running 
torque for the coupling was 35 - 37 ft-lbs, and breakout torque was approximately 45 ft-lbs. 
With slight modifications to the baseline design, the exterior (scavenger port) leakage can be reduced further 
to the 10' scclsec (.01 lbm/yr ) range. This modification would entail the addition of 2 rotary shaft seals located on 
either end of the coupling. These additional seals will increase the drive torque slightly, but will drastically reduce the 
size of the ammonia scavenger system. 
The versatility of this rotary fluid coupling design will allow for its use in a variety of applications. This 
design can easily be modified to accommodate different shaft and housing materials, a variety of flow circuit 
configurations, pressures, and temperature ranges. 
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SPLINE-LOCKING SCREW FASTENING STRATEGY (SLSFS) 
John M. Vranish 
NASA/Goddard Space Flight Center 
Greenbelt, Maryland 2077 1 
ABSTRACT 
A fastener has ken  developed by NASA/GSFC for efficiently performing assembly, maintenance, and equipment 
replacement functions in space using either robotic or asmnaut means. This fastener, the "Spline-Locking Screw" 
would also have significant commercial value in advanced manufacturing. Commercial (or Department of Defense) 
products could be manufactured in such a way that their prime subassemblies would be assembled using Spline- 
Locking Screw fasteners. This would permit machines and robots to disconnect and replace these modules/parts with 
ease, greatly reducing life cycle costs of the products and greatly enhancing the quality, timeliness, and consistency 
of repairs, upgrades, and remanufacturing. 
The operation of the basic Spline-Locking Screw fastener will be detailed, including hardware and test results. Its 
extension into a comprehensive fastening strategy for NASA use in space will also be outlined. Following this, 
the discussion will turn towards potential commercial and government applications and the potential market 
significance of same. 
INTRODUCTION 
In space operations, fastening problems are unusually important. Common machine screws cannot be 
applied with the same ease as on earth; they cross-thread easily because the astronauts must wear gloves and 
space suits when performing maintenance. Robots have cross-threading problems and more. At the same 
time, the violent vibrational and loads environment generated by launching payloads into orbit mandates a 
requirement for strong, simple, light-weight, reliable fasteners that must be met. The Spline-Locking 
Screw, described in this paper addresses this problem directly. But; in developing what amounts to a screw 
that cannot be cross-threaded, it soon became apparent that more was involved. One could add alignment and 
torque reaction pins and accomplish precision and reliable electrical connections in addition to the fastening 
by making slight modifications to the basic Spline-Locking Screw. A few modif~cations more and a 
Standard Robot End Effector and related Astronaut Hand Power Tool emerged. This Standard Robot End 
Effector (or Astronaut Hand Power Tool) could acquire other power tools or store them in holsters as 
required. It thus became clear that, using this approach, any number of complex (or simple) tasks could be 
accomplished in sequence by progressively modifying a basic Spline-Locking Screw system. The purpose 
of this paper is to provide an introduction to the Spline-Locking Screw concept and its derivative devices 
and to give an indication of its potential for a comprehensive fastening strategy ; both for space and 
commercial applications. 
A "proof-of-principle" prototype of a foot to fasten the "Flight Telerobotic Servicer" (ITS) robot to Space 
Station structure based on the Spline-Locking Screw concept has already been built and tested (Fig.1). The 
results of this effort have immediately shown success and the device has been adopted by the prime 
contractor and NASA as the foot that will be employed on the FTS robot when it is developed for flight. 
This particular device, known in NASA as the Workpiece Attachment Mechanism/ Workpiece Attachment 
Fixture (WAMIWAF) (see Fig. 1) does electrical connections in addition to basic fastening. It will also, of 
course, permit a robot to walk on a space structure. 
THE SPLINIE-LOCKING SCREW 
In this section the evolution of the old NASA fastener used when repairs in space were anticipated will be 
outlined along with the problems this evolution caused. This will set the stage for the development of the 
basic Spline-Locking Screw concept. 
The evolution of this NASA fastener [I] is shown in Fig. 2. [Many of these lessons were learned as part of 
the Solar Max satellite repair mission of 1982].'Screws with low pitch machine threads had been used 
successfully many times in space launch operations. BUS these would cross-thread when the Astronauts 
hied to fasten them while wearing gloves and space suits. A guide was added to the screw and this helped; 
but not enough. Next, the low pitch machine thread was changed to a more high pitch acme thread. This 
worked, but now the mew would back out during vibrational tests simulating launch. To overcome this, a 
taper interface at the top of the screw was added. At this point everything worked. However, the additions 
added a great deal of friction to the system and this meant that large torques on the order of more than 100 
ft-lbf. would be required to free up the bolts used in the Solar Max mission. This, in turn, meant that very 
large and clumsy hand tools had to be used and the Astronauts (or robots) could be subjected to dangerously 
large torques and forces. For a robot, the situation was nearly impossible. Using the large tools would 
severely limit robot dexterity. On the other hand, the existing robot End Effectors could only produce 20 ft- 
lbf. torque[2]. 
The Spline-Locking Screw was developed by returning to the common machine screw and taking a fresh 
approach[3,4]. It was decide to cut the bolt in two and leave the bottom half threaded (Fig. 3a.). A new 
interface was created in the shaft of the bolt. Thus, we have the bolt head (or Driver) and the Object which 
is normally pinched by the screw system on one side of the interface and the Bolt and the threaded Fixture 
,it screws into, on the other. The problem, then,was to create an interface that would complete the system. 
A Spline -Locking type interface (Fig. 3b.) was chosen because it was simple, direct and effective. There 
is an increase in size; but it is minimal. The operational concept of the system is shown in Fig. 4. The 
Driver is inserted into the Bolt such that the Male Splines of the Driver fit into matching Female Splines 
of the Bolt. The Driver is then turned clockwise to tighten the screw system. During this process, the male 
Driver Spline engages in the female Bolt Spline, it cannot be pulled out and the Bolt and Driver turn 
together as a single complete machine screw. To unfasten the system, the Driver is turned counter- 
clockwise, the screw loosens and the Driver Splines relocate in the Bolt (disengage) such that the Driver can 
easily be pulled out of the Bolt. The Splines are very coarse so they can be designed to seat and fit together 
such that cross-threading is virtually impossible. And the Bolt is never unthreaded, thus, we have, in effect, 
a machine screw that cannot cross-thread. At the same time, it is now possible to use low pitch machine 
threads so large preload forces can be generated from minimum input torques (on the order of 8 ft-lbf. to 
generate 1,000 lbf. preload). And, these Bolts would not shake loose during launch because of their low 
pitch. Also, robot End Effectors and Astronaut Hand Power Tools could now be made more modest in size 
and power, enhancing safety for the Astronaut and safety and dexterity for the robot. 
As a practical matter, the Spline -Locking design requires careful and detailed treatment. This is to make 
certain that the Splines engage and disengage properly and that the payload remains attached either to the 
Robt End Effector ( or Astronaut Power Hand Tool) or to the Fixture at all times to prevent it drifting off 
into space. We will begin examining these details by following the Tightening sequence of steps shown in 
Fig. 5a. When the Driver encounters the Bolt, it normally initially comes to rest on the top of the Bolt. 
As the Driver is rotated clockwise, it rotates with respect to the Bolt until the Driver and Bolt Splines line 
up; the Driver Bias Spring pushes the Driver into the Bolt (Driver Spline Insertion, Fig. 5a) and the Driver 
is seated in the Bolt. This raises a question as to how we can be certain the Bolt will not turn with the 
Driver and prevent the relative motion of the male and female Splines essential to insertion and seating. 
This is accomplished by adding a Preload Spring to the Bolt (Fig. 3b) to ensure that the Bolt will not turn 
until the Driver Spline drops into the Bolt Spline, is seated and the "Splines Engaged" (Fig. 4b and Fig. 
5a). At this point the Driver torque will simply overcome the friction from the Preload Spring and the 
Driver and Bolt will turn together. With the Driver and Bolt turning clockwise together, the Bolt will 
translate downwards and apply a large Locking Force between Driver and Bolt Splines. A subtle distinction 
is involved between the terms "Spline Engagement" and "Spline Locking" which can be seen by comparing 
Figs. 4 and 5 and noting that an Underhook Region has been added to the female Bolt Splines. The reason 
for the Underhook region will be made clear below. 
The details of loosening will now be discussed (Fig. 5b). The sequence starts with the Splines locked 
together and the Object preloaded to the Fixture (Fig. 3). As the Driver is turned counter-clockwise, the Bolt 
Spline is held in the Driver Spline by the Underhook (Fig. 5b). Thus, the Bolt and Driver must turn 
together to break the Bolt Thread loose and to release the preload force. As the counterclockwise rotation 
continues, the Driver remains in its downward position because of its Preload Spring, but the Bolt 
translates upwards (Fig. 5b). This causes the Splines to unlock and reposition for Spline Disengagement 
and Removal. As the Bolt translates upwards, it is capable of generating a large force to "push" the Object 
away from the Fixture. This condition is termed "Push-Off" and prevents cold welding or jamming of the 
Object to the Fixture. At this point, the Driver and Bolt turn together until the Bolt threads hit a stop. The 
Driver Splines and the Bolt Splines remain aligned throughout for easy removal of the object fiom the 
Fixture. Some of the reasons for the Underhook Region now begin to emerge. This addition makes certain 
that, during the unfastening process, the Bolt is located in the Fixture in the same position each time before 
the Driver and Object can be removed. ahis aiso makes certain that the Bolt and Driver are properly 
positioned to be& the Inwtion and Fastening process shown in Fig. 5a. 
ELECTRICAL C O W C a O R  CAPABILITY 
In this section, it will be shown that an electrical connection capability can be added to the fastening 
capability by adding minor modifications to the basic Spline- Locking Screw[4]. Further, it will be shown 
that this leads to an entirely new set of devices to include End Effectors with Tool Storage and Tool 
Autochanger capabilities, the W M A F  and an Astronaut Power Hand Tool. 
An electrical connector capability can be incorporated in the Spline- Lockig Screw concept as shown in 
Fig. 6. The Spline-Locking Screw Bolt would be headed on a Nut rather than into the Fixture. The Bolt is 
F 
coupled to the Fixture by means of a Preload Spring S (nominally 100lbf) forcing the Bolt down 
towards the Fixture. Contact between the Bottom Stop on the Nut and the Fixture prevents the downward 
translation of the Bolt. Thus, the Bolt and Nut are preloaded against the Fixture with a force equal and 
?2 a' 
opposite to that of the Preload Spring (labelled N3 1 in Fig. 6). Also, the interface between the Nut 
and Fixture are splined so that the Nut cannot rotate; but can translate between the Fixture Top and Bottom 
Stops. Electrical Pins can be added to the Nut, and Pin Receptors added to the Fixture. In this section, both 
the tightening and loosening sequences will be examined. 
As the Driver turns it first seats in the Bolt and follows all the steps associated with the tightening process 
I7 
1' described above through Spline Locking. At this point, the I223 1 force transfers from the Fixturemut 
F interface to locking the Driver and Bolt Splines together (shown as F~ in Fig. 6). The D force, in 
turn, is reacted by the equal and opposite force (labelled F~ 2 in Fig. 6 forcing the Fixture against the 
Object. All the above forces ( F~ ' F~ 1 ' F~ F~ 2)are equal to each other. They are given 
different subscripts because they exist at different times and at different locations in the fastening sequence. 
Af the Driver continues to turn clockwise, the Bolt turns with it and, since the Bolt cannot translate 
downwards, being held in place by the Locked Splines of the Driver and Bolt, and the Nut cannot rotate, the 
Nut translates upwards. Throughout this process, the force sustaining the Spline- Locking remains constant 
and equal to that of the Preload Spring. And, The Object and Fixture are forced against each other with the 
same force. We thus, have a new condition which will be termed Hard Dock.With the proper Alignment 
Guides on the Fixture and Object (not shown in Fig.6), proper preconditions have been achieved for the 
electrical connection. As the Driver continued to turn clockwise, the Nut translates upwards until a 
precision electrical connection is made. Shortly afterwards, the Nut hits its Top Stop on the Fixture. With 
Nut translation stopped, the Bolt once again attempts to translate downwards. This forces the Object and 
Fixture together with preload forces. This condition is termed Preload. Once again, it should be noted 
that Spline Locking can be done in either a Hard Dock or Preload condition, depending on the 
circumstances. Both conditions are useful in ensuring that the Object is properly secured to the Fixture 
throughout the Fastening process. It is also, perhaps, appropriate to note that the Object is secured (or 
Docked) to the Fixture as soon as the Splines are Engaged Fig. 5a). prior to Hard Dock. However, there is 
rattle between the Object and the Fixture during this condition so we will describe it with the term Soft 
Dock. 
Turning the Driver counter-clockwise reverses the steps described above and disengage the Object and the 
Fixture as well as the Driver and the Bolt. As previously described, under Hard Dock and Preload conditions 
the Driver Spline is seated in a groove in the Bolt Spline (Fig. 5). As described above, during counter- 
clockwise rotations, the Bolt Spline Underhook provides an interference obstacle preventing the two Spline 
Sets from slipping out of engagement. It should be noted, that during the disengagement of the Electrical 
Connectors, the Bolt Preload Spring provides the disengagement force and the force holding the Splines in 
h k  (and Hard Dock) is the difference between the Bolt Preload Spring force and that used in pulling the 
Electrical Connectors apart. And, this Hard Dock condition remains until the Nut bottoms and the Bolt 
translates upwards, taking the system out of Hard Dock, unlocking the Splines, and into Soft Dock. Again, 
during this transition from Hard Dock to Soft Dock, the Bolt translates upwards and pushes the Fixme and 
the Object slightly apart (say 0.060 in.). This condition is termed Push- Off. The Bolt Spline is now free of 
the Under Hook and so the Driver Spline rotates with respect to the Bolt Spline until it hits a stop and 
both Driver and Bolt are stopped. This forces the two Splines to be lined up such that they can easily and 
reliably be pulled apart. 
DERIVATIVE DEVICES 
It would now be possible to make further minor modifications to the Spline- Locking Screw and produce a 
range of useful devices. One such device would be a combination Special Tool Interface and Autochanger 
[S]. This is a straightforward extension of the arrangement shown in Fig. 6. The Object of Fig. 6 can be 
fastened to a robot wrist and a motor splined to the Driver. This Coupling between Motor and Driver 
would include a Compliant Spring to permit the Driver to be pushed up out-of-the way. This arrangement 
of Object, Electrical Pin Receptacles, and Compliant Driver with Motor would constitute a Standard End 
Effector. Alignment Pins would be added to the Fixture (which would also serve as the Special Tool 
Interface) and Mating Receptacles would be incorporated in the Standard End Effector. Any Special Tool 
could be fastened to the Interface and the robot. Thus the robot could use the Standard End Effector to mate 
with and fasten to a common Special Tool Interface. And, since any Tool could be attached to the Special 
Tool Interface, and power and signal provided, the robot could acquire and use any of a wide variety of 
Tools. It should be noted that the mating procedure by which the robot acquires a Special Tool would use 
standard practice. That is, alignment is standard "peg-in-the-hole" using alignment pins and mating 
receptacles. (The WAM/WAF (Fig. 1)[4] is essentially a large version of this device which has the strength 
to withstand torques and forces on the robot leg. ) The bottom of the Nut can be used to pinch tabs of a 
Tool Storage Holster and there by store Special Tools[Sl. This system would be equally effective on earth 
or in Zero or micro "g". Thus the system would become its own Autochanger. Although not shown in this 
paper, a similar approach could be taken in permitting a robot to use "Spline-Locking Screw" techniques to 
release and fasten payload boxes known in NASA as Orbital Replacement Units (ORU)[6]. 
CALCULATIONS TEST RESULTS 
A WAM/WAF prototype (Fig. 1) was constructed and tested as a first prototype. The prototype has been 
tested and demonstrated on a robot and found to dock, and to go through its proper fastening sequence of 
Soft Dock, Hard Dock, Electrical Connections (to include actuating dust covers on both WAM and WAF), 
and to provide Preload Forces sufficient to allow the robot to wave a large steel table around with impunity. 
Without question, it has great holding strength with minimal motor torque required. More detailed testing is 
being conducted in the Goddard Space Flight Center robotics lab. Calculations indicate that the 
WAM/WAF can produce excellent preload forces with modest actuation torques. 
M. =dW + d Y V  - 
~n out losses 
dW = frictionlosses in boltand in reaction th$;st bearing losses 
Where: 
d W .  = d if ferential work done by the Driver on the Bolt. ln 
dWoU, = d if ferential workdone by the Bolt a s  it translates. 
- -~ ~ 
Wloss, = friction losses in Bolt and in reaction thrust bearing during 
d if ferential work. 
T ( 8  ) = input torque. 
F ( 8  ) = Bolt preload. 
us l = Nut - Bolt friction coefficient = 0.15. 
us 2 = coefficient of friction of rolling friction = 0.008. 
R, = Bolt radius. 
R2 = radiusof thrust bearing. 
dB = d if ferential twist angle. 
E = Bolt thread lead. 
Thus a 0.75 in UNF 16 bolt producing 1000 Ibf preload requires 
< 6.5 ft-lbf input torque which is a very modest value. 
We will now examine the efficiency of the system. 
For the bolt, preload and coefficient of friction listed above, we get an efficiency of 12.8aib';hich is more 
than satisfactory. 
The WAMjWAF will not back drive and hence a brake is not required. 
Where y = Bolt lead angle. 
Whentan(Y') < us~ystemwi / /  not backdrive. 
u PxLR, = safety factor 
S 
. . 
For our WAMlWAF, we get a safety facton5 so clearly a brake is not requid. 
COMPLEX ELECTROMECHANICAL SYSTEMS 
A few more simple modifications can be added to the Locking spiine Screw to produce a multi-rotational 
output[7] which can be monitored by electronic signals throughout the process. This capability will, in 
turn, form the basis for using Locking Spline Screw techniques to operate complex electromechanical 
systems. Once again, some events must be done serially. During the process in which the robot acquires 
' the Object, we have a sequence of: mating ; Soft Dock; Hard Dock; Electrical Connections; Multi- 
Rotational Output until a Stop is reached and the Object is released to the custody of the robot; then, 
finally, Preload. During the process in which the robot fastens an Object to some Fixture, we have a 
sequence of: Release of Preload ; Hard Dock; Multi-Rotational Output until a Stop is reached and the Object 
is fastened to a Fixture; Release of the Electrical Connectors; Soft Dock; Push Off of the robot Standard 
End Effector from the Object; and Separation of the robot Standard End Effector from the Object. It is 
apparent that with multiple rotations available from an output shaft which will turn until it reaches a stop, 
any number of different types of electromechanical systems can be driven by the shaft including items as 
complex as clocks. We would have, then, what amounts to a portable motor, controller , power supply, 
and system software and electronics and mechanical interfaces. All that most particular applications would 
require is an embedded mechanical system and sensors. This would vastly simplify many tasks. And, in 
those instances where an embedded motor is still required, the robot could supply power and controls. 
SMALL omms 
The examples above have shown that there is virtually no limidthe complexity of tasks that can be done 
by the Spline-Locking Screw system. This system could also handle extremely Small Objects (2 in.X2 
in.Xl.5 in.)(5 cm.X 5cm. X 3.8 cm)[6]. Handling Small Objects in space would be more formidable than 
is commonly realized. The main problem is the micro "g" environment that requires that every Object be 
fastened to something or it will float away (or worse-accelerate to missile-like speeds). This requires that 
control be fastidiously maintained during each step of the hand-off process despite the small size of the 
Object and the required simplicity of the fastening scheme. Adding to the difficulty is the requirement that 
the small object be grasped by the Spline-Locking Screw Standard End Effector". The problem can be 
solved by piercing the Small Object with a Bolt, one end of which is a Driver interface and one end of 
which is the Bolt Spline (female) interface which mates with the Driver of the Standard End Effector. A 
small Rotating Socket with compliant spring would be embedded into the Fixture. Alignment Tabs would 
be placed in the Object, the Robot End Effector and the Fixture to permit the Small Object to be properly 
aligned in rotation at all times. The Bolt would be threaded into the Small Object so that as the Robot 
Driver turned, the Small Object Bolt would turn and translate up or down and, in the process, screw the 
Object off the End Effector and on to the Fixture or off the Fixture and on to the End Effector as required. 
The Small Object would be in proper control at all times. 
FASTENING STRATEGY FOR SPACE OPERATIONS 
The discussion above has shown the unusual capabilities of the Spline- Locking Screw approach. Further, 
it is clear that this fastener could form the basis for performing a host of operations ranging from attaching 
small, simple objects to acting as a transportable motor/control system/power supply and systems interface 
for complex electromechanical systems to permitting a robot to walk on a space structure or handle tools 
with the same appendages as the case may be. And, all of these devices could be actuated by the same rotary 
Driver (Identified as The Robot End Effector when used with robots or the Power Hand Tool when used by 
Astronauts). It would seem that a proper frame work has been laid for a comprehensive fastening strategy 
in which Spline-Locking Screw mechanical and electrical interfaces can be standardized into a few size 
ranges (like industrial machine screws) and any of a number of applications, techniques and innovative 
designs could be implemented consistent with those interfaces. Parts counts on space craft would be 
drastically reduced, modularity would be enhanced and maintenance and repair greatly facilitated. Robotics 
could now be employed more extensively in assembly and maintenance operations and Astronauts would 
also find things simplified and safer. 
COMMERCIAL APPLICATIONS 
Humans using their bare hands do not normally cross-&ad bolts. Thus, from an industrial stand-point, 
Spline-Locking Screw would be another of many available fasteners serving a small, but important, niche' 
market , typically involving bolts of 0.5 in. dia. or larger in which the object they are fastening must be 
periodically removed and replaced using power tools. With these larger bolts, h d s  are c o w ,  the torque 
involved in installing them is large and, because of their size, Locking Splines can easily and cost 
effectively be employed. Because fine machine threads could be used with the Spline-Locking Screw, 
required torque would be reduced and with it the size of the power tools and objects would be held more 
securely against working their way free during vibration. Also, because the Spline-Locking Screw Bolt is 
pre-threaded, attachment is very quick; just a few turns. In the airline industry, for example, aircraft engines 
could be dropped quickly , overhauled and remounted. Similarly, the avionics would be installed using the 
Spline-Locking Screw with electrical connector. This, in turn, suggests that the computer industry could 
make extensive use of Spline-Locking Screws with electrical connectors. Earth moving and materials 
handling equipment could profitably use such fasteners extensively as could the automotive industry (wheel 
lug nuts and engine and transmission mountings come to mind immediately). Military applications are 
particularly attractive. Military aviation has all of the problems associated with civilian aviation; but on a 
more pressing schedule and requiring field maintenance. Tank and military automotive needs would also be 
pervasive. 
SUMMARY/CONCLUSIONS 
The Spline-Locking Screw presents a unique and fundamental building block to facilitate assembly and 
maintenance in space (micro "g"). Screw fastening , so pervasive on earth, could now be employed in micro 
"g" without danger of cross-threading by Astronauts in space suits or by robots. This would advance the 
capability of assembly, maintenance and materials handling in a fundamental sense. Further, by allowing 
s t a n m t i o n  and modular construction on a here-to-for unprecedented scale, Spline-Locking Screws would 
simplify logistics; a consideration which is of special import in space. 
The concept, while new, is straight forward. Indeed, Goddard Space Flight Center has already successfully 
constructed and demonstrated a Workpiece Attachment Mechanism/Workpiece Attachment Fixture 
(WAMWAF) for the Flight Telerobotic Servicer (FTS) and End Effector Spline-Locking Screw prototypes 
for fastening payload boxes are in construction. 
Commercial possibilities for this concept fall into an impressive market niche' , particularly for Bolts 0.5 
in. dia. or larger. These include: 1. civilian aviation maintenance and overhaul, mechanical systems and 
avionics. 2. The computer industry. 3. Earth moving and materials handling systems. 4. The Automotive 
industry. 5. Military applications in general with aviation, avionics and tank and automotive support in 
porrticular. 
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QUICK APPLIICATION/WIELEASE NUT WTN ENGAGEMEW INDHCA'P'OW 
(COMMERCIAL APPLICATION OF AN INNOVATnTE DESIGN 
Jay M. Wright 
NASA Johnson Space Center 
Houston, TX 77058 
ABSTRACT 
This is an assembly which permits a fastener to be inserted or removed from either side with an 
indicator of fastener engagement. The nut has a plurality of segments, preferably at least three segments, 
which are internally threaded, spring-loaded apart by an internal spring, and has detents on opposite sides 
which force the nut segments into operative engagement with a threaded member when pushed in and 
release the segments for quick insertion or removal of the fastener when moved out. When the nut is 
installed, end pressure on the detents presses the nut segments into operative engagement with a threaded 
member where continued rotation locks the structure together with the detents 
depressed to indicate positive locking engagement of the nut. On removal, counterclockwise rotation relieves 
the endwise pressure on the detents permitting internal springs to force the detents outward and allowing the 
nut segments to move outward and separate to permit quick removal of the fastener. 
INTRODUCTION 
Conventional nuts for fastening objects together have the disadvantage of requiring a large number 
of turns to position them in a fully locked position. This may also involve the application of a considerable 
amount of torque. Mechanical operations in space, i.e., at low gravity, encounter problems which do not 
exist on earth. For example, when one applies torque, as in tightening a threaded nut or joint, a 
countertorque is encountered against the worker (Newton's third law) which tends to rotate the worker 
around the object being torqued. 
It is the object of this nut to provide a system that allows quick insertion and removal of a fastener 
system in those cases where time and cost is a major factor. Such as, oil and chemical applications where the 
thread form may be corroded or contaminated so that removal of a nut is time consuming and potentially 
costly. 
The nut incorporates a positive locking system, which provides for guaranteed thread engagement, at 
specified depth of thread, for cases where thread engagement is critical to continued operations. 
The nut incorporates for positive lock indication which provides for a visual check that the part is 
fastened properly. 
The nut can be used freely or mounted to an object. 
The fastener or nut may be inserted and torqued with the torque wrench, saving time and effort to 
first run the fastener down and then changing wrenches, or, if the torque wrench is used to run down the 
fastener, it saves on wear of the expensive torque wrench. 
HG. 1 is a sectional view, on the section line 1 - 1 of 
HG. 5 of a quick application/release nut illustrating a 
preferred embodiment of this invention. 
RG. 2 is a top plan view of the nut shown in RG. 1. 
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FIG. 3 is a front isometric view in partial section of the 
nut shown in FIG. 1. 
2.69 
FIG. 6 is a sectional view of one of the internally threaded 
segments used in the nut shown in FIG. 1 showing the bottom 
slots for the operating detents. 
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FIG. 4 is a top plan view of the multiple internally threaded 
segments used in the nut shown in FIG. 2. 
FIG. 5 is a sectional view of one of the internally threaded 
segments used in the nut shown in FIG. 1 showing the top 
slots for the operating detents. 
FIG. 7 is a sectional view, in longitudinal central section 
with a bolt or threaded shaft or spindle inserted from one 
side of the nut. 
FIG. 8 is a sectional view, in longitudinal central section 
with a bolt or threaded shaft or a spindle inserted from 
another side of the nut. 
I[ BLE TUWRSING PROBE SEAL 
Paul A aFimareP1 
NASA Lewis Research Genkr 
MS. 86/12 
aevelrand, OM 4413% 
An inflatable seal acts as a pressure-tight zipper to provide traversing capability for instrumentation 
rakes & probes. A specially designed probe segment with a teardrop cross-section in the vicinity of the 
inflatable seal minimizes leakage at the interface. The probe is able to travel through a lengthwise slot in a 
pressure vessel or wind tunnel section, while still maintaining pressure integrity. The design uses two 
commercially available inflatable seals, opposing each other, to cover the probe slot in a wind tunnel wall. 
Proof-of-Concept tests were conducted at vessel pressures up to 30 psig, with seals inflated to 50 psig, 
showing no measurable leakage along the seal's length or around the probe teardrop cross-section. This seal 
concept can replace the existing technology of sliding face-plate / O-ring systems in applications where 
lengthwise space is limited. 
INTRODUCTION 
This seal was conceived for a pressurized wind tunnel into which sensor probes are to be inserted 
and positioned from the outside. With the proposed seal, a probe can penetrate and move along a wind 
tunnel wall without causing an air leak at the wall. The probe can also be moved in and out through the 
seal, if desired. 
A pair of opposed inflatable rubber seals (or tubes) form the airtight seal across a slot in a wind 
tunnel wall. The probe which penetrates this seal has a special double-teardrop cross section which allows 
the inflatable seal to deform and mold itself around the probe. (See Fig. 1). The probe can be traversed 
from one end of the seal to the other while differential pressure is maintained across the wall of the wind 
tunnel. 
Current technology for commercial sealed traversing actuators utilizes sliding plates with face seals. 
Unfortunately, this method is very bulky, and the actuator/seal assembly must be at least twice as long as the 
desired probe travel (in order to keep the probe slot completely covered even when the probe is at the 
extreme ends of the slot). However, the new Inflatable Traversing Probe Seal assembly takes up only half 
as much length as commercially available actuators. Seal lengths only slightly longer than the desired probe 
travel are possible. This size advantage can make a tremendous difference when space is cramped, and wiU 
allow the probe to travel very close to an obstruction or flange. 
This work was done by NASA-Lewis Research Center Engineering Directorate for the 
Aerodynamics Branch in support of the Supersonic Shear Flow Research Rig. A prototype seal test 
apparatus was constructed and tested, and preliminary design of a new spoolpiece and inflatable seal was 
completed in 1990. Tests proved that the concept will create an airtight seal while still allowing probe 
movement. Fabrication of actual wind-tunnel hardware has been postponed, however, due to a temporary 
lack of program funds to build the proposed spoolpiece for the Shear Flow Rig. 
TESTING 
The prototype model consisted of a 4" x 4" x 22" long square tube "pressure vessel" with an 18" long 
opposed inflatable seal assembly attached to one face. (See Fig. 2). The seal assembly was assembled from 
commercially available inflatable seals and extruded aluminum seal retainers. Both the square pressure 
vessel and the inflatable seal were pressurized with shop air through two separate regulators. The prototype 
seal was tested at a vessel pressure of 30 psi, with the seal infiated to 50 psi. No leakage past the seal was 
measured, either with the probe stationary or in motion. 
Force measurements were also recorded when the probe was in motion. The actuation force 
necessary to drive the probe through the inflatable seal was provided by mounting the teardaop-shaped 
dummy probe to the movable arm of a Tensile Test Machine. (See Fig. 3). Probe actuation forces of 
approx. 75 Ibs. were measured with the seal lubricated with silicone O-ring grease. After the probe was 
stroked the length of the seal several times, actuation forces began to rise rapidly. Forces of up to 130 lbs. 
were measured after two strokes. The rise in actuation force was attributed to the silicone grease being 
wiped free after several strokes of the probe, causing a significant increase in friction. 
Seal lubrication is required with such frequency that an active lubrication system was devised to bleed 
grease from the teardrop-shaped portion of the probe. Pressurized grease is fed from a reservoir, through 
a solenoid valve, down to the sewprobe interface. Tiny bleed boles on the teardrop-shaped probe section 
weep grease into the interface. The solenoid valve is controlled on demand by a load-sensing system which 
causes grease to bleed whenever the actuation force exceeds 100 lbs. The grease ceases to bleed once the 
actuation force drops below 80 Ibs. 
Another interesting observation noted during prototype testing was that the actuation force required 
to move the probe did not vary in proportion to the seal inflation pressure. Since the seal infiation pressure 
creates a frictional load on the teardrop-shaped dummy probe, it was assumed that probe actuation forces 
would rise with higher seal inflation pressures. However, testing indicated that probe actuation force did 
not vary measurably with seal inflation pressure. Actuation force was more dependent on the amount of 
lubrication remaining on the seal interface. 
End termination method is an important aspect of this inflatable seal. The prototype utilized the 
Presray "Inflato-BootTM " seal end confiation. (See Fig. 4). A specially made plexiglas wedge was 
mounted on either end of the seal holder to fill in the gap and give the boot something to seal against. 
(The wedge is visible in Fig. 3). Unfortunately, it was very difficult to achieve a leak-free seal junction 
using this method. Strategic injections of silicone rubber sealant during assembly finally solved the leakage 
problem. The Inflato-BootTM is a unique option which is probably better suited to more conventional 
applications of inflatable seals. For NASA's application, it now appears that a standard end configuration 
utilizing a solid non-expanding portion, cast to the inflated configuration (rather than the usual relaxed 
configuration) would be easier to seal and less likely to leak. (See Fig. 5). It would also be less 
complicated, requiring no custom-machined wedge to bear against. This second method (standard end, 
inflated configuration) is the one which has been baselined for the NASA Shear Flow Research Rig 
application. 
CONCLUDING IRE 
This seal concept utilizes commercially available components to provide a dramatic improvement to 
the capabilities of sealed actuator systems. The concept is adaptable to other situations in which objects 
must penetrate pressure walls and move along them. It should work for vacuum chambers as well as 
pressure vessels. The concept may also be used for dust seals, regardless of differential pressure. A US. 
patent has been approved for the new device, with release scheduled for early 1992. 
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ABSTRACT 
Expert systems are computer programs which emulate human expertise in well defined problem domains. 
The potential payoff from expert systems is high: valuable expertise can be captured and preserved, 
repetitive and/or mundane tasks requiring human expertise can be automated, and uniformity can be applied 
in decision making processes. The C Language Integrated Production System (CLIPS) is an expert system 
building tool, developed at the Johnson Space Center, which provides a complete environment for the 
development and delivery of rule and/or object based expert systems. CLIPS was specifically designed to 
provide a low cost option for developing and deploying expert system applications across a wide range of 
hardware platforms. The commercial potential of CLIPS is vast. Currently, CLIPS is being used by over 
3,300 individuals throughout the public and private sector. Because the CLIPS source code is readily 
available, numerous groups have used CLIPS as the basis for their own expert system tools. To date, three 
commercially available tools have been derived from CLIPS. In general, the development of CLIPS has 
helped to improve the ability to deliver expert system technology throughout the public and private sectors 
for a wide range of applications and diverse computing environments. 
INTRODUCTION 
Conventional programming languages, such as FORTRAN and C, are designed and optimized for the 
procedural manipulation of data (such as numbers and arrays). Humans, however, often solve complex 
problems using very abstract, symbolic approaches which are not well suited for implementation in 
conventional languages. Although abstract information can be modeled in these languages, considerable 
programming effort is required to transform the information to a format usable with procedural 
programming paradigms. 
On? of the results of research in the area of artificial intelligence has been the development of techniques 
which allow the modeling of information at higher levels of abstraction. These techniques are embodied in 
languages or tools which allow programs to be built that closely resemble human logic in their 
implementation and are therefore easier to develop and maintain. These programs, which emulate human 
expertise in well defined problem domains, are called expert systems. The availability of expert system 
tools has greatly reduced the effort and cost involved in developing an expert system. 
The C Language Integrated Production System (CLIPS) [ l ,  21 is an expert system tool developed by the 
Software Technology Branch at NASA's Johnson Space Center. The prototype of CLIPS, version 1 .O, was 
developed in the spring of 1985 in a UNIX environment. Subsequent development of CLIPS greatly 
improved its portability, performance, and functionality. The first release of CLIPS, version 3.0, was in 
July of 1986. The latest version of CLIPS, version 5.1, was released in October of 1991. A version of 
CLIPS written entirely in Ada, CLIPSIAda, has also been developed. CLIPS is currently available to the 
general public through the Computer Software Management and Information Center (see appendix). 
KEY FEATURES OF CLIPS 
CLIPS was designed to address several issues key to NASA. Among these were the ability to run on a wide 
variety of conventional hardware platforms, the ability to be integrated with and embedded within 
conventional software systems, and the ability to provide low cost options for the development and delivery 
of expert systems. 
CLIPS is written in C for portability and speed and has been installed on many different computers without 
changes to the source code. At the time of its original development, CLIPS was one of the few tools that 
was written in C and capable of running on a wide variety of conventional platforms. CLIPS can be ported 
to any system which has an ANSI compliant C compiler including personal computers (IBM PC 
compatibles, Macintosh, Amiga), workstations (Sun, Apollo, NeXT), minicomputers (VAX 11/780, 
HP9000-500), Mainframes (IBM/370), and supercomputers (CRAY). 
Figure 1. CLIPS is Easily Ported From One Environment to Another 
To maintain portability, CLIPS utilizes the concept of a portable kernel. The kernel represents a section of 
code which utilizes no machine dependent features (see Figure 2). The inference engine contains the key 
functionality of CLIPS and is used to execute an expert system. Access functions allow CLIPS to be 
embedded within other systems. This allows an expert system to be called as a subroutine (representing 
perhaps only one small part of a much larger program). In addition, information stored in CLIPS can be 
accessed and used by other programs. Integration protocols allow CLIPS to utilize programs written in 
other languages such as C, FORTRAN, and Ada. Integration guarantees that an expert system does not have 
to be relegated to performing tasks better left to conventional procedural languages. It also allows existing 
conventional code to be utilized. The CLIPS language can also be easily extended by a user through the use 
of the integration protocols. 
CLIPS CODE KERNEL 
STANDARD CLIPS VERSION 
Figure 2. The CLIPS Code Kernel 
To provide machine dependent features, such as windowed interfaces or graphics editors, CLIPS provides 
fully documented software hooks which allow machine dependent features to be integrated with the kernel. 
The 110 router system allows interfaces to be layered on top of CLIPS without making changes to the 
CLIPS kernel. The standard interface for CLIPS is a simple, text-oriented, command prompt. However, 
three interfaces are also provided with CLIPS that make use of the I/O router system and integration 
protocols to provide machine specific interfaces. These interfaces are provided for Apple Macintosh systems, 
IBM PC MS-DOS compatible systems, and X Window systems. Figure 3 shows the CLIPS interface for 
the Macintosh computer. 
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Figure 3. CLIPS Macintosh Interface 
One of the key appeals of the CLIPS language results from the availability of the approximately 40,000 
lines of CLIPS source code. Because the development of an expert system tool can require many man-years, 
the benefits of using CLIPS as a starting point for research and the creation of special purpose expert 
system tools cannot be understated. CLIPS users have enjoyed a great deal of success in adding their own 
language extensions to CLIPS due to the source code availability and its open architecture [3,4,5,6,7,8]. 
Many users have also developed their own interfaces and interface extensions [9,10,11,12]. 
KNOWLEDGE REPRESENTATION 
Expert system tools are designed to provide highly productive environments by allowing knowledge to be 
represented flexibly. A flexible representation scheme allows the application developers to try several 
different approaches or to use an approach best suited to their problem. CLIPS provides a cohesive tool for 
handling a wide variety of knowledge with support for three different programming paradigms: rule-based, 
object-oriented, and procedural. In addition, CLIPS also supports the concepts of iterative refinement 
(refining an expert system with small iterative changes) and rapid prototyping (demonstrating proof of 
concept) which are found in many expert system tools. 
Rule-Based Programming 
The first (and originally the only) programming paradigm provided by CLIPS is rule-based programming. 
In this programming paradigm, rules are used to represent heuristics, or "rules of thumb", which specify a 
set of actions to be performed for a given situation. A rule is composed of an ifportion and a then portion. 
The if portion of a rule is a series of patterns which specify the. facts (or data) which cause the rule to be 
applicable. The process of matching facts to patterns is called pattern matching. CLIPS provides a 
mechanism, called the inference engine, which automatically matches facts against patterns and determines 
which rules are applicable. The if portion of a rule can actually be thought of as the whenever portion of a 
rule since pattern matching always occurs whenever changes are made to facts. The then portion of a rule is 
the set of actions to be executed when the rule is applicable. The actions of applicable rules are executed 
when the CLIPS inference engine is instructed to begin execution. The inference engine selects a rule and 
then the actions of the selected rule are executed (which may affect the list of applicable mles by adding or 
removing facts). The inference engine then selects another rule and executes its actions. This process, 




Figure 4. Execution of a Rule-Based Program 
To illustrate the advantages of rule-based programming, consider the problem of monitoring a series of 
sensors. The following example program written in the C programming language illustrates how these 
sensors could be monitored using a procedural programming paradigm to determine if any two of the 
sensors have bad values (which a hypothetical expert indicates represents an overheated device). 
#define BAD 0 
#define GOOD 1 
#define DEVICE OVERHEATED 0 
#define DEVICE-NORMAL  1 
int CheckSensors(sensorValues,numberOfSensors) 
int sensorvalues [ I  ; 
int nurnberOfSensors; 
I 
int first Sensor, secondsensor; 
for (firstsensor = 1; 
firstsensor <= numberOfSensors; 
firstsensor++) 
I 
for (secondsensor = 1; 
secondsensor <= numberOfSensors; 
secondSensortt) 
I 
if ((firstsensor ! =  secondsensor) & &  
(sensorValues [f irstSensor] == BAD) & &  
(sensorvalues [secondSensorl == BAD) ) 
return (DEVICE-NORMAL) ; 
1 
The Checksensors function is implemented by storing the values of the sensors as integers in an array and 
then using two for loops to compare all combinations to determine if any two sensors have bad values. 
This function is relatively efficient if the sensors only need to be checked once. However, if this check is 
performed each time a sensor's value is changed, then all possible combinations are rechecked which is 
inefficient. In addition, the programmer has the responsibility for calling this function whenever an update 
is made to a sensor's value. An additional function could be written to check only one sensor against all 
other sensors, however, this increases the burden on the programmer. For contrast, the equivalent CLIPS 
code for a rule which performs the same task is shown following. 
(defrule Two-Sensors-are-Bad 
(Sensor ( ID-number ?id) (status Bad) ) 
(Sensor ( ID-number -?id) (status Bad) ) 
=> 
(assert (Device (status Overheated) ) ) ) 
The first line of the rule contains the keyword defrule which indicates that a rule is being defined. The 
symbol Two-Sensors-are-Bad is the name of the rule. The next two lines beginning with the symbol Sensor 
are the patterns that form the if portion of the rule. Essentially, the first pattern searches for any Sensor fact 
that contains a status value of Bad and the second pattern searches for another Sensor fact with a status value 
of Bad that does not have the same ID-number as the Sensor fact matching the first pattern. The => symbol 
serves to separate the ifportion of the rule from the then portion of the rule. Finally, the assert command in 
the then portion of the rule creates a new fact which indicates that the device has overheated. 
Because of the overhead associated with the inference engine and the generality provided through pattern 
matching, a rule-based program generally does not execute as quickly as a procedural program. However, 
significantly less code is required and the programmer does not have to explicitly check for applicable rules 
when sensor values are changed. Rules are always looking for new facts which satisfy their conditions. 
Indeed, careless implementation of pattern matching capabilities in a procedural language may result in a 
program which runs much less efficiently than its rule-based counterpart. CLIPS'S inference engine is based 
on the Rete algorithm [13] which is an extremely efficient algorithm for pattern matching. 
Obiect-Oriented Promamming 
The second programming paradigm provided by CLIPS is object-oriented programming. This programming 
paradigm allows complex systems to be modelled as modular components (which can be easily reused to 
model other systems or to create new components). Object-oriented programming encompasses a number of 
concepts including data abstraction (the ability to define complex objects using high level representations), 
encapsulation (the ability to hide the implementation details of an object, thereby increasing its modularity 
and potential for reuse), inheritance (the ability to define new classes of objects by reusing existing classes), 
and polymorphism (the ability of different objects to respond to the same "command" in specialized ways). 
Or Gate #1 Not Gate #1 
Output I 
Input 3 Or Gate #2 
Input 4 
And Gate #1 Not Gate #2 
Figure 5. A Simple Electronic Circuit 
Figure 5 shows a diagram of an electronic circuit consisting of and, or, and not gates. In electronics, a gate 
is a circuit that has an output dependent on some function of its input. The gates shown in Figure 5 all 
have boolean inputs and boolean output values. Physically, these boolean values would correspond to high 
and low voltages. Conceptually, these boolean values could be considered as On and Off or True and False. 
An and gate has an output value of True if all of its inputs are True, otherwise its output value is False. An 
or gate has an output value of True if any of its inputs are True, otherwise its output value is False. A not 
gate has an output value of True if its input value is False and an output value of False if its input value is 
True. In Figure 5, if Input 1 and Input 2 are both False and Input 3 and Input 4 are both True, then the 
output of Or Gate #I  would be False and the output of And Gate #I would be True. The output of Not Gate 
#1 would be True since its input (the output of Or Gate #I)  is False. The output of Not Gate #2 would be 
Fcl1.s~ since its input (thc output of And Gate #I )  is True. Finally, Output I from Or Gate #2 would be True 
sirlcc at lcast onc of its inpue (the output from Not Gate # I )  is True. 
Using object-oricntcd programming methodologies, it is relatively easy to model the behavior of the 
clcctronic circuit shown in  Figurc 5. The first step in modelling the circuit is to define classes which can be 
used to dcscribc thc gates uscd in the circuit. Since all of the gates might have some attributes in common 
(such as a part numbcr), it would be useful to first defme a Gate class. Another class, One Input, could be 
uscd to ticscribc thc attributes associated with a single input gate (such as a not gate). Since a two input 
gate is csscntially a onc input gate with an additional input, the Two Input class could inherit the attributes 
of thc One Input class and then define additional attributes for the second input. Similarly, a One Output 
class anti 7'wo Output class could also be defined. Figure 6 illustrates the basic classes used to describe the 
gate circuits in Figure 5. The classes described illustrate the basic concepts of data abstraction and 
inhcritancc. Note that even though the circuit gates shown in Figure 5 would not need to utilize the Two 
Output class, other types of gates could utilize this class. For example, a splitter gate (which splits its one 
input into two idcntical outputs) could make use of this class. 
Figure 6. Classes Used to  Describe Electronic Circuit Gates 
Oncc thc basc classes for the gates are defined, it is possible to describe the gates in terms of these classes. 
Figurc 7 conceptually illustrates how this could be done for the not gate and the and gate. The type of 
inhcritancc shown in Figurc 7 is called multiple inheritance since a single class is inheriting attributes from 
morc than one class. For cxample, the And Gate class inherits attributes from the Two Input, One Output, 
and Gale classcs. In contrast, the inheritance shown in Figure 6 is called single inheritance since a single 
class inhcrits atlributcs from at most one other class (such as the Two Input class inheriting attributes from 
thc One Input class). Somc object-oriented programming languages support only single inheritance. CLIPS 
providcs support for full multiple inheritance. 
Thc following code shows how the gate classes could actually be defined in the CLIPS programming 
languagc (assuming thc basc classes described previously have been defined). 
( d e f c l a s s  Not-Gate 
( i s - a  One-Input One-Output G a t e ) )  
( d e f c l a s s  And-Gate 
( i s - a  Two-Input One-Output G a t e ) )  
( d e f c l a s s  Or-Gate 
( i s - a  Two-Input One-Output G a t e ) )  
Each class definition contains the keyword defclass which indicates that a class is being defined. This 
keyword is followed by the name of the class. The next line of each class definition indicates the classes 
from which the class being defined will inherit attributes. Inheritance is specified using the is-a keyword. If 
desired, additional attributes or slots of a class can be defined after the inheritance is specified. For example, 
the Two Input class might be defined as shown in the following code. 
(defclass Two-Input 
(is-a One-Input) 
(slot Input-2) ) 
Once the gate classes have been defined, it is possible to define instances (or objects) of these classes. For 
example, Or Gate #I would be a specific instance of the Or-Gate class as would Or Gate #2. It would have 
its own data areas for storing its input and output values. Thus a class serves as the prototypical definition 
which is used for creating objects belonging to that class. 
Figure 7. Building New Classes from Existing Classes 
In CLIPS, objects are manipulated by sending them messages which specify an action to perform. For the 
circuit example, an appropriate action might be to recompute the output of a gate based upon its inputs. 
Notice that even though the or gates and and gates are both Two-Input One-Output Gates, their outputs are 
computed differently. In object-oriented programming, procedures as well as data can be associated with 
objects. Rather than writing one routine to compute the output values for all gate types given their inputs, 
the routines for computing outputs for objects can be encapsulated inside the classes themselves. When an 
or gate is sent a Compute Output message, its output is computed to be True if either of its inputs are 
True, otherwise its output is False. When an and gate is sent a Compute Output message, its output is 
computed to be True if both of its inputs me True, otherwise its output is False. Thus, both objects 
respond differently, yet appropriately, to the same message. This behavior is the essence of polymorphism 
and is illustrated by Figure 8. The procedures attached to classes are referred to as message-handlers. The 
following CLIPS code shows how messagehandlers could be defined for the gate classes. 
(defmessage-handler Not-Gate Compute-Output 0 
(put Output-1 (not (get Input-1) ) ) ) 
(defmessage-handler And-Gate Compute-Output ( )  
(put Output-1 (and (get Input-1) (get Input-2) ) ) ) 
(defmessage-handler Not-Gate Compute-Output 0 
(put Output-1 (or (get Input-1) (get 1nput-2) ) ) ) 
Each message-handler definition contains the keyword defmessage-handler which indicates that a 
message-handler is being defined. This keyword is followed by the name of the class for which the 
message-handler is being defined and then the name of the message handled by the message-handler. The 
next line of each definition contains the single action performed by these message-handler. In general, 
message-handlers can perform as many actions as are required to complete their task. The task of computing 
the output requires only one action. The put function is used to change the value of an object's attribute. 
For each of these message-handlers, the attribute being changed is the Output-1 attribute. The value to 
which this attribute is changed varies for each message-handler, but is based on the inputs of the object. The 
get function is used in the message-handlers to retrieve the values of the Input-1 and Input-;! attributes. The 
message-handlers for the Not-Gate, And-Gate, and Or-Gate classes use the not, and, and or functions 
respectively to compute the correct output value based on their inputs. When writing CLIPS code, a prefix 
notation is used for calling functions that is very similar to the LISP programming language (even though 





Figure 8. Two Different Objects Responding Differently to the Same Message 
Procedural Programming 
The third programming paradigm provided by CLIPS is procedural programming. This programming 
paradigm provides capabilities similar to those found in languages such as C, Pascal, Ada, and LISP. With 
respect to building expert systems, these are the least interesting capabilities provided by CLIPS. However, 
the ability to define procedural code directly within CLIPS allows new procedural capabilities to be added to 
CLIPS without the need of a compiler or linker. To add new capabilities to CLIPS which have been written 
in languages such as C, FORTRAN, or Ada, a compiler and linker are required to recompile and relink the 
new source code with the CLIPS source code. CLIPS allows the defmition of global variables, functions, 
and generic functions. Generic functions are the most interesting feature of the CLIPS procedural 
programming language in that they allow different pieces of procedural code to be executed depending upon 
the arguments used when calling a function. This capability is called function overloading. As an example, 
the addition function could be overloaded so that numeric data types are numerically added and string data 
types are concatenated. 
CURRENT USES 
Although CLIPS was originally developed to aid in the construction of aerospace related expert systems, it 
has been put to widespread usage in a number of fields. CLIPS is being used by over 3,300 users 
throughout the public and private community including: all NASA sites and branches of the military, 
numerous federal bureaus, government contractors, 170 universities, and many companies. At the First and 
Second CLIPS Conferences held in August 1990 and September 1991 respectively, over 120 papers were 
presented on a diverse range of topics. In addition to aerospace and engineering applications, some other 
examples of CLIPS applications include: software engineering [14], network security [15], genetics [16], 
medicine [17], botany [18], and agriculture [19]. To date, three commercially available tools have been 
derived from CLIPS. 
Because of its portability, extensibility, capabilities, and low-cost, CLIPS has received widespread 
acceptance throughout the government, industry, and academia. The development of CLIPS has helped to 
improve the ability to deliver expert system technology throughout the public and private sectors for a wide 
range of applications and diverse computing environments. 
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APPENDIX 
CLIPS is free to NASA, USAF, and their contractors for use on NASA and USAF projects by calling the 
Software Technology Branch Help Desk between the hours of 9:00 AM to 4:00 PM (CST) Monday 
through Friday at (713) 280-2233. Government contractors should have their contract monitor call the 
Software Technology Branch Help desk to obtain CLIPS. Others may obtain CLIPS through the Computer 
Software Management and Information Center (COSMIC), which is the distribution point for NASA 
software. The program number is COS-10022. The @gram price is $350.00, and the documentation price 
is $140.00 (as of August 1991). The program price is for the source code. Price discounts are available to 
U.S. academic institutions. Further information can be obtained from 
COSMIC 
382 E. Broad St. 
Athens, GA 30602 
(404) 542-3265 
An electronic bulletin board containing information regarding CLIPS can be m h e d  24 hours a day at (713) 
280-3896 or (713) 280-3892. Communications information is 300, 1200, or 2400 baud, no parity, 8 data 
bits, and 1 stop bit. 
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A considerable amount of work on the development of fuzzy logic algorithms and application to space related control 
problems has been done at the JSC over the last few years. Particularly, guidance control systems for space vehicles 
during proximity operations, learning systems utilizing neural networks, control of data processing during 
rendezvous navigation, collision avoidance algorithms, camera tracking controllers, and tether controllers have been 
developed utilizing fuzzy logic technology. These systems have given very good results, and in some areas such as 
fuel and power usage they have shown superior performance to shuttle systems. Several other areas in which fuzzy 
sets and related concepts are being considered at the JSC are to diagnostic systems, control of robotic arms, pattern 
recognition and image processing. 
It has become evident, based on the commercial applications of fuzzy technology in Japan and China during the last 
few years, that this technology should be exploited by the government as well as private industry for energy savings, 
reducing human involvement in industrial processes, and for many complex control problems where precise 
mathematical modeling is either practically impossible or very costly. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
In h iskc le  "Fuzzy Sets", Prof. Zadeh [l] first developed the concepts of fuzzy logic in 1965 and established these 
concepts firmly during the 70's [2] with other pioneers [3,4,5,6,7]. Contrary to its name, it is a precise subdiscipline 
in mathematics that enables mathematicians and engineers to utilize human like thinking in decision making 
processes. Handling imprecise information is much easier in the architecture provided by fuzzy logic compared to 
conventional logic. However, it was not accepted by the U.S. community for a long time simply because the word 
'fuzzy' has negative connotations. It was felt that fuzzy logic based decision making processes involved fuzzy 
reasoning rather than human like common sense reasoning that must sometimes be based on information that is 
inherently not crisp. In fact, fuzzy logic is a method based on sound mathematical principles that enables one to 
model natural language rules and to make common sense evaluations of the degree to which non-crisp conditions 
such as low temperature, fast speeds, or sharp turns are satisfied. Control engineers made arguments that desired 
control can be achieved using existing control theory principles until the triple inverted pendulum was balanced 
using fuzzy logic principles. This task could not be performed adequately using conventional logic. The real utility 
of this logic was shown by the Japanese [8,9,10] when they applied the principles to subway control, automatic 
transmission control, camera focusing, and many other problems. Recently U.S. business people have taken an 
interest in this field [11,12,13] as the Japanese applications have shown that this logic can save developmental time 
and costs. 
Investigations in the areas of fuzzy logic and neural networks have been underway since 1984-1985 [14] in the 
Software Technology Laboratory (STL) at the Johnson Space Center (JSC). The utility of this logic in several 
autonomous space operations applications have been demonstrated utilizing high fidelity orbital operations 
simulations 1151. Our objectives in the STL are to investigate new technologies for control and decision making 
processes. We are evaluating fuzzy logic techniques, neural network methods, genetic algorithms, and learning 
techniques based on fuzzy sets and neural networks for building expert systems and robust controllers. We are 
particularly investigating the feasibility of applying these technologies to space operations to achieve desired 
operational efficiency and reduce overall life cycle costs. 
In this paper, we describe the fuzzy logic applications achieved at JSC in section 2. Our current activities in the areas 
of fuzzy leaning systems and neural networks are described and potential results are discussed in section 3. Several 
commercial applications mainly from Japan are described in section 4 and a summary and discussion of advantages 
and disadvantages of fuzzy logic is given in section 5. 
2. FUZZY LOGIC APPLICATIONS AT JSC 
As reported earlier [14,15], several fuzzy logic and neural networks applications are underway at JSC. In this section 
we will summarize results of only three because of space limitations: the six degree-of-freedom (6DOF) controller, 
the collision avoidance, and the camera tracking control. 
2.1 Proximity Operations And Results 
The 6 DOF controller for a spacecraft has been designed and tested [16,17] in a shuttle simulation for proximity 
operations. The 6 DOF controller uses sensor measurements of range, elevation and azimuth angle directly as input 
and generates the commands for the jet select routine to null out the errors. For a given mission profile, it maintains 
a proper range and range rate. The elevation and azimuth angle measurements are used in conjunction with the 
angular rates to generate jet firing commands required to follow 11 desired trajectory such as shown in fig. 1. For 
example, during the v-bar approach, the controller maintains elevation and azimuth angles close to zero and range and 
range rate close to their desired values. If the range is smaller than the desired range, the controller will slow down 
accordingly. If the range rate is slower than the desired rate then the controller will increase the speed. In keeping the 
elevation and azimuth angles close to zero, the controller adjusts its actions based on the angle errors, rate errors as 
well as current pitch rate and roll rate. While the vehicle is translating its attitude is being maintained by the 
rotational part of the controller. 
Our approach of correcting the elevation and azimuth errors and range rate error in conjunction with maintaining 
orientation and body rate errors has given good results and shown significant savings in fuel (Table I). The 
performance of our 6 DOF controller based on simultaneous relative trajectory and attitude control is very good and 
robust. The controller is responsive and maintains the flight profiles within the expected range. The controller holds 
proper elevation and azimuth angles during all proximity operations test cases, and performs proper range and range 
rate control. It transitions along the v-var or r-bar from approach to station keeping in a way very consistent with 
profiles flown by pilots. It also performs fly-around maneuvers very well and continuously maintains proper range 
deadband and attitude while transitioning to the required station keeping position. 
We plan to continue to test this 6 DOF controller further and compare its performance with mission planning data, 
the manual crew procedure test cases flown in mission simulator, and possibly flight data. Our preliminary test data 
shows that the correlation between the translational and rotational rates can be handled easily by the fuzzy controller. 
We also plan to modify the 6 DOF controller such a way that it can be easily adapted by other spacecraft. 
2.2 Collision Avoidance 
Future unmanned missions to Mars will investigate the terrain and collect soil samples in advance of manned 
missions [IS]. Path planning is a crucial element in the activities to be undertaken by an autonomous rover. As an 
initial effort to address this problem a fuzzy control system for maneuvering a four wheel vehicle with front wheel 
steering from one position to another and requiring a particular attitude at the terminal point was developed in the 
STL [19,20]. Since obstacles such as boulders or troughs may block the shortest path from the current position to 
the target position for the next sample acquisition, collision avoidance algorithms were later developed [21,22] that 
takes sensor data giving range to obstacle, current velocity and orientation of the vehicle and processes it through 
fuzzy rules to generate steering commands to avoid obstacles as they are encountered. Simulation testing has been 
performed for a set of representative test cases, and performance of the guidance algorithms have been evaluated for a 
variety of obstacle scenarios. It was found that a higher-level path planner is needed to handle situations when the 
vehicle is caught in a back-off setting, that is, when it is not possible for the vehicle to pursue a "forward path. It is 
significant to note that the method employed does not depend on object identification, but rather, detection of the 
degree to which an object (where present) or (more generally) an angular sector represents an obstacle. This is a 
significant relaxation over most collision avoidance schemes. Our simulation results and planned enhancements for 
Table Ia . Fuel Usage Comparison between conventional 
and fuzzy attitude controllers 
R 
Run # Fuel Usage (kg) Savings 
Conventional Fuzzy % 
5 18.40 18.44 -0.22 
6 8.88 ' 9.45 -6.42 
Target 
Table Ib. fuel usage, arrival times and mission segment information for the 6 DOF testcases 
RUN# Maneuver Distance Rates Arrival Time Fuel Used 
1 V bar approach 400 ft-50 ft zero rates 1450 sec 33 lbs 
2 R bar approach 400 ft-50 ft zero rates 1720 sec 61 1bs 
3 1/4 Fly Around 0 2 0 0  ft 0.2 rate 1800 sec 48 lbs 










Fig. i a Proximity Operations v-bar and r-bar Approaches Fig, I b Proximity Operations f ly-around Segment 
the future point to refinements in the algorithm, the possibility of adaptive tuning of the system and, as expected, 
the need for a higher-level path planner to handle cases that involve backoff, sensor fusion, positioning of the vehicle 
at the destination, moving obstacles, and other situations that involve radically changing environments of operation. 
Five test cases were designed to test the capabilities of the collision avoidance system. The fmt and second test cases 
were designed to test avoidance of a single obstacle with varying size. The third and fourth test cases show that 
obstacles can be successfully avoided one by one as the rover reaches the desired destination. The fifth test case 
shows that the rover can avoid many obstacles even if they are lined up, leaving only a small opening. The five test 
cases described above are given in Fig. 2, which was taken from the summary piece for each run from a graphical 
simulation developed on an IRIS workstation. 
Some important points of these results are as follows: a) trajectory control [19,20] includes not only position 
control but also orientation control. When collision avoidance algorithms are integrated with the trajectory control 
[2 1,221, the orientation control can not be managed properly without major modification to the system. Proper 
orientation can be achieved only if there is sufficient distance between the last obstacle avoided and the target point 
so that the rover can turn itself. Since this distance can not be guaranteed, the desired orientation of the rover at 
arrival was not addressed with the collision avoidance problem; b) the back-off situation requires some knowledge 
about the obstacles just avoided, or some information about the obstacles in the path. Since our cameras were 
looking forward, we postponed the 'back-off situation study; and, c) when the rover is going forward, and it 
encounters an obstacle that can be avoided only by going back, it must remember that the distance it must go back is 
a factor. Otherwise, it can get into a situation where it continues to go back and forth when the critical distance for 
collision avoidance is not altered. Thus, the transition from forward to backward requires special care. 
Fuzzy logic control together with straightforward algorithms yield an effective system for autonomous collision 
avoidance in an environment of uncertain information. The technique is robust and avoids complexity in initial 
stages where simple obstacle avoidance is a key element rather than involved object identification or mapping of a 
complete world model. This technique could be integrated with fast and sophisticated object identification algorithms 
if desired. Future developments would include a plan for backoff situations where a forward path is not possible, 
fusion of information from several sensors of various types with differing degrees of uncertainty to be managed, 
adaptive tuning of fuzzy components, avoidance of moving obstacles, and a higher level path planner for 
optimization of operation in regional or global environments. 
2.3 Camera Tracking Controllers 
The concept of a camera tracking controller that generates the necessary pan and tilt motors commands to keep an 
object as close to the center of the field of view of the camera as possible has been developed at the JSC [23,24]. 
This concept has been developed further and currently software simulations have been built that are allowing limited 
performance testing. This Camera Tracking System (CTS) is a good example of one where a fuzzy control system is 
much better suited to the problem than conventional control methods. Clearly since one does not know ahead of time 
what object will be tracked or what it will do once the camera is trained on it. The fuzzy controller generates rate 
commands based on the required angle change, available camera rates, and the estimate of range to the object. 
Seven test cases have been designed to provide representative trajectories during proximity operations like the V-bar 
approach, R-bar approach, station-keeping and fly around for the CTS performance evaluation. Since the object in 
our simulation does not have active control, its trajectory is purely based on the forces of the orbital environment. 
To give an example of results, the plots of the sixth test case which represents a Passing Orbit are discussed. In this 
test, the object is translating in all three direction as shown in fig. 3a, 3b, and 3c, where the LVLH x, y, and z 
position are given as functions of time. The out-of-plane and in-plane LVLH trajectories are shown in fig. 3h, and 
3i. Because of this motion, the controller must use pan and tilt angles to track the object. The pixel-x, pan angle, 
pixel-y and tilt angle are shown in fig. 3d, 3e, 3f, and 3g respectively. 
Initially, the camera is pointed along the LVLH x-axis. The pixel-x and pixel-y measurements are 240 and 280 
respectively due to the position of the object in the LVLH frame. Thus, the controller commands pan left and tilt 
down. Pan left implies negative pan angle and therefore pan angle continuously decreases from a small negative 
value to a large one as shown in fig. 3e. The trajectory of the object is such that the pan angle continuously 
increases in the left direction making a full circle. In fig. 3e, the pan angle is nearly 2n at the end of the test. This 
behavior is completely expected for the Passing Orbit case. 
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Fig. 4 FUZZY LEARNING SYSTEM FOR DOCKING OPERATIONS 
The Tilt down command corresponds to a positive rate in the gimble frame, but results in a total negative tilt angle 
with respect to LVLH due to the mounting of gimble drive. The tilt angle decreases for only a couple of seconds. 
(Since the output data is every 10 seconds, tilt down is not visible in the plot.) As the pixel-y position drops below 
270, the tilt rate command stops. The controller begins commanding tilt up, when the pixel-y position has a value 
less than 240. As the controller commands tilt up rate, the tilt angle increases in the positive direction as shown in 
fig. 3g. ( Tilt up is negative rate in gimble frame, but results in positive rate with respect to LVLH frame and hence 
the positive tilt angle.) The tilt angle does not change during the time pixel-y position reverses from 224 to 275. 
However, when pixel-y is pegged at 275, the tilt angle changes from 1.5 to -1.5 radians. 
In summary our test results show that : 1) the x-position and y-position of the object in the camera FOV are 
maintained in the zero-zone (pixel range 240 to 270) most of the time, confirming that the controller is capable of 
keeping the object in the camera's FOV, 2) pan and tilt angles were adjusted to reposition the object in the center 
(see definition of CENTER in ref. 24) when it went outside of the zero zone, 3) in one case, response of the 
controller was slower in comparison to the object's motion, however, the object never went out of the range of the 
CENTER membership function. Performance of the fuzzy tracking controller is very good and the object is 
maintained properly in the center of the FOV. 
Our future activities for the CTS are focused on several tasks : 1) Modify the membership functions to maintain the 
object in a narrow range, 2) Utilize the range directly into the rules rather than the intermediate scale factor, and if 
possible reduce the number of rules, 3) implement the estimated angular velocity rules and provide a controller with 
a dynamic response, 4) implement the centroid calculations algorithms to handle the image in the pixel form, and 5) 
implement the rule set in a fuzzy chip that can directly interface with the gimble drives and camera digitizer. 
3. CURRENT ACTIVITIES 
Reinforcement learning techniques based on fuzzy control and multi-layer neural networks have been successfully 
demonstrated at the Arnes Research Center (ARC) using the inverted pendulum as an example [25,26]. As a joint 
project between JSC and ARC, a concept has been put together for applying this technique to spacecraft docking 
operations [27]. Fuzzy controllers developed at JSC will be implemented in the Approximate Reasoning Intelligent 
Control (ARIC) architecture, fig. 4, and test cases will be performed using high fidelity simulation of shuttle 
docking scenarios. As a first part of this project the attitude controller developed for the shuttle has been 
implemented in the ARIC architecture and a test case for attitude hold has been performed. Our preliminary results 
are very promising 1281, and shows that the fuzzy learning technique has no problem in controlling the angular rates. 
We are further investigating how to control angles and plan to expand the control to translational parameters such as 
range aqd elevation angle. Failure criteria has been developed for the attitude hold, and the fuel usage criteria will be 
developed as we further learn to utilize this technique for all attitude maneuvers. 
The Tethered Satellite System (TSS) mission [29] planned for August 1992 involves the upward deployment of the 
Italian satellite on a 20 km. conducting tether. Electric current will be induced as the tether is dragged through the 
magnetic field of the Earth. Because of interaction between the orbital environment and tether dynamics, there are 
several oscillations in the tethered system. Particularly of interest are the "skip rope" oscillations resulting from the 
interaction of the Earth's magnetic field with the current pulsing through the tether. Identification and control of the 
skip rope oscillations is very important. Mission success is dependent on how successfully these oscillations can be 
damped during the satellite retrieval. Because of this situation, the mission profile has a very special Onstation-2 
phase where the tether is not retrieved unless the skip rope magnitude is smaller than a critical value. Since the skip 
rope oscillations excite very peculiar attitude oscillations for the satellite, the magnitude and phase of the skip rope 
can be detected using the satellite rates and angle data The coupling between the attitude oscillations and the skip 
rope behavior is complex and very non-linear. 
The Space Time Neural Network (STNN) developed at JSC [30] provides the capability to learn the time variations 
as well as spatial variations using digital filters before the data is provided to hidden layers as well as the output 
layer. A concept under consideration is to apply the STNN to learn the coupling between satellite attitude 
oscillations and the tether skip rope behavior. Input to the network will be satellite rates, tether length, tension and 
other relevant parameters. Output should be the skip rope magnitude and phase. Using a 2.4 km. Onstation-2 test 
case, simulation data has been generated that can be used for training as well as testing. Several STNN's have been 
configured to identify the skip rope magnitude and phase. Twenty and thirty hidden nodes in two different layers have 
been used, and ten, twenty, and forty zeros for the digital filters have been used between the input and hidden layers. 
Preliminary results suggest that the SlTW may require a long learning time. This is consistent with the 
understanding that the coupling between the skip rope and the satellite oscillation is very complex and non-linear. 
Additional data may need to be generated for training. Data will be generated using tests like retrieval from 20 to 2.4 
krn., and Onstation-1 segment. 
Other problems being considered in the STL are the use of fuzzy robot arm positioning control to relieve the 
difficulty of solving the inverse kinematics problem, diagnostics systems to help identify faults in a timely manner, 
Rotary Fluid Management Device pump control to conserve energy aboard the Space Station Freedom, and Station 
re-boost thrust and fuel management. Projects to study the use of fuzzy logic to conserve energy through efficient 
control of heating, ventilation, and air conditioning systems will be started this next year. These types of 
applications will be beneficial to many industrial operations. 
4. COMMERCIAL APPLICATIONS OF FUZZY LOGIC 
Applications described in this section are primarily based on information received from Dr. Masaki Togai of Togai 
InfraLogic in his presentation at a workshop in Nov. 1990 [31]. 
The fuzzy autofocusing system developed by Cannon and Togai I n W g i c  and the image stabilization system for the 
Panasonic video camera recorder have been successfully implemented into their respective products. The objectives of 
the autofocus were to improve the quality of focus and reduce the focusing time. The technique is based on 
generating the approximate measure of sharpness and utilizing it in connection with the motor speed using fuzzy 
rules. There are 13 simple rules such as " If the sharpness is high and its differential is low then the focus motor 
speed is low". Results were very satisfying. The quality of focus was improved in terms of sharpness, the focusing 
time was reduced by 20 %, and the hunting was reduced resulting in power savings and motor wear and tear. The 
fuzzy logic based code is smaller in size than standard focusing systems and execution time is less. The Panasonic 
image stabilization system successfully eliminates unwanted movement in video recordings such as that caused by 
the camera being bumped or bouncing caused by unstable platforms such as would result if one were filming from a 
moving vehicle. 
The concept and first design for the Mitsubishi Heavy Air Conditioner system was conceived in April 1988. The 
fuzzy inverter air conditioner system is based on 50 fuzzy rules and uses the max-product inferencing method and 
centroid defuzzification method. A temperature sensor provides the measurement and commands are generated for the 
inverter, compressor valve and fan motor in terms of inverter frequency, compressor pressure and fan speed. 
Simulation was completed by the summer of 1988 and production began in October 1989. The results are very 
encouraging. Room heating and cooling times were reduced to one-fifth, temperature stability increased by a factor 
of 2, there was an overall power savings of 24%, and a reduced number of sensors was required for the entire 
operation of system. 
The objective of the Nissan Automotive Transmission application was to provide a "smoother ride", reduce wear on 
the transmission and provide a more "human" like shifting pattern. This fuzzy transmission controller utilizing a 
rule base replaces conventional control in one of Nissan's models. Testing and evaluation is not complete but initial 
results show a distinct reduction in the frequency of shift in a varied terrain. 
Developed by Bunji Kaneko, manager of systems development at Yamaichi Securities, and Michio Sugeno, 
professor at Tokyo Institute of Technology, the Yamaichi Fuzzy Fund is a premiere application for trading systems. 
It handles 65 industries and a majority of the stocks listed on Nikkei Dow and consists of approximately 800 fuzzy 
rules. Rules for the system are determined by a Committee that meets monthly. Additional changes are made by 
senior analysts as deemed necessary. The three major categories of rules are Macro rules, Micro rules and Industrial 
rules. The system was tested for two years, and its performance exceeds the Nikkei Average by over 20 %. While in 
testing, the system recommended "sell" 18 days before Black Monday. Analysts will agree that the rules for trading 
are all "fuzzy". 
5. SUMMARY 
Fuzzy logic is simple, easy to understand and reflects human type thinking. Its architecture is very well suited for 
implementing heuristic knowledge or the knowledge gained through experience. For example, control of a processing 
plant typically performed by human operator can be easily automated using this framework in software. Several 
applications have shown that the fuzzy logic based control is usually robust, non-linear and comparatively stable. It 
provides an ability to combine seemingly non-related parameters for higher order reasoning. Control of systems that 
are non-linear and difficult to model is easily achieved using fuzzy logic principles. 
Hardware and Software tools are now available such that systems can be implemented from concept to software 
simulation and then to hardware prototype in a very short time. Tools like the TIL-shell[32] and fuzzy-C compilers 
[33] provide capabilities to enter the fuzzy algorithms in graphical forms and generate e m r  free source code for 
simulation as well as hardware chip. In our experience, fuzzy controllers can be easily designed using heuristics and 
experiencial knowledge. Tuning of membership functions and modifications to the rule base is also simplified at a 
point where rapid implementation and testing is possible. Maintenance of the algorithms is minimal. Since the 
algorithms are in a graphical form, the knowledge transfer from one generation to another generation is very easy. 
Applications like Cannon Auto-focusing Systems have shown that the fuzzy algorithms require small memory and 
process the data in faster in comparison with other algorithms. 
In U.S., the word "fuzzy" has a bad connotation, and therefore, the industry is afraid that if their appliances are based 
on fuzzy logic, nobody will buy or use them. The market share will be lost resulting in less profit. Even though 
fuzzy logic is based on the well defined notion of a fuzzy set, confusion still exists because the word "fuzzy" does 
not seem to fit with words like logic or focusing. Since fuzzy logic allows modelling of human like thinking, 
control of processes begin to look very easy, and thus the engineers feel that since much of the complexity is lost 
something of importance must be missing. However, it should be emphasized that to build fuzzy control systems 
that work efficiently a through engineering understanding of the problem is required. The advantage is that very 
complex and ill-defined plants do not need to be modeled. It is true that for fuzzy control criteria such as stability, 
controllability and observability are not yet clearly defined. Work in this field is in progress and the community 
expects new results in a short time. Control criterion such as the Lyapunov criterion have been developed for fuzzy 
control and have been applied to aircraft systems. The utility of such criteria is being investigated for other 
applications and decision making processes. 
Based on the many successes of this technology, for the most part by the Japanese, it appears to be about time to 
exploit this field for decision making and expert system applications and enjoy advantages offered by this logic and 
its architecture for efficiency, and cost savings. In space operations, autonomy at a higher level will be easier to 
achieve using this technology and the result will be a major contribution to cost effective operational efficiency. 
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A whole new arena of computer technologies is now beginning to form. Still in its infancy, neural 
network technology is a biologically inspired methodology which draws on nature's own cognitive processes. 
Many problems of current interest (e.g., failure detection and isolation, machine vision and robotics) 
require the extraction of useful information from a high-volume stream of data from many different sources. 
The problem is compounded by the fact that often the relation between the input data and the desired 
output is exceedingly complex, or even unknown. It is therefore necessary to develop advanced modeling 
tools which are capable of "learning" the dynamics of a problem by exposure to examples of typical system 
behavior. In many situations, neural networks have proven to be an appropriate modeling tool. Successful 
applications of neural network technology include modeling and data fusion problems, classification of visual 
and acoustical patterns, robotics, optimal structural design, recognition of hand written characters, speech 
synthesis, prediction of solar activity, financial forecasting, modeling of fuel consumption for nuclear reactors, 
spectrographic analysis, and many others. 
The Software Technology Branch has provided a software tool, NETS (Neural Execution and 
Training System), to industry, government, and academia to facilitate and expedite the use of this technology. 
NETS is written in the C programming language and can be executed on a variety of machines. Once a 
network has been debugged, NETS can produce portable C source code which implements the network. 
This code can then be incorporated into other software systems. This paper will describe various projects 
currently under development with NETS and the anticipated future enhancements to NETS and the 
technology. 
Network Execution and Training Simulator (NETS) 
NETS (Network Execution and Training System) is a portable C-based simulation of the popular 
back-propagation neural network which can run on most computers. NETS is intended as a tool for anyone 
interested in exploring the use of neural networks. It is easy to use, but sufficiently rich in features that it 
has been used extensively in support of our in-house research. NETS is also available through COSMIC. 
NETS is currently in use at 288 government sites. 
Neural Network Environment on a Transputer Svstem (NNETS) 
Due to extreme computational demands which arise in training of ANS, a neural network station 
was designed and built to be hosted by a network of Transputers. This work station software is currently in 
the process of being released to Cosmic Computing. The work station was designed to allow for the 
simulation of a wide range of neural network architectures. There is a sophisticated graphics interface to 
allow the user to visualize the progress of the network toward convergence. The network of 40 Transputers 
yields the performance of a super-computer at a fraction of the cost. 
NEW TOOM FOR APdS =SEARCH 
Space-Time Neural Networks (STPJN) 
A spin-off of a project to monitor space shuttle main engine performance with neural networks 
resulted in the development of an innovative neural network architecture especially useful at sequence 
discovery and nonlinear filtering. This neural network borrows concepts from associative memory and 
filtering techniques. In its present form, the S T W  dynamics adapt and learn sequences of finite lengths. 
Currently, efforts are underway to extend the STNN to sequences of arbitrary lengths. This technique is 
presently undergoing patent issuance. 
FASTER TRAINING ALGORITHMS 
A major barrier to the use of artificial neural systems is the potentially large amount of processing 
power required to accomplish the training process. Therefore much research is directed toward the 
improvement of training methods. This research has resulted in some breakthrough results which are now 
described. 
The Difference Optimized Training Scheme for the Neocopitron Neural Network (DOTS) 
The neocognitron is an artificial neural model which was intended to simulate some of the functions 
of the optic nerve and visual cortex. As originally conceived, the network would "learn" to recognize objects 
by repeated exposure, a process which often required hundreds of passes to achieve satisfactory results. The 
DOTS algorithm partitions the training images into a large number of possible templates, and intelligently 
selects a small collection of templates which describe the training data. From these templates, the synaptic 
connection strengths may be easily constructed. The time requirements for DOTS are much less than those 
for the iterative algorithm. 
Accelerated Training Method for the Back-Pro~agation Neural Network 
This back-propagation network has become an extremely popular tool for modeling complex 
functions and pattern recognition. For large networks, the standard training algorithm may be extremely 
time-consuming if for no other, because the network may have thousands of weights to be determined. The 
accelerated training algorithm exploits the fact that the input weights for the network (often the vast 
majority) can be represented as a linear combination of the input vectors. This representation of the input 
weights can result in a big reduction in the number of optimization variables which must be considered, and 
thus in a significant savings of time. The degree of effectiveness of the algorithm is strongly dependent on 
the particular problem under consideration. 
Pre-Processing Tool 
Often the data which would be natural to present to a neural network is highly redundant. In such a 
case, an orthogonal basis is extracted from the vectors which comprise the input space. Vectors having the 
greatest information content are extracted first, and it is possible to determine when there is no benefit in 
extracting more vectors. The input vectors are projected along the orthogonal basis vectors and the 
projection coefficients are given to the network instead of the original input. For the problem which 
suggested the development of this tool, it was able to replace a network with over 15,000 weights with a 
network having 19 weights. The savings in training and execution times is apparent. 
APPLICATIONS 
Our anticipated applications for neural networks will be as pattern classifiers, content addressable 
memories and general non-linear adaptive models. The use of neural networks as part of computer vision 
systems for inspection, retrieval and rescue is contemplated. Prototype networks have been built, trained and 
tested on several hard problems including finding concentration from reading IW spectrograms, prediction of 
solar activity, speech synthesis from text, and computer vision applications. 
Posture Maintenance Control 
A joint STB and Life Sciences Directorate project is currently underway to investigate the uses of 
neural network technology to discover specific sites in the central nervous system which are key for the 
maintenance of posture. The network will be used to analyze posture platform data collected from patients 
with lesions in the central nervous system and post and pre flight data from astronauts. It is hoped that 
neural networks will be able to formulate the appropriate correlations in the data. The STB recently 
acquired a commercial neural network simulator from SAIC to support this project. 
Control of postural equilibrium is a basic physiological function that is mediated by multiple 
neurosensory feedback systems. Comparisons of pre- and post-flight data have shown alterations thought to 
be caused by sensory adaptation to microgravity. These alterations will affect the agility of astronauts to 
perform certain tasks (such as emergency egress immediately postflight). The goal of this project is to 
develop a neural network model of postural equilibrium control that can map sensory input signals from the 
visual, visual, and proprioceptive systems into appropriate motor control strategies for maintenance of stable, 
upright posture. 
Sunsmt Prediction 
Since 1834 reliable sunspot data has been collected by the National Oceanic and Atmospheric 
Administration (NOAA) and the U.S. Naval Observatory. Recently, considerable effort has been placed 
upon the study of the effects of sunspots on the ecosystem and the space environment. The ability to predict 
sunspot activity plays an increasingly important role in both earth and space endeavors. This effort has 
demonstrated the effectiveness of a neural network (4.5%) RMS error) to model and predict sunspot activity. 
Tether Control.  ski^ RON Identification. and Remediation 
Tethers offer many interesting and useful applications for space-borne systems: electrical power 
generation, substantial fuel savings, upper atmosphere research, reboost mechanisms, etc. However, the 
control laws for such systems are non-linear and complex. This task is investigating the replacement of the 
conventional control system with a fuzzy logic controller. Thereby allowing utilization of imprecise or inexact 
sensors currently not possible with conventional control systems. 
A space shuttle flight scheduled for 1992 will attempt to prove the feasibility of operating tethered 
payloads in earth orbit. Due to the interaction between the Earth's magnetic field and current pulsing 
through the tether, the tethered system may exhibit a circular transverse oscillation referred to as the 
"skiprope" phenomenon. Effective damping of skip rope motion depends on rapid and accurate detection of 
skiprope magnitude and phase. Because of non-linear dynamic coupling, the satellite attitude behavior has 
characteristic oscillations during the skiprope motion. Since the satellite attitude motion has many other 
perturbations, the relationship between the skiprope parameters and attitude time history is very involved and 
non-linear. We propose a Space-Time Neural Network (STNN) implementation for filtering satellite rate 
gyro data to rapidly detect and predict skiprope magnitude and phase. Training and testing of the skiprope 
detection system will performed using a validated Orbital Operations Simulator (00s)  and Space-Time 
Neural Network software developed in the Software Technology Branch (STB) at NASA's Lyndon B. . 
Johnson Space Center. 
Other than two Director's Discretionary Funding projects, funding for neural network technology has 
been diff~cult o acquire. However, STB has been successful with the use of the SBIR program to fund two 
neural network related projects: 
1) Netrologic (San Diego, 64) investigated the use of neural network technology for the 
monitoring of the space shuttle main engine (SSME) for failures. This is a full-scale 
example of a data fusion problem in that data from many different kinds of sensors must be 
reduced to obtain an estimate of the system's health. During launch, several SSME sensor 
readings are monitored by Booster Officers in the MCC. Applying data fusion to this 
system would, in a sense, "fuse" all sensor readings into a smaller, manageable number and 
allow the utilization of all the sensor readings in place of the 5 currently monitored. 
Classification into nominal and faulty engine behaviors would be determined from actual 
SSME test and launch data. 
2) Martingale Research Corporation (Allen, TX) is developing a new neural network 
architecture called the Parametric Avalanche which is designed to implement a solution to 
the general stochastic fitering problem for non-linear systems in arbitrary noise. This 
neural network should see applications in the: 1) Tracking and control of nonlinear 
dynamical systems, such as spacecraft docking maneuvers, 2) Multi-sensor integration for 
monitoring of complex power systems, and 3) the control of large articulated space 
siructures. 
3) Adaptive Processing Concepts - a NASA headquarters project sponsored by Code R is 
anticipated to begin in FY 93. This major basic research program will be shared between 
JSC, AMES, and JPL as lead center. The project will focus on neural network theory and 
architecture development, breakthrough technologies, and advances in neural network 
hardware to be directed toward 4 applications: non-linear electro-mechanical control, fault 
diagnosis and remediation, science data reduction, and geophysical data analysis. 
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Measurine Effectiveness and Reliability 
Our method for evaluating the performance of a neural network model is inherited from traditional 
validation procedures used for other modeling techniques (i.e., least squares, polynomial fitting, trigonometric 
series expansions). Where sufficient data exists, it is split into a training set and a test set. The training set 
is used to adapt the coefficients in the network. Performance is measured on the test set. This method is 
extremely reliable since it tests the abiity of the network to generalize based on the performance on the test 
set. The problem lies in the expense and diff1cult.y in producing data for the systems of greatest interest. 
Fliebt Oualifcation of Artificial Neural Svstem~ 
A neural network could be flight qualified only in a situation which would allow the action of the 
network to be evaluated over a very large set of possible inputs. In such a case the network would have the 
same degree of reliability as many other types of models which are routinely used flight software. Neural 
network technology should be verified as any other type of model I.e. through extensive and continued use in 
simulations until a satisfactory degree of confidence has been achieved. 
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The three-dimensional organization of the vestibular macula is under study by computer assisted reconstruction 
and simulation methods as a model for more complex neural systems. One goal of this research is to transition 
knowledge of biological neural network architecture and functioning to computer technology, to contribute to 
the development of "thinking" computers. Maculas are organized as weighted neural networks for parallel 
distributed processing of information. The network is characterized by non-modularity of its terminal/receptive 
fields. Wiring appears to develop through constrained randomness. A further property is the presence of two 
main circuits, highly channeled and distributed m o d i i g ,  that are interconnected through feedforward-feedback 
collaterals and a biasing subcircuit. Computer simulations demonstrate that differences in geometry of the 
feedback (afferent) collaterals affects the timing and the magnitude of voltage changes delivered to the spike 
initiation zone. Feedforward (efferent) collaterals act as voltage followers and likely inhibit neurons of the 
distributed modifying circuit. These results illustrate the importance of feedforward-feedback loops, of timing, 
and of inhibition in refining neural network output. They also suggest that it is the distributed modifying network 
that is most involved in adaptation, memory and learning. Tests of macular adaptation, through hyper- and 
microgravitational studies, support this hypothesis since synapses in the distributed modifying circuit but not the 
channeled circuit are altered. Transitioning knowledge of biological systems to computer technology, however, 
remains problematical. 
A major objective of neuroscience research is to understand the relationship between neural geometry and the 
coding of information. Neural geometry is defined here as the organization from the subcellular to the network 
and parallel systems level that permits the transfer of information from one site to another, so that some activity, 
whether that be an abstract thought or a motor response, results. While the goal of this kind of research is, 
more often than not, to gain knowledge of neural functioning as a basis for understanding normal and diseased 
states, the potential for spin-offs in computer technology is enormous. For what can emerge from work based 
in neurobiology is nothing less than a computer with "sense" as well as "knowledge"; that is, a computer that can 
"learn" and "think. 
At the Biocomputation Center at NASA-Ames Research Center, my research team focuses on gaining an 
understanding of the fundamental properties of a simple mammalian neural network, the vestibular macula of 
the rat inner ear, as a model for more advanced neural systems. Maculas are linear bioaccelerometers that are 
organized similarly to engineered accelerometers: they have a test mass that is not tightly attached to the 
underlying detecting unit while the sensing part is anchored. It is thought that differences in the relative motions 
of the test mass and the detector during acceleration of the head provide the stimulus to the receptor cells, called 
hair cells. The signals are transduced into electrochemical activity by the hair cells, and macular neurons inform 
the central nervous system about the acceleration of the head in three-dimensional (3-D) space. The 
information, continuously transmitted, is integrated centrally with input from angular bioaccelerometers and other 
sensory systems, such as the visual and proprioceptive (joint and muscle sense), to keep the organism stable and 
in correct posture for the task at hand, whether the animal is at rest or in motion. 
The sensing part of the linear bioaccelerometer is a neural network that, like retina and other parts of the brain, 
is organized for weighted, parallel distributed processing of information [1,2]. The test mass (otoconia) is not 
uniformly distributed over the sensory array, so that incoming signals are not passed identically to all parts of 
the network. Thus, in contrast to engineered systems, maculas are organized for parallel processing at both the 
input (test mass) and sensing (neural) levels. 
The receptor hair cells of the macular neural network are of two types, 1 and H (Ripre 1). Type I cells are 
almost completely enclosed by expanded terminals (calyces) of the nerve fibers and communicate only with 
calyces. 'Type 11 cells, in contrast, lie between calyces and synapse directly with them or with their collaterals. 
T y p  II cells also are under the influence of calyceal and nerve fiber activity from vesiculated collaterals of 
calyces and nerve fibers. Additionally, a system of very fine, unmyelinated nerve fibers provides presynaptic 
endings (efferents, [3]) for calyces, nerve fibers and type %I hair cells. 'Fhis efferent system may perform a biasing 
function in the network (see below). 
One of the major features of the mammalian macula is the non-modular organization of its neural elements. 
No two terminal/receptive fields are identical. There is a spectrum of terminal field patterns ranging from those 
with a single calyx springing from the first heminode of a myelinated nerve fiber (M-type) to those with a 
branched pattern of two or three calyces and a long, unmyelinated segment distal to the heminode (U-type) 144. 
An intermediate variety has one or two calyces and a short, unmyelinated preterminal segment (M/U-type). 
Similarly, the receptive fields differ in the number and arrangement of receptor cells. The morphological range 
from M-type to U-type innervation patterns is reflected in a physiological spectrum of discharge properties from 
highly ir regular to regularly firing [6,7 that encode phasic to tonic head acceleration and positioning. 
Our research with Monte Carlo simulations, using a matrix of measurements from the biological data and a 
random number generator, show that non-identical terminallreceptive fields could develop through a process 
of constrained randomness [$I. We were able to reproduce the patterns actually observed in the macular neural 
network by this computer method. Constrained randomness in wiring is very likely one way in which biological 
neural networks maintain robustness and the abiity to degrade gracefully during aging while simultaneously 
ensuring variability and capabiity to meet unknown environmental challenges. Still, to my knowledge, 
constrained randomness has not been included in artificial neural networks and its advantages or disadvantages 
for computer technology are unexplored. 
A further property that is coming under increased scrutiny for potential computer implementation is the 
fundamental organization of maculas and other biological neural networks into two main circuits. The first 
circuit consists of an input with relatively direct access to the output neurons while the second circuit distributes 
information to other cells and modifies the final output of the network. I have called these two circuits "highly 
channeled" and "distributed modifying" respectively (Figure 1) [$I. However, the two circuits correspond to those 
described for olfactory system and retina by Shepard [9] as "vertical" and "horizontal", and for cortex by Schmitt [lo] & "direct" and "local". 
The distributed modifying circuit involves cells that conform to the idea of interneurons. Interneurons are local 
cells that are inserted into conducting pathways to modify output of the transmission lines, but that do not 
conduct information over long distances. A distributed modifying circuit may include a single interneuron, as 
it does at the first stage of retinal processing, where horizontal cells take on this function; or it may consist of 
several interneurons and more complicated circuitry as it does in cerebral cortex. Although it is a novel use of 
the term "interneuron", type I1 hair cells should be considered to belong to this class since they are inserted into 
feedforward-feedback loops in the distributed modifying circuit. They function as a mixture of receptor cell and 
interneuron. In the retina, for example, a comparable cell would be a hybrid photoreceptor/horizontal cell. 
In the macula, a portion of the distributed modifying circuit may have a biasing effect on neural elements of the 
network, as mentioned briefly above. This part consists of the highly vesiculated, button-like e n d i i  (boutons) 
that terminate on type 11 hair cells, calyces, intramacular nerve fiber branches, and collaterals (see Figure 1). 
Although all nerve fibers of this system are cholinergic [Ill, the morphology of the synapses made by their 
terminals suggests that they may have a dual function in the network that depends on subsynaptic features. For 
example, the boutons terminating on type I1 hair cells end opposite or near subsynaptic cisterns, which are part 
of smooth endoplasmic reticulum network of the cell. They thus correspond to c synapses [12] and likely 
function to hyperpolarize (inhibit) the cell via calcium release from the cisterns and resulting potassium 
extrusion [13] (see supporting evidence provided by Ohmori [14] for vestibular hair cells). (Efferent-type 
intrmacular collaterals are considered here to hyperpolarize the type 11 hair cells because they, too, end opposite 
subsynaptic cisterns.) That some of the c synapses are involved in highly local processing is apparent because 
-20% to 30% of them are reciprocal (there are both pre- and post-synaptic structures at the hair cell 
membrane) [$I. Synapses formed by other terminals on calyces, nerve fiber branches and collaterals are 
asymmetric synapses. The asymmetric synapses should have a depol (excitatory) effect on these neural 
elements, keeping them at some state of activation depending on the number of synapses collectively 
transmitting at any given time. It is most interesting that many of these terminals form more than one junction 
with the postsynaptic element. Some terminals synapse with both a type II hair cell and a calyx where, on 
morphologid grounds, they should bring about opposite effects. How common biasing circuits are in neural 
systems is unclear, but a comparable intrinsic cholinergic circuit has been described for optic tectunn [lq where 
the circuit was shown experimentally to enhance retinotectal transmission. 
Thus, the type II hair cell is inserted into feedforward-feedback loops in the network and some of its synaptic 
sites are morphologically organized to support highly localized neural processing. The type I1 cell also appears 
to function against both a transient inhibition from feedforward collaterals and a continuous biasing inhibition 
from the efferent terminals. This is in contrast to the type I cell, which is isolated from external influences except 
for those that might be transmitted through the calyx. 
In order to begin to test the significance of the distributed modifying circuit, of local processing and of biasing 
in neural computation, we conducted a compartmental modeling study of collaterals using precise measurements 
from our serial sections and software called NEURON [16]. The question posed for this initial investigation was 
whether collaterals of differing morphologies would yield significantly different voltage contributions to neural 
activity, demonstrating a relationship between neural geometry and functioning. 
Several collaterals with different morphologies were examined. Each terminal was converted into a matching 
geometric form which was subdivided into major segments depending on the taper rate (cylinder, frustrum, etc.) 
of each part. Each segment was partitioned into 30 compartments for modeling purposes, with the number of 
compartments deemed sufficient for the model determined empirically. The collaterals were all considered to 
arise from a nerve fiber with a diameter of 2.5 mm and a length of 2 1 (1118 mm), divided into 200 
compartments. Voltage changes were monitored at the input site (the distal end of the process), the base of the 
process, at a distance of 33.5 mm and at 145 mm along the nerve fiber branch. Following the initial study, 
simulations were conducted in which stem diameter was kept constant at 0.2 mm but the length was increased 
by factors of two, (or by the square root of two for the smaller lengths) from 0.5 mm to 16 mm. In other 
simulations, the stem length was kept constant at 0.8 mm (this was a real dimension), but the diameter was 
changed in the same manner from 0.07 mm to 1.6 mm. 
Briefly, the results showed that when the collaterals and nerve fibers were considered to be passive and afferent 
functionally, the voltage changes at the base of the stem are very sensitive to changes in stem diameter but not 
as sensitive to changes in length. Interestingly, the size or shape of the head did not matter as much in terms 
of voltage changes delivered to the nerve fiber branch. Moreover, increasing the diameter of the stem not only 
resulted in increased voltage delivered to the base, but also shortened the time to peak delivery. The conclusion 
reached was that small changes in diameter of the collateral, anywhere this might occur, alter both the amount 
of voltage and its timing of delivery to the base of the collateral. This would mean that all afferent collaterals 
are not equivalent with respect to their influence on a calyx, or on the activity of other collaterals arisimg from 
nearby on the calyx. These results, based on biological data, support the concept that geometry affects both the 
timing of input and the magnitude of the voltage changes at the spike initiation zone in biological neural 
networks. 
Results of similar simulations in which the collaterals were considered to be efferent in type showed that, in all 
cases, voltage changes were delivered to the type I1 hair cell quickly and without much dimiiution. Feedforward 
collaterals would thus seem capable of influencing type II cell activity, depending on the dynamic state of the 
calyx or nerve fiber branch, quickly and with minimal loss of current at the source. In the electronic sense, the 
efferent collateral is a voltage follower. 
The degree of inhibi~on a type I% experiences from moment to moment is a dynamic parameter. The level of 
&bi~on depends on the Mi of the total feedfornard input from all the calyces and nerve fiber branches 
from which the type I1 cell receives efferent-type terminals and collaterals. Also, any individual calyx 
simultmeousZy regulates the transient inhibition of all the type I1 hair cells with which it communicates, whether 
they feed back to that calyx or to another. The dynamics of this inhibition in turn determine the amount of 
excitatory feedback provided to the calyces, since this depends on how much a type I1 cell's own excitatory 
activity overcomes imposed inhibition. Because of the shoat distances involved, the voltage changes in one part 
of the terminal m a y  affect the entire array, so that there must be continuous fluctuation in transmembrane 
voltage, with the output reflecting the differing neural geometries of the terminal/receptive fields. This is an 
analog system that converts its output into a digital signal (discharge). 
Our simulations, then, begin to tell us something about the possible importance of feedforward-feedback loops 
in biological neural networks, the necessity of timing, and the.need for inhibition to control and refine output. 
The role of r e c i p r d  synapses and of highly localized processing remain to be explored. Assuming that our 
interpretations of the basic circuitry are correct, it would be predicted that it is the distributed modifying circuit 
that would show most plasticity and adaptability to an environmental change. According to Shepard 191, it is this 
circuitry that would also be most involved in memory and learning. 
This concept, if correct, has great relevance to the development of advanced, "thinking" computers. Although 
there is currently a great deal of research into neural plasticity and learning [see 171, the central idea that there 
are two fundamental circuits with one of them more susceptible than the other to adaptive change has, to my 
knowledge, not been specifically tested. However, a proposed explanation for neural modulation during learning 
in ApZysia [18] utilizes two basic circuits, one that is direct, or highly channeled, and the other that is routed 
through a modulating pathway. Additionally, the cerebellar circuitry is a classic example of a system with a 
highly channeled input (the climbing fiber) and a distributed modifying one (the parallel fibers), and research 
indicates that the latter circuit is the one that is more adaptive [19]. 
In contrast to many other neural networks, maculas are a perfect system to serve as a testbed for the concept 
of dual circuitry with non-equivalent plasticity. The macular network is simple compared to other more highly 
evolved systems, and it responds to transient linear acceleration and to steady-state gravitational stimuli. The 
gravitational environment can be manipulated through the use of the space shuttle and ground-based centrifuges. 
Additionally, changes in macular synaptic or collateral connectivities in response to an increase or decrease in 
gravitational bias can be determined more readily than ever before using computer-aided counting and 
reconstruction methods. 
Early, preliminary findings in maculas from animals flown on SLS-2 for 9 days and from others subjected to 2-g 
centrifugation for two weeks indicate that synapses in type II hair cells decrease by -30% in hypergravity and 
increase by -25% as a consequence of spaceflight. Synapses in type 1 cells were not significantly affected when 
compared to controls. If these results hold up when the study is completed, we shall have demonstrated that 
the macula can adapt to an environmental change in linear acceleratory input, bidirectionally. Moreover, the 
conclusion will be almost inescapable that feedforward collaterals help regulate the excitatory output of the type 
II cell, including synapse formation and degradation. This would mean that some mechanism exists, even in 
these simple cells, for gene expression to alter the cell's structure in response to a differing pattern of activation. 
In other, central neural tissues, this is described as a form of learning (see discussions in 11'71). 
This brings us to another important issue: whether "memory" and "learning" are primitive attributes of every 
neuron finding highest expression in the human brain due to the enormous increase in association cortex, a 
distributed modifying type of neural circuitry. This would mean that although each neuron individually is still 
essentially an automaton, collective expression of individual mechanistic capablities, genetically assured, underpins 
emotional response, rational thought and creative ability. 
Mow to interact best with industry to transition these and other insights emerging from biological research to 
computer technology remains problematical. My experience is that mechanisms to facilitate transitioning from 
science to industry are either not in place or do not work well. The vision of commercial payoff may be too 
short-sighted, or our hopes of assisting industry may be premature. What is required is closer interaction 
between theoreticians, experimentalists and implementers, but this kind of merger thus far appears easier to 
bring about in an individual laboratory than between science and industry, which often have disparate goals. 
Nevertheless, I am certain that computer modeling of three-dimensional neural networks mimicking properties 
of biological systems will play an essential role in achieving knowledge of how to construct more intelligent 
computers. Indeed, one exciting prospect of our 3-D modeling effort is that one can begin with a simple system 
such as the vestibular macula and, by adding interneurons, build up to a retina or more complex cortex, even 
to parallel circuits that include an associative cortex, to learn what functional advantage is achieved by splitting 
cellular functions and increasing the complexity of distributed modifying circuits. W e  these simulations could 
aid in the understanding of vestibular maculas and of retina, they offer the additional promise of theoretical 
insights advantageous to computer technology and to the production of more sophisticated "thinking" machines. 
Rarely has there been so perfect an opportunity to reap biological, biomedical and technological advantage from 
a single nexus of science and industry; unfortunately for both players, we are still learning how to bring this 
bonding about. 
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ABSTRACT 
The Microassay on  a Card (MAC) is a portable, hand-held, non-instrumental immunoassay that can test 
for the presence of a wide variety of substances in the environment. The MAC is a simple device to use. 
A drop of test solution is placed on one side of the card and within five minutes a color is developed on 
the other side in proportion to the amount of substance in the test solution with sensitivity approaching 10 
nglml. The MAC is self-contained and self-timed, no reagents or timing is necessary. The MAC may be 
configured with multiple wells to provide simultaneous testing for multiple species. As envisioned, the 
MAC will be employed first as an on-site screen for drugs of abuse in urine or saliva. If the MAC can be 
used as a screen of saliva for drugs of abuse, it could be applied to driving while intoxicated, use of drugs 
on the job, or  testing of the identity of seized materials. With appropriate modifications the MAC also 
could be used to test for environmental toxins or pollutants. 
INTRODUCTION 
The Naval Research Laboratory has developed a rapid, field-portable assay for substances in the 
environment that provides a positive signal in the presence of the substance. The assay relies upon 
antibody-antigen recognition of the compound of interest, amplification of this recognition, and subsequent 
visual indication of the presence of the compound. For use, 50 pl of the test fluid is placed in three wells 
on one side of the MAC. The test fluid is drawn into the MAG by capillary action. No additional 
reagents are added to  the test fluid and all timing is controlled by diffusion inherent in the design of the 
MAC. The front and back views of the MAC slide are shown in Figure 1. 
Depending upon the application, ie. testing of solid or liquid samples, the MAC may be packaged in one 
of two ways. For testing of solid samples, the product consists of three components: a sealed vial of 
aqueous buffer, a transfer bulb, and the MAC slide. For testing of liquid samples, only the MAC slide is 
used. 
Figure 1 - Front and Back Views of the MAC (Actual Size is 2" Square) 
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The following steps are used to test solid samples: 
1. The vial of aqueous buffer solution is broken open and a small amount (e 1 mg) of the solid 
sample is added using the transfer bulb. 
2. One drop of the solution is placed in each of the three wells of the MAC, also using the 
transfer bulb. The fluid is transferred through the MAC via capillary action with the flow rate 
determined by the semipermeable membrane incorporated in the device. 
3. After two to five minutes (the timing is not critical), the MAC may be turned over and the 
results observed with the unaided eye. 
In the current design, three spots will be present. Two spots are controls, one of which is a positive 
control, that must be blue and the other is a negative control, that must be colorless. The presence of a 
blue spot in the test well indicates the presence of the test substance. No reagents must be added to the 
test fluid; all timing is controlled by the design of the MAC. 
PRINCIPLE OF TIIE ASSAY 
Basic D e s i ~ n  of the MAC 
The MAC consists of a multi-layer slide that may be configured in one of two general modes: 
displacement and competitive. Figure 2 shows a schematic side view of the MAC. From left to  right, the 
first part is a hydrophobic layer containing the wells which would be produced out of a suitable plastic 
material, such as polyethylene. The test fluid is placed in the resultant wells and is held by surface tension. 
Depending upon the mode of operation, the MAC may have either one or two inserts inside the well. The 
number of inserts and their function are given in Table 1. Two of the major modes of the design of the 
MAC are discussed below. 
Figure 2 - Schematic Side View of the MAC 
Superabosorben t Paper 
and Detection Substrate 
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Table B - hangerment of Reactive Species in Well 
In all modes of operation, there exists the semipermeable membrane layer and the detection layers. The 
semipermeable membrane controls the timing of the fluid flow by the number of pores and their size. The 
timing is set such that the test fluid is drawn through the buffer and antibody layers in approximately two 








Table 2 - Timing for Polycasbonate Membranes 
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The detection layer consists of three sub-layers. One is blotter paper that serves as a backing that provides 
a white background for the developed colored spot. The other sub-layer is a super-absorbent polymer 
matrix which is impregnated with the substrate for the enzyme. The super-absorbent polymer permits 
larger liquid samples to be applied and therefore increased sensitivity. The last sub-layer is a tissue paper 
layer that protects the super-absorbent polymer against abrasion and becomes transparent when wetted by 
the test fluid. 
The advantages of superabsorbent polymers for use in the MAC are many and a demonstration of their 
use as enzyme detection media has been published.[l] Superabsorbent polymers consist of either salts of 
polyacrylic acid or grafted acrylic acid on a starch backbone. These polymers can absorb up to 2000 times 
their weight in water.[2] The advantages of superabsorbent polymers as a reaction medium are: 1) These 
polymers become hydrated in under three seconds. 2) Once hydrated, the polymer forms a colorless and 
clear gel. This allows any color forming reaction to be observed throughout the gel which increases the 
sensitivity. 3) Little control of the amount of fluid is needed. Excess fluid will diffuse out of the reaction 
area and no color will be produced. 4) Once formed, the gel is restrictive to fluid and molecular diffusion. 
Therefore, only the enzyme and substrate in the vicinity of the enzyme will react; diffusion of material 
from other areas is prevented. Also, diffusion of reactants from the detection area is limited. Thus 
immobilization of the detection reagents is not necessary. 5) The polymers are weak acids and self- 
buffering around pH 7. 
DESIGN OF TIIE INSERTS IN THE WELL 
The number of inserts in the test well and their configuration determines the mode of operation of the 
MAC; all other components are identical. There are two main modes of operation: Displacement and 
competitive. 
Displacement Mode of Operation of the MAC 
In the displacement mode, only one insert is present in the well (optionally two may be present with one 
containing the buffer). An antigen is chemically attached to the insert and after appropriate manipulation, 
an enzyme-conjugated antibody is pre-absorbed to the antigen (see Figure 3). When the fluid passing 
though the slide contains the antigen that the antibody recognizes, some of the enzyme-conjugated 
antibodies will be displaced from the immobilized antigen. The fluid will carry the displaced enzyme- 
conjugated antibody into the substrate layer where the enzyme will act on the substrate producing a color. 
If no antigen is present in the test fluid, no enzyme-antibody conjugate will be displaced and therefore no 
color will be produced in the substrate layer. The color is proportional to the amount of enzyme displaced 
and, therefore, proportional to the antigen concentration in the test fluid. (A darker color means more 
drug is present.) 
Competitive Mode of Operation of the MAC 
In the competitive mode, two inserts are present in the well. On the first insert is adsorbed enzyme- 
conjugated antibody and chemically attached antigen is contained on the second insert (see Figure 4). 
When fluid is passed though the slide, the fluid dissolves the enzyme-conjugated antibody and carries it 
through the MAC. If no antigen is present in the test fluid, all the enzyme-conjugated antibody would 
bind to and be trapped in the second layer. Thus no enzyme would appear in the detection Iayer and no 
color would develop. Conversely, if antigen was present in the fluid, all the binding sites on the antibody 
would be blocked and little or no enzyme-conjugated antibody would be trapped in the second layer. Thus 
a strong color would develop in the detection layer. In this manner, the color in the detection layer is 
proportional to  the amount of enzyme present and, therefore, proportional to the antigen concentration in 
the test fluid. (A darker color means more drug is present.) 


Comparison of Different Modes of Operation 
There is approximately 100 times increase in sensitivity in preforming the MAC technology in the 
competitive mode as compared to the displacement mode. For example, we have completed the MAC for 
cocaine and biotin. Cocaine was developed in the displacement mode and showed a sensitivity of 
approximately 1 pg/mL. On the other hand, biotin was developed in the competitive mode and, under 
favorable conditions, could reach sensitivities of 10 ng/mL. For testing of solid samples, such as seized, 
suspected drugs of abuse, the sensitivity displayed by the displacement mode is more than adequate. For 
testing of substances in a biological matrix, the competitive mode must be used. 
The advantages of the displacement mode is the simplicity of manufacture and its disadvantage is its 
sensitivity. The most difficult step in manufacture of the MAC is the preparation of the enzyme-conjugated 
antibody. In the displacement mode, routine steps can be employed to prepare this vital component. 
Once the bound antigen is prepared, it is merely soaked in the enzyme-conjugated antibody solution and 
washed. Any unbound enzyme or inactivated antibodies are removed at this stage of manufacture since 
they do not bind to  the immobilized antigen. Conversely, for the competitive mode, the enzyme- 
conjugated antibody must be purified to remove the unconjugated enzyme and inactive antibody. If 
present, they would not bind to the immobilized antigen and would produce a background color, thus 
reducing the sensitivity of the MAC. 
ADVANTAGES OF TIIE MAC 
The MAC has a number of advantages. They include: 
The assay is rapid and sensitive. It is completed in under 5 minutes with < 10 ng/mL sensitivity. 
The presence of a drug is indicated by the development of a color. 
No instrumentation is needed. 
Antibodies are used for increased specificity over chemical tests currently used. 
The MAC is appropriately designed for field use. Only one solution is needed. (As an option, 
the MAC may be configured so that only water may be used.) 
Multiple assays may be incorporated on the same slide by addition of more wells. 
Controls are included to distinguish false positives, false negatives and improper storage 
conditions. However, they may be eliminated, if desired, after appropriate field evaluation. 
No toxic o r  corrosive reagents are used. 
CONCLUSIONS 
Development of the MAC assay has been completed for cocaine and biotin, a model compound. Since 
only a change in antibody and antigen is needed, other substances can easily be incorporated. The 
sensitivity of the assay varies upon the mode used, which is determined during the manufacture of the 
MAC. For the displacement mode, the MAC can detect less than 1 pg/mL of cocaine using 50 pL of 
sample within 5 minutes. For the competitive mode, the MAC can detect less than 10 ng/mL of biotin 
using a 50 pl sample. The system is portable and has an estimated shelf-life of over one year. The MAC 
assay is flexible enough to be configured to the requirements of the client. 
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ABSTRACT 
We describe the development of an easy-to-use sensor with widespread applications for detecting mall 
molecules. The flow immunosensor can analyze discrete samples in under 1 minute or continuously monitor a 
flowing stream for the presence of specific analytes. This detection system is extremely specific, and achieves a 
level of sensitivity which meets or exceeds the detection limits reported for rival assays. Because the system is 
also compact, transportable, and automated, it has the potential to impact diverse areas. For example, the flow 
immunosensor has su~cessfully detected drugs of abuse and explosives, and may well address many of the needs 
of the environmental community with respect to continuous monitoring for pollutants. Efforts are underway to 
engineer a portable device for use in the field. 
Market demand for a rapid means of detecting small molecules in diverse environments has increased 
dramatically in recent years. Monitoring for environmental contaminants, screening for drugs of abuse, and 
controlling fermentation processes all require accurate and sensitive determinations of what compounds are 
present in a complex sample. Current methods rely on optical sensing, which does not provide s-city, or 
on more complex analytical techniques, which are time consuming and labor intensive. The Center for 
Bio/molecular Science and Engineering at the Naval Research Laboratory has developed a sensor which operates 
in flow and is capable of detecting small molecular weight compounds in the parts per biion range in minutes 
(192). 
BACKGROUND 
The flow immunosensor capitalizes on the specific recognition between an antibody and its selected 
target molecule, the antigen. With the current technologies, large quantities of antibody with a defined specificity 
can be readily produced in the laboratory. This confers a great degree of flexibiity on this sensor with respect 
to the compounds it can be designed to detect. 
Though other antibody assay systems are in use, they rely on either direct biding of antigen (i.e. 
sandwich immunoassays) or a competitive binding of antigen versus labeled antigen. Only the latter configuration 
has been widely used for the detection of small molecules. The flow immunosensor relies on a distinctly different 
type of antibody-antigen interaction. This device measures antigen displacement events rather than biding 
events. 
TECHNICAL APPROACH 
The key elements of the sensor are: 1) the antibody for the target, 2) signal molecules simidar 
to the target, but labeled so they are highly visible to a detector, and 3) a detector. Antibodies are chemically 
immobiid on a solid support, for example glass beads. All the antibody binding sites are saturated with a 
fluorescently-labeled analog of the antigen, creating an antibodyfibeled antigen complex. The support is packed 
into a 112 inch column and connected to a water stream. The target molecule is introduced via a continuous 
or pulsed stream under nonequilibrium conditions. Only the target molecules in a complex sample are 
recognized. When the target molecule is present in the sample, the labeled antigen is displaced from the 
antibody and moves into the flow stream. The displaced labeled antigen enters the flow cell of a simple 
fluorimeter and triggers a response. 
The signal from the detector will be proportional to the number of target molecules in the sample. No reagent 
, addition is required throughout the assay and analysis time is minimal. A laptop computer is used to control 
system hardware, as well as handle data acquisition and analysis. A schematic of the system is shown in Figure 1. 
The flow immunosensof developed at NRL has successfully detected both drugs of abuse and explosives 
present at low levels in water samples. For example, to detect cocaine, an antigen to the immobilized antibody 
was reacted with fluorescein-labelled be~lzoylecgonine, the major metabolite of cocaine. Samples containing 
cocaine were introduced into the water stream. Analysis time was rapid, as detection of the cocaine was 
accomplished within 1 minute. Multiple samples could also be detected on the same column. Figure 2 illustrates 
the application of 750 ng/ml samples of cocaine to a single column. Over 50 positive samples were detected. 
The explosive molecule TNT has also been tested using the flow immunosensor. As shown in Figure 3, 
when TNT was introduced into the flow stream, the magnitude of the signal was proportional to the amount of 
TNT introduced into the system. The response was specitic for TNT, as a compound with a similar ring structure 
did not generate a signal. 
ADVANTAGES OF THIS APPROACH 
The flow immunosensor has many advantages over existing technologies. Operation of the sensor is 
straightforward and fast, and does not require a skilled operator or extensive training. The prototype now in use 
requires only two computer keystrokes. In its simplest version, the user introduces the sample at the beginning 
of the system and records the results within 1 minute of sample introduction. Again, this is in contrast to the 
user intensive and time consuming operation of currently available detection devices. The widely used methods 
often require addition of different reagents throughout the assay and lengthy incubation times, or demand the 
use of large, sophisticated instruments. In the NRL sensor, all the components required to recognize the target 
and release a signal are contained within a small column. 
The flow immunosensor is also well-characterized. Experimental parameters, including column size and 
flow rate, have been studied extensively. Using equations derived at NRL, we are able to predict the behavior 
of the sensor for a given antibody-analyte pair. In addition, because the immunosensor is antibody-based, 
detection is extremely S ~ I C  for the target molecule. 
System manufacturing custs and portabiity are also important considerations. The components of the 
current system are inexpensive and off-the-shelf. Cost for the laboratory prototype is under $10,000, and the 
sensor can be engineered to fit into a single briefcase with microprocessor control. 
An additional strength of the NRL detector is that it can be used in a variety of environments. It is 
readily adaptable for use with individual samples injected by hand, air samplers that extract vapors into water, 
or super sipper systems that rapidly inject samples from hundreds of vials. 
Finally, the detection limit of the flow immuuosensor is already comparable to established, more 
complicated systems. Using the NRL sensor, cocaine and TNT in water have been detected at levels of less than 
5 parts per biion (equivalent to 5 ng/ml). This level of sensitivity is well-below that obtained using 
precipitation, dip stick, ELISA and fluorescence polarization methods, and is comparable to radioimmunoassays. 
CONCLUSION 
A flow immunosensor has been developed and tested at NRL which will successfully detect both 
of abuse and explosives present at low levels in water samples. This detection system relies on the ability of 
sample antigen to displace labeled antigen from antibody under flow conditions. The laboratory prototype is 
currently b e i i  used to detect cocaine, heroin, and TNT. The advantages of the MRL sensor include its speed, 
specificity, and versatility with regard to measurement of a range of anatytes and sampling conditions. 
Two patents (3,4) have been fded covering this technology and are available for license. This work was 
supported by the Federal Aviation A ation and the U.S. Customs Service. The authors thank Reinhard 
Bredehord, Robert Ogert, Pad Charles, Jeffrey Chill% and James %elan for their scientific contributions. The 
views expressed here are the authors' o m  and do not reflect the policy of the U.S. Navy, Department of Defense 
or United States Govement. 
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Figure 1. How immunosensor operation 
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Figure 1 - Flow immunosensor operation. A sample is added to a small column 
containing immobilized antibodies saturated with labeled antigen molecules. A 
proportional amount of labeled antigen is displaced by the sample and is moved by the 
flow stream to the fluorimeter. Signal output from the fluorimeter is transmitted to the 
computer and analyzed. 
Sample number 
Figure 2 Repetitive detection of cocaine samples. Consecutive samples of cocaine, 
200 p.1 at 750 nglml, were applied to the flow immunosensor. The integrated peak area 
of fluorescence intensity was calculated for each sample and plotted. 
TNT (nglml) 
Figure 3 Detection of TNT with the flow immunosensor 
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The need for improved diagnostic procedures will be outlined and variations in probe technology will 
briefly be reviewed. A discussion of the application of probe technology to the diagnosis of disease in animals 
and humans will be presented. A comparison of probe vs. nonprobe diagnostics and isotopic vs. nonisotopic 
probes will be made and the current state of sequence amplification will be described. The current market status 
of nucleic acid probes will be reviewed with respect to their diagnostic application in human and veterinary 
medicine. Representative product examples will be described and information on probes being developed that 
offer promise as future products will be presented. 
INTRODUCTION 
New technology will be required to meet the exponentially increasing world food needs. World 
population is projected to double in the four decade period from 1%0-2000 to reach 6.1 billion [I]. World 
livestock and poultry numbers have also increased significantly. Healthy animals contribute immeasurably to the 
nutritional status, economic productivity, land resource utilization and overall well-being of our global society. 
Molecular approaches to agricultural production and animal disease diagnosis provide a ray of hope that world 
food needs can be met. Nucleic acid probes provide a powerful new technology that is just now being applied 
to improve our ability to more rapidly detect diseases and their causative agents. 
Diagnosis of the hundreds of infectious and noninfectious diseases that affect man and animals is not 
simple. It often involves clinical examination, serologic tests, cultural or microscopic examination of a wide range 
of samnles, fluids, or tissues, postmortem examination and the gathering and assessment of additional 
information. Adequate diagnostic tests do not exist for many important diseases. Even in instances where 
adequate tests do exist, there is a critical need for an improved test that is more rapid, more economical or more 
reliable. Thus, the field of diagnostics lends itself to the application of nucleic acid probe technology. 
In simplest form, a nucleic acid probe is a specific piece of single stranded nucleic acid, usually 
composed of highly conserved nucleotide sequences, that contains an isotopic or nonisotopic label allowing it to 
be visualized when it finds and b i d s  (hybridizes) to another piece of nucleic acid that has complementary 
nucleotide bases. It has been known since 1953 that the structure of DNA is a double helix 121. It was later 
found that two separate but complementary strands of DNA reassociate (hybridize) under specific conditions 
to form a double helix [3]. These and other principles were used in the late 1960's to identify specific pieces of 
DNA in the nuclei of cells fured to a microscope slide using labelled complementary pieces of nucleic acid. Thus 
probe technology was born. 
Probes are made from such materials as target-specific sequences of cloned genes, complementary DNA, 
natural or synthetic single-stranded oligonucleotides or ribosomal RNA. Sample material usually is solubilized, 
and either its proteins are electrophoretically separated and bound to an appropriate support membrane 
(Western blotting) or they are applied to nitrocellulose filters Dot blotting) for reaction with a probe. The 
probe, labeled by incorporation of a radioisotope (e.g. 32P or '"I) or enzyme, (e.g. alkaline phosphatase or 
horseradish peroxidase) then searches the sample on the support system for homologous nucleotide sequences, 
or "target" DNA. Probe-target DNA hybrids are then visualized or enumerated by autoradiographic or direct 
scintillation counting or by enzyme-substrate color change reactions. 
Most diagnostic probes developed thusfar utilize radioisotopes as labels with resulting advantages and 
disadvantages. The advantages are high sensitivity, easy signal detection and permanent record of test results. 
The disadvantages are the risk of exposure to harmful levels of radiation, expensive safety protection equipment, 
strict waste disposal procedures and relatively limited probe storage life. The diagnostic community has been 
slow to develop, market and use these radioactive probes. 
Nonisotopic probes offer some distinct advantages over their isotopic counterparts. They are more 
simple to run, obviously pose no radiation hazard and require no specialized safety equipment or disposal 
procedures. These probes tend to have longer storage life. The recent development and marketing of 
chemiluminescent substrates for use with nonisotopic probes allow for exposure of x-ray film in the probe 
reaction with the production of a hard-copy of the test results in only a few minutes. These and other recent 
improvements in probe development technology have made nonisotopic probes more sensitive and practical than 
ever before. 
Powerful new procedures to amplify target DNA sequences in sample material offer considerable 
promise in enhancing the application of probe technology to diagnostic veterinary medicine. The best known 
of these is the polymerase chain reaction, (PCR) formally introduced in 1986 [4] and patented in 1987. A recent 
review article [q describes PCR in detail and discusses its application to probe technology. Target DNA is heat 
denatured and specific paired primers are repeatedly annealed and extended with a specific polymerase until 
amplification is sufficient to allow signal detection even in a complex mixture. The relatively simple procedure 
uses a single thermostable enzyme, can be performed in a few hours and in a single tube, and lends itself to 
automation. Among the problems in the procedure are nonspecific hybridization, the number of steps involved 
in the thermal cycling of the reaction, the number, and sometimes efficiency, of product molecules per cycle is 
rather low thus necessitating an increased number of cycles to reach a sufficient amplification level. In addition, 
RNA targets and DNA targets are indistinguishable in some mixed nucleic acid samples. However, new 
developments in PCR techniques allow amplifications of over 100 billion-fold, meaning that a single molecule 
can be amplified to a point of visibility on a simple agarose gel. 
Several other target amplification procedures are also available. They are amplification by RNA 
transcription (TAS, 3SR) and amplification by ligation (LARILAS). The comparative advantages and 
disadvantages of these procedures and PCR are well described. It is likely that newer and even more useful 
procedures will come in the years ahead. 
ADDlications of Probe ~echnology 
Nucleic acid probes are uniquely and specifically well suited to detect even minute amounts of their 
homologous counterparts. Applications of this powerful new technology are rapidly increasiug and virtually 
limitless. 
Detection of disease agent nucleic acids in diagnostic samples is an obvious application. Molecular 
approaches to infectious disease diagnosis has been recently reviewed [6]. Systems must be specifically developed 
for use on such varied diagnostic samples as tissues, cells, blood, urine, saliva, feces, mucod swabs, skin 
scrapings, semen or other specimen. AU must be compared against and be more advantageous than current 
conventional cultural, histopathologic, microscopic or immunologic diagnostic methods. 
Nucleic acid probes can also aid in the differentiation between closely related microorganisms. 
Detection of the presence of a specific serovar or strain can influence the therapeutic or preventive measures 
that should be taken. Clinical samples are often complicated by the presence of nucleic acids of closely related 
nonpathogens or pathogens of such low virulence as to be unimportant. 
The typing of DNA using probes has many practical applications. They include, but are not limited to, 
the detection of genetic defects, genome mapping, forensic uses, sex determination in sperm cells, paternity 
determination and microbial classification. 
Some applications of nucleic acid probe methodology have been made to the detection and prognosis 
of certain malignancies. Some conditions have been associated with viral infections, such as cervical cancer and 
human papilloma. Others, such as certain breast and carcinomas, have been associated with oncogene 
amplification. Certain leukemias and lymphomas have been connected to specific clonal gene arrangements and 
chronic myelogenous leukemia has been shown by DNA probe use to be a specific gene translocation. Thus 
nucleic acid probes offer considerable promise as malignancy diagnostic, prognostic and perhaps even theaapeu~c 
applications. 
An additional application of nucleic acid probe technology is in the area of quality control of biologics. 
Probes represent a powerful new tool to screen for and detect adventitious microorganisms in biologicals. 
Certain microorganisms are commonly found in cell cultures or production materials, like serum, and are quite 
difficult to detect by current and more conventional methods. 
At this point in the development of nucleic acid probe technology, the most common application is in 
research. Probes are powerful research tools used for a wide variety of nondiagnostic purposes. They have 
contributed ~ i g ~ c a n t l y  to the gathering of new information on pathogenesis, epidemiology, latency, microbial 
genetics, taxonomy and microbial ecology. Probes are also used to develop new and improved immunogens, 
diagnostic tests and/or therapeutic agents. 
Probe Products in Human Diaenostiq 
The market was surveyed to determine the number and types of nucleic acid probes available for 
diagnosis of human diseases. All companies in a recent product listing [7] were contacted, literature was 
surveyed and numerous contacts were made with Food and Drug Administration officials. 
Over 200 DNA or RNA probes are currently commercially available. These products are marketed by 
23 companies and the American Type Culture Collection with most specified for research purposes only. They 
cover such diverse areas as viruses (Human Immunodeficiency Virus, Human Papillomavirus, Herpes Simplex 
Virus, Epstein-Barr Virus and Hepatitis A and B viruses), bacteria (Legionella, Mycobacteria, Campylobacter, 
Mycoplasma and Haemophilus), mycotic agents (Histoplasma, Blastomyces and Coccidioides), drugs (digoxin 
and phenobarbital), neoplasias (Chronic Myelogenous Leukemia, Acute Lymphocytic Leukemia and certain 
Lymphomas), genetic diseases (Cystic Fibrosis and Duchene Muscular Dystrophy) as well as a host of oncogenes, 
proto-oncogenes, all 24 human chromosomes and over 100 probes for specific human Restriction Fragment 
Length Polymorphisms. 
Nucleic acid diagnostic probes are considered to be devices by the FDA and as such are required to 
receive premarket approval if marketed for diagnostic use. None are licensed by FDA but 61 have received FDA 
approval in the past 6 years. One company, Gen-Probe Inc., San Diego, has received approval for 30 probes. 
Probes marketed for research purposes only receive limited FDA oversight. 
It is difficult to compile information on probe product sales revenues. However, two companies active 
in this area (Enzo Biochem, Inc. and Oncogene Science) reported gross sales from all products in 1990 of $19 
million and $5 million respectively [a]. It is not known how much of these gross sales were derived from probe 
sales. The market for probes in the second half of this decade has been estimated to be $500 million [9]. 
Probe development and use for human diagnostics has grown exponentially in the last few years. It is 
likely that many new and perhaps more powerful probes will be developed in the very near future. Promising 
new probes are being developed for Cryptosporidia [lo], Borrelia buredorferi [ll], neoplastic tissue [12], E. coli 
in foods [13], Salmonella in foods [14], Listeria in foods [q, and Human Papillomavirus in Pap smears [16]. 
Ultimately, the value of these tests and any other probe tests that reach the market will be determined in the 
same way as for all new diagnostic products - by independent scrutiny of their clinical performance, convenience 
and relative cost [17]. 
A similar market survey was conducted to determine the number and types of nucleic acid probes 
available for diagnosis of animal diseases. Literature and scientific publications were surveyed and contacts were 
made with U.S. Department of Agriculture officials in the al and Plant Health Inspection Service. 
Over 100 probes developed against a wide range of al viral and bacterial pathogens have been 
reported [18]. Although premarket approval is not mandatory, one probe has received USDA approval to be 
marketed for veterinary diagnostic purposes. It is a DNA probe developed by IDEXX Corporation of Portland, 
ME for the detection of Mvcobacterium paratuberculos~ in fecal samples. A second probe, developed by 
scientists at Montana State University is used by Agricultural Bioengineering, Inc. of Bozeman, MT to test 
samples submitted to it for Tritrichomon~ foe- the flagellated protozoan that causes the reproductive disease 
bovine trichomoniasis. Little information is available on these probe product sales since both were introduced 
this year. 
The future looks promising that additional probes will enter the veterinary diagnostics market. They 
will cover an expanding number of pathogens and diseases. Many will have patent protection and exclusive 
license provisions. Several of the more promising probes are specific for such diverse organisms as Tre~onema 
hvodvsenteriae [19], Camovlobacter fetm and Cam~vlobacter hvointestinalis [20], Anaolasma [21], 
Bovine Virus Diarrhea Virus [22], mrythrozoon g,& 1231 and Bovine Leukocyte Adhesion Deficiency [a] ,  a 
genetic disease of cattle. 
SUMMARY 
A powerful new technology utilizing labeled nucleic acid is being applied to human and veterinary 
diagnostics. Over 300 nucleic acid probes have been developed in the past few years. This new technology will 
be increasingly transferred into the U.S. and global marketplace with considerable promise of improvement in 
human and animal health. 
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THE ROTATING SPECTROMETER 
BIOTECHNOLOGY FOR CELL SE IONS 
David A. Noever 
PJASA Marshall Space Flight Center 
Huntsville, AL 35812 
ABSTRACT 
A new instrument for biochemical studies, called the rotating spectrometer, is shown to separate 
previously inseparable active cell cultures. The rotating spectrometer is intended for use in pharmacological 
studies which require fractional splitting of heterogeneous cell cultures based on either cell morphology or 
swimming behavior. As a method to separate and concentrate cells in free solution, the rotating method 
requires active organism participation and can effectively split the large class of organisms known to form 
spontaneous patterns. Examples include the biochemical 'star', an organism called Tetrahymena pyriformis. 
Following focusing in a rotated frame, the separation is accomplished using different radial dependencies of 
concenttated algal and protozoan species. The focusing itself appears as concentric rings and arises from the 
coupling between swimming direction and Coriolis forces. A dense cut is taken at varying radii and 
extraction is replenished at an inlet. Unlike standard separation and concentrating techniques such as 
filtration or centrifugation. the instrument is able to separate motile from immotile fractions. For a single 
pass, typical split efficiencies can reach 200-300% compared to the inlet concentration. Applications for 
pharmacological studies are discussed. 
INTRODUCTION 
Most biological concentration techniques treat the cells passively, relying on their density for 
centrifugation or size for filtration. The recent advent of a gyrotactic spectrometer has introduced new ways 
to separate organisms based on more subtle specifications, such as swimming speed or morphology [I]. 
However, even this technique is known to focus gyrotactic organisms only--namely organisms with their 
bouyant center displaced from their mass center or equivalently, bottom heavy species. This new class of 
separation has not proven successful for separating many organisms of biochemical significance [2], most 
notably a "biochemical star" protozoa called Tetrahymena. This organism, in particular, has numerous 
applications! in drug testing and vitamin assays [3]; its biochemistry corresponds remarkably to that found 
in humans and rats. A recent review [4] remarked that "for more than four decades it has been the organism 
of choice in analyses such as in evaluation of protein quality, determination of effects of carcinogens, 
insecticides, fungicides, mycotoxins, oil product and organic chemicals, as well as antimetabolites, heavy 
metals and pharmaceutical drugs." 
The rotating spectrometer described herein (Fig. 1) accomplishes separation/ concentration using radial 
dependencies of different microorganisms (including Tetrahymena). This focusing into concentric rings 
(Fig. 2) arises from the coupling between swim directions and the Coriolis force in a rotating frame. A 
dense cut of a Iparticulat organism is taken at various radii and this extraction is replenished at an inlet. The 
appmtus has been demonstrated to concentrate the following test organisms: algae (Gonim pectorale, 
Euglena gracilis, Euglena gracilis vap. bacillarus, Polytornella parva) and protozoans (Tetrahymenar 
pyrifonnis). This separation is accomplished independent of whether the organisms are gyrotactic. 
Unit operation requires filling of a rotating chamber (Fig. 1) with organisms and solution to be 
separated and concentrated (at >2 x lo5 organisms/rnl). This initial concentration can be accomplished by 
standard means of either filtration or centrifugation; both have been employed successfully as detailed in the 
section on data collection. After the turntable begins rotation, dense organism rings form spontaneously in 
5-30 seconds. A dense cut is taken using a point scoop at the desired radii. The apparatus can be stopped for 
refilling or more solution can be added continuously at an inlet. This process can be in conjunction 
with other separation techniques. 
Experiments described elsewhere [5] were the first to find this new rotating bioconvective structure, 
namely an ordered set of concentric rings. This memorandum describes the design and performance of a 
rotating spectrometer which uses this ring structure to split microorganism cultures. The spectrometer 
design incorporates the following features: (1) it can be used with any class of organisms known to 
bioconvect (and not merely gyrotactic swimmers); (2) samples are easily removed and replenished owing to 
the device's top-loading option; (3) the selectivity of the dense cut or split can be tuned with respect to 
rotation speed and fluid height to take optimal test samples; (4) because all organisms are known not focus 
to a centerline (as in previous gyrotactic spectrometers), several cuts can be taken at different radii that 
show different organism properties; and 5) small (< 4 cm3) and large (> 100 cm3) samples can be sep 
or concentrated. Small sample requirements can prove advantageous, particularly if measurements 
incorporate several process steps which one wishes to monitor, but not subject the entire sample to an 
intrusive concentrative scheme. It is worth noting that in the limit of dead cells, cultures do not separate or 
concentrate in a rotating frame. 
Tuning of a separation can be accomplished in many ways. When coupled to the rotating turntable, a 
voltage reducer varies angular speed continuously from rest to maximum (in the present case, 4.7 rad s-l). 
Fluid depth can be controlled by either top-loading or inlet flow regulation. Finally, the time of sample 
taking can be varied, such that ahe conce stream is more or less diffuse. 
SAMPLE PREPARATION AND SPEGTROMElkEW CONSTWUCTION 
Bioconvection is a fluid instability akin in some respects to the& Benard cells in e, but 
driven by microorganisms' metabolic power, not heat. Bioconvective patterns appear in part h m  the 
density inversion (heavy over light fluids) which arises naturally from heavy organisms (density, -1.05 gm 
cmS3) which swim upward against gravity (negatively geotaxic). An additional feature of some algal 
patterns is a coupled locomotion called gyrotaxis, or the tendency of bottom heavy organisms to focus 
spontaneously into falling streams. This effect, although not universal to all bioconvecting organisms, is 
known to govern some algal patterns via gravity torques exercised in a velocity gradient. A feature not 
apparent from Fig. 2 is the dynamic name of a bioconvective instability. Unlike other forms of biological 
aggregation, the characteristic shape of biconvective patterns--alternatjng high and low density waves--does 
not depend on organism cohesion; rather patterns evolve dynamically from competing gravity, diffusion, 
and upward swimming. Several publications [I-21 have addressed these mechanisms and only the unique 
featwes of rotating bioconvection will be dealt with here. 
Jeffreys [6] first noted the stabilizing influence of rotation on thermal convection, a result explainable 
in subsequent theoretical work (see, e.g., Chandresakhar [7]) using the Proudman-Taylor theorem. For 
sufficiently fast rotation, this theorem constrains an inviscid fluid to move primarily in the plane 
perpendicular to the rotation axis. In classical thermal convection, this constraining plane is horizontal 
(gravity directed normally to unstable fluid layers), such that rotation restricts vertical energy exchange. To 
counteract this limited energy exchange, however, narrow viscous channels evolve as exceptions to the 
Proudman-Taylor constraint against vertical transport. In unstable solutions of microorganisms, these 
viscous channels appear as the patterns shown in Fig. 2. 
The experimental parameters of interest can be classified using a bioconvective Rayleigh number 
Ra= g(~plp)h2/ Uv, (1) _ 
which is the dimensionless buoyancy of organisms heavier than their suspending solution, 
the Taylor number, 
~ a = 4 Q ~ h ~ / v ~ ,  (2) 
which is the dimensionless angular speed of rotation, where g is the gravitational acceleration, (Aplp) the 
surface density magnification (-0.10), h the fluid depth, U the swimming velocity (-0.1 cm s-l), v the 
2 1 kinematic viscosity (-0.01 cm s' ), and Q the angular velocity of the rotating layer. One further scaling 
relation can be borrowed from work on thermal convection, namely the Ekrnan length, 
A= (v1~)1/2, (3) 
which gives a measure of the characteristic distance between rings. 
As illustrated in Fig. 1 schematic, the spectrometer consists of a low-aspect ratio cylindrical chamber 
or vessel with associated electronics and scoop for rotation and separation. The total weight of the prototype 
is under 10 kg with dimensions of 30 x 30 x 35 cm3. 
As suspended in their growth media, the concentrated organisms are poured into the mounted vessel. A 
rigid top for each vessel was removable to allow easy exchange of samples and depth variation. Excepting 
several qualitative observations, all data were collected using an air free-surface. For very shallow samples at 
high rotation, the free-surface slope was noticeable, although at these depths no bioconvective patterns 
formed and hence perturbations became of rio consequence to actual observations. In all cases, the vessel 
bottom was flat and centered on a turntable using a high precision (within 5 x cm) machinist's 
deflection instrument. The actual sample rested on a larger transparent platform or stage which allowed 
transmission of backlighting (from two 45O angled collimated beams). Backlit samples were photographed 
against a black backdrop using two remotely cooled, incandescent beams. If observations of Euglena, 
Gonium, or other strongly photosensitive species were planned, samples were photographed against a 
white background under normal room illumination (approx. 7 lux). 
The turntable itself was belt-driven, the angular velocity of which could be varied continuously from 
0.5 to 4.71 s-I using a voltage reducer. Between these velocities, the Ekman length was always at least 
one order of magnitude smaller than the smallest vessel. The other parameter of interest, fluid depth, was 
varied between 0.6 and 1.9 cm for Tetrahymena and 0.5 and 0.8 cm for Polytomella. To some degree a 
limited height range reflects the narrowness in which strong patterns form actively, although the present 
work did not attempt to span entirely the critical parameters. Even so, for Tetrahymena pyriformis 
(Polytomella parva,respectively), experimental conditions yielded bioconvective Rayleigh numbers 
between Ra = 2.21 x lo5 and 3.54 x lo5 (Ra = 1.22 x lo4 and 3.14 x 10') and Taylor numbers between Ta 
= 2.47 x lo6 and 11.56 x lo6 (Ta = 1 x lo5 and 4 x lo5). 
Sample splits were taken using visual alignment of pre-evacuated glass pipettes at varying radii. When 
lowered along a bioconvective ring, the pipette pressure was released manually and a sample was taken. 
Sample volume could be varied between 0.1 ml to several ml in the smallest rotated chamber (4.8 cm 
diameter, 1 cm height). No changes in material or chamber dimension were required for separating different 
species. The pre-loaded (and unconcenuated) microorganisms were cultured in their growth media [8] in a 
class 30K clean room held at a constant 20° C and exposed to (7 lux intensity) white fluorescents. A given 
harvest was filtered using a 0.22 micron mesh to between 1.5 x lo5 and 2 x lo6 cm3, depending on the 
species and growth time. Hence patterns in these chambers arose as the organized behavior of 
7 approximately 10 randomly swimming organisms! 
The design of the rotating spectrometer proved capable of concentrating all bioconvecting species 
attempted, whether gyrotactic or not. Spin-up of the cultures was accomplished in a few seconds and within 
a minute, a two- to three-fold density magnification was obtained. The voltage reducer allowed 
optimization of angular speed, such that a given culture could be repeatedly and maximally split. 
Spectrometer efficiency was evaluated by comparing motile organism concentrations between an 
adjacent dense and sparse cut. The concentrative efficiency could be measured using a hemacytometer after a 
given sample was fixed isotonically with a 5% glutaraldehyde-PBS solution and organisms were counted. 
Concentrative factors are shown in Fig. 3 for the non-gyrotactic protozoa, Tetrahymena pyriformis. 
Samples were take in the smallest chamber (4.8 cm diameter) at 0.8 cm fluid depth. For comparison, Fig. 4 
concentrative factors were obtained using an identical procedure, except at 0.6 cm fluid depth. The given cut 
was taken repeatedly from the the third concentric ring in each case at angular speeds varying between 3.5 
and 4.7 rad s-1. 
Examination of Figs. 3 and 4 indicate that: (1) a maximum in separation efficiency occurs at an 
intermediate rotation; (2) rotation enhances separation potential compared to the stationary exmpolation to 
zero rotation; and (3) fluid depth and angular speed are primary design variables to optimize a split. The 
concentrative factor varies between a two to three times density split. Future publication will address the 
problem of morphology and swimming behavior within a given set of concentric rings. 
The separation time of the spectrometer was also compared for different species [5]. In general, rings of 
the ciliated algae, Polytomella parva,formed more rapidly with decreasing height (to the -4.33 power) and 
decreasing rotation speed (to the -3.33 power). In general, Tetrahymena patterns formed more rapidly with 
decreasing height (to the -513 power) and decreasing rotation speed (to the -4/3 power). In the absence of a 
more extensive theoretical model, little else can be said about the origin of these statistically well- 
determined, inter-species relations except to note that faster rotation has less effects on the stability of 
bioconvective patterns in Tetrahymena. This may result from the ability of PolytomeIla to initiate 
viscous fingers throughout a culture's depth [6] and not just at the surface (as with Tetrahymena), such that 
horizontal rotation constrains their stronger vertical movement to a more limited energy exchange. It is 
worth noting that as is the case for thermal convection, rotation in general tends to stabilize bioconvection 
and hence delay the onset of pattern formation. 
Several variations on the standard rotating spectrometer were examined. The vessel shape and material 
2 2 were varied between a square or rectangular polystyrene dish (3 x 3 cm and 3 x 5 cm , respectively) and a 
glass or polystyrene circular dish with diameter between 3.5 and 8 cm. Non-circular vessels do not affect 
the separation, except that the maximum ring diameter no longer corresponds with the vessel diameter, but 
with the largest inscribed circle. No separation differences were noted between glass and polystyrene vessels. 
In contrast to results for thermal convection, bioconvective rings patterns were induced even in closed 
containers without a free surface. Preliminary observations using the green swimming algal species, 
Euglena gracilis var. bacillaris, revealed ring patterns in sealed circular dishes (4.7 cm diameter). This 
allows sterile separations if required to isolate samples from ambient contamination. 
. DISCUSSION 
For all bioconvecting algal and protozoan species tested, rotating separations and density enhnacemnts 
have been demonstrated. Performance evaluation has centered on concentrating capacity as a function of 
rotational speed and fluid depth in one of the protozoan known not to focus gymtactically, Tetrahymena. 
Similar p r o w s  are planned for testing different concentrations, mixtures of species, chamber dimensions, 
etc. 
Improvements in hardware design can be realized by coupling the separation with optical density 
measurements to find local concentrations in vivo. This concept would combine automated density 
whmlogies, such as ehtronic Codter cell counters, with the rotating sgecmetet for optimal control. 
[3]. Known sensitivity to vitamin B6, nicotonic acid, panthothenic acid thiotic acid, 
among others--see e.g. D.L. Hill, 
(Academic Press: NY, 1972). 
2 (1989). 
[5]. D. A. Noever, 62, 229 (199 1). 
[6]. H. Jeffreys, Proc. R. Soc. w. A. 118. 195-208 (1928). 
[7]. S. Chandrasekhar, (Oxfod Clarendon, 1%1). 
[8]. R.C. Sm and J.A. Zeikus, L Phvc- 39 (1987). 
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Figure 1. Top and side view of rotating spectrometer showing organism trajectories and turn- 
able assembIy used for microorganism separations and concentrations. h is the fluid depth and d 
is the chamber diameter. 

sparse cut 
* dense cut 
8 mm depth 
rotational speed (radls) 
Figure 3. Concentration efficiency as a function of rotational speed at 0.8 
cm fluid depth. The top line represents the dense organism cut; the bottom 
line shows the sparse organism cut. Concentrations are of the order of 1 
million cells/ml. 
sparse cut 
* dense cut 
6 mm depth 
rotational speed (radls) 
Figure 4. Concentration efficiency as a function of rotational speed at 0.6 em fluid 
depth. All other variables besides depth remain constant compared to Figure 3. 
Notice the greater concentration factor for the shallower dishes. 
Figure 5. Progressive states of rotated patterns with increasing time for the 
same sobtion sate. Patterns shown sight, cell density along a line shown left. 
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ABS CT 
Aluminum oxide or aluminum nitride films were deposited on MBE grown GaAs(100) 
using a novel cryogenic-based reactive thin film deposition technique. The process involves 
the condensation of molecular oxygen, ammonia or other gases normally used for reactive thin 
film deposition on the substrate before the metal is deposited. The metal vapor is deposited 
into this layer and reacts with the molecular solid to form the desired compound or a precursor 
that can be thermally decomposed to generate the desired compound. The films produced by 
this method are free of impurities and the low temperatures can be used to control the film and 
interfacial structure. The process can be easily integrated with existing MBE-systems and on 
going research using the same appartatus suggests that photon or electron irradiation could 
also be used to promote the reactions needed to give the intended material. 
This paper discusses a new reactive thin film fabrication technique which has been used 
to deposit films like A1203 or TiN on a chemically reactive substrate like gallium arsenide. 
Chemical bonding and physical phenomena like wetting and nucleation play a central role in 
controlling interfacial structure and thin film morphology. l These phenomena can often thwart 
attempts to fabricate particular microstructures. Basic surface science research is providing an 
understanding of the underlying mechanisms of thin film growth and structure on an atomic 
scale and this knowledge can be applied to overcome fundamental problems like the formation 
of unwanted phases by solid state reaction. It is well-known that many metals react on contact 
with semiconductors or undergo grain boundary-assisted diffusion at low temperatures when 
deposited in the high quality  vacuum^.^ This is, in part, due to the chemical activity of metal 
atoms and also due to the fact that the incident beams of atoms, ions, molecules or clusters are 
often sufficiently energetic to cause the chemical r e a ~ t i o n . ~  An obvious control strategy is the 
emplacement of an inert barrier layer to thermalize or neutralize the incoming species before 
they encounter the substrate. An implementation of this procedure is represented by the work 
of Waddill et al.4 who used Xe films to control the morphology of metal-semiconductor 
interfaces and their electrical properties. The same group also found that the removal of 
oxygen from high Tc superconductors when metals are deposited can be minimized by cluster 
deposition into a Xe buffer layer.5 A condensed barrier layer can also be chemically active 
and serve as a reactive matrix for thin film growth. This new feature distinguishes this work 
from earlier efforts using condensed gas layers to modify thin film growth and, as we will 
discuss, provides some advantages that can be exploited in fabricating thin films. 
The need for better methods of growing dielectric films on materials like gallium 
arsenide is motivated by the fact that compound semiconductors have comparatively poor 
native oxides.6 Silicon is an ideal material for microelectronics, in part, because Si@, an 
excellent dielectric, can be grown by thermal oxidation. Si% films are an essential element of 
every microelectronic device. For gallium arsenide, the obvious oxides Ga2O3 and As203 
are thermodynamically unstable, difficult to grow and have relatively poor morphology and 
electrical properties when compared to Si@. Usable As203 layers can be produced in an As- 
rich atmosphere and the losses of As encountered during device fabrication can be compensated 
by going off stoichiometry. There is a need for growing better dielectric materials on 
compound semiconductors or simplifying the growth process. 
THIN FILM PRIEPARATION 
The details of the cryogenic reactive deposition procedure have been described 
elsewhere ( refs. 7 and 8 ). The work was done in a stainless steel vacuum system designed 
for surface and interfacial science studies and the experimental procedure is contrained by the 
nature of this apparatus. However, the concept is applicable to any ultrahigh vacuum system 
designed for thin film deposition and may also be applicable to systems with lesser quality 
vacuums. The apparatus and procedure are shown schematically in Figure 1 . A 
semiconductor wafer was mounted on a molybdenum plate that was heated from behind by a 0 
to 30 watt ceramic button heater. The molybdenum plate was attached to an OFHC copper cold 
finger that was cooled using a flowing He cryostat ( APD Cryogenics Helitran ) that can reach 
15 K when cooled with helium or 78 K when cooled with liquid nitrogen. 
Our work utilized a molecular beam epitaxy ( MBE ) grown GaAs(100) wafer 
approximately 1 cm x 1 cm which was cleaned and pre-etched using established methods or As 
capped. The As capped wafers were heated to 585 C to evaporate the capping layer. Ordered 
gallium arsenide surfaces require special sputter etching and annealing treatments. The specific 
procedures used normally produce gallium rich surfaces.9 RHEED ( reflection high energy 
electron diffraction ) and photoemission data were used to establish the nature of the surface 
before the dielectric films were fabricated. 
The substrates were heated and sputter etched at room temperature to prevent the cold 
trapping of impurities on the cold finger. During the cooldown to liquid nitrogen or helium 
temperatures, the button heater was used to keep the sample above 150 K to prevent 
condensation of significant amounts of residual gases like C 0  or water. When the cold finger 
and cryrostat were cold, the heater power was turned off to allow the waffer to cool down 
quickly. In the case of the reaction to form Al2O3, a jet of gaseous oxygen was directed on to 
the waffer using a needle doser while the temperature of the GaAs sample was held at 46-49 K. 
Aluminum vapor was then directed on to the sample from a resistively heated W basket at a 
rate of about 2 A/ min. The thickness of the A1 was monitored using a quartz crystal 
microbalance. For the attempt to grow AlN, an nia film was first condensed and A1 was 
then evaporated into it. 
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Figure 1. Schematic Diagram of the Thin Filrn Deposition Process 
Photoemission was used to characterize the thin metal compound layers formed on 
GaAs(100). The photoemission experiments have been reported elsewhere798 but will be 
summarized here. In both cases to be illustrated, the A1 inorganic compounds were formed on 
GaAs(100) below room temperature. It is well b w n  that most metals react with an impurity 
free gallium arsenide surface and form metal arsenides or gallium alloy layers near the 
interface. Compound semiconductors are especially susceptable to solid state reaction because 
some of their surfaces contain both anions and cations.lO Most metals ( Al, Cu or Au ) used 
as conductors react with gallium arsenide. Evidence of substrate disruption can be seen in core 
level photoemission data which is sensitive to the chemical state of the photo-ionized atom. l1 
Specifically, the core level binding energy is related to the chemical state of the atom and, 
provided other factors are the same, the atoms in a number of different atomic environments 
will generate components that can be isolated in the spectra. Photoemission was used as a 
probe of thin film growth and composition because it is a more direct means of studying layers 
as thin a monolayer and is more sensitive than Rutherford backscattering.12 Since the films 
are no where near the thickness required for device fabrication, the work described here is 
establishes the scientific feasability of the concept and further work is needed to make a 
technologically useful dielectric film. 
For the growth of A1203 films on GaAs(100), the experiment consisted of three steps: 
(1) the condensing molecular 02 on the surface, (2) vapor deposition of A1 into the solid 02 
and (3) the heating of the sample to remove excess '02. 
In figures 2 and 3, we show valence band and core level data for the formation of 
aluminum oxide on GaAs(100) at 49 K. The results for the clean surface ( Figure 2 ) are 
similar to those reported in many papers.13 The valence band maximum ( VBM ) was found 
0.42 eV below the Fermi level which indicates the surface is pimed. The photoelectron 
energies of the features shown in the experimental data are referenced to the VBM. Close 
examination of RHEED pattern, valence band photoemission spectra and the Ga 3dIAs 3d 
ratios which were 0.48 indicates this surface is the gallium-rich (4x6) surface. 
After the sample was cooled to 49 K, a jet of 02 was directed on the sample and a thin 
02 film condensed on the sample surface. The triple point of 02 is near 54 K and the vapor 
pressure at the critical point is 1.1 torr.14 Being close to the critical point for q, limited the 
thickness of the 02 layer to that of a weakly chemisorbed monolayer. Additional cooling 
would condense a much thicker 02 layer. However, the thickness of 02 was sufficent to make 
a thin of layer of aluminum oxide and very thin layers are frequently made by MBE. 02 has a 
distinct valence electronic structure which is reflected in the photoemission spectra of the 
valence band. After the deposition of 02 the valence band shows peaks identifed by Prankel 
et al.l5 with the 3og ( 13.6, 11.2 eV 1, the is, (9.8 eV ) and the lrg (5.2 eV ) molecular 
orbitals. The addition of A1 vapor causes the reaction to form an aluminum oxide that can be 
identified on the basis of the A1 2p core level shift ( Figure 3 ) as an amorphous Al2O3.l6 
The molecular photoemission features disappear and are replaced by a broad peak about 6-8 eV 
binding energy which is also seen when metallic A1 surfaces are oxidized. 
There are a number of ways to make a sapphire film and the films produced have a 
variety of morphologies and compositions. A challenging problem with a material like gallium 
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Figure 3. As 3d and Ga 3d core level photoemission spectra for the reactive deposition of A1 into solid oxygen. For 
both figures (a) represents GaAs(100), (b) the same surface covered by 02, (c) the same surface after the deposition 
of 2A of Al, (d) 10 A of A1 A and (e) shows the effect of depositing 10 A of A1 on GaAs(100) at 300 K. 
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Figure 2. Valence and A1 2p core level photoemission spectra for the reactive deposition of Al into solid oxygen. For 
the valence band spectra (a) represents GaAs(100), (b) the same surface covered by 02, (c) the same surface after 
the deposition of 2 A of A1 , and (d) shows the surface upon warming to 300 K. For the A1 2p spectra ( a) shows the 
Al oxide formed by depositing 1 A of Al, ( b) 2 A of A1 (c) the effat heating to 300 K and (d) the Al2p spect 
for aluminum, 
arsenide is the fact that the substate can react with the incoming species that make the thin 
film. Alternative methods of making Qil203 films include oxidizing predeposited aluminum 
films, reactive evaporation, plasma-assisted chemical vapor deposition from metall organic 
precursors ( PCVD ), laser ablation of A1203 and radio frquency sputtering of A1203 target. 
AH of the above techniques have drawbacks that can be largely eliminated by our new 
technique. For example, the plasmas generated by sputtering and PCVD heat and damage 
fragile substrates. 
The Ga 3d and As 3d core level photoemission data in Figure 3 show nature of the 
dielectric1GaAs interface during the growth process, provide clues concerning the adhesion of 
the dielectric and indicate the extent of reaction between the dielectric and gallium arsenide. 
Extensive interdiffusion is seen when aluminum is deposited on the substrate and is evidenced 
in the spectra by the development of a second Ga 3d core level component ( curve 3(e) ) at 
lower binding energy that can be associated with an intermixed Al-Ga phase. An A1203 layer 
produced by the oxidation of a predeposited A1 film would have a Ga oxide impurity that might 
decompose when heated. It is emphasised at this point that the aluminum oxidelGaAs(100) 
interface prepared by cryogenic reactive deposition lacks the Ga-A1 phase seen when A1 is 
directly deposited on GaAs. A small peak is seen about 3.1 eV above the As 3d peak. This 
component is due to a small amount of As203 that is produced by the reaction of arsenic with 
the atomic oxygen liberated during the reaction of % with Al. This peak is reduced when the 
0 2  is used up and the A1 reacts with As203 to form A1 oxide and free As. We interpret the 
core level data as indicating that a relatively pure amorphous A1203 film with a sharp 
dielectriclGaAs(100) interface can be grown at temperatures of 50 K by the cryogenic reactive 
evaporation technique. The small scale modification of the gallium arsenide surface shows 
that there is bonding between the dielectric material and gallium arsenide. Aluminum oxide 
layers of useful thickness could be grown on a thin 02 barrier film by co-deposition of 
aluminum and 0 2  or by pulsed deposition of the two reactants separately. 
The other dielectric deposited on GaAs(100) by the cryogenic reactive evaporation 
technique was aluminum nitride. CV measurements by M h t a  et al.I7 suggest that the 
interface density of states ( < 1012 /evcm2 ) is small between AlN and GaAs(100) making it a 
candidate for GaAs metal-insulator-semiconductor ( MIS ) system. AlN is also used as a 
capping material for gallium arsenide. AlN can be grown by a variety of techniques including 
but not limited to metal organic chemical vapor deposition ( MOCVD ), ion implantation of 
nitrogen into Al films and reactive molecular beam epitaxy. We attempted to grow A1N using 
cryogenically condensed ammonia. 
Amonia  can be condensed on the surface at liquid nitrogen temperamre ( 77 M ) . 
The same procedures were used in this case as in the earlier experiment to make aluminum 
oxide. The chemistry of aluminum and ammonia is more complicated because a number of 
compounds can be formed between A1 and onia or its fragments NH2 and NH. Figure 4 
shows valence band and A1 2p data for the reaction of Al with solid NN3 on GaAs(l00). Like 
0 2  , the condensation of NH3 changes the valence band region. Peaks at -7.0 and -12.2 eV 
binding energy are assigned to the NH3 3a1 and le  orbitals, respectively. We exposed the 
surface to 20 6. of MH3 and based on the reduction in the intensity of the Ga and As 3d core 
levels estimate the thickness of the molecular film as being 3 monolayers. 
The deposition of 10 A of A% causes the NH3 features to shift about 0.8 eV to higher 
binding energy. Unlike 02,  the pe&s are not disrupted and we conclude that NH3 is rebind 
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Figure 4. Valence and Al2p core level photoe~nission spectra for the reactiye deposition of A1 into solid m o n f a .  
For the valence band spectra (a and b) represent GaAs(100), (c) the same surface covered by NH3, (d) the same 
surface after the deposition of 10 A of A1 , (e) 20 A of A1 and (f) shows the surfaceupon warming to 300 K. For the 
Al2p spectra ( a) shows the Al-NH3 phase formed by depositing 10 A of Al, ( b) 20 A of Al (c) the effect heating to 
300 Kand (d) 600K (300 C). 
as a bonded species in the Al-NH3 compound. The deposition of a further 20 A of A1 caused 
no changes in the valence band. Large scale changes are seen in the valence band when the 
sample is heated by allowing the cold finger to return to room temperature. The NH3-related 
features disappear and a large broad feature peaking near -5.5 eV binding energy is seen. The 
shape of the valence band is the same as that obtained for AlN. There is a threshold 
temperature for AIN formation between 78 and 300 K. The large A1 2p core level ( Figure 4 ) 
shift ( 2-3 eV ) indicates that Al is chemically bonded to the NH3. Thus a AI(NH3), precusor 
or aduct forms at low temperatures. Heating is required to decompose this to form the nitride, 
but as will be briefly discussed in the conclusion, processing using energetic photon or electron 
beams should also provide a method of generating this compound. 
The As 3d and Ga 3d core levels show changes that reinforce the conclusions drawn 
from the valence level data and provide information about the AlNIGaAs(100) interface. The 
As 3d core level is broadened and the surface core level component is reduced when NW3 is 
condensed. This can be connected with the chemisorption of the ammonia and the elimination 
of unsaturated ( dangling ) surface bonds. After 10 A of A1 are deposited, the As 3d again 
broadens. This may be due to the formation of AsN or AlAs depending on whether hydrogen , 
an NHx fragment or nitrogen is released during the insertion of A1 into NH3 or A1 reaches a 
reaction site at the interface. The Ga 3d peak is also broadened but on the higher not lower 
binding energy side which is seen when A1 is deposited and we conclude that AlAs has not 
formed at this stage of film growth. These changes are more pronounced after 20 A of A1 are 
deposited. In addition, at the 20 A A1 coverage, a small Ga 3d component associated with 
the Ga-A1 phase begins to be seen. Heating the surface to 300 K, reverses some of the changes 
in the substrate seen when Al is inserted in to the NH3 layer. The width of the As 3d 
decreases and the shape is comparable to that seen for a clean surface. The Ga 3d peak 
remains broadened and indicates that the GaN phase at the interface is stable at 300 K. 
Both the A1 oxide and AlN layers were heated to temperatures just below the threshold 
fc- GaAs substrate disruption and both films proved to be stable as evidenced by the lack of 
changes in the photoemission spectra. 
S Y CONCLUSIONS 
From surface sensitive photoemission studies, we conclude that stable dielectric layers 
can be grown on a compound semiconductor by reactive deposition into cryogenically 
condensed molecular solids. In the specific examples, A1 oxide and A1 nitride were formed by 
reaction with 0 2  at 49 K and NH3 between 78 and 300 K. We believe the technique can be 
scald up to make coatings of useful thicknesses and point out that the fabrication of these 
films under novel conditions provides an opportunity to make such films with morphologies 
that vary from those produced by more widely used techniques. Work has continued at 
Brookhaven using condensed molecular solids. Intense EUV and soft x-ray beams have been 
directed into condensed mixtures of gases like diborane and ammonia to produce coatings who 
spectroscopic properties resemble boron nitride.18 Work is also proceeding using metal 
organics like tri-methyl aluminum to make compounds like AEN. We feel that condensed 
molecular films might play a role in advanced EUV and x-ray lithographic processes because 
molecular solids can be used to enhance etching and selective thin film deposition. The 
technique also has promise for depositng coatings like aluminum oxide on polymer surfaces for 
use as a protective layer. Another area that deserves closer examination is the use of this 
process to deposit dielectric films on oxide surfaces like YBa2Cu3q4 for use in planar 
tunneling junctions. 
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ABSTRACT 
Undoped, thin-layer silicon-on-insulator has been fabricated using wafer bonding and selective etching techniques 
employing an MBE grown Si0.,GeO3 layer as an etch stop. Defect free, undoped 200-350 nm silicon layers over 
silicon dioxide are routinely fabricated using this procedure. A new selective silicon-germanium etch has been 
developed that significantly improves the ease of fabrication of the BESOI material. 
INTRODUCTION 
Silicon on insulator (SOI) technology is evolving as the older silicon on sapphire technology is replaced by 
newer technologies capable of supporting smaller geometry devices. Several technologies are competing to produce 
the next generation of SO1 materials, and among the most important are silicon implanted with oxygen (SIMOX) 
and bond and etch back silicon-on-insulator (BESOI). There is also a subset of BESOI technologies under study that 
uses a combinakion of thinning techniques and different etch stops. The etch stops currently under study in the 
BESOI community include a heavily boron doped silicon layer [I] and a silicon-germanium alloy [2,3] as well as 
others. 
Silicon on insulator has been identified as one of the candidate substrate materials for VLSI circuits in the decade 
beginning in the year 2000 [4]. Advantages of the SO1 VLSI technology compared to conventional bulk VLSI 
technology include higher packing density, simpler process, and higher performance. Of the available SO1 
technologies including SIMOX and zone melt recrystallization, BESOI offers advantages in terms of lower defect 
density and the potential for lower manufacturing cost for large area (6,8, or 12 inch) SO1 wafers. 
This work has focused on BESOI fabrication because the buried oxide, unlike with SIMOX material, can be 
hardened for operation in a radiation environment. As a result, large threshold voltage shifts are experienced in 
SIMOX devices following irradiation by ionizing sources. An added advantage is that the defect free BESOI device 
layers are better suited for high voltage and high temperature applications than SIMOX layers. BESOI utilizing a 
SiGe etch stop is preferred over BESOI employing boron or carbon doped silicon etch stops because of defects 
induced in the silicon device layer by the presence of these etch stops. An additional advantage that BESOI with the 
SiGe etch stop has over the boron etch stop process is the elimination of residual electrically active elements (boron) 
in the device layer following the etch stop removal. 
These techniques are also compatible for the fabrication of thin silicon films such as silicon membranes, 
bolometers, and other devices and structures requiring free standing thin film silicon. Other potential applications 
include high voltage-high temperahue power devices, backside illuminated thinned CCD imagers, and X-ray masks. 
EXPERIMENTAL: BESOI Fabrication 
A schematic of the BESOI fabrication process is shown in figure 1. hime wafers were fabricated using 
molecular beam epitaxy (MBE) on Si(100) substrates that were cleaned chemically using a modified Shiraki 
procedure prior to being loaded into the MBE system. The oxide was removed in vacuo by heating to 800'~ in a 
0.1 &sec silicon flux. The structure was fabricated by growing the following layers: a 20 nm silicon buffer layer, a 
60 nm S h  7Ge0 3 alloy etch stop layer, and a 200-350 nm silicon epilayer. After MBE growth the wafers were 
evaluated by low energy electron diffraction (LEED) and optical microscopy with Nomarski. 
The MBE grown prime wafer and the handle wafer were bonded together by the following procedure. Thermal 
oxides were grown on both the MBE prime wafer (850'~) and the handle wafer. The oxides were both hydrophilyzed 
in an NH3:H202:H20 solution, and then stacked together oxide to oxide in a microclean environment. Pre- bonding 
between the two wafers was established at room temperature [3]. The prebonded wafers were inspected using an 
infrared imaging system to determine the quality of the bond, and unqualified wafers (those showing voids) were 
reworked. Qualified wafers were annealed at 850°c, and this treatment was sufficient to produce a bond strength that 
allowed mechanical grinding and polishing of the wafer. The 850'~ temperature was sufficiently high to cause 
some relaxation of the alloy etch-stop layer. As shown later, it did not have a negative impact on the stopping 
capability of the etch stop. In addition, dislocations formed by relaxation in the etch layer did not propagate into the 
2 
epitaxial layer as shown by plan view transmission electron microscopy (TEM) . Since no threading dislocations 
4 2 were observed by TEM, an estimate of the upper limit of dislocations in the Si epilayer is set at 10 cm- . 
After bonding the prime and handle wafers, the backside Si of the prime wafer and the etch stop must be 
removed. The back side of the bonded prime wafer was thinned to the desired SO1 thickness (200-350 nm) by a 
combination of mechanical thinning followed by selective etching [3]. Mechanical thinning was employed to bring 
the backside silicon plus etch stop layer thickness to less than 2 pm before chemical thinning. First, precision 
diamond grinding was used to reduce the thickness of the active wafer to about 25 pm. The depth of the damaged 
layer was about 3 p following this step, and a micrograph of this surface is shown in figure 2. The wafers were 
then transferred to a precision polisher built by ARACOR to thin the backside layer to less than 2 p. Figure 3 
shows a very smooth layer, indicating that the damage layer was less than 100 nm thick. Optical interference fringe 
patterns were used to determine the thickness variation of thc remaining semiconductor layer. For this sample, the 
film thickness was determined to vary between 1.5 and 2 pm. Further thinning used a selective silicon etch 
composed of 100 g. KOH, 4 g. K2Cr207, 100 ml. propanol, and 400 ml. H20 [2,3], which removed the silicon 
selectively from the etch stop layer. The Si0.7Ge0.3 alloy etch stop layer was selectively removed by a 
HN03:H20:HF(0.5%) solution, 35:20:10 vol:vol[5]. The selective etches for Si and SiGe are discussed below. 
Following the removal of the etch stop layer, the finished silicon on insulator material is obtained. A cross 
sectional transmission electron micrograph of a 200 nm silicon on insulator fiim is presented in figure 4. 
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
The etches used for the BESOI process must have a high selectivity, defined as the ratio of the etch rate of the 
top layer to the etch rate of the sublayer. For example, the etch used to remove the remaining Si above the 
Si0.7Ge0.3 etch stop layer must have a fast etch rate for Si and a slow rate for Si0.7Ge0.3 . Conversely, the etch 
which is used to remove the etch stop, must have a fast etch rate for Sh.7Ge0.3 and a slow rate for Si. An 
additional constraint on the etches is that the final surface must be left polished, suitable for device processing. 
The selective silicon etch showed the behavior indicated in figure 5. The slope of the steep curves on the left 
side of the plot is the etch rate of the silicon layer. The rate obtained was 19 nmlminute and did not change 
following heat treatment to 850 '~ as shown in the plot. The shallow curves on the right give the etch rates 
through the alloy etch stop layer and were 0.8 and 1.1 nmlminute for the as grown alloy layer and the layer heated 
to 850 '~  for 30 minutes respectively. The selectivity was approximately 20:l. 
The selective removal of the Si0.7Geo.3 alloy etch stop layer is shown in figure 6. The slope of the left side of 
the curve gives the etch rate through the etch stop layer which was 41 nmlminute. The etch rate through the 
underlying silicon layer was 0.4 nmlminute, giving a selectivity for the etch stop removal of 100:l. The alloy etch 
left the surface polished, as requid. 
Spreading resistance profiling was done on a 200 nm Si BESOI layer. The results showed the fabricated device 
layers to have a residual doping level of 8x1014 cm9 p-type. Thus we have the basis for a fully depleted BESOI 
technology. MOS devices have been fabricated, and their performance is shown in figures 7 and 8 for n-channel and 
p-channel MOSFET's, respectively. The n-channel devices show the well known "kink" effect typical of thin film 
MOS devices. These devices were well behaved as shown, and future work will include research on the radiation 
tolerance of the NRL BESOI compared to other SO1 technologies. 
CONCLUSIONS 
The use of an epitaxial Si0.7Ge0.3 layer etch stop in the fabrication of BESOI has been developed. This 
technique utilizes thermal and deposited oxides to form the buried oxide layer, thereby enabling the use of standard 
radiation hardening techniques in the growth of the buried oxide. The use of an epitaxial SiO 7Ge0 3 layer as an 
etch stop results in a defect free and undoped silicon on insulator film. The silicon film can be grown to any 
thickness desired, and silicon films in the 200-350 nm range are routinely fabricated. 
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Figure 1. Schematic representation of bond and etch back silicon on 
insulator fabrication. 
Figure 2. Active side of bonded wafer after being ground to 
thickness of 25 pln showing the 3 pm surface damage. 
Figure 3. Active side of bonded wafer after being precision 
polished to a thickness of 2-1.5 pm showing a smooth surface and 
interference fringes. 
Figure 4. Silicon on insulator fabricated by bond and etch back using a SiGe alloy as etch stop showing 
a 200 nm SO1 layer on a 920 nm oxide layer. 
Time (minutes) 
Figure 5. Silicon selective etch. The steep slope gives the 
silicon etch rate, while the shallow slope gives the alloy etch rate. 
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Figure 6. SiGe (30% Ge) selective etch. The steep slope gives 
the alloy etch rate, while the shallow slope gives the silicon etch rate. 
Figure 7. Drain characteristics of the 1.0 pm Figure 8. Drain characteristics of the 1.0 pm 
nchannel MOSFET. The floating-body related p-channel MOSFET. The applied bias to the 
kink effect is seen for this device. substrate was +5 V during measurement to 
control the back-channel threshold. 
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ABSTRACT 
This article reports successful fabrication of a five-pole interdigital stripline filter made of the 93-K 
superconductor (Y1Ba2Cu30y) coated on a silver substrate, with center frequency of 8.5 GHz and an extremely 
high rejection ratio of 80 dB. The lowest insertion loss measured was 0.1 dB at 12 K, with a return loss of better 
than 16 dB, representing a significant improvement over a similar copper filter, and is comparable to low critical- 
temperature filters. The insertion loss appears to be limited by extrinsic factors, such as tuning mism~kh and 
joint losses, and not by the superconducting material losses. 
INTRODUCTION 
Recent results of the intrinsic microwave properties of high-quality single crystals [I] and thin films [2] 
of the high critical-temperature (T,) superconductors raise tremendous prospects for the applications of these 
materials in microwave devices. These results of the surface resistance imply significantly improved performance 
as compared with devices using conventional materials, such as copper. It is clear, however, that significant 
problems need to be solved in order to translate the results on small scale samples into realistic structures 
necessary for actual devices. 
A bandpass filter is of great utility in systems limited in performance by radio frequency interference 
(RFI) at the input. This is particularly important in space communications, where the front-end amplifier is a 
delicate high-electron mobility transistor (HEMT) or maser amplifier with a very low noise temperature. The 
effect of incident RFI is primarily determined by the level and frequency of the RFI. Both in-band and out-of- 
band RFI can result in significant gain compression, noise temperature increase, and, in the case of the maser, 
spurious output signals. For example, a 0.1-dB increase in insertion loss can result in a 0.4-K increase in noise 
temperature, which can be serious in low noise systems. Therefore, a usable (out-of-band) RFI filter should have 
stringent specifications: a narrow bandpass, a high out-ofband rejection ratio (at least 80-dB), and an extremely 
low insertion loss (-0.1 dB) to avoid in-band signal attenuation and added noise. 
FILTER STRUCTURE 
This article describes the fabrication and performance of an 8.5-GHz bandpass filter made of silver and 
coated with Y1Ba2Cu30-I, (YISCO). An interdigital tunable stripline resonator structure was selected over a 
microstrip filter as the optimal design due to its favorable performance characteristics [3], and its potential ability 
to meet the design criteria specified above. This structure is compact and, with the exception of waveguide 
filters, it has the highest unloaded resonator (Q) among the commonly used structure [4]. The filter, shown in 
Fig. 1, consists of five transverse electromagnetic (TEM) mode stripline resonators. Each resonator is 
approximately one-quarter wavelength long at the midband frequency and is short-circuited at one end and open- 
circuited at the other. These resonators are placed between two ground plates which are attached to the filter 
body by as many screws as possible in order to reduce losses at the joints. Bandpass tuning is accomplished by 
varying the capacitance of the resonators with the five adjustable screws opposite each of the five fingers. This 
particular filter was designed with the aid of the low-pass prototype synthesis methods outlined in [4]. It is a 
0.05-dB equal-ripple bandpass filter with an equal-ripple bandwidth of 0.15 GHz centered at 8.5 GWz. 
FABRHCPa$l[ON METHOD 
Three different fabrication methods were considered: (1) making the entire filter out of bulk Tc 
superconductor; (2) coating a silver-plated copper filter with a thick YBCO film; and (3) coating a pure silver 
filter with a thick superconducting film. Despite experience with bulk high Tc structures [5], the first method, 
after some initial trials, was abandoned due to the complexity of the structure (many sharp edges, screw 
holes, threads, etc.). Some of the edges tended to chip, and the drilling of so many holes weakened or even 
destroyed the structure. In the second approach a copper filter was machined and silver-plated with a 500- 
micron thick film. This filter was subsequently coated with a thick YBCO film. The resultant film looked 
dark gray and was not superconducting. This process was repeated with a number of test pieces without the 
desired success. A possible explanation of this may be that the silver buffer layer degraded at high 
temperatures and the copper substrate reduced the thick YBCO film. The same result was obtained even 
when the sintering temperature was reduced from 920 deg C to 900 deg C. Finally, the third method 
attempted was very successful. It involved machining the filter out of 99.9 percent pure silver, and 
subsequently coating the filter with a thick YBCO film, as in the previous method. The resulting films 
looked black and exhibited sharp superconducting transitions with Tc - $92 K. By using this last method, 
three different filters were fabricated and tested, making appropriate improvements each time. 
The YBCO compound was prepared via a solid state reaction by using yttrium oxide, barium 
carbonate, and copper oxide. Stochiometric amounts of the constituent materials were mixed and ballmilled 
in methanol for 16 hr. The slurry was dried and vacuum calcined [6] at 800 deg C for 4 hr in an oxygen 
pressure of 2.7 x lo2 Pa. Thick films were fabricated by mixing the YBCO powder with an organic solvent, 
and a dispersant was added to improve the rheological properties. The suspension was applied to the silver 
filter substrate and dried at 80-deg-C for about 2-hr. The film was then sintered at 920 deg C for 4 hr in 
an oxygen partial pressure (PO2) of 1.1 x lo4 Pa and annealed at 450 deg C for 16 hr in 1 atmosphere of 
oxygen. Sintering in low PO2 enhances 171 the sintering kinetics of YBCO. In addition, the melting point of 
silver is slightly higher in reduced PO2. The resulting coating thickness was on the order of 50 microns. 
MEASUREMEW RESULTS 
An 8510B Hewlett Packard Network Analyzer with an S-parameter test set was used to precisely 
tune the filter and perform both the return and insertion loss measurements. The filter was originally tuned 
at room temperature to better than 20 dB of return loss across the frequency band of interest and 
subsequently cooled down to 12 K by using a closed-cycle refrigerator (CCR). Its temperature was 
monitored by two separate sensors attached to its body and the temperature-dependent data were taken as 
the filter was allowed to warm up slowly. The insertion loss of the coaxial lines inside the CCR are 
substrated from the data presented. These lines were separately characterized as a function of temperature 
for the frequency band of interest. 
For an equal-ripple Chebyshev filter, the insertion loss (L,) at midband is given by the expression: 
Ls (dB) = 8.686 (CJWQ,) (1) 
where Q, is the unloaded resonator Q, W is the fractional bandwidth, and C, is a coefficient determined by 
the filter order and its band ripple [2]. 
Fig. 1. The superconducting YBCO/Ag filter. 
From Eq. (I), since Q, \proportional to 1/R,, it is readily seen that the insertion loss of a filter is 
proportional to the surface resistance of the material it is made of. For conventional superconductors like 
Pb (T, = 7.2 K) and NbTi (T, = 9.8 K) at 4.2 K and at X-band frequencies, the surface resistance is known 
to be as much as three orders of magnitude lower than that of copper. The expected insertion loss for an 
ideal filter like the one considered here is therefore on the order of lo4 dB. From the results on the surface 
resistance of polycrystalline and single crystal UBCO materials [I], the authors expect insertion losses on the 
order of 0.25 dB for the polycrystalline and no more than $lo3 dB for an ideal single-crystal filter. 
Figure 2 shows the temperature dependence of the insertion loss of the three different silver and 
rSCO filters as a function of temperature. All the data were taken at an input continuous wave (cw) power 
level of 38 micro W. Qualitatively, all the curves look similar. A sharp transition at 93 K is observed as the 
film becomes superconducting. The insertion loss then tails off at about 70 K, at which point it starts 
decreasing linearly to 12 K. The lowest value reached is 0.69 dB, and if extrapolated down to 4.2 K, the 
insertion loss would be 0.61 dB, as compared with 0.55 dB for a similar copper filter. At lower values of 
input power, the filter exhibits losses lower than that of copper, as discussed later. 
The data of Fig. 2 for the three filters that were constructed reveal an important feature, namely that 
the differences in performance among the three trials were not due to material properties (i.e., R,), but 
rather due to nonoptimization of the final devices. This is evident if one superposes the three curves by 
subtracting constant (temperature-independent) offsets, whence the three curves become identical. Thus, in 
practice, the insertion loss is represented by L,(T) = L,(T) + Lo, where Lo is temperature-independent and 
arises from connector mismatch, tuning, etc. When this was realized, it was possible to achieve the best 
results with filter 3 by improving the ground-plane contacts, and by carefully assembling and tuning the filter 
at room temperature to the lowest insertion loss achievable. 
Earlier work [33 with NbTi (Tc = 9.8 K) filters substantiates the above conclusions for the high Tc 
filter. In the NbTi filter, it was discovered that poor ground-plane contacts can contribute as much as 0.5 dB 
to the insertion loss at cryogenic temperatures and could be minimized by using knife edges at the joints. 
The ultimate residual loss achieved with the NbTi filter was 0.10 dB, and it was concluded that this 
represented the loss due to the connectors. 
Thermal cycling strongly affects the L, data. For filter 3, L, was found to increase after the first 
thermal cycle and following the filter assembly. After the first thermal cycle, L, increased by 0.7 dB at room 
temperature, and the subsequent cool-down data showed an increase by the same amount. Following the 
final cryogenic measurement, it was found that roam temperature disassembly and reassembly of the filter 
increased its loss by 3.0 dB. Thus, for future designs, care must be taken to reduce warping and dimensional 
changes in the structure due to the high temperatures involved in the fabrication process. In addition, 
engineering design changes will have to be incorporated to eliminate the contact losses at the ground planes. 
The surface resistance of samples prepared in the exact same way as the filter was also measured as a 
function of temperature down to 77 K by using a 14-GHz microwave cavity, with the sample disk as an end 
plate. The Rs data showed the same qualitative temperature dependence that was observed for the insertion 
loss measurements. 
As mentioned earlier, the insertion loss Ls was found to exhibit a strong input power dependence, 
even at very low input powers. Figure 3 shows L, as a function of input power which was varied from 38 
micron W to 40 pW. For the first cool down and very low input cw power levels (>1  nW) the filter loss 
approached very low values of about 0.05 dB. As indicated in Fig. 3, the maximum error at the low power 
levels and for very low values of Ls is about 0.3 dB, which represents a very conservative upper bound on the 
measurement. 
Such strong dependence on the input power is somewhat puzzling, since the incident magnetic fields 
on the superconducting film are too weak to account for such an effect. A thermal gradient could, however, 
exist in the YBCO material at the ground-plane contacts. Although the silver surface was machined flat to 
within 0.001 in., irregularities caused by firing and uneven film thickness prevented perfect mechanical 
contact at the interface, and hence led to poor electrical and thermal performance. It is likely that power 
levels above 38 nW could be sufficient to locally heat the YBCO material at the shorted base of the 
resonators a few kelvin above the rest of the material. It should be recalled that the radio frequency current 
densities are highest at the shorted base of the resonators. This is consistent also with the observed thermal 
cycling degradation, since the stainless steel screws would have a slightly different coefficient of expansion 
than the silver body, leading to weaker contact force and hence higher losses. 
Note several features of the device reported here that bear on comparisons with thin-film microstrip 
filters. As part of its design, the waveguide should possess the lowest losses achievable, in comparison with 
microstrip filter structures, which have higher losses. The five element configuration also provides a high 
out-of-band rejection (-80 dB), which is difficult to achieve with thin-film microstrip fdters. 
Co~ectorization should, in principle, be easier here because of the metallic substrate. It was also noted that 
the very low insertion loss of the filter has forced careful evaluation of the procedures for measuring L,, and 
indeed it is clear that even better performance will require more exact procedures. It should also be noted 
that at least in space communications, signal power levels are usually very low (- nanowatts), which is the 
level at which this filter exhibits its lowest insertion loss (see Fig. 3). 
The authors have also tested the filter in an actual system configuration designed to measure system 
noise temperature with a HEMT front-end amplifier. Details of the measurement will be presented 
elsewhere. At a physical system temperature of T, = 20 K, and with the amplifier noise temperature of TL 
= 20 K, the experiments yielded a noise temperature contribution of 4.6 K, which agrees well with that 
inferred from the measured insertion loss data. 
PHYSICAL TEMPERATURE. K 
Fig. 2. Insertion loss (Ls) versus physical temperature O for three separate filters. 'he 
measurements were taken at an input power of 38 pW. 
In conclusion, a stripline high Tc superconducting microwave bandpass fdter wassuccessfully fabricated 
and tested. The lowest insertion loss measured was 0.05 dB, with an input return loss of better than 16 dB 
across the passband. The filter provides significant improvements over a comparable copper filter and is at 
present limited not by the superconducting material, but rather by design limitations possibly originating at 
the time of fabrication. Even at present, the filter h comparable to low Tc superconducting devices (with a 
distinct advantage over the latter in that operation is possible at elevated temperatures which are cost 
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Fig. 3. Insertion loss measurement at various power levels at 12 K for the YBCO/Ag filter, and 
similar CM and MTi filters. 
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ABSTRACT 
Planar RF circuits are used in a wide range of applications from 1 GHz to 300GHz including radar, 
communications, commercial RF test instruments, and remote sensing radiometers. These circuits, 
however, provide only fixed tuning elements. This lack of adjustability puts severe demands on circuit 
design procedures and materials parameters. We have developed a novel tuning element which can be 
incorporated into the design of a planar circuit in order to allow active, post-fabrication tuning by varying 
the electrical length of a coplanar strip transmission line. It consists of a series of thin plates which can 
slide in unison along the transmission line, and the size and spacing of the plates are designed to provide 
a large reflection of RF power over a useful frequency bandwidth. Tests of this structure at 1 GHz to 
3GHz showed that it produced a reflection coefficient greater than 0.90 over a 20% bandwidth. A 2GHz 
circuit incorporating this tuning element was also tested to demonstrate practical tuning ranges. This 
structure can be fabricated for frequencies as high as 1000 GHz using existing micromachining techniques. 
Many commercial applications can profit from this micromechanical RF tuning element, as it will aid in 
extending microwave integrated circuit technology into the high millimeter wave and submillimeter wave 
bands by easing constraints on circuit technology. 
INTRODUCTION 
The vast field of RF electronics has long capitalized on the advantages of simple and cost effective planar 
circuit technology. From 1 GHz to 40 GHz, microstrip, coplanar strip, and slotted transmission lines are 
commonly vsed for signal distribution in hybrid and monolithic circuits used in radar, communications, 
and remote sensing applications. Typically, the transmission lines in these circuits are designed with 
a particular characteristic impedance, and some form of impedance transformation or tuning circuit is 
used to insure that the circuit components transfer the RF signal along these lines in the most efficient 
way. Ideally, knowledge of the operating impedance of each component allows for a fixed circuit design 
which incorporates this impedance transformation. In practice, however, it is quite difficult to accurately 
characterize these components, particularly at high frequencies. As a result, some post fabrication tuning 
in the form of circuit modification is required. This type of tuning is not easy and it is required more 
often as the design frequency is increased. It is therefore desirable to incorporate impedance matching 
elements in these circuits which can be readily fined tuned after fabrication in order to relax the constraint 
of component characterization, and thus allow the circuit design to be extended to higher frequencies. 
In waveguide circuits, this tuning is accomplished with a mechanically adjustable backshort which is 
inserted into the waveguide. This provides a tuning stub with an adjustable electrical length. Waveguide, 
however, is often difficult to interface with planar components, and the dimensional requirements can make 
the waveguide circuit quite difficult and costly to fabricate. Analogously, an approach for a movable, 
noncontacting "planar backshort" which can be used to vary the electrical length of a coplanar strip 
transmission line tuning stub has been developed. This sliding circuit element allows for the design of an 
RE' circuit which can be actively tuned after fabrication to achieve optimal performance. 
Metallic Plate 
Variable length \ 
tuning stub Coplanar strip 
\ transmission line 
Insulator 
Fig. 1. Design of sliding backshort on coplanar strip transmission line. The holes in the metal plate 
create a series of successive high and low impedance sections that produce a large reflection of RF 
power. 
/ 
THE PLANAR BACKSHORT 
Placing a solid metallic plate across a coplanar strip transmission line, with a thin dielectric insulating 
layer in between, results in a reflection of RF power. Unfortunately, this reflection is not sufficiently 
large over a useful bandwidth for the plate to be used as a backshort in the design of a practical tuning 
circuit. This "sandwich" configuration does, however, result in a section of lower impedance transmission 
line. Quarter-wavelength sections of this line can be cascaded alternately with uncovered sections of 
"high" impedance line to create a series of impedance transformations which ultimately result in a very 
low impedance. When used as a backshort on a transmission line, this cascade produces an even larger 
reflection of RF power than the solid plate. We constructed and optimized such a planar backshort and 
it's geometry is illustrated in Fig. 1. It consists of a thin metal plate with rectangular holes of the proper 
dimension and spacing. A thin insulator keeps the plate from contacting the transmission line which 
reduces wear and allows the backshort to slide freely when pushed. 
MODEL MEASUREMENTS 
We built a large scale model of the sliding backshort and measured the magnitude of the reflection 
coefficient with an HP 8510B network analyzer over a frequency range of 1 GHz to 5 GHz. This 
measurement required a transition between the coaxial input of the network analyzer and the coplanar 
line. Unfortunately, no standard transition with low VSWR is readily available. For this reason, we 
devised several distinct measurement techniques in order to obtain reliable results. 
A natural choice of calibration technique for an HP8510B is the "Thru-Reflect-Line" (TRL) method which 
allows for measurements in nonstandard transmission media such as coplanar line. The transition between 
coaxial and coplanar line can, in principle, be accounted for in the calibration procedure. However, 
reproducible calibration standards in coplanar line are required. Reflections at  connections between 
segments of coplanar line and uncertainties in the reflection standard lead to nonrepeatable results and 
unacceptably high errors. As a result, this method was not pursued further. 
Our second technique was a simple 1-port measurement of a circuit which employs a direct connection 
from coaxial to coplanar line. This measurement of lslll was made over a 1.5 GHz to 2.5 GHz frequency 
range and Fig. 2(a) shows the test arrangement. The abrupt transition from coaxial line to coplanar line 
was formed a t  the edge of the stycast substrate with a flange mount SMA connector. The measurement 
was taken with the reference plane of the backshort adjusted to coincide with the SMA connector. 
Coplanar strip 
transmission line Insulator 
SMA Metallic substrate 
connector plate Frequency, GHz 
Fig. 2. Test circuit used for optimization (a) and plot of reflection coefflcient (b) for optimized 
sliding backshort a t  the §MA connector on 2 0 4 4  transmission line. 
While this transition resulted in large unwanted reflections which increased the uncertainty of the 
measurement, the technique was useful because it allowed us to monitor the reflection coefficient for 
the backshort in real time as we optimized the dimensions of the backshort. The optimization was 
performed by systematically varying the length of the low and high impedance sections, the number of 
sections, the dimensions of the transmission line, and the thickness of the insulator in order to achieve 
the largest reflection of RF power. Good performance was obtained for a coplanar transmission line with 
2.1 mm wide copper strips, separated by a 5.2 mm gap and mounted on a 6 mm thick stycast substrate 
with a dielectric constant of 4. The characteristic impedance of this transmission line and its effective 
dielectric constant were determined to be 204 R and 2.3 respectively [I]. A 0.025 mm thick sheet of mylar 
was used to insulate the transmission line from the sliding shorting plate. This noncontacting, 76mm 
wide, 6mm thick aluminum shorting plate had two rectangular holes in it with dimensions and spacing 
of wl = 24.3mm, sl = 19.4mm, w2 = 24.0mm, 5 2  = 23.0mm, and ws = 24.4 mm. This resulted in 
uncovered high impedance sections, sl and sz, and covered low impedance sections, wl, w2 and w3, which 
were each approximately Ag/4 long on the coplanar line. 
A plot of Isll] versus frequency is shown in Fig. 2(b). This optimized planar backshort produced Isll[ 
better than -0.3dB over a 20% bandwidth. That is a reflection of more than 90% of the power in the 
incident wave. The center frequency was determined to be 2GHz, which agrees exactly with the design 
frequency. 
We noted that the front edge of the sliding metallic plate was very close to the discontinuity at  the SMA 
connector and it may have interacted with fringing fields around the flange. In addition, the reflection 
coefficient decreased when the backshort was moved Xg/2 from the SMA connector in order to reduce 
interactions with fringing fields. The error caused by this unwanted interference, along with the lack of a 
transmission measurement, motivated the design of a third measurement technique. 
Fig. 3 shows the system used for the third measurement technique. Here, the 204-51 coplanar line was 
connected to the 50-R network analyzer inputs by means of two baluns of identical length. These baluns 
were made by gradually trimming the shield and teflon insulation from a semirigid, 3.5mm wide coaxial 
line over approximately one wavelength at 2 GHz. This created a smooth transition to the coplanar line 
which minimized the power reflected at  the connection. The return loss for these baluns is approximately 
-10 dB and the remaining undesired reflections from these transitions were gated out of the measurement 
using the low-pass time domain mode of the network analyzer. The frequency for this measurement was 
swept from 50 MHz to 20 GHz so that an accurate transformation between frequency and time could be 
made. 
Midpoint of System 
Fig. 3. Test system used to measure two-port scattering parameters for sliding backshort. The 
coaxial line baluns are tapered to create a gradual transition between coaxial and coplanar line 
which reduces measurement uncertainty due to unwanted reflections at the transition. 
The full two-port scattering parameters for the system were measured under three different conditions. 
First, a reference measurement was made which would correspond to an ideal short. The baluns are 
identical in length and hence, the test model is symmetric about the midpoint of the coplanar line. Thus, 
the magnitude of the transmission measurement of this circuit with no short in place is equal to the 
reflection measurement with an ideal short a t  the midpoint. Reflection measurements for the sliding 
backshort were then made with the shorting plate arranged to reflect an incident wave from port 1 at 
the midpoint of the system and then, port 2. The values for Isll 1 from the first reflection measurement 
and from the second were normalized by dividing each by the values for IsZ11 and ls121 from the 
reference measurement, respectively. The two results were averaged to cancel the effect of any asymmetry 
in the system. Transmission measurements for the backshort were similarly normalized and averaged. 
The requirement of processing the measurement data, along with the large range of frequency, prohibited 
us form monitoring the 2 GHz reflection coefficient in real time for this measurement. 





Fig. 4. Plot of measured reflection coefficient (a) and transmission coefficient (b) for optimized 
sliding backshort. This measurement was made using baluns for transitions. 
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Fig. 5. Schematic diagram for equivalent double-shunt stub tuner circuit (a) and circuit 
arrangement used for measurements (b). 
better than -0.5dB over approximately an 80% bandwidth and the center frequency was slightly higher 
than 2GHz. Over the peak located between 1.5GHz and 2.5GHz, lslll is better than -0.3dB over a 16% 
bandwidth and the center frequency is slightly lower than 2 GHz. This agrees well with the previous results 
shown in Fig. 2(b). Together, the plots of Is111 and lszll appear to indicate that approximately 10% of 
the power for the incident wave is left unaccounted for, but the f 0.2 dB uncertainty of our measurement 
is to large to verify this. 
DOUBLE STUB TUNER 
In order to demonstrate the tuning range accessible in a planar circuit, we built a double-shunt 
stub tuner which incorporates two sliding backshorts. This circuit serves as a low frequency model 
of a superconductor-insulator- superconductor (SIS) mixer used in millimeter wave radioastronomy 
applications [2,3]. Fig. 5(a) shows the equivalent circuit and Fig. 5(b) shows the circuit arrangement 
as measured. The characteristic impedance of the coplanar line is 90R and the stub spacing is Xg/8. A 
90-R resistor was used to simulate a planar antenna impedance and a 3.5 mm wide semirigid coaxial probe 
was used to measure the range of impedance to which we could transform the resistor. The calibration 
reference plane for this measurement was set a t  end of the shield for the coaxial probe. Fig. 6 is a Smith 
chart, normalized to the characteristic impedance of the line, which shows the accessible impedance region 
at 2 GHz. The overlap for the tuning region and the impedance region necessary for matching SIS devices 
implies that a circuit of this type would be useful for this purpose. Variations in the shape of this tuning 
region can be achieved by changing the spacing between the tuning stubs. 
The solid and dashed boundary lines in Fig. 6 show a comparison between the measured impedance 
range of the double stub tuner and a computer simulation of the circuit using Pu#[4],  respectively. The 
simulation agrees well with the measured data. The reflection coefficient of the shorting element used in 
the computer model was adjusted to  fit the simulation to the measured Smith chart data. The resulting 
fitted lslll for the backshort was -l.OdB, which is similar to the -0.7dB result that was measured for the 
+j90 
SIS matchi 
Fig. 6. Smith chart showing the measured (solid boundary) and fltted (dashed boundary) tuning 
region for double shunt stub tuner. The available tuning region covers the impedance region needed 
for matching to  an  SIS device. 
same backshort, by itself, on a 90-R transmission line at 2 GHz. A phase shift of 4 degrees was also fitted 
at  the coaxial probe transition in order to account for the calibration reference plane uncertainty. 
CONCLUSION 
We have demonstrated an approach for an adjustable planar backshort on coplanar strip transmission line. 
Test results from a low-frequency model indicate that the backshort can be used to create tuning stubs 
whose electrical length can be varied after fabrication. This noncontacting backshort with cascaded high 
and low impedance sections should also work on slotline, coplanar waveguide and possibly microstrip line. 
By using advanced micro-machining techniques [5,6], it should be possible to create adjustable impedance 
matching circuits at  terahertz frequencies which would relax the design constraints for a wide range of 
planar integrated circuits. 
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INTRODUCTION 
This paper focuses on the thermal protection system process technology used in the manufacture of 
the External Tank for the Space Shuttle system and how that technology is applied by private business to 
create new products, new markets and new American jobs. 
The term "technology transfer" means different things to different people and has become one of 
the buzz words of the 1980s and 1990s. In the context of this paper, "technology transfer" is defmed as a 
means of transfemng technologies developed by NASA's prime contractors to public and private sector 
industries. 
Backaound - Manned Space Svstems and Technolow Transfer 
Despite the tens of thousands of spinoff products and processes from NASA, the majority of small 
to mid-sized businesses in the United States do not understand the term or concept of technology transfer. 
In fact, you might say that technology transfer is one of the best kept secrets in America. 
Prime contractors like Martin Marietta Manned Space Systems have always had the conartctual 
requirement to report all new technology developments to the contracting agency. In October, 1989, Martin 
Marietta Manned Space Systems' contract was expanded to expedite the movement of technologies from the 
"technology closet" to the market place. 
Through this new contract clause, Martin Marietta Manned Space Systems has set out to 
familiarize the public and private sectors with how easy it is to take advantage of Federally-developed 
technologies for commercial usages through the "NASA/Martin Marietta Manned Space Systems 
Technology Transfer Program". As a result of these efforts, four commercial applications of External Tank- 
developed technology have transpired since October 1989. Two of these applications will be discussed in 
this paper. 
Backmund - Federal Legislation 
Although "technology transfer" is one of America's best kept secrets, it shouldn't be, according to 
the legislation passed to support the effort. Technology transfer was one of the major considerations of the 
National Aeronautics and Space Administration when it was created. In Congress' first effort to show a 
commitment to technology transfer, the National Aeronautics and Space Act of 1958, as amended, provided 
a clear mandate for the NASA to have an active Technology Transfer Program. However, simply 
mandating a Technology Transfer Program fell short of getting American business interested in developing 
NASAderived technology. The lack of interest by business was due to the fact that newly developed 
technology was considered public domain. 
Later attempts by Congress in 1980 to foster the commercialization of Federally-developed 
technology resulted in two laws being passed. For the first time, the Bayh-Dole Act allowed the 
government to grant exclusive commercial sector rights to Federally-developed technology to the contractor 
who developed the technology with federal funding. By allowing this technology to be exempt from the 
public domain, this law removed a major stumbling block for private industry investment. 
The second law, the Stevenson-Wydler Act authorized Federal laboratory personnel to share 
government-funded technology with the private sector. Until this law was passed, other than NASA, 
Technology Transfer was not part of the Federal laboratories mission. 
Still not seeing the kind of results it was looking for, the Congress enacted the Federal 
Technology Transfer Act of 1986 in response to the increasingly tough international economic competition 
facing the United States from Japan, the Pacific Rim nations and the indusaialized nations of Europe. The 
Federal Technology Transfer Act along with President Reagan's multi-phased program for improving access 
to Federally-funded research contained in Executive Order 12591, charged Federal agencies with linking their 
Federally-developed technologies with the private sector. 
NASA, with its long-standing history in the Technology Transfer arena and in the spirit of the 
Federal Technology Transfer Act, decided through the Marshall Space Flight Center (MSFC) to increase 
their technology transfer efforts by allowing its prime contractors to implement complementary programs. 
This pilot program being conducted by Martin Marietta Manned Space Systems is helping to expand the 
network for transfening NASA/conttactordeveloped technologies. 
Martin Marietta Manned Space Systems, Michoud Assembly Facility, New Orleans, Louisiana 
manufactures the External Tank for the Space Shuttle system. The Space Shuttle system is comprised of four 
major elements: The airplane-like orbiter, its external propellant fuel tank, and twin solid rocket boosters. 
The Space Shuttle system's largest element, the External Tank, is the structural backbone of the vehicle. It 
provides liquid cryogenic propellants to the orbiter's three main engines and absorbs the 6.7 million pounds of 
thrust exerted by the solid rocket boosters and main engines during launch. 
To manufacture an External Tank that is 154 feet long, nearly 28 feet in diameter and has a 
propellant capacity of 528,600 gallons (1.6 million pounds), numerous technologies must come into play. 
To keep the liquid hydrogen and liquid oxygen in the External Tank prior to launch, at -423'F and - 
297'F respectively an excellent thermal protection system is required. A polyisocyanurate foam was chosen 
to perform the task. The External Tank is covered is covered over most of its surface with a layer of the foam 
about 1 inch to 1 112 inches thick. In addition to insulating the cryogenic liquid contents of the tank from its 
exterior environment and keeping these propellants from boiling off or causing ice to form on the exterior of 
the tank, the foam insulation also protects the tank's aluminum skin from the extreme heat caused by 
aerodynamic heating during the ascent portion of the mission. The foams and application processes developed 
to allow the External Tank to survive the extreme conditions it encounters are now finding their way into the 
commercial sector, helping companies create or improve their products. 
MARTIPJ MARIETTA MANNED SPACE SYSTEMS 
TECHNOLOGY TRANSFER PROGRAM 
ed Space Systems' first experience with transferring spacedeveloped technology was a project 
referred to as the "Childrens Lunchbox Meals". Eleven million children do not have access to proper lunch 
time meals at school. With that fact in mind, Dr. Blackwell founded SouWointe Products in Birmingham, 
Alabama, to manufacture and market a unique food product. SouthPointe Products offers parents a healthy 
alternative for their children's diets with a product that is nutritious, convenient to prepare, and that can be 
heated at home and retain its warmth for several hours until the child is ready to have lunch. The meals will 
be packed in thermoformed, high barrier plastic single serve trays with non-foil, easy peelable lidding. Some 
meals will be packaged for the child to heat and eat immediately; others will be provided with an insulated 
"meal mitt" or "cocoon" so that they can be heated and stored in the child's lunch box for several hours prior - 
to eating. Dr. Blackwell's problem was to develop a "meal mitt" or "cocoon" that would insulate the meal 
and maintain the temperature of the meal at approximately 110'F for four to five hours. She contacted the 
Marshall Space Flight Center with her technical problem in the field of thermal materials. This problem was 
forwarded to Martin Marietta Manned Space Systems since one of the major areas of our expertise is the field 
of thermal protection technology developed for the External Tank. 
After Manned Space Systems engineers established that this problem could be solved using 
thermal protection materials and processes developed under the External Tank contract, an applications 
engineering project was initiated with SouthPointe F'roducts. This project included (1) analysis and testing 
to prove the concept of using foam as the "cocoon" material, (2) vendor surveys to determine production 
feasibility/costs to manufacture Manned Space Systems' concept, and (3) development of prototype 
"cocoons" for SouthPointe Products. 
The results of this project demonstrated that it was feasible to use urethane foams as insulation for 
this microwaveable meal. A 0.5 inch thick foam shell would be required to keep the meal warm (-1 10'F) 
for four to five hours (Ref. Figures 1 & 2). Dr. Blackwell's production cost will vary with the vendor 
making the shells and the foam being used. 
At the completion of this applications engineering project all patent and intellectual rights were 
assigned to SouthPointe Products. NASA, however, by law always retains a non-exclusive, non- 
transferrable, irrevocable, paid-up license for any technology developed with government funding. 
Currently, SouthPointe Products has a patent pending on the foam "cocoon" concept and is 
working with an Atlanta fm to produce and market Dr. Blackwell's quality lunchbox meals for kids, coined 
"Power Packs". 
Another example of an applications engineering project that will lead to commercial application of 
thermal protection system technology is the thermal curtain project. United Service Equipment Company 
(USECO) of M m b o r o ,  Tennessee manufacture and markets the durable UNITRAY@ cart, the original 
and completely proven single-tray heated and refrigerated food cart. Each of the double tray compartments is 
divided into two sections, one heated and the other reltigerated. It is this unique system that permits the 
tray to be assembled as a completed meal in the central kitchen, under the supervision of the dietitian, and 
delivered directly to the patient. Both hot and cold foods, side by side on the same tray, arrive at bedside 
appetizingly fresh because the UNITRAY@ is designed not only to transport the trays but also to maintain 
food temperahms. 
USECO has manufactured the UNITRAY@ cart since the mid-1960s. From that time through the 
mid-1970s it was a very big seller for them. In the late 1970s to the early 1980s, the UNITRAY@ started 
to lose its market appeal. Other manufacturers had introduced several products similar to the klNITRAY@, 
but with superior insulating properties. This new marketplace competition led USECO to contact NASA 
through the State of Tennessee Department of Economic and Community Development in search of 
technologies that could replace the neoprene divider system they were using at that time. 
Because of Martin Marietta Manned Space Systems' expertise in thermal protection systems, the 
George C. Marshall Space Flight Center asked that we review this problem. 
A team of engineers representing materials engineering, thermal engineering, mechanical design 
engineering and advanced manufacturing technology engineering were put together to review the USECO 
UNITRAY@ food cart current thermal barrier. Several concepts were developed and presented to USECO 
for their opinion and consideration. Upon USECO agreeing with a proposed concept to utilize thermal 
protection materials to solve their problem, an applications engineering project was begun with USECO. 
The objective of this program was to develop a foam-based thermal curtain system concept (Ref. 
Figures 3 & 4) which provides an insulating barrier between hot and cold chambers capable to maintaining 
fixed temperatwe conditions at 80-100 percent relative humidity for a given period of time. Test conditions 
would include maintaining contrasting temperatures of 250-275°F and 34-40°F for 2 hours. 
The approach to conducting this project include: (1) The development of engineering drawings, (2) 
development of prototype molds and prototype parts, (3) in-house analysis and testing to prove the concept, 
and (4) mocking up the UNITRAYQ cart with prototype parts and performing an environmental acceptance 
test as the final proof of concept. 
USECO plans on reintroducing the UNITRAY@ cart with the new foam barrier systems in 1992. 
As with the lunchbox project, Martin Marietta Manned Space Systems disclosed al l  reportable items to 
NASA pursuant to NASA FAR supplement clause 18-52.227-70, "New Technology" and at the same time 
requesting that NASA waive its rights to the "UNITRAYQ Delivery Cart Thermal Curtain." Upon the 
issuance of this waiver, Martin Marietta Manned Space Systems will assign its rights to the United Service 
Equipment Company who will file patent applications on the thermal barrier. 
CONCLUSION 
With results like these, it is easy to understand why "Technology Transfer" can and does work for 
the American people. The projects cited in this paper deal with thermal protection systems technology. 
However, these are just two of the several applications engineering projects Pvlartin Marietta Manned Space 
Systems has been involved in since October 1989. Manned Space Systems also has expertise in the fields 
of advanced manufacturing, advanced inspection systems, and advanced materials. 
The NAS- Marietta Manned Space Systems Technology Transfer Program is a positive 
way to take advantage of the technology being developed with your tax dollars, and a way of putting the 
United States back in the driver's seat as the world leader in manufacturing. 
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ABSTRACT 
Research at the Army Materials Technology Laboratory (AMTL) and elsewhere has shown that many 
glass properties including elastic modulus, hardness, and corrosion resistance are improved markedly by the 
substitution of nitrogen for oxygen in the glass structure. Oxynitride glasses therefore offer exciting opportunities 
for making high modulus, high strength glass fibers. Discussed in this paper are processes for making oxynitride 
glasses and fibers of glass compositions similar to commercial oxide glasses, but with considerably enhanced 
properties. We have made glasses with elastic moduli as high as 140 GPa (20 Msi) and fibers with moduli of 
120 GPa (17 Msi) and tensile strengths up to 2900 MPa (420 ksi). AMTL holds a U.S. patent on oxynitride glass 
fibers, and this presentation discusses a unique process for drawing for drawing small diameter (10 urn) 
oxynitride glass fibers at high drawing rates (1500 m/min). Fibers are drawn through a nozzle from molten glass 
in a molybdenum crucible at 1550°C. The crucible is situated in a furnace chamber in flowing nitrogen, and the 
fiber is wound in air outside of the chamber, making the process straightforward and commercially feasible. 
Strengths have been considerably improved by improving glass quality to minimize internal defects. Though the 
fiber strengths have been comparable with oxide fibers, work is currently in progress to further improve the 
elastic modulus and strength of the fibers. The high elastic modulus of oxynitride glasses indicate their potential 
for making fibers with tensile strengths surpassing any oxide glass fibers, and we hope to realize that potential 
in the near future. 
INTRODUCTION 
The incorporation of nitrogen into an oxide glass network has been shown to improve several 
properties of the glass. Increasing nitrogen content leads to increases in glass transition temperature, 
viscosity, density, hardness, corrosion resistance, and elastic modu1us.l For applications of high-performance 
resin matrix composites, the elastic modulus and strength need to be as high as possible and the density as 
low as possible. Presently, the continuous fibers used for advanced composites have been s-glass and 
e-glass fibers. S-glass fibers are from the Mg-Si-Al-0 system while e-glass fibers have a Ca-Si-Al-0 system. 
Work done at the U.S. Army Materials Technology Laboratory has focused on the processing of bulk 
oxynitride glass that are analogous to the s-glass composition for the purpose of drawing the glass into small 
diameter, high strength, high elastic modulus fibers for use in high-performance resin matrix composites. 
Bulk glasses have been produced with elastic modulus values of up 140 GPa. Earlier research at MTL as 
shown that the fibers retain all the properties of the bulk glass. 
The oxynitride glass fiber program first focused on oxynitride glasses that had improved properties 
over oxide glasses. Once the bulk glasses were produced, they were attempted to be drawn into fibers. The 
criteria for the glass was to have high modulus, low density, and be fiberized easily. The third factor is the 
crucial one. Bulk oxynitride glasses with superior properties have been produced at M.T.L. However, 
drawing thin glass fibers from these compositions has not always been easy. It is this qualifying factor that 
determines which compositions can be studied. After further investigation,two glass compositions were 
chosen for examination. Both had compositions similar to commercial s-glass. However, one had 2.72 
atomic percent nitrogen and the other had 4.13 atomic percent nitrogen. These fibers had moduli that 
were greater than the oxide glass fibers. High modulus is the most important criteria for composites and it 
is in this aspect that the oxynitride glass fibers are superior. However, the tensile strengths of the oxynitride 
glass fibers were too low, especially when considering their potential. The effort was then put through to 
improve the tensile strength of the fibers. The following paper describes that process and the 
accomplishments made in the fiber properties. 
Glass: 
Batches were prepared using the compositions listed in Table 1. To optimize the processing of the 
glasses, two base compositions were used so that comparison would be possible. As shown, one 
composition, NS8, was a Mg0-A1203-SO2-Si3N4 composition. This glass contains 2.72 mole % nitrogen 
incorporated into the glass network. The other glass composition, NS 7.5, had 4.13 mole % nitrogen of the 
same batch materials. These two compositions were used for their good drawing characteristics thus 
allowing the optimization of the processing of high strength fibers. 
Table I: 0 tride Glass Base Composition 
Figure I outlines the process that has been developed for the oxynitride glasses. The oxide 
constituent of the glasses ( Mg0-A1203-SO2) were dry mixed for six hours. Wet mixing with acetone was 
found undesirable due to iron contamination of the acetone. The oxides were melted in air at 1600°C for 
two hours and quenched in water. The oxide glass was then mixed with silicon nitride (Union Carbide # 
1929) and placed in a molybdenum foil crucible. The crucible was placed into a alumina crucible and 
loaded into a water-cooled, tungsten-mesh resistance furnace. The sample was melted at 1650°C in nitrogen 
at a dwell time of 2 hours and a subsequent furnace quench of 50°C per minute. The sample was removed, 
crushed, and remelted at the identical thermal cycle used for the first melt. At this point, the glass was 
ready to be characterized and drawn into fibers. 
Figwe %: 0 mde Glass Fatsfica~on Process 
l ~ a t c h  Oxide Constituents1 
I Dry Mix 6 hrs I 
I Melt oxides 1 6 0 0 ~ ~  in air I 
l ~ d d  silicon nitridel 
w i n  nitrogen, 1 6500 CI 
I Crush and Remelt I 
Fibers 
Once the glass was produced, it was ready to be drawn into fibers. The fiber drawing process used 
is very similar to commercial processing of continuous glass fibers. Figure 11 is a schematic representation 
of the fiber drawing process. The glass is placed in a molybdenum single nozzle crucibIe. The furnace 
assembly is located in a furnace chamber with flowing nitrogen. After ample time for the nitrogen flow to 
fill the tube the furnace is inductively heated to 1500OC- 1600°C, depending on composition. Once the 
temperature has stabilized, a nut is removed from the bottom furture of the silica glass tube. A thin alumina 
rod is then fed through to the bushing where a glob of glass has accumulated at the nozzle. The glass 
adheres to the cooler alumina rod allowing the glass to thin out into a fiber as the alumina rod is pulled 
through the bottom of the hole. The fiber is broken off the rod and pulled manually to the winder where it 
is taped on. As one can see from Figure 11, only the glass is exposed to the nitrogen atmosphere. The fiber 
is pulled in air. This design allows the process to be straightforward and commercially feasible. The winder 
motor speed is increased until it reaches a speed of 2400 r.p.m. or a draw rate of 1500 meters per minute. 
The fiber diameter, at this speed, is roughly between 8 and 12 microns. The only limitation for the fiber 
diameter is the drum winder speed. Presently, 2400 r.p.m. is the maximum speed of the winder. At this 
point, the fiber can be drawn continuously until the glass supply has diminished. However, for the purpose 
of characterization of the fibers, the draw is interrupted several times for sampling. 
Figure 11: Schematic Representation of Ownitride 
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Prior to the fiber draw, the bulk glass was characterized using optical techniques. The glass was observed 
through a microscope with transmitted light to determine the presence of any crystalline material or 
elted batch. If the glass was determined to be of good quality, the glass would drawn into fibers. The 
density of the glass was also calculated using Archimede's method. Microhardness was also measured on 
polished sections using a Knoop indenter and a .98 N load. 
During the draw of the fibers, the fiber is broken several times for testing. Sampling is a crucial 
step in the characterization of the glass fibers. The fibers that are drawn do not have any sizing or any 
protective coating on them due to the experimental nature of the work. They are thus easily damaged and 
great care must be taken in their handling. The small diameters of the fibers further increased the difficulty 
in handling. The fibers were pulled off the line of the draw once the proper draw speed had been attained. 
The fibers were taped onto an I-shaped holder. A tape of seven fiber mounts with a gage length of 30 mm 
were placed behind the fiber. The fiber was taped to the mounts leaving the fiber within the slot untouched. 
Once all the fibers have been mounted, they were cemented at ends of the cut out slots. After the cement 
had dried, the mounts were cut off the tape and broken in tension. The fibers were broken at a crosshead 
speed of 1 mm per minute. The diameter of the fibers and the force required to break the fibers were 
recorded for future calculation of the tensile strength. Once the fibers were broken, if the fiber did not 
shatter, the fracture surface was studied using a S.E.M. Surface fracture analysis was performed on all fiber 
draws to determine the fracture origin of the fiber. In addition to the fiber tensile strength, the elastic 
modulus of the fibers was also determined via a sonic modulus instrument that measured the speed of 
sound through the fibers. 
RESULTS 
As cited before, oxynitride glasses show considerable potential for advance composites. There is a 
marked improvement in the properties over oxide glass fiber counterparts. However, the tensile strength was 
relatively weak. One focus of work at the Materials Technology Laboratory was to produce the highest 
modulus, highest strength, lowest density oxynitride glass fibers possible. Using the procedure described 
earlier, great strides have been made in attaining that goal. 
One of the important properties of the oxynitride glasses is the high elastic modulus, an important 
property necessary for advanced structural resin matrix composites. For aerospace application, the fibers 
also need to be of the lowest possible density. The modulus of the commercial e-glass with a density of 
2570 kg/m3 is 73 G P ~ ?  The density and modulus of s-glass is 2480 kg/m3 and 85 GPa3, respectively. An 
NS8 glass has been found to have a modulus of 105 GPa with a density of 2500 kg/m3. The NS7.5 glass 
,with more nitrogen, has a modulus of 112 GPa. Further examination into additives has led to glasses with 
modulus values of 120 GPa at a density of 2700 kg/m3. Due to the the importance of density, one 
convention of looking at the modulus is the Elastic Modulus to Density Ratio (E/p). As seen on Figure III, 
the glasses made at M.T.L. have shown an improvement over conventional oxide glasses. The e-glass and 
s-glass had ratios of 28 md and 34 md, respectively. The oxynitride glass fibers displayed higher ratios. The 
NS 7.5 has a modulus to density ratio of 46 md . NS8-G has an elastic modulus of modulus/density ratio of 
43 md compared to 28 md of e glass and 34 md of s glass. This glass also had tensile strengths comparable 
to oxide glass fibers. 
Figure III: Modulus/Density Comparison 
E-Glass S-Glass NS 7.5 NS 8-6 
Glass 
The tensile strength for the fiber is dependent on the composition as well as the processing. The 
base compositions, NS 8 and NS 7.5, were utilized for their good drawing properties and elastic moduli. 
Processing of the glass was maximized using these glass compositions. Figure IV illustrates the fiber tensile 
strength increases incurred due to the process changes implemented. As the process improvements have 
been made , the tensile strengths have become greater and greater. The MTL "E" glass refers to commercial 
e-glass marbles that were acquired from PPG Industries. These marbles were drawn in our fiber drawing 
apparatus as a standard of the fiber drawing and fiber testing techniques. The fibers tested a mean of 2649 
MPa which were 15 to 20 percent weaker than industry standard. This is due to handling of the glass fibers. 
The tensile strength goal for the oxynitride glass fibers was to reach the strengths of commercial e-glass. 
The best attempt has been the NS 8-G glass fiber whose strength surpassed the MTL "E" with a mean 
strength of 2694 MPa. The highest tested value for the NS 8-G batch was 3320 MPa. This composition, as 
previously mentioned, had an elastic modulus of 121 GPa with a density of 2700 kg/m3. This indicates the 
potential of higher strengths from tighter processing control. It is the first oxynitride glass fibers drawn at 
AMTL that couples the previous high modulus values with high tensile strength indicating the real potential 
for use in high performance resin matrix composites. 
Figure W:Mg-Si-Al-GN Glass Fiber Strength 
Increases via Process Improvements 
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Future Work: 
The oxynitride glass fibers produced thus far have already surpassed the oxide fibers with respect to 
elastic modulus and specific modulus. They have shown the potential for higher tensile strengths than their 
oxide counterparts. However, the high elastic modulus of the oxynitride glasses can still be further increased 
with incorporation of higher levels of nitrogen. Concurrently, the potential for higher strengths can also be 
improved via further process improvements. The goal is to determine the highest elastic modulus glass fibers 
producible with low density and high tensile strength and subsequently produce composite materials using the 
fibers. 
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ABSTRACT 
The National Renewable Energy Laboratory (NREL) has directed and managed photovoltaic (PV) research and 
development (R&D) activities for the Department of Energy for more than 13 years. The NREL budget for these 
activities is almost $33 million for Fiscal Year 1991. With the world's increasing concern for the environment and 
the United States' renewed apprehension over secure and adequate energy supplies, the use of semiconducting 
materials for the direct conversion of sunlight to electricity--photovoltaics--is an excellent example of govemment- 
supported high technology ready for further development by U.S. companies. This paper will describe some new 
PV technologies and their research progress, some commercial applications of PV, and NREL's technology transfer 
activities for helping U.S. industry in its efforts to bring new products or services to the marketplace. 
INTRODUCTION 
The Solar Energy Research Institute (now the National Renewable Energy Laboratory) was established by Congress 
in 1974 as the nation's primary center for solar energy R&D. With almost 500 staff members, NREL is involved 
in scientific and engineering activities ranging from basic materials science, applied research directed towards 
performance improvements or cost reductions, and systems engineering directed toward project design and evaluation. 
Approximately 80 NREL staff are directly involved in PV research. Of the $33 million allocated for NREL's PV 
research during Fiscal Year 1991, over half was for subcontracted research by universities and private companies. 
Much of the subcontracted research with industry is cost-shared, that is, a company provides funds of its own to add 
to NREL subcontract funds. NREL's cost-shared subcontracted research with private companies overcomes many 
technology transfer barriers because industry researchers are directly supported for further development of PV 
technology. 
NEW PV TECHNOLOGIES 
Some of the PV technologies new to the marketplace are not at all new to PV researchers. NREL PV researchers 
have worked on these technologies since the late 1970s. The crystalline silicon PV technology was discovered in 
the mid-1950s and is still the most widely sold PV technology, principally because of its high efficiency and long- 
term stability. The new technologies, however, have the potential of being cheaper than crystalline silicon. Their 
potential for lower cost arises from significantly lower material requirements, lower energy processing, or higher 
volume production capabilities. Additional R&D, for example, to improve conversion efficiencies, is required for 
the new technologies to reach the marketplace. The new PV technologies in NREL's PV program are amorphous 
silicon thin films, polycrystalline thin films, 111-V PV devices made from elements in columns I11 and V of the 
periodic table, and new approaches for using crystalline silicon. 
AMORPHOUS SILICON THIN FILMS 
Amorphous silicon is a disordered material without the crystalline structure of the silicon used in the semiconductor 
industry. Figure 1 schematically shows the atoms in amorphous silicon material (1). However, amorphous silicon 
absorbs solar radiation much more efficiently than does crystalline silicon, with dramatic implications for the amount 
of material needed and the future cost of production of the fully developed technology. Approximately 200 times 
less silicon is required for amorphous silicon PV devices than is needed for crystalline silicon devices. Amorphous 
silicon conversion efficiencies are respectable--more than 12% total area efficiency for small laboratory devices. An 
important research issue for amorphous silicon has been a 10%-30% decline in the conversion efficiency of 
production devices when they are exposed to sunlight. 
Polycrystalline thin films of copper indium 
diselenide (CuPnSq, abbreviated CIS) or cadmium 
telluride (CdTe) also absorb solar radiation much 
more efficiently than single-crystal silicon does. ! 
Again, small amounts (thin f h s )  of material are AmM -- 
needed so that future production costs for ' 
plycrystalline thin-film devices are expected to be 
lower than those for crystalline silicon PV deviks. 
Like costs for amorphous silicon, costs for a fully 
developed plycrystalline thin-film technology are 
likely to be dominated by the costs of a sheet of 
glass onto which the plycrystalline thin films are 
deposited and, perhaps, a second sheet of glass to 
complete an environmentally-protected PV 
sandwich. The thin films are plycrystalline, again 
unlike single-crystal silicon, and both CIS and , 
CdTe devices have achieved 12% total area Figure 1. The lines connecting the dots (silicon atoms) 
efficiencies while showing promise of stabilities re resent the chemical bonds m amorphous E si con material 
similar to those of conventional crystalline silicon 
technology. Figure 2 shows the arrangement of 
atoms in the chalcopyrite crystal structure of CIS material (2). Finally, researchers have explored techniqiles for 
making efficient thin-film devices from plycrystalline silicon; the films are actually quite thick since they are about 
50 times thicker than those used in thin-film technologies. Figure 3 shows the natm of plycrystalline silicon 
material (3). 
CRYSTALLINE TECHNOLOGIES 
Figure 2. Chalcopyrite crystal lattice structure, (110) 
rojec~on. Unit cell is indicated by dashed Eries.., CU;~. ,  In;o , Se. 
So-called III-V technologies are 
crystalline materials based on elements 
from columns 111 and V of the periodic 
table. Gallium arsenide (GaAs) is the 
most widely studied representative of 
these materials. m-V materials are 
highly efficient solar absorbers; thin 
films are sufficient for making PV 
devices. However, it is costly to make 
single-crystal thin-films using 111-V 
materials, so III-V PV devices, which 
have had solar conversion efficiencies 
well above 3W9 may be applied to solar 
concenttator technologies in which costly, 
small-area, high-efficiency devices can be 
toleratexi. Indium phosphide (InP) is 
another HI-V material for which high- 
efficiency devices have been made. MP 
may be important for PV applications in 
space because it is relatively resistant to 
damage from radiation. Figure 4 shows 
the orderly single-crystal 
atoms in the zinc blende structure 
characteristic of III-V materials (4). 
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Figure 3. Polycrystalline silicon is 
made up of randomly packed 
grains, each of which is a 
single crystal of silicon. 
PV DEVICES 
Regardless of the technology or crystallinity of the materials, 
the heart of a PV device is a voltage arising between the 
junction of two or more layers having different electrical 
properties. For example, an n-type amorphous silicon layer in 
contact with an undoped intrinsic layer in contact with a p-type 
amorphous silicon layer results in a voltage within the layers 
that acts on electrons freed by the sunlight incident on the 
device. Electrical contacts over the entire back area of the 
device, and either narrow ship contacts or transparent electrical 
contacts over the front area, connect the PV device to loads or 
electric power conditioners. The junction in a CIS device 
comes from contact with another polycrystalline thin-film layer 
of CdS, whereas the junction in a GaAs device is often 
designed as that resulting from contact between n-type and p- 
type layers. A significant challenge in making PV devices is 
preparing these layers over large areas while maintaining 
homogeneity in the material properties of the layers. Figure 5 
shows different junction possibilities for PV devices (3). 
Figure 4. Zinc Blende (GaAs, Gap InSb, etc.) 
Single crystal structure. 
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Figure 5. Different solar cell structures. 
RESEARCH PROGRESS 
Figure 6 shows the increase in conversion efficiency for different PV technologies over the past decade (6). It is 
possible that progress can continue for another decade at the same rate because the theoretical conversion efficiencies 
of PV devices are much higher than the efficiencies shown in Figure 6. Figure 7 shows the decrease in the cost of 
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Figure 6. The efficiencies of laborato cells increased 
markedly from 1978 to l98T 
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electricity produced by PV systems over the past decade and the expected future cost decreases that will occur as 
production levels increase (7). An early study suggested that these cost reductions were well within the potential 
of PV technologies, especially the thin-film technologies, because of their greatly reduced materials requirements 
(8). Efficiency increases and cost reductions, both past and future, provide the strong interest in PV by companies 
and countries around the world. 
COMMERCIAL APPLICATIONS 
Consumer products were a highly visible application for PV technologies during the 1980s. Solar-powered 
calculators, with annual sales of about 100 million calculators, are usually powered by amorphous silicon thin films 
(5). Solar-powered watches and clocks are among other consumer product applications (Figure 8) for amorphous 
Figure 10. PV-powered global positioning 
Figure 9. These outdoor lights are powered by photovoltaics. system at China lake. 
silicon PV devices (9). Sailboat owners have bought PV power supplies for years, while car sunroofs, street address 
lighting, and outdoor lighting (Figure 9) are consumer products leading to new markets (3) in this area. 
So-called stand-alone PV applications are those applications not connected to an electric utility. Military applications 
provide many good examples--Figure 10 shows a PV-powered global positioning system used by the Navy (10). 
The Navy performed a study in 1986 identifying more than 21,000 cost-effective PV applications (3). Military 
applications of PV for communications or navigation often incorporate diesel engine units for backup. Another 
stand-alone application--water pumping--is shown in Figure 11 (1 1). This stand-alone application of PV would not 
necessarily have diesel backup when there is water 
storage. Three additional noteworthy aspects of Figure 
11 are: 1) the module is made from plycrystalline 
thin-film CdTe, 2) the manufacturer is British, and 3) 
the customer is international--Saudi Arabia, in this case. 
Telecommunications, village power for Thud World 
villages, warning signals, remote monitoring, isolated 
lighting, cathodic power protection, and many other 
remote power requirements provide general categories 
for thousands of stand-alone applications of PV (12). 
Grid-connected or utility applications are an important 
category in which the long-term impact of Prb can have 
enormous importance for the United States and the 
world because of the size of the market. Utility 
systems (Figure 12) have been relatively small, with 
only a handful of systems built on the order of a 
megawatt (MW) or so in size (3). Instead, utilities 
have identified high-value energy markets yielding 
thousands of smaller systems instalied within utilities to 
cathodic protection of Figure 11. A 54 W &in-film CdTe array for water pipelines, telemetering, lighting, remote switching, etc. pumping deployed by BP Solar in Saudi (6). The Electric Power Research Institute estimates Arabia. 
that the potential utility-owned PV system 
market will be some 40,000 installations 
totalling over 11 MW by the year 1996 (13). 
Grid-connected houses (Figure 13), PV- 
powered pumps for swimming pools, and 
grid-connected commercial buildings are of 
interest for some utilities (14) because of land 
limitations or because of the demand-side 
management opportunities in these 
applications. 
One of the oldest PV markets, although 
small, is for space system power supplies 
(Figure 14) because PV is very cost effective 
for satellite applications. A rapidly 
Figure 12. Near Sacramento, California, these arrays produce increasing market is the international market, 
about a me awatt of power for the Sacramento because PV can provide village lighting, 
Municipal &tility District. water pumping, and refrigeration for medical 
supplies more reliably and cheaper than small 
diesel or gasoline generators. This international market is not just an equatorial market, but rather one where 
remoteness and need combine to make PV a cost-effective choice (Figure 15) (15). Finally, spin-off applications 
of PV R&D include thin-film transistors of amorphous silicon and optoelectronic devices using 111-V materials. 
International market results are shown in Figure 16, which shows worldwide PV shipments and country shares of 
this market activity (7). Note that a recent estimate for the 1991 world market sales is between 58 and 62 MW (16). 
This steady market growth of PV has attracted companies throughout the world. The largest of all future markets 
is expected to be the U.S. utility markets. Although market forecasts are highly uncertain, one prediction for the 
U.S. utility market alone is between 1 GW and 5 GW installed during the next decade, with almost 500 GW 
cumulative installed by the year 2030 (12, 17). This market size is big enough to interest most large companies, 
because it represents a $1 trillion market over the 40-year period. 
Figure 13. The Gardner study has earned a high degree of 
confidence in PV s system reliabillty and 
interaction with the distribution system. 
Figure 15. A photovoltaic ower system in a remote 
community of denada's far north 
Figure 14. Discovery Shuttle with 





Figure 16. The U.S. share of the 
photovoltaics market 
has climbed to about 
35%. (Source: PV 
News, February 1991) 
TECHNOLOGY TRANSFER 
The transfer of a technology developed with federal funds can take 
place in several ways. One example would be a U.S. industry 
licensing a technology developed by NREL. Another example could 
come from cooperative R&D projects involving NREL and industry 
researchers. As federal laboratories have tried to help U.S. industry 
in the international marketplace, seven technology transfer 
mechanisms have come into use. They are: 1) subcontracted R&D 
to industry using federal/NREL funds, 2) cooperative R&D 
agreements (CRADAs), 3) industry-sponsored R&D (what NREL 
calls Work for Others), 4) user facilities within NREL, 5) technology 
licenses, 6) research exchanges, and 7) information dissemination 
through research publications, workshops, and conferences. For over 
a decade, as mentioned earlier, NREL has worked closely with U.S. 
industry to develop PV technologies through R&D subcontracts. The 
most recent mechanism, CRADAs, arose from the National 
Competitiveness Technology Transfer Act of 1989 (18). A common 
CRADA might involve NREL scientists working with private 
industry scientists on an agreed-upon research project involving no 
exchange of funds. A signed agreement provides protection for 
intellectual property resulting from the research project for 5 years; 
i.e., the research information is protected from Freedom of 
Information Act inquiries. CRADAs are becoming today's currency 
for technology transfer in the national laboratories, consistent with 
the following definition for technology transfer: "Technology 
transfer is collaborative research and development between laboratory 
researchers and industry researchers for the purpose of aiding 
industry's commercialization of products and services." CRADAs 
can involve more than one private sector entity so that joint ventures 
or consortia of national laboratories, PV manufacturers, electric utility suppliers, and electric utility end users are 
possible. Such vertically integrated joint ventures or consortia have the potential to be the governmentlprivate sector 
partnerships of the future. 
As new photovoltaic technologies come of age and NREL researchers reach out to U.S. industry, NREL sees a period 
of even closer interaction with the U.S. private sector for the purpose of creating the nation's photovoltaic future. 
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Today's software systems generally use obsolete technology, are not integrated properly 
with other software systems, and are difficult and costly to maintain. The discipline of 
reverse engineering is becoming prominent as organizations try to move their systems up to 
niore modern and maintainable technology in a cost effective manner. The Johnson Space 
Center created a significant set of tools to develpop and maintain FORTRAN and C code 
during development of the space shuttle. This tool set forms the basis for an integrated 
environment to reengineer existing code into modern software engineering structures which 
are then easier and less costly to maintain and which allow a fairly straightforward 
translation into other target languages. The environment will support these structures and 
practices even in areas where the language definition and compilers do not enforce good 
software engineering. The knowledge and data captured using the reverse engineering tools 
is passed to standard forward engineering tools to redesign or perform major upgrades to 
software systems in a much more cost effective manner than using older technologies. A 
beta version of the environment was released in March, 1991. The commercial potential for 
such reengineering tools is very great. CASE TRENDS magazine reported it to be the 
primary concern of over four hundred of the top MIS executives. 
INTRODUCTION 
Programs in use today generally have all of the functional and information processing capabilities required 
to do their specified job. However, older programs usually use obsolete technology, are not integrated 
properly with other programs, and are difficult to maintain. Reengineering is becoming a prominent 
discipline as organizations try to move their systems to more modem and maintainable technologies. 
Johnson Space Center's (JSC) Software Technology Branch (STB) is researching and developing a system 
to support reengineering older FORTRAN programs into more maintainable forms that can also be more 
readily translated to a modem language such as FORTRAN 8x. Ada, or C. This activity has led to the 
dcvclopment of maintenance strategies for design recovery and reengineering. These strategies include a set 
of standards, methodologies, and the concepts for a software environment to support design recovery and 
rcengineering. 
This document provides a brief description of the problem being addressed and the approach that is being 
taken by the STB toward providing an economic solution to the problem. A statement of the maintenance 
problems,the benefits and drawbacks of three alternative solutions, and a brief history of the STB's 
experience in software reengineering are followed by the STB's new FORTRAN standards, methodology, 
and the concepts for a software environment. 
STATEMENT OF THE PROBLEM 
Based on trends in the computer industry over the last few years, it is clear that computer hardware, 
languages, and procedures are not static. The software industry recognizes that a large existing software 
base must be dealt with as new software engineering concepts and software technologies emerge. Thc old 
systems use outdated technology and are costly to maintain. At JSC, as in industry at large, there is a large 
investment in existing FORTRAN software. These FORTRAN systems do not consistently use modern 
soStware practices that can increase maintainability. Yet these systems must be maintained for perhaps the 
ncxt 20 years. Management is seeking ways to reduce maintenance costs. 
In thc 1960s-70s many FORTRAN programs were developed at JSC, each with its own sizeable software 
dcvclopment team, and its own input/output format. These programs could not communicate readily and 
cvcntually were "wired" together in a very crude semblance of integration. Standards could not be enforced 
bccause FORTRAN did not enforce them and some were not visible by just looking at the code. The 
problem was aggravated by the lack of training of new developers plus a 50 percent turnover in the very 
large development staff every two years. In addition, the user organizations had more people doing 
development than the development group, and these other organizations were not always aware of the 
standards and support tools available. This history has left JSC with the following problems: 
- Many programs are large and difficult to understand, resulting in maintenance problems. 
- The problems in maintenance led to users keeping their own versions of programs, resulting in 
tremendous duplication. 
Many of the FORTRAN programs have already been converted from their original dialect of FORTRAN to 
thc FORTRAN 77 standard. Additional conversions will periodically be required even if only to new 
FORTRAN standards. It is necessary to consider the question, where will that code have to be in five or ten 
ycars? Three possible answers come to mind: 
- FORTRAN 77 is the current standard, but this will be replaced by newer Fortran standards. As 
vendors stop supporting FORTRAN 77, existing FORTRAN will have to move to the dew 
standard or to another language. 
- Much of the code may move to the Ada language. This will be particularly true on Space Station 
Freedom work. 
- With C being the language of choice for Unix , some of the code might move to the C language. 
ALTERNATIVE SOLUTIONS 
Three alternative solutions to the problems identified above have been identified: complete redevelopment 
oS the program, code translation to a more modem language or version of a language, and reengineering. 
Each of these is illustrated in figure 1 and discussed briefly in the following paragraphs. 
Redevelopment of a system from scratch is very expensive. Redevelopment includes all of the same phases 
of the life cycle as new development, from requirements through integration and testing. Extensive domain 
analysis is required, and there is a risk of incomplete requirements. All too often it is reported that a large 
program will be redeveloped from scratch to a more modem style only to find out that the new developers 
did not understand all of the functions and necessary information requirements of the existing system. 
Code translation, especially automatic code translation, costs much less. Some might then ask, why worry 
about all of this now? We can use a translator when the time comes that we are forced to move the code for- 
Figure 1. Alternative Solutions 
ward. Although this would be a nice solution, the truth is that code translators have proven unsuccessful 
due to several major reasons: 
- Poor existing control flow is translated into poor control flow. 
- Poor existing data structures remain poor data structures. 
- Input/output translation usually produces hard to read "unnatural"code in the new language. 
- Translation does not take advantage of the code and data packaging techniques available in the 
newer languages. Attempts to automatically translate some FORTRAN programs to Ada have 
failed. 
Rccngineering is the combination of "reverse engineering" a working software system and then "forward 
cngineering" a new system based on the results of the reverse engineering. Forward engineering is the 
standard process of generating software from "scratch." It is composed of the life cycle phases such as 
requirements, architectural design, detailed design, code development, testing, etc. In each phase, certain 
products are required and the activities which produce them are defined. Each product is required to be 
complete and consistent. To progress forward to a new phase normally requires a new representation of the 
products which involve more detail such as new derived requirements, design decisions, trade off evaluation 
between alternative approaches, etc. Finally, code is developed which is the most complete, consistent, and 
detailed representation of the required product. 
Reverse engineering is the reverse of forward engineering. It is the process of starting with existing code 
and going backward through the software development life cycle. Life cycle products are, therefore, obtained 
by abstracting from more detailed representations to more abstract ones. This process should proceed much 
faster than forward engineering since all of the details required are available. Reverse engineering starts with 
the most detailed representation, which has also proven to be complete and consistent since it can currently 
do the job required. Developing products in reverse involves abstracting out only the essential information 
and hiding the non-essential details at each reverse step. 
How far to go backward in the reverse engineering process before it is stopped and forward engineering 
begins is a critical question and involves trade offs. It is important to understand all of what the program 
does, all of the information it handles, and the control flow since these are probably required to get the job 
done. This implies taking the reverse process far enough to understand what the "as is" program is. This is 
usually more significant than how the program does its job since the how is usually the part that will be 
changed in any following forward engineering process. 
What a program does is called its requirements. How it meets those requirements is its design. For a 
reverse engineered program it is the design that will be updated more often than what the program will do. 
Modem software engineering techniques and technologies such as user interfaces, database management, 
memory utilization, data structuring, packages, objects, etc. will affect the design, not what the program 
does. Therefore, once it is understood what the program does and what is obsolete, then the forward 
engineering process can begin with confidence. 
Reverse engineering is referred to as "design recovery" when the reverse engineering process stops at the 
recovery of the design of the implementation, rather than proceeding on to a higher level of abstraction to 
include the recovery of the requirements. The basic process of this level of design recovery involves 
recovery of information about the code modules and the data structures in an existing program. This 
information will support the programmer/analyst who is maintaining an unfamiliar large FORTRAN 
program, upgrading it for maintainability, or converting it to another target language. 
However, a better job of redesigning a program can be accomplished with requirements recovery than with 
design recovery. To carry the reverse engineering process beyond design recovery to requirements recovery 
is difficult and requires higher levels of domain knowledge to do the abstractions. The whys of the 
requirements, design, and implementation can only be provided by someone very familiar with the program 
and the domain. This level of expertise is often very difficult to find and have dedicated to the reengineeiing 
process. For this reason, the methods and tools that the STB has developed initially assume reverse 
engineering only to the design recovery stage. Future development will be based on feedback from the JSC 
software engineering community. The current standards, methods, tools, and environment are all designed 
to be sufficiently flexible and extendible to enable the strategies to be extended to cover the full spectrum of 
reverse engineering. 
The overriding philosophy of this planned reverse engineering process is to capture the total software 
implementation in an electronic form. This includes source code, documentation, databases, etc. Figure 2 
illustrates the progression of data structures from COMGEN-compatible code (see section "Software 
Technology Branch's Reengineering History") to reengineered code. This progression in electronic form 
ensures that the total consistent and complete requirements representation is available. Software tools are 
provided to support the generation of the more abstract products required for engineering in reverse as well 
as capturing rationale and decisions of the engineer. By the continuing process of abstracting the 
information about the program into the different representations, the engineer can remain more confident 
that information is not being lost or inadvertently "falling through the cracks." 
Figure 2. Data Structure Progression 
SOFTWARE TECHNOLOGY BRANCH'S REENGINEERING HISTORY 
In the early 1970's, the Mission Planning and Analysis Division's (MPAD) Software Development Branch 
and TRW/Houston developed a tool, called COMGEN, that began as a COMMON block specification 
statement generator. It grew to include many other functions as new techniques were developed. Later 
COMGEN was broken up into a continually evolving set of tools with common data interface structures. 
This tool set supports the maintenance of FORTRAN programs today on Unisys and multiple Unix 
systems. People still refer to this tool set as COMGEN tools, and a program that complies with the 
MPAD standard COMMON concept as a COMGEN-compatible program. [1,2,31 
In the 1970's, MPAD performed a lot of software reengineering to meet the goal of combining many of the 
independently developed engineering programs, each with its own inputfoutput formats. Many of the 
modem concepts such as separation of input/output processing from the applications, databases, data 
structures, packages, generics, objects, etc. were recognized and simulated to some degree. They were not 
called by the modern names, of course, but the design engineers were trying to do good engineering, 
modularization, and data handling. Even though these techniques were known in the 1970's, they are just 
now really becoming popular because of newer technologies such as database management systems, user 
interface tools sets, and modem languages that actually embed and enforce good software engineering 
practices. 
In the late 1980's, some of the personnel and the functions of the Software Development Branch were 
reorganized into the newly created Software Technology Branch (STB). The STB's reengineering Ristory 
has put JSC in a better position with respect to the maintainability of its older software than many other 
organizations. The positive results of this experience include the following: 
- Most of the software is reasonably modular. 
- The data has some structure. 
- Most of the software at JSC is reasonably compatible with the STB's tools, including the in-line 
documentation. 
- The large complex programs that support many simulations have considerable software rcusc and 
information sharing. 
MAINTENANCE STRATEGIES 
The strategies presented in this document are intended to help with design recovery in support of 
programmer/analysts who are required to maintain large FORTRAN programs that they did not develop. In 
addition, these strategies are intended to support reengineering of existing FORTRAN code into modern 
software engineering structures, which are then easier to maintain and which allow a fairly straight forward 
translation into other target languages. The STB is proposing standards, methods, and an integrated 
software environment based upon the significant set of tools built to develop and maintain FORTRAN code 
for the Space Shuttle. [4,5,6,7,8] The environment will support these structures and practices even in areas 
where the language definition and compilers do not enforce good software engineering practices. 
Ncw FORTRAN Standards 
New standards, which allow modem software engineering constructs to be used in FORTRAN 77, have 
been defined by the STB. [5] These standards are added to existing standards defined by the former MPAD 
and still in use in the mission planning and analysis domain. The goal of the new standards is to improve 
maintainability and permit relatively automated translations to newer languages. In table 1, the standards 
and their benefits are summarized. These standards address documentation, longer variable names, modem 
control flow structures, grouping subprograms together as virtual packages, data structuring, and 
inputloutput encapsulation in separate subprograms. Where FORTRAN 77 does not provide the constructs, 
virtual constructs are provided along with a tool environment to support their development and 
maintenance. The existing core of FORTRAN programmers should have little problem with the standards 
and new FORTRAN code should adhere to them from the start. 
Table 1. Standards Summary 
Dcsien Recoverv and Reenpineering MethodolQgy 
The reengineering methodology defines the steps, the skills required, and guidelines on how far to reverse 
engineer before deciding to rebuild. The key goal is to update to modem technology and software 
engineering concepts without losing required functions and data. Methods are provided that have the 
flexibility to meet multiple levels of conversion, each of which improves maintainability. Figure 3 
illustrates five methods. 161 Method 1 converts an arbitrary FORTRAN program to COMGEN-compatible 
FORTRAN, which provides in-line documentation, data structure, and unique data names within a 
COMMON structure. Method 2 converts software already in this format to the new "standard FORTRAN 
with a more Ada-like structure that is ready for a mostly automated translation by Method 3 to a target 
language that embeds software engineering principles. Alternatively, COMGEN-compatible programs can 
be converted directly to a target language like Ada by Method 4. Although it is easier to convert a 
FORTRAN program when the code already meets the standard COMMON concept, commonly known as 
COMGEN-compatible, arbitrary FORTRAN can be directly converted to a target language by Method 5. 
Figure 3. Reengineering Methods 
Efivironment to Supwrt Desiyn Recovery and Reeneineering 
The STB's reengineering environment [7] is being built around three components: standards, methods, and 
tools that support the standards and the methods. It contains modified versions of the tools used to support 
the current JSC FORTRAN programs plus commercial off-the-shelf (COTS) tools and additional custom- 
built tools. The intent is to get an environment out into use in JSC's maintenance community to provide 
support for upgrading FORTRAN programs in terms of maintainability in the near-term, then to extend the 
functionality of the tool set and environment in response to feedback from the programmers1 analysts. 
Currently about eight groups at JSC are using the tools. Some support for the C language exists and a 
cooperative agreement with the Microelectronic and Computer Technology Corporation (MCC) is 
evaluating research into design recovery of C programs. 
The environment has been designed with stable interfaces defined to provide for the maximum degree of 
seamlessness that is desirable. It is doubtful that COTS tools can be integrated seamlessly into the 
environment as no standard intexfaces have yet been established for either user interface or data interface (as 
opposed to data exchange). The tools are integrated at the front end by a user interface and behind the screen 
by two logical databases, one containing data passed to and from the tools and the other containing the 
original and modified source code as shown in figure 4. CASE framework tools are being evaluated as 
possible integration mechanisms. 
Figure 4. Conceptual Architecture of the Design Recovery and Reengineering Environment 
The environment will not be a completely automated environment since much work will still have to be 
done by a programmerJanalyst. A person must be in the loop to provide the required puzzle-solving skills 
that are beyond the capabilities of state-of-the-practice tools. However, as an experience base is accrued in 
design recovery and reengineering, knowledge-based capabilities can be added to the environment. 
Version 1 of the environment called REengineering Aqplications (REAP) was delivered in June, 1991. This 
integrated all existing JSC supported tools listed above, behind a common user interface built on the 
MOTIF standard. It contains major elements of all subsystems and encapsulates the capabilities that have 
been developed and used at JSC during the last fifteen years. A version with improved tool integration, user 
interface enhancements, and the commercial LOGISCOPE tool was delivered in October, 1991. The Fortran 
design recovery version should be available in February, 1992. MCC should also have delivered an 
evaluation prototype of a design recovery capability for the C language by that time. In parallel, the study 
of using CASE framework standards and tools to better integrate and manage this environment should be 
completed early in 1992 and the version 2 series will be delivered on one of these platforms. The plans and 
design of REAP are such, that all deliveries containing COTS products will be tailorable so that users can 
delete the COTS tools that they do not want to liscense. This policy even includes the framework 
integration tools. In most cases, similar functions might still be available but they would have less 
capability. 
CONCLUSIONS 
JSC has a large amount of exsting code in FORTRAN that embodies domain knowledge and required 
functionality. This code must be maintained and eventually translated to more modern languages. Three 
primary alternative solutions have been identified to address the maintenance problems of these old 
FORTRAN programs: complete redevelopment of the programs, code translation to a more modern 
language or version of a language, and reengineering. Complete redevelopment is effective but very costly. 
Simple code translation is cheap, but usually ineffective since seldom do the old systems incorporate 
modem software engineering concepts such as good data structuring, good control structuring, packages, 
objects, etc., that should be present in the new system. Modem languages such as Ada have constructs for 
representing these features, but translators cannot determine these features in the original code to map them 
into the new system. Reengineering is being recognized as a viable option because the old systems, in 
spite of obsolete technology, do contain all of the required functionality and can get the job done. However, 
at the present time there are only a few expensive Computer Aided Software Engineering (CASE) tools and 
no total system environment available in the COTS market to support reengineering FORTRAN programs. 
The STB maintenance strategies provide standards, methods, and a tool environment for upgrading current 
FORTRAN systems without losing the embedded engineering knowledge and at a lower cost than for 
complete redevelopment of the program. A useful environment for reengineering FORTRAN software can 
be built fairly quickly by building upon the existing FORTRAN development and maintenance tools, 
COTS products, new software and hardware technologies, plus current research into reuse, design recovery, 
and reengineering. This environment will support reengineering existing FORTRAN code into more 
maintainable forms that can also be readily translated into a modem language including newer versions of 
FORTRAN. 
Two versions of the environment were delivered in 1991 which integrate the existing JSC tools plus the 
commercial LOGISCOPE tool behind a common MOTIF user interface. A Fortran design recovery 
capability should be available in February, 1992 and the MCC should deliver a design recovery prototype 
for the evaluation of design recovery in the C language by that time. Plans are to integrate this capability 
on a CASE framework tool during 1992. 
GLOSSARY 
arbitrary FORTRAN FORTRAN program that is not compatible with the COMGEN standards long 
in place for JSC's mission planning and analysis domain. 
COMGEN-compatible FORTRAN program that is compatible with the COMGEN standards long in 
place for JSC's mission planning and analysis domain. [ l]  
COTS Commercial-Off-The-S helf 
design recovery Reverse engineering, the first step for maintenance or reengineering. 
en vi ronment Instantiation of a framework, i.e., an integrated collection of tools. It may 
support one or more methodologies and may also provide a framework for third 
party tools. 
framework Software system to integrate both the data and the control of new and existing 
tools; usual components include a user interface, object management system, and 
a tool set. 
FORTRAN 77 ANSI standards for FORTRAN in effect in June 1990. 
FORTRAN 8x Future ANSI standards for FORTRAN; expected to be approved and released 
soon; draft standards have been circulated; unofficially called FORTRAN 90. 
forward engineering Process of developing software from "scratch," through the phases of 
requirements, design, and coding. 
package "A collection of logically related entities or computational resources" (Booch[9]). 
reengineering "The examination and alteration of a subject system to reconstitute it in a new 
form and the subsequent implementation of the new form" (Chikofsky and Cross 
[lo]); combination of reverse engineering and forward engineering. 
reverse engineering "The process of analyzing a subject system to identify the system's components 
and their interrelationships and create representations of the system in another 
form or at a higher level of abstraction" (Chikofsky and Cross [lo]); the first 
step of maintenance or reengineering; reverse of forward engineering; process of 
starting with existing code and going backward through the software 
development life cycle. 
software maintenance Process of modifying existing operational software while leaving its primary 
functions intact (Boehm [l  11). 
subject program Program that is being maintained or reengineered. 
virtual package Package concept as defined by Booch [9], but implemented either in Ada, which 
enforces the concept, or in a language in which the concept must be supported 
pmedurally . 
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ON TOOL 
George B. IPousrlP 
Houston TX 77058 
The cost of developing computer software continues to consume an increasing portion of many organizations' 
total budgets, both in the public and private sector. As this trend develops, the capability to produce reliable 
estimates of the effort and schedule required to develop a candidate software product takes on increasing 
importance. The COSTMODL program was developed to provide an in-house capability to perfonn development 
cost estimates for NASA software projects. COSTMODL is an automated software development cost estimation 
tool which incorporates five cost estimation algorithms including the latest models for the Ada language and 
incrementally developed products. The principal characteristic which sets COSTMODL apart firom other software 
cost estimation programs is its capacity to be completely customized to a particular environment. The estimating 
equations can be recalibrated to reflect the programmer productivity characteristics demonstrated by the user's 
organization, and the set of significant factors which effect software development costs can be customized to 
reflect any unique properties of the user's development environment. Careful use of a capability such as 
COSTMODL can significantly reduce the risk of cost overruns and failed projects. 
INTRODUCTION 
In the early days of the evolution of computer software, managers were forced to rely on the opinions of 
software development team leaders for estimates of the time and effort required to develop a candidate software 
product. This was a highly subjective process which was greatly influenced by factors such as the personality of 
the estimator (optimist or pessimist), pressure to underestimate to win a contract, etc. Since these estimates were 
based primarily on intuition and personal experience, the estimates were extremely difficult to reproduce or to 
refine as a project matured. 
In the late 1970s, mathematical models began to emerge which attempted to quantify the parameters upon 
which an estimate was based, and to compute the estimates using equations which were developed based on actual 
data &rived from completed software projects. The successful development of an estimating algorithm is 
dependent on the identification of the factors which affect productivity, and the careful collection of data over a 
sufficient period of time and number of projects to permit a valid statistical analysis. It is not surprising that the 
early models were hampered by the scarcity of good data. 
As managers began to search for ways to improve the fidelity of their estimates, several methodologies 
inion, Aaln w, and Parametric Mode emerged. Examples are Ex-& Op 1s. The expert opinion approach involves 
convening a group of experienced project managers to assess the known requirements for the new project, and to 
apply the knowledge resulting from their previous experience to collectively amve at an estimate of the effort and 
schedule required to build the candidate product. This approach helps to minimize the effects of individual 
personalities and biases, and broadens the base of experience upon which the estimates are based. However, it is 
still an inherently subjective process which does not lend itself well to analysis and refinement. 
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When applying the analogy approach, the intent is to identify completed projects which have signifcant 
similarities to the can&&& project, and to draw conclusions about the expected development cost based upon the 
development costs of the completed projects. This process moves one step farther away from purely subjective 
opinion, but still does not lend itself to refinement over time. 
The parametric approach is the approach most commonly used in automated software cost estimation tools. 
y involves a set of basic uations, usually non-linear, where the values of the 
ts are determined of statistical analysis to a database of productivity 
data derived from completed software development projects. Ia addition, a set of factors which affect productivity 
are identified, and a set of ratings for each f d r  is developed such that the appropriate charmeristics of the 
candidate project can be quantified. The d e s i i  estimates are then computed by some formula which utilizes this 
set of numerical data. This is a repeatable process uch as providing the same inputs will produce the same 
outputs, and it lends itself well to refinement over time as the knowledge of the input parameters matures during 
the l i e  cycle of the project. 
COCOMO MODEL 
In 1981, Dr. Barry Boehm introduced the COnstructive Cost Model (COCOMO)[l]. The COCOMO was 
developed using data from a database of 63 projects which were completed between 1968 and 1979. It is a non- 
linear parametric model whose exponent is greater than unity, indicating that the larger a program is, the more 
expensive each line of code becomes. 
The principal input to the model is the anticipated sue of the program to be developed, expressed in ' 
thousands of delivered source instructions (KDSI). This size estimate may be divided into two parts - the new 
code to be developed and the existing code to be adapted for use in the new program. To provide for uncertainty 
in the new code size estimate, the model requires estimates of the smallest expected size, the largest expected 
size, and, within that range, the most likely size. A beta distribution is then used to compute the estimated size. 
For the adapted code, the amount of rework to be required is expressed in terms of percentages of redesign, 
recoding and integration. Together, the new code and adapted code combine into thousands of effective delivered 
source instructions (KEDSI), the parameter upon which the effort calculations are actually based. 
The original COCOMO contained fifteen parameters called Cost Drivers. These parameters describe 
properties of the program to be developed, the development team, and the environment within which the 
development will be done which significantly effect the productivity of the development team. The cost driven 
are intended to be mutually orthogonal, meaning that each one stands independent of the others. It is further 
intended that any factor which will affect program development cost can be associated with one of the cost 
drivers. 
In addition to producing estimates of the total effort and schedule required to complete a project, the 
COCOMO computes the distribution of the effort and schedule among the project development life cycle phases. 
The life cycle phases included in the COCOMO are Product Design, Programming, and Integration & Testing. 
The apportionment of effort and schedule among these phases is based on the contents of the Phase Distribution 
Tables, a set of tables which contain the percentages of the total effort and schedule to be allocated to each life 
cycle phase. 
The original COeOMO model actually consisted of three estimating algorithms. These three algorithms 
represented three levels of fidelity and were called the Basic, Intermediate, and Detailed models. In Ihe Basic 
COCOMO, the estimation is performed at the total project level, and no cost drivers are included. The 
Intermediate COeOMO permits the totall project to be decomposed into a set of components, and the cost drivers 
are included in the equation. The Detailed COCOMO provides for the decompositon of the program down to the 
subroutine/procedure level, and also includes the cost drivers. 
In 1987, a fourth model was defined. This model, called the Ada CQCOMO, was developed to accommodate 
productivity which can result from careful application of the software engineering 
practices which are supported by the Ada language. However, its applicability is not restricted to Ada program 
development. It can be the model of choice in any situation where modern software engineering practices are 
king followed, regardless of the language being used 4 the implementation. 
In addition to these basic estimating models, an extension is included called the Incremental Development 
Model. This model permits the development of separate estimates for a set of independent intermedilate 
deliveries, and combines these into a total estimated for the complete project. 
The COCOMO model identifies three distinct software development modes. These are called the Organic 
mode, Semi-Detached mode, and Embedded mode. 
In the organic mode, relatively small software teams develop software in a highly familiar, in-house 
environment. The Semi-Detached mode represents an intermediate stage between the organic and embedded 
modes. This can mean either an intermediate level of the project characteristics or a mixture of the organic and 
embedded mode characteristics. The major distinguishing factor of an embedded-mode software project is a need 
to operate within tight constraints. The product must operate within (is embedded within) a stringently coupled 
complex of hardware, software, regulations, and operational procedures. It is a characteristic of embedded mode 
projects that changes to one part severely affect other parts. This results in the development typically being more 
expensive (less productive) than the more independent organic mode projects. 
The three modes are represented in the model by different sets of coefficients and exponents in the estimating 
equations. The different coefficients reflect the differences in productivity associated with the different modes, 
and the different exponents reflect the different effect that changes in program size have on programmer 
productivity. 
The COCOMO effort estimating equation is 
B MM=axKDSI xlTF, 
where MM =Man Months 
a = Productivity Coefficient 
KDSI = Thousands of Delivered Source Insauctions 
fi = Exponent relating productivity to program size 
FIF, =Product of the Cost Drivers 
The schedule estimating equation is 
TDEV = 6 x MME 
where TDEV = Development schedule in months 
6 = Schedule Coefficient 
MM =ManMonths 
e = Exponent relating productivity to program size 
Note that the Basic COCOMO effort equation does not include the cost driver term, and that the coefficients 
and exponents are different for each development mode. 
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The COSTMODL is an automated software development cost estimation program. It runs on IBM PCs and 
compatible computers. It implements all of the CQCOMO models except for the detailed model. In addition, it 
includes a simplified linear model which was developed by NASA at the Johnson Space Center using productivity 
data from completed NASA projects. This model is called the "Keep It Simple, Stupidn (KISS) model. 
Major features of the COSTMODL program are its ease of use, its incorporation of multiple estimating 
models, its ability to support multiple projects and multiple model configurations, and the capabiity it provides 
for a user to completely customize the estimating equations to a particular software development environment. 
The most immediately apparent major feature of COSTMODL is its ease of use. It is delivered with an 
automated installation utility (CINSTALL) which includes a default set of destination subdirectories for the 
installation. The user is given the opportunity to modify the directory specifications and then CINSTALL 
automatically configures the destination hard disk, uncompresses the delivery files into the destination directories, 
checks for any errors during installation, and, if there were none, transfers to €he directory into which 
COSTMODL was installed and executes COSTMODL. 
COSTMODL was designed to be immediately useful without requiring that the user read any printed 
documentation or attend any user training. The program is completely menu-driven, can be controlled from either 
the keyboard or a mouse, and includes an extensive context-sensitive help system. Immediately upon entry into 
the program for the first time, the new user is given instructions for entering the help system, and then is led 
through a brief tutorial on the COCOMO model, usage of the menu system, the function keys, and the help system 
itself. Complete user's documentation is included with the program, but the user has the option of going directly 
into the program and using the user's guide only for reference. 
Once an estimate has been done for a project, that project can be saved in COSTMODL's project library for 
future use. Many projects can be saved, and many project data files can be saved for each project. The first 
required input when a new project is being defined is the project name. This name will appear in the project menu 
on subsequent runs until it is deleted from tile library. At any point in the development of a project estimate, the 
current status of the project can be saved to a file. Whenever that file is recalled on a later run, control will return 
to the point in the program at which the file was saved, and any desired changes to the project description can be 
entered at that time. 
When a project data file is saved, it is associated with the model which was being used at the time it was 
saved. However, the file can be imported into a different model. For example, suppose a new project is being 
considered, and very little is known about its detailed requirements. A rough estimate can be obtained by using 
the Basic COCOMO or the KISS model, and the resulting estimate saved to a file. Then, as additional 
information becomes available about the program to be developed, that file can be imported into the Intermediate 
COCOMO model for refinement of the estimates. The data in the project file will automatically be promoted to 
the new model, and, once the new information is entered, the new project file will be associated with the model 
currently in use. This provides the capability to progress to higher fidelity models as one's knowledge of the 
program to be developed matures. In addition, the retention of a series of project data files throughout the 
development life cycle of a project makes available a valuable resource for evaluating the validity of the inputs at 
various points in the development process. These data files can also be useful for identifying those input 
parameters which are most likely to have adverse effects on the accuracy of the resulting estimates. 
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In addition to the project data filw additio@ data files are i n c l a  which c o n w  the &miled definitions of 
the m&1s. The coeffcients and exponents for the estimating equations, the dewtiom d the cost ~ v e r s  and 
their associaters multiplicative values, and the phase distribution tables are aU located in data files. 
The most significant feature of COSTEvlODL which sets it apart &om other automted k 
its ability to be completely customized by the user. All of the WE& &me the to 
the user for modification. The most likely eterstobem are the mficimts  and expoam& on the 
estimating equations. Let us look at why one would want to do this. 
m e  osigind CKOMO was defied using a database of 63 projects. This set of projects iw1uded a mix of 
business data systems, ~ l i t a r y  real-time control systems, s, ogemting systems, ek, all of prhicfa 
were completed in the 19 frame. It is reasonable to expect that, if you are developing transaction 
processing software for the sbry in a highly interactive software development environmenE, the 
accura~y of the estimates a model would probably be more reliable if the model had k e n  tuned to 
environment. If a user can obtain good productiv either from within his o m  org 
hich has similar attributes, this data can be used to g equations to that 
environment. This recalibration normally involves only the coefficients on the estimating equations, and can have 
a significant effect on the accuracy of the estimates produced. COSTMODL provides the capability for the user to 
perform the malibration externally and to enter the resulting coeff~cients (and possibly exponents) d i i t l y  into 
the proper input forms, or he may provide the productivity database directly to COSTMODL and it will perform 
the desired calibration. 
The set of cost drivers can also be modified or totally replaced. The number of cost drivers, their names, 
attributes, descriptions, and multiplicative values are also under the control of the user. It is not unlikely that a 
particular development environment contains a factor which significantly affects productivity but which is not 
included in the original set. For example, suppose a project is being developed in a very large organization and 
&fferent parts of the program are being developed at widely separated locations. This can S e c t  the total 
productivity, but is not included in the default cost driver set. It is simple in COSTMODL to add a cost driver for 
that factor. 
It is possible that different organizations may include different activities in the various development life cycle 
phase definitions, resulting in percentage distributions of effort and schedule which do not agree with the original 
COCOMO definitions. In this case, the user can modify the contents of the phase distribution tables to reflect 
those differences, resulting in estimated phase distributions which more accurately reflect those expected within 
his organization. In addition, the next release of COSTMODL will provide the capability for a user to change tbe 
number and names of the life cycle phases in addition to the percentage distributions. 
Since the behavior of the program is completely dependent upon the contents of the various data files, it is 
important that the integrity of these files be carefully protected. To provide for the situations where multiple users 
may use COSTMODL on the same machine, or when COSTMODL is installed on a network server for use by 
many people, that portion of the program which permits modification of the wnfigwation files is password 
protected. This makes it possible for the system administrator to control the contents of these files, and all of the 
users to make use of the configurations that have been standardized for use within that organization. 
The COSWODL implementation of the incremental development model provides the user with complete 
flexibility in the definition and modification of the increments, ordering them, and relating one to another. Each 
increment is created as a total project and saved to a file. Once all of the increments have been defined, the user 
identifies them in sequence to the incremental development model. As each increment is added to the project, the 
user specifies the time relationship between it and the previous increment. For example, the Critical Design 
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Review (CBR) for the fourth increment might be scheduled to be held two weeks after the beginning of 
the third increment. 
In addition to the time Pelationships between the increments, the user specifies the expected amount of rework 
to be done on the previous increments to accommodate the next increment. This adaptation effort is frequently 
called the "b e factor". 
tal development model computes the total effort and schedule required to complete the total 
project, an& for comparison, computes the effort which would have been required had the total project been 
delivered as a single delivery. In addition, the cumulative staffing level required as a function of time is also 
computed. The overall schedule can be displayed graphically showing each increment and each life cycle 
milestone within each increment. The cumulative staffing level can be similarly displayed in the form of a 
histogram. To facilitate relating the staffing changes to the beginning and ending of the various increments, the 
two plots can be superimposed. 
Each of the plots can be output in the form of a printed report. The total time duration and the number of 
increments is examined to determine the page orientation and number of pages to be used for the printed displays. 
It is therefore possible to print complete schedule and staffing plots for any size project. 
INDUSTRY ACCEPTANCE 
COSTMODL has enjoyed broad acceptance within the software cost estimation community. It is currently 
being used at more than 300 installations throughout the aerospace community, govenunent agencies, DOD, and 
academia in the U.S., Europe and Canada. It is a principal estimating tool in use at NATO headquarters in 
Brussels. It is also being used as a teaching tool at several universities, and was recently selected as the best 
overall implementation of the COCOMO model in a competitive evaluation conducted by MlT's Sloan School of 
Management. 
COSTMODL is also being distributed to the students and staff at the Defense Management Systems College, 
and is being distributed by the Air Force Cost Center through their software and data distribution channels. 
TYPICAL USES 
Typical uses of COSTMODE include feasibility assessment, bid preparation, bid evaluation, 
budgetlmangower planning, and project scheduling. In a time of severe budget constraints, a defensible early 
estimate of the cost to develop a candidate software product can help avoid spending resources on a project that 
may not be cost effective. It can also be quite valuable in the control of cost overruns. What is seen as a cost 
overrun is frequently the result of an underestimate of the effort which can be expected to be required. 
The use of a formal cost estimation tool in bid preparation is obvious. It can also be quite valuable to the 
team evaluating a proposal. It is at this point that possible underestimates can be identified, resulting in the 
possible avoidance of either perceived cost overruns or even failed projects. 
A less obvious benefit resulting from the use of a parametric model can be the thorough documentation of all 
of the assumptions that went into the development of the estimate. Suppose funds are being sought for a new 
program development, and senior management is challenging the estimated cost to complete the project. The 
program size estimate and each of the cost driver inputs can be discussed to see if there is disagreement with any 
of the inputs, and, if changes are agreed upon, a revised estimate can be produced. Further credibility can be 
attached to the estimates by referencing the productivity data in the database which was used to calibrate the 
model, particularly if in-house data was used. 
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A tool such as COSTA/IODL can be an important asset for any organization which has a significant fiaancid 
interest in software development cost management. This includes organizations which develop software products 
for the commercial markelplaw, organizations which develop custom software, the organizations which contract 
ftx the development of custom software, and organizations which develop software in-house for their own use. 
COSWODL will continue to incowrate the latest advances in software cost estimation technology as they 
b m e  le. The next version will include the capability.for tbe user to redefine the software development 
life cycle by ad&ng or deleting life cycle phases, or modifykg the definitions of existing phases. The 
classifications of pitsoanel to be iacluded in the development cost computations can be defined, along with their 
d o h  cost per man month and the percentages of their effort to be applied to the current project. An expanded 
e t e d  code model will be included which will better accommodate the situation where a new product will 
consist mainly of adapted code, with a relatively small amount of new code to be written. This situation is quite 
common in a mature organization where a large pool of software exists which is specific to that organization's 
function, much of which is adaptable for use in new software products. 
Software sizing models are being investigated for possible incorporation. A sizing model allows a user to 
describe the w u c t  to be built in functional terms instead of thousands of lines of code. Function Points are 
proving to be useful in business applications, but have not been as successful in the scientific software domain. 
Examples of function points are display screens, input forms, number of input fields, number and size of external 
databases, etc. CQSTMODL will incorporate a Function Point sizing algorithm for use on appropriate 
applications. The evaluation of candidate sizing algorithms for scientific applications will continue. 
The COSTMODL developers are currently involved in studies intended to expand the estimating models to 
include Fourth Generation Language development, Knowledge-Based Systems, and Totally Reusable Software 
Libraries. Each of these areas are increasing in importance, and are not well modeled by current algorithms. 
Another effort currently underway is the integration of COSTMODL into a total project management system. 
This integrated capability would combine the effort and schedule estimating features of COSTMODL with the 
real-time collection of actual expenditures of resources during the development life cycle of a project to 
continuously refine cost-to-completion estimates. 
COSTMODL has been submitted to NASA's Computer Software Management and Information Center 
(COSMIC) for distribution into the private sector. COSMIC can be contacted at: 
The University of Georgia 
Computer Services Annex 
Athens, GA 30602 
(404) 542-3265 
In addition, copies can be requested through the Software Technology Branch Help Desk at (713) 280-2233 
1. Boehm, B. W., Software Engineering Eco~tornics, Englewood Cliffs, NJ, Prentice-Hall, 1981. 
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ABSTRACT 
Total Reuse Management (TRM) is a new concept currently being promoted by the NASA Langley Software 
Engineering and Ada Lab (SEAL). It uses concepts similar to those promoted in Total Quality Management (TQM). 
Both tcchnical and management personnel are continually encouraged to think in terms of reuse. Reuse is not 
something that is aimed for after a product is completed, but rather it is built into the product from inception through 
development. Lowering software development costs, reducing risk, and increasing code reliability are the more 
prominent goals of TRM. This paper describes procedures and methods used to adopt and apply TRIM. Reuse is 
frequently thought of as only being applicable to code. However, reuse can apply to all products and all phases of the 
software life cycle. These products include management and quality assurance plans, designs, and testing 
procedures. Specific examples of successfully reused products will be given and future goals will be discussed. 
WHAT IS TOTAL REUSE MANAGEMENT 
Total Reuse Management (TRM) is achieved when an organization as a whole and its individual members make 
a commitment to continuously: search for reuse opportunities associated with each work product and activity; 
distribute notices to appropriate members of the organization of identified reuse opportunities; and actually reuse 
products, ideas, methods, and procedures. It is similar to Total Quality Management (TQM) in that its success 
depends on individuals adopting a mindset which influences all their activities, that is, reuse becomes a way of 
thinking and acting. With the expectation of increased productivity, management provides the necessary time and 
personnel for the record keeping and documentation required to support TRM reuse activities. 
GOALS OF TOTAL REUSE MANAGEMENT 
The major goal of TRM is to reduce software development costs by reusing previously developed knowledge 
and products instead of redeveloping them. Goals directly related to code development include reducing risk and 
enhancing reliability. The growth of reuse within a project decreases the number of elements to be developed which 
decreases the stress on the project schedule and thus lowers the risk of ovemns. Since each time a component is 
reused it is retested in its new application, the additional error discovery and correction process naturally yields an 
enhanced product reliability. The greater the number of reused components the lower the overall risk of mission 
failure. Further, the successful demonstration in a previous project of a proposed method of implementation, 
increases confidence that the method is a worthy candidate for reuse. Another goal is process improvement since 
reuse can include procedures and methods as well as products. By documenting the improvements in procedures 
followed on a given project those improved techniques become available for reuse on future projects, thus improving 
the organization's procedures and methods over time. 
THE TRM ADOPTION PROCESS 
The first step is to instill a reuse mindset into the members of the organization. This was done from the top down 
at the Software Engineering and Ada Lab (SEAL). The SEAL adopted the idea of reuse as one of the lab's primary 
objectives. To achieve this objective, the regular weekly software management staff meetings were supplemented 
with discussions to promote reuse, determine individual project components which had reuse potential, and focus on 
reuse successes. Each project manager would report on products, concepts, and ideas which they considered 
candidates for reuse. In addition, project managers were required to report on products which had been successfully 
reused. Listing examples of these products gave other project managers ideas on where reuse might be possible on 
their project. Once the project managers began to adopt a reuse mindset the weekly reports were changed to monthly 
ones. Similarly, project managers were responsible for the introduction of TRM on their individual projects at project 
level staff meetings. In addition, a catalogue of various types of products reused was kept and is now being used to 
aid in training new employees so that they can quickly become contributors to the TRM program. 
TYPES OF REUSE 
The following sections give a variety of different areas and products in the software life cycle where reuse can be 
effectively established to lower development costs, reduce risk, and increase functional reliability. Reuse can occur 
across organizations, across projects, and within projects. These examples are given to illustrate the multiplicity of 
reuse situations which yield substantial benefits and to stimulate ideas concerning the applicability of reuse concepts 
at all organizational levels. 
The Formal Inspection process is comprised of a set of procedures designed to efficiently detect and correct 
enors. Jet Propulsion Labomtory (JPL) had already developed a Formal Inspection Program and had years of 
practical experience with the process when the SEAL decided to adopt it as one of its measures to improve software 
product quality. JPL agreed to perform a technology transfer of information and products to the SEAL to support the 
initiation of the program. This saved the SEAL the hundreds of man-hours it would have cost to start up the program 
on their own. The SEAL was able to reuse JPL's managerial framework, training course materials, checklists, forms 
for conducting inspections, forms for recording inspection statistics, and a copy of their customized software to run 
the data base for statistical collection of inspection results. JPL also provided averaged cost estimates by software 
development phase for man-hour expenditures on inspections. By reusing their cost data the SEAL was able to 
calculate the estimated cost of inserting the inspection procedures into new projects. In addition, the two 
organizations agreed to communicate regularly to exchange information, documents, and data that could be reused. 
This is important since it assured that technological gains made at each site would be exchanged and reused. 
JPL also trained SEAL staff members to teach their training course on formal inspections and those members are 
now actively involved in the process of conducting the same technology transfer to numerous organizations within 
NASA as well as different companies in industry. Not only are the formal inspection products and procedures being 
reused but the methods used to insert the pmess into the organization are also being documented and reused to 
further facilitate the transition. For example, for in-house projects, a set of procedures for introducing formal 
inspection has been established and is reused with each new project interested in inspections. For external projects, a 
notebook containing an insertion plan and all records of the execution of that plan is being compiled. All lessons 
learned from the insertion process and references to information used in the process, such as cost estimates, will be 
recorded in the notebook. Records tracking such things as number of inspections and actual cost will also be 
included. This information will be reused on future external projects. 
Object Oriented Design (OOD) was another area of technology which the SEAL group was interested in. As the 
group recognized the need for incorporating OOD in its practices, the services of an organization expert in consulting 
and teaching OOD were employed. This substantially reduced the cost and time required to implement OOD 
technology within the SEAL. Once the insertion process was complete, an agreement was worked out between the 
expert organization and the SEAL group to exchange lessons learned and copies of completed designs for reuse on 
future projects. In addition the SEAL has developed an informal network to exchange information on OOD between 
several organizations and is now in the process of receiving reusable case study feedback from network members. 
In both of these examples, Formal Inspections and OOD, the SEAL was successful at completely reusing 
technologies from outside organizations to improve its own software engineering capabilities. In addition, a core 
group of participants was established for each new technology to handle the future distribution of related reusable 
materials among the different organizations participating. This has resulted in an increase in productivity in two 
ways: by exchanging lessons learned and advancements in procedures followed by the individual organizations the 
core group has been able to achieve process improvements at a relatively rapid pace and low cost; and, by directly 
reusing completed products, considerable manpower has been saved. In addition the Seal makes it a point to 
regularly have informal technical interchange meetings with other organizations on specific areas of mutual interest. 
Such areas include: Systems Engineering, Object Oriented Design, the use of Ada programming, reuse, and risk 
management as well as specific applications domain wok. These meetings are conducted to transfer reusable 
technology between NASA sites and from NASA to Industry. The SEAL encourages and invites this type of 
interaction with all organizations interested in participating in technological transfers.' 
Each individual in the SEAL organization was spending a considerable amount of time installing and becoming 
proficient in the use of new computer devices and software tools. A method was devised to reduce the overhead 
associated with these learning activities. For each new tool that was purchased, one or two individuals were given the 
responsibility of becoming experts on it. This involved searching through the technical reference manuals, learning 
how to set up the tools, and becoming proficient at the most common commands needed for typical use. Once this 
was completed, the experts reused their knowledge to install the tools on each computer and gave a brief seminar and 
list of common commands (along with explanations) to the general users to acquaint them with the tool in an 
expedient manner. This p e s s  saved the organization a considerable number of man-hours and was used on 
numerous devices and software tools such as: compilers, debuggers, logic analyzers, PC-based W s ,  PC-based 
networks, and specific bus protocols. If a tool was too complex to learn in a short seminar, the tool vendor was 
brought on-site to teach SEAL staff members how to give a detailed instruction course on the tools spectrum of 
functions and applications. Masters of the insauctional materials needed to teach the courses were provided with the 
training. In depth classes on these tools are now given regularly with the only cost being the SEAL staE members 
salary and the cost of reproducing course materials. 
The SEAL is also involved in bringing on-site a number of software engineering courses that are taught on a one 
time basis. A catalogue of course titles and attendants is kept so that if the need arises knowledge in that subject area 
can be easily tracked for reuse. Apprenticeships can also be set up to transfer knowledge for reuse within the 
organization. For example, one of the designers took on an apprentice at the beginning of a subsystem design and by 
the midway point the apprentice was a constructive contributor to the design. When the project was completed the 
apprentice took that newly gained expertise and reused it to design a subsystem on another project. 
Finally, if training tapes were available from vendors they were purchased and reused throughout the 
organization. The cost of travel and tuition for technical training courses can put a substantial drain on an 
organization's budget. By reusing expertise, instructional materials and tapes, an organization can become educated 
in new software engineering technology at a much lower cost. 
The following is a description of how actual software products are being reused both within and across three 
different SEAL projects. All three projects are written in Ada and use Object Oriented Design Methodologies. 
Communication drivers are the software components developed to drive bus communication and they are among 
the most time consuming components to write. Designing them to be reusable would yield significant savings on 
future projects. This requires the use of a design approach which is both modular and hierarchial. A module is 
developed to serve as an interface between the applications level code and the code responsible for driving bus 
communication. The interface module is designed to provide a general purpose (application independent) interface to 
the bus while the associated bus modules are written to perform acbcitual bus communications for a specific 
standardized bus 1 on a specific manufacturer's card. This promotes reuse in two ways. First, the applications 
level modules can be reused without modification if the bus should be replaced with one of a different type, since they 
had been developed with no dependencies on the type of communications hardware. Second, the software written to 
1. For more information on technology transfers or training seminars contact Pat Schuler (804) 864-6732. 
2. Copies of the code mentioned in this section are available courtesy of the Controls Structures Interaction 
Project. Contact Pat Schuler (804) 864-6732. 
drive the bus communications can be reused on any project containing the same supporting communications 
hardware since the interface module was written to be applications independent. 
Both of these types of reuse have been achieved on SEAL projects. For example, Project I used a MIL-STD 
1553 bus in its PC-based Ground Support Equipment to test and record 1553 communications from a flight computer. 
The Ground Support Equipment, and over 4,000 lines of Ada code for 1553 communications, were reused to produce 
a similar checkout subsystem for a completely different flight project, Project 11. In addition, the design for Project I 
was reused on a project in the same applications domain but with different hardware and software language 
requirements. This was possible since reusability had been a principle design requirement which assured that the 
completed product would not be dependent on the target hardware. 
There were other types of communications software reuse within the same project. Project I contained three 
major subsystems and all three communicated across the 1553 bus. Subsystem I, used the 1553 bus to configure 
Subsystem I1 with information necessary to perform normal operations. Subsystem I was an INTEL machine and 
Subsystem I1 used a 175016 computer but the data structure used to hold the configuration data was identical on both 
systems. The data structure was developed on Subsystem I1 and reused on Subsystem I. Also, the data structures 
used to implement the remote terminal mode of the 1553 communications were reused without modification and the 
Ada package specification for both the bus control and remote terminal modes were reused between the subsystems 
with only slight modifications. 
Another software component that was reused was a special purpose block move which was developed for 
Subsystem 11. Its purpose was to increase throughput by transfemng vectors rather than words of data from the 
1750A to the array processor card and from the 1750A to the 1553 card contained within Subsystem 11. This software 
was reused to improve communications rates within Subsystem I11 between its 1750A and digital signal processor 
card and also between its 1750A and 1553 card. Also. Subsystem I11 had an additional requirement. It not only had 
to accept configuration data from the 1553 bus but must be configurable via an RS232 bus. The code for reading in 
the user supplied information and processing it so that it could be used to set the configuration was reused from 
Subsystem I to fulfill this requirement for Subsystem 111. This saved approximately 4 man-months of effort. 
The ease with which the 1553, the block move, and the configuration code were reused is in a large part due to 
the use of Object Oriented Design (OOD) and Ada. OOD methods made it possible to minimize the communication 
betweep software modules while maximizing the cohesion between routines performing functions related to specific 
objects (or devices) in the system. The use of Ada constructs such as packages supported these methods and the 
portability of the language made reuse across different subsystems with different processors and bus interfaces 
possible. Further, each software component was required to use a standardized prologue stating specifics about the 
software it contained: compiler options, author's name, and date, etc. There were standards for how the software was 
to be written and formatted as well. Both of these contributed to readability which made software components easier 
to understand and therefore easier to reuse or modify for reuse. 
Project I also reused, from another flight project, part of a math library written in assembly language. Although 
it had to be converted to 1750A assembly code the algorithms were reused. During the conversion process an error in 
one of the math routines was discovered and fixed on the 1750A code as well as the original source code. By reusing 
software across projects and subjecting it to different environments and applications, previously uncovered errors are 
found and fixed. The risk of future failure is decreased since its test domain has increased and that is a major 
advantage to reusing code. Its reliability increases the more it is reused. In the same way, when the 1553 code 
developed on Project I was reused for a different application on Project 11, errors were discovered and the 1553 code 
was fixed on both projects and its reliability was increased as well. 
System tests procedures can be reused as additional subsystem tests to eliminate errors prior to integration 
testing. This was accomplished by connecting Subsystem I and I1 with a simulator for Subsystem I11 which was not 
yet completed. These subsystems had already been individually tested, but performing the system integration tests on 
the hybrid system acted as an additional suite of tests and uncovered errors which would not have been discovered 
until system integration testing. Further, since the hybrid system had now been verified, when errors did occur during 
full system integration testing, the errors were contained to either the newly added subsystem or communications 
with that system. This substantially reduced the time spent in debugging. Therefore, reusing system integration test 
procedures as additional unit tests can flush out problems early and help isolate problems as each new subsystem is 
added. 
Project I1 reused the standardized prologue developed on h j e c t  I which insured consistency in software 
component documentation across projects. The Ground Support Equipment and the Mil-STD 1553 bus code were 
also reused from Project I. The 1553 bus communications drivers were reused without modification because they had 
been developed with a general purpose interface module as the delimiter between the applications specific software 
and the hardware specific software. This ability to reuse not only the code but the actual computer equipment 
provided Project I1 with a substantial savings. 
Project I1 achieved even better results with code reuse between its subsystems. The project set up a directory 
where completed code was placed so that it was available for all project members to reuse. Among the products 
stored in this directory are software components to perform: windowing capabilities; text and menu displays; and a 
general purpose parser for converting transmission packets. In addition it also contains software for, UART / serial 
communications via the RS232 protocol, queues, ring buffers, semaphores, data structures, and time packages which 
provide information such as the julian date and system time. Each of these components are being reused within 
Project I1 across several subsystems and this has substantially reduced the total cost of the system being developed. 
Project I1 has produced a substantial amount of code for INTEL hardware which is available for reuse. A complete 
Ada interface for all registers and modes has been written for the following; INTEL 8259 Programmable Interrupt 
Controller, INTEL 8254 Programmable Interval Timer, INTEL 8237 Programmable DMA Controller, INTEL 8255 
Programmable Peripheral Interface, and INTEL 8274 Multi-Protocol Serial Controller. In addition, a complete Ada 
interface for all internal registers of the INTEL 80186 microprocessor has been written and is available for reuse. 
This is the third project started since the SEAL began the TRM program. It will be reusing the 1553 bus 
components and the coding prologues that were developed on Project I as well as the coding standards from Project 
11. In addition, a substantial amount of code will be reused from Project I1 such as software to perform; windowing 
capabilities, text and menu displays, keyboard input manipulation and filtration, and RS232 protocol. It will also 
reuse packages which provide functions to; manipulate linked lists, implement the semaphore construct, declare 
varying length strings, log events with time stamps, and replay prerecorded user input for batch testing. It will also 
reuse many of the software components developed for INTEL chips mentioned above. 
It is clear from the three project examples that a substantial amount of reusable code can be accumulated in a 
relatively short amount of time. However, it is important to recognize that the successful reuse of code on these 
projects was largely due to developers regularly reporting on the completion of potentially reusable software 
components. Even more important was the staff's commitment to build each component to be reusable. To facilitate 
this, modem design techniques such as those found in Object Oriented Design were used along with the Ada 
programming language which provides constructs to support those design methods. 
Software documentation is a major expense on any software system. The key to reducing that cost is to use 
methods and procedures that result in development documents which can then be reused for formal reviews and for 
the required deliverable documentation. This can be done at each phase of the software lifecycle. During 
requirements analysis phase event sequences and responses, data elements, timing order and constraints as well as 
states and processes can all be documented in tabular, graphical, or textual form as part of the stepwise analysis 
3. Copies of code mentioned in this section are available courtesy of the Lidar In-Space Technology 
Experiment. Contact Chuck Carpenter (804) 864-8046. 
process. These documents are the output products of the requirements phase. If careful attention k paid to 
thoroughly documenting each step of the process those documents can be reused, without alterations, in the 
requirements document and for the requirements review. Once the requirements phase is complete, object diagrams 
with written object descriptions and operation descriptions as well as a requirements meability matrix and 
decomposition tree showing the hierarchical connections in the design can be used to thoroughly document the 
activities required to complete the preliminary design phase. These output documents, again without modification, 
are reused as the deliverables for the preliminary design and the preliminary design review. If all of these documents 
are routinely u as part of the activities for the detailed design and coding phases, they may also be reused not 
only for the detailed design review and test readiness review but could be reused for the 'As Built Configuration 
Document' which describes the final product. In addition, automated testing procedures along with confirmed test 
results can be reused in the users/operators manual as diagnostics. The 'As Built Configuration Document' and the 
test procedures can also be reused during maintenance phase. They are invaluable to the maintainers as a record of 
the system's putpose and how the functional specifications were achieved. As modifications are completed these 
documents are updated so that they can be reused for the life of the maintenance phase. 
In addition to the above-mentioned reuse benefits within a project, these documentation techniques encourage 
reuse across projects. Since the products are well documented and the documents are kept current, other projects will 
find it easier to understand the product's requbments and functions. This ease of understanding makes the chore of 
locating reusable components less time-consuming and therefore more attractive. In addition, since not only the code 
but the requirements and design are available for each component, savings from reuse can also be achieved during 
requirements and design phases on new projects. 
For this type of document reuse to be achieved a defined process with specific steps and procedures must be in 
place before a project starts. These procedures need to specify the form and content of all output products for each 
step and their function as input documents into the next phase. Instead of the developers producing large quantities of 
documentation that they incorrectly perceive as the customer's needs, a m e  picture of the current project posture can 
be obtained from reusing the actual development documents as the review documents. 
When the reuse program started, the SEAL had no documentation of its own to reuse. Therefore, an effort was 
made to obtain existing documents from numerous organizations within government and industry. A documents 
l ibrw was started and currently holds project documents covering almost every phase of the software lifecycle: 
Software Requirements, Interface Requirements, Test Procedures, Management Plans, Configuration Control Plans 
and Verification and Validation Plans. Portions of these are reused each time a new document for a software project 
is written and this has saved a considerable amount of man-hours. Procedures for constructing testing trees or a 
traceability metrics, for example, need only be written once and can then be reused in the documentation for other 
software projects. The library also holds documents on how to perform specific software engineering tasks such as 
quality assurance, design, benchmarking compilers and a variety of more general documents on software engineering 
standards and p d u r e s .  tPll of these are reused on SEAL projects to determine various software development 
p d u r e s .  In addition, several contracting organizations responsible for developing software for the SEAL have 
also reused many of these in developing deliverable software documents and establishing their own software 
procedures. 
The SEAL has a standard environment for software development which includes; computers, compilers, 
debuggers, logic analyzers, etc. The SEAL has also standardized on word processors, drawing tools, spreadsheet 
programs and data base managers. To make reuse easier, each staff member is connected to a local area network. 
Network licensees were purchased for the tools in the standardized environment. That proved to be more economical 
than purchasing individual copies. Status reports and presentations can be constructed by reusing information 
electronically obtained from the various nodes on the network. The tools are chosen based on their compatibility to 
support such activities. Forms are constructed using these standardized took, for documenting common activities 
such as purchase requests and travel requests and inventorying books, software and hardware, etc. Those forms are 
made available to all users of the network to reuse. 
FUTURE DIRECTIONS 
Once documentation is completed, all the SEAL software components will be submitted to COSMIC (the NASA 
reuse library) for general access. Project data such as man-hours, lines of code and pages of documentation being 
collected on current projects will be reused. The data will be entered into existing off-the-shelf estimating tools such 
as PRICE and REVIC. Entering actual data from SEAL projects into tool data bases will customize the output to the 
SEAL environment and potentially give more accurate project cost estimates. Even more extensive metrics will be 
recorded on future projects and will be reused to perfect further project estimates. In addition, descriptions of 
completed code written for specialized hardware used on SEAL projects will be given back to the vendors of those 
hardware products. They will be encouraged to relay this information to their customers via newsletters or 
computerized bulletin boards so that organizations purchasing those hardware products may have the opportunity to 
reuse completed SEAL code. The SEAL also has plans to develop its own local library of reusable components to 
hold software for such things as ring buffers, stacks, math library routines, etc. Software components for specific 
chips and busses will also be catalogued and entered in the library. The SEAL is currently promoting standardization 
on specific busses and chip sets. Reuse can be maximized by using standardized hardware and reusing existing 
custom-built software and test environments to substantially cut future project costs. A software project handbook 
will also be written to provide information on established methods and procedures for reuse on future projects. In 
addition, work is currently being done to develop a set of generic management, quality assurance, testing, etc., plans 
that will act as templets to be reused by all future projects and project specific information will be inserted to 
customize the plans. To promote reuse on a center-wide scale, a Software Engineering Users Group is being started 
which will meet regularly to exchange information on software methods, procedures, tools, and completed modules. 
CONCLUSION 
If the current activity will ever be performed again, there is potential for reuse. Perform the activity accordingly 
so that it or its products can be easily reused and document its existence so others can locate, understand, and reuse it. 
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Rapid progress in low-cost commercial PC-class multimedia workstation technology will potentially have 
a dramatic impact on the productivity of distributed work groups of 50-100 software developers. 
Hypermedia/mdtimedia involves the seamless integration in a Graphical User Interface (GUI) of a wide variety 
of data structures, including high-resolution graphics, maps, images, voice, and full-motion video. Hypermedia 
will normally require the manipulation of large dynamic fdes for which relational data base technology and SQL 
servers are essential. This paper will cover basic machine architecture, special-purpose video boards, video 
equipment, optical memory, software needed for animation, network technology, and the anticipated increase 
in productivity that will result from the introduction of hypermedia technology. It is suggested that the cost of 
the hardware and software to support an individual multimedia workstation will be on the order of $10,000. 
Extrapolating the ten-year history of PC-class personal computing, we can forecast that the next decade 
will witness progress at an accelerating pace. By the year 2001 we can expect to buy a "4G" workstation [where 
the "G"stands for "giga" as in 1 GIPS, 1 GB , 1 Gpixel ( ~ o K ) ~ ,  1 Gbit/sec BW] for about the same price 
as we pay for an ordinary PC today. What will we be doing with such a supercomputer on our desktop? 
Obviously, we will be solving problems for which this sort of power will be taken for granted in the same way 
that no one would ever return to a conventional typewriter and carbon paper after using a PC word processor 
plus copy machine to get routine work done in the same way that practitioners of the old typewriter technology 
would never go back to using ink quills and parchment for written communications commonplace in the time 
of their predecessors. 
The key to improved productivity in the next Century will depend on hypermedia. By defhtion, 
hypermedia is the seamless integration in a GUI (Graphid User Interface) or Windowing Environment of a 
variety of data structures, including: numbers, text, mouse-clickable icons, 3-ID bit-mapped color graphics (charts, 
graphs, etc.), animation, maps, high-resolution images (e.g., Landsat Images), voice, music, full-motion video, 
and what has now come to be called "virtual reality." Each level of detail in a complex representation of an 
information structure will be "mouse clickable" up to the maximum level of resolution possible in whatever 
manner the user wishes to access it. Sometimes a cursory level or abstraction is adequate for understanding and 
extra detail would only clutter the landscape, while at other times the maximum level of detail i s  indispensable 
for understanding. Since the author of a complex information structure cannot anticipate the needs of each user, 
the information must be presented at the highest level of abstraction in such a manner that the user has the 
option to interactively "mouse click" his way into the supporting data as he sees fit. Hypermedia may not be ideal 
for all forms of communication. For example, a literary novel is essentially a flat data structure (with the 
exception of occasional chapter headings). However, the design, construction, and operation of an advanced 
spacecraft is a multi-hierarchical activity to which a user cannot usefully contribute without the selective access 
to an extraordinary array of detail. Compression of detail with selective accessibility when needed by using 
hypermedia would be an ideal way for an engineer to come up to speed quickly on a large body of information. 
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Rapid progress in low-cost commercial PC-class multimedia workstation technology will potentially have 
a dramatic impact on the productivity of distributed work groups of 50-100 software developers. 
Hypermedia/multimedia involves the seamless integration in a Graphical User Interface (GUI) of a wide variety 
of data structures, including high-resolution graphics, maps, images, voice, and full-motion video. Hypermedia 
will normally require the manipulation of large dynamic fdes for which relational data base technology and SQL 
servers are essential. This paper will cover basic machine architecture, special-purpose video boards, video 
equipment, optical memory, software needed for animation, network technology, and the anticipated increase 
in productivity that will result from the introduction of hypermedia technology. It is suggested that the cost of 
the hardware and software to support an individual multimedia workstation will be on the order of $10,000. 
INTRODUCTION 
Extrapolating the ten-year history of PC-class personal computing, we can forecast that the next decade 
will witness progress at an accelerating pace. By the year 2001 we can expect to buy a "4C" workstation [where 
the "G" stands for "gigan as in 1 GPPS, 1 CB , 1 Gpixel(30~)~, 1 Gbit/sec BWJ for about the same price 
as we pay for an ordinary PC today. What will we be doing with such a supercomputer on our desktop? 
Obviously, we will be solving problems for which this sort of power will be taken for granted in the same way 
that no one would ever return to a conventional typewriter and carbon paper after using a PC word processor 
plus copy machine to get routine work done in the same way that practitioners of the old typewriter technology 
would never go back to using ink quills and parchment for written communications commonplace in the time 
of their predecessors. 
The key to improved productivity in the next Century will depend on hypermedia. By definition, 
hypermedia is the seamless integration in a GUI (Graphical User Interface) or Windowing Eneonment of a 
variety of data structures, including: numbers, text, mouse-clickable icons, 3-D bit-mapped color graphics (charts, 
graphs, etc.), animation, maps, high-resolution images (e.g., Landsat Images), voice, music, full-motion video, 
and what has now come to be called "virtual reality." Each level of detail in a complex representation of an 
information structure will be "mouse clickable" up to the maximum level of resolution possible in whatever 
manner the user wishes to access it. Sometimes a cursory level or abstraction is adequate for understanding and 
extra detail would only clutter the landscape, while at other times the maximum level of detail is indispensable 
for understanding. Since the author of a complex information structure cannot anticipate the needs of each user, 
the information must be presented at the highest level of abstraction in such a manner that the user has the 
option to interactively "mouse click his way into the supporting data as he sees fit. Hypermedia may not be ideal 
for all forms of communication. For example, a literary novel is essentially a flat data structure (with the 
exception of occasional chapter headings). However, the design, construction, and operation of an advanced 
spacecraft is a multi-hierarchical activity to which a user cannot usefully contribute without the selective access 
to an extraordinary array of detail. Compression of detail with selective accessibility when needed by using 
hypermedia would be an ideal way for an engineer to come up to speed quickly on a large body of information. 
Thus, hypermedia will involve the transparent manipulation of large distributed data bases that must be updated 
regularly, if not in real time (e.g., telemetry). Such updates may also involve uncertain or even contradictory data 
derived from disparate sensory modalities. 
To achieve the feeling of presence, a team of 50-100 software developers, working in different parts of 
the world (in different time zones), not only need to be able to transmit reusable object-oriented programs to 
one another over a common network as they do now; they must also have the ability to transmit e-mail messages 
containing mouse-clickable icons of short bursts of full-motion video that show how a program actually behaves 
during operation together with mouse clickable icons of digitized voice annotation commenting on these 
programs. Remote debugging of jointly developed code through a combination of e-mail, remote login, and 
telephone communication does not always provide the sensation of presence needed to expedite the process of 
debugging. Using today's technology the process of debugging when the author of a program is physically 
present vs. interacting on the telephone can be an order of magnitude faster. In the future using hypermedia 
and desktop teleconferencing over ISDN telephone lines, the requirement for physical presence will be 
completely obviated. Furthermore, the best members of a software team can be rapidly assembled to carry out 
a short development task or form a "tiger team" to debug a problem during a crisis, regardless of geography. 
Indeed, at a more distant future time telepresence will eliminate the need for commuting to one's job, and one 
could conceivably live in any location one desired. 
Other applications for hypermedia technology include the rapid creation of S-VHS video tapes (not 
broadcast quality) for executive presentations, ordinary briefings, and training. Indeed, one of the major 
untapped areas for this technology is in education. The only thing educators are waiting for is for the cost of 
the technology to come down sufficiently to justify it as a viable alternative, which will certainly happ~n in the 
next few years. 
YOUR OWN MULTIMEDIA/ M E D I A  WORKSTATION 
In this section we will provide our "recommended list" for the acquisition of parts and assembly of a 
standard multimedia workstation. This includes the following topics: basic machine architecture, special-purpose 
boards to handle full-motion video, commercial video equipment, optical memory, animation software, 
networking, information retrieval from large data bases, integrating sound, and integration and interoperabiiity. 
Basic Machine Architecture 
The choices include various PC clones (DOS), Apple Macintosh (System 7), Amiga, IBM PSI2 (OS/2), 
and Compaq 386/33Mhz or 486. The estimated cost for such a PC clone is in the neighborhood of $4K. More 
expensive workstations are also suitable if one already has such a machine that can be dedicated to this function. 
These include engineering workstations such as Sun Sparc, DEC Station (MIPS), HP 7000, IBM 6000, Motorolla 
88000, NeXT, or even a special-purpose graphics workstation like a Stardent or a Silicon Graphics. 
Recommended examples of standard PC Options are as follows: 8MB of RAM Memory plus 100 MB 
or more of hard drive; an NEC MultiSync 4D or better high-resolution color monitor; a super-VGA Graphics 
board such as Video Seven VRAM-11; a Hayes-compatible modem; a Western Digital ethernet board, a two- 
button mouse (cordless); dual floppy drives (3 112" and 5 114"); enhanced keyboard (101 keys); one parallel and 
two serial ports; DOS 5.0 and Microsoft Windows 3.0. A math co-processor is optional. Access to a Laser 
Printer is assumed. 
S~ecial-Purpose Boards 
A frame grabber or image capture board is essential (Super Via from Jovian Logic for PCs or VideoPix 
for Sun SparcStations). A scan-converter board, such as the VGA Producer from Magni Systems, is needed to 
convert RGB graphics to NTSC television format. This provides a capability for graphic overlays, like icons 
positioned on a map. A full-motion video in a window board, such as Super Video Windows from New Media 
Graphics, is needed. This allows any video source (Live Camcorder, Over-the-air or Cable, VCR, or Laser Disk) 
as input in a fully-scalable, movable window. An audio card like the SoundBlasterPro for output or IntroVoice 
W for input is also useful. The estimated cost of these boards is about $2K. Optional cards include a 
0 )  or a VCR Controller (Biaquest), but they do tend to bring up the price. 
Other useful display options include an LCD flat-plate color projection screen for an audience of 5 to 
30 persons, a color hardcopy printer, and a scanner (for the EW Scan Jet flatbed 
accompanying 0CR software and/or the A4 hand-held co er) are useful. In 1993 
introduce its DW chip set for video compression (temporal and spacial) and this will represent a significant 
compression in bandwidth needed to send video images over leased phone lines. 
Consumer Electronics Video Eaui~ment 
A high-resolution color monitor, a Hi8 camcorder (Canon) and tripod, two s-VHS VCRs (capable of 
independent control of luminance and chroma levels), a h e r  Disk Player (Pioneer 4200), and two active stereo 
speakers (Sony bookshelf @ 30 watts each) are the minimum needed to get started. The estimated price is $2K. 
Optional W S  editing decks, such as from Sony or Panasonic, are needed to handle complex 
sequences and will simplify the video editing task. 
Flat screen, 50" on a side, wall-mounted NDTV displays will come by the end of the century. 
Preliminary HDTV laser-disk experiments at consumer electronics shows proves that their quality will be as good 
as film. 
Optical Memory 
A CD-ROM player attachment for your PC can now be bought for under $500. Many publishers are 
now considering this as the medium of choice for periodicals, images, reference works (encyclopedias, 
dictionaries, atlases, classical literature, etc.), and now even software (operating systems and third-party 
applications are now distributed on CD-ROM). 
Sectorized erasable magneto-optical media storing 640 MB of data per cartridge ($120 each) are now 
routinely available and are rapidly making WORM (Write Once Read Many) media obsolete. The optical 
density of these cartridges is soon expected to be doubled. Furthermore, the creation of jukebox technology 
through a SCSI interface at reasonable prices (a 10-platter model from IDE gives a total of 6.4 GB for about 
$10K while a 144-platter model from HP gives a total of 120 GB for about W K )  gives a cost per bit of storage 
at reasonable access times that can't be beat by hard drive technology. 
Animation Software 
The choice of operating system (DOS 5.0, UNIX, OS-2, or System-7) is dictated largely by the vendor 
of the hardware platform. However, as soon as a standard version of U r n  becomes more popular at the PC 
(Solaris 2.0, LAN Workplace) and MAC level in the next few years, this will be increasingly less so. A windows 
environment (Windows 3.0 or Microsoft New Technology [NT] Operating Environment, SunView, X-Windows 
[OpenLook 2.0, Motif, X-Vision, DeskViewX]) is needed to support a mouse for "point-and-click" and "drag-and- 
drop" operations. In addition, standard development tools (Omnis-5, SuperBase-IV, TookBook, VkualBasic) 
and standard applications for word processing/desktop publishing/office automation (Frame, Microsoft Word, 
WordPerfect), spread sheet (Lotus 123, Excel), project management (Primavera, Project), Expert System Shell 
(Kappa, ART), and relational database systems (FoxPro, Oracle, Sybase) will be needed. The cost of these 
packages is not included, since it is assumed that one would be buying these anyway. 
However, a number of commercial software packages have been created to facilitate the overlay of 
animated 3-D graphics on full-motion video integrated with sound (voice narration/music), including GRaSB 
4.0 from Paul Mace Software, SantaFe Media Manager from HSC Software, MacroMind Director, 3-D Studio 
from AutoDesk, and the Video Toaster from Neflek, Inc. (special effect library). These packages have 
stretched the English language with their own new vocabularies (e.g., masking, keying, embossing, posterization, 
mosaichg, pixelation, voxelation (volumetric pixel), chiseling, texture operators, transparenq/&mlucenq/ 
opacity/spec&ty/gloss/matte/ e, shading phong/Gouraud), "lofting" (extrusion),morphologid operators 
(erosion/datation), "tweening", "morphing" (3-D), sparkle wipe, fade, dissolve, shrink-and-tumble, etc.). The 
estimated cost for this software is $I.% 
To my knowledge, no software package is yet available that addresses the need of amateur video 
producers to compute automatically the number of video frames required to cover a spoken sound-byte 
(previously recorded with a known duration in milliseconds of digitized speech) so that it can be spliced in (drag 
and drop) at the click of a mouse. Conversely, visually sliding a music clip over a certain number of frames with 
the proper fade in/out characteristics mixed with voice narration would be a substantial productivity boon for 
the home video editor. 
Networking 
Client/Server architecture is increasingly popular in Area Network design, since it distributes 
s appropriately over a network. Network com tion packages (such as Novell386, Banyan 
ager, PC Plus, CrossTalk) and e-mail (DaVinci) are needed to manage network administration. 
However, for nationwide workgroup conferencing the DARPA Net (with TCP/IP and ethernet protocols) is 
inadequate. What is needed in addition is desktop video teleconferencing at standard voice telephone-line rates. 
Video teleconferencing is currently achieved today using expensive T1-class satellite links ($650/hour for 1544 
Kbits/sec broadcast-quality bandwidth) and expensive codec devices to digitize the analog video signals at each 
end (est. $70K each). The possibility of using leased ISDN high-quality telephone lines (128 Kbits/sec) with 
($2K codecs and Data Terminal Adaptors [DTAs] under a synchronous v.35 protocol) will revolutionize 
telecommunications in the next few years and radically change our transportation/communication tradeoffs. 
SMDS (Switched MultiMegabit Data Services) and Broadband ISDN (2.5 GB/sec using fiber optic cable) are 
expected by 1995. 
The software needed to facilitate these kinds of multiperson desktop teleconferencing-in-a-window 
environments doesn't exist yet. BBN Slate is a close approximation in so far as multimedia e-mail capabilities 
are concerned, but it runs only on UNIX machines at present. A nice feature of Slate is its abiity to place 
automatically a digitized voice-annotation clip under an icon embedded at an appropriate point in the text of a 
larger document. So, for example, if the recipient of a Slate document sees such an icon in the text and clicks 
on it, he may see a pop-up stating that "so and so" recorded 12 seconds of speech at "such-and-such" a time on 
"this-or-that" date. "Do you want to hear it?" Another click and he will then hear the sound clip through a 
speaker attached to his machine. This method of intermixing voicemail narration into the text of document can 
enormously speed productivity for busy decision-makers. 
FoxPro in the PC environment or Sybase, Oracle, or Informix in the U N E  environment are good 
choices for developing data base applications. Distributed data bases over several network servers will become 
commonplace in the future. Compuserve and other information retrieval services are just starting a major 
expansion, as home PCs become more popular. Rumba from Wall Data, Extra! from Attachmate Corp., and 
Select from DCA are macro retrieval packages to facilitate PC to Mainframe database communications. Data 
integrity (UPS) and security are important issues. DES encryption boards from Centel, Inc. and SmartH) cards 
for user password authentication from Security Dynamics address some of these issues. 
Speech and music will both play an increasingly important role in software development in the future. 
Reasonably intelligible speech synthesis (text to speech) by hardware (SoundBlaster Board) or Software 
(Monolog 2.0) can be incorporated inevnsively into any software application to provide or error 
messages or for whatever purpose, Speech input from the user, however, is much more -cult. The Introvoice 
VH board, for example, at a price of over $1000 is vocabulary limited ( W - l W  words or phrases) to isolated 
(noncontinuous) speech, speaker dependent, limited by having to endure an extensive training session, and is still 
unreliable in a noisy environment. Nevertheless, for certain applications it is quite respectable. Sphinx from 
Carnegie-Mellon University is a step toward reliable, continuous speech, but is still experimental and not yet 
incorporated into a commercial product. Music and the mixing of multichannel audio sources (drag-and-drop 
icons of sound effects into the middle of a production) is extremely difficult to do well. This challenge frequently 
distinguishes a hi&-quality production from an off-shore or low-budget production even in professional 
environments where the video portion is impeccable. Achieving dolby surroundsound quality in amateur 
productions is still some years away. Achieving the acoustics of an anechoic chamber, an intimate room, a 
conference room, a concert hall, a cathedral, a football field, etc. should someday be done at the click of a 
mouse. 
Intenration and Interomrability 
DDE (Dynamic Data Exchange) or Hot Links between multiple applications running within the same 
window environment or across multiple platforms through a network is one of the most challenging aspects of 
work group conferencing. Remember that it was not too long ago that even tape formats were incompatible 
across vendor boundaries because open systems had not yet been advocated by the leaders of the industry. 
Standards were slowly incorporated through the diligence of government sponsors and disinterested professional 
societies. Just as all electrical appliances must be compatible with certain power distribution parameters 
(frequency, voltage, etc.) within national borders but are usually incompatible across continental barriers where 
different arbitrary standards were adopted, all computing cycles should also be "vanilla" flavored. Obviously, 
there are many more degrees of freedom in the parameterization of computing interfaces than there are in 
electric power distribution, but we are correspondingly more immature in our development of computing 
standards and this should be ameliorated in the coming decade. Differing man-machine interface standards for 
something as seemingly simple as "mouse clicking" in different applications on the same platform have been 
known to result in "acute brain meltdown" for some of our users. In our opinion, the recent trend toward 
consortia among industry leaders will facilitate this process of standardization and open computing. 
The EASL (End user Applications Software development Laboratory) Laboratory at JPL (Figure 1) was 
created to test the interoperability of software across a number of the popular hardware platforms (DEC, HP, 
Sun, IBM, and Apple). EASL is less interested in benchmarking algorithms on different machines to measure 
performmce than it is in verifying the operability of commercial software applications within the JPL network 
environment before major software acquisitions are finalized. 
As a single testimonial, Micromedia Development Corp. is a software developer and audio/video 
supplier located in Vancouver, British Columbia that now uses video tutorials to replace written manuals for their 
systems. "We used to be inundated with technical support calls," said Roland Haynes. "With video tutorials, our 
calls have been reduced by 80 percent because we can compress a 400-to-500 page manual into a 30-minute 
video, which is even more effective." According to Haynes, "I would estimate that we have saved about $35,000 
this year because three people can now support a work load that previously required eight or nine people." 
SUMMARY 
In today's market-driven world, multimillion-dollar 30-second TV commercials and longer video 
productions are crafted by teams of highly paid professionals. This price of admission is, of course, a major 
"barrier to entry" for ordinary folks. In the future, through the use of low-cost hypermedia-presentation 
technology, the production of high-quality targeted video presentations will no longer be limited by the thickness 
of one's pocketbook; relatively speaking, your capacity to communicate, to educate, and to persuade will only 
be limited by your imagination. In our view, as teams of software developers using this technology begin to 
interactively debug large complex systems, independently of geographic boundaries, our national productivity will 
be significantly enhanced. 
The work described in this paper was carried out by the Jet Propulsion Laboratory, California Institute 
of Technology under a contract with the National Aeronautics and Space Administration. 
Reference herein to any specific commercial product, process, or service by trade name, trademark, 
manufacturer, or otherwise, does not constitute or imply its endorsement by the United States Government or 
the Jet Propulsion Laboratory, California Institute of Technology. 
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ABSTRACT 
Dexterous coordination of manipulators based on the use of redundant degrees of freedom, multiple sensors, 
and built-in robot intelligence =presents a critical breakthrough in development of advanced manufacturing 
technology. A cost-effective approach for achieving this new generation of robotics has been made possible by the 
unprecedented growth of the latest microcomputer and network systems. The resulting flexible automation offers the 
opportunity to improve the product quality, increase the reliability of the manufacturing process, and augment the 
, production procedures for optimizing the utilization of the robotic system. Moreover, the Advanced Robotic System 
is modular in design and can be upgraded by closely following technological advancements as they occur in various 
fields. This approach to manufacturing automation enhances the financial justification and ensures the long-term 
profitability and most efficient implementation of robotic technology. The new system also addresses a broad 
spectrum of manufacturing demands and has the potential to address both complex jobs as well as highly labor- 
intensive tasks. 
The Advanced Robotic System prototype employs the Decomposed Optimization Technique in spatial 
planning. This technique is implemented to the framework of the Sensor-Actuator Network to establish the general- 
purpose geometric reasoning system. The developed computer system is a multiple microcomputer network system, 
which provides the architecture for executing the modular network computing algorithms. The knowledge-based 
approach used in both the robot vision subsystem and the manipulation control subsystems results in the real-time 
image pmessing vision-based capability. The vision-based task environment analysis capability and the responsive 
motion capability are under the command of the local intelligence centers. An array of ultrasonic, proximity and 
optoelectronic sensors is used for path planning. 
The Advanced Robotic System currently has 18 of £reedom made up by two articulated arms, one 
movable robot head and two CCD cameras for producing the stereoscopic views, an articulated cylindrical-tylpe lower 
body, and an optional mobile base. A functional prototype will be demonstrated. 
INTRODUCTION 
Robotics is a science that analyzes the motion behavior of multiple correlated entities. Robotic engineering 
is a new engineering discipline that utilizes the knowledge of robotics to achieve those objectives that were 
previously unattainable unless performed by trained human beings. A generic robot would intejpte the actuation of 
articulated motion, sensor processing, and machine perception into one system. 
The application of robots has virtually no limitation, and the major obstacle of robot implementation today 
is the lack of proper understanding of robotics. In order to achieve what we need most, the robot applications can be 
categorized into three different levels: utilizing the robot as a function-specific ml, employing the robot as an 
* Dr. Chen is currently with United Technologies Research Center, East Hartford, CT 06108. 
inteagmt machine, or constructing the robot as a seIf-contained artiftcial c . Some examples of each level 
will be intraduced to demonstrate the potential usages of modern robotic systems. 
One major criterion for differentiating robots from conventional electromechanical systems is on 
machine intelligence. Current microcomputer technology makes it possible to embed certain autonomous hctions 
in the articulated mechatronic infrastructure. Although there are many intrinsic limitations, such as memory size, 
processing speed, and hardware constraints, the resulting robotic systems are generally capable of performing a set of 
specific functions with superior quality. Typical examples are advanced manufacturing p m s e s ,  microscale devices 
fabrication, and precision laboratory autornatidn. 
Current manufacturing systems are 
experiencing a new challenge when the traditional approach is no longer capable of matching the dynamic 
environment of market demand. As global competition prevails in every sector of the industrial world, the required 
manufacturing system has to be cost effective, schedule responsive, quality sensitive and long-term operationally 
stable. As the availability of information and self-education tools becomes reality, long-hour routine jobs are no 
longer suitable for human labors. Instead, different robotic tools will gradually fill in this gap to constitute the vital 
component of the flexible manufacturing systems. It is expected that a completely automated manufacturing system 
would provide reprogrammability, which is essential to accommodate a wide range of production demands, maximize 
the utilization rate of the available equipment, and maintain uniform product quality. 
Furthermore, the incorporation of robotic tools would make the FMS a feasible production solution for 
those companies of medium or small size as well. Since those labor-intensive operations are minimized, the 
fkquency of repair and maintenance is substantially reduced, and the supporting manpower is consolidated; , 
consequently, the competitiveness of the manufacturing industry will be increased significantly. Once the 
technology upgrade procedure is properly established, the modem manufacturing technology realized by various 
function-specific robotic systems will help our country to regain the leading position in every industrial sector. 
Several major sectors of our society are encountering 
severe difficulty in recruiting human workers, e.g. hospitals, schools, law enforcement in major metropolitan areas, 
fire department and sanitary operations, etc. This phenomenon is significantly affecting our living conditions, and it 
does not appear that it will improve automatically. There may be some associated social reasons that should be 
reckoned with. However, it is conceivable that with the help of modem technology, a series of application-specific 
integrated devices (ASIDs) may satisfy these pressing needs and reverse the trend of downgrading our living standard. 
Robotic engineering can serve as the major ingredient for integrating the existing electromechanical components 
with application-specific functionalities to develop the required ASIDs. For instance, ASIDs for nursing can 
immediately help patients to perform some basic functions wherever and whenever human nurses are not available; 
ASIDs for day care can assist babysitters by taking care of some routine jobs when they are occupied. All kinds of 
ASID products can not only utilize currently available technology well to improve our lives, but also will relieve 
social tension contributed by social restructuring and prolonged life expectancy. 
When robot inbelligence has developed enough to become mature in dealing with heterogeneous matters, 
more responsibility can be assigned to robotic systems. Then robots will behave as intelligent machines that can 
enaion. The principle of robotics implicitly indicates a 
lication-specific tools, but also can be intelligent machines. 
e has been well formulated such that the capability of 
to the robot and constitutes a machine with confined intelligence. 
Two examples are introduced below to point out some potential m - t e m n  objectives in developing the robotic 
system as an intelligent machine. 
The transfd of low-level worlr from well-develaped 
y accepted by the majority of the world. As this 
jobs that human workers will no longer be 
s trend is inevitable. By that time, it would be 
unquestionh1e that robots would be the most reliable some for fulfilling the need for low-level work. In paPticulaur, 
labor-intensive, hazardous, repetitive jdbs, such as are found in farming, mining, fishing, and security monitoring, 
are experiencing an urgent need to provide a front-end work force that is highly reliable and yet flexible enough to 
adapt to variable env ents, cost-effective, and also quality sensitive. As long as the threshold of economics is 
overcome, the employment of robots as the intelligent fmntend machines would be commonly acceptable. 
Mobility is one of the major qualities that we in 
our daily living cannot do without. For physically challenged people, however, maintaining the basic level of 
mobility can be unthinkably difficult without the assistance of a human companion. Robotic systems have been 
considered to be the best solution to compensate for disability if the incorporated robotic device is intelligent enough 
to deal with unknown situations and to communicate directly with the neural system of the host. In examining the 
latest progress in medical science as well as in robotics, it is apparent that fume robotic ASIDs can provide 
indispensable help for the physically challenged. Moreover, robotic ASDs for medical applications can not only 
assist human beings externally, but also can be implanted into the human body to provide critical functions 
internally. 
Once the robotic system can perform intelligent functions with an onboard knowledge base, the next stage 
will be the development of self-learning capability. In order to build an autonomous system, it is essential that the 
robot be able to self-adjust both the database and the rule base autohatically. In other words, not only could the 
system variable values be updated and the modeling parameters adjusted, but the rules of formulating the internal 
representation of the conmlled environment could also be modified. With layers of inferencing, a certain self- 
organizing capacity would then be established to provide a robust decision-making procedure that would be 
independent of the employed system models. Therefore, the resulting autonomous robot can be regarded as a man- 
made creature that is self-sufficient for accomplishing the assigned mission. It is expected that as the research and 
development of autonomous robot intelligence approaches maturity, related biotechnology will also reach the stage 
where artificially grown biocells can directly communicate with the electronic subsystems. Then, with the merging 
technology of biorobotics, the issue of self-propagation can be addressed as well. The following two examples are 
typical cases of utilizing robots as man-made creatures. 
the U-wn Universe, The exploration of the entire universe is considered as the last 
frontier of human knowledge expansion. However, existing knowledge about human physical systems severely 
limits the feasibility of space exploration with human presence. Since our imaginative capability and brainpower 
exceed our physical limitations, it would be more appropriate to send some autonomous robots into the galaxy to 
help us w explore the unreachable universe before the development of technology for overcoming our physical 
barriers. It is also likely that the results of autonomous robot explorations will accelerate the growth of human 
knowledge in t m s  of better understanding of the three-dimensional physical world. 
The other planets, of which we already have some 
preliminary knowledge, more often than not indicate a specific physical condition that is not suitable for human 
living. However, there is plenty of information that needs to be collected and investigated and for which physical 
contact is necessary. Instead of spending an enormous amount in resources to generate a tiny compartment to 
accommodate a human's physical limitations, it would be mcxe justifiable to utilize autonomous robots or 
semiautonomous telerobots as the settlers on those planets as the first stage of exploration. It is believed that the 
research and developnent of human space exploration should be preceded by that of space r& exploration. 
Within this NASA-funded SBIR project, six technical 
advancements have been accomplished to demonstrate the developed robotic engineering capability. If robotics is 
regarded as an application technology, the developed technical advancements are readily available for various 
industrial implementations. 
ROBOTIC-SYSTEM MODULARIZATION 
The idea that a reconfigurable, modular robot design can best utilize the advantages of robotics technology 
as it evolves is a cost-effective one [1,2]. In addition to the analytical development of modular architecture of robotic 
systems, there are several technical issues that need to be ad&& before the successful implementation of modular 
robot design can take place. First of all, it is essential to incorporate the actuator directly at each active joint; 
second, the conwtions m e e n  adjacent modules have to be s m  such that the interchange capability can be 
maintained., also, intelligence localization and distributed conml are necessary to maintain the modular functionality 
[3]. In this program, the modular design of the electromechanical system is capable of decomposing the robotic 
system into five modules. Each module has distinct functionalities. The corresponding spatial planning, kinematic 
planning, and motion execution are also considered and designed in a modular fashion, which involves analytical 
framework development, algorithmic construction, software coding, and system communication protocols. 
Eventually, a joint-oriented modular mechatronic system will be available to satisfy various demands from simple 
routine jobs to high-difficulty tasks. A proposed joint-oriented intercoordinate system is shown in Figure 1. 
UTILIZPNG REDUNDANT DEGREES OF FREEDOM WITH AISP 
One of the advantages of utilizing the Artificial Intelligence for Spatial Planning (AISP) technique is to 
cany out the online task planning by systematically maneuvering the multiple degrees of freedom of the redundant 
robots [4]. Since there are many applications that require the redundant degrees of freedom of the robotic system to 
perform articulated manipulations, the restriction to a maximum of six or seven degrees of freedom in existing 
robotic systems substantially constrains the applicability of robots. One of the main reasons for accepting this 
constraint is the lack of implementable techniques to control redundant robots. The proposed AISP implementation, 
which utilizes the Decomposed Optimal Transition @OT) technique for solving the generalized reachability problem 
[5], presents a major improvement in expanding the domain of robotics technology implementation. 
In a three-dimensional computer graphics simulation, the Advanced Robotic System had an assignment to 
reach two designated locations, one with specified position and the other with specified orientation. The initial 
scenario is shown in Fig. 2(a), where the two triangles stand for the given targets. The final scenario is presented in 
Fig. 2@), with the top view in Fig. 2(c). With the help of AISP, the robot would be able to reach the assigned 
target locations without touching the cylindrical obstacle between the robot and the targets. 
STEREOSCOPIC REAL-TIME ROBOT VISION 
The development of a novel robot vision system falls under the category of advanced sensor technology. 
The lower level of the image processing produces the edge representation of two asynchronous views as the result of 
a stereoscopic arrangement of two CCD cameras. The arrangement is shown in Fig. 3. The medium level of image 
processing performs the basic logic for scene analysis. Both the object identification and the motion analysis are 
addressed. The results from a relational database are then used for pmessing at a higher level. By communicating 
with the corresponding knowledge base, some fundamental geometric reasoning capability can be established to 
extract the necessary environmental information to support various tasks of robot manipulation. The functional 
diagram of the developed robot vision system is shown in Fig. 4, and the details can be found in [6]. 
RESPONSIVE CONTROL IN THE SENSOR-ACTUATOR NETWORK 
The sensor-actuator network (S ) represents the fmt layer of robot to react to some 
critical situations as soon as they set of responsive control rules is highest priority 
and will react to the unexpected causes and minimize the potendal system ive control would be 
able to override the standard actuation sequence and execute the appropriate emergen . The sensor-driven 
interrupts would be terminated only when the alarming situation no longer existed or the related subsgrstem was (or 
subsystems were) shut do*. The responsive conrrol not only is the intricate part of the 's contingency plan. 
but also acts as the basic machine intelligence to prevent the user-specified program £tom some trivial errors. 
The development of the responsive control system for the S of the Advanced Robtic System demons 
fundamental concept of this approach. The incorporation of a neuro-fuzzy data fusion process will be the next step 
to be pursued in the future research and development of autonomous robas and intelligent telerobotic systems. 
THE DYNAMIC KNOWLEDGE EVOLUTION PROCESS 
The dynamic howledge evolution (DKE) process is an innovative approach in developing bowledge 
systems. For robot intelligence development, the DKE process is utilized to establish the basic geometric reasoning 
and the modeling and analysis of the environment encountered. In addition to having the common perception of 
expert systems, the knowledge systems with the DKE process would accept online knowledge base updates, modify 
rule-based inferencing to optimize the process generate consistency rectification with analom learning 
and probabilistic reasoning (in particular, Bay ing [7]). Due to the associated d 
theoretical foundation of D m  has a close relationship wish the neural netwok theory explaid in [8]. The 
resulting FULOSONPJ (Fvzzy Logic and Self-Organized N e d  Network) technique is a new technique in 
knowledge engineering. Figure 5 shows the functional diagram of the developed control system, and the intelligence 
flow is depicted in Fig. 6. 
MuMicS ARCHITECTURE FOR MACHINE AUTONOMY 
The advantage of integrating multiple microprocessors has gradually been appreciated for various 
applications, such as image processing, fault-tolerant systems, or large-scale real-time computations. Instead of 
closely coupled micropmssors, a new architecture incorporating multiple micf~~~rnputers is introduced. The 
advantages of MuMicS are the high reconfigurability (which is especially suitable for modular system design), the 
fault tolerance capability, and multiple asynchronous (or synchronous) tasking. Due to the rapid growth of computer 
technology, the MuMicS architecture design not only is functionally desirable but also provides a cost-effective 
solution for numerous applications. The Advanced Robotic System utilizes five microcomputer systems to 
constitute the control, command, communication and intelligence (C3I) system. One of them is the global 
intelligence center (GIC), which acts as the brain of the Advanced Robotic System. The remaining four are local 
intelligence centers (LIC): one LIC controls the right arm, one LIC controls the left arm, one LIC controls the 
mobile head with vision subsystem, and the last LIC controls the lower body. The functionality of the GIC is 
shown in Fig. 7. Each center has different functionalities and is connected through a local area network 
system. The completion of the Advanced Robotic System protoflight demonstrates the feasibility of using the 
proposed MuMicS architecture to develop advanced autonomous robots. 
CONCLUSION 
Emphasizing robotics as an application technology has been the major guideline for constructing the 
Advanced Robotic System. Due to the limited resources available, this program has been constrained in its attempts 
in research and prototyping a systematic approach to developing implementable robotics technology. Advances 
along six technology thrusts critical to the growth of robotic engineering as a new discipline have been 
accomplished. The prototype Advanced Robotic System developed in this effort and shown in Fig. 8 can be used as 
the basis of future robotic engineering development. It is f m l y  believed that the continuation of all six thrusts in 
the technological development is necessary to maintain the vital competitiveness of robotic engineering in the 
United States. It is sincerely hoped that our effort in this program will eventually cause others to regard robotics as 
a vital technology that can impact our progress and competitiveness. 
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Figure 2. Three views of AISl' with collision avoidance: (a) initial scenario, (b) final 
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'h mfhvm aad grapbicrl usa bctrfm iun on any Sun workstation. We also present results of the use of the 
mud cdtwm, in a BUtOM)QY)UB lObOdC vision system. Such a system could have extensive application in robotic 
masluQctraimg. 
I. INTRODUCTION 
New& netwalrs have bear applied to various damaim including speech recognition, trend analysis and forecasting, 
process monitadng, robot control, and object recognition. We present work in the position, scale, and rotation 
invariant (PSRI) object recopition domain. The objtctive in this domain is to recognize an object despite changes 
in the object's position in the input field, size, or in-plane orientation, as shown in Figure 1. 
Pattern recognition may be viewed as a two part process of feature extraction followed by object classification[l-21. 
First, a preliminary mapping from an image a a representation space is made, generally resulting in a significant 
degree of data reduction. A second mapping then operates on this reduced data to produce a classification or 
estimation in an interpretation space. Historically, these steps have required mathematical mappings operating 
directly on a detected image. However, digital image processing techniques are very computationally intensive, 
require extensive computer calculations, and have difficulty handling fidl in-plane distortion invariance. 
Figure 1: PSRI object recognition. In the PSRI (position, scale, and rotation invariant) object recognition domain, 
all four of these objects would be classified as a single object. Three distortions of the prototype in (a) are 
shown. The object in (b) is a translated view, (c) is scaled, and (d) is rotated in-plane. 
In this paper we discuss higher order n e d  networks as implementations of the complete pattern recognition 
operation. Higher-order neural networks can be designed to implement the extractian of simple but effective features 
suitable for in-plane distortion invariance. Known geometric relationships are exploited and the desired i n d c e s  
are built directly into the architecture of the network. Building such domain specific knowledge into the network's 
architecture results in a network which is pre-trained and does not need to learn invariance to distortions. For each 
new set of training objects, a HOW only needs to guish between one view of each mining object; it 
does not need to be trained on all distorted view , training time is reduced significantly from that 
typically required for other neural models. Moreova, 100% recognition accuracy is teed for noise-free images 
characterized by the built-in distortions. 
We explain how known relationships can be exploited and desired invariances built into the architecture of higher- 
order neural networks, discuss some limitations of HONNs and how to overcome them, present simulation results 
demonstrating the usefulness of HONNs with practical object recognition problems, discuss the performance of 
HONNs with noisy test data, and present laboratory results of using a HONN to control a robot performing a 
manufacturing task. 
II. HIGHER-ORDER NEURAL NETWORKS 
The output of a node, denoted by yi for node i, in a general higher-order neural network is given by 
where 8V) is a nonlinear threshold function such as the hard limiting transfer function given by 
Yi = 1, iff > 0, 
Yi = 0, otherwise, 
the x's are the excitation values of the input nodes, and the interconnection matrix elements, w, determine the weight 
that each input is given in the summation. Using information about relationships expected between the input nodes 
under various distortions, the intemnnection weights can be constrained such that invariance to given distortions is 
built directly into the network architecture [3-71. 
For instance, consider a second-order network as illustrated in Figure 2. In a second-order network, the inputs are 
fust combined in pairs and then the output is determined from a weighted sum of these products. The output for a 
strictly second-order network is given by the hnction 
Pattern recognition invariant to geometrical distortions in the object are achieved by constraining the values which 
the weights Wijk are allowed to take on. 
As an example, each pair of input pixels combined in a second-order network define a lime with a certain slope. As 
shown in Figure 3, when an object is moved or scaled, the two points in the same relative positions within the 
1 2 3 * 4  
Figure 2: Second-order n e d  network. In a second-order neural network, the inputs are fmt combined in pairs (at 
X) and the output is determined from a weighted sum of these products. 
object still form the endpoints of a h e  with the same slope. If all pairs of points which define the same slope are 
connected to the output node using the same weight, the network will be invariant to distortions in scale and 
pixels (j, k) and (1, m), with coordinates (xj, yj), (xk, a), (xl YI), and 
strained according to 
Alternatively, the pair of points combined in a second-order network: may define a distance. As shown in Figure 4, 
when an object is moved or rotated within a plane, the distance between a pair of points in the same relative position 
on the object does not change. If all pairs of points which are separated by equal distances are connected to the 
output with the same weight, the network will be invariant to translation and in-plane rotation distortions. The 
weights for this set of invariances are constmined ng to 
That is, the magnitude of the vector defined by pixels j and k (djk) is equal to the magnitude of the vector defined by 
pixels 1 and m (dlm). 
To achieve invariance to translation, scale, and in-plane rotation simultaneously, a third-order network can be used. 
The output for a strictly third-order network, is given by the function 
Each set of input pixel triplets forms a triangle with some included angles (a, P, y), as shown in Figure 5. When 
an object is translated, scaled, or rotated in-plane, the three points in the same relative positions on the object still 
form the included angles (a, $, y). In order to achieve invariance to all three distortions, all sets of triplets forming 
similar triangles are connected to the output with the same weight. That is, the weight for the triplet of inputs Cj, k, 
1) is constrained to be a function of the associated included angles (a, P, y) such that all elements of the alternating 
group on three elements (group A3) are equal 
The fact that HONNs are capable of providing nonlinear separation using only a single input layer and a single 
output layer, with no hidden layer of nodes required, allows them to be trained using a simple rule of the form 
where the expected training output, t, the actual output, y, and the inputs, x, are all binary. 
Figure 3: Translation and scale invariance in a second- Figure 4: Translation and rotation invariance in a 
order network. By constraining the network such that second-order network. By constraining the network 
all pairs of points which define equal slopes use equal such that all pairs of points which are equal distances 
weights, translation and scale invariance are away use equal weights, translation and rotation 
incorporated into a second+& network. invariances are incorporated into a second-order 
network. 
Training set Example test patterns 
Figure 5: PSRI mopition with a third-order neural Figure 6: Training set and sample test patterns for 
network. As long as all similar triarigles are distinguishing a "T" and a "C", invariant to 
connected to the output wi mslation, scale, and rotation. 
order network will be 
rotation, and translation distortions. 
The main advantage of building inv e to geometric distortions direGtly into the architecture of the network is 
that the network is forced to treat all distorted views of an object as the same object. Distortion invariance is 
achieved before any input vectors are presented to the network. Thus, the network needs to learn to distinguish 
between just one view of each object, not numerous distorted views, which leads to rapid convergence. 
We developed third-urder network software using a Sun 3/60 workstation, where the third-order network was designed 
for scale, translation, and in-plane rotation invariance in a 9x9 pixel input field, giving 81 input nodes. The network 
had just one output node and one input layer. To build in invariance to distortions in scale, translation, and in-plane 
rotation, the weights were constrained according to Eq. (7) and the network was trained using the rule in Eq. (8). 
The network was mined on just one view of each of the objects it was required to learn. In particular, we trained the 
network on the TK: recognition problem. As explained in Rumelhart [8], in the TIC problem, both objects are 
consaucted of 5 squares, as illustrated in Figure 6, and the problem is to discriminate between them independent of 
translation or 90 degree rotations. In our work, the network was also required to distinguish between the objects 
invariant to distortions in scale. 
The network learned to distinguish between all distorted views of a "T" and a "C" after just 10 passes through the 
mining set, requiring less than 60 seconds on a Sun 3/60. The network was trained on just one view of a " T  and 
one view of a "C", as shown in Figure 6. Nevertheless, because the invariances are built into the architecture of the 
network, it was able to distinguish between the two characters regardless of their position in the input field, 90 
degree rotations, or changes in size over a factor of three. In principle, recognition is invariant for any rotation 
angle, given sufficient resolution to draw the objects accurately. 
III. ING TO PRACITCAL IMAGE SIZES 
The advantages of HOMNs stem from the fact that known relationships are incorporated directly into the architecture 
of the network. The network weights are constmined by this domain specific knowledge. Thus, fewer training 
passes and a smaller gsetaren to learn to distinguish between the training objects. 
The assumption b e W  specific knowledge into a network is that the weight values determined by the 
learning process result in the same output for one view of an object and a distorted view of the same object. 
Specifically, in our work, we assumed that the relationship expressed by Eq. (7), that all similar triangles have the 
same weight, consgained the network sufficiently so that an object and a distorted view of the same object would 
produce the same output. Using this relationship, we demonstrated that a third-order network can achieve 
simultaneous invariance to translation, in-plane rotation, and scale on the TIC recognition problem in a 9x9 pixel 
input field. Unforhmtely, due to the f i ~ t e  r solution of actual images [q, Eq. (7) constrains the network adequately 
only in this limited domain but not when using a more general set of objects or a larger input field. Invariance to 
object scale changes can be lost when using larger image field sizes. 
BrobIems arising from f i ~ &  image molution can be largely overcome by using edge-only images, as shown in 
F i m  7, and by ~ s t P i c b g  the resolution to which the angles a, $, and yare calculated. We have shown that for a 
36x36 pixel ingut field, mg1a need to be founded t~ the nearest 20° in order for test objects to be recognized when 
scaled down to 50% of the W i n g  image size. Pas the irrput field is increased to 80x80 pixels, the angle resolution 
ng the input field resolution to 127x127 pixels allows the angle 
fields, both the image resolution and the resolution to which a, 
A greater constraint on imreasing the size of images which can be evaluated using HONNs is the amount of storage 
required to implement the network. A network with M inputs and one output using only Rh ordeP terms requires 
Michoose-r iiterconnections. For large M, this number,which is on therCorder of MP, is clearly excessive, as some 
storage must be used to associate each aiplet of pixels with a set of included angles. In an NxN pixel input field, 
s can be chosen in ~~-choose-3 ways. Thus, for a 9x9 pixel input field, the number of 
is 81-choose3 or 85,320. Increasing the resolution to 128x128 pixels increases the 
ections to 1282-choose-3 or 7.3~10~1, a number too great to store on most machines. 
On our Sun 3/60 with 30 of swap space, we can store a maximum of 5.6 million (integer) interconnections, 
limiting the input field size for fully connected third-order networks to 18x18 pixels. Furthermore, this number of 
interconnections (-1012) is far too large to allow a parallel implementation in any hardware technology that will be 
commonly available in the fo le future. 
A coarse coding algorithm [7,9] can be used to it an input field size practical for object recognition problems. 
The coarse coding algorithm involves overlaying fields of coarser pixels in order to represent an input field composed 
of smaller pixels, as shown in Figure 8. Figure 8a shows an input field of size 10x10 pixels. In Figure 9b, we 
show two offset but overlapping fields, each of size 5x5 "cause" pixels. In this case, each coarse field is composed 
of pixels which are twice as large (in both dimensions) as in Figure 8b. To reference an input pixel using the two 
coarse fields requires two sets of coordinates. For instance, pixel (x=7, y=6) on the original image would be 
referenced as the set of coarse pixels ((x=D, y=C) & (x=III, y=III)), assuming a coordinate system of (A, B, C, D, E) 
for coarse field one and (I, 11, III, IV, V) for coarse field two. This is a one-to-one transformation. That is, each 
pixel on the original image can be represented by a unique set of coarse pixels. 
This transformation of an image to a set of smaller images can be used to greatly increase the resolution possible in 
a higher-order neural network. For example, a fully connected third-order network for a 10x10 pixel input field 
requires 10~choose-3 or 161,700 interconnections. Using 2 fields of 5x5 coarse pixels requires just 52-choose-3 or 
2300 i~2rconnections, accessed once for each field The number of required interconnections is reduced by a factor of 
-70. For a larger input field, the savings are even greater. For instance, for a 100x100 pixel input field, a fully 
connected third-order network requires 1.6x1011 interconnections. If we represent this field as 10 fields of 10x10 
coarse pixels, only 161,700 interconnections are necessary. The number of interconnections is decreased by a factor 
of -100,000. 
The relationship between number of coarse fields, n, input field size, IFS, and coarse field size, CFS, in each 
dimension is given by [7,9] 
IFS = (CFS * n) - (n - 1). 
Figure 7: A bina~y d g e d y  sentadon of a Space Shutile orbiter and an SR-71 aircraft, drawn in a 127x127 
pixel window. 
Training of the network proceedls in the usual way with one m-cation: the transfer function thresholds the value 
obtained from summing the weighted triangles over all coarse images associated with each training object. That is, 
Y = 1, if (% (3 xk a wju xj xk ~ 1 ) )  > 0, 
y = 0, otherwise, 
where j, k, and 1 range from one to the coarse pixel size squared, n ranges from one to the number of coarse fields, 
the x's represent coarse pixel values, and Wjkl represents the weight associated with the triplet of inputs (j, k, I). 
During testing, an input image is transformed into a set of coarse images. Each of these "coarser" vectors are then 
present. to the network and an output value determined using Eq. (10). 
We evaluated the coarse coding technique using an expanded version of the TIC problem. Implementing coarse 
coding, we increased the input image resolution for the TIC problem to 127x127 pixels using 9 fields of 15x15 
coarse pixels. The network was trained on just two images: the largest " T  and "C" possible within the input field, 
and training took just five passes. 
A complete test set of translated, scaled, and one degree rotated views of the two objects in a 127x127 pixel input 
field consists of -135 million images. Assuming a test rate of 200 images per hour, it would take about 940 
computer-months to test all possible views. Accordingly, we limited the testing to a representative subset 
consisting of four sets: 
(1) All translated views, but with the same orientation and scale as the training images. 
(2) All views rotated in-plane at 1" intervals, centered at the same position as the training images but only 60% of 
the size of the training images. 
(3) All scaled views of the objects, in the same orientation and centered at the same position as the training images. 
(4) A representative subset of approximately 100 simultaneously translated, rotated, and scaled views of the two 
objects. 
The network achieved 100% accuracy on all test images in sets (1) and (2). Furthermore, the network recognized, 
with 100% accuracy, all scaled views, from test set (3), down to 38% of the original size. Objects smaller than 38% 
were all classified as Cs. Finally, for test set (4), the network correctly recognized all images larger than 38% of the 
original size, regardless of the orientation or position of the test image. 
A third-order network also learned to distinguish between practical images such as a Space Shuttle Orbiter versus an 
SR-71 aircraft (Figure 7) in up to a 127x127 pixel input field. In this case, training took just six passes through the 
training set, which consisted of just one (binary, edge-only) view of each aircraft. As for the TIC problem, the 
network achieved 100% recognition accuracy of translated and in-plane rotated views of the two images. 
Additionally, the network recopized images . .- scaled to almost half the size of the training images, regardless of their 
position or orientation. 
(a) (b) 
Figure 8: Example of a coarsecoded input field. (a) A 10x10 pixel input field. (b) Two fields of 5x5 coarse pixels. 
The maximum input field resolution possible wi& coarse coded HOWs has not yet been reached. We ran 
le number of 3x3 pixels. A W-ordea netwwk was able 
ten passes in an input field size of up to 4095x4095 
096 is sufficient for most object recognition tasks. 
Notwithstanding, we also exlpect greaw mIutiop1 is poipsibb. 
All the demonsbrations discussed so far showed the p e r f w e  of HQNNs in a noise-free environment. In this 
section, we discuss the necognitioa accuracy of HONNs with non-ideal test images. We consider white Gaussian 
noise and occlusion. 
We evdmted the of BONN8 with noisy images on two object recognition problems: an SR-71/U-2 
discrimination SR-71Bpace Shuttle discrimination problem. AU simulations used a coarse-coded 
third-order network designed far a 127x127 pixel input field. We used 9 fields of 15x15 coarse pixels and a 
resolution of 10" for the angles a, $, and y in Eq. (2). which allowed scale invariance over the range between 70% 
and 100% of the original image size. Each imantiation o 
view of each object, as shown in Figure 10a, and W i n g  
The training sets were generated from %bit gray level images of actual models of the aimaft. The images were 
thresholded to produce binary images, and then edge detected using a digital Laplacian convolution filter with a 
positive derivative to produce the silhouettes shown in Figure 9a. For rotated and scaled views of the objects, the 
original gray level images wem fitst scaled, then rotated, and then thresholded and edge-detected. Test images were 
positioned arbiaarily to validate the translation invariance of the network. Notice that the profiles of the SR-7 1 and 
Space Shuttle am somewhat similar wheneas those of the SR-71 and U-2 an; very different. 
To test the tolerance of h i g h e r d r  neural networks to white noise, each instantiation of the network (one for the 
SR-71/U-2 problem and one far the Shuttle/SR-71 problem) was tested on 1200 images generated by modifying the 
&bit gray level values of the original images using a Gaussian distribution of random numbers with a mean of 0 and 
a standard deviation of between 1 and 50. The noisy images were then geometrically distorted, binarized, and edge- 
enhanced. Typical test images which were correctly identified are shown in Figure 9b. 
The results are summarized in Figure 10. The network performed with 100% accuracy for our test set for a standard 
deviation of up to 23 on the SR-711'-2 problem and 26 on the ShuttldSR-71 problem. For the similar images of 
the Shuttle and SR-71, the recognition accuracy quickly decreased to 75% at a e of 30 and to 50% (which 
corresponds to no better than ranQm guessing) fol a greater than 33. The SR-71N-2 remained above 75% accuracy 
up to a a of 35 (or -14% of the gray level range) and gradually to 50% at a e of 40 (or -16% of the gray 
level mge). If we define "good perfcxmance" as greater than 75% accuracy, HONNs have good performance for a up 
to 35 (or -14% of the gray level range) for images with very distinct profiles and a up to 30 (or -12% of the gray 
level range) for images with similar profiles. 
To test the to1erance of HONNs to occlusion, the two instantiations (one for the ShuttleBR-71 problem and one for 
the SR-71/U-2 problem) of the third-order network built to be invariant to scale, in-plane rotation, and translation as 
described above were tested an occluded versions of the image pairs. We smed with binary, edge-only images and 
added automatically-generated occlusions based on four variable parameters: the size of the occlusion, the number of 
occlusions, the type of occlusion, and the position of the occlusion. Objects used for occlusion were squares with a 
linear dimension between one pixel and twenty-nine pixels. The number of occlusion objects per image varied from 
one to four, and the randomly chosen type of occlusion determined whether the crcclusion objects were added to or 
subtracted from the original image. Finally, the occlusions were randomly (uniform distribution) placed on the 
profile of the mining images. The test set consisted of 10 samples for each combination of scale, rotation angle, 
occlusion size, and number of occlusions for a total of 13,920 test images per training image or 27,840 test images 
per recognition problem. Typical test images are shown in Figure 9c. 
Figwe 9: T ~ h g  i m ~ e s  In 127x127 pixel fids. (a) B i w  Age-only ~ m i m g  images of Space Shuegle 
@b 
(4 
H O W s  to whie: G w h  moi~. B c h  hsmriaGow d a ha-oder wemork (one for the 
rn md one fm the ShuMdSR-71 poblem) was rnM on Im @st imalga generated by 
level vdues sf dd, m W  and m s h M  vmions d the d@d ~ ~ n g  images 
~ < ~ B B  d mdm n m b m  wi& a m m  of 0 and a s m W  d e ~ d o n  hmeen B and 50. 
The performance of HONNs with occluded test images depends mostly on the number and size of occluding objects 
and to a lesser degree on the similarity of the training images. In the case of the ShuttleISR-71 recognition 
problem, the network performed with 100% accuracy for our test set for one 16 pixel occlusion and up to four 10 
pixel occlusions. It performed with better than 75% accuracy ("good performance") for up to four 19 pixel 
occlusions, three 21 pixel wclusions, two 24 pixel occlusions, and one 29 pixel occlusion. 
For the SR-71W-2 problem, the network exhibited good performance for the entire test set but achieved 100% 
accuracy only for one 4 pixel occlusion and up to four 3 pixel occlusions. 
V. APPLICATION TO ROBOTIC VISION FOR MANUFACTURING 
Vision processing is one of the most computationally intensive tasks required of an autonomous or semi- 
autonomous robot. A vision system based on a parallel implementation of a higher-order neural network can be 
used to perform one of the most difficult functions required of a general robotic vision system, distortion invariant 
object recognition, and can perform fast enough to keep pace with incoming sensor data. At Ames Research Center 
we have developed a robotic vision processing system to test concepts and algorithms for autonomous construction, 
inspection, and maintenance of space based habitats. 
The benchmark task of the system is to allow a robot arm to identify and grasp an arbitrary tool moving in space 
with all six degrees of freedom without using any kind of cooperative marking techniques for the vision system. 
This is representative of one task required from the Flight Telerobotic Servicer (FTS) or the EVA Retriever, both of 
which are robots designed to operate in a weightless environment. A higher-order neural network can satisfy the first 
system task of object identification, after which other image processing sub-systems perform the tasks necessary to 
allow grappling. 
We have tested a HONN-based vision system in the control of a Microbot robotic arm. The task was a subset of the 
benchmark task of allowing a robot arm to identify, track, and grasp an arbitrary tool without using any kind of 
cooperative marking techniques for the vision system. The robot arm carries a camera to observe the workspace 
below it, as shown in Figure 11. 
The vision system task was to find one of a set of tools, as shown in Figure 12. The object set consists of five 
common tools and a structural component designed for automated in-space assembly. The work area is draped in 
black cloth to control the amount of background clutter. The robot was directed to look at each "bin" space in the 
work area, and to identify the tool located there. The tool could be located at any location within the bin, could be 
rotated in-plane. The camera height was not held constant, so the tools had varying apparent size. When the desired 
tool was found, a grappling operation was initiated. 
This system also demonstrates the capability of HOW-based vision for a partJproduct identification task on a 
manufacturing assembly line. For example, parts on an assembly line passing below a camera could be quickly 
identified, regardless of their position, orientation, and (if need be) size. 
Figure 11: Photograph of the table top 5 degree-of- Figure 12: Binarized images of tools for recognition 
freedom Microbot arm and the work surface. The by the HOW vsion system. the images are edge- 
camera is attached to the writst of the arm enhanced before being input to the HOW. 
VI. CONCLUSIONS 
We have shown that third-order neural networks can be trained to distinguish between two objects regardless of their 
position, angular orientation, or scale and achieve 100% accuracy on test images characterized by built-in distortions. 
Only one view of each object is required for learning and the network successfully learned to distinguish between all 
distorted views of the two objects in tens of passes, requiring only minutes on a Sun 3/60 workstation. In contrast, 
other neural network approaches require thousands of passes through a training set consisting of a much larger 
number of training images. 
The major limitations of HONNs is that the size of the input field is limited because of the memory required for the 
large number of interconnections in a fully connected network. To circumvent this limitation, we developed a coarse 
coding algorithm which allows a third-order network to be used with a practical input field size of at least 4096x4096 
pixels while retaining its ability to recognize images which have been scaled, translated, or rotated in-plane. 
We explored the tolerance of higher-order neural networks (HONNs) to white Gaussian noise and to occlusion. We 
demonstrated that for images with an ideal separation of background/foreground gray levels, it takes a great amount 
of white noise in the gray level images to affect the binary, edge-only images used for training and testing the 
system to a sufficient degree that the performance of HONNs was seriously degraded. HONNs are also robust with 
respect to occlusion. 
A third order neural network has been demonstrated in the laboratory for the control of a robot performing a typical 
manufacturing task of part identification. Our current research aims to extend the capabilities of this vision system 
by training a third order to recognize out-of-plane rotated versions of a training object. With scale, position, and in- 
plane rotation invariance built into the architecture, and out-of-plane invariance learned, a full six degree of freedom 
vision system can be achieved. In addition, we are working on a implementation of a third order network on a 
parallel processor, which will allow the identification of objects in a 128x128 pixel image at full video (60 Hz) 
rates. 
All our current software runs on any Sun workstation, either a Sun 3/60 or a SPARC system. This software will 
soon by available through COSMIC, the U.S. Government's software distribution facility. 
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The GERRY scheduling system developed by NAW Ames with assistance from the Lockheed Space 
Operations C o m p w  and the eed Artificial Intelligence Center, uses a method called constraint-based 
iterative repair. Using this technique, one encodes both hard rules and preference criteria into data 
structures called comtraints. GERRY repeatedly attempts to improve schedules by seeking repairs for 
violated constraints. The system provides a general scheduling framework which is being tested on two 
NASA appkations. The larger of the two is the Space Shuttle Ground Processing problem which entails the 
scheduling of all the inspection, repair, and maintenance tasks required to prepare the orbiter for flight. The 
other application s power allocation for the NASA Ames wind tunnels. Mere the system will be used 
to schedule wind tests with the goal of minimiig power costs. In this paper, we describe the 
GERRY system and its application to the Space Shuttle problem. We also speculate as to how the system 
would be used for manufacturing, transportation, and military problems. 
Efficient scheduling is crucial for manufacturing companies that must balance limited production resources 
against challenging order requests. Airlines and package delivery companies must schedule large fleets of 
vehicles coordinating transportation goals with maintenance goals but must also be adaptable to external 
forces such as weather and equipment failure. The DoD also faces daunting scheduling problems ranging 
from logistics transport problems to mission planning problems. 
NASA also faces complex scheduling problems including telescope observation scheduling, spacecraft crew 
scheduling, and spacecraft mission planning. Our research is motivated by the Space Shuttle Ground 
Processing problem. Ground processing entails the inspection, testing, and repair activities required to 
prepare a Space Shuttle for launch at the Kennedy Space Center (KSC) in Florida. 
This paper describes a scheduling algorithm that is being used to schedule shuttle ground processing but is 
also applicable to the other scheduling problems alluded to above. First we present our definition of a 
scheduling problem and then describe our scheduling method. After presenting the general approach we 
describe how it is used to solve the Space Shuttle problem and then briefly describe how it can be adapted to 
other real-world problems. 
In this section we define the scheduling problem with a simplified version and evolving to a more 
realistic definition. 
General Problem 
Generally scheduling systems are provided a set of activities, relationships'between these activities (such as 
predecessor-successor requirements), resource requirements for each task (i.e., how much of what kind of 
resources are necessary), and a set of deadlines or milestones. With this input, scheduling systems determine 
start and end times as well as an assignment of resources to each activity such that: 1) the relationships 
between tasks are preserved, 2) no resource is over-allocated (i.e., at no time does the demand for a 
resource exceed its supply), and 3) all milestones are met. 
For example, consider a Space Shuttle repair scenario where each Space Shuttb Main E w e  needs to be 
inspected, removed, repaired, re-installed, aaad tested, in that order. The task associated with Merent 
engines are unrelated meaning that any task in support of one engine could shultaneously 
tasks in support of a different engine. Assume that each task requires 10 techfpidm, an e m e e r ,  and 81 
safety inspector. Suppose there were only 15 t ec~da8 l s  on d for each shift. In this m e ,  m two activities 
would be able to occur in pardel because together they require 20 t ecf ic im a d  there were ody %§ 
available. If there were more technicians the system wodd place t a b  in pardel h order to meet ?he 
milestone. 
Consequently, a scheduler would determine activity start times that sequence the activities mmpletely seridy 
because any two activities' demand exceeds the supply of technicians. 
In summary, scheduling systems search through the space of pssible start times and resource ass 
with the goal of finding an assignment that satisfies aU d o m ~  constraints. These constrahints include 
milestones, resource capacities, and temporal relationships. 
Most scheduling systems simply find an acceptable schedule and then terminate. They are not necessarily 
concerned with finding the best schedule that satisfies the constraints. In many domains, there is great 
variability in the quality of schedules that satisfy constraints. For example, an organization might want to 
find the schedule that uses the minimal amount of overtime labor, or one that minimizes the overall 
of a schedule. Unfortunately, deriving the optimal schedule is a time consuming process that require, a 
great deal of combinatoric search. In most cases, near-optimal solutions are sufficient. The process of 
problem-solving with the goal of finding near-optimal solutions is called satisficing"[Simo~. The satisficing 
algorithm presented in the next section continues to search after finding a schedule that merely satisfies 
constraints, in order to find better quality schedules according to stated optimization criteria. 
State Conditions 
Most scheduling systems reason about the changing availability of resources over time but few track the 
changes of arbitrary conditions. State conditions are attributes of the scheduling problem that change with 
time. The tasks of a scheduling problem are constrained by these conditions and occasionally the activities 
change the values of the conditions. Examples include the position of switches and other mechanical parts, 
the readings of sensors, and the location of objects. Schedulers that handle state conditions must provide a 
language to specify the additional state constraints and to specify the effects that tasks have on state 
conditions. 
Examples of state conditions in the Space Shuttle scheduling problem include the position of the payload bay 
doors, the status of the orbiter's hydraulics system, and whether an area adjacent to the orbiter is hazardous. 
Examples of state constraints include the rule that no task may take place in a hazardous area. Additionally, 
some activities require orbiter hydraulics while others require the hydraulics to be off. Liewise, certain 
activities require the payload bay doors to be in one of their three main positions. Activities also change 
these conditions. Some activities result in opening or closing doors and turning hydraulics on or off. 
Similarly, hazardous operations cause the areas surrounding their respective work areas to be considered 
hazardous thus delaying any other operations that must share those areas. 
Our system supports the modeling of state conditions and provides a language for state constraints and task 
state effects however, details of this language are beyond the scope of this paper. It suffices to say that the 
satisficing search mechanism presented below considers state constraints and state effects as it schedules. 
Bre-emption is the process of temporarily suspen- activities and r them later. Pre-emption cau be 
caused for a number of reasons. In a telescope observation scheduler, the system might interrupt an activity 
when a more important and rare astronomical event arises. Activities could also be suspended to allow more 
contentious activities to execute in their limited windows of opportunity. These are examples of flexible 
pm-emption. The Space Shuttle problem requires a more restricted type of pre-emption calledmd 
pm-emption . 
Fixed pre-emption is the suspension and resumption of activities according to a strict calendar. In the 
Shuttle domain the calendar corresponds to work shifts. Some activities can be worked all shifts, every day, 
while others have certain restrictions such as no weekends, only third shift, or only first shift. 
To handle this sort of pre-emption our system requires a calendar for each task that indicates how it is to be 
pre-empted or split into smaller pieces. For example, suppose a task that requires 12 hours work is assigned 
a first shift, no weekends calendar. If the task begins at 8:00 A.M. Monday, it will be suspended at 4:00 P.M. 
that day, then resumed Tuesday morning at 8:00 A.M., and then finally completed at noon. Thus the task 
spans two calendar days. Suppose however that the task began Friday. It will then terminate Monday thus 
spanning four calendar days. 
Pre-emption greatly complicates scheduling because of the way it interferes with resources and state 
conditions. Whenever a new time is considered for a task, the task must be split according to the calendar. 
However, it is sometimes inappropriate for the state and resource constraints to be valid for the entire 
period of the pre-empted tasks. For example, the resource needs that correspond to human labor should not 
be required during the suspended periods of the task's duration. In other words, it makes no sense for 
employees to be standing around idle. In these cases, the resource and state constraints must be inherited to 
the split tasks thus avoiding the idle periods. Other constraints can remain active throughout the duration of 
the task. An example of these include a resource request for a heavy piece of equipment that requires 
sipi!icant assembly. The equipment usually remains in the work area, unavailable to others because of the 
overhead required to set it up. 
Our system allows the user to designate which resource requests and which state constraints and effects are 
to remain valid throughout the suspended period and which ones are valid only during active periods. 
CONSTRAINT-BASED SCHEDULE REPAIR 
In this section, we present the search method used by the GERRY scheduling system. The system allows the 
user to specify a set of tasks, a set of state conditions, and a set of resources. 
Tasks have start and end times, resource requests, resource assignments, work durations, and calendars. 
Resource pools are defined by the user and have a corresponding maximum capacity. For example, in the 
Space Shuttle domain there might be a pool of U) technicians or three pools of 5 forklifts. 
State conditions are also provided by the user along with the initial values for each condition. For example, 
the right-hand payload bay door with an initial value of closed. 
Task Data - For each task, the following information is provided: 
- work duration - amount of active work time required for the task to complete. 
- calendar - the pre-emption times for the task. 
- resource requests - the list of resource types and quantities necessary. 
@ Resource Data - For each resource pool, the following infomation is provided: 
- type - the name of the resource category that the pool is classified as. 
- capacity - the m amount of the pool that can be simultaneously assigned. 
@ State Condition Data - For each state condition, the information is provided: 
-initial value - the value for a condition which persists until a task changes it. 
For each task, the following information is determined: 
e start time - the 
8 end time - the f i h  of the task. 
e resource assignments - the actual resources chosen. 
The rules and preferences that schedules must observe are captured by consburints. Constraints are 
relationships that are desired by the user and are composed of the following items: 
@ Arguments - the tasks, resources, or state conditions that are related to each other. 
ple: a task and a resource pool are arguments to a resource capacity constraint. 
e Penalty - a score of how poor the arguments are with respect to the constraint. 
Example: if the resource pool argument were overallocated during the time of the task, then 
the penalty of the resource capacity constraint would be high. ) 
e Weight - a number reflecting the importance of the constraint. 
ple: resource capacity constraints for scarce resources such as expensive equipment 
would have higher weights. 
@ Repairs - suggested schedule modiftcations that are intended to improve the penalty. 
Example: move tasks that are involved in an overallocation to a time where more of the 
resource is available. 
penalty is analogous to the amount of money one would have to pay with respect to 
ent of times and resources. The weight of the constraint reflects its importance when 
compared to other constraints. Repairs are methods for changing the schedule, either by substituting 
resources, or by moving, adding, or deleting activities. 
Final Schedule 
- -  - - 
ure 1 : lteratlve Re~alr  Schedul~ng_ 
P i e  1. presents our simple iterative repair algorithm. See [Zweben et. al.][Zwebenl et. al.] for details. 
The system begins with an initial schedule and then initiates a repair loop? If the problem posed to the 
system is a rescheduling problem then the initial schedule is the schedule with changes imposed by the user. 
If the system is scheduling from scratch, then all tasks are placed at their earliest possible start times while 
temporal constraints. This is accomplished with a well known polynomial (i.e., efficient) algorithm 
[Davis, Waltz]. 
In the repair loop, the system calculates the cost of the solution. This calculation is simply the sum of each 
constraint's penalty multiplied by its weight. If the cost is below a threshold set by the user, the search 
 terminate^.^ Otherwise, a cross-section of the highly penalized constraints are repaired. We often refer to 
these constraints as the violated constraints because their penalties exceed a certain threshold. 
In short, the system simply starts with a schedule and isolates the violated constraints. Then it moves tasks 
around and substitutes resources as suggested by the repairs embodied in the violated constraints. It accepts 
the new schedule if the new cost is lower than the previous cost. If the repaired schedule is worse than 
previous one, it is rejected and new repairs are attempted on the previous ~chedule.~ The system continues 
this process until the cost of the solution is acceptable to the user, or the system is terminated by the user. 
The system also terminates if a certain number of iterations have been tried. 
SYSTEM FUNCTIONALITY 
User Interface Overview 
GERRY allows both manual and automatic scheduling thus requiring a sophisticated user interface. The 
user instructs the interface to display a chart. The chart library is extensible and allows the user to define 
different views of the schedule. For example, the user could ask for a time-line (i.e., Gantt Chart) and a 
resource profile (i.e., a histogram of resource usage over time) to be displayed for every task. Alternatively, 
the user could require a time-line and state condition profile (i.e., a histogram of state conditions over time) 
for a specific set of tasks. Figure 2. is part of a Space Shuttle schedule with a time-line and resource profile. 
Figure 3. shows the same schedule (with hourly units) at a coarser level of resolution. Zooming in and out 
of different levels of resolution is accomplished by clicking in the upper right hand boxes of the chart. This 
convention was adopted from the COMPASS scheduling system of Barry Fox at McDonnell Douglass in 
Houston, Texas. 
'similar repair techniques are used in OMP [Biefeld, et. al.] and in the work on the MIN-CONFLICTS heuristic [Minton, et.al.1. 
h e  search also terminates if the system exceeds the iteration bound imposed by the user. 
3 ~ u a l l y  the system sometimes accepts worn schedules in order to break out of situations called local minima.. In a local 
minimum, any repair leads to a worse schedule, but subsequent repairs could improve the schedule so that it is eventually superior. 
This technique is called simulated-annealing and was originally reported in [Kirkpatrick]. 
When the chart is displayed each of the activities and histograms are mouse-sensitive. One can Qag a task 
to a new location, modify its status as pending, active, or complete, and ask for a the list of resources that 
the task uses. The status of an activity is reflected by the shading of the displayed bar. If the activity is 
shaded black, it is complete. Ongoing activities are outlined in black (but not shaded). Unshaded activities 
that do not have an outline are pending. 
In addition to status, shading is also used to reflect the danger level of the task. If an activity is shaded with 
a cross-hatch pattern then it is considered hazardous. 
The interface supports many task look-up methods. For example, one can scroll to a point in a chart where 
a particular task begins, one can scroll to an over-allocation, or one could simply use scroll bars. 
Also included in the interface are a form editor and a ternporal constraint grapher. The form editor, shown 
in Figure 4., is simply a mechanism to enter new activities and constraints. The grapher, shown in Figure 5., 
allows the user to inspect the complex temporal relationships between tasks. The grapher works in a 
demand-driven manner instead of cluttering the display with the entire schedule's graph. One dicks on a 
task and the graph expands from that point on. 
Schedule Monitoring and Rescheduling 
While GERRY can be used as a planning tool for future schedules, its strength is in its abiity to monitor 
schedule execution and adapt to the schedule changes imposed by elements outside the system's control. 
Users modify tasks by changing their status, dragging them around, changing their constraints, and by 
adjusting task durations. Users can also add and delete tasks. 
One of the most important functions of the user interface is the abiity to alert the user to the rmifications 
of their changes. There are three main charts used to inform the user of what they have done: 1) a 
before-and-after chart, 2) a constraint violation summary chart, and 3) a constraint violation problem report. 
The before-and-after chart, shown in Figure 6., reports all the tasks that have been changed by indicating 
their new position and their old position. The constraint violation summary chart, shown in Figure 7., is a 
list of the current constraint violations. By clicking on one of the violations in the constraint violation 
summary chart, a constraint violation problem report appears that explains the conflict. For example, the 
constraint violation problem report shown in Figure 8. explains why a particular resource capacity constraint 
is violated. Only the tasks that request the resource during the interval of the violation are displayed and the 
interval is shaded in color. 
After changes are given to the system, the user can manually resolve the outstanding violations or ask the 
system to use the iterative repair method. When the automated method terminates (or is interrupted) it 
reports a before-and-after chart. If there are outstanding violations, then a constraint violation 
chart is also displayed. 
S~ace  Shuttle Ground Processing 
In the Space Shuttle Ground Processing domain we start with schedules provided by an existing project 
management tool used at the Kennedy Space Center. It uses the critical path method (CPM) to schedule 
activities at the earliest possible times. These schedules are used by Flow Managers who have the 
responsibility to prepare the orbiter in time for the designated launch date. The data sets start with about 
300-400 activities that expand into thousands of split tasks and constraints. Our project team attends KSC 
schedule meetings and updates the schedule accordingly. Currently, we are in the process of delivering new 
schedules to the flow managers and beginning to use the constraint-based repair method to optimize the 
schedule. Below we enumerate the constraints used for this application. 
The comtraints for tthis application indude: 
-Start of a task 
- End of a task 
- Resource Pool 
. Penalty - Constraint is violated when the pool is over-allocated during the task. Example: 3 
tasks in parallel all need a technician but only 2 are on call. 
@ Re~air: - Strategy 1: Substitute 
Assign a resource pool of the same type that is not over-allocated. 
- Strategy 2: Move 
Move one of the tasks contending for the resource to the next time when there is 
a sufficient amount of the resource. 
To decide which task to move the following heuristics are used: 
-Heuristic 1: Fitness 
Prefer to move tasks that use an amount of the resource that is close to the 
amount over-allocated. 
-Heuristic 2: Slack 
Avoid moving tasks that have little slack between their earliest and latest 
start times." 
-Heuristic 3: Dependents 
Avoid moving tasks with temporal dependents (e.g., 
postrequisites) . 
-Heuristic 4: Priority 
Avoid moving high priority tasks. 
-Heuristic 5: In Process 
Avoid moving tasks that have begun. 
-Heuristic 6: Proximity 
Avoid moving tasks that are to begin soon. 
2. State Constraints 
Arpuments; - Start of a task 
- End of a task 
- State Condition 
- Required State 
&K&!L - Constraint is violated when the condition does not reflect the 
required state during the task. 
Example: The payload bay doors are closed for a task that requires 
them to be 160 degrees open. 
4~lack time indicates the amount of time a task could slip before it affects the milestone. This measure is calculated from the 
CPM algorithm mentioned earlier. 
- Strategy 1: Move 
Move the task to the next time where the state condition reflects the 
desired state. 
3. Milestow Cons 
- End of a task 
- Due Date 
JbiikiL - Constraint is violated when the end of the task is completed later 
than the given date. 
Re~air  : - Strategy 1: Move 
Move the task back earlier, before the given time. 
Currently we lack the domain knowledge that would distinguish between the importance of these constraints 
so they all have the same weight. The system uses these constraints (and their corresponding repairs) to 
minimize missed launch dates (via milestone constraints) and to minimi  over-allocation of KSC personnel 
(via resource constraints) while maintaining the correct orbiter configurations (via state constraints). 
In the near future we intend to include another constraint that demonstrates the flexib'ity of our system. 
This new constraint will inform the system to minimii labor costs by avoiding overtime labor on the 
weekend. 
4. Weekend Constraints 
Ard3xLs: - Global constraint. 
Pesalbr;_ - Constraint is violated when a large number of tasks intersect the 
weekend. 
R e ~ a i r ~  - Strategy 1: Move 
Move the tasks with sufficient slack time off the weekend. 
Manufacturinn Problems 
In job-shops, there are resources such as machines and human operators. S i m i  to pre-determined launch 
dates in the NASA domain, job shops have order due dates. In job shops, each machine has to be set up 
correctly depending upon the task at hand. Typically jobs follow a process plan that is fairly well known in 
advance. There are very simiiar optimization criteria in this domain as there are in the Space Shuttle 
domain. In fact, the constraints described above are usually applicable. Additional constraints would also be 
written that would modify the schedule to minimii the number of machine set-ups required thus minim' ' 
flow time. Additionally, constraints that minimize the amount of work-in-process inventory would be 
incorporated. We claim that a knowledge engineer could easily do this without writing another program but 
rather simply writing new constraints. 
Airline. Truckine and Parcel Service Problems 
In the transportation sector, large fleets of vehicles must be scheduled on a daily basis. These operations are 
stricken with unexpected events such as unpredicted malfunctions and malevolent weather. When these 
events occur, it is crucial to get back on track mhimizing impact to the original schedule. 
Ina baasprtatio~ problems there are additional decision variables that constrain the schedule which include 
the start and end locations of any task and the speed that one will travel between those locations. 
Constraints would be added that relate the locations, speed, and duration of the task. Additionally the 
quantity of certain resource requests must be constrained by the duration. For example, the amotmt of fuel 
required by travel. Constraints that serve to m 
fuel and del to the constraints discussed above. 
Many military problems resemble transportation problems but with targeting and probabiity of success 
factors added. The tasks are generally trips from one's bases to the enemy's targets (and hopefully back 
home again). In addition to the transportation constraints discussed above, constraints that model the 
appropriateness of various aircraft and ordnances for targets wbuld be required. 
Power Utilization 
Ames Research Center is also deploying GERRY to minimike power consumption of the Ames wind 
tunnels. The rates that local utilities charge NASA are based upon the season, time of day, and quantity of 
power used. Therefore the wind tunnel test schedule can greatly affect energy costs. Ames will use GERRY 
to adjust the wind tunnel test schedule to minimize its power costs but maintaining the deadlines imposed by 
those who need the tunnels. Constraints are used to penalize schedules of high cost while repairs move tasks 
to lower these costs. 
SUMMARY 
We have developed a framework for scheduling called constraint-based iterative repair. This framework 
supports complex scheduling problems where satisficing is required. GERRY, the system based upon this 
framework, is operational and is b e i i  deployed at the Kennedy Space Center in Rorida in support of Space 
Shuttle Ground Processing. The system uses the optimization criteria encoded as constraints to find 
near-optimal schedules. We claim that our approach is amenable to other problems faced within industry and 
government and welcome others to apply it. 
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ABSTRACT 
COMPASS is a generic scheduling system developed by McDonnell Douglas under the direction of the Software 
Technology Branch at NASA/Johnson Space Center. COMPASS is intended to illustrate the latest advances in 
scheduling technology and provide a basis from which custom scheduling systems can be built. COMPASS was 
written in Ada to promote readability and to conform to potential NASA Space Station Freedom standards. 
COMPASS has some unique characteristics that distinguishes it from commercial products. This paper discusses 
these characteristics and uses them to illustrate some differences between scheduling tools. 
INTRODUCTION 
Scheduling problems are wide-spread throughout NASA. Everything from experiments on-board the Space Station 
Freedom, to training facilities, to vehicle processing of the Space Shuttle require schedules to ensure effective use of 
resources and proper sequencing of activities. The construction of these schedules is often a labor intensive, time 
consuming activity involving interaction among many people. Many scheduling problems are seemingly simple; 
involving the placement of a defined set of activities on a timeline. However, considerable complexity is involved in 
keeping track of all the constraints that may inhibit a schedule and managing the effective use of resources needed to 
perform the activities. Manual systems have performed these jobs in the past with varying levels of efficiency. " 
Computer aided solutions can significantly enhance performance in this domain by letting the computer track the 
large number of constraint details and allowing the human to focus on defining the basic structure of a schedule and 
resolving priority conflicts. 
COMPASS is an automated scheduling system which can be used in a highly interactive manner. It allows a human 
scheduler to control the placement of activities on the schedule while COMPASS maintains the integrity of the 
schedule by tracking and enforcing resource and temporal constraints. It is generic in the sense that it was not 
developed for any specific problem domain. Rather, any scheduling problem that can be described by activities, 
resources, and their constraints can be modelled using COMPASS. 
The motivation behind COMPASS was to provide advanced scheduling technology to the various NASA groups 
working on scheduling problems. It was written in Ada to promote readability and reusability. Anyone working on a 
government project may obtain a copy of the executable and the source code to read or modify as needed. It is very 
portable and currently runs on a variety of machines. To broaden the potential number of users, COMPASS supports 
both a graphical interface and a command line interface. The graphical interface is based on X-Windows and runs 
stand-alone on a SUN3ISUN4, SPARC station, IBM RS6000 and DEC VAX. In the clientherveer mode, it can be 
run over internet using an X-Window terminal to display the image while executing on any of the stand-alone 
machines. For those with minimal computing resources, a command line interface is available which prompts the 
user for commands. This interface has the same scheduling power as the graphical interface while retaining 
maximum portability. 
This paper will describe some basic scheduling concepts and will explore traits of COMPASS that distinguish it 
from commercially available products. This knowledge is useful in analyzing scheduling problems and determining 
which tools and algorithms best fit a particular scheduling need. The traits discussed in this paper also serve as a 
measure by which to compare many of the commercial scheduling tools currently available. 
DATA REPRESENTATIONS 
There are four primary data objects that COMPASS uses to describe scheduling: Activities, Resources, Conditions 
and Time. Activities are the items which must be scheduled. Resources are the objects which must be present in 
order for an activity to be performed. These include such things as tools, electricity, and people. Conditions describe 
the state of the scheduling world. Activities may require that certain conditions exist before they are scheduled. 
Conditions may include things such as in-orbit, daytime, Phase III, etc. Time is used in al l  scheduling packages; 
however, the way it is represented affects the largest and smallest time units that may be used by the problem. 
The Actlv~tv Data Struc- . . 
COMPASS provides thirteen fields to describe an activity. All but two are optional. This allows the user to create a 
data structure that ,closely fits the scheduling problem. The two mandatory fields are the activity name and the 
duration of the activity. The following is a list of all of the fields of the activity data structure. 
Name This is used as the unique id for the activity 
Duration The length of the activity (in time units) 
Priority The relative priority of the activity 
Earliest Start The earliest time the activity may start 
Latest Finish The latest time the activity may finish 
Predecessors List of activities that must precede this activity. 
Successors List of activities that must follow this activity. 
Temporal Constraints Timing constraints between the start or finish of one activity and the start 
or finish of another. There are four types of relations that may be 
represented: start/start, start/fmish, finishlstart, and finishlfinish. 
Nonconcurrent Activities List of activity names that may not occur the same time as this activity. 
Prefemd Intervals 
Excluded Intervals 
List of times during which it is preferred that this activity occur. These 
times must fall between the earliest start and latest finish. 
List of times between the earliest start and latest finish in which the 
activity may not occur. 
Resource Requirements Names of resources and their quantities required by this activity. 
Condition Requirements Names of conditions and the times which they must exist in order for this 
activity to be scheduled. 
Most scheduling tools support at least some of the following fields: name, duration, priority, earliest start, latest 
finish, resource requirements, predecessors, successors and to some degree temporal constraints. The other fields are 
unique to COMPASS and have been included as optional fields which are can be used to help COMPASS fit actual 
scheduling problems. Due to the modularity in the design of the activity data structure, it is trivial to add new fields 
to the activity. The scheduling engine is easily m&ied to conform to the requirements of the new field. 
A resource is typically represented by a resource name and a quantity for a given time period (eg. three men for two 
hours). These resource descriptions are typically used in three places. 
(1) They are used to describe the initial availability of the resources. For example, initially there may be 5 men 
for available for 5 days. 
(2) They are used to describe how much of a resource remains after activities have been scheduled, For example, 
after an activity is scheduled there may be only 4 men available for 5 days. 
(3) They are used to describe the quantity of resources required by an activity. For example, an activity may 
require 1 man for 5 days. 
There are several characteristics of resources that must be considered when describing a scheduling problems. 
Resource descriptions may be broken down into two types: Piecewise Constant and Piecewise Linear. Piecewise 
constant resource descriptions allow the use to request a quantity over an interval of time. More complex piecewise 
constant descriptions allow several quantities over several intervals of time. Piecewise linear descriptions specify a 
rate of consumption or production. An example might be the consumption of water - an activity might use a quart of 
water per minute for 1.5 hours. The closest approximation to this using piecewise constant is to describe it using 
"stair steps". However, this is more difficult to read and understand and is also not as accurate. A piecewise linear 
description would be a straight line whose second endpoint is 90 quarts lower and 1.5 hours later from its first 
endpoint. J 
Another important characteristic of resources is that they may be assignable, consumable or producible. An 
assignable resource is one that is used for the duration of the activity and then returned. A consumable resource is 
one that is consumed during the activity; therefore, when the activity finishes, less of that resource is available. A 
producible resource is one that is produced by an activity. It does not exist before the activity, but after the activity is 
under way the resource is available to be used by other activities. An example of an activity that both produces and 
consumes resources is the electrolysis of water. Water is consumed (at a rate) by the activity while hydrogen and 
oxygen are produced. 
Most smaller (FC based) scheduling tools support only the assignable resources and the fvst instance of piecewise 
constant resource descriptions. Larger software products usually only support assignable resources and both instances 
of piecewise constant resource descriptions. COMPASS supports all of the above types of resources and resource 
descriptions. 
A concept that is not commonly supported by scheduling tools is the ability to schedule activities only when certain 
conditions exist. COMPASS provides this capability using a data structure called Conditions. Conditions are used to 
describe the state of the world. Conditions are propositions whose values change between true, false and undefined 
over time. A condition is represented by a name and the intervals of time when the condition is true, false or 
undefined. If an activity requires that a certain condition be true, then the scheduling algorithm only schedules that 
activity during the span of time when the said condition is me. 
Most scheduling packages use calendars to describe the times when resources are available and dates to specify when 
activities should begin and end. Typically, the smallest unit of time is one minute and the largest unit of time one 
year. Dates can range from the late 1900's to the early 2000's. 
COMPASS supports date representations and relative time representations. Relative time allows the user to specify 
time requirements in relative measures. For example, the earliest start for an activity might be two weeks. This 
means that the earliest start time for the activity is two weeks after "time zero", where time zero is an anchor which 
does not correspond to a particular date. This allows the user to schedule activities two weeks before launch or one 
week after launch, without knowing exactly when launch is. Relative dates may be positive (eg. Launch plus one 
week) or negative (eg. Launch minus 3 days). 
CHARACTERISTICS OF SCHEDULING TOOLS 
There are three characteristics of a scheduling process which affect the way the schedule is built and the quality of the 
resulting schedule. These characteristics have minimal support, if any, in most commercial products; however, they 
are fully supported by COMPASS. 
The first characteristic to look for is whether or not the scheduling tool is interactive. Can the user affect the 
placement of activities when the schedule is being built? With most commercial products, all of the data is entered 
and then the schedule is created automatically placing each activity on the schedule as early as possible. COMPASS 
allows the user to put activities on the schedule individually or in groups. They can be placed as early as possible or 
as late as possible or at any feasible time in between. Activities are easily unscheduled and rescheduled to respond to 
various scenarios. 
COMPASS also supports incremental scheduling. This allows the user to build a schedule one activity at a time. It 
is not necessary to have all of the activities defined before starting to build a schedule. Once an activity is placed on 
the schedule, adding new activities does not interfere with those already on the schedule. That is, inserting an activity 
into the schedule does not change the starting times of any of the activities already on the schedule. This allows a 
user to make late additions to the schedule without affecting already scheduled activities. It also allows the user to 
place high priority items at preferred times with the guarantee that lower priority items will not move them from 
their slots. 
Finally, COMPASS supports non chronological scheduling. Non chronological scheduling allows the user to select 
any time in the future to place an activity. In chronological scheduling, a user starts at a designated time, schedules 
any activities that can be scheduled at that time, then moves forward in time until an event occurs which allows 
other activities to be scheduled. This may be compared to planning a weeks worth of activities. The non 
chronological method would provide a calendar on which you could see the entire week ahead of you and write down 
which activities you wish to do in any order on the days you wish to accomplish them. The chronological approach 
would require that you start working on activities Monday morning and as you complete each activity, you pick a 
new one to start. You continue working on activities in this manner throughout the week until all are accomplished. 
You ca.; possibly guess when you might get to an activity, but you cannot say in advance that "I will do this Friday 
at 9:OO". Rather, you would have to wait until Friday to see what you are working on and when you expect to 
complete it in order to determine if you can do a specified activity at 9:O. 
THE SCHEDULING ALGORITHM 
Another distinguishing characteristic of COMPASS is the scheduling engine. Most schedulers are based on the 
Critical Path Method (CPM) algorithm. CPM is a chronological based scheduling algorithm which schedules each 
activity at its earliest starting time. This time is determined by examining the latest completion time of all of its 
predecessors. CPM does not take into account any of the resource constraints. The result is a schedule which finishes 
in the shortest amount of time, but makes no consideration of resource usage. This type of scheduling algorithm is 
good for estimations and loading studies. A loading study is used to determine the number of resources needed to 
complete a schedule by a given date. But with most scheduling problems, the number of resources are limited. 
Therefore, oversubscribing the resources produces an infeasible schedule. To alleviate the problem of 
oversubscription, most CPM tools also provide resource leveling. This technique shifts activities forward in time 
until the resources are available. 
COMPASS does not use CPM. It uses a scheduling algorithm which takes into account both the temporal 
constraints and resource constraints. Given an activity, it determines all of the feasible times that the activity may be 
scheduled. Then the user provides some direction on the placement of the activity. This algorithm allows the user to 
select the order in which activities are placed on the schedule, as well as influence the placement of each as it is 
being scheduled. The feasible intervals of time in which an activity may be scheduled is determined by calculating all 
of the intervals of time that are feasible for each constraint and then taking the intersection. This gives the flexibility 
of choosing which constraints to enforce. It also provides the user with information on all feasible times that the 
activity may be scheduled and allows the user to select the placement. 
The scheduling algorithm used by COMPASS allows the user to constrain both the temporal and resource 
constraints simultaneously. Most commercial products will create a schedule abiding by the timing constraints and 
oversubscribing the resources where necessary. Then if the user wishes, resource leveling can be applied. There are 
two ways resources can be leveled. First the activities can be moved forward in time to the point where enough 
resources are available to satisfy the activity. This causes the successors of this activity to also be moved forward in 
time. Second, the quantities required by the activity can be reduced and the duration increased proportionally. This 
kind of resource leveling produces potentially undesirable results: it changes the quantities and durations of activities 
which, in some instances, would not produce feasible results; or it may push activities forward in time past their 
deadlines. If there are hard limits on both time and resources CPM and resource leveling will not produce feasible 
schedules, because on an oversubscribed problem it will violate either the timing or resource constraints. 
Because of the way COMPASS is designed, it will never violate the timing or resource constraints. Instead, it will 
inform the user that the activity cannot be scheduled. One reason for taking this approach is that most space related 
scheduling problems have hard limits on both the time and resources. 
CONCLUSIONS 
COMPASS is unique in that it provides the user more control over the placement of activities than most 
commercial products do. This is due to its core scheduling algorithm which determines all of the feasible intervals of 
an activity then allows the user to affect the placement of it. COMPASS is also unique in that it will constrain both 
the resources and temporal relations simultaneously. This makes COMPASS an effective tool for addressing those 
scheduling problems which have a fixed time to complete a job with a fixed set of resources. 
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ABSTRACT 
ELAS is a software package which has been utilized as an image processing tool for more than a decade by 
Universities, State and Federal agencies and the private sector. It has been the source of several commercial 
packages. Now available on UNIX workstations it is a very powerful flexible set of software. Applications at 
Stennis Space Center have included a very wide range, including medicine, forestry, geology, ecological modeling, 
and sonar imagery. It remains one of the most powerful image processing packages available, either 
commercially or in the public domain. 
INTRODUCTION 
ELAS was developed in the late 1970's by the Earth Resources Laboratory of the National Space Technology 
Laboratories. Known today as the Science and Technology Laboratory (STL) of Stennis Space Center, this 
organization is still involved in the development and application of ELAS software. 
Originally created to process digital images acquired by the Landsat Multispectral Scanner, ELAS has developed 
into a very broad, general purpose raster processing tool. It has been used to process data from satellite and 
aircraft, images of Egyptian tomb paintings; f d  scales and turtle flippers; MRI images of the human head, 
breast and heart; aerial photographs, soil maps; gravity potential fields; topographic data; and submarine sonar 
images. Areas of application have included forestry, agriculture, geology, archaeology, oceanography, medicine, 
ecology, environmental analysis, sonar imagery, and microclimatology. 
DESCRIPTION 
The ELAS software package is a modular approach to image processing. Predetermined processing runstreams 
are not provided. Image processing capability is broken down into components called application modules. 
These modules are considered building blocks which can be arranged by the user in an infinite variety of ways. 
The ELAS user has considerable control over how a module performs its task, as well as the order of execution. 
Each module allows the user to set the value of a number of processing parameters which defme or control the 
module's operation. 
Much of ELAS processing is performed on raster data which is stored in an ELAS specific format. This raster 
data may be images or any other type of data which could be stored as a two- or three-dimensional array. These 
data sets may be 8, 16, or 32 bit integer, 32 bit floating point, 64 bit floating point, complex or ASCII strings. 
The package also has extensive ability to define and manipulate data defined in an x,y string format ( polygons, 
line segments, and points). These are stored within the control fie and allow a single numeric attribute, 0 - 255, 
to be attached to each vector. "Handedness", nodes, or other types of information are not retained. 
ELAS consists of 239 applications modules. These modules can be categorized into one or more of the 
functional groups: 
FLLE MANAGEMENT 
This group consists of utilities to allocate, assign, release, copy, etc. various types of files used 
in ELAS. 
REMlRMATIWG 
Modules belonging to this group are used to import data into ELAS format files and to export 
ELAS files to other data formats. These foreign formats may consist of satellite, aircraft, 
vector, digital elevation, or various other raster and non-raster data. 
DATA FILE UTILITY 
These are modules that allow the user to manipulate the format, geometry, and contents of 
raster, and vector data files. 
SUBFILE AND EXTERNAL FILE UTILITY 
These modules are designed to build or manipulate various ELAS files which are not raster or 
vector data. 
INTERACTIVE DATA DISPLAY 
These modules are used for interactive work involving the display of images. The display 
medium may be a color display device or a window on a graphics terminal. I 
DESCRIPTIVE STATISTICS 
This functional group includes routines which permit the user to examine specific characteristics 
of a data set without use of advanced statistical techniques. 
STATISTICAL DATA ANALYSIS 
These algorithms characterize a data file by some relatively sophisticated statistical 
measurement or property. 
GENERATION OF TRAINING STATISTICS 
This functional group consists of processes which gather statistical information to generate a 
definition of a class. 
MANIPULATION OF TRAINING STATISTICS 
These modules are designed to manipulate training statistics or display the relationships 
between selected classes. 
CLASSIFIERS 
These modules are used to assign a pixel to a class. It utilizes the class definitions generated 
by the training modules. 
OPERATIONS ON CLASSIFIED DATA 
This functional group contains a variety of operations requiring a classified data set to guide 
or define processing. 
GEOMETRIC OPERATIONS 
The modules in this functional group are designed to change the geometry of an image 
contained in an ELAS data file. The major use of these modules has been to correctly locate 
an image with respect to the globe. 
COWBEWONS C P FILTERS 
These modules are used to correct both random and systematic errors in data or removal of 
noise and anomalies. 
MODELWG 
This functional group contains modules to evaluate or model relationships within the data. The 
user may select either previously specified models or define his own. 
POLYGON MAMPULATIONS 
These modules give the capability to build, manipulate, and utilize vector data. 
FILTERS 
This functional group includes those modules that generate, use, or evaluate filters in either the 
time or frequency domain. 
TOPOGRAPHIC DATA 
This functional group includes modules which operate on digital elevation data. 
PLOTTER AND FILM RECORDER 
Modules that generate files for plotting to a special device or writing to film are in this group. 
DIGITIZER 
All modules directly linked to digitizing, either automatic or manual, are in this group. 
SPECIAL PURPOSE AND MISCELLANEOUS 
These modules do not conform to any of the previous functional groups. 
STRUCTURE 
Each application module is implemented as a separate program unit. This program unit consists of a main 
driver, UXMAIN, and a major subroutine containing the application specific code. The driver routine controls 
loading of the next module and maintains a common block of information necessary for execution of the 
modules. 
Modules are swapped in and out of memory as a user executes them. Only one module is resident in memory 
at any given time during a single ELAS session. This minimizes the memory requirements based on program 
size. In addition, data files are read and processed a raster line at a time, reducing the memory requirements 
for file processing. Many ELAS modules can be executed with as little as 300 KB of memory. 
Each ELAS session requires the user to allocate a "control file" or use a pre-existing one. A control file is used 
for each project to maintain continuity between multiple processing sessions. This control file keeps track of 
device and file assignments, and stores processing control information for each of the modules that have been 
used. Other andary information such as vectors, various look-up tables, and statistical data, also reside in the 
control file. 
The ELAS data fde is the only file structure in ELAS for storing raster data. As mentioned earlier, data may 
be in any of several numeric representations. The ELAS file can contain any data which can be expressed in 
a two- or three-dimensional array. This is typically image data, but the data are not restricted to this. Most 
application modules are designed to process the ELAS files regardless of the contained data type. In 
combination these attributes allow the user to largely ignore limitations normally imposed in image processing 
for reasons of limited range in numeric representation. 
OPERATION 
As noted, on entry to ELAS the user is prompted to supply a control file name. During a single session all 
operations and control will be within this single environment. After selecting files for input and output, display 
and input devices the user may go to any of the modules. Once in the module a list of "directivesn are available. 
Directives are major processing options within the program. One of the standard directives is an option to set 
parameters. Parameters are variables which control such things as regions of the input or output file to be 
processed, or number of classes to produce. 
At any time the user may leave a module and go directly to any other module. The only exception is when the 
computer is executing a previous command. AU program control information (parameters) will have been 
written into the appropriate portions of the control file, thus the user can return to any previously used module 
and continue processing where ever execution was finished. This also permits the user to determine the 
conditions under which file was manipulated. This abiity to return also extends to abnormal terminations, such 
as system crashes. Almost all operations can be restarted with loss only of the last scan line of imagery needing 
to be rerun. 
The user can also switch processing control to an ASCII file containing commands. Built by any ASCII capable 
word processor or system editor, these files permit the user to create processing runs consisting of thousands 
of commands. This facility realistidy allows the knowledgeable operator to treat whole modules as building 
blocks, effectively creating new capabilities. 
The documentation for each module is also on-line. This is the equivalent of a manual 3 114" thick. 
Documentation gives the purpose of the module, operating instructions, parameter settings, functions of 
directives, file and program restrictions, resources used and formats, and one or more examples. 
HOST SYSTEMS 
At this time, four versions of ELAS have been implemented on UNIX platforms by STL. The source code for 
the application modules are identical for each of the versions. The major difference in these UNIX versions is 
the interface to the graphical display device for image visualization. The following versions are currently 
supported by STL: 
Masscomp 
~his'version utilizes a separate GAlOOO display terminal with the graphics calls implemented 
through Masscomp's GP library. 
Sun 
This version uses XI1 and the XView toolkit to implement a display window. This requirement 
may be met with MIT X11.4 or the Sun Openwindows Version 2. The Open Look Window 
Manager is required. Currently, only &bit color look-up display is available in this version. 
Silcon Graphics 
This version uses the Silicon Graphics specific window system, Foresight, to implement display 
windows. This also requires use of the GL graphics library. This version was developed for 
a machine with the Super Graphics giving true-color capabiity and an extended color look-up 
table. Multiple ELAS tasks can be executed, each with an independent 8 bit pseudo-color 
display or a true color (24 bits - 8 bit each RGB) display. All displays will also have multiple 
independent graphic overlays. Multiple displays on the other UNIX window versions share a 
common 256 color look-up table. 
Data General 
This version uses XI1 and Xt libraries to implement a display window. The Athena widget set 
is required. As with the SUN version, this is an 8 bit implementation for display. 
The above versions are all public domain and can be obtained from: 
eosme 
University of Georgia 
Athens, Georgia 30602 
(404) 542-3265 
Other, non-UNIX versions of ELAS have been created in the past for a large number of machines. Included 
are the Concurrent, VAX, Prime, SEL, Varian. ELAS has also been used as the root of commercial packages, 
such as ERDAS and ATLAS. 
CONCLUSION 
ELAS is an extremely powerful image processing package. It is well suited to applications which need a very 
large degree of flexibiity. Indeed, one of the programming axioms is to not prohibit the user from gaining access 
or doing anything, unless it directly violates the basic algorithm or mathematics. This freedom means power; 
it also means the user has no single "yellow brick road". The software is command line driven, not menu 
oriented. These characteristics mean that an experienced user can make the software do more, do it faster, and 
in more ways. However, this requires the novice to invest some time in training. 
With the availabiity of commercial spin offs and image processing software from many other sources, much of 
ELAS is no longer unique. There remain however several areas in which ELAS is not equalled or excelled. 
Filtering, statistical analysis, geometric correction, high degree of user control over algorithm execution, and 
flexibility gained through modularity are still major strengths. 
Because of the nature of the software, ELAS has always been regarded as a significant burden for most 
machines. The workload of its algorithms have outweighed the power of the cpu and I/O capacity. The 
development of low-cost, high-performance workstations during the past few years, may help to overcome this 
problem and allow ELAS to reach its true potential. With the availability of ELAS on UNM workstation 
platforms such as SUN, MassComp, Silicon Graphics, and Data General, the popularity of ELAS will continue 
to grow. 
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The Transportable Applications Environment (TAE ) Plus, developed at NASA's Goddard Space Flight Center, is an 
advanced portable user interface development environment which simplifies the process of creating and managing 
complex application graphical user interfaces (Gus), supports prototyping, allows applications to be ported easily 
between different platforms and encourages appropriate levels of user interface consistency between applications. 
This paper will discuss the capabilities of the TAE Plus tool, and how it makes the job of designing and developing 
GUIs easier for the application developers. TAE Plus is being applied to many types of applications, and this paper 
discusses what TAE Plus provides, how the implementation has utilized state-of-the-art technologies within graphic 
workstations, and how it has been used both within and outside NASA. 
BACKGROUND 
With the recent emergence of sophisticated graphic workstations and the subsequent demands for highly interactive 
systems, designing and developing good user interfaces has become more complex and difficult. Prior to the 
graphic workstations, the application developer was primarily concerned with developing user interfaces for a single 
monochrome 80x24 alphanumeric character screen with keyboard user entry. With high resolution bit-mapped 
workstations, the user interface designer has to be cognizant of multiple window displays, the use of color, graphical 
objects and icons, and various user selection techniques (e.g., mouse, trackball, tablets). 
High resolution graphic workstations also provide system developers with the opportunity to rethink and redesign 
the user interfaces (UI) of their next generation applications. For instance, in a command and control environment, 
many processes run simultaneously to monitor a particular operation. With modem graphic workstations, time- 
critical information concerning multiple events can be displayed concurrently on the same screen, organized into 
different windows in a variety of graphical and textual presentations. As today's workstations inspire more elaborate 
user interfaces, the applications which utilize their graphics capabilities increase in complexity. Productivity tools to 
aid in the definition and management of user interfaces, thus, become an increasingly important element in the appli- 
cation's prototyping-to-operational development cycle. 
To support our development cycle we wanted to establish an integrated environment that allows prototyped user 
interfaces to evolve into operational applications. This environment would satisfy the following objectives: 
separate the user interface from the application, 
provide tools to allow interactive design/change/save of user interface elements, 
take advantage of the latest hardware technology, 
support rapid prototyping, 
manage the user interface, 
develop tools for increasing application development productivity, 
provide the application with runtime services, and 
allow portability to different computing environments. 
Many of these objectives were addressed in the early 1980's when GSFC recognized that most large-scale space 
applications, regardless of function, required software to support human-computer interactions and application 
management. This lead to the design and implementation of the Transportable Applications Executive (now, 
referred to as TlBlE Classic), which abstracts a common core of system service routines and user dialog techniques 
used by all applicationsl. Over the years, TAE Classic has m a t d  into a powerful tool for quickly and easily 
building and managing consistent, portable user interfaces, but only for the standard alphanumeric terminal. Not 
only did TAE Classic improve the productivity of a single application's development life cycle by providing the 
programmers with an easy and standard method for creating menus, prompting for parameters and building 
command procedures, but, because the tool was generic and reusable for multiple applications, the productivity gain 
for implementation increased exponentially. Other gains were ma@d in a significant reduction in application 
testing time (i.e., the user interface component, TAE, is reliable, debugged software) and maintenance overhead (i.e., 
application code uses TAE services, thus becoming hardware and operating system independent, which simplifies 
making application changes and enhancements.) 
In the past six years, the emergence of the low-cost graphic workstation has enabled development of innovative 
graphical user interfaces (GUIs). Along with this new capability and flexibility comes a significant increase in the 
complexity of developing these graphical user interfaces. The array of new UI elements associated with GUIs (e.g., 
windows, panes, color, direct manipulation, programmable cursors) requires the developerlprogrammer to under- 
stand a complex new software environment (e.g., the X Window SystemTM, "widget7' architecture, OSF/MotiP and 
AT&Ts Open Lookm user interfaces.) This required expertise can translate into an increase in programmer 
training. Further, maintenance nightmares can occur as the low-level windowing systems are uppdedchanged. 
Frequently the cost of the GUI development can increase to the point where it exceeds the application-specific 
components. At GSFC we wanted to take advantage of the new GUI capabilities, but needed a way to improve the 
productivity of developing an application's graphical user interface component. We took advantage of the lessons 
learned in the TAE Classic development. By utilizing some of the internal data structures and features of the orig- 
inal TAE software, we developed a set of tools which support the building and management of GUIs. This advanced 
version of TAE is called TAE Plus (i.e., TAE Plus graphics support). 
WHAT DOES TAE PLUS PROVIDE? 
To meet the defined goals, services and tools were developed for creating and managing window-oriented user inter- 
faces. It became apparent, due to the flexibility and complexity of graphical user interfaces, that the design of the 
user interface should be considered a separate activity from the application program design. The interface designer 
can then incorporate human factors and graphic art techniques into the user interface design. The application 
programmer needs only to be concerned about 
what results are returned by the user interaction 
and not the look of the user interface. 
In support of the user interface designer, an 
interactive WorkBench application was imple- 
mented for manipulating interaction objects 
ranging from simple buttons to complex multi- 
object panels. As illustrated in Figure 1, after 
designing the screen display, the WorkBench 
saves the specification of the user interface in 
resource files, which can then be accessed by 
application programmers through a set of 
runtime services, Window Programming Tools 
(WPTs). Guided by the information in the 
resource files, the routines handle all user inter- 
Figure I .  TAE Structure actions. The WPTs utilize Open Software Foun- 
dation's MotiP and the standard MIT X Window Systemm to communicate with the graphic workstations.2 As a 
further aid to the UI developer, the WorkBench provides an option to generate the source code which will display 
and manage the designed user interface. This gives the programmer a working template into which application- 
specific code can be added. 
The basic building blocks for developing an 
application's GUI are a set of interaction objects. 
All visually distinct elements of a display that are 
created and managed using TAE Plus are consid- 
ered to be interaction objects and they fall into 
three categories: user-entry objects, information 
objects, and data-driven objects. User-entry 
objects are mechanisms by which an application 
can acquire information and directives from the 
end user. They include radio buttons, check boxes, 
text entry fields, scrolling text lists, pulldown 
menus and push buttons. Information objects are 
used by an application to instruct or notify the user, 
such as contextual on-line help information 
displayed in a scrollable statii text object or brief 
status error messages displayed in a bother box. 
Data-driven objects are vector-drawn graphic 
objects which are linked to an application data 
variable; elements of their view change as the data 
values change. Examples are dials, thermometers, 
and strip charts. When creating user dialogues, 
these objects are grouped and arranged within 
panels (i.e., windows) in the WorkBench. 
The use of interaction objects offers the application 
designer/programmer a number of benefits with 
the expected payoff of an increase in programmer 
productivity. The interaction objects provide a 
consistent look and feel for the application's user 
interface, which translates into reduced end-user 
training time, more attractive screens, and an appli- 
cation which is easier to use. Another key benefit 
is that since the interaction objects have been thor- 
oughly tested and debugged, the programmer is 
able to spend more time testing the application and 
less time verifying that the user interface behaves 
correctly. This is particularly important consid- 
ering the complexity of some of the objects, and 
the programming effort it would take to code them- 
from scratch. Refer to Figure 2 for a sample of the 
Figure 2. TAE Plus User Intejace Interaction Objects TAE Plus interaction objects. 
The WoMench provides an ininitive env ent for defining, testing, and communicating the look and feel of an 
application system. Functionally, the WorkBench allows an application designer to dynamically lay out an applica- 
tion screen, defining its static and dynamic areas. The tool provides the designer with a choice of pre-designed 
interaction objects and allows for tailoring, combining and ging of the objects. To begin the session, the 
designer needs to create the base panel (i.e., window) into which interaction objects will be specified. The designer 
specifies presentation information, such as the title, font, color, and optional on-line help for the panel being created. 
The designer defines both the presentation information and the context information of all interaction items to reside 
in the panel by using the item specification window (refer to Figure 3). For icon support, the WorlcBench has an 
icon editor, within which an icon can be drawn, edited and saved. As the UI designer moves, resizes, and alters any 
of the item's attributes, the changes are dynamically reflected on the display screen. 
The designer also has the option of retrieving palettes of previously created items. The ability to reuse interaction 
objects saves programming time, facilitates experimenting with different combinations of items in the prototyping 
process, and contributes to standardization of the application's look and feel. If an application system manager wants 
to ensure consistency and uniformity across an entire application's UI, all developers could be instructed to use only 
items from the application's palette of common items. 
When creating a data-driven object, the designer goes through a similar process by setting the associated attributes 
(e.g., color thresholds, maximum, minimum, update delta) in the specification panels. To create the associated 
graphics drawing, the WorkBench provides a drawing tool within which the static background and dynamic fore- 
ground of a data-driven object can be drawn, edited, and saved. Figure 4 shows the drawing tool being used to 
create a stretcher data-driven object. 
Most often an application's UI will be made up of a number of related panels, sequenced in a meaningful fashion. 
Through the WorkBench, the designer defines the interface connections. These links determine what happens when 
the user selects a button or a menu entry. The designer attaches events to interaction items and thereby designates 
what panel appears andlor what program executes when an event is triggered. Events are triggered by user- 
controlled YO peripherals (e.g., point and click devices or keyboard input). 
TAE Plus also offers an optional help feature which provides a consistent mechanism for supplying application- 
specific information about a panel and any interaction items within the panel. In a typical session, the designer 
elects to edit a help file after all the panel items have been designed. Clicking on the edit help option in the Panel. 
Specification Panel brings up a text editor window in which the appropriate information can be entered. The 
designer can then define any button item or icon item to be the help item for the panel (in this scenario it would be 
the help icon in the panel "Monitor".) During the application operation, when the end-user clicks on the question 
mark item, the cursor changes to a question mark symbol (?). The end-user then clicks on the panel itself or any 
item in the panel to bring up a help panel containing the associated help text. 
Having designed the layout of panels and their attendant items and having threaded the panel and items according to 
their interaction scenario, the designer is able to preview (i.e., rehearse) the interface's operation from the Work- 
Bench. With this potential to test drive an interface, to make changes, and to test again, iterative design becomes 
part of the development process. With the rehearsal feature, the designer can evaluate and refine both the function- 
ality and the aesthetics of a proposed interface. A f t .  the rehearsal, control is rehuned to wherever the designer left 
off in the WorkBench and the designer can either continue with the design process or save the defined UI in a 
resource file. 
Developing software with sophisticated user interfaces is a complex process, mandating the support of varied 
talents, including human factors experts and application specialists. Once the UI designer (who may have 
limited experience with wtual code development) has finished the UI, hdshe can turn the saved UI resource file 
over to an experienced programmer. As a further aid to the application programmer, the WorkBench has a 
"generate" feature, which produces a fully an~~)tated and operational body of code which will display and manage 
the entire WorkBench-designed UI. Currently, source code generation of C, Ada, and the TAE Command 
Figwe 3. Building a user interface with the WorkBench 
Figwe 4. Creating a stretcher data-&em object 
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Language (an interpreted prototyping language) are su , with bindings for C++ expected in a future 
release of TAE Plus. The programmer can now add additional code to this template and make a fully functional 
application. Providing these code stubs helps in establishing uniform programming method and style across large 
applications or wi&in a family of intenelated software applications. 
DOW PWOGRAlbIRamG TOOLS sb 
are a package of application program callable subroutines used to conml 
routines, applications can define, display, receive information from, 
update and/or delete TAE Plus panels and interaction objects. WPTs support a modeless user interface, meaning a 
user can interact with one of a number of interaction objects within any one of a number of displayed panels. In 
contrast to sequential mode-oriented programming, modeless programming accepts, at any instance, a number of 
user inputs, or events. Because these multiple events must be handled by the application program, event-driven 
programming can be more complex than traditional programming. The WorkBench's auto-generation of the 
event loop reduces the risk of programmer error within the UI portion of an application's implementation. 
The WPT package utilizes the the MIT X Window System, as its standard windowing system. One of the strengths 
of X is the concept of providing a low-level abstraction of windowing support (Xlib), which becomes the base stan- 
dard, and a high-level abstraction (X toolkits), which has a set of interaction objects (called "widgets" in the X 
world) that define elements of a UI's look and feel. Due to the growing acceptance of the OSFI Motif user interface 
style as a defacto industry standard, the latest release of TAE Plus (V5.1) is based on the Motif software. 
The WPTs also provide a buffer between the application program and the Motif toolkit and Xlib services. For 
instance, to display a WorkBench-designed panel, an application makes a single call to Wpt-NewPanel (using the 
punel name specified in the WorkBench). This single call translates into a function that can make as many as 50 
calls to Motif library routines. For the majority of applications, the WPT services and objects supported by the 
WorkBench provide the necessary user interface tools and save the programmer from having to learn the complexi- 
ties of programming directly with Motif and X. This can be a significant advantage, especially when considering 
the learning curve differential between 40 WPT routines versus over 400 X Toolkit intrinsics and over 200 Xlib 
services. 
The TAE Plus architecture is based on a separation of the user interaction management from the application-specific 
software. The current implementation is a result of having gone through several prototyped and beta versions of a 
WorkBench and user interface support services during the 1986-89 period, as well as building on the TAE Classic 
structure. 
The "Classic" portion of the TAE Plus code is implemented in the C programming language. In selecting a 
langqge for the WorkBench and the WPT runtime services, we felt a "true" object-oriented language would 
provide us with the optimum environment for implementing the TAE Plus graphical user interface capabilities. (See 
Chapter 9 of Cox4 for a discussion on the suitability of object-oriented languages for graphical user interfaces.) We 
selected C+& as our implementation language for several reason&. For one, C++ is homing increasingly 
popular within the object-oriented programming community. Another strong argument for using C++ was the avail- 
ability of existing, public domain, X-based object class libraries. Utilizing an existing object library is not only a 
cost saver, but also serves as a learning tool, both for object-oriented programming and for C++. Delivered with the 
X Window System is the Interviews C++ class library and a drawing utility, idr~w, both of which were developed 
at Stanford University7. The idraw utility is a drawing editor, which we integrated into the WorkBench to support 
creating, editing and saving the graphical data-driven interaction objects. This reuse of existing software enabled 
the addition of a major new function without the significant cost and time of implementing a drawing editor from 
scratch. 
The single most important factor contributing to the portability of TAE Plus is the X Window System. Generally, if 
a graphic workstation supports the Xlib and the OSF/Motif % Toolkit and operates either UNIX or VMS, TAE Plus 
can be ported to it with reasonable ease. For instance, TAE Plus is operational on the following platforms: 
Sun workstations, Apollo, V on II , DECstation 3100, , ~ s c o m p ,  Silicon Graphics Iris, NEC lEWS 
4800/220 and Macintosh II ( . TAE Plus is also available and validated on the VaXstafon II and VMsta- 
tion 3 100 under VMS. 
TAE PLUS AS A PRODUCTInTII TOOL 
For years the software industry has been searching for ways to quantify the software development process allowing 
for accurate measurement of productivity. Due to the cerebral versus mechanical nature of software development 
this is a difficult task, which has lead to a large volume of published approaches on how to improve software pduc -  
tivity.8 Barry Boehm identifies six primary options for improving software productivity9 and TAE Plus addresses 
each one of these options at some level. 
To get the maximum productivity from each member of a development team individuals should be utilized in the 
areas that they have an expertise. Too often the people designing application user interfaces are the programmers, 
who most often do not have any training in human factors or graphic art techniques. This tends to be an ineffective 
use of the programmers expertise, and frequently results in a less than optimum user interface. The WorkBench was 
designed to eliminate this problem giving the user interface design experts a tool that is easy to use (i.e., does not 
require programming skills), while freeing up the programmer to concentrate on the application specific code. 
As stated by Boehm, "the primary leverage factor in making the existing software process steps more efficient is the 
use of software tools to automate the current repetitive and labor-intensive portions of each step." Prior to a tool like 
the WorkBench, the layout of the user interface involved either paper and pen mockups and layouts, or programmers 
creating the UI as they coded. In either case, the availability of an interactive user interface layout tool that allows 
the designer to define and build the UI in a WYSIWYG manner, makes the UI design process more efficient. 
The next productivity option is to automate a previous manual step, thus eliminating the step entirely. TAE Plus 
provides the capability to automatically generate the application code that manages the designed UI. This eliminates 
the process of the application programmer having to manually generate and key in this code, thus reducing the likeli- 
hood of keyboard e m  or incorrect function calls. Particularly in cases where the application is heavily interactive, 
this automatic code generation can account for the majority of the application code and significantly improve 
productivity of the development process. 
d prototyping are both ways that contribute to avoidance of reworking code. In TAE Plus, all 
the details of the user interface are hidden from the application. For instance, the application calls on a 
(i.e., Wpt-Newpanel) to display a panel and its interaction objects. The application is not interested in whether the 
user is being presented with a radio button bank or.a scrollable text list, but it is inrerested in which choice the user 
makes from this interaction object. The actual display and management of the UI is handled within the 
isolating the UI code from the application. During an application's evolution, this approach of hiding details within 
the WPTs minimizes or eliminates the impact that changes to fie UI hardware, the windowing system, the object 
class, etc., will have on the application. 
The number of software source instructions programmed during an application's development has the most signifi- 
cant influence on software costs. One approach to improving productivity is to reduce this number by building 
simpler products and elhinating "software gold plating: extra software that not only consumes extra effm but dso 
reduces the conceptual integrity sf the poduct."9 Using rapid prolotyping as a step in the specification process can 
frequently prevent the over specification of functions by users who are worried &as if they don't specify eve@hg 
that can think of, then the system will not have some function they need. Although there is no guarantee that rapid 
prototyping will result in a simpler program, it fosters a dialog between the developers and the user that can solidify 
the real system requirements and specifications. As a tool that enables rapid prototypes to be built quickly and 
easily, TAE Plus can be used to design simpler applications. 
Another way to reduce the amount of source code written for an application is to reuse existing software. TAE Plus 
was designed with software reuse as a primary goal. The WPT runtime services offload all of the display and 
management of the UI from the application code. This approach enables the application programmer to concentrate 
fully on the application-specific functions, and not be concerned with the UI code. Also, TAE Plus itself reuses 
existing standard windowing software (e.g., MIT's X Window System, OSFIMotif, Stanford's Interview object 
classes), thus improving the productivity of its own development. 
TAE PLUS CASE STUDIES 
One way to measure how effective TAE Plus is as a productivity tool is to develop the same application twice, one 
time using TAE Plus and another time not using TAE Plus. While most users feel certain that TAE Plus is saving 
them development time, they are on tight development schedules and do not have the interest in building parallel 
UIs. However, a few case studies in which the same user interface was devel- 
H O U ~  oped with and without TAE Plus give evidence that the productivity gain can 
80 be impressive. 
60 In Case 1, a programmer from General Electric developed a simple screen 
copy utility which gathers information through radio buttons, action icons, and 
40 text input. Then, it sends the information to an HP printer, as well as updating 
a text widget on the screen. When he did not use TAE Plus and wrote the UI 
e0 code directly within the application code, it took him 80 hours to develop an 
operational application. When he used the TAE Plus WorkBench to develop 
the same aperational application, it took him 4 hours. This productivity gain O 'lib TAE+ 
of 95% is illustrated in Figure 6. However, it should be noted that the gain 
Figure 6. Case stdY 1 does not take into account the unmeasured factor that "it is always easier the 
second time around." 
Figm 2 illustrates Case 2. A programmer at NASA with no TAE Plus experience, but with X Window System 
experience, was tasked to write a simple application and account for the time spent on developing it with and 
without TAE Plus. The application has two panels, a few action icons, a radio button bank, and a dynamic mover 
object that moves along a static background when the associated data value changes. Including the time it took to 
learn how to use the WorkBench to the completion of the operational 
application, it took him 9 hours. (Note: an experienced TAE Plus user H, 
did the same application in 1.5 hours.) The application developed 60 
without TAE Plus (thus, making direct calls to the X Window System) 
took him 52 hours, and this implementation was still a "bit buggy." 40 
Even as a beginner TAE Plus user, it took him over four times longer to 
develop the application without TAE Plus. In the case of the experi- a0 
enced TAE Plus user, the productivity gain was even more dramatic, 
with a %% increase in development of the application. Although these 30 
case studies certainly Q not provide enough statistical data to allow 
any grandiose conclusions to be made, they do demonstrate real cases 10 
in which using a GUI development tool, in this case TAE Plus, has 0 
significantly decreased the time it takes to develop the application. In U ~ T A E +  U ~ X  u 
wWi-1 general, TAE Plus reduces the time it takes a developer to create, test 
and deliver a software system. Figure 7. Case Study 2 
In April 1991 TAE Plus 5.1, wKch uses the latest version of OSF M o t i P  (V1.1), became available from COSMIC, 
the NASA's software distribution center located at the University of Georgia Versions for numerous UNIX work- 
stations (e.g., Sms, DECstation 3 100, , Apollo) and for VMS/DECWindowsm may be licensed at a nominal 
fee. 
Maintenance of a software system is a key factor in its success, and while every system is maintainable, how easy it 
is to maintain is the real issue. We hew when we began development that TAE Plus was targeted for wide applica- 
tion utilization and for different machines, so ease of maintenance has always been important. By providing the 
application-callable s, applications are isolated firom the windowing system. Thus, when the latest release or 
next generation windowing system shows up, only the WPTs will require updating or rewriting; the application code 
will not be affected. 
User support is another facet of maintainability. Since the first release of TAE Classic in 1981, we have provided 
user support through a fully staffed Support Office. This service has been one of the primary reasons for the success 
of TAE. Through the Support Office, users receive answers to technical questions, report problems, and make 
suggestions for improvements. In turn, the Support Office keeps users up-to-date on new releases, provides a news- 
letter, and sponsors user workshops and conferences. This exchange of information enables the Project Office to 
keep the TAE software and documentation "in working order" and, perhaps most importantly, take advantage of user 
feedback to help direct our future development. 
APPLICA111QNS USING TAEPLUS 
Since 1982 over 900 installation sites have received TAE Classic and/or TAE Plus. The applications built or being 
built with TAE perform a variety of different functions. TAE Classic usage was primarily used for building and 
managing large scientific data analysis and database systems (e.g., NASA's Land Analysis System GAS), Atmos- 
pheric and Oceanographic Information Prcxxssing System (AOIPS), and JPL's Multirnission Image Processing 
Laboratory ( W L )  system.) Within the NASA community, TAE Plus is also used for scien8fic analysis applica- 
tions, but the heaviest concentration of user applications has shifted to support of realtime control and processing 
applications. This includes supporting satellite data capture and processing, monitor and control of spacecraft and 
science instruments, prototyping user interface of the Space Station Freedom crew workstations and supporting diag- 
nostic display windows for realtime control systems in ground operations. For these types of applications, TAE Plus 
is principally used to design and manage the user interface, which is made up of a combination of user entry and 
data-driven interaction objects. TAE Plus becomes a part of the development life cycle as projects use TAE Plus to 
prototype the initial user interface design and have this designed user interface evolve into the operational UI. 
Outside the NASA community, TAE Plus is being used by an assortment of other government agencies (13%), 
universities (15%), and private industries (40%). Within the govemment sector, users range from the National 
Center for Atmospheric Research, National Oceanographic and Atmospheric Adminstration, U.S. Geological and 
EROS Data Center, who are developing scientific analysis, image mapping and data distribution systems, to 
numerous Department of Defense laboratories, who are building command-and-control systems. Universities repre- 
sented among the TAE community include Cornell, Georgia Tech, MIT, Stanford, University of Maryland and 
University of Colorado. Applications being developed by University of Colorado include the Operations and 
Science Instrument Support System(OASIS), which monitors and controls spacecraft and science instruments and a 
robotics testbed for research into the problems of construction and assembly in space.10 Private industry has been a 
large consumer of the TAE technology and a sample of the companies that have received TAE Plus include Apple 
Computer Inc., Loral Aerospace, Martin Marietta, Computer Sciences Corp., TRW, Lockheed, IBM, Northern 
Telecom, Mitre Corp., General Dynamics and GTE Government Systems. These companies are using TAE Plus for 
an assortment of appliations, ranging h m  a front-end for a corpoaate database to advanced network control center. 
Northern Telecom, Inc. used TAE Plus to develop a technical assistance service application which enables users to 
easily access a variety of applications residing on a network of heterogeneous host computers.11 Because of the 
high cost associated with ming and software-development, more and more software development groups are 
looking for easy-muse productivity tools, and TAE Plus has become recognized as a viable tool for developing an 
application's user interface. 
NEXT STEPS 
The current TAE Plus provides a useful tool within the user interface development environment -- from the initial 
design phases of a highly interactive prototype to the fully operational application package. However, there are 
many enhancements and new capabilities that will be added to TAE Plus in future releases. 
In the near term, the emphasis will be on enhancements and extensions to the WorkBench. AU the requested 
enhancements are user-driven, based on actual experience using TAE Plus, or requirement-driven based on an appli- 
cation's design. For example, on the enhancements list are extensions to the interaction objects, (e.g., graph data- 
driven object, form fill-in), support for importing foreign graphics, refinements in the code generation feature, exten- 
sions to the connections feature (e.g., graphic representation of the connection mapping, item-to-item connections), 
and multiple console support. 
Future advancements include expanding the scope of TAE Plus to include new tools and technologies. For instance, 
the introduction of hypermedia technology and the integration of expert system technology to aid in making user 
interface design decisions are targeted for investigation and prototyping. 
CONCLUSION 
With the emergence of sophisticated graphic workstations and the subsequent demands for highly interactive 
systems, the user interface becomes more complex and includes multiple window displays, the use of color, graph- 
ical objects and icons, and various selection techniques. Software tools, such as TAE Plus, are providing ways to 
make user interface developer's tasks easier and improve the overall productivity of the development process. This 
includes supporting prototyping of different user interface designs, as well as development and management of the 
operational application's user interface. 
TAE Plus is an evolving system, and its development will continue to be guided by user-defined requirements. To 
date, each phase of TAE Plus's evolution has taken into account advances in windowing systems, human factors 
research, command language design, standardization efforts and software portability. With TAE Plus's flexibility 
and functionality, it is providing a useful productivity tool for building and managing graphical user interfaces. 
TAE Plus is a NASA software product being developed by the NASNGoddard Space Flight Center with prime 
contract support by Century Computing, Inc. The work is sponsored by the NASA Office of Space Operations. 
TAE is a registered trademark of National Aeronautics and Space Administration (NASA). It is distributed through 
NASA's distribution center, COSMIC, (404) 542-3265. For further information, contact COSMIC and/or the TAE 
Support Office at GSFC, (301) 286-6034. 
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ABSTRACT 
The need for computing power has forced a migration from serial computation on a single processor to paral- 
lel processing on multiprocessor architectures. However, without effective means to monitor (and visualize) 
program execution, debugging and tuning parallel programs becomes intractably difficult as program complex- 
ity increases with the number of processors. Research on performance evaluation tools for multiprocessors is 
being carried out at NASA Ames Research Center. Besides investigating new techniques for instrumenting, 
monitoring and presenting the state of parallel program execution in a coherent and user-friendly manner, 
prototypes of software tools are being incorporated into the run-time environments of various hardware testbeds 
to evaluate their impact on user productivity. Our current tool set, the Ames InstruMentation System (or 
AIMS), incorporates features from various software systems developed in academia and industry. The 
execution of FORTRAN programs on the Intel iPSC/860 can be automatically instrumented and monitored. 
Performance data thus collected can be displayed graphically on workstations supporting X-Windows. We 
have successfully compared various parallel algorithms for CFD applications in collaboration with scientists 
from the Numerical Aerodynamic Simulation Systems Division. By performing these comparisons, we show 
that performance monitors and debuggers such as AIMS are practical and can illuminate the complex 
dynamics that occur within parallel programs. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
While paralIeI processing promises to deliver orders of magnitude speed-up in the near future, the actual 
speed-up obtained from parallel processing will always depend critically on three factors: i.) how the parallel 
application is formulated; ii.) the architecture of the multiprocessor and iii.) how well the application is 
mapped onto the machine. Although research in these areas has produced many interesting results based on 
simulation and theoretical considerations, their validity must be substantiated by data gathered from actual 
implementations. Such performance evaluation on multiprocessors presents many technical challenges. 
A parallel program has many threads of control. Whether they are expressed as ''parallel do-loops" or con- 
current processes/objects, the completion time of the entire pr depends on the order in which synchro- 
nization/communication events occur on different conml threads. This "event-ordering" data is difficult to 
collect, analyze and present in a manner that relates performance with program structure and hardware 
architecture. Having accurate resource utilization information, for example, can be especially helpful for 
evaluating the effectiveness of the current program-to-machine mapping - whether there is proper trade-off 
between communication and concurrency as the computation is distributed over many processors. 
In summary, whether a researcher is designing the "next parallel programming paradigm", another 
"scalable multiprocessor9' or investigating resource allocation algorithms for multiprocessors, a facility that 
enables parallel p&m execution to be captured and displayed is invaluable. Careful analysis of such infor- 
mation can help computer and software architects to detect, and therefore, exploit behavioral variations 
among/within parallel programs to take advantage of specific hardware characteristics. 
e form of instrumentation - a mechanism whereby the execution of 
the program can be monitored. A variety of such mechanisms have been proposed to gather different informa- 
tion; these include event sampling, passive event recorders, and inserted active event recorders. A detailed 
survey of the various instrumentation methodologies for multiprocessors may be found in [I]. 
An event sampler, whether software or hardware, periodically examines and records the state of the execut- 
ing software. For example, the UNIX gprof [2] has been used to collect statistics about the the distribution of 
work among the modules and statements of a sequential application. In a sequential environment, an external 
agent (usually another process in a multiprogramming environment) carries out the sampling by periodically 
intempting the monitored process to record the value of its program counter. Based on the data collected, the 
time spent in various parts of a program can be determined. Event sampling techniques have been applied suc- 
cessfully on sequential programs for many years now. In a parallel processing environment however, event 
sampling might not be feasible because a sampling process can be highly intrusive. Even if the problem of in- 
trusion is overcome through the use of specialized instrumentation hardware, the inter-process event depen- 
dencies often found in parallel programs cannot be reconstructed based on statistical data alone. 
The use of passive event recorders requires specialized instrumentation hardware for implementation. The 
word "passive" implies that a monitored system does not do anything extra for performance data to be col- 
lected. Program state, therefore, must be deduced from low-level data gathered from various devices such as 
addressesfdata placed on buses or values in registers. Even with simple sequential programs, a large amount 
of data has to be gathered. This implies that instrumentation hardware for parallel systems has to cope with 
eveh higher data rates and capacities. Furthermore, hardware monitors tend to be inflexible and vendor spe- 
cific. The algorithms that relate collected data to program source code must take into account specific 
compilation strategies and operating system versions. It takes a lot of effort to build a single passive instru- 
mentation system - not to mention building a suite across different software/hardware architectures for re- 
search and development. 
Inserted active event recorders collect exactly what you want to measure - no more no less. Just like 
putting print-statements at various points in the program to trace its control-flow, "event records", which 
indicate event types and their times of occurrence, can be placed at various points of the source code. 
Program execution can then be easily reconstructed based on these records. The tedious task of instrumenting 
program source code can be automated, even across different parallel programming languages1. Furthermore, 
this approach is highly portable since the program is instrumented at the source code level. The performance 
of an instrumented parallel program can be studied on any machine without major modification. Because the 
event format can be standardized across different machinesflanguages, only one set of performance analysis 
tools is required to interpret the data gathered. Although the overhead of this approach is not negligible, it still 
can be accurately measured, characterized and factored out using various compensation techniques (e.g. [3]). 
The goal of this paper is to present some of the techniques and methodologies employed in the instrumenta- 
tion and performance debugging of applications executing on multiprocessors. To that end, this paper will pre- 
sent our current tool set, the Ames InstruMentation System (AIMS), as an example. Section 2 of the paper de- 
scribes how AIMS monitors program execution. The source code instrumentor automatically inserts active 
event recorders (i.e. subroutine calls to the run-time pe$ormance monitoring library) into the source code be- 
fore compilation. Performance data generated by these event recorders are gathered into a trace file from 
which the visualization tool-set reconstructs program execution. Section-3 contains a sample of views obtained 
For example, PIE [7] uses a source code instrumentor that handles parallel programs written in C, Ada, and FORTRAN. 
using AIMS to measure the perfomance of a parallel version of AlRC2D, a computational fluid dynamics 
application, on the Intel iPSCJ860 at NASA Ames Research Center. In this case, AIMS helped the researcher 
to idenfify execution bottlenecks and room for improvement. Conclusions and directions for future research are 
discussed in section 4. 
2. THE AMES ~ S T R U M E ~ A T H O N  SYSTEM 
AIMS is designed to facilitate performance evaluation of parallel applications on multiprocessors by 
- capturing and visualizing execution data. AIMS has three major software components: a source code 
instrumntor, a run-time performance monitoring library and a visualization tool-set. 
The insaumentor inserts active event recorders (i.e. function calls to the monitor library) directly into the 
application some code with little or no intervention by the user. AIMS provides a graphical interface for the 
researcher to selectively instrument histher code. As shown in Figure 1, specific modules and procedure calls 
can be selected/deselected easily via the click of a mouse. Thus, the programmer is relieved of the tedious 
work of instrumentation by hand. 
The monitor library provides 
a set of active event recorders 
to measure and record various 
aspects of program performance 
such as message passing over- 
head, processor synchronization 
overhead, and processor time 
spent in user defined areas of 
the application. 
The visualization tool-set pro- 
cesses the execution data gath- 
ered and displays them using 
graphical views. Detailed in- 
formati~n showing how the 
application interacted with the 
multiprocessor is presented 
using animated views, from 
which processor state, imple- 
mentation bottlenecks and load 
imbalances can easily be ob- 
served. Performance statistics 
of the entire program execution 
can also be gathered and dis- 
played via statistical views to 
provide insights into the general 
behavior of the program; these 
may yield valuable clues 
regarding .where the animated Figure 1. Graphical Interface to AIM'S Source Code Instrumentor 
views should be focused. 
By applying each of the AIMS components sequentially, the performance of various parallel programs on a 
multiprocessor can be evaluated. As shown in Figure 2, the source code is first instrumented automatically by 
AIMS'S instrumentor. By default, points of interest include message sending, receiving and blocking as well 
as procedure entries and exits. The user may specify the procedures and code blocks to be monitored, as well 
as other insmmentation parameters, via a configuration file. Besides adding code at various points in the 
source code to generate event records, some system calls are replaced by monitor library calls when timing 
measurements have to be made within such calls2. After the source code is instrumented, it is compiled and 
linked with the run-time performance monitoring library. 
The instrumented program is then loaded and run on the multiprocessor. Performance data is gathered during 
program execution and stored to local memory buffers. Periodically, these buffers fill up and the data is writ- 
ten out to a trace file on the file system. Event records generated include: 
procedure events - provide performance data on user selected subroutines; 
blocking events - indicate waiting time spent on synchronization; 
message events - records message transmission time, message size, destination and type; and 
statistical event records - summarizes cumulative performance statistics at specified points of program 
execution. 
Finally, the trace file, which contains the event records for a monitored program execution, is collected and 
transferred to a graphic work station to be processed and displayed in various formats. The visualization tool- 
set reads the performance data from the trace file and interprets that information on a variety of X-window 
based displays. With the aid of an example, we will illustrate how different displays can capture various 
aspects of system performance in section 3. 
Fortran Source Code 
CALL PROCOCBEC.  
DIMENSION ... . C A L L  SYNC-SEND . . 
CALL CSEND ( . . ) 
C A L L  SYNC-RECV ... 
CALL CRECV ( .  . . )  
Figure 2. Using AIMS to Collect Performance Data 
For example, S Y N C - S E N D  and SYNC-RECV replaces C S E N D  and CRECV on the Intel iPSC/860 whiie at the same time, 
providing timing data about this message transaction. 
3, VISUALHZIING PARALLEL PROGRAM EXECWON 
A grand challenge of NASlh's High Rrfomance Computing and Comm 
development of parallel Computatiod Huid Dynamics (0) 
tion of a system of nonlinear differential wavier-Stokes) equations - these repre 
servation of mass, momentum ergy applied to a fluid medium in motion. One such 
ARCZD [5], which applies an implicit solution algorithm to a problem with two spatial dimensions, has been 
- parallelized for the Intel iPSC/860 Hypercube (an MIMD multiprocessor) at NASA Ames Research Center. 
veloped after a careful evaluation of the views provided by the 
ParaCraph [6] visualization toolset and PIE [7]. We selected those that we found useful for our applications 
and incorporated them into AIMS. In this paper, we only describe those views that are not provided by 
ParaGraph. The OverVIEW Diagram shown in Figure 3 animates program execution by scrolling from right to 
left. When a processing node (say #15) is busy, a colored bar is drawn (next to the label "15"). The bar is 
colored according to the subroutine currently executing. White space indicates that the processing node is 
idle, probably waiting for the arrival of a message. When a message is passed (say from #15 to #14), a (blue) 
line is drawn from the point (on the sender's time line) when the message was sent to the point (on the 
receiver's time line) when the message was removed from the queue. The Aggregate Processor Utilization 
Chart plots processor utilization as a function of time. The height of the curve denotes the number of 
processors currently busy. As shown in Figure 4, it is also color-coded according to subroutine name. 
1 
Figure 3. The OverVIEW Diagram 
Besides providing views focused on the parallel program's flow of control, AIMS also provide views that 
display the state of each processor at particular points in time. The Grid view shown in Figure 5 is such an 
example. Each box of the Grid view displays the current state, subroutine being executed, message queue size 
and overall utilization for each processor. In addition, this view permits the developer to map the physical 
processors of the iPSC1860 onto a two dimension mesh. Many parallel applications (such as ARC2D) can be 
decomposed to topologies which may not conform exactly to the iPSC1860's hypercube. 
F i m  4.  The Aggregate Processor Utilizatbn C h r t  
The NC&"&T view summ~zes  the 
performmce chaacte~stics for the 
endre execution. As shown in 
Figure 6, a histo~pm p l o ~  the nor- 
malized3 CPU usage of v ~ o u s  
subroudne. For example, yp 1 dg e 
spends most of its time execu~ng 
when 1% processors me busy. 
Based on these animarlow sand 
soatisticd views, the programmer 
can identify the subroutines and 
message &ansactioas associated 
with periods of idleness in hisher 
program. This, in turn, provides 
valaaable insights about the pma1- 
lelizadon soaaeegy chosen md helps 
the progammer to refornulate the 
applicadon if nwessq. 
Besides providing gmphicd data 
for perfomance tuning, AMS also 
provide an imprmt  feblture hown 
as source code click-back. A mous 
click in the herVEIEW will bPing up Figure 5. The Grid View 
The normalized CPU usage of a subPouline is the total amount of CPU time it used divided by k where k processors were 
active simultaneously. - 
I text window &pen&g on the location of the cursor in the view. If the cursor was pointing to a messagl 
he, the text fib containing the send command will be opened and the corresponding program line will b~ 
bighfighM (as shown in Fi.guae 7). If the cursor is goinhg to an idle period of the processor and this idlinl 
v a s  caused by ahe late d v &  of a message, the exact rnsgwait call responsible will also be identified 
;inally, if the mouse is clicked over a color bar, the code for that subroutine will be retrieved. 
Trace: WQUTINES.are2d 
T m :  m2d 2x2. irne pOUT/NES.wZq 
Amm&cwvc: 0.35951 A v e m  lhcrmmtrul: 11.9972 
Figure 6. The NCPU View and its Legend 
4. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE RESEARCH 
In summary, the Ames InsmMentation System provides a suite of software tools to facilitate the tuning and 
debugging of parallel applications. FORTRAN source code is instrumented automatically. Performance data 
gathered from the execution of instrumented code can be displayed on a variety of workstations. These dis- 
plays may provide researchers a means for observing the behavior of their programs as well as tracing the se- 
quence of operations via "source code click-back". Thus the performance and correctness of parallel algo- 
rithms on hypercubes may be evaluated easily. 
Although we have shown that AIMS can be a powerful tool for the development of parallel applications, it is 
not without pitfalls. One major obstacle to be overcome is data size. Programs running on parallel processors 
tend to produce an enormous amount of performance data using the techniques described here. Furthermore, 
data written to disk asynchronously from each processor must be sorted by execution time before it can be read 
by the visualization toolset. If the data set is particularly large, the overhead of processing this data could 
render the tools described here impractical. Our current research efforts are addressing the data size and sort- 
ing problem from several directions. These solutions include: 
* refining the instrumentor to be more selective about which portions of the program to monitor. In future 
versions of the AIMS, the researcher will be able to enable and disable monitoring according to time 
and processor parameters. This approach has the potential of greatly reducing the data size. 
integrating a merge sort of the raw data from the multiprocessor at the time of visualization. This tech- 
nique will eliminate the time consuming pre-sorting process by performing a merge sort of the raw data 
streams coming from each processor. 
* developing "course grain" monitoring tools to compliment the fine grain monitoring capabilities of 
AIMS. The development of these tools will permit the developer to get a coarse grain view of &I 
application's performance behavior for sampled time periods. Such an approach should have bwer 
overhead in terms of data collection. Based on these coarse grain views, the researcher may identify 
problem spots quickly which can then be examined more closely be the fine grain performance 
monitoring facilities of AIMS. 
Finally, all performance monitoring systems must deal (to one extent or another) with the problem of penw- 
bance. Instrumentation overhead may re-order events in different control threads of a parallel program and, 
therefore, obscure the actual data collected. Future versions of AIMS will produce statistics that help deter- 
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Figure 7. AIMS' Source-code Click-back Feature 
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ABSTRACT 
Recalibration activities for the Deep Space Network are time- and work force-intensive. Significant gains in 
availability and efficiency could be realized by intelligently incorporating automation techniques. This paper 
presents an approach to automation based on the use of Temporal Dependency Networks (TDNs). A TDN represents 
an activity by breaking it down into its component pieces and formalizing the precedence and other constraints 
associated with lower-level activities. This paper describes the representations used to implement a TDN and the 
underlying system architecture needed to support its use. The commercial applications of this technique are 
numerous. It has potential for application in any system which r e q w  real-time, system-level control and accurate 
monitoring of health, status, and configuration in an asynchronous environment. 
INTRODUCTION 
During precalibration (precal) of the Deep Space Network (DSN), operators configure the required subsystems 
(e.g. antennas, receivers, transmitters), download support data (e.g. standards and limits, pointing coordinates), and 
perform tests and calibration procedures. To do this, DSN operators send hundreds of directives and monitor the 
10001. response messages generated by the subsystems. Efforts have been made to automate portions of precals 
through software macros: creating a list of directives and then executing them through the macro rather than 
individually. This approach has fallen short due to two major limitations: (1) the inability to explicitly specify all 
possible contingencies, and (2) the lack of visibility into system status should the macro fail in-process. 
Our approach is to represent the p d u r e s  as a temporal dependency network ON) where high-level 
procedures are repmented as logical nodes of the network. The n& consist of the directives needed to accomplish 
the task, temporal consaaints, pre- and post- conditions, and local recovery information should the node "fail". The 
network specifies precedence relationships between nodes, any potential parallelism, and rules for recovering from 
global faults. The network is executed using a blackboard architecture which performs special monitoring functions 
so that the operator is always aware of the status of the equipment and the executing procedures. 
The commercial applications of this technique are numerous. It has potential for application in any system 
which requires real-time, system-level control and accurate monitoring of health, status, and configuration in an 
asynchronous environment. This paper will first discuss the characteristics of the problem domain which led to the 
use of the TDN. It will then present the knowledge representation techniques used for the Temporal Dependency 
Network and the Domain Model. It will then discuss the system architecture of the Operator Assistant which uses 
the TDN to support semi-autonomous operations. Finally, it will discuss some of the lessons learned during the 
early prototyping stages and plans for demonstration of the technology in an operational environment. 
DOMAIN ANALYSIS 
The operators at the DSN antenna complexes are responsible for setting up all of the equipment necessary to 
provide a communications path ("Link") between an individual spacecraft and its mission operations center1. In 
performing this function, the DSN essentially acts as a "bent pipe" -- passing through the information in a way 
which is philosophically similar to the way the Postal Service handles our mail. For the DSN, the goal is to deliver 
the data from the s p a d t  (or commands to the s p e )  as reliably as possible and for as many spacecraft as 
possible. 
Currently, the DSN operators spend a significant amount of time performing the setup (precal) functions 
necessary to support a link. The Link Monitor & Control (LMC) operators initialize, configure, test, calibrate, and 
otherwise prepare the equipment by manually entering directives to each of the subsystems through an LMC 
console2. In order to effectively perform their jobs, the LMC operators must learn hundreds of different directives, 
interpret more than a thousand different messages, and evaluate 100 different information displays. This is more 
difficult than expected because each subsystem has its own unique "language", all directives must be entered in a 
cumbersome syntax through a keyboard, and the pmedures themselves differ from antenna to antenna, and mission 
to mission. Furthermore, these pmedures are not fully integrated. The spacecraft user guides provide a linear 
overview of the procedures necessary for their projects, but require that the LMC operators integrate other procedures 
available only fiom the subsystem handbooks. In addition, numerous changes to the procedures are received from 
engineering and science personnel and must be incorporated. To further complicate matters, the values needed to 
parameterize the directives for the specific track are also spread throughout volumes of documentation and numerous 
printouts of schedules and other support &ta. 
A significant percentage of DSN operations time is spent performing precals. Reducing this operations 
overhead, and thereby increasing the availability of the DSN, is a major goal of the applied research presented in this 
paper. The two concepts which guide the effort are Positive Control and Situation Awareness. 
In this context, positive control refers to the desire that all control actions (i.e. directives) have explicit feedback 
as to their effects . Under the existing LMC system, a limited set of messages report the status of directives. 
Untortunately, these messages are lumped together with all of the other messages (monitor information, events, 
alarms, warnings, status announcements). It is up to the operator to "catch" the response as it scrolls by on a very 
busy text display. 
There are two facets to situation awareness: (1) knowing the configuration, health, status, and readiness of the 
link equipment; and (2) knowing the status of the execution of the required procedures. The first of these is an 
information fusion problem requiring that the pertinent information be available and presentable to the operator. The 
second requires that the operator have an explicit high-level plan, and that the operator knows where she is at all 
times in the execution of that plan. While there is limited explicit feedback associated with the individual directives, 
the existing system suffers from the lack of explicit information on the "side effects" of the directives. For example, 
a directive which turns on the receiver will elicit a response saying that receipt of the directive has been 
acknowledged by the receiver. However, the operator must use other means to determine if the directive had the 
required effect, i.e., that the receiver did indeed turn on. 
While the equipment which makes up the path is referred to as the "Link", the setup process is referred to as 
precalibration, and the actual beginning-to-end setup, communications, and tear-down is referred to as a "Track" or "Pass." 
There are some subsystems which cannot be remotely controlled or monitored. For those subsystems, the operator 
verbally requests a technician in the actual equipment room to do what is necessary to configure, etc. the equipment. 
Problem Summary 
Successful automation requires that appropriate thought be given to the point at which the human operator is 
once again included in the system. Since DSN LMC is a complex, real-world environment, complete with 
ambiguity, incomplete sensor feedback, and creative combinations of circumstances which make it virtually 
impossible to specify all possible contingencies, our system is semi-autonomous, requiring a human operator in 
order to function fully -- but capable of reducing the amount of menial tasks require of those operators. 
The requirements (goals) which drive our approach are: 
1. Reduce manual input required of the operators (keyboard entries). 
2. Provide a high-level representation of the task to be performed by integrating the necessary 
mm. 
3. Provide a means of easily accessing and integrating support data. 
4. Parallelize the execution of the procedures. 
5. Provide configuration and procedure situational awareness. 
6. Support positive control (to the extent possible in the existing DSN architecture) 
7. Support both autonomous and operator-in-the-loop recovery. 
8. Provide fault detection, diagnosis, correction, and replanning. 
KNOWLEDGE REPRESENTATION 
edure Re~resentatia 
The procedure necessary to accomplish a specific pass is represented as a Temporal Dependency Network (TDN). 
This is essentially a Petri Net which represents precedence relationships between procedm and which overlays time 
constraints. Each block in the network is a frame-type object which consists of its name, preconditions for its 
execution, the directives to be executed as part of the block, functions which identify how to fill in the needed 
parameters, time constraints (e.g. acquire the spacecraft at time, t), and the postconditions which exist after the block 
has been completed. 
Each block represents a set of directives to be executed sequentially. The preconditions which must be met 
before the block can be executed are valid for the entire block. Similarly, the post conditions are valid only after 
completion of the entire block, although only one directive may be responsible for creating that condition. These 
decisions were made to simplify the execution of the TDN. In cases where existing procedures violated these 
requirements, the logical operations were broken down into component pieces to ensure that the pre- and post- 
condition representations were consistent with the design decisions described above. For example, if the existing, 
accepted way to perform a function requires two directives to be sent to the same subsystem sequentially (Turn on 
antenna hydraulics, Move antenna), but the second must wait for the first to be processed and the action invoked by 
it to be accomplished completely before beginning (It takes several minutes before the hydraulic system is primed 
and able to support moving the antenna); then, these two inter-related actions were separated into two separate 
blocks with explicit precedence relationships and additional constraints related to the system state. 
The TDN is a network of the blocks as identified above. It presents the high-level overview of the task as an 
integrated whole, rather than as disassociated sets of directives. The network explicitly describes how operations of 
the individual subsystems must be integrated. The TDN also specifies what functions are mandatory for the given 
track, which are desired, and which should be done only under special circumstances. Figure 1 shows the top-level 
TDN for Very Long Baseline Interferometry (VLBI). Raw data from a VLBI pass is used to determine accurate 
positioning information for a spacecraft. Several procedures included in the network are desired, but optional. For 
example, the scientists analyzing the data want the operators to perform a coherency test prior to beginning the 
actual data collection. This function is not essential, even if it is not performed, the scientists will still get usable 
data. However, if the coherency test is performed, they can use the information fiom the test to better process the 
data. The TDIV differentiates between the precedence relationship between this block and others in the network. 
Under nominal circumstances, the coherency test block would be executed. If, however, circumstances require a 
quicker completion of the network as a whole, that block can be bypassed with an acceptable impact on the schedule. 
The domain model is the equipment analogue to the procedures represented in the TDM. The domain model 
contains a description of each piece of equipment which is used in the link. This description includes its 
configuration (e.g. switch settings), and performance parameters (e.g. Receiver In Lock, Signal to Noise Ratio). The 
domain model representation is tightly coupled to the TDN because the status of the link is a function of the 
operations being performed through the TDN. Therefore, the domain model can be thought of as a time wries of 
snapshots which correspond to the expected state of the system as it responds to actions invoked by the different 
dktives. 
The domain model also represents the link equipment at higher levels of abstraction than simple 
and performance parameters alone would allow. For example, the distinction between being just L'assignedH to the 
link vs. "operational" in the link is made. (If equipment is assigned, it will accept directives from the LEMe 
operator. When it is operational, it is actively performing its function within the link.) 
OPERATOR ASSISTANT ARCHITECTURE 
The architecture developed to use the 'FDN representation is shown in Figure 2. The architecture is interrupt- 
driven and interprocess communications are in the form of events and messages. Data is passed through a 
combination of shared memory and datagrams. The primary modules are the Execution Manager, the Response 
Manager, the Status Manager, the DSN Communications Interface, the Message and Event Router, the Diagnostic 
Module, and the User Interface. Each module (except for the Comm UF) contains domain knowledge which is used 
to guide the decision making processes of the module. The role of each of these will be discussed in the following 
paragraphs. 
The Execution Manager is responsible for executing the TDN: determining which blocks to activate, setting up 
queues to handle the directives from the individual blocks, assessing whether preconditions have been met, and 
responding to any operator overrides or recovery replanning. The EM is an interrupt-driven process. Its primary 
function it to keep things rolling -- to ensure that the parallelism inherent in the operations procedures is exploited 
as fully as possible, thereby reducing the amount of time necessary to perform precals. 
As its name implies, the Comm VF module is responsible for interfacing the Operator Assistant to the 
operational DSN. Because the communications models used by the DSN are significantly different (philosophically, 
electronically, logically, ...) from those used internal to the Operator Assistant, this is an extremely important 
module. It is responsible for physically connecting to the DSN Local Area Network (LAN), accessing information 
meant for the actual LMC, stripping away the DSN communications protocols and reformatting the data for use by 
the Operator Assistant. Anyone who has built an extension to an existing system, especially an extension which 
uses a different design philosophy than the existing system, knows how difficult bridging the gap can be. 
The MER takes the output from the Comm I/F and routes it to the appropriate modules within the Operator 
Assistant There are several types of messages that the Operator Assistant needs to receive. The MER is 
responsible for interpreting the message type and parsing the message to exaact the important information (and 
therefore minimize the amount of intermodule traffic). In general, the MER will take the message content and place 
it in shared memory, then send messages to the appropriate module(s) instructing them to view the message. This 
approach is currently under evaluation. 
The Response Manager is responsible for matching the directive responses received from the subsystems with 
the directives sent by the Execution Manager. While most directives have single message responses, in some cases, 
the subsystem will respond first with an Acknowledgement or Processing message, followed by a Completed 
message. In cases of multiple responses, the RII/I is tasked with ensuring that all responses are attributed to the 
appropriate directive. The IPNl is also responsible for detecting timeouts. A response to each directive is expected 
within a finite length of time (on the order of 5 seconds). If a directive has not been responded to within that limit, 
the RM must detect the timeout and send an event message to the Execution Manager. In many cases, these 
timeouts are false alarms, either the LAN lost the message wrying the response, or the time limit was set to an 
arbiaarily short time. The RM will incorporate knowledge on how to interpret the timeouts. 
The Status Manager is tasked with keeping an up-to-date model of the Link. The SM has a time-tagged model 
of the expected status of the domain and also maintains an up-to-date model of the actual state of the link. The SM 
compares the two, notes discrepancies, and takes appropriate action (ignore, send to diagnostic module, ...). The 
status manager has to accommodate the latency effects inherent in the system. The delay times between the request 
for action (the directives) and their implicit and explicit effects on the Link are affected by a number of factors such 
as LAN utilization, subsystem health, physical conditions, and availability of personnel to manually perform a 
subsystem function. The SM also employs a countdown clock driven by a timed event stack, which provides a 
means with which to evaluate the overall progress towards completing the precalibration and to determine the 
probability of success and/or need for corrective action. In general, DSN operations have hard physical constraints 
such as a limited time window during which a particular antenna can see a spacecraft. The precalibration activities 
must be complete by the time the spacecraft comes into view, or valuable time may be lost. Since these specific 
times are known, and the TDN representation allows for estimates of how long activities take, the due times can be 
propagated backwards to provide a means of determining when an activity is behind schedule. 
The Diagnostic Module incorporates three tightly-coupled functions: (1) Fault Detection, (2) Diagnosis, and (3) 
Recovery. The other processes initiate the fault detection and diagnosis capability within the DM. The DM pulls 
information from the other processes as well as the Domain Model representations to accomplish these functions. It 
then influences the other functions through its recovery module, which contains both correction and replanning 
functions. Correction functions implement recognized contingency plans. Corrective actions suspend the TDN (or 
a part of it), jump to an external (to the TDN) procedure, perform those functions, then resume execution of the 
TDN. To the TDN, correction functions appear to be simple delays. 
Replanning is necessary when an event occurs which invalidates a previously accomplished section of the TDN, 
or requires that TDN execution follow a path different from the nominal one. For example, if a piece of equipment 
in the link fails, but can be recovered in its pre-failure state by a simple warm start , corrective logic can be invoked. 
If, however, that piece of equipment fails completely and must be replaced by a brand new piece of equipment, all of 
the configuration and calibration activities which had taken place using the old equipment must be redone on the new 
equipment. This requires replanning logic. Assume further that this equipment is optional within the link and the 
time window constraints for acquiring the spacecraft will be violated before the new equipment is ready. Under these 
circumstances, the replanning mechanism would be invoked to execute an alternate path of the TDN. 
The final, and probably most critical part of the Operator Assistant, is the User Interface. The UIF will provide 
the LMC operators with visibility into the automated functions as well as the ability to interrupt, override, or 
influence those functions, and a mechanism for interacting with all the other elements through graphical user 
interfaces which support a variety of presentation and input modes. One of the primary functions of the UIF is to 
make it easier for the operators to do their jobs and to ensure that their ability to function is not unnecessarily or 
arbitrarily limited by the automation meant to help them. In designing automated systems, there is an almost 
overwhelming temptation to "fix" individual problems, rather than to view the system as a whole. A good user 
interface ensures that the human element of the system is as fully integrated as the electronic and mechanical 
elements. 
STATUS AND LESSONS LEARNED 
The Operator Assistant has gone through one prototyping phase and is currently being redesigned to address 
problems which surfaced in the earlier version. A new prototype, built to the architecture presented in this paper is 
in development and will be tested using DSN compatibility test facilities during the early part of 1992 and 
demonstrated at an onal site later in 1992. The TDN for VLBI has been reviewed and revised to accommodate 
additional information. The databases for the directives and their responses are complete and work is now beginning 
on building the domain model. Currently, the VLBI TDN is the only one in existence. During late 1992, we will 
conduct an extensibility analysis of the Operator Assistant approach. This analysis will address two problems: (1) 
how to extend the Operator Assistant to support other types of activities; and (2) how to extend the Operator 
Assistant to support multiple activities at the same time by one operator. In FY93, following its demonstration 
within the operational DSN, the Operator Assistant will be moved to the DSN experimental antenna site where it 
will undergo sustained testing in an operational environment. 
The past 1-1/2 years of work on the Operator Assistant have yielded some significant results. The first 
prototype served as a proof of concept -- and also provided some insights which will make the second prototype 
much more effective. The following are some of the lessons learned highlights from the initial effort. 
1. -. During the first prototype, we attempted to 
make use of a blackboard architecture used to support a robotic vehicle. For that domain, a polling architecture 
worked well because each of the sensors was continually reporting data, therefore, there was always a data value to be 
read at each sensor. The Operator Assistant domain, however, was much more asynchronous in nature. Processing 
time was being wasted polling functions which rarely had anything to report. Also, execution of the TDN was 
intended to be dynamic so that as preconditions were satisfied, blocks would execute. Processes were spawned and 
killed routinely and it was difficult incorporating the dynamics of our system into a polling architecture. 
2. into an v v s  has Gotcha s . . . . 44 ' ". Although we began our effort with a proven 
communications interface already in existence and a healthy respect for the difficulties associated with connecting to 
the DSN -- it was even more difficult than expected -- and for "gotcha" types of reasons: The test area configmtion 
and LAN changed; equipment was down for repair, formal Test Plans were needed afterall; the facilities were not 
available during normal working hours; a 6-month gap existed between actual operations of the type we wanted to 
automate; there were serious spacecraft problems, etc. 
3. D N s  are useful as a review of -1 procedures. During knowledge engineering sessions, the use of a 
mechanism which explicitly showed the dependencies and parallelism in operations procedures actually uncovered 
some errors in existing procedures. In some instances, problems surfaced because the subsystem engineers were 
using a linear method (a listing of directive sequences, complete with GO To's") to represent a parallel process. 
Other times, the problems arose because inter-subsystem constraints were not appropriately addressed. 
4. . Operational "magic" happens when the efforts 
of four different groups come together to accomplish a specific purpose: (1) the scientists that use the data; (2) the 
engineers who design the equipment; (3) the operators who make it all work; an (4) the technicians who fix it when 
it breaks. In developing the TDN, we met with people from each group -- and each individual had a unique view 
which enabled the TDN to have a much richer and ultimately more accurate representation. 
5. In laboratory test 
cases, it is possible to descope a domain to the point where what remainst can be Eully addressed by a system you're 
building. That luxury doesn't exist in real-world applications. There are always surprises and ambiguities that will 
crash your system. Building systems that are robust enough to not die -- or at least to die gracefully -- is difficult. 
But it can be made easier if the human element is integrated as part of the design. For example, the first Operator 
Assistant prototype ran into network communications problems during a demonstration which we were powerless to 
overcome due to the fact that there was no interrupt capability available for the operator in that version (high on our 
list of requirements for the current version!). 
6 .  . In the original prototype, we planned on using the 
Response Manager to match up both the explicit responses for the directives and the implicit system responses. 
This approach would have seriously clogged the execution of the TDM because of the latency effects resident in the 
system - and the rather broad definition of what is nominal performance. Rather than attempting to resolve the 
ambiguity in absolute terms, we have since decided that we can instead relax the system by using two functions, the 
Response Manager and the Status Manager. 
7. Th e w r k  o ~ u t  in to de v l  e OF in g automation is a mod f oundation for a trainine sv- . And vice versa. An . . 
independent effort evaluating intelligent training techniques in the same domain as the Operator Assistant began 
several months ago. By approaching the problem from two different angles, we have set up a very rewarding 
exchange with the training team. Their foundation work, particularly in the area of the Domain Model is especially 
applicable. 
a. Know and respect your user(s). Remember that they're the ones who will ultimately determine if your system 
is successful -- and they can help you avoid mistakes. 
b. Don't automate the fun stuff. Automation is much more successful if you attack the mundane aspects of the 
job. 
c. Be realistic in your expectations. The operations folks have heard it all (and then some) before. Don't make 
promises you can't keep. Build a solid foundation and then add to it. 
d Keep in touch with your users. Get their feedback as often as reasonable, 
e. Don't bother your users unnecessarily. Remember that they have jobs to do. Do your homework so that you 
make the best use of the time they can give you. 
SUMMARY 
The approach to automation described in this paper centers around using Temporal Dependency Networks to 
represent the procedures to be automated. The commercial applications of this technique are numerous. It has 
potential for application in any system which requires real-time, system-level control and accurate monitoring of 
health, status, and configuration in an asynchronous environment. 
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ABSTRACT 
A new refrigerator which uses resonant high amplitude sound in inert gases to pump heat will be described 
. The phasing of the thermoacoustic cycle is provided by thermal conduction. This "natural" 
phasing allows the entire refrigerator to operate with only one moving part (the loudspeaker diaphragm). The 
thennoacoustic reftigerator has no sliding seals, requires no lubrication, uses only low-tolerance machined parts, and 
contains no expensive components. Because the compressor moving mass is typically small (= 15 gm) and 
oscillation frequency is high (= 400 Hz), the small amount of vibration is very easily isolated. This low vibration 
and lack of sliding seals makes thermoacoustic refrigeration an excellent candidate for space applications. Since the 
thermoacoustic refrigerators use no CFC's and have coefficients-of-performance which are competitive with 
conventional vapor compression cycle refrigerators, thermoacoustics is also a good candidate for food refrigeration 
and commercial/residential air conditioning applications. The design, fabrication, and performance of the first 
practical, autonomous thermoacoustic refrigerator, which will be flown on the Space Shuttle (STS-42), will be 
described and designs for terrestrial applications will be presented. 
INTRODUCTION 
The history of refrigeration technology during the second half of the 20th century has been singularly 
uninteresting. Since the introduction of chlorofluorocarbons (CFC) as the working fluid in a vapor compression 
refrigeration cycle these chemicals have become dominant in almost all small and medium scale food 
refrigeratorlfreezer and building/resi&ntial air conditioner applications. That situation is about to change 
dramatically1 and, at this moment, unpredictably. 
At present, it is estimated that there is $135 billion of products which uses CFC's within the United States 
alone2. The spectacular success of CFC's in refrigeration was brought about by their good thermodynamic 
properties (phase changes at modest pressure at the required temperatures) and their excellent chemical stability which 
made them compatible with hydrocarbon lubricants. It was this compatibility with lubricants which allowed the 
production of compressors, bathed in oil, which could operate for decades without maintenance. (When was the last 
time you had to replace your home refrigerator compressor?) It is now known that the chemical stability of the 
CFC's has lead to their ultimate downfall. 
Two recent events are responsible for the "new era" in refrigeration which will dawn at the beginning of the 
21st century. The most significant of these is the international ban on the production of CFC's which were found to 
's protective ozone layer. The ban was brought about with the signing on January 1,1989, 
of the Montreal Protacols. This international agreement, signed by the United States and thirty-one other 
industrialized countries, started a stepped reduction in the production of CFC's to 20% of their present levels by 
1993, one-half of their present levels by 1998, and imposes a complete ban on their production worldwide by the 
y e a r m .  
The second event was the discovery of "high temperature" superconductors and the development of high 
speed and high density electronic circuits which require active cooling. Although the immediate impact of this 
emerging requirement for cryocoolers is dwarfed by the revolution which will be brought about by the Montreal 
Protocols, much of the longer term future development of high speed electronics, elec S, long-haul fiber-optic 
commwnication, and computers, will be dictated by the availability, reliability, and efficiency of cryocooler 
technology. 
The chemical companies have not abandoned the refrigeration business. As one might expect there has been 
a rush to develop alternative fluids which are not as detrimental to the ozone layer. Thus far, several HCFC 
compounds, which will be banned in 2010, have been developed but these have exhibited compatibility problems 
with hydtocarbon lubricants2 and some have recently been found to be carcinogenic3. This has lexl others to 
reconsider fluids which were in use before the rise of CFC (ammonia, carbon dioxide, etc.) and other refrigeration 
cycles such as Stirling and Malone cycles which do not require phase changes. 
It is the purpose of this paper to introduce an entirely new approach to refrigeration which was fm 
discovered4 in the early 1980's which uses high intensity sound waves to pump heat using inert gases as the 
working fluid. 
THE THERMOACOUSTIC HEAT PUMPING CYCLE 
The interaction between acoustics and thermodynamics has been recognized ever since the dispute between 
Newton and Laplace over whether the speed of sound was determined by the adiabatic or isothermal compressibility 
of air. Although today there are probably many physicists who might still make the wrong choice (as Newton did!), 
most physicists have at least been exposed to a lecture demonstration such as the Rijke ~ube5  orhave obsemed 
(cursed?) Taconis oscillations in liquid helium6, so they are not surprised that thermal gradients can lead to the 
production of sound. The reverse process - thermoacoustic heat pumping - is far less well known and was the first 
intentional demonstration of a new class of intrinsically irreversible heat engines. 
Traditional heat engine cycles, such as the Carnot Cycle typically studied in elementary thermodynamics 
courses, assume that the individual steps in the cycle m reversible. Such analyses, which invoke the First and 
Seeond Laws of Thermodynamics, lead to the limiting values for the efficiencies of prime movers and the 
caefficients-of-perfcmnance of refrigerators. These limiting values are never realized in practical heat engines due to 
the unavoidable hversibilities, such as thermal diffusion and viscous dissipation, which always reduce performance 
below the ideal Carnot values. Reversible engines also require various mechanical devices (eg., valves, cams, push- 
rods, linkages, timing chains, etc.) in order to execute the proper phasing of various cyclic processes (eg.. 
compressions, expansions, regeneration, etc.). In thermoacoustic engines, the irreversibility due to the imperfect 
(diffusive) thennal contact between the acoustically oscillating working fluid and a stationary second thennodynamic 
medium provides the required phasing. This "natural phasing" has produced heat engines which require no moving 
parts other than the self-maintained oscillations of the working fluid. 
the P r o w  
Although a complete and detailed analysis of the thennoacoustic heat pumping process is well beyond the 
scope of this study, the following simple, invisid, Lagrangian representation of the cycle contains the essence of the 
process. A complete analysis7 would necessarily include the gas viscosity, finite wavelength effects, longitudinal 
thermal conduction along the stationary second thermodynamic medium and through the gas, and the ratio of the gas 
and second medium dynamic heat capacities. A schematic diagram of a simple, onequarter wavelength, 3J4, 
thermoacoustic refrigerator is shown in Figure 1. The loudspeaker at the left sets up the standing wave within the 
gas-filled tube. Its frequency is chosen so that the loudspeaker excites the fundamental (V4) resonance of the tube. 
The termination at the right-hand end of the tube is rigid so the longitudinal particle velocity at the rigid end is zero 
(a velocity node) and the acoustical pressure variations are maximum (a pressure antinode). At the l o u w e r  end of 
the tube there is an acoustic pressure node and a particle velocity antinode. To the left of the termination is a stack 
of plates (the "stack") whose spacing is chosen to be a few thermal penetration depths. 
Figure 1. Schematic diagram of a one-quarter wavelength 
thermoacoustic refrigerator shown in cross-section. The loudspeaker 
at the left sets up the standing wave in a gas-filled tube. The 
termination at the right-hand end of the tube is rigid. To the left of 
the termination is a stack of plates (the "stackn) whose spacing is 
chosen to be a few thennal penenation depths. Below the resonator 
is an expanded view of a portion of the stack and a parcel of gas 
undergoing an acoustic oscillation. 
Figure 2. Lagrangian, invisid picture of the thermoacoustic heat 
pumping cycle. In the first step the gas parcel is adiabatically 
compressed and its temperature is raised above that of the plate. 
During the second step the hot parcel rejects some of its heat to the 
plate and lowers its temperature. The third step is the reverse of the 
first but since the adiabatic expansion starts from a lower 
temperature it ends at a lower temperature. M n g  the final step the 
parcel which is cooler than the plate adsorbs heat from the plate 
cooling the plate and warming itself. 
The thermal penetration depth. &, represents the distance over which heat will diffuse during a time which is 
on the order of an acoustic period, t = llf, where f is the acoustic frequency. It is defmed in terms of the thermal 
conductivity of the gas, w, the gas density, p, and its isobaric specific heat (per unit mass), cp. 
This length scale is crucial to unde~tandin~ the performance of the thermoacoustic cycle since the diffusive heat 
transport between the gas and the "stack" is only significant within this region. It is for that reason that the stack 
and the spacing between its plates are central to the thermoacoustic cycle. 
For this analysis we will focus our attention on a small portion of the "stack" and the adjacent gas which is 
undergoing acoustic oscillations at a distance from the solid stack material which is small enough that a substantial 
amount of thermal conduction can take place in an amount of time which is on the order of the acoustic period. In 
the lower half of Figure 1, a small portion of the stack has been magnified and a parcel of gas undergoing an acoustic 
oscillations is shown. The four steps in the cycle are represented by the four boxes which are shown as moving in a 
rectangular path for clarity although in reality they, of course, simply oscillate back and forth. As the fluid 
oscillates back and forth along the plate it undergoes changes in temperature due to the adiabatic compression and 
expansion resulting from the pressure variations which accompany the standing sound wave. The compmssions and 
expansions of the gas which constitute the sound wave are adiabatic if they are far from the surface of the plate. The 
relation between the change in gas pressure due to the sound wave, pl, relative to the mean (ambient) pressure, pm, 
and the adiabatic temperature change of the gas due, TI, to the acoustic pressure change, relative to the mean 
absolute (Kelvin) temperature, Tm, is given below in equation (2). 
The polytropic coefficient, y, is equal to the ratio of the specific heat of the gas at constant pressure to the specific 
heat at constant volume and is exactly 5/3 for the inert gases. It is smaller for all other gases but is always greater 
than one. 
Although the oscillations in an acoustic heat pump are sinusoidal functions of time, Figure 2 depicts the 
motion as articulated (a square wave) in order to simplify the explanation. The thermodynamic cycle can be 
considered as consisting of two reversible adiabatic steps and two irreversible isobaric (constant pressure) steps. The 
plate is assumed to have a mean temperature , Tm, and a temperature gradient,VT, referenced to the mean position, x 
= 0. The temperature of the plate at the left-most position of the gas parcels excursion is therefore Tm - xlVT, and 
at the right-most excursion is Tm + xlVT. 
In the first step of this four-step cycle, the fluid is transported along the plate by a distance 2x1 and is heated 
by adiabatic compression from a temperature of Tm - xlVT to Tm - xlVT + 2T1. The adiabatic gas law provides 
the relationship between the change in gas pressure, pl, and the associated change in temperature, TI, as described in 
equation (2). Because we are considering a heat pump, work, in the form of sound, was done on the gas parcel and it 
is now a temperature which is higher than that of the plate at its present location. 
In the second step, the warmer gas parcel transfers an amount of heat, dQhot, to the plate by thermal 
conduction at constant pressure and its temperature decreases to that of the plate, T, + xlVT. In the third step, the 
fluid is transported back along the plate to position -xl and is cooled by adiabatic expansion to a temperature Tm + 
xlVT - 2T1. This temperature is lower than the original temperature at location -XI, so in the fourth step the gas 
parcel adsorbs an amount of heat, dQcold. from the plate thereby raising its temperature back to its original value, 
Tm + x~VT. 
The net effect of this process is that the system has completed a cycle which has returned it to its original 
state and an amount of heat, d&,ld, has been transported by woxk done in the fom of 
sound. It should be stressed again at this point that no mechanical devices were used to provide the pmper phasing 
between the mechanical motion and the thermal effects. 
If we now consider the full length of the stack as shown in the upper portion of Figure 1, the overall heat 
pumping process is analogous to a "bucket brigade" in which each set of gas parcels picks up heat from its neighbor 
to the left at a lower temperature and hands off the heat to its neighbor to the right at a higher temperature. Heat 
at the ends of the stack to absorb the useful heat l d  at the left-- (cold) end of the stack and 
ex%laust b heat plus wo& at the right-hand (hot) end of b stack. The fact that the gas p m I s  8 6 . d ~  move a 
&tan= which has oypidy been on the order of several millimeteas means that good physical contact between W 
heat exchangm and ?he stack is not crucial since the moving gas provides g d  hd contact. 
Iftherewmnoe (ie. useful!) heat load applied to the stack or 
the gas, then eventually the temperature gradient in the plate 
in the gas. In the absence of gas viscosity, this critical tempe 
functim only of the gas thmophysical properties, the wavelength of the sound, 11, and the mean position of the 
swk, x, within the standing wave field 
2~ (y- 1) VTc~t  = tan 
a 
The ratio between the temperat& gradient inthe stack and the critical gradient, r = VTmflTcaib, plays an hpo~tant 
aole in the perfman~e of the stack as will be explained below. 
The rate of heat bransport or heat pumping power, Q2, within the stack can be expressed in a simple form if 
we assume that the stack is much shorter than the wavelength of the sound and we again neglect viscosity. 
The first term in (4) is simply one quarter of the thermally effective cross-sectional area of the stack, where IT is the 
stack surface area per unit length and & is the thermal penetration depth. The heat pumping power is also 
proportional to the product of the acoustic pressure, p1, and particle velocity, u1, in the stack. If the stack were 
located at a pressure or velocity node, no heat pumping would take place since either the pressure variations which 
cause the adiabatic temperature changes would be absent or there would be no motion of the gas parcels. Since 
pressure and particle velocity are proportional (the proportionality constant depends upon the location of the stack 
within the standing wave field), a doubling of the acoustic pressure would quadruple the heat tmIspoR This is the 
origin of the subscript "2" on the heat tramport symbol, Q2, which emphasizes the second order dependance of the 
magnitude of the thermoacoustic heat transport on the square of the acoustic field variables. 
The final term in equation (4) is a measure of how close the system is to the limiting temperature gradiena 
As mentioned before, when r = I, the gas parcels "seen their adiabatic temperature span on the stack so no heat 
transfer from the gas to the plate takes place. When r = 0, the temperature of the plate is uniform and a large 
quantity of heat is pumped by the oscillating gas parcels. 
The stack also absorbs work, W2, at a rate psoportional by (r - 1). The following simpb expression for the 
work absorbed by the stack of length Ax, in the absence of viscosity, can be written if one assumes that the heat 
capacity of the stack is much greater than that of the gas. 
This work represents the acoustical &krgy dissipated due to irreversible thermal conduction between the gas and the 
plate. 
The ratio of the heat pumped, Q2, to the work done, W2, to pump that heat is defined as the coefficient -of- 
performance, COP, of the refrigerator. Since the temperature spanned by the stack, AT = r V T ~ f i ~  Ax, one can show 
that the thermoacoustk COP = r COPmot,  where C O P m o t  = AT/rhot, is the ideal coefficient-of- ce 
dictated by the$irst and Second Laws of Thmodynamics. Since for a heat pump, r 6 1, we see that the 
thennoacoustic Gf lP  is always less than that of Carnot. We also see that with the thermoacoustic heat pump, thm 
will be the same competition between power density and efficiency which exists in all heat ensines. As we w i n d  
out earlier, there is no useful h a t  pumged when r = 1, which is the point where the efficiency is at its m m h m .  
The g e n d  mults derived above from the simple, invisid picture are essentially preserved when the viscosity 
of the gas is included but the detailed mathematical descriptions are substantially more compli Discussion of 
these equati01ls is well beyond the scope of uction to thermoacoustics. The mder is r e f e d  to the 
excellent =view article by Dr. Swift [7] for derivation and discussion of this more complete analysis. 
THE SPACE THERMOACOUSTIC REFRIGERATOR (STAR) 
STAR was the first attempt to exploit the advantages of the thermoacoustic heat pumping cycle for 
cryocooler applications in space. It is intended to operate autonomously in low Earth orbit aboard the Space Shuttle 
in a Get Away Special (GAS) canister. It derives its power from an internal battery power source (700 Watt-hours) 
and was optimized for a modest tempemhue span (AT S 80 "K) and small heat loads S 5 Watts). Due to 
requirements of small size and light weight imposed by the GAS envelope, it operates as a frequency of about 400 
Hz and is driven by an electrodynamic lowkpeake6. Its fkquency of operation is adjusted automatically9 to keep the 
system on resonance. The resonator length is approximately equal to a quarter wavelength of sound in a mixture of 
helium and argon or helium and xenon maintained at a mean pressure of ten atmospheres (150 psia). It has a 
single stack with a uniform spacing made of polyester film (Mylarm) and fishing linel0*l1 which is spiral wound 
like a "jelly roll". The stack used in STAR is 7.9 cm in length and 3.8 cm in diameter. Copper-strip, parallel plate 
heat exchangers are located at either end of the stack. Figures 3 are scale drawings which show the details of the 
acoustical sub-systems. 
The driver housing Qes more than simply hold the electrodynamic driver. The considerable mass and size of 
the housing is a consequence of the fact that a commercially available lomkpeaker was modified for this application. 
The driver housing serves as a heat sink for the heat generated by the resistive lases in the driver voice coil and the 
heat pumped away from the cold end of the resonator. It also contains the ten atmospheres of the helium/xenon gas 
mixture which is the "working fluid" within the refrigerator. The housing is bolted to the standard 12 inch bolt 
circle provided on the GAS cannister lid which acts as the radiator while on orbit. 
The driver voice coil is attached to an aluminum reducer cone which is in turn attached to a nickel 
electroformed bellows. 'I'he bellows provides a means of transferring acoustic pressure to the resonator without the 
need f a  sliding seals. A miniature accelerometer is attached to the surface of the reducer cone opposite the bellows 
to monitor the displacement magnitude and its phase relative to the acoustic pressure at the face of the bellows. That 
acaustk pmsm is monitored by a piezoelectric quartz followed by a MOSFET impedance converter 
located within the driver housing in close proximity to the microphone. 
The resonator is a modified quartex wavelength tube. The open end is terminated by a "$rumpet" and 
sealed by a surrounding sphere. Thus, an "open" termination is simulated while still allowing the resonator to retain 
the ten atmosphere gas mixture. The thermoacoustic stack and heat exchangers ane located in a section of the 
resonator designed to allow a minimum of heat conduction back to the cold end. The resonator is wrapped with 
multiple layers of superinsulation to prevent heating by thermal radiation. An electrical strip heated element is 
attached to the cold end of the resonator near the cold heat exchanger to permit measurement of refrigerator 
performance with a variable and quanWlable heat load. A thermal isolation vacuum chamber surrounds the resonator 
and seals against the bottom surface of the driver housing with an O-ring. 
e refrigerator to operau: autonomously in space, a family of analog and digital electronic 
to monitor the "healthw of the system, keep the driver running at the proper amplitude and 
acquire and store useful data for post-flight analysis. The design and function of each of these sub- 
ented in Rcfmnce [9]. 
Figure 3. kale drawing of the STAR acoustical sub-systems showning the driver, resonator, stack, and heat exchangers. 
Shown to the right of the sphere is the official logo for the experiment which will be flown on Space Shuttle mission 
STS-42 scheduled for launch on 22 January 1992. 
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Figure 4. The ratio of the cold and hot heat exchanger temperatures. Tc/Th, as a function of heat load on the cold heat 
exchanger at an acoustic pressure ratio of pl/prn = 2% in a lean mixture (4% Xe) of helium and xenon. 
Figure 5, Measured coeCEicient-of-perfosmance rclative lo !.he ideal Carnot coefficient-of-performance (COPR) as a 
function of heat load for STAR operating ai an acoustic pressure ratio of pl/p, = 2% in a lean mixture (4% Xe) of helurn 
and xenon. 
The circuit which is unique to this application is the Resonance Control Board (RCB). Its fwction is to 
mainrain the system at acoustical resonance and to control the amplitude of the acoustical 
levels dictated by the Conbroller Board. As the temperature changes, the sound 
resonator dimensions, the resonance frequency will be a function of temperature. 
The RCB maintains of the resonance condition by comparing the relative phase of the rnimpbne and 
accelerometer outputs. At resonance the pressure and velocity of the gas mixture at the bellows location must be in- 
phase. Therefore, the pressure and acceleration are required to be in quadrature (ie. 90" out-of-phase). % two 
signals are electronically multiplied together and the dc-component of their pduct,  which is pfoportiond to the 
cosine of their phase difference, is used as an enor voltage. This error voltage is electronically integrated and fed 
back b a voltage controlled oscillator to close the phase accurate phase-locked-loop circuit which maintains the 
entire system at resonance. 
The perdonance of STAR can be summarized by the two graphs which are presented here as Figures 4 and 5. 
Other measurements of the performance of the entire system, including the electrodynamic driver are included in 
Reference [1 11. The STAR performance shown in Figures 4 and 5 is by no means the best which has been achieved 
in a thenoacoustic refrigerator of this style. Other improvements to the design, such as the use of a stack which 
has non-uniform spacing, has produced a single-stage, no-load temperature span of 118 "K even without the use of 
gas mixtures to reduce viscous losses or improve the coefficient of perf rmance. COPR's as large as 20% have also 
18 been measured in a similar refrigerator over the same temperature span . 
HIGH POWER TEIERMOACOUSllC REFRIGERATORS 
The STAR is the first in a series of space cryocoolers now under development at the Naval Postgraduate 
School. Those applications generally require relatively little heat pumping power (a few watts) but a very large 
temperature span (AT = 1 0  to 2 0  OK). The requirements of residential refrigeratorlfreezers and air conditioners are 
opposite of those for spacecraft cryocoolers. Those application require modest temperature spans (AT = 25 - 45 'K), 
but much higher heat pumping powers on the order of hundreds of watts for refrigerators and thousands of watts for 
air conditioners. They also are typically powered by 110 volt alternating current rather than 28 volt direct current. 
There are several design modifications which are therefore required to adapt this established space cryocooler 
technology to residential applications, but these modifications do not present any substantial technological bmiers. 
Figure 6. Schematic diagram of a half-ton (2 kW) capacity thennoacoustic chiller. The half-wavelength resonatog 
operates at 68 Hz, is pwered by a single double-acting electrodynmic driver and contains two "stacks". 
ed by selective absorption of one 
. Half-wavelength resonators, such as 
ver which can be more massive and hence 
ks reduces the required heat pumping 
would necessarily be larger. Thd design shown 
t 90 cm wide, 60 cm tall, and 20 cm thick. It 
span with a COP = 3-4 (about 30% of 
present time, the greatest uncertainty 
in the use of thennoacoustic engines in high power cooling applications is the design of the heat exchangers. 
The authors are indebted to Dr. Greg W. Swift, Los Alamos National Labs, for several conversations 
this new technology and his excellent review article on thennoacoustic engines whose contents was 
exploited extensively in the first part of this paper7. The development of the Space Thennoacoustic Refrigeratar was 
the work of several staff and students at the Naval Postgraduate School. Staff members include David Rigmaiden 
(Payload Manager), Jay Adeff (Physicist), Glenn H m l l  (Machinist), Jim Homing and Ron Phelps (Programmers) 
and CDR (Dr.) David Gardner, NOAA Corp. (Group Leader). The students who worked on the project as part of 
their Master's degrees were LT Michelle Fitzpatrick, USCG (Driver), LT. Michael Susalla, USN (Thermodynamics 
and Gas Mixtures), CAPT David Harris, Canadian Forces (Driver), LT Richard Volkert, USN (Driver), and MAJ 
Ronald Bymes, USA (Electronics). The loudspeakers used as the drivers were donated by Harmon-JBL and modified 
by their engineer, Fancher Murray. This work is supported by the the Office of Naval Research (Physics Division), 
the Office of Naval Technology and the Naval PosQpduate School D i t  Funded Research Program. Substantial 
funding and technical support for STAR was provided by the Naval Research Laboratory - Spacecraft Engineering 
Division. The payload launch services were provided by the Air Force Space Test Program. 
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A dat&1 , h i  the Ambient Tem Recder or ATR-4, has been developed at NASA 
Ames Research Center to meet particular requirements for space life sciences experiments. The small, self- 
contained, fow-channel, battery-powered device records 32 kilobytes of temperature data over a range of -40 to +60 
deg. C at four sampling intervals ranging from 1.875 to 15 min. Data is stored in its internal electronic memory 
for later readout by a personal computer. 
The Am-4 has been used to record external instrument temperatures on the US-USSR Cosmos Biosatellite, 
animal enclosures and other space life sciences experiments on several recent Space Shuttle flights. It also has 
been used to record instrument temperatures on high altitude aircraft flight experiments. 
Comme~ial potentials include the variety of needs for a small, self-contained, unattended temperature recorder for 
the transportation of perishables or for recording life system or process temperatures over a period of time from 
minutes to months. 
The Ambient Temperature Recorder, ATR-4, measures temperature on one to four channels at pre-selected 
sampling rates and stores the data for subsequent readout by a personal computer (FC). The ATR-4 was designed 
to meet the recurring need of NASA Space Life Sciences' experiments for a small, reliable, flight-qualified, and 
easy-to-use temperature recorder. Operational requirements included a temperature recording range of -40 to +60 
deg. C, sampling intervals from 1.875 to 15 min., sufficient memory for typical 10-day missions, and small size 
(less than 100 x 60 x 25 mm). The unit can be modified to measure temperature from -60 to +I55 deg. C, and 
record data at intervals from 7.0 sec. to 15 min. 
The ATR4 system consists of the ATR-4 recorder, a Computer Interface Unit and operating software. The ATR-4 
has been qualified for Space Shuttle use, which includes acceptance testing, verification, and Flight and Ground 
Phase Ill Safety Data packages per National Space Transportation System requirements (1). 
DES ON 
The ATR-4 measures and records temperatures from -40 to +60 deg. C with an accuracy of +/-I deg. C. The 
temperatures are converted to 8-bit digital values, which provides a resolution of 0.4 deg. C over the 100 deg. C 
temperature range. Up to four external temperature sensor probes may be attached. The recorder's operating range 
is the same as its measurement range, and the ATR-4 may be used to record its ambient temperature (without 
probes) by selecting the internal temperature sensor which is thermally bonded to the inside of the front cover of 
its case. 
* Presented at the 37th International Instrumentation Symposium, Instrument Society of America, 
May 9, 1991. 
The ATR-4 weighs 135 grams and is contained in an anodized aluminum case measuring 23 x 41 x 86 mm which 
was designed to conform to the size and shape of the small Spacelab Biorack specimen container (Figure 1). Qver- 
center latches secure the o-ring sealed front cover which contains the e x t e d  probe receptacles. The front cover 
also supports the entire electronics assembly and batteries on a single circuit bard (Figure 2). Two 3.5 volt 
lithium batteries supply power for the circuit and RAM memory. The battery life is conservatively rated for one 
year, but its actual shelf or operating life is approximately two years. 
A crystal controlled oscillator establishes timing for the circuitry and the time interval between measurements. 
Four time intervals (1.875, 3.75, 7.5 and 15 min.) may be selected by the Rate switch inside the ATR-4 case. A 
Probe switch selects the number of probes used, and the InternaVExternal switch selects between the internal 
sensor or an external probe for channel 1. There are two other switches - the Reset and the StopDperate Jumper 
switch - described below. All switches are manually set. Figure 3. illustrates the ATR-4 layout. 
Digital temperature data is stored sequentially in a 32K byte RAM, and is transferred serially to a PC for readout 
via a Computer Interface Unit built for the purpose. Connection to the ATR-4 is made with a miniature 20-pin 
rectangular connector and ribbon cable from the Computer Interface. The Computer Interface Unit is connected by 
standard RS-232 serial connection to an IBM-compatible computer using the MS-DOS operating system. Figure 
4. shows the ATR-4 connected to the Computer Interface Unit and a readout computer. 
The ATR-4 has two setup methods. Normal operation of the ATR-4 uses a computer to assist setup and provide 
storage of setup parameters and experiment information in a Header at the beginning of the ATR-4 memory. With 
the ATR-4 connected to a computer through the Computer Interface Unit, the ATR Operating Program, guides the 
user through setting of the ATR-4 probe and sampling interval switches and monitors the switch positions to 
confirm the desired settings. Either an "immediate start" or "delayed start" of the ATR-4 may be chosen by wtting 
the StopIOperate Jumper switch to the proper position. In the stop position the timing oscillator is shut down, 
and no data is taken. In the operate position, timing starts and temperature sampling begins. 
The second method is manual setup of the ATR-4 without a computer. It consists of setting the switches and 
pressing the Reset button, which resets the RAM address to zero and causes data to be recorded, starting at the 
beginning of memory. Manual setup does not allow a Header to be stored at the beginning of memory. 
Temperature data is stored sequentially in memory. There is no off-on power switch, and the memory is never 
erased except by command as an option. Normally, each time the recorder is set up, the memory is reset and 
previous data is overwritten. When the memory is filled with data, the ATR-4 stops recording and enters a standby 
state. ATR-4 recording duration ranges from a minimum of 10 days for 4 probes at the 1.875 min. sampling 
interval to a maximum of 342 days for 1 channel at the 15 min. interval. 
Data readout is accomplished by connecting the ATR-4 to the Computer Interface Unit and following the on-screen 
directions of the Readout section of the ATR Operating Program. At the beginning of readout, the computer 
stores an end-of-data (EOD) mark in memory immediately following the last recorded data. It then resets the ATR- 
4 and reads out the Header and data up to the EOD mark. The transferred data is stored in a file in the computer 
for subsequent tabular and graphic presentation. 
ATR-4 CIRCUIT AND COMPONENTS 
Referring to the simplified circuit schematic, Figure 5., the ATR-4 consists of an oscillator-counter timing 
section, a signal input analog section with operational amplifiers and an analog-to-digital converter (PaDC), and a 
RAM memory section. 
The integrated circuits (IC) are low power 4000 series CMOS. To conserve battery energy, the analog input and 
ADC circuitry, which draw 9 ma, are normally unpowered and only switched on at each sampling interval with a 
low forward-drop P-MOSFET transistor switch. The remaining digital IC's and RAM draw approximately 30 
microamps when in standby mode between sampling intervals. 
Temperature is measured with an Analog Devices AD590 integrated circuit temperature sensor that provides a 
current output linearly proportional to the absolute temperature. A negative 5 volts is applied to the AD590 by a 
7660 inverter which produces a negative temperature current that is summed with a positive offset current from a 
]REF43 precision 2.5 volt reference, which sets the low temperature measurement point. A quad TLC27L9 
operational amplifier with feedback resistor-controlled gain inverts the negative input, and produces a 0 . 2 3  signal 
output. Precision (0.05%), low temperature coefficient (5 ppmldeg. C) resistors are used to set the offset current, 
which establishes the -40 deg. C low pint, and the gain, which establishes the 100 deg. C measurement range. 
With the precision resistors, calibration is not required for the specified +/-I deg. C accuracy. The 0-2.5~ analog 
temperame signals are then conv to &bit bytes by a 
By selecting different offset and feedback resistor values the low temperature point may be set as low as -60 deg. 
C, and the range can be adjusted for a high temp point up to 150 deg. C. The nmwer  the range the higher the 
resolution. A 100 deg. C range results in a 0.4 deg. C resolution. The operating temperature range of the ATR-4 
circuit is limited to -60 to +85 deg. C. 
Circuit timing is based on a crystal controlled 4536 programmable timer that provides a periodic sampling pulse at 
1.875,3.75,7.5 and 15 min. intervals, depending on the Rate switch selection. There are four additional intervals 
of 7, 14, 28 and 56 seconds which are excluded from ATR-4 use by a mechanical stop on the switch. The 
sampling pulse sets a NOR gate latch which powers the analog and ADC circuits through the P-MOSFET 
transistor switch and starts a 4040 circuit timing counter which sequences the ADC read and write and the RAM 
storage operations through various combinatorial logic gates. 0the.r 4040 output stages are combined through the 
Probe switch to send a reset pulse to the sampling latch which determines how many channels will be converted. 
Conversion requires about 3 microseconds, and the time between channel conversions is 6.9 milliseconds. 
Data bytes are stored in a 32Kx8 static RAM which is sequentially addressed by another 4040 counter with spill- 
over into one half of a 4520 counter. The other half of the 4520 provides channel sequencing for the ADC. When 
the RAM is filled, the next counter stage disables the 4536 oscillator and the ATR-4 reverts to the 30 microamp 
low power standby state. The oscillator may also be disabled by setting the StopIOperate Jumper switch to the 
Stop position. 
The ATR-4 switch monitoring feature is implemented by connecting the logic level of each switch position in an 
8-bit status byte that is stored in a HC244 register and monitored by the setup- readout computer. The ATIR-4's 
serial number also is read by the computer to identify the unit. A serial number from 0 to 255 is assigned to each 
ATR-4 by connecting each of its eight data lines to either Vc or ground with 1M resistors. This binary coded data 
bus resistance pattern is interpreted by the computer as the serial number. 
Power for the circuit is provided by two series-connected, hermetically-sealed lithium thionyl chloride 3 . 5 ~  
batteries through a 2936 low forward-drop 5v regulator. Dual redundant reverse-charge blocking diodes and 
individual battery fuses are provided to meet Space Shuttle battery safety requirements (2). There is no offlon 
power switch. The low power static RANI and CMOS digital IC's are always on at a low 30 microamp level to 
insure memory retention. 
Besides the eight data lines plus ground, there are six control lines and four analog signal lines connected from the 
circuit to the 20-pin connector. The control lines are: oscillator disable, analog on, clock, read/write, switch 
enable and reset. They are used by the Computer Interface Unit for setup and readout functions. The four 0 - 2 3  
analog temperame signals are available at the connector for resting purposes, and can be read by an ancillaay had- 
held Field Tester which was built for optional use at remote sites where no computer was available. The Field 
Tester also indicates the state of the stoploperate and manual reset switches. Control line inputs and data lines are 
protected by 10K current-limiting resistors, and signal inputs are protected by 1K resistors along with rail-to-rail 
shunting diodes. 
ATR-4 ASSEMBLY AWD PRODUCTION 
To meet small package constraints, the ATR-4 was assembled using surface mount components. Military standiKd 
(MS) grade components were used wherever possible for reliability. Surface mount ICs, however, were not 
available in MS grade in the preferred small outline (SOIC) package with its gull-wing shaped leads. The 
common MS package was either a leadless chip carrier, which did not allow for stress relieving compliance when 
soldered to a circuit board, or a J-leaded package with leads bent beneath the chip which prevents adequate 
inspection. Industrial rated, plastic encapsulated gull-wing SOIC's with typical operating range of -40 to +85 deg. 
C were used. For the -40 to +60 deg. C thermal cycle operating condition of the ATR-4, deterioration of the 
plastic encapsulated SOIC's will be a factor limiting its lifetime to an anticipated 15 years with occasional usage. 
A single multilayer printed circuit (PCB) board having six circuit layers was required. Polyimide PCB material 
was used for its low thermal expansion. The small resistor, capacitor and diode chip components were mounted on 
the bottom of the board, and the IC's and through-hole switch and connector components were mounted on top. 
The initial ATR-4's were assembled using manual placement and a surface mount hot air rework station to solder 
the components. A small production run was done with a simple table top vapor phase soldering unit (Vaporette) 
which allowed all of the surface mount components to be soldered in two passes, and subsequent production has 
been done with a larger vapor phase soldering'machine. The small chip components were positioned and soldered 
on the bottom of the board first (bottom side up), and then the IC's were placed and soldered on the top side. 
Solder paste was dispensed using a squeegee and a stainless steel solder mask. Component adhesive was not 
required. The boards were cooled promptly after solder reflow to enhance small grain structure and stronger joints 
in the solder alloy (3). Final assembly of the units included applying silicone conformal coating for protection 
from contamination. 
COMPUTER INTERFACE UNIT 
The ATR-4 is set up and read out by an IBM XTIAT-compatible computer through an AC line-powered Computer 
Interface Unit. The Computer Interface Unit translates the 8-bit parallel data and decodes the control lines into 
serial data for downloading via the computer's RS-232 serial port. Data transfer is at 9600 baud. 
The Computer Interface Unit is based on the Cybernetics CY233 network controller chip which provides parallel- 
serial data conversion and also decodes the ATR-4 control lines. A single circuit board contains the controller 
chip, associated logic chips and power supply. 
SOFTWARE 
The ATR-4 software is written in PASCAL and provided on a diskette as a single operating program labeled ATR. 
The program is entirely menu driven and consists of the following functions: Setup, Readout, Data Display, and 
Utilities. 
SETUP is used to prepare the recorder for recording data. It guides the user in setting the Rate and Probe switches 
and entering Header information. The Header information includes the ATR-4 serial no. (read automatically), setup 
and battery dates, probe numbers, and a comment field. The ATR4 switch settings are monitored by the program 
to minimize setup error and are automatically recorded in the Header. 
READOUT enables temperature data stored in the ATR's memory to be transferred to a PC. The end of current 
data is identified by an end of data (EOD) marker written by the computer immediately after the last current data 
byte in the ATR-4 memory. The ATR-4 is then reset by the computer and the memory is read out sequentially up 
to the EOD marker. The temperature data is not affected by readout and may be re-read out indefinitely. Old data 
is not erased. It is retained in memory until subsequent reset and recording writes over the previous data. 
DATA DISPLAY includes tabular and graphic presentations. Tabular data is listed, along with the elapsed time, 
for the number of probes used. A printed copy of the tabular data, including header information, may be selected. 
The graphic display plots temperature versus elapsed time from the start of recording. The program allows the 
user to select a particular time segment of data, temperature range for plotting, and the number of probes to be 
displayed. The elapsed time may be conelated to another time, such as mission or actual time, by specifying the 
start time. Graphic data can be printed with an Epson compatible dot mamx printer. 
UTILITIES include selection of the computer serial port (COM1 or Corn),  the disk drive to be used for data, an 
optional ASCII text data file for use with other data reduction programs, and an ATR-4 memory test. The 
Memory Test writes and reads a test byte to all locations of memory. Its use, of course, writes over all data 
existing in the ATR-4. Data may be erased with a Memory Erase selection which writes a zero value to all 
memory locations. 
RQA AND ACCEPTANCE TESTING 
Reliability and quality assurance (RQA) procedures included failure modes analysis, parts screening, assembly 
certification and acceptance testing. Failure modes analysis resulted in elimination of an off-on switch. Assembly 
certification included a 55 cycle temperature test from -50C to +70C (10 degrees beyond each end of the ATR-4's 
operating range) of the Vaporette-formed surface mount solder joints. 
To meet Space Shuttle flight requirements (4,5), the ATR-4 was subjected to offgas and electromagnetic emission 
testing, and all units were subjected to acceptance testing. The acceptance tests included a 100 hour burnin at 
+62C, pressure differential test (less than 200 Torr vacuum environment), fluid resistance test (water submersion), 
random vibration tests, and thermal cycling. The thermal cycle tests included five cycles with the ATR-4 
operating over a -38 to +58 deg. C range. The random vibration test applied a sweep and composite of sinusoidal 
vibrations to each axis of the ATR-4. After each segment of the acceptance testing, limited or full functional 
operation tests were performed. The full functional test included a full range accuracy test to confirm the +/-1C 
specified accuracy. 
APPLICATIONS 
An early version of the ATR-4 was flown on the Russian Cosmos 2044 Biosatellite in 1989 to record external 
surface radiation dosimeter temperatures as part of a joint US-USSR program. The ATR-4 has flown on several 
recent Shuttle flights for recording temperatures in various experiments: a Growth Hormone Concentration and 
Distribution in Plants experiment on STS-34, a Circadian Rhythm of Neuraspora experiment on STS-32, and a 
Physiological Systems Experiment with Animal Enclosure Modules on STS-41. 
A derivative of the ATR-4, called the Flight Temperature Recorder (FTR), is currently used on NASA ER2 high 
altitude earth resources research aircraft to record instrument temperatures, including values below -60 deg. C on 
ozone detection instrumentation. 
SUMMARY 
A small four-channel, battery powered ambient temperature recorder (ATR-4), has been developed to meet NASA 
Life Science Shuttle payload requirements. It measures temperatures from -40C to +60C at selected intervals, and 
stores up to 32K bytes of data for subsequent readout by a personal computer. 
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ABSTRACT 
Fiber-optic push-pull sensors are those which exploit the intrinsically differential nature of an interferometer 
with concommitant benefits in common-mode rejection of undesired effects. Several fiber-optic accelerometer and 
hydrophone designs are described. Additionally, the recent development at the Naval Postgraduate School of a 
passive low-cost interferometric signal demodulator permits the development of economical fiber-optic sensor 
systems. 
INTRODUCTION 
Optical fiber sensors have been represented as being of rather remarkable sensitivity, even to the point of 
violating the Second Law of Thermodynamics [I], [2], [3], and easy to fabricate. Obviously, optical fiber sensor 
designs have not always realized these early expectations in sensitivity [4] and geometric flexibility. However, 
sensors using technology developed for the communications industry do offer the possibility of remote sensing, with 
no electrical power required for signal amplification, at distances of 20 km or more. Further, fiber sensors, and the 
compatible communication lines to them, offer several advantages, among which are the immunity from 
electromagnetic interference, light weight, low power requirements, low crosstalk, and reduced risk of shock or spark 
hazards [3]. All the sensors described in this paper exploit developments in communications technology; 
accordingly, each can be used to detect stimuli kilometers away from the transmitting light source and receiving 
electronics. 
We divide optical fiber sensors into two general categories: intrinsic and extrinsic. Extrinsic fiber sensors are 
those in which the light, at some point in the sensing operation, leaves the fiber. An example is the Fabry-Perot 
interferometer, in which the light leaves the fiber and impinges on some sensing mechanism from which it is 
reflected. The reflected light is then combined interferometrically with the incident light, and the resulting optical 
fringe pattern is representative of the stimuli. Intrinsic fiber sensors are those in which the light never leaves the 
fiber; this type of sensor facilitates the relatively easy construction of push-pull optical fiber sensors. 
In push-pull opt id fiber sensors, an optical fiber coupler bifurcates the light power within a single fiber into 
two fibers forming the two legs of the interferometer. The two legs can then be made to operate in a differential 
mode, or push-pull, in contrast to sensors in which the sensor response to a stimuli is compared to an isolated 
reference leg. Since optical fibers are neither intrinsically sensitive or selective to stimuli [5], considerable difficulty 
exists in attempting to create an isolated reference insensitive to all environmental stimuli. Placing the two legs of 
a push-pull sensor in close proximity exploits the common-mode rejection intrinsic to an interferometric sensor, 
thus minimizing the effects of unwanted environmental effects. The sensor design effort can then focus on 
enhancing the stimuli of interest, and achieve greater sensitivity since both legs of the interferometer are responsive. 
Interfernmetric fiber-optic sensors generate signals proportional to the phase differences between the light waves 
propagating in the two interferometer legs [6]. Since the signals are phase differences, the sensor is not hostage to 
fluctuations in the transmitted light power, a problem common to sensors whose output light intensity is 
proportional to the stimuli intensity. 
Phase shift in an optical fiber can be caused by several mechanisms, such as variation in fiber length, 
polarization, index of refraction within the core, or variations in the core diameter. The optical phase shift, &), is 
given in general form by 171: 
Here, is the optical propagation constant along the fiber axis (k2nlh, where h is the optical wavelength in the 
fiber core), L is the fiber length responsive to the stimuli inducing the phase shift, k is the optical wave number in 
vacuum, n is the index of refraction of the fiber core, and a is the fiber core eter, typically 5-8 mm in the single- 
mode tiber used for the sensors reported herein. Changes in any of the parameters in eq. (1) will induce a p h e  shift, 
for the sensors to be described, the length of the fiber is modulated by the stimuli of inte~st. 
FIBER-OPTIC ACCELEROMETERS 
Two designs for fiber-optic interferometric accelerometers have been developed at the Naval Postgraduate 
School (NPS). The first (Fig. 1) consists of a seismic mass supported by two mandrels around which are wrapped 
the two legs of the interferometer [8], [9]. The mandrels are constructed from castable soft rubber, having a 
Poisson's ratio of nearly one-half, and act as transformers of longitudinal compression into circumferential strain. 
When the accelerometer case is displaced, the seismic mass compresses one of the mandrels while relieving the other. 
Accordingly, the two fibers wrapped around the mandrels experience strains of opposite sign, a feature of push-pull 
sensor design. The fibers reject changes in ambient temperature and pressure by exploiting the common-mode 
rejection which is also a feature of push-pull sensors. The acceleration sensitivity of a sensor of this type, using a 
640 gm seismic mass and eight meters of fiber in each leg, is 10,000 radianslg [lo]. 
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Figure I. Sketch of a push-pull accelerometer using optical fiber wrapped rubber mandrels supporting a seismic 
mass. When the sensor case is displaced in a direction along the axis of a supporting mandrel pair, one of the 
mandrels is compressed while the other is relieved; accordingly, the optical fiber around one mandrel is stretched 
while the other is relieved. 
Figure 2 is a plot of the interferometric signal output from this type of sensor compared to that of a high- 
sensitivity accelerometer. Novel techniques recently developed at NPS for demodulating the interferometric signals 
will be presented later in this paper. 
Three such fiber-optic accelerometers placed on orthogonal axes and sharing a common seismic mass constitute 
a three-axis accelerometer. In all cases, the fiber-optic couplers used must remain within the accelerometer housing 
so as to not jeopardize the common-mode rejection of undesired environmental effects. 
The second accelerometer design is sketched in Figure 3 [1 11, [12]. When the sensor is accelerated, saains are 
induced in the two thin circular plates. The disks are attached at the centers with the siesmic mass, which can be 
adjusted to achieve a desired resonance frequency. The two optical fiber legs forming the interferometer are wound in 
concentric, pancake-like coils, and are epoxied to each of the inside surfaces of the plates. When the sensor is 
displaced, the surfaces experience strains, of opposite sign, which are detected by the bonded fiber coils. A s  with the 
previous design, the two coils experience similar responses to unwanted influences of temperatun: and pressure by 
utilizing the common-mode rejection intrinsic to the interferometer. The acceleration sensitivity of a sensor of this 
type, using a 34 gm seismic mass and five meters of fiber in each leg, is 49 radianslg. 
Figure 2. Sketch of an oscilloscope display of the output signal from a push-pull optical fiber sensor. The upper 
trace is from a conventional accelerometer and the lower trace is from an interfernmetric push-pull sensor. 
F b r e  3. Sketch of a fiber-optic flexural disk accelerometer. When the case is accelerated, the inner surfaces of 
the two disks experience strains of oppossite sign. The optical fiber coils bonded to the surfaces also experience 
strains of opposite sign. 
If the above designs are placed within a neutrally-buoymt container and then placed in water [l3], [l41, the 
container will experience acoustically induced accelerations according to the lin Euler equation: 
where p is the fluid density. Accordingly, the sensor becomes bi-directional. The first sensor design is insensitive 
to changes in temperature or hydrosMic pressure (which defonns the neutrally buoyant case) since these effects cause 
identical changes in the two mandrels and are rejected by the differential behavior of the interfernmetea: The second 
design is insensitive since hydrostatic pressure causes both plates to experience 
The pressureinduced strain experienced by the two circular plates afforded the opportunity to construct an omni- 
tional sensor by placing the coils so as to enhance this response [IS], 1161, [17]. A sensor so constructed will 
be insensitive to acceleration, and the sensitivity can be increased by placing coils appropriately on bqth sides of the 
plates (Fig. 4). We have constructed and tested several of these "flexural plate" hydrophones. The theoretical 
sensitivity based upon the elastic properties of the plate materials and boundary conditions is in excellent agreement 
with the measured sensitivity for both acoustic and hydrostatic pressure in water and air. 
We have also constructed four-coil versions of this dual-plate hydrophone made entirely from a high tensile 
strength castable elastomer having a low dynamic Young's modulus with a temperature coefficient of 0.3%I0C 
within the range of oceanic temperatures [18]. The four coils and coupler are cast into the unit and the gap between 
the plates is chosen so that the plates touch at the maximum operating depth. This permits the maximum 
sensitivity consistent with the breaking strain of the optical fibers since the hydrophone does not rely on the tensile 
sbrength of the plate material alone to support the hydrophone at crush depth. 
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Figure 4. Sketch of a omni-directional flexural disk hydrophone interferometer and responses. The upper figure 
is a schematic representation of the optical fiber coupler and coils forming the Michelson interferometer. The middle 
figure illustrates the response of the hydrophone under acceleration; the two coils of either Leg A or Lag B 
experience no net change in length since one coil is stretched while the second is relieved. The lower figure 
illustrates the pressure response of the sensor; the strains experienced by both coils of Leg A and Leg B are of 
opposite sign. 
M e n  an oblate spheroidal shell, shown in Figure 5, having an aspect ratio a,/b > (2-v)lf2, where v is 
Poisson's ratio, is subject to hydrostatic compression, the semi-major (a) axis and semi-minor axis (b) experience 
of opposite sign. If two optical fibers, which comprise the arms of an interferometer, are wound around the 
the semi-major axis and semi-minor axis circumferences of the oblate spheroid, pressure changes will induce a 
differential optical phase shift [19], [201. 
Ihs in the case of the flex& plate design, we have developed a "closed form" analytical description of this 
hydrophone which provides the necessary design parameters (a, b, and t) based on the choice of shell material, 
operating bandwidth, and maximum operating depth [21]. This design has the advantage of requiring no internal 
parts so that the shells can be fabricated by inexpensive methods (e.g. injection molded) after which the optical fibers 
can be attached to the exterior. 
Figure 9. Cross-sectional sketch of a fiber-optic oblate spheroidal flextensional hydrophone showing the shell 
thickness, t, and the semi-major (a) axis and semi-minor axis (b) coil pairs. The three-dimensional shell is generated 
by rotation about the semi-minor axis (b). 
This geometry also provides considerable flexibility in array design [22]. The hydrophone element or array to 
be "shaded" by varying the number of turns taken around each shell. Optical redundancy of the array to improve 
reliability can be accomplished by wrapping optical fiber of independent interferometers around the same shells. A 
pressure gradient hydrophone could be constructed by wrapping the fiber from one leg of the interferometer around 
the equator of one shell and the meridian of the other, and the opposite wiring for the other shell. A cardid 
pa- could then be obtained by wrapping one leg of a second interferometer around the equators of both oblate 
spheroids and the other leg around the meridians so that the same two shells would give both the omni-directional 
and the bi-directional information. Clearly, higher-order arrays could be constructed in the same way. 
Demodulation of Fiber-Optic Heterferometsic Signals 
The most prevalent demodulation technique for 2x2 coupler-based interometric fikr optic signals uses a laser 
at a carrier frequency, while the phase shifts induced by the stimulus appear as side-bands 1231, [24]. The 
modulation of the laser is accomplished by modulating the laser drive current, an approach introducing severall 
problems among which are: 1) the requirement for laser diodes with long coherence lengths; 2) mode-hopping 
induced by the superimposed current modulation; 3) high setup complexity requiring FFT calibration of phase 
generated carrier spectral components to insure Bessel function balance and orthogonality; 4) the necessity of an 
optical path difference which increases susceptibility to additional laser phase noise and extraneous environmental 
effects; 5) fluctuations in sensor output due to scale factor instability, (scale factor quantifies the circuit's conversion 
of optical phase in radians to electrical o u ~ u t  in volts), and 6) the signal induced by the stimulus appears as side- 
bands of both the carrier frequency and at its harmonics; since not all harmonics are included, the total optical signdl 
power is not available to correct for fluctuations in fringe visibility. 
An ideal, equal split ratio, 3x3 coupler, has outputs with a relative phase difference of 120" [251. This allows 
the generation of in-phase and quadrature signals without the real-time carrier waveform. Previous demodulator 
implementations using a 3x3 coupler used only two of the three available coupler outputs to produce the in-phase 
and quadrature signals, and these signals were again processed by the sine-cosine algorithm used for the phase 
generated carrier technique [26], [27]. Although this approach does alleviate many of the problems associated with 
phase generated carrier demodulation, the unavailability of stable 3x3 couplers postponed the practical 
implementation of this strategy. Recently, however, 3x3 couplers with good environmental stability and 
polarization insensitivity have become available [28]. 
In this demodulator implementation, all three outputs of the 3x3 coupler are used in a symmetric manner to re- 
create the phase modulating signal, $(t) [25], [29]. No modulation of the laser wavelength is required, thereby 
reducing cost and complexity, and noise (there is less probability that the laser will "mode-hop"), while removing 
the previously described problems associated with laser modulation. The symmetric demodulation technique is 
capable not only of demodulating milliradian signals, it can also demodulate signals at the kiloradian levels, as 
opposed to the fractional radian upper limit of phase generated carrier techniques. Accordingly, the previously 
described push-pull sensors, which produce signals 20 to 50 dB greater than earlier sensors, can now be readily 
exploited. Further, this demodulator uses a simple feedback control circuit that is capable of maintaining a stable 
scale factor (voltslradian) in the presence of variations in both the total optical power and in the fringe visibility. 
A Mach-Zehnder fiber optic interferometer consisting of a 2x2 coupler at the input and a 3x3 coupler at the 
output was fabricated in order to test the symmetric demodulation algorithm [Fig. 61. The two legs of the 
interferometer were wrapped around separate piezoelectric cylindem which were driven 180" out-of-phase to produce 
large modulation amplitudes in the interferometer. The demodulator was implemented using low-cost electronic 
components such as AD712 and OP111 operational amplifiers, AD534 multipliers, and a DIVlOO divider. 
Typical phase generated carrier demodulation techniques have a one-to-one comspondence in the change in AC 
power and scale factor. This is very important, since, in principle, there is no way to distinguish fluctu~cions in 
scale factor from real signals. In this demodulator implementation, the scale factor is stable to better than f 5% even 
in the presence of optical power variations greater than 170%. 
Figure 6. Block diagram of the passive symmetric interferometric signal demodulator signal flow using the 
outputs of a 3x3 optical fiber coupler. The outputs from each of the fibers are C + Bcos[$(t)] and C + Bcos[$(t) + 
120'1. The stimuli-induced modulating signal, Nt), is re-created at the output and is multiplied by scale factor, S. 
The dynamic range of the demodulator is defined as the ratio of the maximum signal that can be accurate1y 
reproduced by the circuit to the minimum detectable signal in a given bandwidth. A conservative criteria defuring the 
maximum signal was chosen as that amplitude for which the demodulated output produced a total harmonic 
distortion level (THD) of 4%. For the detectability, the bandwidth of the measurement has been normalized to 1 
Hertz. The minimum detectable signal at 600 Hz is 220 pad/dHz and the 4% THD signal level is 140 radians, thus 
the dynamic range for this initial implementation is 116 dB [28], 1291. 
In evaluating the demodulator performance, the maximum and minimum signal levels were proportional to 
"l/f" (-20 dB/decade). For the maximum signal, this limit was due to the maximum fringe rate of the demodulator 
(65 kradJsec). The l/f dependance in the minimum detectability was due to integration of the multiplier noise. This 
performance leads to a frequency independent dynamic range for the system, which is well suited for practical use, 
since laser noise, ocean noise, and many other systems exhibit noise power spectral densities which increases with 
decreasing fi.equency at low fkquencies. 
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COMMERCIAL "CAPACIPEECTOW" 
John EM. Vranish 
NASAICoddard Space Flight Center 
Greenbelt, Maryland 2077 1 
ABSTRACT 
A capacitive proximity/tactile sensor with unique performance capabilities ("Capaciflector" or capacitive reflector) is 
being developed by NASNGSFC for use on robots and payloads in space in the interests of safety, efficiency, and 
ease of operation. Specifically, this sensor will permit robots and their attached payloads to avoid collisions in space 
with humans and other objects and to dock these payloads in a cluttered environment. The sensor is simple, robust, 
and inexpensive to manufacture with obvious and recognized commercial possibilities. Accordingly, NASNGSFC, 
in conjunction with industry, is embarking on an effort to "spin" this technology off into the private sector. This 
effort includes prototypes aimed at commercial applications. The principles of operation of these prototypes are 
described along with hardware, software, modelling, and test results. The hardware description includes both the 
physical sensor in terms of a flexible printed circuit board and the electronic circuitry. The software description will 
include filtering and detection techniques. The modelling will involve finite element electric field analysis and will 
underline techniques used for design optimization. 
INTRODUCTION 
The objective for NASA purposes is to develop a proximity sensing skin that will permit a robot to sense intruding 
objects without blind spots (up to one foot). This is a muti-purpose sensor. When used as an array on its arms, the 
robot can be prevented from colliding with an object in space, particularly a human being. When sensing skin 
elements are placed on an Orbital Replacement Unit (ORU), these units can be manipulated, berthed and fastened 
down with unprecedented accuracy and safety-no possibility of unwanted collisions. NASA research has also 
demonsttated that scanning the sensor can produce clear images and that the near range resolution is so accurate that 
precontact virtual force control is possible. The sensor is capable of becoming central to NASA space robot control. 
This sensing skin must be able to function reliably in the extreme environment of space and not disturb or be 
disturbed by neighboring NASA instruments. It should be simple, compact and be incidental to the robot design. 
An approach basedl on an array of capacitors appears promising in solving both the proximity and tactile models 111. 
However, the system must be able to detect objects (including humans) at ranges in excess of one foot so that the 
robot can react. To obtain such a range, a capacitive sensor typically must be "stood off' from the grounded robot 
arm a considerable distance (approximately one inch). This would disfigure the robot arm, causing it to be bulkier 
than necessary. It would also make cross-talk between the sensor elements more pronounced and would likely 
impede the flow of heat from the robot arms to outer space (a serious problem for the Flight Telerobotic Servicer 
WS)). The "Capaciflector" (capacitive reflector) described in this paper solves these problems and, in so doing, 
advances the state-of-the-art in capacitive sensor performance. 
NASA is now in the process of developing a commercial version of the "Capaciflector", 2.5 cm (1 in.) on a side. 
This sensor will be ultra simple, inexpensive and compact (essentially a piece of flexible printed circuit board with 
electronic circuitry mounted on its reverse side). But, with ranges in excess of 1 3  cm (5 in.) vs 2.5 cm (1 in.) for 
comparably-sized commercially available capacitive sensors, the commercial "Capaciflector" will use both an analog 
output (signifying range) and an onloff switching signal that can be reset as required. 
The "Capaciflector" is a capacitive sensing element backed by a reflector element which is driven by the same 
voltage as the sensor to reflect all field lines away from the grounded robot arm, thus extending the range of the 
sensor. This approach is an extension of the technique used in instrumentation systems where a shield or guard is 
used to eliminate stray capacitance [2]. 
Fig. 1 shows the principles of operation in terms of charges and electric fields. Fig. la shows a capacitive sensor not 
using the "capaciflector" principle. Since we are using relatively low frequencies (approximately 20 Hz) we have 
the quasi-static condition and static charges and electric fields can be used to determine the capacitance the sensor 
"sees". We can see that the smaller the stand-off from the grounded robot arm, the larger the capacitive coupling 
between the sensor and ground. This, of course, has the effect of reducing the relative coupling between the sensor 
and the object being sensed and hence reducing sensor range and sensitivity. On the other hand, increasing the stand- 
off increases the bulk of the robot arm and adds wires and wiring complications. And, when the insulation materials 
are added to support the stand-off, the ability of the robot arm to dissipate thermal energy into space is impeded. 
When the "capaciflector" principle is used (Fig. lb)[3], the field lines from the sensor are prevented from returning 
directly to ground. The effective stand-off is approximately the width of the active shield or capacitive reflector. 
Thus, we can have a skin with very little thickness (on the order of 0.060 inches) and a robot arm with very little 
bulk and still have the performance of a large stand-off. Fig. 2 shows the electronic circuitry. The capacitive 
coupling between the sensor and the object being sensed is used as the input capacitance tuning the oscillator 
frequency. As an object comes closer, the capacitance increases and the oscillator frequency decreases. On the other 
hand, the reflector is attached to the output of the voltage follower so it is electrically isolated and prevented from 
affecting the tuning of the oscillator frequency. At the same time, the voltage of the reflector follows that of the 
oscillator. Thus, the reflector is in phase with (and reflects) the electric field of the sensor without being affected by 
the coupling between the sensor and an approaching object. 
- (a) without reflector 
Fig. l : "Capaciflector"principle[3] 
Reflecbr driver 
n
Fig. 2 : 'Tapaciflector~'circuitry[3] 
DETECTION 
We will now examine the means by which the sensor detects an objectC31. The discussion will be limited to 
conductors for simplicity although dielectrics are also easily detected. Both the grounded and ungrounded (Fig. 1) 
cases will be examined. Since we have low frequency, (approximately 20 kHz), the quasi-static case holds. 
Assuming a momentary positive potential V in Fig. Ib. we can see that the electric field lines emanating from the 
sensor towards the object induce negative charges on the object surf- nearest the sensor. Thus that surface can be 
considered one plate of a capacitor and the sensor the other. But, an ungrounded conductive object is charge neutral 
so an equal amount of positive charge will form on the surface away from the sensor so as to ensure that there is no 
net electric field in the conductor. These charges couple back to ground which creates a second capacitor in series 
with the one mentioned above. These are labeled in Fig. 2 respectively as: 
C and Cw 
SO 
But; there also is a path where the electric fields from the sensor can go around the active shield and couple to ground 
directly. This is labeled as: 
cs9 
Thus our tuning capacitance is: 
In the case where the object is grounded, equation (1) reduces to: 
Examining equations (1) and (2) above, since we are looking for small changes in Ct it is clear we want Csg to be 
small. Therefore, we want the shield or reflector to force the field lines from the sensor towards the object as much 
as possible. 
We now turn to the case where the object is not grounded [4,5,6]. We know: 
A 
We also know that a gotxi conductor must have the same potential everywhere on its surface. Therefore the potential 
on the object will be that of its furthest point from the sensor. we will call the potential on the sensor V and the 
object potential Vo. Thus we have: 
a a 
where 
Q i = charge induced in the object. 
It is apparent that an object with any dimension more than a few inches in any direction (for example length) forces 
the potential on the entire surface of the object to be very low. And, as the experimental evidence shows,in practice, 
all objects are approximately grounded. 
Electric field details 
F i g .  3 : E l e c t r i c  f i e l d  d e t a i l s [ 3 ]  
MODELING 
In order to verify the experimental results, and to further improve the sensor, a static electric field model was 
developed. The objective was to determine the percentage change in frequency of the oscillator resulting from the 
introduction of an object within the field of the capaciflector. The frequency of oscillation of the circuit in Figure.2 
can be shown to be 
Where: R3 = Rq = 2R2 
This implies 
f C 
where 0 and t 0 represent the frequency and the capacitance of the sensor in the absence of an object, and A f and 
A 't represent the change in frequency and capacitance respectively because of the introduction of an object. 
The method of moments approach was chosen to determine the capacitances, as it allows one to model systems with 
no boundaries. The modeling approach is therefore similar to that used by Volakis et al. 171. In our case, the 
system consists of the grounded robot arm, the sensor shield, the sensor, and the detected object. The system is 
approximated by a two dimensional model - we solve the problem for a cross section of the system assuming that 
the system extends to infinity along the axis perpendicular to the plane. 
In this method, after discretizing the two dimensional system entities, each discrete element of length Ds with a 
charge density of r, is approximated to a point charge of magnitude r Ds, located at the center of mass of the 
element. The charge densities are then determined by solving the following set of M linear equations, M being the 
total number of elements in the system. 
M 
m  =1 
~ A s m p m = o  
m  =1 
where V is the voltage of an element, Knm is the integral of the two dimensional Green's function for statics, and k is 
reference element. Knm is given by the following relations [Ibid]: 
K n m = ~ s m [ l n ( r n k 1 ~ s  rn > + A s m ( 1 + l n 2 ) / 2 z & ; m = n  1 
where e is the permittivity of the medium and ro is the distance between the ith and the jth elements (point charges). 
Entity 
Fig. 4: Description of the variables used in the method of moments 
The sensor capacitance is then determined by summing the capacitances of the elements representing the sensor: 
where N is the total number of elements representing the sensor. 
A computer program was written to calculate the total capacitance seen by the sensor for several configurations. For 
each configuration, the program moves a circular object on a grid placed on the plane of the entities, and the sensor 
capacitance is computed for each object position. One of the outputs the program provides is a data file for drawing 
the frequency change vs distance plots for each such configuration. 
The program was used to plot graphs for the four configurations shown in Fig. 5 which were tested in the 
laboratory, and the results are shown in Fig. 6. The abscissa represents the distance of the object from the sensor, 
and the ordinate the percentage change in frequency. The center of the object is above the center of the sensor for the 
cases shown. 
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EREMENTAL RESULTS 
An experimental laboratory set-up was assembled and a similar set of sensor configurations and object positions 
measurements were taken. The results of the experiment are shown in Fig. 7 and are similar to the model results. 
Since the computer model only simulates a two dimensional configuration, the results of the simulation assume 
infinitely long strips of the sensor, reflector, and object. The experimental set-ups were similar; the sensors was 
approximately six inches long, the reflector approximately fourteen inches long, and the object one inch in diameter 
and thirty six inches long. The reflector was made from ships of copper foil that could be connected in the 
configurations shown in Figure 5b. Subsequent testing has shown that the sensor must be shorter than the reflector 
to reduce end effects which substantially reduce sensitivity. The explanation is that the reflector must totally 
surround the sensor to contain the field. Otherwise, the flux lines from the sensor will simply shift to the lower 
field strength and return to the ground at the ends of the sensor, thereby reducing the coupling to the object. 
No shield configuration 
---+--- Shield width = Sensor width 
- Shield width = 3xSensor width 
Shield width = 5xSensorwidth 
Object distance 
Experimental results [3] 
DISCUSSION OF RESULTS 
The results from the modeling and the experiment are similar. Both show the frequency change is inversely 
proportional to the object distance distance from the sensor. They both show that the sensitivity increases 
dramatically as the the shield width increases. The increase is approximately 7-fold for the experimental result and 
almost Pfold for the model. 
The substantial difference shown between the modeled results and the experimental results are probably due to our 
primitive models used to date. The model program assumes infinitely long strips for the sensor, shield, and object, 
while our experiment used a 6 inch sensor with 14 inch shield. End effects or the short sensor may account for the 
difference; our modeling has not progressed far enough to determine. The rate of variation between the curves is 
also different. The model shows almost no difference between the curves for no shield and shield=sensor width, 
while the experimental results show a substantial difference. This result may be entirely due to inaccuracies in the 
model. Similarly, there is a difference between the rate of change between the upper two curves on the graphs. The 
model shows an increasing rate of change difference while the experimental result shows almost a constant difference. 
We cannot presently account for this result, but it may be due to either the model or to electronic circuit limitations. 
This latter conjecture comes from the fact that the frequency changes are substantial and nonlinearities may limit the 
frequency shift. Investigations are continuing. 
Fig. 7 
Commercial "Capaciflector" 
Fixture Mounting Surface Surface (Ground) 
Fig. 8: Commercial " Capaciflector" 
The commercial "Capaciflector" (Fig. 8) should be as small as possible so that it can be placed in grounded, confined 
areas, the typical situation in industrial applications. Thus, its reflective shield will be smaller than that of the 
NASA space version and, accordingly, the range and sensitivity/dynamic range will be compromised. For a sensor 1 
in. dia and 0.50 in thick, we have measured a range of 7 in. ,when mounted on an insulator, 5 in. when mounted on 
a conductor. This is still 5 to 7 times the range and sensitivity achieved by commercially available capacitive sensors 
in a package 112 the volume (to include the sensor head and electronics-signal amplification and filtering). Thus, we 
have a significant increase in performance. In addition, the cost of fabrication will be much reduce& The sensor head 
and input/output leads is essentially a flexible printed circuit board. The electronics is ultra simple and straight 
forward and will be attached to the reverse side of the sensor. 
With such an increase in performance, it seems sensible to have an analog signal which measures range in addition 
to the customary on/off switching output. Furthermore, the switching output will be electronically adjustable so that 
the sensor can be calibrated at the worksite, in real time, to respond to any of several object shapes and mate& at 
any of several ranges. 
These features will permit the sensor to have unprecedented performance and flexibility. It will be able to be used in 
the classic sense as a switching noncontact sensor. And, in this role, it will have a marked advantage over existing 
sensors with a greater range and superior signal to noise ratio in that range. Or alternately, it can provide a crisper, 
more certain switching point at a less than maximum range to include a crisper detection of edges. And, with the 
electronically adjustable switching output, it will be able to be calibrated against a given object of a given material, 
at a given range in real time. This will result in extraordinary operational flexibility. as well. It can be used to 
determine range, which is also unprecedented for industrial-type capacitive (or inductive) sensors. And, with the 
superior range available, close-in range determination now becomes practical. This, in turn, suggests an entire new 
dimension in adaptive control for automated techniques in robots and machine tools. For example, automated, 
machine contour following will become practical. Also, robots and machine tools will be able to slow down just 
before contacting an object, switch from position control to force control mode before contact and thereby minimize 
the shock inherent in contacting the object and the instabilities that attend. This will also minimize the need for 
passive compliance; add-on solutions that have been used in the past. 
SUMMARY 
The NASA "Capaciflector" is well on its way towards becoming a central part of collision avoidance, docking and 
berthing and precontact force control in space and will be used extensively on robot arms, robot end effectors and 
payloads. It will also likely find uses inside robot mechanisms in support of their controllers. Thus GSFC has a 
large and growing in-house capability regards this sensor and this capability can easily be applied to the Commercial 
"Capaciflector". 
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ABSTRACT 
The impetus of the Viking Mission to Mars led to the first miniaturization of a X-ray Fluorescence 
Spectrometer (XRFS). Two units were flown on the Viking Mission and successfully operated for two years 
analyzing the elemental composition of the Martian soil. Under a Bureau of Mines/NASA Technology Utilization 
project, this XRFS design was utilized to produce a battery powered, portable unit for elemental analysis of 
geological samples. This paper will detail design improvements and additional sampling capabilities that have been 
incorporated into a second generation portable XRFS that was funded by EPA/NASA Technology Utilization 
project. The unit, known as EMPAX (Environment Monitoring with Portable Analysis by X-ray) was developed 
specifically for quantitative determination of the need of EPA and any industry affected by environmental concerns, 
the EMPAX fulfills a critical need to provide on-site, real-time analysis of toxic metal contamination. A patent has 
been issued on EMPAX, but a commercial manufacturer is still king sought. 
INTRODUCTION AND BACKGROUND 
In 1976, two miniaturized X-Ray Fluorescence Spectrometers (XRFS) were landed on Mars and successfully 
operated for over two years performing elemental analysis of Martian soil samples. These spectrometers were built 
for NASA by Martin Marietta and were part of the instrumented landers of the Viking Mission to Mars Project. 
These spectrometers used proportional counters for X-ray detectors, radioactive isotope sources as the X-ray 
generators and standard pulse height analysis for the electronics. This combination has served as the basis of all 
national and international space missions flown to date. 
In 1979, NASA and Martin Marietta built a portable battery operated version of this instrument and 
delivered this prototype instrument to the Bureau of Mines for evaluation. Since then, several bench and portable 
versions are commercially available with the proportional counters/isotope source combination. 
In 1979, at the request of EPA, NASA and Martin Marietta embarked on a feasibility study to determine if 
the portable X-Ray Specwometer concept could be advanced to the point where sensitivities to a series of toxic 
metals in the range of parts per million (ppm) to parts per billion (ppb) in water samples could be achieved. 
Through the use of precipitating agents and collection of the precipitate on filtration membranes, sufficient 
preconcentration was obtained to achieve the majority of the elemental sensitivities desired using an X-Ray tube as 
the X-ray generator and a solid state, liquid nitrogen cooled Si(Li) detector as the X-ray sensor. Based on this 
information, funding was obtained to develop and deliver two prototype instruments for evaluation by NASA and 
EPA. 
INSTRUMENT DEVELOPMENT DESIGN 
In the development of a portable XRFS for the EPA, two decisions were made early in the program that 
directly affected the final instrument design. One was to have separate modules for the basic components rather than 
have them a l l  incorporated into one combined instrument package and two was to use commercially available 
components wherever possible. Since the instrument concept evolved in the 80's time period, it will reflect the 
technology that was available during that time. With some of the 90's technology, selected components could be 
changed or updated and this will be discussed in a later portion of this presentation. The instrument design wtis also 
affected by the changing environmental concerns and issues at EPA in the 80's. The changing emphasis on water 
quality and soil analysis capabilities varied sufficiently, that the instrument is equally adapt in its capacity to handle 
either type of sample. 
The unit as presently confi consists of four modules: 1) Water Sample Module, 2) Portable Analyzer 
Module, 3) Electronics Module and 4) Computer Module. 
The water sample module is a unit designed by n Marietta to accept known volume water samples that 
have had a precipitant (Dibenzyldithimarbomate) and a buffer (potassium Hydrogen fithalate) added and will perform 
the filtration process by depositing the precipitate on a membrane filter that is housed for ease of handling in a 
35mm slide mount holder. The analyzer module will fit onto the water module and once the filtration step is 
complete (as indicated by filtration complete light), the operator has only to slide the 35mm holder from the 
filtration position to the analyzer position to initiate sample analysis. 
Portable Analvzer Module 
The portable analyzer module or sensor h a d  is a combination of commercially procured instruments that 
were modified and incorporated in an enclosure designed by Martin Marietta. The detector is a Si(Li) solid state 
detector cooled by liquid nitrogen from a reservoir (dewar) that has sufficient capacity for 8-12 hours of operation. 
When not being operated in the portable mode, the dewar is attached by hose to a larger liquid nitrogen &war and is 
automatically refilled when the liquid nitrogen is depleted. This detector and dewar system was procured from PGT, 
Inc. Due to the high elemental sensitivities needed by EPA, it was deemed necessary to go to the high resolution 
solid state detector rather than use the proportional counter tube type detector. Likewise, it was necessary to 
eliminate the use of radioactive isotopes as the X-ray source and go to a miniaturized X-ray tube for both the safety 
aspects as well as the need for the high intensity fluxes obtainable from a tube source. A 30 Kilovolt, molybdenum 
target, X-ray tube was built for this unit by X-Tech, Inc. and included as a part of the analyzer module. The high 
voltage bias and electronics power is supplied from an array of lead-zinc "Gel-cell" batteries located in the back 
section of the analyzer module. 
Electronics Module 
The electronics module is the pulse height analyzer, used to accumulate the energy pulses from the detector 
into an energy versus counts spectrum. Rather than attempting an extensive m&ication of the electronics used in 
the portable unit for the Bureau of Mines, a commercially available unit, the Canberra Series 10 Multi-channel 
Analyzer, was chosen instead which required only minor malification to interface with the analyzer and computer 
modules. It is capable of storing up to 16 spectra before transfer to computer storage is required. The rechargeable 
NiCad batteries power the unit and also provide detector bias and detector electronics power. 
Computer Modulg 
The computer module is used to accept and store the spectra received from the electronics module and to 
convert the spectral peaks to quantitative concentration values. The 80's saw considerable changes and increasing 
capabilities in small portable computers and as a result our original choice of the only mini-computer available at 
that time, the HP-85, rapidly became obsolete and so for our field tests, we switched to a Grid Case 2 portable unit. 
This too is rapidly on its way to being replaced with more powerful units, but the point is that our software as well 
as comparable commercial versions, will all work satisfactorily on 286 or higher number CPU machines. 
The combination of the four modules comprise what we have designated as the "EMPAX" instrument 
(EMPAX being the acronym for Environmental Monitoring with Portable Analysis by X-Ray). The ENPAX 
instrument has been issued Patent No. 5014287. 
FIELD DEMONSTRATION TEST 
Two prototype units were built by Martin Marietta, one of which was delivered to EPA, Las Vegas 
Laboratories in Nevada and the other to NASA, Langley Research Center in Virginia. Before delivery, both units 
were involved in extensive field testing. To illustrate the potential usage of these units, the field hip to a Superfund 
site in Aspen, CO, conducted in August 1988 will be described. The site was chosen for being in driving distance to 
Marietta facilities in Denver, CO, and for having been already characterized for toxic pollutants which 
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were chiefly mine tailings from operation of the mines in Smuggler Mountain. Working from dawn to dust at the 
site, the combined team of NASA, Martin Marietta and EPA personnel collected over 120 spectra at which time all 
the instruments and personnel needed regeneration. A normal survey of a site such as this one, involves the analysis 
of many samples in a certified laboratory, would take many months to obtain analysis results and would cost up to 
$100,000. The EMPA% instrument, in a few days, could also perform the site survey, would provide in-site 
analysis results and the total instrument fabrication cost is estimated at about $80,000. Thus, the instrument is very 
cost effective compared to standard analysis costs. 
Water samples were also available at this site and were taken from the nearby outcrop stream. The analysis 
results surprised us with very high Z peaks that turned out to be Uranium. Since the water percolated through the 
abandoned and flooded old mine shafts, by hindsight, the presence of Uranium is not too unusual but demonstrates 
that XRFS because of its elemental scanning ability, will routinely detect the presence of unusual elements. Other 
analysis techniques such as Atomic Absorption or Emission Spectroscopy (ICP) require the preselection of elements 
of interest and this would miss the presence of elements that may also be of interest. 
Comparison of the XRFS analysis to that performed by standard laboratory pmedures as stated in the EPA 
evaluation report - "Precision and accuracy of the in-site measurements were within f 10% of the true value when 
compared to the samples analyzed in the laboratory." These results are considered outstanding by all parties 
concerned and exceed expectations for the analytical capabilities of the EMPAX in most situations. 
POTENTIAL DESIGN CHANGES 
The prototype instrument design was preset several years ago and with the continuing advances in the field of XRFS 
instrumentation, there are a number of changes that could be made to EMPAX to enhance its capabilities and 
commercial applications. 
Electronic Module 
In many of the commercial laboratory XRFS, the function of the PHA has been incorporated on a computer 
circuit board so as to use the computer terminal and keyboard functions as the PHA readout and controls. With the 
newer laptop computers being able to add full size boards, it is quite possible to combine the functions of the 
Canberm Series 10 Multichannel Analyzer into the Grid Case type computer and thereby eliminate one module 
entirely. The power supply functions of the PHA could then be transferred to the analyzer module. 
The present design uses a membrane filter to collect the precipitate and thus achieve up to a 100 to 1 
increase in concentration of the elements to be analyzed. With the advent of new ion exchange type membranes, it is 
possible to have the membrane filter act as the concentrator thus eliminating a time consuming filtration step. 
Since the ion exchange membrane can also act as a filter, it can also serve to collect the precipitate while 
concentrating the cations that do not react with the precipitant. By analyzing both the front and backside of the 
membrane filter, one can increase the number of cations that can be analyzed. 
Analyzer Module 
When initially designed, the portable liquid nitrogen cooled detector was a major advance over the use of 
proportional counter tubes. Now there are several commercially available units but the continual need of liquid 
nitrogen as a coolant is an impediment that could be rectified by changing to a thermoelectrically cooled detector. 
There are commercial available XRFS systems that use this means of cooling but power consumption is in order of 
30 to 80 watts. The literature and experimental work by in Marietta has shown this power consumption can be 
reduced to 12 watts or lower which is within the ability of using batteries as the power supply. This change would 
eliminate the problem of obtaining or carrying liquid nitrogen to remote sites. 
The prototype instrument lack of sensitivity to Cd, Sb and Ag is due to the choice of using Mo as the X- 
ray tube target source. The L line energies of these elements are obscured by the Argon present in the atmosphere 
and the K lines energies are too high to be excited by the Mo X-ray source. A possible simple means to enhance the 
sensitivity to these elements is to use some of the gaseous nitrogen from the boil off of the liquid nitrogen coolant 
and have it act as a purge over the sample to be analyzed. A more effective but more complex solution is to be able 
to selectively change the excitation source energy. As part of this project, a higher voltage (50 Kv) miniaturized X- 
ray tube was devised that provided dual energy outputs through the use of either a composite single target or a dual 
target source. This development came too late to include in the prototype instruments but have since become 
commercially available. 
The prototype EMPAX instruments were built mainly to demonsmte feasibility and be used for field 
evaluation studies. During the design phase, consideration was made to make fabrication as simple as possible by 
using commercially available components, however modification and redesign is still needed if EMPAX is to be 
commercially marketed. As currently designed, the ENIPAX instrument will meet most but not all of the FDA 
requirements for X-ray sources. Thus, some refinements plus any of the aforementioned enhancements must be made 
before this instrument could become a marketable product. 
There is more emphasis today on the use of XWS for environment monitoring and has become a 
recommended procedure by EPA. It is common now to use laboratory XRFS in vans for on-site analysis but the 
EMPAX instrument has the additional capability of performing in-situ analysis, a major advantage over sample 
removal and then perform the analysis. 
Water Samples 
Element Line Energy (keV) MDL, ppb* 
ND = Not Detectable 
*Assumes 100 ml sample volume containing 
single element only 
ppm = parts per million ppb = parts per billion 










4-Gel Cell Batt. 
5-NiCd Batt. 
Rechargeable Batt. 
Detector - LN2 cooled Si(Li) 
X-ray Source - 30 Kv - Pvlo target - 0.2 ma 
PHA - 4096 channels 
0-600 volts bias power 
Water Sample Module - Martin Marietta Design 
Portable Analyzer Module - PGT Detector 
- X-Tech X-ray Tube 
- Martin Marietta Design 
Electronics Module - Canberra Series 10 PHA 
Computer Module - Grid Case 2 Portable Computer 
Precipitant - Dibenzyldithiocarbamate 
Filter Membrane - Rainin Nylon - 0.45 urn pore size 
Patent number - 5014287 
NASA LaRC Contacts - Warren C. Kelliher (804) 864-4172 
- Technology Utilization Office (804) 864-2482 
EPA Las Vegas Contact - Bill Engelmann (702) 798-2664 
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ABSTRACT 
The movement of groundwater and its associated solutes from upland regions has been implicated in 
the degradation of receiving surface water bodies. Current efforts to directly measure this influx of water 
incorporate manually operated seepage meters which are hindered by severe limitations. A prototype seepage 
meter has been developed by NASA Langley Research Center and Virginia Polytechnic Institute and State 
University that will allow for the semi-continuous collection and data logging of seepage flux across the sediment- 
water interface. The meter is designed to operate at depths to 40 meters, and alleviate or minimize all 
disadvantages associated with traditional methods while remaining cost effective. The unit was designed to 
operate independently for time periods on the order of weeks with adjustable sample sequences depending upon 
hydrologic conditions. When used in conjunction with commercially available pressure transducers, this seepage 
meter allows for correlations to be made between groundwater discharge and tidal/sea state conditions in coastal 
areas. Field data from the Chesapeake Bay and Florida Bay systems are presented. 
INTRODUCTION 
Considerable research has been devoted to defining material input into inland and coastal waters. 
Advective transport of water and associated solutes across the sediment-water interface has been shown to be 
of significant importance in lacustrine, estuarine and marine environments [1,2,3,4,5]. Mechanisms responsible 
for advective transport of solutes within nearshore sediments include: 1) elevated upland hydraulic head (i.e., 
groundwater discharge) [5], 2) convective flows caused by thermal and salinity density differences [6,7,8], 3) 
sedimentation [9], 4) spatial variations in sea state (i.e., subtidal pumping) [lo], 5) benthic boundary currents [ l l ]  
and 6) bioadvection. In addition to influencing water quality management efforts, such transport mechanisms 
are of biological and geological importance. 
Macroscopic seepage rates of water across the sediment-water interface typically range from 0.0 to 5.0 
~m-~hr- ' .  Hydraulic head differences between overlying surface waters and interstitial water is on the order of 
millimeters or centimeters for most nearshore environments [12]. Given such low and varied flow rates and 
hydraulic head differences, current flow meter technology is inadequate and the measurement of such phenomena 
remains a technical problem. 
Conventional methods to directly measure water exchange across the sediment-water interface are 
limited to manually operated seepage meters [3]. In its simplest form, seepage meters consist of a cylinder 
covered by a vented lid that allows a water collection bladder to be attached. In principle, seepage meters are 
placed into the sediment and water entering the meter displaces water into the collection bladder. Discharge 
is determined by the volume of water displaced per cross sectional area of seepage meter per unit time. 
Discharge rates are corrected for anomalous short-term influx of water to the collection bladders [13]. Primary 
disadvantages of current meters include: 1) limited time series data, 2) extensive work effort required, 3) limited 
to safe diving depths, and 4) anomalous short-term water influx to collection bladders. The remotely operated 
seepage meter presented here, Sea Seep I, was designed to alleviate or minimize all disadvantages associated with 
traditional methods while remaining cost effective. 
DESIGN AND CONSTRUCTION 
The prototype seepage meter is a remotely operating self contained system consisting of seven major 
components, these are: 1) a magnetically controlled proximity switch, 2) motor driven system operating valve, 
3) seepage collection bladder, 4) discharge adjustable metering pump, 5) data logger, 5) rechargeable battery 
powered electrical system, and 7) dual chamber seepage meter housing (Figures 1 and 2). Total weight of the 
seepage meter and components is approximately 50 kilograms. 
System Operation 
The main body of the prototype seepage meter is a cylinder made of 16 gauge stainless steel with dual 
compartments having a cross sectional area of 0.25 m2. Batteries, system operating electrical circuit, data logger, 
metering pump, motorized valve and vented bladder isolation chamber are housed in the water proof upper 
compartment of the meter base. Compartment reenforcement allows the device to be used at depths to 40 
meters. A ceramic magnet attached to the collection bladder decreases in proximity to the reed switch as the 
bladder fills with displaced water from the main body. When the reed switch is closed by the magnet, an 
electrical circuit initiates to sequentially rotate the 3-way valve from the sampling position to the input of the 
metering pump. The pump discharges water from the collection bladder until the proximity of the magnet 
increases and opens the reed switch. Subsequently, the pump is deactivated, data is logged, the motor resets the 
valve to the sampling position, and the system shuts down to conserve electrical power. The valve operation, 
pump out and data logging cycle interrupts sampling for only 15 seconds. Depending upon hydrologic conditions 
and data requirements, pump out volumes can be modified over a wide range by varying bladder size, proximity 
switch adjustment and pump cycle timer. The seepage meter is initiated and deactivated by an external magnet 
and internal magnetic switch. 
Figure 1. Photograph of  mote semi-continuous flow rate logging seepage meter. 
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Figure 2. Schematic drawing and major components and overall dimensions of remote semicontinuous flow 




$31 - Power switch (Reed) cycle 
SZ - Proxknhy switch (Red)  switch 
* - Cam operated with valve 
Fiwm 3. Electdal schematic of maor circuits of remote semi-continuous @ovv rate logging s e p g e  naekr. 
Due to the flow resistance caused by the components inherent to seepage meter designs and alteration 
of water flow paths induced by meter placement, experiments were conducted to compare actual versus measured 
discharge rates. Efficiency experiments were conducted in a constant head flow tank (1.0 m2 cross sectional 
area) f ied with a well-sorted f i e  sand. The constant head flow tank was allowed to equilibrate to a specific 
discharge for 1 Hour and calibration experiments were conducted for a 2 hour period. The seepage meter was 
reinstalled for each individual test. Measured discharges (Q') were determined by equation (1): 
Q' = (CcBV)/(A*T) 
Where: 
Q' = Measured discharge (ML-?I) 
Cc = Cumulative counts 
V = Pump. out sequence volume (L3) 
A = Area enclosed by seepage meter (L2) 
T = Time period (T) 
The ratio of Q':Q , where Q is the actual discharge rate, was compared to determine seepage meter efficiency 
and accuracy [14]. Experimental results comparing seepage meter efficiency under varying discharge rates are 
given in Table 1. Mean efficiency of standard manual meter design has been shown to be approximately 60 
percent [14]. Following initial installation, a specific time period is required to equilibrate hydraulic pressures 
between ambient surface water and water enclosed within the meter system, however this is generally on the 
order of minutes. 
Table I. Seepage meter efficiency under varying discharge rates. 
Even though the seepage meter displays a slight negative buoyancy, settling of the meter into the 
sediment may occur resulting in an increase of pressure inside the meter and displacement of water into the 
collection bladder (i.e., 1 mm of settling would result in a 250 ml displacement of water). The effect of settling 
was determined by installing the meter into the sediment under no-flow conditions. Results for the well sorted 
sand indicated no significant settling effect. However, caution should be exercised in high porosity, low dry bulk 
density unconsolidated sediments (i.e, silt-clay mixes). 
Field Auulication 
Sea Seep I was field tested at two locations varying in sediment type and seepage discharge. The fust 
site was located in a tidal creek on Virginia's Eastern Shore and characterized by a tidal range of approximately 
1.0 meter. Nearshore surficial (upper 20 cm) quartz sandy sediments were conducive for water transport, 
exhibiting a mean porosity and vertical hydraulic conductivity of 0.45 and cmsec-I , respectively. The 
second site was located in the nearshore zone of Florida Bay which exhibits a tidal range on the order of 0.10 
meters. Vertical hydraulic conductivity and porosity of surficial carbonate sediments were on the order of 
cmsec-I and 0.40 respectively. Field test results for the Virginia Eastern Shore and Florida Bay sites are 
presented in Figures 4 and 5, respectively. 
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Figure 4. Graphic representation of Sea Seep I field test of tidal creek site in Chesapeake Bay. 
Fig~lne 5. Gmphic represenhtion of Sea Seep H fidd test of nearshone site in Flodda b y .  
Discharge (i.e., counts) rates show an inverse relation to tidal elevation at the Chesapeake Bay site. 
During high tides, water levels within the tidal creek caused hydraulic gradients between a point 0.7 meters below 
the sediment-water interface and surface waters to approach and equal 0.00, thereby effectively shutting down 
submarine groundwater discharge. Hydraulic gradient (dh/dl) is the change in hydraulic head per unit distance 
(I), where hydraulic head (h) describes the total energy in a moving mass of water at a particular point. 
Conversely, as the tide recedes, vertical hydraulic gradients (up to 0.19 at ebb tide) and discharge rates increase 
in concert. The remotely controlled seepage meter allowed for the collection of 246 discharge data points as 
compared to the 4-10 time integrated data points that would have normally been collected using manual methods. 
As with the Chesapeake Bay site, the Florida Bay study site displayed a strong correlation with tidal stage (Fig. 
5). It should be noted that the data set for Florida Bay was summarized and consists of 1166 data points 
collected over a 22 hour time period. 
SUMMARY AND DISCUSSION 
The reported remotely operated semi-continuous flow rate data logging seepage meter was developed 
to, 1) operate over extended periods of time without the need for recurrent monitoring, 2) measure relatively 
low flow rates over short periods of time, 3) log flow rate data in addition to tidal and sea conditions, and 4) to 
remain cost effective. To accomplish this, the design employed a modification of the collapsible bag method used 
in manual seepage meters and commercially available components such as rechargeable batteries, electrical valves 
and pumping systems, scientific data loggers, and pressure transducers. 
Development of this prototype remote seepage meter was driven by an environmental concern for inland 
and coastal water bodies. The data presented for the Chesapeake Bay and Florida Bay region exemplifies the 
geographic universality and potential importance of the phenomena, submarine groundwater discharge. T i e  
series data allows for comparison with hydrologic conditions such as tidal influence on discharge rates. 
Current uses for this instrument are generally limited to research activities and water quality 
management applications. This basic concept in flow meter technology does provide an alternative to 
applications that address extremely low flow rates in conjunction with low pressures. When used in conjunction 
with proper hardware material, potential industrial uses of this flow meter concept may include flow rate 
measurements of caustic and corrosive fluids. A second remote seepage meter has been designed with 
modifications that increase meter efficiency and sensitivity, and allow for deeper water deployment. 
We are proceeding to protect this technology with a patent. 
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ABSTRACT 
Citric acid tablets, which slowly release citric acid when flushed with water, are under development by the 
Navy for calcification prevention. The citric acid dissolves calcium carbonate deposits and chelates the calcium. For 
use in urinals, a dispenser is not required because the tablets are non-toxic and safe to handle. The tablets are placed 
in the bottom of the urinal, and are consumed in several hundred flushes (the release rate can be tailored by adjusting 
the formulation). AU of the ingredients are environmentally biodegradable. Mass production of the tablets on 
commercial tableting machines has been demonstrated. The tablets are inexpensive (about 75 cents apiece). 
Incidences of clogged pipes and urinals were greatly decreased in long term shipboard tests. The corrosion rate of 
sewage collection pipe (90/10 CufNi) in citric acid solution in the laboratory is several mils per year at conditions 
typically found in traps under the urinals. The only shipboard corrosion seen to date is of the yellow brass urinal tail 
pieces. While this is acceptable, the search for a nontoxic corrosion inhibitor is underway. The shelf life of the 
tablets is at least one year if stored at 50% relative humidity, and longer if stored in sealed plastic buckets. 
, 
INTRODUCTION 
This project grew from the problem of calcium carbonate buildup in the collection, holding and transfer 
(CHT) piping (i.e., the ship's sewer system) and plugged urinals on the U.S. Navy's aircraft carriers. Sea water is 
used to flush toilets on ships. When sea water mixes with urine, it precipitates calcium salts which are insoluble 
and form hard &posits when the pH of the water is above about 6 (sea water has a pH of about 8.5 depending on the 
dissolved gases). Acids have been shown to dissolve the calcium deposits in the sewage piping. The treatment used 
on aircraft carriers has been to place in the urinals a perforated plastic bag of sulfamic acid powder held in a plastic 
dispenser. It is only marginally effective in removing calcification in the pipes. For aircraft carriers, nearly one 
million dollars annually is consumed with hydroblasting of clogged pipes. There are other costs associated with fleet 
down-time which are not easily quantified. Sulfarnic acid powder is a very strong acid; hence, it presents an irritation 
and potential safety hazard to the user. It is difficult to determine when the bags of sulfamic acid are depleted, and the 
sailors dislike removing the used bags from the plastic dispensers in the urinals. 
This paper describes the three-year development and testing of citric acid tablets, tablet manufacturing trials 
and shipboard decalcification trials. The shipboard tests had an immediate impact on the sailors by reducing the 
incidence of plugged urinals. 
TABLET DEVELOPMENT 
We set the following requirements for developing calcification prevention tablets. The 
ingredients should be: (1) water soluble, (2) biodegradable, (3) nontoxic, and 4) commercially available. The 
tablets should: (5) be manufacturable on commercially available equipment by more than one company, (6) give a 
slow, controlled rate of acid release, (7) be mechanically strong, (8) be low cost, and (9) not require a dispenser. 
Attempts to bind sulfamic acid into a tablet were abandoned in favor of citric acid for a number of reasons: (I) 
citric acid is more environmentally acceptable, (2) citric acid is a chelating agent for calcium, (3) citric acid tablets 
have superior mechanical integrity, and 4) the total cost is esscntially equivalent. 
. A large number of synthetic and natural water-soluble polymer 
binders, including poly(viny1 alcohol), carboxymethyl cellulose, xanlhan gums, were investigated in the laboratory 
and found to be unsuitable due to poor binding or poor release qualities. We found that polyethylene oxide (PEO) 
gave the best balance of dissolution rate control, manufacturability, availability, and environmental acceptance. 
The kinds of additives which we believe are important are: 1) high molecular weight (PEO) 
binders (for release rate control), 2) compatible processing aids (calcium stearate), 3) hardness control additives 
(sorbitol and PEG). 4) desiccants (fumed silica), and 5) corrosion inhibitors. We are currently screening corrosion 
inhibitors for W 1 0  C W i  pipe. We recommend excluding coloring agents, perfumes and deodorants. Coloring 
could splash and stain white Navy uniforms. Odors, which could indicate deteriorating vent piping which must be 
repaired to prevent dangerous accumulations of hydrogen sulfide gas, should not be masked. 
. The present preferred tablet formulation, which provides a pH of about 4.0 to 4.5 
in the shipboard urinals, is: citric acid = 70%; PEG = 16%; Sorbitol = 10%; PEO = 3.5%; Ca stearate I 0.25%, 
and fumed silica S 0.25% 
. Citric acid, calcium stearate,l and sorbito12 are readily biodegradable 
(>60% in 10 days). The solubility of calcium stearate is 2 mgll which is sufficient to ensure availability to bacteria. 
Polyethylene glycol (PEC) biodegrades slowly? Polyethylene oxide (PolyoxR), a higher molecular weight form of 
PEG, will also biodegrade with time. Silica in many forms, including quartz, can be metabolized by biological 
action? For example, several bacteria and plants can produce monomer silica from quartz and other solid (polymer) 
forms of silica. The resulting monomer silica is taken up by various life forms (eg., diatoms) and used for skeletal 
material. The lethal oral dose of sulfamic acid for rats is 1.6 g/kg.fi 
. The saturation solubility of citric acid in water at 10 "C (50 OF) is about 54 grams per 100 grams 
of solution, and at 80 OC (176 OF), about 79 grams per 100 grams of solution. Hence, dissolved citric acid is 
available in high concennations. The chelation property of citric acid causes it to bind tightly to calcium ions. The 
solubility of calcium citrate in sea water is low; however, the insoluble calcium citrate is a soft, hygroscopic solid 
which is easily suspended and flushed out of the system. 
-. The pH determines the kinetics of calcium dissolution and pipe corrosion more than any other 
variables, such as temperature and buffering ingredients. We have found that ciuic acid has a dampening effect on the 
pH swings. Whereas, in dissolution tests with sulfarnic acid, the pH jumps up and down to a much greater extent. 
The same spiked pH phenomenon was observed in shipboard field tests with sulfarnic acid. 
TABLET PERFORMANCE TESTING IN THE LABORATORY 
&ontrolled Release Rate of Acids. A laboratory test for measuring the dosage of acid released from the tablets 
under controlled conditions which simulate actual shipboard urinal conditions was developed. The laboratory 
dissolution rate tester, shown in figure 1 on the next page, evolved from several earlier prototypes. The release rate 
of citric acid was determined by recording the pH in the 0.7-liter overflow vessel until the tablet was essentially 
dissolved. Tap water or sea water6 (0.5 literslflush) was used. The flow rate was adjusted to give about one flush 
every 60 seconds. The temperature of the water was between 75 and 85O F. The tablets should maintain sea water 
between a pH of about 3.2 f 0.2 to about 5.4 rt 0.2 (in the 0.7-liter overflow container) for about 250 rt 50 flushes 
to meet our specifications. 
Citric acid tablets were made with various amounts (and various molecular weights) of PEO, PEG and citric 
acid to find compositions which gave desirable release rates and mechanical integrity. At constant PEO to citric acid 
ratio, the release rate was essentially unchanged by sorbitol, the hardening agent. After considerable testing, we felt 
that 3.5% PEO would be the most effective composition in controlling the calcification of the shipboard CHT lines. 
From all the data collected, both in the lab and on the ship, a tablet formulation was selected for scale-up. The main 
purpose of the scale-up runs were to determine if citric acid tablets could be mass produced. Several manufacturers 
have now successfully produced several hundred thousand tablets which are three inches in diameter and about one- 
inch thick (145 grams of ingredients). This tablet size is about as large as can be conveniently manufactured on 
commercial equipment, and the tablet gives two to three days of service in heavily used urinals. 
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Figure 1: Laboratory Dissolution rate tester 
TABLETING PROCESS DEVELOPMENT 
Com~arison of Various Processes. The process of making the tablets went through several stages. At fust 
citric acid was mixed with the binders at room temperature, heated in a mold above the melting point of the binders, 
placed in a hydraulic press and cooled under pressure. This worked well, but we found that making tablets by room 
temperature compression was a more efficient process. It was discovered that combining a mixture of the ingredients 
as powders into a die and subjecting it to several tons of pressure, the tablets would retain shape in water and slowly 
dissolve at desirable rates. 
]Effect of Temperature and Humidity in the Manufacturing Process. It was found that high humidity gready 
reduces the ability to manufacture high quality tablets. Relative humidity in the tableting room should be keep 
below 25%. If the relative humidity is too high, ciuic acid, which is anhydrous, will attract moisture from the 
atmosphere. In the press, the moisture is squeezed out of the citric acid which makes the binder tacky. Although 
dry-to-the-touch, under the pressure of the tableting process, the tablets may stick to the die. 
The addition of a small amount of a desiccant to the tablet aids the binder tableting process, eg., about 114% 
or less of fumed silica. In addition to this, about 114% or less of calcium stearate is added to act as a die-lubricant 
and to help with the sticking problem. After the tablet is sealed in its plastic wrapper it takes several months of 
exposure to humidities above 75% before the tablet is effected by the moisture. After prolonged exposure to high 
humidity, the tablet softens, but its performance in the urinal is unaffected. The plastic-wrapped tablets are stored in 
a polyethylene bucket which is sealed from the environment. Even though the tablets are manufactured and packaged 
in a very low humidity environment, we believe a desiccant pack should be added to the container in order to absorb 
any moisture that may get into the container if the lid is not properly resealed. 
CITRIC ACID TABLET PERFORMANCE 
Reactions with calcium carbonate. After two months of treatment with citric acid tablets in shipboard tests, 
it was found that hard build up in the pipes was greatly softened, and the soft build up was very easy to remove by 
flushing. Although it has not yet k e n  analyzed, the soft build up is likely to be calcium cieate based on the 
following. Citric acid reacts with calcium carbonate giving off carbon dioxide and various forms of calcium ciuate. 
The solubility of tricalcium citrate tetrahydrate (Ca3(CgH507)2 plus 4 moles of water of crystallization) is repolred 
to be 0.85 per 100 cc water at 18' C and less at higher temperatures.7*8 In the presence of excess citric acid, 
the tricalc t is in equilibrium with the dicalcium hydrogen salt which is thermodynami 
wanner water: Ca3(CgHg@h + citric acid <=> C ~ I - I ( C ~ H ~ O ~ ) . ~ ~  The dicalcium hydrogen 
soluble, but no data on its solubility has been found. The pH and other buffering agents will also play an im 
role in the kinetics of calcium carbonate dissolution and calcium citrate precipitation. To learn more about 
solubilities, the following tests were run. 
We obtained samples of calcified solids which had formed in the CHT pipes of aircraft carriers when the ship 
had been using only sulfamic acid bag mtment. (The citric acid tablets had not been invented when these samples 
were obtained.) The solids me mostly calcium carbonate, but are also thought to contain calcium oxalate, uric acid, 
and other calcium salts.ll About one gram of the calcified solid was placed in 100 ml of a seawater-solution 
containing various amounts of the acid to be tested. The time to completely dissolve the calcified solid was 
measured. The tests in our laboratory at room temperature, showed that one or more part of citric acid per part of 
solid dissolved the solid in a few minutes giving off bubbles (C02) and leaving behind a brown cloudy solution. 
The results from controlled experiments using pure materials are shown in Table I. The amount of pure 
CaCO3 was held constant at 1.38 grams (0.01235 moles) per 104) cc tap water at room temperature. 
Table I. Dissolution of Calcium Carbonate at Various corncentrations of Citric Acid 
ZsA i k id42 Comments 
(mole a 
1 pure citric 0.74 solution did not became clear 
7 pure citric 1.01 clear in 30 min.; ppt. in 60 min. 
10 puee citric 1.30 clear in 7 min.; ppt. in 25 min. 
9 pure citric 1.56 clear in 4 min.; ppt in 2 hours. 
12 pure citric 2.08 clear in 3 min.; ppt in 2 days. 
It would appear that citric acid is effective in dissolving hard calcium deposits, and forms some fine particles 
suspended in water at these concentrations (probably calcium cioate) which could be flushed through the pipes into 
the holding tank. 
A quick and dirty test was devised which simulates conditions likely to be 
encountered in the field. Tablets are dropped on a hard floor (vinyl tile-covered concrete) from a three-foot elevation. 
If the tablet does not break, crack or chip or produce more than 2% loose powder, it passes. 
A more scientific test will be initiated, if problems arise. One such test would be to support the tablet with 
two parallel bars and drop a heavy dart from known heights, increasing the height until the tablet breaks. The energy 
to break the tablet can be determined statistically (eg., the foot-pounds of force at which 50% of the tablets from one 
lot survive). 
. Several lots of citric acid tablets, in their ~ ~ l a r ~  wr pper, were stored at room 
temperature in a plastic bucket with its lid cracked open, thus exposing tablets to variable humidity conditions in a 
Los Angeles warehouse. After one year, they were tested for dissolution rate vs pH, and breakage resistance. The 
flushes per tablet for these 3% PEO formulations ranged from 180 to about 220 for the year-old tablets; whereas, the 
fresh tablets lasted about 240 to 280 flushes. However, it should be noted that the temperature of the flush water 
used for the aged tablets was 30' C compared to only 23' C for the fresh tablets. The temperature difference could 
account for most of the difference in number of flushes. The tablets passed the breakage test. 
A dozen wrapped tablets (3% PEO), were stored in a chamber at a constant 50% relative humidity at room 
temperature for one year. After one year, the tablets were noticeably softer (fingernail indentation test). The 
dissolution rate ranged from 300 to 350 flushes over the required 3 to 5.5 pH range using 28O C tap water. These 
data would indicate that the tablets have a shelf-life of at least one year. We speculate that exposing the tablets to 
humid air over long periods may decrease the dissolution rate due to "solvent-welding" of the citric acid particles with 
the binder, so that fewer discrete particles slough off the tablet, giving more time for the molecular dissolution of 
citric acid from the surface of the tablet. 
PACKAGING CONSIDERATIONS 
Because the tablets are water soluble and most storage aboard ship is very humid, care must be taken in the 
packaging of the tablets. To keep the tablets dry, each tablet is sealed in a plastic wrapper then placed in a five 
gallon plastic bucket. Theses buckets must be water tight, and in each bucket a desiccant package is added. A 
polyethylene bucket with an O-ring seal was chosen. After the bucket is opened aboard ship, this package of 
desiccant will absorb some of the moisture in the air, but is only effective if the bucket is sealed again with its 
original lid in a timely manner. 
Even though the plastic wrapping acts as a barrier to water and moist air, it is understood that a small amount 
of water will diffuse through any plastic film over long periods of time. However, the buckets are the first line of 
defense against moisture. The wrapping is also gives mechanical protection to the tablets during packing, shipping 
and unloading of the buckets. We have had success with polyester ( ~ ~ l a r ~ ) ,  polyethylene and related copolymers. 
SHIPBOARD TESTING 
From February, 1989 until present, many tests have been run in USS Independence (CV 62). In the first test 
aboard USS Independence, a bank of four urinals was used to test the pH and dissolution rates of the tablets. The pH 
in the urinals was measured as a function of various formulations of the citric acid tablet. Readings ranged from as 
low as 3 to around a high of 6. One could see when the ships crew got up in the morning and when they went to 
bed at night by the change in pH in the CHT lines. In the lines down stream from the urinals, the pH would drop as 
a urinal was flushed. But with the addition of the toilets' flow of water (about 15 times more volume), the pH 
would again rise to over seven. 
A six month supply of the 3%-PEO formulation was given to USS Independence in March, 1990. The ships 
trouble logs show the rate of call for clogged urinals went from about four per day to about one per day after this 
supply of tablets was used by the ship. This proved to be of great benefit to the ships maintenance personnel as 
those sailors normally assigned to fixing the drains could now be used in other places on the ship. With the use of 
the 3% PEO tablets, enough citric acid was added to soften the calcification in the main pipes.12 Several valves were 
pulled after the return of USS Independence from the Persian Gulf, and little-to-no calcification was found in the 
CHT system. The pipes had been cleaned by hydroblasting at least two years earlier and should have had major 
problems with the CHT system from calcification. Tests in USS Independence showed a usage rate of about 0.027 
tablets per day per sailor, this number fits well with the calculated amount of tablets before the test began. 
More controlled tests have been done in USS Nimitz (CVN 68) where valves have been pulled before the use 
of the citric acid tablets and the calcification measured and photographed in October, 1990 and February, 1991. After 
only two months of citric acid tablet use, softening of the calcification and removal of some of the calcification had 
taken place. 
Response fiom the aircraft carriers has been very favorable, with the only problems being corrosion of the 
tail pieces of the urinals. The yellow brass tail pieces can be periodically replaced or a fiberglass tail piece can be 
used. We are also investigating adding corrosion inhibitors to the tablet formulation. 
CORROSION TESTING OF 90110 COPPERINICKEL PIPE 
The Naval Civil Engineering Laboratory (NCEL) was tasked to compare corrosion rates of 90110 copper- 
nickel metal exposed to: (1) sea water as a control, (2) sea water containing a citric acid tablet, and (3) sea water 
containing sulfamic acid bag contents (NSN 96-6850-01-150-4921). This test consisted of a placing 90110 Cu/Ni 
coupons in sea water at 35°C (95OF) containing a given amount of acid and monitoring weight loss of the metal 
coupon with time. For the most severe case (a concentration of 2.9 g. of each acid formulation), after two weeks, 
the corrosion rate for the citric acid tablet (70% citric acid) was 60 mpy, and that for sulfamic acid bag (95% sulfamic 
acid) was 80 mpy. The pH during these tests increased with time from about 2 to about 5 for both acids. The 
report concludes that, at the most severe condition, corrosion due to citric acid tablets was about the same as that for 
sulfamic acid bag contents (NSN 9G-6850-01-150-4921). The results of this test were reported in reference.13 
We m a n h r  comsion test in which the pH was held relatively constant for three weeks by adding more 
acid as it was consurn& (as indicated by a rise in pH). The test protocols used are described in ASTM G 1-90 md 
A S m  C-31-92. A summary of the data are shown in the table below. The smaller corrosion rates in the W C  &st 
to the NCEL test probably results from the lower temperature of the water (23' vs. 35' C). 
Table II. Corrosion Rate of 90110 CPIINI pipe in Various Acidic Sollotions 
Rklid Sollution pH Corrosion Comments 
.Id T I P  Rate: millyr. (final color of water) 
R-010042 W W m  8 0.01 washed + scrubbedl 7X 
Q-283240 synth. sea water 8 0.47 light blue, ppt 
C- 143637 pure sulfamic acid 3 7.25 
E-43465 1 sulfamic acid baggie 3 6.20 
A-161722 gure citric acid 3 29.5 
1-213547 citric tablet 3 21.9 
0-263 139 citric tab a Na silicate 3 20.5 
M-124550 citric tab + Na molybdate 3 20.3 
K-495354 citric tab + benzotriazole 3 0.72 
0-070910 pure sulfamic acid 5 2.04 
F-030008 sulfamic acid baggie 5 1.85 
B-131819 pure citric acid 5 1.54 
J-253338 citric tablet 5 1.63 
P-042029 citric tab + Na silicate 5 1.33 
N-020523 citric tab + Na molybdate 5 2.36 
L-152430 citric tab + benzotriazole 5 0.03 
light green 









blue / green 
blue / green 
blue I green 
tint of green 
Three lNx3" strips of 90110 C m i  pipe cut from a 5"-dia. schedule 40 pipe were submerged without stirring 
in Bio-Sea h4arinemix5 (simulated sea water) at room temperature. The metal coupons were removed from the 
solution six or seven times for cleaning and weighing during the three-week test period. The corrosion rate at a pH 
of 3 is considerably higher than at a pH of 5 for all solutions. In order to hold the pH constant during the test, the 
solutions had to be mixed with concentrates of the acids periodically. This procedure resulted in the pH cycling to a 
somewhat higher value as the acid was consumed, then dropping to the desired value when the concentrate was added. 
At the most severe conditions (pH = 3) citric acid corrodes at a higher rate than sulfamic acid, but at the milder 
conditions (pH = 5). the ewo acids are comparable. Measurements of pH on aircraft carriers in the sewage collection 
lines reveal pH ranges from 4 to 5 in the traps under the urinals and up LO about 7 in the large mains. Yet the hard 
deposits in the mains had been reduced to soft, flushable deposits. Therefore, the citric acid treatment has been 
hecommended for continued use. 
Several corrosion inhibitors for citric acid tablets were tested. Note that benzotriazole (BTA) is an excellent 
corrosion inhibitor for citric acid even at the pH of 3 condition. Unforeunately, BTA is toxic: oral LD50 for rats is 
560 mg/Kg; dermal LD50 for rabbits is 2glKg; and for sunfish, trout and minnows, the lethal dose is about 35 
mg/1.14 Hence, we do not recommend gutting BTA in the bbleb. A National Cancer Institute report 
on g benzoaiazofe (BTA) to rats concluded that it was not carcinogenic in Fischer 344 rats, and there was 
inconclusive evidence in B6C3F1 mice.15 The sodium silicate and sodium moybdate appear to have no effect on 
corrosion rate by themselves. 
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Solidified C02 pellets have been proven to be an effective blast media for the cle 
materials. C02 is obtained from the waste gas streams generated from other manufacturing processes and 
therefore does not contribute to the green house effect, depletion of the ozone layer, or the environmental 
burden of hazardous waste disposal. The system is capable of removing as much as 90% of the contamination 
from a surface in one pass or to a high cleanliness level after multiple passes. Although the system is packaged 
and designed for manual hand held cleaning processes, the nozzle can easily be attached to the end effector of 
a robot for automated cleaning of predefined and known geometries. Specific tailoring of cleaning parameters 
are required to optimii the process for each individual geometry. Using optimum cleaning parameters the C02 
systems were shown to be capable of cleaning to molecular levels below 0.7 mg/ft2. The systems were effective 
for removing a variety of contaminants such as lubricating oils, cutting oils, grease, alcohol residue, biological 
films, and silicone. The system was effective on steel, aluminum, and carbon phenolic substrates. 
INTRODUCTION 
A high level of cleanliness is a typical requirement for the sensitive hardware routinely lifted into space. 
The fairiigs surrounding this equipment must be equally clean to prevent contamination of the payload. The 
high vacuum of space will cause even a minute amount of residual contamination to off gas and potentially 
redeposit on the payload compromisiig its intended service. 
The high speed which space craft accelerate through the atmosphere can have a devastating effect on 
the ship's thin sk i .  The friction of the atmosphere causes severe erosion and elevated temperatures. The space 
craft is protected form this harsh environment by applying a coating of material designed to be eroded away 
during the flight called an ablator. This ablative material must adhere tightly to the surface of the space craft. 
If the ablator were to peel off during flight, the exposure to the space craft could greatly compromise the 
integrity of the vehicle. The level of cleanliness is also an important factor in adhesion strength and determines 
to a large extent the quality of the bond. 
Most standard cleaning processes utilize a labor intensive manual effort and some require large amounts 
of environmentally hazardous and chemically dangerous cleaning agents. Typical processes include high presswe 
water spray, various soaps, vapor degreasing, mechanical grit blasting, aqueous solutions, and solvents such as 
Freon 113, methyl ethyl ketone, isopropyl alcohol, and methylene chloride. All of theses process generate more 
waste than the contamination being removed. Often thii waste is considered hazardous and poses a potential 
threat to the environment. Many of the processes require personnel to wear extensive safety protective clothing. 
Some chemicals such as Freon 113 have a deleterious effect on the ozone layer. The Enviromental Protection 
Agency (EPA) has imposed reduction requirements on the use of chloroflurocarbon (CFC) compounds. Based 
on 1986 levels, the use of CFC's must be reduced by 50% by 191 and eliminated by 2000. 
Manual hand cleaning of components require a great deal of effort and time. 
fairing of the Titan IV rocket required approximately 11,000 man hours. The proce 
of Freon 113, hand wipes and cotton swabs. Nand cleaning often requires extensive c 
Clearly there is a need for a cleaning method which is radically different from those previously described. 
This process should greatly reduce the amount of hazardous waste generated in the existing procedures. The 
requirement for protective clothing and personal protection equipment should be reduced. The time involved 
in performing the cleaning operation should also be greatly reduced. The manpower level effort should be much 
lower. The process should be safe for the hardware being cleaned. The total costs due to reduction in 
manpower level, time expenditures, waste processing, and incorporating safety measures should be sig~~%cantly 
reduced. 
One cleaning method incorporating all these requirements was investigated in a joint venture between 
the USAF and NASA. The process uses a solidified C02 pellet media blast. This investigation was initiated by 
Martin Marietta Corporation (MMC) as an Industrial and Modernization Improvement Plan ( 
demonstrate that the C02 blasting process could enhance the Titan IV Payload Fairing (PLF) cleaning process, 
reduce costs and meet the EPA requirements. 
After an initial study of two separate CQ2 cleaning systems, one system was chosen for intensified studies 
and installed temporarily at MSFC. The second system was brought in later and used for a comparative study 
for use on cleaning components associated with the current space shuttle system and future advanced solid rocket 
motor materials. The C02 cleaning equipment and operator were provided by Environmental Alternatives. The 
two C02 cleaning systems were provided by Alpheus and Cold Jet. 
GO, GLEANING 
Process Descri~tion , 
The C02 cleaning system is shown in figure 1. A tank stores liquid C02 at 200-300 psig. The 
pelletizer has a 2 step process. First the pelletizer transforms the liquid C02 into a snow like solid by 
quickly reducing the pressure. Next the snow is compressed and extruded into pellets approximately W 
in diameter and 'A" long. By changing the size of the die, used to shape the pellets, a wide variety of 
pellet sizes can be achieved. The system must be shut down to change die sizes. 
A compressed oil free air source at 400 psig is required. The air is cooled and dried. Humidity 
in the air source will cause condensation and freezing which will cause the pellets to stick together. In 
the Cold Jet cleaning system, the CQ2 pellets were mixed with this driver air at the pelletizer. The 
compressed air forces the pellets down a hose through the nozzle where they are sprayed on the test 
article. The Alpheus system propels the pellets to the nozzle at 40 psig and then mixes the pellets with 
the compressed air at the nozzle. 
The motion of the nozzle was controlled by the end effector on a 73-776 Cincinnati Milacron 
robot with 6 degrees of freedom. The positional repeatability of the robot arm is * 0.1 inches. Robot 
motion patterns could be saved and reloaded into memory later. Although the robot is equipped with 
a teach pendant, a graphical dynamic software system allowed for computer simulation of the hardware 
setup and offline programming. In this way the robot motion could be programmed and checked for 
interferences, processing time durations, and test article coverage without actually risking an unintended 
motion which might cause some damage to the robot or the test article. The robot was mounted on 
a track base and translation table and is equipped with a controller. This provided the robot with the 
additional freedom of lateral motion. The translation table controller was interfaced with the robot 
controller. The positional repeatability of the translation table was * 0.2 inches. The robotic set up is 
shown in figure 2. 
Contamination Acquisition -J 
and M a s m i ~ g  System 
Figure 2 Robotic Setup 
The robot and test article were housed in a portable class 100,000 clean room. A high volume 
contamination acquisition and filtering system was used to remove as much of the rebounding C02 gas 
with contamination from the area as possible. An accumulator housing was installed surrounding the 
nozzle to directly pull the gas away from the area. This system removed contamination from the clean 
room to minimize any redeposition of the contamination and was also connected to an experimental real 
time contamination monitoring system. 
The real time contamination monitoring system consisted of a thermal quartz crystal micro- 
balance for measuring molecular contamination and a laser particle counter instrumentation system for 
measuring particulate contamination. Results from the real time analysis systems would be compared 
to standard analysis procedures obtained by conventional methods performed in chemical analysis 
laboratories at MSFC, Martin Marietta laboratories at Manned Space Systems (Michoud) in New 
Orleans, Martin Marietta laboratories at Astronautics Group in Denver, South East Analysis Services 
Laboratories in Huntsville, Al, and Lockheed Laboratories in Sunnyvale, California. 
Cleanin? Process 
The cleaning process has been recorded with high speed photographic equipment in order to 
observe the phenomena of the pellet impact on the substrate. It has not been possible to precisely 
determine the exact mechanics of the impact, but the cleaning effect appears to be due to a multimode 
transformation of the pellets. Contributing to the cleaning is the mechanical impact of the pellet as it 
strikes the substrate, a thermal shock to the contamination layer which embrittles the contamination 
it easier to remove, sublimation of the pellet which results in a large volume expansion which 
blows the contamination away, and a possible momentary liquid phase which acts as a solvent. System 
parameters which influence the effectiveness of the cleaning process are clean room environment, 
humidity, nozzle translation speed, nozzle angle, system pressure and pellet mass flow rate, nozzle stand 
off distance, pellet density and size, the number of passes over the same area, the percent spray overlap 
per pass, contaminant being removed, and surface finish of the material being cleaned. 
Conventional grit blasting penetrates the contamination layer and actually removes a small 
quantity of substrate during the impact. The C02 pellet penetrates the contamination layer and 
sublimes on impact with the substrate. This phase change of the pellet dissipates the impact energy and 
causes no damage to the substrate. Very thin material may be blasted with the C02 pellets without 
causing any peening. The large volume change of the C02 during the sublimation helps to lift and blow 
the contamination from the surface resulting in cleaning a larger area per impact than grit. Direct 
contact with a pellet chills the neighboring area of contamination and weakens the bond to the substrate 
making the bond more fragile and easier to break. At very high pressures and mass flow rates, the 
pellets start to fracture as they near the surface, resulting in an increase in the number of impacts on 
the surface. 
Wastes 
All cleaning processes obviously result in waste from the contamination itself. Most process 
also have a secondary waste from the cleaning agent. High pressure water spray will result in a large 
quantity of water which will require treatment and disposal of a concentrated sludge. Aqueous solutions 
although not harmful to the environment in themselves must be processed because of the entrained 
contamination cleaned from the substrate. Chemical solvents must be collected and stored as hazardous 
waste. Any hand wipes or cloths must also be handled as hazardous waste. The C02 cleaning system 
results in no secondary waste since the C02 pellets sublime and return to the atmosphere. The C02 
used in the process is obtained from the waste gas stream from various other manufacturing processes 
and would have been exhausted to the atmosphere anyway. 
Test Se tu~  
Test panel ~o~gura t ions  largely consisted of large flat plates, small 2" X 2" flatwise tensile test blocks, 
and complex geometries such as the isogrid pattern on the Titan IV payload fairing. Test panels were cleaned 
prior to the test with a conventional cleaning method and tested to assure that the contamination on the surface 
of the panel was less than 1 mg/ft2. Known amounts of various contaminants were then applied to the surface 
of the panel. The panel was cleaned using the CQ2 cleaning system and the panel was again checked for 
cleanliness. Analysis utilized various standard techniques for determining non-volatile residue 
particles such as manual solvent flushes, tape lifts, optical scanning methods, and cloth wipes. 
Titan IV Payload Fairing 
Titan IV cleanliness requirements vary depending upon the payload being used. The most stringent 
requirements would be for a molecular contamination level of less than 1 mg/ft2 and a particulate level under 
Visibly Clean Level 2. Visibly Clean Level 2 requires that the surface be free of all particles and oil f h s  when 
observed by the unaided eye at a distance of 12-24 inches with 100-125 footwodles light intensity at the surface. 
Tests performed were divided into three groups. The fist group of tests was designed to identify the 
effectiveness of five different spray patterns in removing each of three different contaminants plus a mixture of 
all three contaminants. The second group of tests was designed to determine the number of times each spray 
pattern must be repeated in order to clean the test panel to the required degree of cleanliaess. The third test 
was a validation of the most promising method while cleaning an actual 95 length section of a payload fairing. 
The C02 cleaning system was proven to be an effect process for the cleaning of the payload fairing for 
the Titan IV  rocket. It was determined from the first group of tests that a vertical nozzle motion was the most 
effective spray pattern. The second set of tests shows that most of the contamination is removed on the first pass 
since the upper layers of contamination are bonded to the lower layers and not to the metd surface itself. The 
most effective nozzle orientation was proven to be one in which the nozzle is aimed in the direction of motion. 
This method blows the rebounding gas ahead of the n o d e  and away from the previously cleaned section of 
panel. 
The validation test utilized the most effective of the five spray patterns tested. The pattern consisted 
of a four pass vertical nozzle motion with a 50% spray overlap. The first pass held the n o d e  perpe 
face. The nozzle direction lagged its motion by 30' during the second pass and lead its motion by 30" 
the third pass. These passes aid in cleaning around and behind obstructions. The fourth pass repeated 
the first perpendicular pattern. After the entire panel was cleaned, this entire process was repeated once more. 
The results show that the C02 cleaning system is capable of meeting the Titan IV requirements. Due to the 
geometry of the isogrid, some areas of the panel were obstructed by 4" deep stringers. Final NVR values 
averaged below 0.2 mg/ft2 in both obstructed and unobstructed areas of the isogrid. 
The experimental real time contamination monitoring system data showed the approximate trends in 
cleanliness level as the standard Freon rinse tests but there was insufficient data to correlate the results 
and develop an equation. 
Shuttle External Tank 
C02 cleaning for use in preparing the shuttle external tank for ablator bonding was evaluated by bonding 
an ablative material to materials cleaned by either the C02 system or conventional chemicals. Various adhesion 
tests were conducted to compare the effectiveness of the C02 cleaning system to the standard process. The 
difference between the adhesive strength of the C02 cleaning system varied within ~10% of the adhesive strength 
of the panel cleaned by chemical processes. 
Bioloeical Film Removal 
Microscopic biological organisms grown on metallic test slides have proven difficult to remove due to 
their tight bond with the metallic surface. In the past, slide have either been soaked in acid, and scrubbed and 
scraped with limited success, or simply discarded. Multiple passes of high intensity C02 pellet cleaning was able 
to remove the l2m from these slides to a much greater degree than any other method attempted. After cleaning 
the slides were etched so that the organisms would show luminously under a microscope. Clean and unclean 
areas 6f the slide could be compared side by side. The clean side showed almost no luminous areas. 
Additional Testing 
The system was demonstrated and tested on many other articles. It was shown that the C02 system is 
capable of stripping coatings as well as performing cleaning. Dry film lubricants were easily removed from nut 
bearings. Various thermal protective coatings and ablators were striped from aluminum test panels. By using 
special nozzles which fracture the pellets as they exit the nozzle, printed circuit boards were cleaned to remove 
the flux left on the surface after manufacturing. 
Both Cleanliness and bonding test were conducted on ASRM candidate materials. 2" X 2" painted steel 
plates were cleaned with conventional cleaning agents and the C02 system. Test blocks were bonded to the 
cleaned surface which were then subjected to a flatwise tensile load. In all tests the failure occurred in other 
areas other than the cleaned surface bond indicating the C02 system is as effective as conventional cleaning 
procedures. 
Various other steel, aluminum, and carbon phenolic materials were also cleaned. In all cases final 
readings were in the low mg/ft2 reading. It was determined that the contamination evacuation system and clean 
room environment were important factors in preventing the redeposition of contaminants after cleaning. During 
long blasting operations, the C02 pellet temperature could lower the test article temperature ~ ~ c i e n t l y  to cause 
condensation. This condensation could result in flash corrosion. As the water droplets attach to the substrate 
they also bring with them other contaminants which are left on the surface after the water evaporates. It is 
important that this condensation be eliminated to ensure a high level of cle ss is maintained. New 
generation C02 cleaning systems are designed to slightly reheat and dry the test article in order to prevent the 
formation of condensation. 
C02 cleaning systems are an effective cleaning system for the removal of many types of contamination 
on a wide variety of materials. The system is safe for use on even extremely thin materials, not hazardous, and 
not toxic. It is capable of meeting the goal of reducing the CFC usage per EPA requirements. The system is 
capable of quickly removing gross contamination and can be fine tuned to achieve a high level of cleanliness. 
Parameter optimization is required for each geometry although general patterns exist to provide a good starting 
point for any testing. With proper contamination evacuation, humidity control, and clean room environment it 
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ABSTRACT 
Advanced materials of the 21st century require development of new materials with significantly improved 
properties. These new materials may lead to solutions of existing problems, and additionally open the door to 
entirely new technologies. A major thrust of advanced material development has been the area of self 
assembled ultra-fine particulate based composites (micro composites). We report on the application of 
biologically derived, self-assembled microstructures to form advanced composite materials. Hollow 0.5 micron 
diameter cylindrical shaped microcylinders self assemble from diacetylenic lipids. These microstructures have a 
multiplicity of potential applications in the material sciences. Exploratory development is proceeding in 
application areas such as controlled release for drug delivery, wound repair, and biofouling as well as 
composites for electronic and magnetic applications, and high power microwave cathodes. 
INTRODUCTION 
Recent advances in self assembly and nanotechnology suggest a number of difficult material problems 
faced by the engineers of the 20th century are likely to be solved early in the 21st. Opportunities abound for 
new products based upon "smart" materials or materials with significantly improved properties. 
NRL's Center for Bio/Molecular Science and Engineering (CBSE) has focused its initial efforts in self 
assembly and bio/molecular materials on fabrication of submicron structures. Much of our effort has been 
aimed at modification of lipids to enable the formation of technologically interesting microstructures. Our 
ability to fabricate these structures represents an exciting synthesis of biotechnology and molecular engineering. 
This paper will focus on one particular type of self assembled micro structure that was discovered at 
NRL. By inserting diacetylene groups into phosphocholine lipids, we have been able to form sub micron 
diameter hollow cylinders called tubules. These cylinders are very much like micron sized soda straws with outer 
diameters from 0.05 microns to 0.7 microns or so and lengths from 10 micrdns to over 1 millimeter1~2~374~s~6 (Sce 
Figure 1). 
Lipids are the basic building block of biological membranes. The biayers of lipid self assemble to form 
either two dimensional sheets, or liposomes which are spherical structures composed of a lipid biiayer enclosing 
an aqueous space. A number of important applications, most involving targeted release, have been identified 
for liposomes. Our laboratory has been one of the pioneering centers in the development of an artificial blood 
surrogate utilizing liposomes as the encapsulant for hemoglobii. While the spherical geometry has a number 
of important benefits, other geometries may also be of interest. For instance, a hollow cylinder can provide a 
narrow channel for diffusion leading to zero order diffusion rates (i.e. a constant rate of release that is 
independent of time) for controlled release applications. A suitabl conducting hollow cylinder provides 
opportunities for the development of advanced high dielectric  material^'^^^^^^. Other geometries may such as 
template formed tubule channels or euctectic devices also have their own particular technological niche. 
CONTROLLED RELEASE 
Since man first set sail on the oceans of the world, sailors have been plagued by biofouling and 
deterioration of their vessels caused by both plant and animal species. One early solution was copper sheathing 
chosen to protect wooden hulls against the ravages of the teredo worm. Today the modern equivalent of copper 
sheathing is a polymeric ablative or self polishing paint, using copper powder or cuprous oxide as the primary 
toxicant. Although copper as an antifoulant has stood the test of time, it is often more effective against animal 
species than plant growth. In order to improve on the performance of copper the addition of many other metal 
species have been employed, such as mercury, arsenic, cadmium, lead and tin. Currently, in more enlightened 
times, these heavy metals have been abandoned as persistent toxicants that have adverse effect on the 
environment and more directly on man's health as a consumer of fish and shellfish. 
In addition to environmental concerns, as fuels become more expensive and fossil fuel reserves begin 
to shrink the economic costs associated with biofouling begin to rise. Marine biofouling growth on underwater 
ship hulls increases hydrodynamic drag and hull weight due to the increasing biomass. If reasonable service 
speeds for the ship are to be maintained, power output must be increased, resulting in higher consumption of 
fuel and increased wear on the machinery. Increases in fuel consumption exceeding 10% are common, as are 
decreases in operational hull speeds of up to 16%. 
In an effort to ease the economic pressures that continue to mount on governments, industry and 
individuals, service cycles are being increased. The U.S. Navy has lengthened operational Gycles to 5 years, with 
7-10 year cycles under consideration to further reduce maintenance costs. When antifouling paints fail early on 
in the service cycle, it may not be possible to haul and paint the ship ahead of schedule due to lack of funds or 
facilities availability. This situation would result in higher fuel costs and decreased performance associated with 
a fouled hull for a greater portion of the maintenance cycle, but would have to be tolerated unless extended 
antifouling performance can be attained. 
In order to achieve the goal of less polluting yet effective antifouling paints, strict control of the release 
rates in copper based paints in addition to the entrapment and controlled release of alternate compounds must 
be accomplished. These alternate compounds are often active at levels far lower than those needed for copper. 
Thus proper control of release rates is necessary to prevent these alternate compounds from b e i i  discharged 
from the coating in excess of actual requirements. Conservative, i.e. low release rates led directly to long service 
lifetimes for the paints. 
Not only must an antifouling paint offer performance in service; it must meet increasing demands from 
governmental regulators concerning water pollution standards ( c  18 ug/l maximum), air quality standards for 
volatile organic solvents (VOC) and the occupational and health regulations governing the application and 
disposal of antifouling coatings. 
The small pore size and long cylindrical shape of the tubule offer si@rcant opportunities for control 
of long term control of release. By controlling the viscosity of the polymer, the length and diameter of the 
tubule, and the permeabiity of the paint matrix, variations of the release rate of several orders of magnitude 
have been demonstrated. The tubules isolate the encapsulant from the environment thus providing a mechanism 
for enhanced chemical stability of the encapsulants. The tubules are quite compatible with exis 
may even offer some improvements to the ultimate mechanical properties of the composite 
Methods for Environmental Exoosure Testim: 
The metallic microcylinders utilized in the study averaged 0.5 microns in diameter and ranged from 10- 
250 microns in length with interior diameters ranging from 0.25-0.4 microns. Once dry the microcylinders act 
as microcapillary tubes entrapping and retaining a range of liquid materials. Release rates are linear and 
dependent on the encapsulant and the molecular weight and cross linking of the carrier vehicle. 
Twenty, 11 cm fiberglass rods, which had been cut from 0.35 mm diameter stock, were coated by dipping 
with the desired formulation of antifouling coating. Following air drying for at least 48 hr., the rods were 
mounted in a floating array consisting of a rectangular float of PVC pipe to which a diamond polypropylene fsh 
impound netting was attached (Figure.2). The rods were attached to the net with rubber grommets and the 
entire array was attached to a raft in the field at Coconut Island, Hawaii, or Taylors Creek, Beaufort, North 
Carolina. At the first sign of fouling rods were withdrawn and examined to determine the composition and 
relative percentage cover of fouling organisms. 
Tetracycline was used in the initial studies of release rates from coatings and microstructures as it is 
easily quantified by spectrophotometric analysis in water. In addition tetracycline is a registered antifouling agent 
and therefore was considered safe in this application. Initial findings indicated tetracycline could be released 
at linear rates from both epoxy resin films, and from vinyl based paints. It is interesting to note in Figure 3 that 
when not encapsulated the tetracycline is found to release in a matter of a few hours from VYHH coatings; 
however, when in an encapsulated sample, tetracycline continues to release after 500 days of use. 
In order to explore the possibility of lowering the need for antibiotics or persistent copper toxicants, two 
further approaches were tested. First was the use of isothiazolone which is an experimental antifouling agent 
which has been shown to be non-persistent in the marine environment (Harrington, 1989). When encapsulated 
in both copper and iron microcylinders and added to a vinyl matrix this additive was shown to be effective at 
repelling fouhg marine species in testing (Figure 4). 
One other approach to the development of non-toxic or biodegradable coatings is the use of extracts 
from the Sea Pansy (Renilla reniformis), and structural analogs of these compounds. Figure 5 illustrates a pair 
of test rods which were taken from a sample exposed at Coconut Island, Hawaii for six months. It can be clearly 
seen that the experimental rod has successfully repelled fouling during the test period with concentrations of 2% 
by weight active agent. 
Figure 6 is a comparison of the fouling characteristics of four coatings which consisted of a control 
baseline self polishing coating consisting of 1) methacrylate paint base on the test rods, 2) copper microtubules 
in the paint base, 3) encapsulated isothiazolone, and 4) encapsulated isothiazolone and a crude extract of renilla. 
The paint base is observed to become heavily covered by fouling (both micro and macro fouling are considered 
on an equal basis) by day 20, after which the fouling is reduced somewhat. This may be a result of predation 
of the fouling community during testing, as the coverage is again observed to increase following 90 days exposure 
to greater than 90% of the test surface. In the case of the paint base containing 5% by weight copper tubules 
the fouling is observed to increase to 50% coverage at day 40 and then is reduced to levels less than 40% until 
day 120. Again this may be due to the effect of predation or the settlement rates of larva as the test progressed. 
Test paint with encapsulated isothiazolone was observed to offer more consistent performance as compared to 
paint containing only copper tubules. Maximum coverage for all fouling species was less than 40% at day 40 and 
was observed to decrease during the period of testing. In contrast the addition of renilla extract to this mixture 
provided the best initial peafomance of the formulations tested, however, by day 120 the average settlement had 
exceeded that of the ne only. As the loading of microtubules remained constant by weight, the 
k o ~ m 1 o n e  k this last sample was reduced by half, and thus it may be that the renilla which was encapsulated 
had either become depleted or beconne ineffective against the fouling species settling at the end of the testing 
period. 
A number of major issues must be resolved before the ultimate utility of this approach can be 
determined. The variable controUing release rate must be quantified and optimiid for each particular 
application. Important variables are the molecular weight of the antifouling agent, diameter andl length of the 
tubules, permeability of the incorporating polymer as well as the matrix paint. have been able to make 
gallon quantities of test paints in our laboratory, the question of scale up riously addressed. Cost 
is always an important issue. We had thought that lipid costs (up to per pound) would be a serious 
problem for techology transfer. However, we have had a recent success at recovering the lipid for metalized 
tubules and recycling that lipid to make more tubules which were subsequently metalized.' In addition, as the 
commercial production of this class of phospholipid compounds is undertaken the economies of scale should (as 
with other high technology chemical systems such as teflon) be reduced to a reasonable level. Further reductions 
of cost will be realized with large batch processing which would reduce labor costs, thus production costs of 
microstructures should not be barrier to use. Costs of the metal, biofouling control agent, and matrix, coupled 
with the processing costs will determine the commercial viability of this approach. 
The system holds promise as a means of providing a controlled release mechanism for antifouling paints 
with siWcant advantages over e&ting formulations. The inclusion of microencapsulated toxicants is effective 
in short term assays designed for the study of larval settlement, and appears to be a means of providing 
controlled release independent of the paint vehicle. 
In addition, the use of microcylinders instead of rosin allows for a more robust coating which is better 
able to resist erosion in high flow areas, and which will be better able to survive long periods of immersion in 
seawater. 
e antifouling has been our first attempt at utilizing tubules for controlled release, several other 
possible applications are currently W i g  evaluated. These include wound healing, enzyme storage and delivery, 
and long term antimicrobial and antifungal coatings. As a controlled delivery system microcylinders offer 
advantages in antimicrobial control systems for metal working fluids and coolants, prevention of deterioration 
in paper processing plants, and stabilization of kerosene and diesel fuels in storage. 
When we first began to assess the potential applications for these micron sized "soda straws", the 
physicists in our research team were struck with the possibilities for enhanced electronic material applications. 
This is due to their large and adjustable aspect ratio, their cylindrical geometry, and very thin walls of the tubule. 
Experiments and detailed calculations on the interaction of electromagnetic radiation with conducting 
hollow cylinders in composites have shown significant in temperature and frequency stability 
of the dielectric constant, both real and imaginary, as well possibilities for exploiting their highly anisotropic 
properties.3A 
In order for these calculations to be confvmed and the potential applications assessed a process for 
rendering the tubules conductive had to be developed. This processs has now been refined so a coating can be 
placed on the inside a d  outside of the tubule. The thickness of this coating can be varied within a 150A 
tolerance limit within the thickness range of 200A to 1u)oA. Copper was the first metal to be electrolessly 
deposited onto the lipid tubules, but now they are coated with nickel, nickel-iron-boron (a permalloy), gold, or 
palladium. The direct current conductivity of our current coatings appears to be about 2-3 orders of magnitude 
below the values expected for the bulk metal. Improving the metallization process is currently a subject of 
intense interest in our laboratory. Nevertheless the current coatings have demonstrated that tubule based 
templates offer significant advantages for the development of improved electronic materials. Behroozi et a17 have 
reported that at 10% volume loading of permalloy coated tubules in an epoxy matrix a real dielectric constant 
approximately equal to 50 along the alignment axis at a frequency of 9.5 Ghz has been achieved for tubules of 
average length of 30 microns with a lipid diameter of 0.5 micron and a 10(30A thick metal coating. This result 
agrees with their electrodynamic calculations. The paper suggests that far higher values may be achievable with 
longer tubules and improved metal coatings. Such results suggest the possibility for applications such as high 
density packaging for microelectronic applications, high dielectric materials for miniaturized microwave device 
applications, and phased arrays and waveguides for radar applications. Tubules may also serve as templates for 
fabricating field emitting arrays for microwave cathode applications. For any of these applications to be 
introduced into actual use the electroless metal deposition process will have to be improved and appropriate 
matrix materials identified, e.g. ceramics or polymers etc. 
Field Emission Ao~lication~ 
Recently vacuum field emission was realized from a cathode fabricated of metallized microtubules. The 
surface micro-morphology of sharp cylindrical emitting tips is produced by using tubules, as the template for 
metal deposition, and subsequently forming an aligned composite of these metal microstr~ctures~~. 
Limitations of present electron source technology are manifested in microwave devices high energy 
particle accelerators, laser pumping, and other fields which utilize electron beams as a means of energy transfer. 
Presently available electron sources are divided into three categories: thermionic emitters, laser-activated photo- 
emitters and field emitters. Included in this last category of field emitters are both exploding field emitters, 
sometimes termed plasma cathodes, and vacuum field emitters which do not form an intermediate plasma. The 
structures we discuss here may provide a means to achieve electron beam brightness in excess of 106~/cm2-rad2 
from an unsaturated field emission cathode, by using the electrostatic lensing produced near the tip of the hollow 
emitter micro structures. The generation of macroscopic electron beam currents through vacuum field emission 
from a large number of emission sites requires a surface with a complex micro structure . To date, fabrication 
of surfaces suitable to this task has been dominated by micro lithographic techniques. En these processes, masks 
are used in conjunction with etching or deposition techniques to produce arrays of micron scale cones or wedges 
recessed only a few microns from apertures in a gate structure15f16. The micro structure composite cathode 
materials described here do not use such an electrode configuration with gate, and are similar in this respect to 
more conventional electron source materials. The structure of an array of hollow cylinders protruding a uniform 
distance from a base electrode is preferred over an array of pyramids or cones because of the larger available 
emission area. As additional advantages, these materials appear to be relatively insensitive to the background 
vacuum pressure, and operate at BC. 
The necessary local enhancement of applied electric field is produced by the geometry of the exposed 
tubules: their height, inner and outer radius, the average spacing between nearest neighbors, the radius of 
curvature of the metal wall at the edge of the exposed hollow cylinder, and the character of the surface in the 
vicinity of the exposed edge. Detailed numerical simulations of the electrostatic field in the vicinity of the hollow 
cylindrical structure have shown that field enhancement factors in the range of 150--250 are readily achieved with 
the 0.5 micron diameter tubules protruding a height of 10 to 15 microns above the base surface. The intrinsic 
surface roughness of electrolessly deposited metal film that makes up the outer tubule surface would probably 
increases this nominal enhancement factor by an additional factor of 2-4, yielding an expected range in the 
enhancement factor of B = 300--1000. 
The hollow nature of the protruding tubule micro structares (Figure '9) that make up field emitter 
arrays is of particular interest, because i t  provides an electrostatic lensing effect for the emitted electrons. 
Strength of this electrostatic lensing depends on the inner and outer radii of the tubule, and the p i t i o n  of the 
emission area on the end of the tubule structure. The thinner the metallic wall, the greater is the self focussing 
effect of the structure, and the more collimated the emitted micro beamlet becomes. For splitably fabricated 
structures, with thin wall thickness near the emission tip, the previously cited numerical shuligrions have 
indicated that normalized electron beam brightness well in excess of lo9 AlcmZrad2 can be achieved1'. 
In conclusion, we have described measurements of vacuum field emission from an unsatuaated field 
emitter array fabricated from a composite of self-assembling biomolecular micro structures. Micro structure 
composite materials offer an interesting alternative to micro lithographic techniques for the achievement of 
complex surface micromorphologies. Complex biological systems and organic molecules, in paxticaalar self- 
assembling biomolecular micro structures, offer a wide variety of micro structure geometries p ten t idy  useful 
for application in physical systems. The hollow, thin walled , high-aspect ratio tubule micro stmctures &cussed 
here might provide a surface micro morphology suited to the generation of high current, high b w h e s s  electron 
beams. An identical structure would be difficult to generate using existing micro Elbwaphic techniques. 
SUM M D  CONCLUSION 
The ability to on a molecular level engineer sub micron particles represents a seminal advance in the 
development of advanced composite materials leading to a number of new composite materials with significantly 
enhanced mechanical and electronic properties. We believe this to be true as we have substituted natures ability 
to self-assemble complex molecular structures rather than to rely on often expensive and sensitive technc!ogid 
equipment to achieve the same result. 
We are now actively pursuing applications for the lipid tubule microstructures. These applications range 
from antifouling to the development of advanced electronic materials. Antifouling controlled release paint 
systems have been successfully developed and tested. Other applications such as wound healing, antifungal 
paints, and bioremdiation systems are currently under evaluation. Prototype fabrication of tubule based high 
dielectric and field emitting materials suggest possible commercial applications for high resolution displays and 
advanced microwave devices. It is clear that advanced materials research and development is entering a new 
stage due to recent advances in "self assembly" and possibility of the design of molecules for the "engineering" 
of supermolecular micron sized structures for specific applications. 
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Figure 1 Electron micrograph of a typical lipid tubule. 
Figure 2 Photograph of rods were mounted in a Boating array. 
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Figure 3 Encapsulated vs. non-encapsulated release rates 
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Figure 4 Comparison of effectiveness of encapsulated vs. 
non-encapsulated isothiazolone on marine fouling. 
Figure 5 Test rods from Beaufort, N.C. effectiveness test, 
illustrates effectiveness of microencapsulated natural product. 
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Figure 6 Comparison of fouling characteristics in four 
coatings consisting of 1) copolymer methacrylate paint, 
2) Copper microtubules in paint, 3) Isothiazolone encapslalted, 
4) isothiazolone and extract of renilla. 
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Figure 7 Electron micrograph of a tubule based cathode array. 
STRUCT MODIFICATION OF POLlfISACC ES: 
A BIOCWEMICAL-GENETIC APPROACH 
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ABSTRACT 
Polysaccharides have a wide and expanding range of industrial and biomedical applications. An industry 
trend is underway towards the increased use of bacteria to produce polysaccharides. Long term goals of this work 
are the adaptation and enhancement of saccharide properties for electronic and optic applications. In this report we 
illustrate the application of enzyme-bearing bacteriophage on strains of the enteric bacterium Klebsiellapneumoniae, 
which produces a polysaccharide with the relatively rare rheological property of drag-reduction. This has resulted 
in the production of new polysaccharides with enhanced rheological properties. Our laboratory is developing 
techniques for processing and structurally modifying bacterial polysaccharides and oligosaccharides which comprise 
their basic polymeric repeat units. Our research has focused on bacteriophage which produce specific 
polysaccharide degrading enzymes. This has lead to the development of enzymes generated by bacteriophage as 
tools for polysaccharide modification and purification. These enzymes have been used to efficiently convert the 
native material to uniform-sized high molecular weight polymers, or alternatively into high-purity oligosaccharides. 
Enzyme-bearing bacteriophage also serve as genetic selection tools for bacteria that produce new families of 
polysaccharides with modified structures. 
INTRODUCTION 
Polysaccharides are a ubiquitous, integral, and often invisible part of the manufacture and production of 
a very broad spectrum of products. Traditional uses of these materials include, but are not limited to, food 
additives, pharmaceutical chemicals, oil well drilling additives, industrial coatings, industrial cleaners, explosives, 
paint additives, paper chemicals, printing chemicals, photographic chemicals, textile chemicals, and additives for 
ceramics and metals1. Recent industrial applications of polysaccharides include drag-reducing agents for ships and 
water jet-cutting applications, photo-resist applications in the manufacture of integrated circuits, and the synthesis 
of new composite materials. Promising biomedical applications of polysaccharide themselves include a role in drug 
delivery and wound treatment2. 
Synthesis of new oligosaccharides with biological activity is an area of intense and growing interest. The 
discovery of the important and diverse role of saccharides in biological processes has lead to an increased demand 
for practical routes to gram scale quantities of saccharide-based compounds. Considerable progress has been made 
towards enzymatic approaches to oligosaccharide synthesis by a number of ingenious methods. Despite efforts in 
towards general methodologies, saccharide synthesis has been one of the most challenging areas of biochemistry. 
The wide diversity of oligosaccharides produced by enzymatic polysaccharide degradation to its basic repeat unit 
provides a potential source of starting material for glycosylated pharmaceutical agents. 
Hundreds of naturally occurring bacterial polysaccharides provide an untapped resource of chemically, 
structurally and functionally diverse biopolymers. Although polysaccharides have traditionally been derived from 
plant and origin, the industry trend has been toward replacing these sources with microbially produced 
polymers. This is due to: (a) economic concern, such as supply reliability and long term cost control, (b) quality 
control issues, such as product purity, and (c) application issues, which require consistency and specificity of the 
chemical and physical properties of the plysaccharide. 
Despite these advantages, there are still techno1ogical problems which limit the production and isolation 
of plysaccharides firom bacteria. Microbial bioreactors that produce plysaccharides generate a viscous 
fermentation liqueur that interfern with oxygen trausfer, which in turn, limits microbial growth, and ultimately 
reduces p ly~ner  yield4. In addition, separating large amounts of polysaccharide from cells by conventional 
centrifugation is difficult because the polysaccharide is attached to the bacterial cell surface. 
Although not impossible, the ability to produce and isolate new plysaccharides with modified structures 
from bacteria by conventional microbiological methods requites the following tedious approach. Strains producing 
potentially useful materials are isolated from the wild and converted to high yield strains by mutagenesis. This has 
been accomplished for capsular plysaccharides in a wide range of bacterial  specie^^*^^. Isolation of new 
plysaccharide structures requires extremely large scale screening of bacterial populations to isolate rare mutants 
with structurally-modified polysaccharides. The rarity of structural variants is due to the fact that plysaccharides 
are the end-product of complex multi-step enzymatic biosynthetic pathways. As such they are not readily amenable 
to modification by recombinant DNA technology. Typically, mutations, which result in the production of new 
structures, are too rare for the conventional screening approach to the problem to be viable. 
Our laboratory has developed (and is in the process of refking) new and generally applicable techniques 
to produce and isolate high yields of structurally-modified plysaccharides and plysaccharases. We have utilized 
the interaction between bacteriophage and bacteria for the purification, processing and genetic modification of 
bacterial polysaccharides and their basic oligosaccharide repeat units. Bacteriophage, or simply phage, are virus 
like particles that infect and kill bacteria. The bacteriophage we have chosen to study distinguish themselves by 
producing a plysaccharide degrading enzyme, endoglycanase, which is specific for the polymer produced by the 
bacterial strain they infect. As a result, the bacterial polysaccharide capsule that would otherwise act as a physical 
bamer to phage infection is disrupted, permitting infection and resulting in cell death. Understanding the details 
of this process has lead to the development of a general set of biochemical and genetic techniques for the 
manipulation of polysaccharides. These techniques can be used to process and produce naturally occurring materials 
with desirable physical, mechanical, and biological properties. 
The basic bacteriophage-based strategy for adapting bacteria for polysaccharide production is as follows. 
A strain producing a naturally occurring material with the property of interest is identified. If necessary, established 
mutagenesis techniques are used to produce a high yield polymer producing strain. Bacteriophage enzymes can be 
used to detach polymer product from the cells which produce them. Cells are then readily removed by a short low 
speed centrifugation leaving the polymer produced in solution. If desired, the material can be further processed to 
a high molecular weight form (greater than 500,000) by partial digestion of the material with purified bacteriophage 
enzyme. This yields material suitable for thin film fabrication. Alternatively, the material may be digested to its 
basic repeat oligomeric structure, with yields in excess of 50% and of high stemspecific purity due to the nature 
of the synthesis. If one seeks to alter the property of the native polymer, a population of bacterial cells is exposed 
to bacteriophage bearing endopolysaccharase specific to the native capsular polysaccharide. Those bacteria which 
are resistant to the phage often survive by virtue of producing a structurally modified capsular plysaccharide with 
reduced susceptibility to the bacteriophage enzyme. 
The process we have developed to produce and isolate bacterialderived plysaccharides can be illustrated 
by our search for polymers with "drag-reducing" properties. 
The phenomenon of drag-reduction by suppression of turbulent flow in pipes has been studied for over forty 
years. Recently, this poorly understood non-newtonian phenomenon has been linked to the extensional viscosity 
of the active polyme8. These polymers have the ability to suppress turbulent flow at Reynolds numbers above the 
transition pintg. Several researchers have identified polysaccharides as polymers that have drag-reducing 
propertieslO*". In fact, xanthan gum, a common industrial polysaccharide of bacterial origin is recognized as among 
one of the most effective drag-reducing polymers on a weightlppm basis. 
To test our process of producing and isolating bacteriallyaerived plysaccharides we have obtained a copy 
of the World Health Organization's Klebsiella pneumoniae serot-ps, which include 79 closely related strains that 
produce capsular polysaccharides of known chemical strucke. These strains were screened for production of drag- 
reducing polymers. 
Several K. pneumoniae strains were'found to produce drag-reducing material strain K63 produced one of 
the most effective polysaccharides. The native K63 plysaccharide, with its basic repeat unit of [galactose-acetylated 
galacturonic acid-fucose],, was found to be approximately twice as effective as a drag-reducer as xanthan gumI2. 
The polymer also showed a high degree of resistance to mechanical shearing, as meamued by repeated passage 
through a turbulent flow rheometer. Without bacteriophageenzyme treatment it was impossible to effectively 
separate the plysaccharide from cells, even at centrifugation speeds of 50,000 x g for 4 hours. Brief 
bacteriophageenzyme treatment, however, permitted rapid cell polymer separation of high molecular weight material 
(approximately 3,500,000), after 20 minutes of centrifugation at 6,000 x g. Furthermore, the ability to remove 
polysaccharide from the cell surface lead to an eighty percent increase in polymer recovery. 
As depicted in Figure 1, further bacteriophage-enzymatic processing of the purified material, under 
precisely controlled conditions, leads to a reproducible partial digestion of this material. This resulted in the 
production of a homogeneous monodisperse polysaccharide of average 900,000 molecular weight. This material 
was suitable for uniform thin-film formation (25 nanometers). Alternatively, complete limit digest of the material 
lead to high yield (64 %) conversion of the native polymer to its basic repeat trimer. In this manner, gram quantities 
of oligosaccharide, with purity sufficient for crystallization, were produced. 
Enzymebearing bacteriophage, which specifically infects K. pneumoniae K63 has been isolated and 
produced in large quantity. The bacteriophage's ability to specifically degrade K63 capsular plysaccharide has been 
used as a selection tool to generate a family of polysaccharides with related structures. Among the bacteria 
surviving this exposure to this bacteriophage are isolates which could be readily identified as having altered 
plysaccharide structure (see Table 1). These mutants showed a reduced level of non-stoichiometric pyruvylation 
of the capsular polysaccharide. Nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR) studies clearly identified mutants with changes 
in this structure of the plysaccharides repeat trimer. 
As expected, the mutants with structurally altered polysaccharides showed altered rheological properties. 
In fact there was a significant improvement in both their drag-reducing effectiveness (over 10%) and mechanical, 
or shear stability (also above 10%). Furthermore, this material proved to be enzymatically convertible to 
oligosaccharides so that a new family of closely related structural oligomers has also been generated. 
CONCLUSION 
Bacterial plysaccharides represent a diverse and largely untapped source of polymeric materials and 
specialty chemicals, including possible starting materials for pharmaceuticals. The general area of adapting 
plysaccharides produced from bacterial sources is hampered economically by the high cost of purifying 
plysaccharides for commodity chemical uses and the limited ability to structurally modify native polymers to 
enhance performance'. 
Enzyme-bearing bacteriophages with endopolysaccharase activity have been demonstrated to be useful tools 
for polymer purification and processing. Furthermore, bacteriophage can be used as a selective agent to generate 
families of polysaccharides structurally related to native material, but with altered properties. In this way, new 
polysaccharides with enhanced properties can be generated with high probability. This report demonstrates the 
application of enzyme-bearing bacteriophage to select mutants of K. pneumoniae K63 with enhanced rheological 
We have identified the production of oligosaccharides for pharmaceutical biosynthesis as a possible 
important spin-off of our ongoing material science research. It should be clear that the bacteriophage enzyme 
techniques outlined here permit the generation of, not only new and novel, polysaccharides, but also large quantities 
of new oligosaccharides. Gram quantity production of these compounds in our laboratory has become routine. 
Generation of oligosaccharides by the alternate route of bacteriophage enzymatic degradation of bacterial 
polymers, coupled with the ability to produce families of polysaccharide structural variants, provides a promising 
new source of materials for synthesis of biologically active carbohydrates. 
The work described in this report was carried out by the Jet Propulsion Laboratory, California Institute of 
Technology, under contract with the National Aeronautics and Space Administration. The work was supported under 
contract with the Defense Advanced Projects Agency, Department of Defense. 
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A procedure is described for depositing a conductive layer of gold on the exterior of a fused-silica 
capillary used in gas chromatography. By subjecting a section of the column near the inlet to a thermal cycle of 
cryogenic cooling and ohmic heating, volatile samples are concentrated and subsequently injected. The 
performance of this trap as a chromatographic injector is demonstrated. Several additional applications are 
suggested and the unique properties of this device are discussed. 
INTRODUCTION 
The importance of temperature and its effects on physico-chemical processes cannot be 
overemphasized. With few exceptions, process rates increase with the temperature. In gas chromatography 
(GC), a linear increase in temperature exponentially raises the vapor pressure of solutes partitioned between the 
stationary and mobile phases. The sequential elution of progressively less volatile, and generally larger, solutes 
by steadily increasing the column temperature has long been practiced in GC. Thus, samples with a broad 
range of individual solute volatilities can be analyzed in a single separation. Conversely, dilute vapor samples 
may be concentrated as a narrow band by passing the sample stream through a cooled region. This trapping 
region is quickly warmed to release the material in a sharply defined pulse where the solute concentration has 
been greatly enhanced over the original dilute stream. A novel solute trap for capillary chromatography has 
been recently developed in this laboratory which controls the temperature in a short section of the analytical 
column. By carrying out the concentration within the column itself, many problems associated with precolumn 
concentration schemes are avoided. The design, construction, evaluation, and use of a chromatographic trap 
based on an ohmically-heated column section illustrates the unique characteristics of this technology. Many of 
these same features also suggest other novel applications, including some outside the field of chromatography. 
In elution chromatography, sample mixtures must be introduced into the analytical column as a zone 
which is spatially narrow relative to the separated zones of individual components which later emerge. A 
second requirement dictates that the sample quantity introduced must be detectable. Numerous injection devices 
have been developed which meet these criteria (1). .4n appropriate technique should be selected based on the 
sample and its accompanying matrix. Cryogenic trapping is one strategy particularly well suited for samples 
which must be concentrated prior to separation by GC. 
The principle of cryogenic trapping is straightforward. Chilling a region of the flow stream lowers the 
sample vapor pressure and causes solutes to be concentrated in a stationary zone. Following the concentration 
step, the trapped material is then heated to quantitatively transfer the sample into the separating column. It is 
important to heat the trap quickly so that all material leaves as a narrow band. Under proper conditions, sample 
concentrations in this discrete plug may be increased four or more orders of magnitude above their original 
level. Two points are crucial in the design of a cryogenic trap. First, the trap volume must be small, 
approximately the same size as the ultimate injection volume. Second, the trap must be capable of rapid heating 
to quickly vaporize the trapped material and avoid drawing out the narrow injection zone. 
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Figure 1. Schematic of a gold layer on a capillary column. For clarity, the polyimide layer and 
stationary phase are not shown. 
PROCEDURE 
Fabrication of the on-column trap entails depositing a thin layer of gold on the outside of a fused-silica 
capillary column about 10 cm from the inlet and extending for a length of 10 cm. Any commercial capillary 
column is suitable for operation with this trap. This evaluation was done with 0.25-mm i.d. columns which 
were statically coated (on the inside) with a 0.25-pm thick coating of SE-30 (dimethyl silicone) and showed a 
coating efficiency of 93 % for dodecane at 100°C. Two lengths, 11.0 and 1.92 m, were used to isolate any 
diminishment of column efficiency due to trapping. The gold layer is applied as a gold complex dissolved in 
volatile oils (Liquid Bright Gold, No. 7621, Engelhard, Hanovia Liquid Gold Division, East Newark, NJ). The 
solution is applied with a brush and dries to an even coating in air. Once dry, the entire column is placed in an 
oven and heated to 310°C for 20 min. Heating drives off the residual solvent and decomposes the organic 
portion of the gold complex leaving a specular layer of metallic gold on the outer capillary wall. The 
application and firing process is repeated three times to yield a gold layer about 0.3 pm thick. During heating, 
the column interior is purged with helium to remove any trace decomposition products which may evolve from 
the stationary phase. The outer polyimide coating of the capillary column is unaffected by the gold layer. 
Because this gold layer is so thin, the remarkable flexibility of fused-silica columns is retained. 
Figure 1 shows a schematic representation of the trap on a capillary column. A polyimide layer is 
applied to the outside of fused-silica tubing during the manufacturing process to protect against damage. The 
trap is easily visible over the polyimide layer and resists abrasion. When not in use, the trap does not alter the 
performance of the column in any way. Ferrules seal equally well to gold and polyimide, however, ferrules are 
easier to remove from the gold layer because they stick less. 
Capillary columns outfitted with a gold trap were installed in a gas chromatograph (Varian 
VISTA 4600, Varian Instruments, Walnut Creek, CA) configured as shown in Figure 2 for purposes of 
evaluation. A splitlsplitless injector allowed the trap performance to be characterized and compared with 
conventional injection techniques. For routine analyses with the cryogenic trap, a sample loop is substituted for 
the split/splitless injector. Electrical connections to the gold layer are made by wrapping conductive fibers 
around both ends of the trap. A variable voltage source regulates the potential across the trap. The voltage and 
current are monitored simultaneously. The trap is bent such that the region between the electrical leads is held 
above liquid nitrogen contained in a Dewar. The trap and its lead connections remain electrically isolated from 
the Dewar and gas chromatograph. The trapping mode is actuated by turning off the voltage source and 
allowing the trap to cool to -150°C. When a voltage is applied, the trap temperature quickly rises and samples 
are driven off the trap. For the traps described here, voltages between 10 and 15 V were used. Due to the 
thinness of the gold layer, the trap resistance is relatively high and the current is on the order of 100 mA. 
i Oven 
Figure 2. Schematic diagram of capillary trap installed in gas chromatograph. 
Separated solutes were detected by a flame ionization detector (FID) as they elute from the column. For the 
purposes of this study, moment analysis (2) was used to accurately characterize the shape of solute peaks. 
The detector output was stored digitally at 20 Hz. 
EVALUATION 
Operation of the gold-coated capillary section as a trap for capillary chromatography is illustrated by 
three demonstrations. First, the temperature of the trap can be accurately monitored during operation by simply 
measuring the electrical resistance. Most materials exhibit increased electrical resistance as the temperature 
rises. The resistivity of pure gold has a temperature coefficient of 0.0034 per "C (3). This relationship was 
confirmed experimentally for these traps by directly measuring the internal temperature using a miniature iron- 
constantan thermocouple (Omega Engineering, Stamford, CT) carefully inserted into a capillary. While the GC 
oven temperature was raised, the trap resistance was measured. Next, with the oven off, the trap was ohmically 
heated by increasing the current in a step-wise fashion. By also measuring the voltage across the trap during 
ohmic heating, the trap resistance was calculated using Ohm's law and recorded as a function of the directly 
measured temperature. 
The line in Figure 3 shows the resistance across the trap as a function of temperature while the 
chromatograph oven was used to heat the capillary. The step-wise nature of the line is due to digitization error 
in measuring the resistance. The open circles correspond to the trap resistance calculated from Ohm's law as 
the trap is ohmically heated. In both cases, the trap resistance increases linearly with temperature. The 
apparent temperature coefficient of resistance is 0.001 per "C and is independent of whether the trap is heated 
externally or ohmically. Resistance in the leads and connections accounts for the difference between the 
experimental and reference values. Note the tedious operation of inserting the thermocouple is performed here 
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Figure 3. Trap resistance vs. trap temperature. The trap temperature was measured inside the capillary. 
only to establish that the effective coefficient of resistance can be measured by external heating. In actual use, 
a new trap is calibrated merely by programming the oven temperature while measuring the resistance. 
Second, the ability of the trap to quantitatively capture and release volatile samples is demonstrated 
using the 11-m capillary. This length was chosen to provide complete separation of the C5 - C8 normal 
alkanes. A stock solution of 2000 parts-per-million-volume (ppmv) in room air was sequentially diluted to 50-, 
100-, and 200-parts-per-billion-volume (ppbv) in air. Figure 4A shows a separation of the stock solution using 
a conventional split injector. The small injection volume and the 99% of sample dumped to the vent define the 
amount of sample actually reaching the column and detector to be 300 pglcomponent. These losses are 
necessary in split injections to provide a narrow injection band. Figure 4B shows a separation of the stock 
solution diluted by a factor of 40,000 (50 ppbv) injected with a trap. The sample volume has been increased to 
1 mL. In this case, there is roughly 150 pglcomponent on column. The additional peaks in Figure 4B are due 
to various compounds in the air used to dilute the stock solution. Methane, though present in ambient air at 20 
times the level of the other alkanes is not concentrated at the trap temperature and, therefore, is not detected. 
The trapping period was two minutes in this case, but longer periods (and larger sample volumes) can 
be accommodated easily. The chromatogram in Figure 4B indicates where heating commenced, thus beginning 
the separation. This corresponds to the injection time for a split injection. The uniformity of retention times is 
evident from Figure 4. Statistical evaluation of repeated injections has shown retention times for trapped 
samples are reproducible to c0.3 s and indistinguishable from split injections (4). 
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Figure 4. Chromatograms of pentane, hexane, heptane, and octane on an 11 m x 250-pm i.d. capillary 
column coated with 0.4 w/v% SE-30. (A) 5-pL vapor-phase injection of 2000 ppmv, split 100: 1. (B) 1-mL 
vapor phase injection of 50 ppbv, no split, trapped for 2 min. 
Quantitative trapping is demonstrated in Figure 5 as a plot of peak area vs. concentration for two 
solutes of different retention ratios. Error bars indicate f 1 standard deviation. Digitization error for these 
small signals contributes to the scatter. The precision for all solutes at 50 ppbv is better than 10% RSD. 
Replicate split injections with larger signals show a precision of 3 96 RSD. As with any injection technique, 
referencing peak areas to an internal standard would greatly enhance the precision of quantitation. 
Third, the effects of trapping on peak shapes are illustrated. As stated earlier, samples must be 
delivered to the analytical column in a narrow concentration pulse. To measure the ability of the trap to release 
samples as a well-defined pulse, a 1.92-m column was used. This short column length maximizes any 
contributions to peak variance from the injection technique. A slow release during the hating step would be 
readily apparent as broad peaks in the resulting chromatogram. For comparison, a 100: 1 split injection provides 
an "ideal" sample inlet system. 
The parameters used to characterize the peak shapes were the second and third statistical moments 
calculated from the digitized chromatograms. The second moment (or variance) is related to the peak width and 
increases with retention time for isothermal separations. Significant departure from an ideal injection profile 
o Pentane, k = 0.305 
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Figure 5. Peak area vs. concentration for solutes on the column of Fig. 4. Samples were trapped for 2 
min. Mean f 1 standard deviation. 
causes the second moment to increase relative to an ideal injection. The third moment is a measure of peak 
asymmetry and is zero for an ideal peak. 
The behavior of the column trap relative to a split injection is shown in Table I. The second and third 
moments for peaks from a trapped injection compare favorably with the "ideally" shaped peaks from a split 
injection. (Heptane exhibited a very minor impurity which degraded its peak shape.) Because longer columns 
are less demanding of the injection profile, these results, obtained under artificially demanding conditions, 
confirm the suitability of this trap for chromatographic purposes. 
TABLE I 
Second and t h i r d  s t a t i s t i c a l  moments f o r  s p l i t  and t rapped  i n j e c t i o n s  on a 
1.92-m column. 
2nd Moment x lo2 
( sec2) 
Sample S p l i t  Trapped 
3rd  Moment x lo2  
( sec3) 
S p l i t  Trapped 
Mean f 1 s tanda rd  dev ia t ion  ( n  = 7 ) .  
In the future, the temperature in the trap may be accurately controlled using a simple feedback circuit. 
Such a circuit would allow trapped compounds to be sequentially removed by programmed heating. Provided 
sufficient differences in volatility exist, unwanted compounds could be back-flushed from the trap and prevented 
from entering the column and detector. For example, water present in atmospheric samples could be eliminated 
from the chromatographic analysis. This would greatly speed the analytical throughput. 
The device described in this report shows potential far beyond its use as an injection device for gas- 
phase elution chromatography. Due to its low thermal mass and high thermal slew rates, the trap is ideal for 
multiplex chromatography (5), an approach where samples are repeatedly injected at intervals less than the 
analysis time of an individual injection. The resultant detector output is then mathematically deconvoluted to 
provide continuous (rather than batch) concentration information. 
In supercritical fluid chromatography (SFC) (6), the mobile-phase density controls solute retention. 
A capillary trap could be used to increase the temperature in a localized column section, thus trapping non- 
volatile solutes on the walls. To inject the sample, the current would then be turned off and the trap allowed to 
cool. This reverses the protocol for injectkg trapped samples in capillary GC as described above. Using a 
thermal trap for SFC was suggested several years ago (7), and preliminary results using other heaters have 
been reported (8). Use of the ohmically-heated trap described here is being evaluated. 
Another potential application related to SFC is the construction of a controllable flow restrictor. Drawn 
out capillary tips are used to maintain back pressure in columns upstream of atmospheric pressure 
detectors (9). These tips generally offer a fixed restriction which differs from that required for optimal flow. 
Furthermore, density programming is often used to enhance separations, causing the flow rate to change during 
an analysis and making it impossible to maintain the ideal mobile-phase velocity. Adjusting the tip temperature 
would alter the location where the supercritical-fluid mobile phase converts to a gas. Because gases have about 
the same viscosity as fluids, but are two orders of magnitude less dense, warming the tip increases the back 
pressure generated in a trap. Regulation of the restrictor temperature has been advocated as a method to control 
column flow by Berger and Toney (10). From theoretical considerations, Berger concludes that high 
temperatures and short heated zones are required for SFC (11). This author goes on to declare that poor 
thermal contact in ordinary heaters make heat transfer into a fluid difficult. The possibilities of using an 
ohmically-heated, gold-coated restrictor are intriguing in view of the excellent heat transfer between the gold 
layer and the internal passage. The integral thermometric feature of the gold laye~ should permit accurate 
control of the flow through the analytical capillary, even during pressure programming. 
A section of gold-coated capillary could function as an inert, fast response, flow controller for gases. 
As the temperature increases from 0" to 300°C, most gases vary in viscosity by a factor of two. A short section 
of capillary inserted in an otherwise unrestricted flow stream acts as a limiting restriction. Changing the 
temperature in this restriction by ohmic heating would then change the flow for the entire system. This 
technique would be practical only for controlling flows over a modest range, but the fast response, lack of 
moving parts, and the inert chemical nature of the wetted surfaces are attributes which would distinguish such a 
controller from its mechanical counterparts. 
S Y OF AD AGES 
The performance of the ohmically-heated trap as an injector for capillary GC has been demonstrated in 
a preliminary fashion. This trap exhibits a unique combination of features which should prove useful for other 
applications, some of which have been proposed in this paper. A review of these features may suggest 
additional applications. 
Minimal Thermal Mass - The amount of gold applied is very small and contributes little to the thermal 
mass over the length of the trap. Because the total combined thermal mass of capillary and gold is low, rapid 
thermal slew rates are possible with low power input as shown in the experiments above. Rapid cooling is also 
facilitated. Consumption of cryogen is minimal in cycling between heating and cooling. 
No Movin~ Parts - In the configuration used for this study, the trap remained exposed to cryogen, even 
during ohmic heating. No valves were needed to switch flow streams. The current was remotely turned on and 
off with a relay. 
No Compromise with Other Injection Methods - The gold layer does not preclude the use of any other 
injection technique if on-column trapping is not desired. In this case, the column containing the trap is merely 
connected to the injector as an ordinary capillary column. 
Connection Free - The trap is formed as an integral part of the analytical column. Unlike other purge 
and trap systems, there are no mechanical junctions to broaden the injection pulse as it moves from the trap into 
the separation portion of the column. No on-column focussing, such as temperature programming, is necessary. 
Isothermal separations are particularly useful for highly volatile samples. In high-pressure systems, reducing 
the number of connections diminishes the possibility of leaks. 
Inert Wetted Surface - Because the trap is deposited on the column exterior, samples only contact the 
inert, interior surface of the capillary. The elimination of fittings encountered by the concentrated sample also 
minimizes the opportunity for catalytic decomposition of injected components. This feature is crucial for labile 
compounds. 
A~ulicable to Existing Columns - Virtually any capillary column may be fitted with a capillary trap. 
The application of the gold layer is relatively simple and may be done with readily available equipment. In 
cases where the stationary phase would not withstand the temperature needed to fire the gold layer, the column 
should be purged with an inert gas from the detector end while heating only the trap section. 
Efficient Heating - Unlike metal tubes or coils of resistance wire, the gold layer is so thin that the 
electrical resistance is on the order of 100 Q. Due to the low thermal mass and intimate contact between the 
gold and capillary, only 1 - 2 W of power is needed to heat a trap to 3WC, even when the surrounding gas is 
at -150°C. The currents required (50 - 150 mA) are quite modest and can be camed by fine connecting wire 
(which maintains the low thermal mass). 
Homogeneous Temuerature - The liquid gold solution is designed to cover surfaces uniformly. 
Properly applied, the gold layer is also highly uniform. Within the precision of the thermocouple used (f 1°C), 
no variation in temperature was observed over a 10-cm length during heating. 
Integral Thermistor - As shown above, the resistance across the trap is linearly related to the trap 
temperature over a wide range. An external temperature sensor, which would add to the thermal mass, is not 
required. 
Wide Temperature Ranee - The gold layer does not, by itself, impose any temperature limits on the 
trap. The minimum trapping temperature for this trap is determined by the cryogen. Liquid nitrogen is 
satisfactory for virtually all organic compounds. Above 350"e, the polyimide on fused silica begins to oxidize 
and the column becomes extremely brittle. 
Controllable Temwrature - Any temperature over the available range can be maintained with a constant 
voltage source. Temperature control would be greatly enhanced by using a feedback system to adjust the 
voltage and achieve a constant resistance. The low power requirements of this trap are easily supplied without 
elaborate circuitry. 
Low Cost - The material needed to prepare a trap costs less than $1.00. (Most of this is wasted by 
inefficient application.) Coating the entire capillary length would not significantly increase the cost of an 
analytical w l u m  and wuld provide a high-temperature alternative to the polyimide layer currently protecting 
most fused-silica capillaries. 
This research was performed under the auspices of the U.S. Department of Energy under Contract No. 
DE-AC02-76CH000016. 
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ABSTRACT 
The presence of hydrocarbon contamination on the surface of polytetrafluoroethylene (PTFE) markedly 
affects the oxygen uptake, and hence the wettability, of this polymer when exposed to an oxygen plasma. As 
revealed by XPS (X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy) analysis, the oxygen-tocarbon ratio (OK) for such a polymer 
can increase sharply, and correspondingly the fluorine-to-carbon ratio (F/C) can decrease sharply, at very short 
exposure times; at longer times, however, such changes in the O E  and F/C ratios reverse direction, and these 
ratios then assume values similar to those of the unexposed FIFE. The greater the extent of hydrocarbon 
contamination in the PTFE, the larger are the amplitudes of the "spikes" in the O/C- and F/C-exposure time plots. 
In contrast, a pristine PTFE experiences a very small, monotonic increase of surface oxidation or O/C ratio with 
time of exposure to oxygen atoms, while the F/C ratio is virtually unchanged from that of the unexposed polymer 
(2.0). Unless the presence of adventitious hydrocarbon is taken into account, anomalous surface properties relating 
to polymer adhesion may be improperly ascribed to FIFE exposed to an oxygen plasma. 
INTRODUCTION 
Mom and co-workers (1) recently reported that the surface of the important polymer Teflon, or 
polytetrafluoroethylene (PTFE), when exposed to an oxygen plasma for very short times exhibited a sharp increase 
in the oxygen-to-carbon ratio (O/C, increasing h m  0.014 to 0.129). and a correspondingly shatp decrease in the 
fluorine-to-carbon ratio (FIG, decreasing from 1.73 to 1.26), as measured by electron spectroscopy for chemical 
analysis (ESCA) (or X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS)). At longer exposure times, however, the changes 
in the O/C and F/C ratios reversed direction, and these ratios assumed values similar to those of the unexposed 
PTFE. These ESCA results proved surprising to us since they conflicted with our prior observation (2) that 
FTFiE experienced "a very small [but monotonic] increase of surface oxidation with time of exposure to o(~P) in 
an r.f. 02 discharge [while] the F E  ratios were virtually unchanged from that of the control (2.0)." From a close 
examination of the ESCA spectra an6 data presented by Mom and co-workers, we suspected that the spikes 
observed in their plots of O/C or F/C versus time of exposure to an 02 plasma were not characteristic of PTFE 
per se but were instead a result of the hydrocarbon contamination present in their samples. To be sure, 
those workers noted that the ESCA spectra of their FTFE, both before and after exposure to an 02 plasma for 15 
min, showed "a weak structure due to hydrocarbon contamination,'' but they tacitly assumed that this hydrocarbon 
played no role in the effect of exposure time on the 02 plasma-induced surface modification of FIFE. We 
subsequently demonstrated that, on the contrary, the spikes observed in the O/C- and F/C-exposure time 
presented by Mom and co-workers were a direct result of the hydrocarbon contamination present in their 
sample (3). Indeed, we pointed out that this contamination was not minor, nor could their untreated polymer be 
considered to have a clean PTFE surface, inasmuch as its F/C ratio (1.73) was well below the theoretical value of 
2.0. 
DISCUSSION 
Figures 1 and 2 present composite plots of 0/C and F/C ratios, respectively, as a function of time of 
exposure to an 0 2  plasma for the following sets of data: (a) Data derived from a photo-enlargement of Figure 1 
of Morra and co-workers (1) with the aid of a variable scale for accurate interpolations; (b) prior ESCA data from 
Golub and co-workers (2) for very clean PTFE, showing no evidence for hydrocarbon contamination (initial FEC = 
2.0), and exposed for 10,20 and 30 min 'in the glow' of an 02 plasma, yielding oxygen uptakes of 0.1 1,0.15 and 
0.21 atom % 0, respectively; and (c) new data obtained expressly for the recent article by the latter workers (3), 
using disks cut from a 25-mm thick PTFE sheet (initial FIC = 1.96, OIC = 0.0098) similar to that used 
previously (2) and having a small amount of hydrocarbon contamination, but much less than in the PTFE sample 
used by Morra and co-workers. Figure 3 shows the C1, ESCA spectra of this 'new' PTFE before and after various 
Time of exposure (min) 
Figure 1. Effect of time of exposure to 02 plasma on the O/C ratio of PTFE, as determined from ESCA 
spectra: @, new data; 0 ,  prior data from Golub and co-workers (2); A, data from Morra and co-workers (1). 
1.21, , , , , , ,j 
0 10 20 30 40 50 60 
Time of exposure (min) 
Figure 2. Effect of time of exposure to 02 plasma on the FK ratio of PTFE, as determined from ESCA 
spectra: @, new data; 0 ,  prior data from Golub and coworkers (2); A, data from Morra and co-workers (1). 
times of exposure in the same @ plasma reactor (and obtained with the same SSX-101 ESCA spectrometer) used 
to obtain the prior data for the very clean PTFE mentioned under data set (b) above. A crude measure of the 
hydrocarbon contamination in the 'new' PTFE is given by the ratio of intensities of the peaks at ca. 285 eV 
( -CH2- andlor %XI- ) and 292 eV (-CF2-); for the unexposed film, this ratio or II/I is 0.027. In contrast, the 
corresponding ratio for the unexposed PTFE used by Morra and co-workers is much larger, which we determined as 
0.15 by planimetering the areas under the two in a photoenlargement of their Figure 2. 
I I I I 
296 292 288 284 
Binding energy (eV) 
Figure 3. Cis ESCA spectra of 'new' FTFE before and after exposure to 02 plasma for 3 and 60 min. 
Peak I centered at ca. 292 eV corresponds to -CF2- groups, but may overlap contribution from :CF- groups, while 
peak I1 at ca. 285 eV corresponds to contributions from hydrocarbon contamination (-CH2-, :CH-) and oxidized 
carbon ( C-0-, )C=O). 
A better measure of the hydrocarbon content in the unexposed FTFE takes into account the fact that, for 
small amounts of oxidation, peaks due to ;C-0- or :C=O (typically located at 286.0-286.4 eV) will merge 
with that for -CH2- I -a- groups (284.6 eV) into the observed broad 285-eV peak. Also, for the @-plasma 
treated PTFE, where small amounts of -\CF- groups may arise from fluorine detachment, the ESCA peak of such 
groups (at 290.4 eV) will be concealed under the low-eV tail of the broad 292-eV peak, which is due principally to 
-CF2- groups (centered at 291.9 eV). (Support for the latter point is seen in the ESCA spectra of Teflon FEP, a 
tetrafluoroethyle?e-hexafluoropropylene copolymer (2)) Thus, II/I is a measure of the following ratio of carbon 
\ 
atoms: [-CH2-, -CH-, -,C-0-, :C=O]/[-CF2-, :CF-1. For simplicity, we will refer to -CH2- and/or -CH- as 
CH, 5 C-0- and/or 2 C=O as CO, and -CF2- and :CF- as CF2 and CF, respectively. Now, noting that FlC = 
1.96 and OIC = 0.0098 for the unexposed PTFE in Figure 3, we infer that the initial 'new' PTFE comprises 98 
CF2, 1 CH and 1 CO for every 100 carbon atoms, for an oxygen level of 0.34 atom % O and a calculated ratio for 
1111 = 0.020; this ratio compares reasonably well with the ESCAdetermined ratio of 1111 = 0.027. In a similar 
way, we infer that the unexposed PTFE used by Mom and co-workers (F/C = 1.73; OIC = 0.014) comprises 86.5 
CF2, 12.1 CH and 1.4 CO for every 100 carbon atoms, for an oxygen level of 0.51 atom % 0 and a calculated 
ratio for IW of 0.16, which is virtually the same as the planimeter-derived ratio of 0.15 indicated above. 
Returning to the present Figure 1, we observe that Mom's PTFE, with a hydrocarbon content (or CH) 
ca. 12.1 times that of the 'new' PTFE, exhibits a spike in the OIC-exposure time plot (or A(O/C)) whose 
amplitude is ca. 0.1 15P.017, or 6.7, times the amplitude of the spike for the 'new' PTFE. For the very clean 
PTFE (of our prior data (2)), which has no detectable hydrocarbon cptamination, there is no spike at all, only a 
small, monotonic increase of O/C ratio with time of exposure, tending towards an "equilibrium" oxygen up&e 
after prolonged exposure as a result of the dynamic competition between oxidation and etching (or stdace 
regeneMon). To the extent thaa there is oxygen uptake by the C)2 plasma-exgosed 
necessarily decreases, whether or not fluorine detachment otxurs. This is reflected in Figure 2, which shows 
changes in the F/C ratios accmpying the changes in the 0/C ratios presented in Figure 8. 
figure, we see in Figure 2 that the mplitude of 
(A(F/C) = -0.47) is greater than that (-0.19) for 
spike. Apropos, it is w ntly there h a correlation between the 
[oxygen] uptake and the s exposed to [oxygen atoms in low 
Earth orbit (LEO)] on th the -CF2CF2- structure per se 
That a steady-state surface composition is approached on prolonged exposure to 02 plasma is seen not 
only in Rgures 1 and 2 but also in Figure 3, where the II/I ratio increases from an initial 0.027 to 0.078 for the 
3-min exposure and subsequently drops to 0.022 for the SO-min exposure. Given the II/I ratio and the OK and 
IF/C ratios (0.026 and 1.83, respectively) for the 'new' exposed for 3 min, we calculate that its structure 
comprises 90.0 CF2,2.8 CF, 4.6 CH and 2.6 CO for 100 carbon atoms, for an oxygen level of 0. 
% 0. Again, given the IVI ratio and the O/C and F/C ratios (0.0038 and 1.92, respectively) for the 'new 
exposed for 60 min, its structure is presumed to comprise 94.0 CF2,3.8 CF, 1.8 CH and 0.4 CO for every 
for an oxygen level of 0.14 atom % 0. The latter value, which is in the range observed earlier for a 
to an @ plasma for 10-30 min, is less than the initial value (0.34 atom % 0 )  of thr: 
A similar approach towards a steady-state composition may be deduced from the ESCA results of Mom 
and co-workers. From Figure 2 of ref 1, the II/I ratio for their PTFE is 0.15 initially and 0.12 after a 15-min 
exposure to an C)2 plasma. At intermediate exposures, the II/I ratio apparently increases to ca. 0.48 after 1-min 
exposure, then decmses to ca. 0.070 aftex 5min exposure, and remains at ca. 0.087 thereafter. TRis last statement 
is seen as follows: Given the O/C and F/C ratios (0.129 and 1. 
1 min, a plausible structure comprises 64.5 
Such a sltructm yields the ratio = 0.48 just of 5.3 atom % 0 -- 
substantidly higher thm that encountered in any 
recovered from the ST§-8 mission that exhibited 
F/C ratios (0.016 and 0.083, resgectivelly) for Mona s 
ratio of 0.070 and an oxygen level of 0.56 atom % 0. Lastly, 
nent Q/C and F/C ratios (0.0125 and 1.84, mgecEively), has a 
ields a II/l ratio of 0.087, somewhat less than the 0.12 measured 
Its of Mom and co-workers, 
in the a plasma, and the 
oxygen uptake can (41, for example, the 
min, and with a hydroczbn 
content (CW(CF2 + CF + CN)) sf ca. 2396, an oxygen uptake of 0.23 x (15-22) or 3.5-5.1 atom % 0 may be 
anticipa~, as we saw above, for that sample (5.3 atom % 0) is indeed close to this range. Upon 
prolong shmld be fully oxidized away, and this accounts for the fact &Rat 
Mom's even cleaner than, that of the unexposed polymer. On a smaller 
scale, because of its lower hydlroczbon content, the 'new' results present the same picture. 
There is one adaitiond feature of the foregoing results worth mentioning. Both for Mom's and the 
ination at short times of 
w it, upon prolonged exposure. 
atoms) to c a  19.6 (at 1-min 
15-min exposure). SimiIwly, the 
3 min-exposure) and decreased 
thereafter to 1.8 (at 6Q-min exposure). This trend of an initial increase, followed by a decrease, in hydrocarbon 
content with time of exposure is probably not an artifact from handling exposed PTFE samples. Instead, it 
suggests that as the hydrocarbon content in the surface is oxidized away, additional hydrocarbon "blooms" to the 
surface of the (in the manner of blooming of compounding ingredients in vulcanized rubber formulations) 
from underlying molecular layers until the hydrocarbon in the bulk is eventually removed through the etching 
paocess. 
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ABSTRACT 
The Strategic Defense Initiative's (SDI) investment in particle accelerator technology for its directed energy weapons 
program has produced breakthroughs in the size and power of new accelerators. These accelerators, in turn, have produced 
spinoffs in several areas: the radio frequency quadrupole linear accelerator (RFQ linac) was recently incorporated into the 
design of a cancer therapy unit at the Loma Linda University Medical Center, an SDI-sponsored compact induction linear 
accelerator may replace Cobalt-60 radiation and hazardous ethylene-oxide as a method for sterilizing medical products, and 
other SDIO-funded accelerators may be used to produce the radioactive isotopes oxygen 15, nitrogen 13, carbon 11, and 
fluorine 18 for positron emission tomography PET). Other applications of these accelerators include bomb detection, non- 
destructive inspection, decomposing toxic substances in contaminated ground water, and eliminating nuclear waste. 
INTRODUCTION 
Particle accelerators, devices that produce high-energy beams of charged atomic or sub-atomic particles, have largely 
been limited to research applications due to their high cost. SDI, however, has focused much attention on developing low- 
cost,reliable particle accelerators aspart of asystem to provide protection against ballistic missile attacks. Asaresult, several 
SDI-funded researchers are developing ways to reduce the size, weight, and cost and increase the reliability of particle 
accelerators that drive free electron lasers, neutral particle beams, and other directed energy weapons. As a result of these 
improvements, SDI-funded accelerators have a variety of spinoff applications. 
Researchers have long known accelerator technology could be used for a number of medical and industrial applications 
such as providing treatments for cancer and other ailments, sterilizing medical products, production of isotopes for PET 
imaging, non-destructive inspection and testing, industrial welding, environmental clean-up, and electron-beam processing. 
Widespread application has never been achieved, however, due to limitations in accelerator technology that prevented them 
from replacing alternative techniques, such as employing radioactive sources. Thus, the same improvements in size, weight, 
and cost sought by SDI would benefit these commercial applications. As a result, several accelerators developed with SDI 
funding have made these applications a near-term reality instead of the dream of a few research accelerator physicists. 
' Nick Montanarelli is Deputy Director, Office of Technology Applications, for SDIO's Innovative Science and 
Technology Directorate. Ted Lynch is a technical writer with Systems Engineering and Management Associates 
(SEMA), Inc., a technology management contractor for the Office of Technology Applications. 
Our thanks to Dr. Joseph Mangano, Science Research Laboratory, Inc.; Dr. Robert W. Hamm, AccSys Tech- 
nology, Inc.; Dr. William Hagan, Science Applications International Corporation; and John R. Gustafson, Los Alamos 
National Laboratory for their cooperation in preparing this report. 
APPLICATIONS 
Proton Cancer Treatment at Lama Linda 
The radio frequency quardupole linear accelerator (RFQ linac) - a key component of SDI's neutral particle beam 
program- now serves as the first stage ofa high-energy proton acceleratoroperating at theLomaLinda University Medical 
Center to treat ~ a n c e r . ~  Proton cancer therapy can treat a wide range of tumors -from those in the digestive system to 
those in the eye and brain. In addition, proton therapy is safer than conventional radiation or chemotherapy. The second 
two techniques both kill cancerous cells; however, because therapists have very little control over where these treatments 
are deposited, they arealso more likely to damage adjacent healthy tissue. In fact, for somedeep tumors, the treatment attacks 
more intervening healthy tissue than the tumor itself. As aresult, the therapist often lowers the dose to the tumor to prevent 
excessive damage to surrounding tissue. This conservative approach may allow the tumor to continue to grow. 
In contrast, therapists can precisely control proton beams. This is because proton beams deposit nearly all their energy 
at the target with little scattering. Also, since protons are charged particles, the therapist can more precisely control aproton 
beam's path than other forms of commonly used radiation (e.g. x-rays, gamma rays). In addition, protons produce much 
less damage to adjacent healthy tissue, making it possible to administer protons in higher doses. As a result, this treatment 
more thoroughly destroys the tumor with less side effects. 
Other proton threapy facilities are also planned for Massachusetts General Hospital and the University of California 
at Berkeley. 
Figure 1. The Lorna Linda Proton Therapy Facility 
THE LOMA LINDA PROTON THERAPY FACILITY 
Sterilization of Medical Products 
Technologists have studied electron-beam conversion to x-ray radiation as a method to sterilize medical products for 
the lase three decades. This method, however, has not been economically feasible, since the accelerator technology required 
to produce the electron-beams has never been competitive with chemical and radioisotopic methods of sterilization. In 
recent years, though, electron-beam sterilization has become a more viable alternative. Chemical sterilization using 
AccSys Technology, Inc. provided the RFQ linac injector for this facility, while Science Applications Interna- 
tional Corporation (SAIC) installed the entire synchrotron system. Both companies have done extensive work on 
accelerators for SDI which contributed to this project. 
ethylene oxide (ETO), is losing favor because ETO is an extremely explosive gas that must be stabilized with a buffer of 
chloro-fluorocarbons (CFCs). Because CFCs are associated with destruction of the ozone layer, recent legislation has placed 
a 100 percent tax on use of ETO gas mixtures and mandated aimost complete recovery of CFCs. In addition, the EPA has 
strongly discouraged use of ETOs and perhaps may ban all but essential use of ETOs within the next decade. 
Radioisotopic sterilization uses Cobalt 60 to produce x-ray radiation to sterilize medical products. Nordian International, 
a crown corporation of the Canadian Government, supplies 80 percent of all Cobalt 60, which is produced by neutron 
absorption of Cobalt 59 in nuclearr~tors. The cost of Cobalt 60 has gone up over 50 percent 7 
Government privatized the supply of Cobalt 60. In addition, Cobalt 60 sterilization plants face increasing costs associated 
with the storage, handling, and disposal of Cobalt 60. 
Because electron-beam irradiation is forward-directed, it could sterilize medical products on a conveyor line instead of 
onapallet,as isnow donewithETOandCobalt60. Becauseaconveyorline system couldbeintegrated with otherproduction 
lines, it would further decrease costs and provide greater assurance of quality control. 
Even with these advantages, however, the electrostatic and FP accelerator technologies available to date are not likely 
to supplant Cobalt 60 sterilization, due to their high operating costs. Science Research Laboratories (SRL), Inc., however, 
has developedacompact, modular linear accelerator with SDIO support that could break into this market. SRL's SNOMAD 
IVaccelerator hasa lower capital cost than competing accelerators andcobalt 60; in addition, it also has much lower operating 
costs due to its reliability. 
In 1989, SDIO started the miniaturized Positron Emission Tomography (PET) accelerator program to reduce the cost 
of producing certain elements necessary for PET imaging. PET is important for medical applications because it images the 
body's chemical processes. It works as a diagnostic tool for cancer, brain disease, heart disease, and as an important research 
tool to enhance our understanding of the brain and mental disorders. The SDIO PET program builds on its large investment 
in accelerator technology for the SDIO neutral particlebeam (NPB) program and will benefit both PET and SDIO, sincePET 
and the NPB require similar accelerator technologies and the same large-scale manufacturing. 
Currently, use of PET is largely limited to research uses because of the high cost of producing the tracer elements used 
for medical imaging. Large, high-power cyclotrons are used to produce these radiopharmaceuticals; while appropriate for 
research applications, where a wide variety of radiopharmaceuticals are needed in a limited supply, cyclotrons are extremely 
uneconomical for widespread clinical use. Thus, development of compact, inexpensive accelerators is generally considered 
the ideal way to introduce widespread clinical use of PET. 
Accelerators now being developed for clinical uses have much lower power requirements than cyclotrons but still 
produce the four most common radiopharmaceuticals- fluorine 18, nitrogen 13, oxygen 15 and carbon 11. To get adequate 
quantities of the radiopharmaceuticals using low-power levels, the accelerators must produce high-current beams. SDIO is 
currently funding development of two small, low-power, high-current accelerators for the PET program: an RFQ system 
designed by SAIC and an electrostatic accelerator designed by Science Research Laboratories, Inc. 
SDIO has sponsored the development of several compact electron-beam accelerators to drive free electron lasers. Non- 
medical applications of these accelerators are listed here. 
0 Coal-firedpowerplants can use electron-beams to reduce emissionsof sulphur andnitrogen oxide, which cause acidrain, 
by converting them into the common fertilizers ammonium sulfate and ammonium nitrate. In addition toreducing acid 
rain, this method would allow power plants to use high sulphur-content coal. High-sulfur coal is the nation's most 
abundant fossil fuel; thus, this technique would greatly reduce our dependence on foreign oil without harming the 
environment. 
X-rays generated by electron-beams can treat ground and waste water contaminated with toxic substances. Most toxic 
wastes are artificial molecules that do not occur in nature. Electron-beams break these molecules into fragments, which 
afterward tend to recombine into simpler, non-toxic substances. The radiation dose required to accomplish this depends 
on the particular toxic material and the substance mixed with it. Dose requirements range from a small fraction of a Mad 
(a measure of the amount of radiation absorbed) to over 10 Mrads, easily in the range of several SDI-developed accel- 
erators. 
Electron-beam-generated x-rays can irradiate meats, fruits, vegetables and other perishable foods to prevent them from 
spoiling. This method provides a safer, non-nuclear source of radiation and could eliminate the need to treat food with 
potentially harmful chemicals. 
s could treat the surface of materials. The technique can be used to harden plastics and other materials, 
improve the heat resistivity of wire insulation, control the quality of automobile rubber tires,andcurepaintingsorp~nting 
inks. It can also be used to bond metal-matrix composites, cross-link plastics and join ceramics. 
High energy electron-beams (on the order of 10 MeV) could be used to weld several types of materials, including W100 
(a high-strength steel used primarily in submarine hulls), aluminum, stainless steel, and titanium. Electron-beam welding 
has several advantages over other techniques: . 
The process can be done at atmospheric pressure. In other processes, parts need to be welded in a vacuum chamber, 
This makes highenergy electron-beam welding especially attractive for welding aircraftcarrier deckplates, submarine 
hulls, nuclear power plant facilities, and other large-scale construction projects. 
By penetrating further into the material at high energy densities, electron-beams create stronger, deeper welds. 
Electron-beams heat an area5 mm into the material, while normal welding processes only heat the material's surface. 
As a result, normal welding processes cause heat stresses that weaken the material. 
The radiation processes allow you to see the weld as the electron-beam forms it, resulting in better quality control. 
Other applications (neutrons) 
As part of the neutral particle beam program, SDIO has sponsored the development of particle accelerators that produce 
beams of neutrons by accelerating protons against a metal target. The interaction between the protons and the metal target 
produces a stream of neutrons that is used for these nonmedical applications. 
TheFederal Aviation Administration hasdevelopedalightweight bomb detector that uses AccSys Technology, Inc.'sRFQ 
linac as a neutron source (SRL and SAIC have developed neutron sources for this purpose, as well: the SRL Tandem 
Cascade Accelerator W A ]  and SAIC's RFQlinac). TheFAA bomb detector, which is currently undergoing testing, bathes 
luggage in low-energy neutrons. High-nitrogen-content explosives that may be in the luggage absorb the neutrons and emit 
a characteristic gamma radiation that can be detected by sensors in the system. Unlike other portable sources of neutrons 
which employ radioactive materials, the RFQ linac avoids radiation hazards and is lighter, because bulk shielding is not 
required. The compact size will allow FAA to employ bomb detectors in more airports, and give the airports greater 
flexibility of use, since the bomb detector can be more easily moved from terminal to terminal. 
The W Q  Linac also can provide neutrons for 
neutron radiography. This technique is used to 
detect elements that selectively absorb neutrons, 
including hydrocarbons (found in oil and O-ring 
seals) and hydroxides (found in corroded alumi- 
num). Thus, it can inspect airplanes for cracks or 
corrosion, artillery shells for cracked explosive 
charges, and rocket engine propellants during 
test firing. It can also determine lubricant flow in 
aircraft engines and detect oil deposits. 
SDI accelerators could also change long-lived 
nuclear wastes into harmless isotopes (see figure 
2). A process under development at Los Alamos 
National Laboratory would use a high-power, 
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of neutrons. A molten salt would carry the 
nuclear waste through a tank of heavy water 
(water made UP ofthe heavier hydrogen isotope F$ure 2. Syskm for the Transmu(abion of Noelear Waste 
deuterium), which slows down the neutron flux. 
By slowing down the neutrons, the heavy water allows more nuclear waste to absorb the neutrons; the neutrons, in turn, 
sparka nuclear reaction that changes the waste into a new, stable isotope or into an unstable isotope that will quickly decay 
into a stable one. The molten salt, which has been heated up during this reaction, is then circulated out of the tank of heavy 
water. Once out of the heavy water, the molten salt can be used to generate electricity. Then, after the process is complete, 
chemical reactions extract the harmless isotopes out of the molten salt and replace it with more nuclear waste for another 
round of processing. 
ACCELERATORS 
Soviet accelerator physicists developed the first RFQ linac in 1974. Since learning of this development in 1977, Western 
scientists have usedthis concept toreplace the three-story-high electrostatic accelerator (current RFQ linacs are 3- 10 feet long 
and 1-3 feet in diameter). The RFQ linac's body consists of a quadrupole cavity, with 4 electrode vanes that protrude from 
the cavity walls in the shape of a plus (+) sign. This cavity is designed to produce oscillating electric fields between the tips 
of the electrodes when radio frequency power is applied to it. The oscillating fields bunch, focus, and accelerate ions or 
protons, providing a high-quality, high-current beam. 
RFQ linacs were initially developed to serve as the first stage of high-energy linacs used for physics research (and later 
for SDI neutral particle beams, cancer therapy facilities like Loma Linda, and the production of tritium). High-power linacs 
such as these require high-current ion beams accelerated to energies of about 1 MeV. Prior to the invention of RFQ linacs, 
very large electrostatic accelerators, which require complex beam-focusing systems, served this purpose. 
An RFQ linac now serves as the initial stage in over 20 research facilities, including the European Center for Nuclear 
Research (CERN) facility near Geneva Switzerland. In addition, the RFQ linac will play an important role in the U.S. 
Superconducting Super Collider, both as the initial stage injector, and to calibrate many of its particle detectors. For other, 
low-power applications, such as those mentioned earlier, the RFQ linac can operate as a stand-alone system. 
Injected Beam of Protons Accelerated Protons 
The quadrupole consists of four vanes that protrude from the cavity walls in the 
shape of a plus (+) sign. Radio-frequency power is applied to the quadrupole. 
whichproducesoscillating fields between the tipsof theelectrodesthat bunch and 
Figure 3. The Four-Vaned Configuration of the RFQ Linac 
SRL developed the SNOMAD IV as part of an SDIO Small Business Innovation Research project to build an electron- 
beam driver for the free electron laser. A key feature of the SNOMAD IV is the all solid-state driver, which dramatically 
increases reliability; the SNOMAD IV can operate for 2-3 years (generating l d l  to 10'~shots) without maintenance, unlike 
otheraccelerators which rnustbeservicedevery few months. Also, since the SNOMAD IV would usesix accelerator modules 
to produce the electron-beam energies necessary for bulk sterilization, mechanical breakdowns could be serviced with 
minimal down-time. A spare module could simply replace the affected module while someone serviced it. Finally, the 
SNOMAD IV has a completely computerized control panel that allows a technician to punch in the dose and run-time. This 
ease-of-use reduces labor costs by eliminating the need for a staff of highly trained accelerator physicists. 
IV also produces much higher average currents than competing RF and electrostatic accelerators. The 
higher currents allow the accelerator to operate at optimal beam energies (8 MeV) without sacrificing throughput (average 
power). Beam energies much higher than 8 MeV are undesirable because medical products, when subjected to beam energies 
greater than 10 MeV, can become permanently radioactive. Because other accelerators have low average currents, they must 
sacrifice throughput to operate below this 10 MeV maximum. 
Table I. SRL's SNOMAD IV Compared to Competing Electron-Beam Accelerators 
Miniaturized Accelerators for PET 
The SDIO-funded PET accelerators have been designed for easy maintenance, easy operation and low shielding 
requirements - all of which reduce operating costs for clinical PET radiopharmaceutical production. Cyclotron systems 
have long maintenance down-times- often forcing an operating schedule of four days on and three days off-because there 
is a long "cool-down" period for the radioactive materials before maintenance can be performed. The SDIO-funded 
accelerators have little - if any - cool-down period and less maintenance requirements in general. Also, a staff of 
accelerator physicists must operate cyclotrons, while a technician working at a computer terminal could operate the SDIO- 
funded accelerators. 
Finally, the shielding requirements for the SDIO-funded accelerators are much lower. Because the SAIC RFQ linac 
accelerates Helium3 particles instead of protons or deuterons, it has shielding requirements ten times lower than for 
cyclotrons. This is because Helium 3 particles produce very few neutrons when interacting with the target material, and 
therefore produce less hazardous radiation. 
Table 2. Comparison of Accelerators for PET Radiopharmaceutical Production 
Transmutation of Nuclear Waste Accelerator 
Transmutation accelerators require extremely high-power proton-beams to produce adequate neutron-fluxes to change 
nuclear waste into stable by-products. TheLos Alamos design-originally developed for tritium production (which requires 
much higher currents but similar power levels) -uses two pairs of injectors, each consisting of twoRFQ linacs and two drift- 
tube linacs (DTL). The injector-produced proton-beams are combined into a 20 MeV beam using a funneled beam-launcher 
(see diagram). The 20 MeV beam is then accelerated through a coupled-cavity linac, producing a 1600 MeV beam with a 
current of 50-250 mA (55 mA for transmutation and 250 mA for tritium production). 
These stages are designed to optimize particle acceleration at successfully higher velocities. Advances in high-current 
linear accelerator technology initiated by SDI's Neutral Particle Beam program have produced sizable improvements in the 
generation, acceleration, and handling of low-energy beams within the accelerator. Because efficient low-energy handling 
during the injector phase is key to creating areliable, high-current, high-energy accelerator system, these advances have made 
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The acoustically based fetal heart rate monitor permits an expectant mother to perform the fetal 
Non-Stress Test in her home. The potential market would include the one million U.S. pregnancies per year 
requiring this type of prenatal surveillance. The monitor uses PVF2 piezoelectric polymer film for the 
acoustic sensors, which are mounted in a seven-element array on a cummerbund. Evaluation of the sensor 
output signals utilizes a digital signal processor, which performs a linear prediction routine in real time. 
Clinical tests reveal that the acoustically based monitor provides Non-Stress Test records which are 
comparable to those obtained with a commercial ultrasonic transducer. 
INTRODUCTION 
It has been known for a long time that fetal heart rate (FHR) patterns reflect fetal well-being. If a 
fetus's oxygenation status deteriorates (early asphyxiation), its heart rate will compensatorily increase. This is 
not surprising because adult hearts respond similarly when adults get short of breath (a form of asphyxiation) 
with exercise. Later, with continued hypoxic stress, the FHR slows due to metabolic stagnation and creates a 
true threat to fetal well-being termed fetal distress. The FHR, therefore, would be expected to accelerate 
with in-utero fetal movement. This is what happens in the healthy fetus while the absence of FHR 
accelerations suggests that the fetus may be in jeopardy. This knowledge has sponsored the impetus for 
generating our current hospital-based FHR monitoring equipment and establishing FHR reference standards. 
The best known test of fetal well-being is the Non-Stress Test (NST), which relies on FHR changes in 
relationship to fetal movement. 
PORTABLIZING THE NON-STRESS TEST 
Each NST costs anywhere from $125-250, entails hospital paperwork, inconvenience and 
fragmentation of care for the patient, and requires the attendance of nursing personnel who are presently in 
short supply. All of this technology could be converted to a portable computer-based, automated form 
utilizing a plurality of passive surface pressure sensors capable of performing the same testing. Such an 
approach would not involve the intentional creation and injection of an energy source into the pregnant 
woman and her fetus as occurs with ultrasound. Such automation would be more economical, thus 
improving the potential for increased fetal surveillance while easing the burden on strained nursing resources. 
Further, automation would be more scientific than its error-prone subjective strip chart interpretation 
counterpart. Its portability feature could overcome certain patient limitations (rural areas, patient paralysis, 
complete lack of transportation ...) and in some areas the cultural paranoia of the "white coat" community by 
making itself available in the home or a local satellite facility. Further, by increasing prenatal surveillance, 
tragic outcomes such as cerebral palsy could be prevented one day. 
The initial market would target the obstetrician's office and his high-risk Ob population. He would 
employ it and would receive direct payment instead of the hospital. The revenue derived would enable him 
to purchase the monitor rather quickly while appealing to his patients' sense of economy and convenience. 
Ultimately the patient would apply the passive sensor arraylabdominal cummerbund unit to herself at home. 
Either data transmission via phone l i d  or an on-site automatic reado@ would be available in that case. h 
all circumstances, the commonly accepted NST would be performed. 
The NST is routinely covered by insurance companies and public assistance facilities. Smce one 
million of our three &on annual pregnancies require periodic NST evaluations, realistic c o m e r c i h t i o n  
forecasts have predicted a $100 million per year industry potential in the U.S. alone for portable fetal 
monitoring. This prediction does not include the potential service revenue to distributors nor its tangible or 
intangible preventative health care value to society in general. 
The previously mentioned automatic nature of the unit would lend itself to patient or 
para-professional application. In part, the automatic feature relies on a plurality of lightweight surface 
pressure sensors attached to an attractive cummerbund which the mother places on her abdomen. This is 
needed because the characteristic fetal heart sound is a localized, yet randomly placed acoustic event. The 
fetal heart sound is heard only in proximity to where the fetal back is in contact with the maternal 
abdomen--a roughly circular area having a diameter of about 
3 cm. Since the fetus moves with some frequency, a plurality of transducers is required to anticipate all 
locations of this expected sound. Coupled to this plurality is a computer programmed to scan over the 
transducers with fetal heart sound and rate recognition capabilities. Either the mother or an accelerometer 
activation would signify when fetal movement occurred. Once tracking the FHR/movement events, the 
computer would automatically compare the tested fetal NST to acceptable norms, the outcome of which 
would be relayed to the physician via automatic strip chart or data phone link. Such NST could be 
performed at $25/test--a 10-fold saving over our current expenses. 
TECHNICAL DESCRIPTION OF THE MOMTOR 
A block diagram of the monitor hardware is shown in Fig. 1. It consists of two components: a 
pressure sensor array mounted on a belt worn by the mother and an electronic support system. 
The final version of the belt evolved over three generations of development, each an improvement 
over its predecessor. Only the second and third generation belts, shown in Figs. 2 and 3, were used in 
clinical studies. The second generation belt, containing three sensors in a linear arrangement, was compact 
enough to be used simultaneously with a commercial ultrasonic monitor. The third generation belt, 
containing a seven element sensor array to cover the 12-cm diameter range of the fetal heart tone, represents 
a final practical embodiment. 
The electronic support system comprises instrumentation amplifiers to amplify the signals from the 
sensors; a multiplexer to permit the choice of the best located sensor; a bandpass filter (20-55 Hz); a digital 
signal processor to implement a linear prediction routine and to yield the FHR in real time; a parallel A/D 
converter to display the tone on a video display; and a strip chart recorder to indicate the and fetal 
movement. This system is not yet portabilized and was developed specifically to test the monitor concept. 
Some of the components serve only to expedite a comparison of the ultrasonic and acoustic NSTs and would 
not be included in the final version of the portable monitor. Details are given in ref. 1. 
Each sensor on the belt is designed to fulfii five functions: signal detection, acceleration 
cancellation, acoustical isolation, electrical shielding, and electrical isolation of the mother. A cross section 
and cutaway views of the sensors installed on the second generation belt are shown in Fig. 4. The 
construction is similar on the third generation belt, except that the electrical conduits are etched on a flexible 
printed circuit foil. 
The internal sensor detects pressure pulses on the maternal abdomen. As recommended by the 
manufacturer (ref. 2), two PVF;! piezoelectric polymer elements are arranged in a bimorph structure. Here 
the b iorph  operates in the compressional mode with e33 the active piezoelectric modulus. Electrical 
contacts to the Ni electrodes are made with conducting epoxy. The external sensor, identical in construction, 
is intended to cancel accelerations due to rigid body motion of the mother. A layer of kevlar wool serves to 
aaenuate signals due to ambient noise. The two sensors are connected differentially to the htrumentation 
arnpmer. The Ni plate attached to the belt is bonded to h t h  bimorghs and assures that both are subjected 
to the same accelerations. A foil of Cu coated kapton completely surrounds the sensor assembly. When the 
g o d  wire comected to the Cu coating contacts earth gtound, the ubiquitous 60 Hz interference plummets 
into the baclkgromd. A final layer of W W  silicone rubber, completely covering the Cu shield, isolates the 
mother from earth ground but is acoustically transparent. 'Fhe belt itself is made of nylon parachute 
webbi .  It does not have to be drawn tightly around the mother, rather re only minimal acoustic 
contact, but must have a sufficiently high modulus to resist displacement by the incident pressure pulses and 
thus assure adequate compression of the P W  foil. 
The fetal non-stress test (NST) is performed routinely in hospitals by means of pulsed Doppler 
ultrasound. A nomal NST requires three separate FHR accelerations of at least 15 beats per minute over 
its baseline. Each acceleration event is to be stimulated by an associated fetal movement. These three 
acceleration/movement events are to occur during any 20-minute observation window. When the mother 
perceives a fetal movement she records this event by pressing a push-button switch. The fetal heart rate 
measured by the sensor is recorded continuously on a strip chart recorder. The tests described here were 
conducted on patients who came to the Eastern Virginia School of Medicine, Norfolk, Virginia, for regular 
appointments, and then volunteered to take a subsequent test with the acoustically based monitor. 
Figwe 5 shows a FH[R recorded simultaneously by an ultrasonic transducer and a sensor on the 
second generation belt, which were mounted together on the patient. The arrows at the bottom of the strip 
chart indicate fetal movement (FNI). The acceleration in the FHR of about 15 beats per minute following the 
fetal movements indicate that this is a normal NST. There is good correlation between the ultrasonic and 
acoustic recordings. 
Figure 6 shows a FHR recorded by means of the third generation belt alone. The width of the belt 
precluded simultaneous mounting with an ultrasonic transducer. A fetal movement is indicated by a spike 
right on the recording. The m;[R acceleration following the FM confirms that the acoustically based monitor 
is capable of performing the NST reliably. 
The acoustically based fetal heart rate monitor offers the advantages of portability, low cost, 
increased frequency of surveillance, and home-use by the patient with minimal instruction. Finally, the 
monitor is truly non-invasive since it does not inject energy flux into the developing fetus. 
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Figure I .  Block diagram of the monitor hardware. 
Figure 2. The second generation belt prior to installation of the 
s h i e l d i n g  e l e c t r o d e s .  
Figure 3. The third generation belt. 
Figure 4. A cross section and cutaway views of the second generation 
b e l t .  
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Figure 5. A fetal Non-Stress Test recording: comparison between 
ultrasound and the acoustic monitor. 
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Figure 6. A Non-Stress Test recording acquired from the third 
generation belt.  
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This paper reports the development progress of a precision electro-mechanical instrument which allows 
the detection and documentation of the forces and moment applied to human tissue during surgery under actual 
operating room conditions. The pen-shaped prototype probe which measures 112 inch in diameter and 7 inches 
in length was fabricated using an aerodynamic balance. The aerodynamic balance, a standard wind tunnel force 
and moment sensing transducer, measures the forces and the moments transmitted through the sr~rgeon's hand to 
the human tissue during surgery. The prototype probe which was fabricated as a development tool was tested 
successfully. The frnal version of the surgical force detection probe will be designed based on additional 
laboratory tests in order to establish the full scale loads. It is expected that the ftnal product will require 
simplified aerodynamic balance with two or three force components and one moment component with lighter 
full scale loads. A signal conditioner has been fabricated to process and display the outputs from the prototype 
probe. This unit will be interfaced with a PC-based data system to provide automatic data acquisition, data 
processing and graphics display. The expected overall accuracy of the probe is better than one percent full 
scale. 
The objective of this Technology Utilization Office funded project is to develop a surgical force 
detection probe suitable for medical applications at the request of Dr. Richard Prass of the Eastern Virginia 
Medical School in Norfolk, Virginia. Based on Dr. Prass's microsurgical experiences and requirements it was 
decided that a multi-component strain gaged aerodynamic balance can be modified to meet the objective of the 
surgical force detection probe. The use of a force detection device provides the ability to monitor the forces 
applied to human tissue during surgery under actual operating room conditions. Dr. Prass cited the following 
advantages: 
(1) It allows documentation of the usual forces applied during routine surgical procedures. Such documentation 
has never been reported. 
(2) It allows comparison among experienced surgeons and those in training. Such data may provide feedback 
that may be effectively used during residency training. 
(3) When used in conjunction with interoperative neurological monitoring, it will allow correlation of 
specifically applied forces to monitored nerves that are responsible for nerve injury. These data may lead to 
new concepts in nerve dissection that improve surgical outcome. 
The aerodynamic balance, a standard precision wind tunnel force and moment detection transducer, is 
used to measure the forces and the moments applied to the test model. Most of the balances used at Langley 
Research Center (LaRC) are designed to measure three forces and three moments. The prototype surgical force 
detection probe, shown in Fig. 1, consists of three components: an external housing or a cover shield, an 
aerodynamic balance and a clamp adapter for holding inteshangeable probe tips. It will measure the forces and 
moments transmitted through the surgeon's hand to the B u m  tissue dufing surgery. The prototype unit utilizes 
an existing six-component aerodynamic balance as a development tool. 
The prototype surgical force detection probe incorporates LaJRCs 747 strain-gage balance, a six component 
c balance which measures three forces and three moments. Balance 747 is oversized in loads as it 
has the following full scale design loads: 30 lbs in n o d ,  10 lbs in axial, 20 lbs in side, 40 in-lbs in pitch, 10 
in-lbs in roll and 20 in-lbs in yaw. It is used only for proof of concepts and for laboratory evaluation to 
establish the load requirements of the final production version of the surgical force detection probe. 
The prototype probe measures 0.5 inch in diameter and 7.0 inches in length, excluding the probe tips. 
Shown in Fig. 2, the actual probe will have the same diameter as the prototype, however, it will be approxi- 
mately one inch shorter in length. The prototype probe as well as the final probe consists of the same three 
main components. An assembly view depicting these three components can be seen in Fig. 3. The clamp 
adapter is metric and is used to hold various microsurgery probe tips. The cover shield serves as the 
mechanical ground and is held in the surgeons hand. The t d u c e r  contains three strain-gaged measuring 
beam sections which yield output signals proportional to the loads transmitted from surgeon's hand to the probe 
tips. This compact probe will allow accurate monitoring of the forces and moments that the surgeon is applying 
to the patient during microsurgery. 
In order to produce a multicomponent transducer, such as the surgical force detection probe, many 
steps must be taken. The design specifications and constraints must be established first before actual mechanical 
design. Following design, the tranducer must be fabricated, strain gaged and calibrated. This series of steps 
will be discussed in the following. 
Design S~ecifications and Constraints Design specifications and constraints for the surgical force detection 
probe are listed below: 
(1) Design loads: The full scale design loads for the probe have not been firmly established. It is 
expected that the design loads will be fairly light. One pound in n o d  and side forces and two inch- 
pound in rolling moment or torque are the tentative design loads for the actual probe. The exact values 
will be determined by experimenting with the prototype probe. 
(2) Probe size: The size and weight of the probe should be mized in order not to i 
surgeon's operation. 
(3) Overload protection: Mechanical protection should be included in the design to prevent accidental 
overloading of the probe. 
(4) Sterilization: The probe must withstand the steriliaion process. 
(5) Tip insertion method: Interchangeable probe tips must be incorporated in the design. 
The first two specifications are met by choosing aluminum cer material and sizing the 
measuring beams as small as possible. However, the measurin be large enough for strain-gage 
installation and they must yield sufficient outputs to maintain measurement photograph of the 
ucer measuring beams is shown in Fig. 4. Two of the measuring sections are used to 
measure normal force, side force, and the rolling moment. The center beam section measures axial force. All 
of the measuring sections contain parallel beam configurations. Spring constants are calculated for each beam 
set to determine the system stiffness relative to the magnitude of the measured loads. This procedure is 
discussed in more detail in reference 1. The beams are designed to have a relatively low spring constant to 
measured forces and moments while hving higher spring constants to forces md moments. This 
er will be sensitive to the measured loads and insensitive to the unwanted loads. In 
order to obtain acceptable sensitivities the measuring will be highly stressed during operation. For this 
reason, the actual probe will be manufactured out of 7075-T6, a lightweight, high strength aluminum which bas 
a 2% yield strength of 72,000 psi [2]. 
ing md to innprove the durability of the probe, it was decided that overload protection 
should be provided. This is difficult to incorporate into the design since the full scale deflection of the 
g beam system is typically on the order of 0.001 inch. It is difficult 
between the metric end of the balance and the cover shield. The me 
stops has not yet been d ed. To date, the most feasible idea is to provide set screws around the 
circumference of the cover shield which can be adjusted, prior to probe use, to set the cl . This process 
may prove to be impmtical to the medical staff. If providing mechanical stops is not feasible, then an 
electronic alama ~ l l  be Included into the electronics control box. The alarm will alert the surgeon of potential 
overload conditions. 
To incorporate interchangeable probe tips, a clamp adapter is attached to the front end of the prototype 
probe using a close diameter fit and a threaded dowel to secure the position. A dowel knocker is used to 
remove the positioning dowel, allowing disassembly of the adapter from the transducer. The clamp adapter and 
some examples of probe tips are shown in Fig. 5. However, in most cases, the adapter need not be removed 
from the transducer to change probe tips. The tapered clamp on the end of the adapter is designed such that 
probe tips can be quickly interchmged during an operation. To change a probe tip, the adapter is held and the 
tapered clamp rotated, counterclockwise. By holding the sdapter, 1 1  of the loads induced during tip replace- 
ment are grounded and can not overload the . The probe tip is removed and rep1 
tapered clamp is loosened. The clamp is ro tighten against the new tip. When c 
surgical force detection probe is ready for use. 
The final design requirement on sterilization is currently Being investigated. The 
answered is the effect of the sterilization process on the service life of the adhesive and gage coating used on the 
transducer. A strain-gaged test beam will be subjected to prolonged sterilization in ethylene chloride gas. Also, 
to increase the life of the strain-gages on the actual probe, a thin sheath over the metric 
be used to shield the gages from debris during an operation. A mandrel has been 
.003 in. walled sheath out of Dow Corning Silastic #Q7-4840 which is a medical 
shown in Fig. 2, the sheath will be anchored in the grooves on the forward end o 
of the sheath bridging the metric and nometric ends of ithe probe will be taken into account during calibration. 
Fabrication Fabrication of a one-piece multi-connponent force s a very complicated process. There 
me m y  difficult cuts tical dixnensions that must be he1 lerances of 9 0.0005 inch during 
fabrication. The ac 1 be manufachred from a single piece of 
joints as possible. One-pi ucers yield smaller 
. A large portion of 
DM allows the multiple beam 
single piece of material. Basically, EDM removes metal from the work piece by vaprizing the top surface 
k o a g h  m electric spark. A dielectric fluid flushes away the molten metal. This process slowly erodes the 
mehi until the desired dimemion is obtained. It would be ssible to fabricate this compact transducer 
without the HBM process. 
Mowtislg st&-gag@ on the is the next step in production. 
il  st^-gages will be bonded and intemmected in Wheatstme bridge 
form 1-41. The 5000 o h  gages will allow applied to the bridge, yielding larger 
dpd outputs without heat build up on the are therefore not required 
to be stressed as &gMy as beams with lower mistance st&-gages, consequently providing a larger safety 
factor to the design. The strain-gages are g l a d  such Qhat they are sensitive to the measured component while 
electricd1y canceling the mwanM components. This metbod greatly reduces the Interactions between different 
components. By carefully selecting the strain-gages and their locations, real time correction of nonlinear 
interaction errors is unnecessary. 
Calibration The final step of production, calibration of the t d u c e r ,  is one of the most important. 
Calibrations are most accurate when performed by methods which closely simulate the actual use of the 
. Calibration hardware is designed to apply dead weight loads similar to those which will be applied 
to the metric probe tips. Care was talcen to make the calibration hardware as Iight as possible to minimize the 
initid or tare loads applied to the transducer. The can be adjusted for variable load point distances. This 
allows calibration for various length probe tips. To begin calibration, the probe outputs will be connected to a 
data acquisition system which consists of a power supply, a scanner, a voltmeter, and a personal computer. The 
cover shield is positioned such that dead weight loads are applied in line with a force and the moment center. 
Incremental loads are applied to the calibration arms which are inserted into the tapered clamp. The electrical 
output signals are recorded and reduced using a short arm calibration method. This is repeated for each force 
and moment component. First and second order interaction terms are alculated to determine whether they have 
significant or negligible effects on the accuracy of the probe [5]. If the effects are negligible, then the data can 
be reduced using only the sensitivities of each component. However, if the effects are significant, then inter- 
action terms must be accounted for, thus making the data reduction more complex. Due to the equal force 
magnitudes and the calibration procedure, it is expected that the interaction effects will be negligible. 
ELECTRONICS DESIGN 
Figs. 6 & 7 are two photographs depicting a separate control box which houses the signal conditioning 
circuits, the front panel controls and the back panel. The control box provides two modes of operation: the 
manual and CPU modes. This operation will be briefly described in the following. 
Modes of Ooeration 
Manual Mode: In this mode, the CPU or a personal computer is not required and the control box will 
operate as a stand alone unit to process and display the probe outputs. Here, the control box amplifies 
and filters the probe outputs and displays the signals on bar graphs located on the front panel of the 
control box. Manual nulling and gain setting will be required for this mode of operation. 
CPU Mode In the CPU mode, bridge outputs are routed through a different path in the control box for 
amplification and filtering. The processed signals are simultaneously transmitted to the CPU and 
displayed on the same front panel bar graphs. Under software control, the CPU will control offset 
nulling and gain setting on the programmable amplifier. Additional signal processing and graphic 
displays by the CPU are planned. 
The processed signals are also available for retransmission and recording through the BNC connectors 
on the back panel for either manual or CPU mode. 
The electronics hardware will next be described in the following. 
Simal Conditioner The block diagram for a typical channel of the signal conditioner is shown in Fig. 8. It 
comprises seven major blocks: an isolation amplifier, a nulllspan adjust, a control switch, a low pass filter, a 
bar graph display, a multiplying DAC, and a programmable amplifier. As shown, the signal conditioner 
communicates with a data acquisition system. This interface box remains to be defined. The hardware 
contained in each block and its function are briefly described in the following using a more detailed schematic 
diagram shown in Fig. 9. 
(1) Isolation Amplifier - An isolation amplifier is commonly used in medical equipment where safe and 
accurate measurement of a voltage signal is required. The isolation amplifier used employs transformer 
coupling and an amplitude modulation technique to provide a complete isolation between lyinput and 
output signals. The amplification is set at 100. A voltage follower was added behind this isolation 
amplifier to remove any loading problem from the nulllqan adjust circuit. 
(2) Null/Span Adjust - I$n operational amplifier is used to provide the null and span capabilities. Null 
adjust is wed to remove output offset which may be caused by tare weight while span adjust allows the 
opemtor to increase the out* to the full d e  value of the output stage. Note that NdllSpan Adjust is 
active only in the manual mode. 
(3) Control Switch - A SPDT toggle switch is u d  to select either the or CPU mode. In the 
mode, the output from the NulllSpan Adjust is sent to the low-pass filter. In the CPU mode, 
the output from the programmable amplifier is sent to the low-pass filter. 
(4) Low Pass Filter - An active two-pole low-pass Butter-wod filter is usedl for conditioning the 
signal coming from the control switch. The corner frequency of the filter is set at 1 Hz. 
(5) Bar Graph Display - For visual display two 10-segment LED bar graphs are used to form a 20- 
segment LED zero center bar graph. Each bar graph is driven by an operational amplifier and by a bar 
display driver. The driver senses the analog input voltage levels from the low-pass filter and provides 
a linear analog display on the 10 LEDs. A red LED bar graph is used to display positive output while 
a green one is for negative output. The bar graph display is on for both manual and CPU modes. 
(6) Multiplylying DAC - An %bit multiplying digital to analog converter is used to generate the offset 
required to nu11 the programmable amplifier in the CPU mode. It provides an output equal to the 
product of a fixed reference signal at 1.2 volt and the fractional equivalent of the $-bit digital word 
which will be supplied by the CPU. The multiplying DAC block includes two operational amplifiers 
needed for bipolar operation. The entire block is calibrated to provide a full scale voltage of -+ 2 
volts. 
(7) Programmable Amplifier - 'This is a precision instrumentation amplifier with selectable gains of I,  
10, 100 and 500. Two CMOS compatible gain control lines selected by the CPU are used to pick the 
required gain. The grog e amplifier takes i b  input from the isolation amplifier, subtmcb the 
output from the multiplying DAC and amplifies the difference by the gain selected. 
Front Panel Control As shown in Fig. 6, the front panel of the prototype control box contains the ptentiome- 
ters for the null/spm adjust and the 20-segment LED displays for three probe channels. A ten-tuw precision 
potentiometer is used for span adjustment and a one-turn potentiometer is used for null or zero adjustment. The 
f m e  panel also contains a power switch, the manual/CPU switch and an auto z r o  LED display. The LED 
display is on when the foot switch is depressed. 
Foot Switch External to the control box, a foot operated switch is provided to generate a timing pulse. This 
pulse will signal the CPU to mark the current signd levels and/or null out the grog le amplifiers in the 
control box. This feature is necessary for the two following reasons: it allows the surgeon to synchoize his 
surgical operation with external video taping, a d  it gives the surgeon a record to begin a sequence of steps, 
when the orientation of the probe is changed. Ideally, this switch should be installed on the cover shield of the 
force probe for better access by the surgeon. 
In an effort to advance the state of art of surgical instrumenbtion, the feasibility of uslying a s d l  
aerodynamic balance as a surgical force detection probe which monitors and documents the forces a d  moments 
tissue during surgery under actual operating room conditions has been demomtwtd. The 
e probe, approximately 112 inch in diameter and 7 lyinches in length, an the forces and 
the moments transmitted through the surgeon's hand to the hu tissue d u h g  surgery. A g r o b w  pro& 
using an existing aerodynamic balance as a development tool, as well as the signal conditioner, were fabricated 
and tested successfully. 
The final version of the surgical force detection probe will be designed and fabricated based on 
laboratory test results using the prototype probe. A fully automated PC-based data system will also be 
developed for data acquisition and graphics display. 
The probe tip can easily be replaced by a pen to convert this device into an instrumented writing tool. 
Such a tool can be used to monitor the steadiness of handwriting which may be useful to check for soberness in 
the law enforcement field. 
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ABSTRACT 
Essential for fitness on Earth, resistive exercise is even more important for astronauts, who must maintain 
muscle and bone strength in the absence of gravity. To meet this need, designers and scientists at NASA h e s  
Research Center, Life Science Division, have worked to develop more effective exercise devices for long-dmtion 
exposure to microgravity [I]. One of these concepts is the Inter-Limb Resistance Device which allows the subject 
to exercise one limb directly against another, strengthening muscle groups in the arms, legs and back. It features a 
modular harness with an inelastic cable and instrumented pulley. Forces similar to other high resistance exercise 
equipment are generated. Sensors in the pulley measure force and velocity for performance feedback display and data 
acquisition. This free-floating apparatus avoids vibration of sensitive experiments on board spacecraft. Compact 
with low mass, this hardware is also well suited for a 'safe haven' from radiation on board Space Station Freedom, 
and may prove useful in confined environments on Earth, such as Antarctic stations, submarines, and other 
underwater habitats. Potential spin-offs of this technology include products for personal strengthening and 
cardiovascular conditioning, rehabilitation of hospital patients, fitness exercise for the disabled, and retraining after 
sports injuries. 
INTRODUCTION 
This paper describes the concept, features, and preliminary trials of a simple, low mass resistive exercise 
device. The concept of working one limb against another limb is common to many activities in our daily lives. 
For instance, when we put on shoes, we pull with our hands while pushing with our foot. In the early part of this 
century, Charles Atlas first systematized this activity as a simple way to exercise a variety of muscle groups without 
any equipment, and this technique was popularly termed "dynamic tensioning". For example, in one dynamic 
tensioning exercise, the subject presses one hand against the other hand with arms parallel to the ground, elbows 
pointing laterally, while moving the hands and arms as a unit from side to side. More recently, inventors have 
patented mechanisms to facilitate inter-limb resistance. One mechanism transfers forces and motion through levers 
and chains [2], and another through racks and gearing [3]. The Inter-Limb Resistance device builds upon these 
mechanisms providing a simple, light-weight system to help transfer forces from one part of the body to another 
part, and to measure and display the forces and limb velocities. 
DESCRIPTION OF DEVICE 
Modular Harness. Rope and Instrumented Pullev 
Instead of the heavy, rigid steel frames associated with traditional weight stack machines found in fitness 
clubs, the Inter-Limb Resistance device weighs less than 10 pounds (not including the computer and display) and 
uses a soft conforming seat harness with shoulder straps, shoulder straps, ergonomic handles, and footplates to 
interface with a flexible cable and instrumented pulley. The footplates are secured to the feet with quick release 
straps. As the subject exercises, energy is delivered directly through the inelastic cable and pulley(s) from one limb 
to another. For instance, during biceps curls, each arm generates an almost identical upward force against each end of 
the cable, while one arm moves down and the other arm moves up (Fig. la). The instrumented pulley is connected 
to the footplates; thus, the legs resist the forces from both arms. The arm velocity, the combined force from the two 
arms, and the instantaneous power (force x velocity) are all displayed to the subject as motivational feedback. Data 
is also digitally stored for further analysis. 
At all times during the exercise, the subject has full control of the speed and direction of limb motion and 
magnitude of muscle force. For instance, the subject may choose to exercise with low force at the extremes limb 
position to increase flexibility, while generating very high force at the high leverage portion of the stroke to increase 
muscle strength. Forces similar to other high resistance exercise equipment may be generated as the subject is only 
limited by his or her volition. The subject's direct control of the forces and velocity, combined with the lack of 
stored energy, provide for a safe exercise that can be stopped at anytime if the subject feels pain from over exertion. 
Concentric. Eccentric and Isometric Exercise 
In everyday activities, our muscles contract concentrically, eccentrically and isometrically, depending upon 
whether the muscle fibers are shortening, lengthening or not changing length, respectively, during muscle activation. 
For example, when we jump, our leg muscles contract concentrically. When we land, the s e muscles need to 
contract eccentrically to decelerate the body. While stooped to work on something near the r, those muscles are 5 contracting isometrically to hold the position. During space flight, astronauts experience very ittle eccentric muscle 
contraction, especially with their legs, as they do not need to resist gravity. Therefore, it is important to exercise 
,muscles eccentrically during extended space travel [4,51 to prepare astronauts for return to Earth, or for landing on 
Mars, when they will need to resist gravity again. 
Concentric, eccentric and isometric muscle exercise is possible with the Inter-Limb Resistance device. For 
example, during biceps curls, the biceps in the arm moving up is contracting concentrically (muscle fiber shortening 
during activation) as it progresses against the downward force of the cable. The biceps in the arm moving down is 
contracting eccentrically (muscle fiber lengthening during activation) as it is pulled down by the same downward 
force of the cable. Essentially, the biceps in the arm moving up is performing work on the biceps in the arm 
moving down. Contractions with no motion are isometric and may be performed at any position in the range of 
motion. 
Comparison to Other Tv~es  of Resistance Exercise Devices 
By transferring forces from one limb to another, there is no need for energy storage such as lifting a weight 
stack to store potential energy or compressing a spring to store strain energy. Such storage of energy on other 
devices makes it possible to have an eccentric phase on the return stroke, such as letting the weight stack down after 
a leg press. However, the eccentric phase is always present in one of the limbs with the Inter-Limb Resistance 
device, when the contralateral muscles are contracting concentrically. Other devices use a friction drum to absorb 
energy from concentric muscle contractions. Such energy is unavailable for eccentric muscle contractions and is 
essentially wasted. In addition, some types of exercise equipment require external power, such as an active treadmill. 
The Inter-Limb Resistance device requires only a small amount of power for the instrumentation. 
Modular Components Accommodate Multiple Exercises 
With modular components it is possible to reconfigure the system easily to accommodale a variety of arm 
and leg exercises. For instance, in one configuration, the subject performs a reciprocating leg press pig. lb). 
Simple adjustment of cable length accommodates various individual sizes, or permits adjustment for varying initial 
joint angles. For example, by releasing cable, both legs have a more extended initial position. With legs nearly 
equally extended, hip and knee joints can be held in one position while the foot dorsiflexes and plantarflexes, 
isolating the soleus and gastrocnemius muscle groups. This is particularly important to astronauts as they often 
experience atrophy in these muscle groups. 
A quick conversion of the harness configuration and repositioning of the instrumented pulley allows arm 
exercises. A force spreader bar can be attached to the footplate pulley blocks connecting the feet and forming a bridge 
from above each forefoot. The instrumented pulley is then attached to the spreader bar as a base for arm exercises. 
To change to another arm exercise, such as military press, the subject quickly adjusts the initial cable length by 
repositioning the line gripping handles commonly used in sailboat rigging. 
Because the arm exercises are resisted at the feet, the forces and moments generated during the several arm 
exercises must be supported by the back, strengthening important back muscle groups as well. Another conversion 
facilitates leg abduction (moving the legs apart against force), where one end of the cable is held in the subject's hand 
resisting the abduction. 
The motim and forces sensed at the instrumented pulley can be related to limb motion w u g h  the 
geometry of the fltexible cable and harness foa each 
cable is connected rat one si& of the seat harness, 
between the legs, h u g h  the instrumented pulley which is mmectsd to the loweb back of the seat 
symmetrically inte- with the other leg. During exercise, the force developed by each leg is resisted 
approximately equally by the cable on the outside of the leg which attaches to the seat hamess, and by the cable on 
the inside of the leg which runs through the instrumented pulley. Therefore, the instrumented pulley senses only 
half of the force developed by each leg. A swivel allows the instrumented pulley to align with changes in force 
direction. 
During arm exercise, the instrumented pulley resists the total force h m  each arm, becaw ahe cable ends at 
each handle. Therefme, it is currently necessary to distinguish exercises when reading thb: measured loaca cell 
to know how the farce data relate to the contribution of a particular limb during exercise. We plan to incorporate 
configuration information in@ the humancomputer interface, so the subject can simply indicate the name of the 
exercise and then receive meaningful feedback during the exertion. 
In tension, the cable is the most efficient way to transfer forces, as the stresses are distributed evenly ~ m s s  
the cable cross-section. In other words, very little mass is required to do the same function that may be pformed 
alternatively by a linkage or geared drive train. Another advantage of the cable is its flexibility, making it 
convenient to fold and store with the flexible harness as a tightweight, compact multi-exercise device. The 
modularity encourages experimentation with other configurations, and the design is expected to conhue to evolve 
with use. 
METHODS 
To evaluate its performance in actual, short-duration rnicmgravity, a tirst 
Inter-Limb Resistance &vice was tested on board NASA's KC-135 parabolic flight 
zero-G free fall, the KC-135 climbs to approximately 38,000 feet elevation and the 
feet creating a parabolic trajectory that re- typically forty times (4 sets 
subjects are essentially falling in a parabolic curve experiencing a period of 
microgravity. As the plane pulls out at the bottom of the dive, approximkly 1.84 is felt before the next zefsdi 
period. 
With four subjects each exercising during one of the four sets of 10 las, a variety of- and 
exercises were performed during the simulated microgravity 135 fligh~ They included le 
running in place, calf pms (ankle extension), leg abduction, arm rowing, and military p s  
exercises and leg exercises resisted through the shoulder ham back musle groups fop spinal 
well. All exercises were performed at sub- 
RESULTS 
The Inm-Limb Resistance exercise device pedormd very well d ~ n g  its fmt "shakedownn &st in thre short 
duration m ty board the KC-135. subjects generated peak f o m  ranging from 640 to 11 
to 260 lbs) the kg press (sum of force iFnnn botR legs). Two subjects perfmed the Gallf p s s  d ge 
1 exercise pduced up to 623 N (1140 lbs) for one 
tnh: w e  of mBOion fog all exe~ises. Sub&@ 
ce device d e g  m i c m ~ v i q  tests. 
DISCUSSION 
vali* rhe efficacy of che Intea-Limb Resi 
atrophy due to long-tern ty OP exposlare to mkrom~ty .  Slreh studies will 
iology. For example, the &vice may be used to isolate in the lower 
of intramusculah pressure md elecmyomphy to con g effects of 
motion. 
PotenW markets for the Inter-Limb Resistance device include those for personal training at home and for 
sport fitness mm. Also, its application In rehabilitation is being explored in collaboration with the Palo Alto 
VA Rehabilitation R&D Center. 
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Figure I. a) During Inter-Limb Resistance to strengthen biceps, the force generated by one 
arm is resisted by the other. The sum of the force from each arm is resisted at the feet with 
an instrumented pulley. b) During leg press exercise, the force (FL) generated daring lower 
body exeaciw by the subject's left Beg as it extends concentrically (velocity, VE) is delivered 
through ar sable and instrumented pulley to the right leg, which develops an equal resistive 
force (FR) during eccentric contraction (VW). Although not showm, a shoulder harness is 
used to help resist leg forces and load the spine. 
Figure 2. Schematic drawing of the instrumented pulley showing the load cell and the optical 
encoder. For all exerckes, the magnitude and direction of arm or Beg velocities and foaees are 
controlled by the subject through the range of motion. Performance data are displayed tcp the 
subject, 
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